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Preface

In many ways this study of management decision making. in a public television system
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chapter 1

Introduction

a) ABOUT SCRUTINIZING THE CBC

Every consideration of Canadian broadcaiting, every - analysis of the mass medics
in this country, must contain a reference to the Canadian Broadcasting Corporortioni
beaause it is sogreat a factor in Canadian communications. And every time the CRC
is scrutinized, faults will be noted, because it is a very large and comple=
organization and it is not in 'the nature of such organizations to achieve
perfection. At -

Unrortunately, sniping at the pc has become a ,national pastime that ranks
with watching Rational Hockey League games and thinking deeply about reform of the
Senate.

The CBC is a national communications.medium in °locum:try that has no national
newspaper. It is the only truly national 'broadcasting enterprise in Canada,
offering service to aZZ but a tiny =writ; of Canadians in both official
Languages. It has striven to develop Canadian talent, to.reveal Canadians to one
another, to strengthen the fabric of Canadian society -- ondfor aZZ these things
we can he gratefiAr to the CBC as an entity Oite'unlike any other in the world.
But theie.arelaults, and they have in some cases been ?rated before, and they have
not all been remedied. (Davey 1970a; p 195)

.

With the above paragraphs the report of the Special Senate Coimittee ER the Mass
Media began its consideration of the Canadian'public broadcasting system. The report
then proceeded to criticize: the Ups commercial policy, its program distribution
arrangements, its record in collective bargaining, the effectiveness of its commercial
sales department, its dollar efficiency in producing prdgrams, its "preoccupation" with
the major production centres in Toronto and Montreal, and the extent to which it used
video tape editing. It ended on a somewhat more positive note: "We are faced with the
fact that if the CBC did not exist, we would have,to invent it" (Davey, 1970a, p 203).

F I ,

SuCh public scrutiny of the'CBC was not new when the Senate Committee ("The Davey
Committee") issued its report in December 1970. ,the Corporation had appeared frequently
before parliamentary committees. It had been,examined by many special committees and
commissions -- -including' Royal Commissions on the Arts, .LetterS and Sciences, on-
Broadcasting, on Government Organization, and on Bilingualism and Biculturalism.
Between 1932 and 1970, at least 2S such committees and commissions looked at Canadian
broadcasting or some aspect of it (CBC 1970a, p 31).

All of this public scrutiny is understandable. Although the Broadcasting Act does
not label the CBS as the "public" broadcasting service (the exact terminology is "the
national broadcasting service"), the CBC is a public broadcasting service, if only by.
virtue of the fact that about 80% of its funding is provided by the public through
federal government appropriations approved by Parliament.

'In April 1970 the CBC went before, the Canadian Radio-Television Commission (CRTC)
to seek, for the first time, the formai licensing of its networks.. The appearance was
apparently considered within the CBC to be a relatively- routine exercise. It wasn't.



2 1(a) About Scrutinizing the CBC

Newspaper accounts of the proceedings appeared under such headings as "CBC Bloodies
Itself in Public," "CBC Bosses in Dismal Showing," "CBC Has Commissioners Furious," and

"[CRTC Chairman] Juneau Tells CBC Its Not Doing' lob of Fostering National Unity" (CBC
1970c): The 1970 hearing was frustrating for both the CBC and the CRTC. It wasn't
exactly a public relations victory for the CBC, and the CRTC felt it never did get
satisfactory answers to many of its questions. At one point during the hearing, CRTC
Chairman Pierre Juneau attempted to focus the discussions, as follows:

The main question, is seems to me, is "What should be the precise objectives
and purposes of the CBC in relation to the rest of Canadian broadcasting which is
-- let's say 'tends to be' -- more con6ercial?"

Now it seems to me that if we do not during this hearing, and asa result of
this hearing,- achieve a little bit of progress in clarifying that point, whatever
else we achieve will not be that important. (CRTC 1-970a; p 271)

The hearing then proceeded to consider the CBC's level cif spending en artistic
talent, possible uses for the domestic satellite system, language tr.-alai-1:g, the nuebir

of women in senior or middle management positions, the loss of talent- to the United
States, violence in television prdgraxs, commercial acceptance policies, and'so en,

. .

,

Almost four years later, in Februay 1974, theATC appearabefore thi CR1t to Seca

renewals of the network licences granted subsequept,to the ISM -hearing 7- and to once
again be examined in public. In the intcrval.there had. been banychangeS at the CBC.
It had a new President, Laurent Picard, who .had not only taught at Harvard and

established a reputation as a management consultant,.but who had_ :leo become familiar
with the CBC -- as Eiecutive Vice President of the Corporation foi four years. It had:

co'ipleted a major reorganization which created two principal doiestic service divisiOns.:
a French Services Division with headquarters in. Montreal, and an English SerVices
Division with headquarters in Toronto. it had increased thi Canadian content Of
schedules and had extended the coverage of its services. And it had conducted internal

reviews of its policies, positions, and performance so as to be properly prepared'io
answer questions at the CRTC hearing.

The 1974 licence renewal hearing began shortly after nine o'clock on Monday,
ry

1B.

Februa. Outside it .was a bitterly cold Ottawa winter morning. Inside the heafing
room, a barlroam in the basement of the Talisman Motor Inn, were assembled the

participants and de observers: the CRTC ,Cenn4sSiOners, Stiff-persoppel,,the

senior officers of the CBC, CBC staff perponnel, representatives of' wide range of

groups which had requested an opportunity to intervene in proCeedings,Jgdivi.41-
reporters,intervenors, eporters, media columnists, translators, interested broadcasting

communication professiOnals, journalism students, interested.citizenitand. CBC , Fi.ehbh

and English radio and television crews.

.' 1
.

The Chairman pf the Commission, on its behalf,' openeli- the "hOring'isith the

remarks:

A strong CBC is vital to the health of'Canadian-brO0Casting whiC,h has been
characterized as the central nervous systelt ofCinadinn nationhood: Thepresent_

Minister of Communications, when, he -was- Secretary pi State; unlierlined 'thiS

importance when He called the CBC "the cornerstone of the, Carraaian broadcasting_

system." It is clear that any weakening of the national service, es.it is called,

would pose a threat to the 'entire Canadian broadcasting system. Conversely,

efforts to revitalize the Canadian broadcasting system as required by the

Broadcasting Act,.cannot succeed without .... oft-innovative CBC, sensitive to

changing needs, while still constant to original principles of service. This

hearing is not an investigation of the.CBC. Let us hope that Canadians have had

enough of this peculiar sport._ It will be, 1 hope, a careful and serene discussion

of Canadian, national broadcasting service, of its mandate, its PhilosOphy, its

accomplishments, its,futuie orientatiohs. (CRTC 1974b, p.g)
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. 1.

1..1 introduction

b) H0 THIS STUDY CAME ABOUT

"3.

A conmunication researcher could learn a great deal about the nature of public
broadcasting organizations simply by studying the written record of the 1974 hearing: I
had a special 'advantage: I was there, not as an observer but. as a backgfound
participant. For several months Don Richardson and I had .been working under Hugh
Gauntlettf-i supervisibn -in Toronto on-the preparatory "homework" for English
Televisionrs appearance at the hearing. We had helped prepare the -English Television
Written tibmission to the CRTC, had clipped and studied a flood_ ,of comment on the_ CBC in
magazines and newspapers, had reviewed the interventions filed with the CRTC, bad
checked out the various efitietsms and suggestions, and had prepared a- briefing book for
senior executives. We were sure we knew more about "what-was wrong with the_CK". than
anyone else -yossibly ever could. And we hoped that Our work would contribute to sone
small way to better public understanding of CBC English Television and its operating
environment and -- especially -- to the clarificatilin of the CRC's role within the
overall Canadian broadcasting tem._

It was not until two
October 1972' I had b
study and improve the
formed...she basis f

possible to gather
remained with the
reporting .to t

hearing was

Ehs later that the plan for this stu*.wss formulattd. In
work with CSC English Television in Toronto on.a project_ to

ork's Program Evaluation System- lbat_expe_rignce was. To !have .

my Stanford dissertation, but fa ar number of reasons it-uns%not
itable dissertation material_ For personal. financial reasons., I .

glish Television "Planning,Group," carrying-Out irOject-assignments,
Director of ly Network Scheduling. -Helping prepare for the.CRTC'

larges
.

t of these assignments:
.N .

In'Apr '1974 I notified my advisors that rwould,be in a position to return to
-Stanford Pi'at fall to SeaTchfor a new dissertation topic. In the'dfscussions which
followed it 'emerged that while I had been in.Toronta-'the Institute for. Communicatioh
Research at Stanford had developed an increased Interest in. policy research, and was
prepared to accept case study type dissertations. The obvious.question, suddenly, was
whether it woUltr.be possible to base a case,study'distertation on, my CBC experiences.
(In addition to the tine spent at English Television headquarters, I had also worked 161-

"the CSC in OttAwa ofCT five months in 1970 as a trainee producer in public,- affairs,
and in "Vancouver..-- for six months in 1971 as an associate producer. in television
current-affairs.)

-\
.

4

1111:stutly OF BROADCASTING INSTITUTIONS -1
,,

, -
..-

.
,

. 4 . -
.

CoMmunlcation research, studios of broadcasting , institutions .have overwhelmingly
. .

been forted,' to concentrate 'Olt detailed -operational processes- at fairly low .

.prganizational levels: Studies such- as Jay Epstein's- NEWS FROM NOWHERE, an
investigation of the NBC NIGHTIX NEWS unit, and Philip Elliott's THE MAKING OF A
TELEWON SERIES,, a study of the production of ,a documentary series at .Associated
Televisidix in Britain, have revealed a greatHeal.about the processes by which producers
and unity make program content decisions. Some insights into the management processes
Within US -commercial:television networks have been provided in personal narrative form
by observers such as Les Brown -(in. TELEVItION) and Fred friendly (in DUE TO
CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND OUR CONTROL).

1
'

. . ,
.

There have, however, been very few opportunities -to systematicalcy study decition
.4.

maki4, at the management level. . The problem is access. Commercial" broadcaiting
organizations are reluctint to; give researchers access to their executives and to ,their
boardroOms for fear of disclosure becompetitiVe'strategies and "trade secrets." Even
public broadcasting organizations have(been reluctant to expose.themselves to this type
of scrutiny. Professor James I. Hallo an, Director of the Centre kor Mass Communication
Research at theUniversity of Leicesta, has obser*ed:

. , . .

1-7 0,
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1. Introduction

.
Research which provides information about the size; composition and reactions

of -audiences, about the effectiveness of the message, and about the attractiveness

or influence of certain forms of presentation -- in short, research which serves
.1.

the interests of the media -- is the research, sometimes the only research,

fayoured by the broadcaster. There are many reasons, some obvious, some not so

obvious, why most broadcasters tend to prefer this Sort of research to studies

which set out to examine the_preductien process, decision-making, or the control,

011.1aPgri2ZEIBanizatianof brogOesting institutions. (Halloran 1971, p 3)
_

____
4 _

It as necessary-to sttuAt.the..produotion side -- the media industries -- for

from--eviftygn tvvrt could- possibly be created or presented, only certain .things

are produced and offered to the public, and what is offered_ L e- ratter of

Chance.. This means that we must. study the history and developmia pi media

institutions (and their relationship to other institutions, including government).

We must ask questions about organization and structure, about ownership, control,

resources and technology -- as well as about the import of media Material from

other countries. (Halloran 1974, p S)

In this case the research "fieldwork" was completed before anyone involvd

recognized that it would be possible to use it as the basis for a study such as this.

But as the situation was reviewed in the spring of 1974, it became clear that it should

be possible, subject to CBC cooperation, to capitalize on this somewhat unique situation

and to use my experiences as the basis for a ptructured base study.

d) POSSIBLE AREAS OF INQUIRY

Apart from the fact that we had already been permitted the necessary access to

decision makers and had available an extensive body of documentation, there were three

main reasons for our interest in a detailed study of CBC'English Television. Two of the

possible areas of inquiry had to do with communication research in a general sense; the

third related to the state of public_broadcasting in-Canada.
_

1. Institutional Characteristics of Public-Broadcasting. Organizations

indicated above, the communication research.tradition was' noticeably short of
-

.
. .

studies of broadcast institutions, especially at the management level. 'In this case

there was.- an opportunity to look closely -at the opeAtion of one public television

system and make some contribution, to the communication research understanding of the

nature of media institution(.-- of their,environments, of their structured, and of

their processes.- . -
.

.
. ,

2. CommunicationResearch Utilliation in Mass Media, Organizations
.,

It had become clear that even the existing bodxj:Of ,communication reseirck findings

and techniques was having very little influencfon the planning and'operation (or.on

the regulation) of at least this one major mass media institution. It seemed

important to examine the reasons for these research utilization problems and,to make

others aware of them. : -
\

.

Contemporary Issues in Pubic Television in Cantrida
. . .

, .

Although it is not likely a unanimous view, in the eyes of many the 1974 licence

renewal exercise generated more heat .than light -- more controversy than

understanding. It seemed that, for a variety of reasons, an important opportunity

to improve public- understanding of the nature of Canada's public broadcasting system

(and of its oportunities_and problems)"had,at least to some extent been lost in the

)*

3.

" A
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... 2(d). Possible.Areas of Inquiry

midst of what must have_appeared from the outside to .have been an inter-agency
public _relations battle. I had been privy to the insights of many, both inside and
outside the CBC, and it seemed that it might yell be useful to some Canadians to
have 'these observations pulled together into an independent assessment of the
environment, structures, and processes within CB% English Television.

We'cohcluded"that these possible areas of inquiry were cbmplementary and that a
single study could address itself to all three: In order to be able to arrive at
generalizations about the media ,institution (about the program decision making
environient, structures, and proces§es)ranct about the utilization of research, it would
be necessary to examine a number of specific conditions, issues, and events. Mete
detailed examinations of aspects of public television in Canada seemed to have potential

.value in and of,thenselves.

There were a number of potential problems -- some peculiar to this sitpation, some
common to 41 case studies of this type. The major "special" problem was that the
subject mattes. of this study was also the subject of intense and .emotional put:die
debate. The CRTC's announcement and decision on the CBC netwOK licence renewal
applications, RADIO FREQUENCIES APE PUBLIC PROPERTY, brought the CBC and the CRTC into
very direct

the
very public conflict when it was issued at the end of March 1974. Our

intention at the Institute for Communication Research was to contribute to public
understanding, and not to Ian unproductive controversy. It still is.

A common problem in case studies of this type is the treatment of, confidential or
privileged information. This problem was somewhat more severe in this case because I
had moved freely throughout the organization, not as a social science observer, but as a
contract employee. 'I had Worked in CBC studios, served on task force investigations,
-participated in meetings_up to the level of the President, and had accumulated a massive
set of files of internal documents. I. had unintentionally been given privileged
observer status.

4

We were fortunate that there already existed an extgiSive body of "public domain"
material, mil'" of it linked to the 1970 and 1974 public hearings. The 1974 hearing
alone yielded 'wealth of documentation on the CBC: 320 pages of Corporate submissions,
3,000 pages of interventions, 1,495 pages of transcript, thousands of column inches of
newspaper and magazine coverage, and a 245 page licence renewal decision. We decided to
base our examination of the English Television service primarily on this material. It
seemed that every comment that could possibly be made,about the CB, appeared somewhere
in the stacks of .published reports, 'transeriPts, and 'clippings. My own personal
experiences and observatiops would be useful in the selection and organization of the
supporting documentation, but the use of previously published material held the promise
of solving many of the problems which might,arise from my privileged access to the
organization.

.Even so, it was clear that the selective use of .certain of. the confidential or
privileged information to which I had been exposedl.muld significantly strengthen this
study. It was therefore,necessary to seek extensive*.further cooperation from the CBC.
In order to establish a basis with the CBC for the clearance of internal information,
and to in gome small way limit the scope of this quite general survey, a set of.-
guiddlines was developed at the outset of .this study. They were agreed to by the
Institute for Communication Research and by the C$C, and they. have guided this work
throughout. It seems important, to promote the,greatest possible understanding of what
follows, to reproduce those guidelines here. , "
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fi 1. Introduction.=

f) THIS STUDY'S GUIDELINES

1. The first primary objective of this study will be to map the management decilion

making environment, structures, and processes in this one, public television

organization.

2. The second primary objective will be to examine the extent to which mast

communications research findings, theories, and techniques influende such decision

' making.

3. A third objective will be to examine in detail current issues and conditions in

public broadcasting in Canada from a communication research perspective.

4. Specificscurrent issues and conditions in Canadian broadcasting will -be examined

principally with a view to establishing a basis for the analysis of institutional
characteristics and of research utilizationproblems -- rather than as studies in

their own right.

5. This study will focus on the English Television service of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation. Other aspects of the overoll CBC operation will be considered to the

extent that they influence or corItTast with English Television.
- .1.. .4

.

6. This study will concentrate primarily on CBC English Television during the period

from early 1970 through mid 1974. ,...
.11

SZ i.

7. To make this study as useful p possible to 44-wide range of headers, basilrilt
background sections will laded to cover the hiorical development of public..
broadcasting in Canada, the ineral state of Canadian broadcasting in-the 1970-1974.

period, and contemporary Canadian social and politicatoissues.

8. It is beyond the scope of this work to attempt to generalize the findings 'of this

study to other Canadian or foieign public or commercial broadcasting organizations.
Experience elsewhere will, however, be,cited, where appropriate.

9. The intent throughout will be to contribute to understanding- -- of the

characteristics of broadcast institutions, of communications research utilization,

problems, and, incidentally, of problems in public broadcasting in Canada -- as,

opposed'to passing judgements.

10. The focus will be on general conditions, influencet, trends, and characteristics' --
as opposed to the decisions, actions, qr personalities of individuals.

11, The experience and peispective of the participant observer will be explicitly

detailed, and personal views, where included, will be clearly identified as,Such

12. This study will touch on some areas in which the author claims no special expertise .4.
Some consideration of the nature of nationalism, of the, various theories of host'

public broadcasting can best serve the public, and of the sociology of organizatio

and organizational decision making is inevitable. Rather than avoid these are ,

this study will incorporate the amateur views of the author:

13: To as great an extent as possible, public domain documentation (drawn prom ,

previously published materials and sources generally available to the publicitwill

be used in this study.

14. Confidential materials ga ered during the course of the fieldwork will be.used only

subject to the approval the Canadian Broadcasting Corpordtion.
. , ./ e'.. ,

_ . .

1.5. Inline with the polic guidelines of the Senate of the AcademCoungil of Stanford
University concerning

V
ncerning ecrecy in research, the final study r4port ,must be freely

. publishable.
,,,

. /
1-1

J.,.

I.
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... 2. Introduction

g) READER'S GUIDE

This is an extremely long document.

1

Its length has resulted, -in part, _from the attempt to. addiess three' somewhat
different potential audiences -: those interested in the nature of media institutions,
those interested in improving the utilization of communication research findings and
techniques, and those concerned with public television in Canada. One consequence of
addressing three problems in combination is that a great deal of background material
must be provided for the benefit of those familiar with one or two of the problems
areas, but not with all three. Attempting to map English Television decision making
sufficient detail to provide Useful source material for, further analysis in three
distinct areas,has also contributed to.this document's length.

Although it would have been possible to include many og the background Vlapters and
certain of the analySis sections as appendices, that approach has.not been taken. You
may not need to read all of the background sections, and you may not have an interest in
all of the analysis sections. But `this document has been sequenced to encourage readers
to at least scan any chapters or sections which they feel they might omit reading in
detail.

Because different readers with .different backgrounds may, choose to use this
document for different purposes, it seems useful to outline here its structure -- to
provide a "reader's guide" for using what follows. Figure 1-1 is intended to show, in a
general way, the connection between the background and analysis chapters, although no
attempt has been made to portray in detail the interlocking relationships between
sections. Chapters 1 and IS are common start and finish points; Chapter 11 provides a
common base for the three analysis chapters. The folloeing summaries are. intended, .ta
guide you:ihroughthe four "streams" of background which lead to'Ohapter'll.

4. 14.

Chapter 2. Mass Media Research

This isan overview of completed mass media studies, and. outstanding research
problems intended to serve as an introduction to mass media research for those not
already familiar with the full range of communication research .activity and interest.
There is a widespread impression that mass media research consists primarily of
measuring the sizes of Ndiences. In fact, in addition to audience and content studies,
there are important findings and remaWng problems in "institutional" research, and
there are important "societal" questionedbout the relationship between the masp media
and society, and about the role of the meef-as social institutions. Those readers not
especially familiar with these research fields may Be surprised that so many common mass*
media characteristics have already been ,isolated and that communication research
interest extends so far beyond audience measurement. Rgsearchers will.be reminded that
much remains unknown, and that most "societal" questions are matters of public policy-.

Chapter 3. Public BroadcaSting and The Public_

Public broadcasting institutions are a distinctly special class of mass media
organizations. In addition to the basic responsibilities shared by all broadcasters,
they have special obligations which arise from the fact that they have been deliberately
created by the public to serve one or,, more common societal purposes. This chapter

_'briefly traces the origins of the public broadcasting "tradition,(' and explores some of
the complexities of even the ideal or theoretical relationship between publics
broadcasting organizations and' the "mass societies" they now,,serve. The questions
raised should be of interest to most readers; the discussion of "The Special 1Role of
Public Broadcasting" is referencedthroughout the analysis section l'

21
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... 1(g) Reader's Guide

Chapter 4. The Parti4pant Observer Tradition

This is a communication "research" study, but it does not report the results of
tightly controlled experiments; it is a record of what I saw and what I sensed while

,looking around inside an organization. This chapter explores some of the advantages and
disadvantages of this approach to research; the attention of those concerned with the
rigour of this study is- directed to the discussion of "Limitations and Precautions."

9

*Chapter5.. Models and Alternate Wes ofAnalysis

Although this is a "communications! research study, the approach to analysis in
Chapters 12-14 borrows from the application of general systems theory to the
"organizationa1! research traditiogs in economics, sociology, political science,
business administration, and psychology. This chapter establishes the basis for the
"environment/structure/process" approach to analysis and the basis of the linkage
between "environmental" and "institutional" characteristics.

;

Chapter 6. The Canadian PerspectiVe-

One of the central arguments in this study is that broadcasting systems are encoded
versions of the political issues which confront societies. For those not- especially
familiar with the oensIty distribution of the Canadian population, and with its
geographical distribution by language, section 6(b) provides an indication of the
physical challenge to broaddasting' in Canada. For those not familiar with Canadian

*history, section 6(c) traces the origins of and nature of Canactilm nationalism and of
the country's regional-and linguistic tensions': For thospnot especially familiar with
the circumstances of theOreation of the CBC, section 6(d) traces the origins of pyblic
broadcasting in Canada, and provides the first indications of the relationship between
the public's approach to the organization and regulation of broadcasting and the nature

''b-E,the political and social dilemmas facing that.public.

Chapter 7j The'Canadian Broadcasting System, 1970-1974

Chapter 6 provides background on broad issues facing the Canadian public; this
chapter focuses on specific conditions, trends, and issues in broadcasting in Canada
during the study period., For those not familiar with the extent of "fragmentation" of
the Canadian ,viewing audience" resultingtfrom the rapid spread of cabletelevision
services, section 7(a) establishes some of the basis fdr the argument that, at the end
of the study period, changes in the overall Canadian broadcasting environment indicated
a need for a CBC English Television service more clearly "different4ted" from.
commercial television services. For most readers, section 7(b) proides basic
background, statistical, and financial information 'about the CBC and about English
Television in 1970-4974, usefpl as background to C piers 11=1t. ,EOr those not familiar
with the "activist" nature of broadcastigg_re ation in Canada,during the study period,
section 7(c) outline's the problems_and approaches of the -CRTC, and establishes part of
the basis for Chapter 12's analysis of the relationShip between the CBC and the_
regulatory agency.

Chapter. 8. The Participant Observer

"Participant observation" research studies can never be, totally objective; they are
"shaped" by the nature of specific experiences and also by personal values. The best
protection against undetectable bias is to outline the background of the observer; this
chapter provides sTa-infOrmationlor the benefitrof those - especially concerned with the
adequacy .of the basis for personal comment in later chapters.

4(

... -
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Figure 1 -2. CONTENT ORANIATION SCHEME
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... 1(g) Reader's Guide

Chapter 9. The Management Decision ?faking Setting

11

This chaptei provides important.informationabout the structural arrangements fors
and in the CBC, and about the structure, functions, and approaches of the decision
making group most closely observed.

Chapter 10. The 197401C Licence Renewal Process -

This chapter's chronological review of the CRTCIs renewal of CBC network licences
outlines the conditions under which consideration of the issues examined in Chapter 1I
took'place. It also provides the first evidence of certain problems'in the operation of
the regulatory system which are examined in Chapter 12.

Chapter 11. ("Public Issues") reviews public consideration-of the role and operation
of the 'CBC and of English Television during the study period. In the process, it
provides detailed observat' ns which, are pieced together, into larger patterns in
Chapters 12-14. Figure 1- depicts the .structure of the relatiohship between the
background and'-issue terial and the analysis chapters. Some "issues" are of more
importance to some analyiis sections than to others; the larger intersection markers
indicate those background chapters and issue sections which are of particular importance
to the analysis chap rs.

It is unlikel that all readers will have an equal interest in all of Chapters 12,
13, and 14; in, particular, Chapter 14 is addressed primarily to. communication
researchers. AI outline of the findings in the analysis chapters is provided below.
Chapter 15 ("ReMarks") is where we all get back together again.

4

h) PREVIEW OF THE ANALYSIS CHAPTERS

Chapter 12. Pubi,ic Telaii^g:.in Canada

The n#ture of the relationship between the public . .adcasting organization
and public at the national level has turned out to ha teen's much more significant
actor jn-Aaping organizational decision making in English Television than was

anticipated '.when analysit began. This study find that, in 1974, the changed and till
changing Canadian broadcasting environment implied a need to.more clearly differen fate
English TeleVision service from the private cotmercial services. Such a move w uld;
however, have required changes in public policy on public. broadcasting. in Canada; in
fact, the policy development and interpretation processes of the CBC, the CRTC, and of
government weie,deadlocked. Analysis of the relationship between general issues facing
the country as a whole and 'specific broadcasting.policy,issues supports Anthony Smith's
contention that "many of..the unresolved neuroses from which nations suffer can be found
-reflected in the ways they choose to organise radio apd television."_)

This chapter argues that many of the,"problem" issues facing English Television had
their origins in the national environment and in that environment's influence on the
structural arrangements for public broadcasting in Canada. It also argues that, by
1974', there existed a need for' 'a cOmprehensive and Coordihated review ,of,,public
broadcasting Olicy, and a further need to establish an ongoing public plicy
development and, interpretation. process,%'adaptable both to general changes in the
cultural, policical, social, and economic environments and to specific. changes in the_
broadcastingenviropment.
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12 1. Introduction

Chapter 13. Management Decision Making in CBC English Television

broadcasting sellIceg are managed. seems to have long puzzled both .Canadiads

contempl ting the CBC and researchers xdncerned with mass media institutions in general.

This study finds s-th tanageBient decision Snaking proofsses within,English Television to

have been an understandable (if not tprediCtable) function of environmental, structural,
and institutional characteristics. It finds a.distinctly operational focus for decision

making, but suggests .that the service balanAng processes required were inherently so
complex as to make such an operational approach to dicision,making virtually inevitable.
And it points to a basic balancing diletka, which ,Smite has argued faces all

r broadcasting; "When it.find4:a level of taste at which L can successfully.agwegate its
audience, it becomes culturally valueless; when it occupies a.higher ground 0'0 spirit

of dedicated intellectual exclusiveness, it fails its puTpese.of serving The entire

society."

is chapter, argues that, bqth in order for the broadcasting organisation to .be

adequately "in touch" with societal conditions (and thus "balance" appropriately), and
in order for it.to survive as an institution, in 19.74 the CBC needed to become much more

"open" in communicatihg with the Canadian people about its problems and aspirations --

about the problems and aspirations of the Canadian, people's public broadcasting service.

It also argues that many' of the internal problets of English television, though

originating in part from an understandable communication overload on operational

management, indicated needs,throlighout the CBC fpr more open internal communication and

for -greater Intention to the special needs. of, individuals within a/ creative

organization: s

.

. . . . . . v. .
A.

Chapter 14. Communication Research Utilization

This chapter,- intended primarily 'for researchers, adds very little, except

additional detail to the generAl :patterns. of communication research utilization in
broadcasting policy and development, and in medii operation, observed elsewhere. The

main finding iis that communication research had a very limited impact in b6th areas.

The chapter argres that, if this common pattern is, ever to change, it will have to

be on the basis of researcher initiative.

ChapieT,15 considers t ings of the analysis chapters in combination, and -

comments on_tfie probable out .f pursuing various public broadcasting policy options

in Canada..,

,

x-
I'

.



Cammuniciition Raiecitch Backeiruizet

Mass MeldLia Research

a CASE STUDIES Allb THEORY

44
An individual case. study, such as this one, seldom gives rise to a major

th oretical development on its own. But there are important roles for Caie.studies
wi hin research disciplines. They provide opportunities to compare theories with
cl sely observed actual conditions, and these obsprVations, when considered together
trig other findings, can contribute to theory building.. Casestudies do not relate t$5 a

gle, clearly defined, or narrowly focused body of theoretical literature. Instead,

iey provide attains of the conditions found in a particular situation, and these serve
to form parts of the'bases'for the re-examination of a wide range of existing theories.
Tiii chapter presents an overview (rather than an exhaustive examination) of some of the
wide range of mass media research areas which relate, in one way cle another, to this

study

RESEARCH WI'T'HIN: THE BROADCAST MEDIA

4
. -

, - - g o

Although it may seem artificial toy make a disninctiOn, between the, mass media,
esearch conducted within mass media organizations andabout then, in practice there are
ignificant differences in the nature ofithe work undertaken. , ,

D.
.

Outside f academic communities,,and especially in the mass media,industries, mass

dia resear h is frequently equited with audience research. Audience research --
properly, cop ived, carefully conducted, and, (especially) intelli gently use4 -- has' ,4.

cry import t role to play in the responsible operation of Oiss media institutions.
(It may, hOw,ver, be more appropriate to think of, audience research as a tool rather
than a re parch mid in itself. It has a role td play, but so do other types,of mass
media resea Ch.) , .

.
et:

A'., . -

The a dience research which is done within the broadcast media can be broken down
ccording to source: research done by research service organizations, by commercial

bioldeasting organizations, and by (or for) public broadcasting institutions.

Much of the work done by research service organizations consists of gathering and

distributing program, "rating". dnfprmation. Most of these organizations, such.as the
A.C. Nielsen Company, are bUsiness enterptiges- which sell the results of their ratings

.. surveys -- on a contract basis -= to networks, stations, advertising agencies, ind!Iftww..0....4k;

advertisers: In Canada, one pf.the principal sources of program rating information' is

the BBM BUreau 9E' Measurement,, a non =profit organ ration 'formed and controlled by
advertise *, advertising,agencies, and broadtisteri to c Mutt impartial measurements of
radio and television audiences. ,. . .

. ,

,,,

:). Most. f the researchservice companies also undertake Other specialized studies for
. ,_, .

. indiiidual.clientsy the results of suchAnvestigationi are prdiiided on a .confidentia].
... "

. -
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basis only to the client contracting for these specific investigations.
.

A specialized type of commercial research study currently being conducted in North'
American broadcasting is the claS's of study performed for a local television station to
determine how best to increase the size of audiences for local television news programs.
Typically these studies involite the interviewing of approximately 300 television viewers
in the coverage area of the station contracting for the study, assistance to station
management in interpretation of the results, and consulting advice, based on
professional experience, on what Changes in on-Eamera personnel, presentation format,
alp/or story selection would be.most likely.to increase, audience size and/or produce a
desired change in the demographic composition of the audience. The effecis on news
programming of these "research" studies and the trends they hare generated have been the
subject of critical comment, not only in the study.of journalism (6g- Barrett, .19731 but
in at least one public affairs program on television itself (CBS: SIXTY MINUTES, "The
Rating War," 10 March 1974). , -

Another type of audience "research" conducted for the commercial brdadcasting
industry is the measurement of response to pilots of program series screened in
specially equipped thea res, principally in Los Angeles. Although the, validity of the
results from such s ening tests has been questioned (ei- Bercovici, pp 23-6), this
type of testing continu s in the US. Although the CBC contracted with Canadian Facts
Limited, representatives of the Schwerin Corporation in Canada, for similar testing
during the 1950's, the practice has been.discontinued (Morrison, pp 167-8).

' Very little is known about the research activities of the commercial broadcasting
industry itself. Although some commercial network papers and studies suggesting that
Violence in television programs has not been proven,to be harmful to audiences have been
made public (eg- CBS Inc., 1964; Milgram, 1974), the nature and "results of most of their
investigations arc not made public. It is generally assumed that the bulk of their work
is Concerned with audience viewing patterns and with techniques for optimizing the size
and composition" of audiences for programs. Commercial television broadcasting is a
competitive business: the results of research studies are treated with the same

4 confidentialAtr-accorded "busin`ess secrets" in any business enterprise.

Relearch conducted by and for public 'broadcasting organizations, like its.
commercial counterpart, has at least until recently been, concerned primarily with
audience measurement. In Canada, what became CBC Research was originally set up as the
CBC! "Audience Research" department (Morrison, p 162).

et-

It is important to note a difference in the pattern of research activity within he
Canadian and US pubic broadcasting systems, a difference related to the fact that the US
system is highly decentralized in comparison with the Canadian .public broadcasting
system. As of the end of June 1973, the licences for the 236 stations in the US public
television system were held by 150 separate licensees: S2 non-profit community station.
corporations, 26 state and municipal government authorities, 19 local pubic school
systems, and 53 universities and colleges. At the national level, the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting (CPB) administers the distribution of financial support to the
stations, but is. forbidden under its charter in the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 from
directly engaging in the production of programs. The Public Broadcasting Service (PBS),
a cooperative organization of .the individual stations, operates. a station_program
cooperative that selects programs to be produced and supplied to its member stations and
also operates the interconnection service that feeds these programs to the stations.

Research activity is distributed throughout this decentralized system. CPB tends
to concentrate its efforts on original' studies which have implications for the OS park
broadcasting system as a whole PBS was instrumental in arranging to obtain basic
audience size a* composition data pip the commercial research services. Throughout
the system, and especially At thestation,level, research is adertaken not only by the
broadcasting organizations themselves, but also by university departments with interests
in broadcasting. In addition, some special studies are funded by the institutional
supporters of blic broadcasting (such as the Ford Foundation) and in connection with

23
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program development (as in the case of the Children's Television Workshop's SESAME
STREET)

The scope of rese rth at the station level it the US is being expanded to include
"community needs as ainment"' as well as audience studies. Formal attertainment
studies ark required by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) of .all commercial
applicants for the ting oz~ renewal of broadcasting licences; public broa4casters
had been conducting simil r studies voluntarily, but in early 1976 the FCC moved to make
these studies of community, issues and needs mandatory. In general terms," research
within US public broadc ting is characterized by the large number of its sources, by
great diversity in approadh d technique, and by a concentration on audience. and
community needs ascertainmen studies.

In Canada, researc within public broadcasting has almost entirely been carried out
by the broadcasting institutions themselves, primarily by the CBC and provincial
authorities.

In surveying research within the broadcast media around the world, Halloran, has
observed that those who work within media institutions "are usually obliged to take the
problem as given, and have little opportunity (and in many cases little inclination) to
probe at depth or question the values, of.the institutions." .He continued:

Still, it could be misleading to lump all audience research departments
together. Some are less restricted than others, and in the case of Finland we may'
see the emergence of a different approach to research altogether [in which]
attempts are being made to further a type of critical goal research which ideally
would be linked to forward planning within the institution. At first sight this
seems to give a more central and vital role to research than is customary in Moist
broadcatting instititions....'

. F.inland, however, would appear to be an exceptional case. Generally, the
distinction between the typical work of an audience research department and the
sort of work that would Stem from our approach [at the Centre -for Mass
Communication.Research] ,is worth making, . if only to draw attention to the
limitations and restrictions inherent in service or administrative research.
(Halloran 1971, pp 12-3)

Research activity within the CBC during the study period, reviewed in Chapter 14,
consisted primarily of audience research investigations; in that respect, the pattern
as far fibs' exceptional, though certain CBC. Research studies focused on critical

questions of a more basic nature than those commonly addressed by research departments
within broadcasting institutions.

c) RESEARCH ABOUT THE BROADCAST MEDIA

Research aboUi the broadcast media can be divided, along lines suggested by Michadl
Guievitch, into three categories: "audience and content studies" about exposure to the
possible influence of media content on the audience; "institutional studies" on the
structure and organization of media institutions, on the behaviour of individuals within
these -institutions, and.on the nature of the output which is disseminated by them; and
"societal studies," concerning the relationship between mass media and society,'and the
role Of the media as social institutions. Gurevitch noted:,

Clearly; these three categories are strongly interrelated. Indeed, if studies
classified tin the first two categories are to have any sociological' significance,
they ought to be set, and loOked at, in a wider social context. In other tiords,.,
they could then be also classified as "societal studies." (Gurevitch, p 161)

2 9
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:Audience and Content.Studies

.1

r.

Studies of audience exposure to, use of, and attitudes towards vaxioustypes of

mass media content *e not now:uncdamon. A major study of this type in the Canadian

setting was "The Media . and the People,ult report- by Martin-, Goldfarb Consultants

commissioned by the Special Senate Committee on Mass Media Paver, 1970c,. pp 3-184).

The audience research conducted by the mass Media institutions themselves can be

incruded in this grouping: one study that addressed "the need to identify certain

broader patterns of audience response that cut across and are, in a sense, independent

of the particular programs that make .up the ggttern," was "Patterns of Television
Viewing in Canada," a study conducted for the Cle,resident's "Study of Teleyision in

the Seventies" (CBC 1973a).

A much less straightforward type of investigation concerns'itself with mass media

"effects:" Studies on the effects of the media have attracted some public attention,

especially those dealing with the effects of violence in programs and the ,influence of

televiSion on young people. It should be noted that this is not the easiest type of

research to undertake. .The US National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of

Violence remarked in 1969:

It is difficult to design studies linking human behavior or personality

formation to media content, in view of the vast array of variabiei in the social

environment that converge to shape a person's conduct and values. Television is

but one powerful element in a complex nexus of social Eorcei impinging on people's

_ lives. (US 1969, p 1) ' ,

Despite the difficulties, considerable effort has been expendedin the-search for a

better understanding of the linkage between televised' violence and violent behaviour in

society, particularly in Children. (For an oveiview of this work, see Roberts, 1973.) A

major undertaking in this area was the US. Surgeon General'a 41.8 million inquiry,,

summarized in-the Scientific Advisory Committee's 'ireport, TELEVISION AND GROWING UP:

THE IMPACT OF TELEVISED VIOLENCE (US 1971). Douglass Cater and Stephen Strickland have

argued that,.given the political and economic environment in which.the research summary

was written, and the conflict between the commercial television industry representatives

and the social ,scientists on the Scientific Advisory Committee, it is not surprising

that the conclusions reported were labelled "preliminary" and "tentative" (Cater & '4

Strickland, pp 2,70). In their overview of the problem* of social. effects'in'

broadcasting, Wilbur Schramm and Janet Alexander observed; .

Despite disagreement among members of the commis sion, the general concluiion,

was that there is a- proved connection between the watching of largeamounts_of,

violence-on televiiion and greater probability of violent behavior.- in 'real life.

In one sense, this. concern's is exactly the same kind- as 'that voiced against-

advertisements for cigarettes and potentially_harmful drugs: television may be

.encouragingthe use of' poisons. In two other .senses, however,, it is ,very

different. For -one thing, the .effect of television programs on 'Children is much

more subtle and harder to measure than the incidence of lung eancerin smoking and

non-smoking groups, or the incidence ofdeith'or damage from proprietary. drugs. In

the second place, whereat in the case of cigarettes and,drngs the objection is.

merely to the advertising- of a presumably dangerous 'produCt, in the mile, of

violence, the objection is to television's own product and is, therefore-, both- more

awkward to regulate ana more directly an attack on the stewardship of hroadeas;ers.

(Schramm & Alexander, p'609)-

.5
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Of all the areas within mass media research, it is perhaps in the "effects" studies
where the need for "basic" research can be most easily seen. In the case of the
research into the relationship between cigarette smoking and lung cancer, the causal
effect link was proven statistically, but the mechanism (how it occurs) is still not
understood. Research into media, effects faces the same problem: since the effects
manifest themselves for some people under some conditions, and since the mechanisms
through which the effects occur are not clearly established, the answers to specific
questions are forced to take the_form of statements of statistical probability.

The volume of research on the .effects of sex and violence in the mass medieand on
television's influence .n young people is significant when compared, with truly "basic"
research, George L. Hall, Director of the Virginia Public Telecommunications Council,
has observed: . ,

Our more corporate-minded institutions are not 4ven, or driven, to the
generation of basic research efforts, probably be,cante4he findings which might
eventuate are not perceived as being germane or relevint toAhe "brush fire" sorts
of decision making with which their managements 'ie eminently,concerned. And even
if findings were to be clearly relevant, they might also be sharply adverse to
established policy directions for which political commitments are all but
irreversible. (Hall, p 3)

Hall summarized the arguments of those who perceive a clear need for basic mass
'media research as follows:

Without basic research ... our whole institution may be -building upon the
sands of illusion, to be swept into the seas of history at.the first real flood.'
We know practically nothing about such fundamental human behaviors as div'ersion..and,
far too little about the social role(s) of the electronit mass media. And yet. our
field generates virtually no basic research efforts of the kinds needed. Instead
... we count noSes'in our insignificant applied research efforts which are usually
contrived to put out annoying brush fires and confirm our momentary inconsequential
judgements. (Hall, p 2)

In presenting the case for a particular approach to research dealing
questions, Harold Mendelsohn argued:

Before sot 1 research can serve to undergird overall. Mass communication
policy a con derably,more functionally oriented research effort is required. For
example, we eed much more data than are now available on two major variables. .0n
the micro evel, we need a far better understanding of what roles the media play in
the fu process of socialization. On the macro level, we need far more insight
into t e integrative-disintegrative functions of the media in relation to. groups
and ommUnities. (Mendelsohn, p 389)

e problems facing the co -duct of "effects" research, such as on the linkage
betwedn televised violence and violent .behaviour, are difficult and not widely
Understood.. Consideration of work completed has been complicated by broadcasting

with' policy,

industry arguments that viewing does n
The resulting debates have at least
of the role -of the .media, in society and

affect behaviour (except buying behaviour),
rlined the need for a more basic understanding .

dividual lives.

Institutional Research

Audience
considered "
But . "er

research, effects research, and basic research can all, a sense, be
research: each can provide valuabl.' guidance in policy development.

to be able to provide policy advice on about mass media planning
,

1
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and operation, it is not only profitable but necessary to study the structure and
operation of the existing mass media industries and institutions. The formation of mass
media policy, like policy formation in any area, is an evolutionary process.
Consequently, it is inevitable, that policy ideas and questions will normally be
expressed in terns relating directly to the existing industries and institutions.
Studies of the forma% and (especially) the financial structures of the media are not
uncommon, but there bay* been relatively few investigations of the internal operation of
media institutions, especially at the policy setting level..

---

Speaking of trends in mass'Inedia research in Britain, Halloran has observed:_

We have broadened our terms of reference since those early days and today our
research, although not ignoring questions about the effects of the media, goes much
wider and deeper. For example, we are interestedin the factors that govern or
influence what the media make available, as well as the factors that govern or

influence what use is made, of what is made available- It it necessary to study the

production side .... the history and development of media institutions (and their
relationship to other institutions, including governient) orgUnization and
structure ... ownership, control, resources and technology .... the professional

values and the day-to-,day operations.... (Halloran 1974, p 5)

Media Structure andOwnership-Studies,.

Studies of the formal structure of the media have been conducted periodically in

Canada, as elsewhere, as an aid to the formationof policies on :the concentration of
media ownership and on foreign ownership, often in response to' governmental needi for
information in connection with the economic regulation of the newspaper, magazine, and
1

lzpadcasting,industries. The largest of the three volumes ofthe report of:the Special

Senate Committee on Mass Media was Volume IT -- WORDS,' MUSIC, AND DOLLARS: A STUDY Op

THE ECONOMICS OF PUBLISHING 4ND BROADCASTING IN CANADA. The 572 page report dealt with

the actual concentration of ownership, with the economics of tfie opelation df the mass

media, and With a wide range of factors affecting concentration and economics in 11Le.---

media (Davey 1970b). Join Porter's chapter on "The'ldeological System: The Mass

Media," in THE VERTICAL MOSAIC,.. contained major sections on "Structure an

1\

Control of

the Mass Media" and on "The Major Mass Media Complexes" (Porter pp 457-90 .

, .

Media Output Studies -t

'Many of the studies conducted of the day to day operations of the media have
followed an established tradition in print joUimalism research, the tradition orthe
Pgatekeeper" study. In its classic form, a gatekeeper study examine's ,the ielection
processes by which editors select from all available wire service copy those stories to
be carried in their newspapers. In The Gatekeeper: A Case Study in the Selection of
News," D.M. White commented that when studying reasons for rejecting wire copy one could
see how highly subjective -- how reliant on, value judgements based on the "gatekeeper's"
own set of experiences, attitudes, and expectations -- the communication of "news"
really is (White, p 171). In "Social Control.,in the Television Newsroom," Daniel Garvey
summarized the research on news -selection processes completed up to 1971, with
particular attention to television news (Garvey, pp 23-52).' His own study found that,
although management. policy influenced the selection of news items in the three

television stations studied to some extent, the socialization process of becoming part
of the news staff was a complex one, and a great many factors, aside from management
policy affected content decisions.

,

I
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A related type of, study, which has the advantage of not requiring access to the
media organization itself, is the content analysis of media output.- Studies of this
type have been conducted by various organizations and individuals to support specific
arguments about

of
portrayal of women and racial minorities, and about the alleged

political bias of news Organizations. Others have used content analysis as a tool for
gaining a better understanding of th overall selection patterns evident in the output
of the media. Benjamin D. Singer's stu ).;,- "Violence, Protest, and War in Televiiion
News,"_ was a comparative content analysis of the network newscasts of the CBC' and CBS
TV.' Singer commented:.

In societies where the media are not controlled and news presentations are
free to vary, periodic monitoring of such media as television in a comparative
perspective is important, particularly where scarcity of time intensifies the
selection process. One of the assumptions underlying traditional press freedoms is
that, within limits, all news will be published. This is hardly the case with our
dominant medium, television; in fact, the reverse is true: very little of the news
is used. Hence, such a medium has ,enormous power to affeCt the perceived
environment of viewers through repeated emphasis of certain ,categories of events.
This process, by distorting the ,social reality perceived by individuals in a
society, alters their standards of judgment and hence frame of reference toward
what is normal and expected in such a society. (Singer, pp 240-1)

Media Operation Studies

One of the relatively few detailed studies of..the "inside" operation of the
television medium' is Edward Jay Epstein's NEWS FROM NOWHERE: TELEVISION AND THE NEWS.
During 1968 and 1969 Epstein observed the program units -which produced the NBC -EVENING
NEWS, the CBS -EVENING NEWS, and the ABC EVENING NEWS. Although access at CBS and ABC
was more limited,. NBC permitted Epstein more or less free reign of the news
organization. The research yielded an extremely valuable picture of the operation of
the "evening news" units. In reviewing the study, I;thiel de Sola Pool commented:

Epgtein isIndt an ideological crusader either for or against the networks. He
is not writing an,expose of evil men.... He recognizes that, as a result of a
series of organizational constraints on what is permissible, economic, easy,
graphic, and appealing to put on the ari, what actually appeal's on television news
is.a very different thing frora mirror image of society. (Pool, p 311)

In summarizing the results of his study, Epstein observed:

The main finding of this study is that the pictures,ofisociety which are shown
on-television as national news are largely -- though not entirely -- performed and
shaped by organizational considerations. To maintain themselves in a competitive
world, the networks impose a, -set of prior restraints, rules and conditions on the
opetIons. of their news divisions. Budgets are set for the production of news,
time is scheduled for Its presentation, and general policies are laid down

-_?cUrraining. As content. To satisfy theiae'requirements -- and keep their jobs --r
news executives and producers formulate procedures, systems and policies intended
to reduce the uncertainties of news to manageable proportions.... The basic
contours of network news can thus be'at least partly explained in terms. of the
demands which the news, organizations must meet in order to continue operating
'without crises or intervention from network executives. (pp 258-9)

It is impossible here to cover fully Epstein's detailed observations, but they have
made a significant contribution to our-understanding of the impact of organizational,
technical,, and financial factors (or "operational" factors) on media cone nt.selection

, f
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and shaping processes. ,Some of these factors are relatively obvious; a surprising

prhportion are not. Epstein noted, for instance:

The imperatives of network scheduling tend to impose certain common forms on

essentially dispa ate events.-- Thus, almost all news,events appear to take place
in a roughly s 'lar time frame and are explained in approximately corresponding
length -- usually a minutes per story. tEpsteiA; p 240)

The paramount need.of the networks to maintain a maximum audience flow compels
producers to reorganize the news into certaifi story formats that are presumed most
capable of holding the attention of Jiewers, regardless of their subject or
content.... The solution found by the n works is to cast each event, -which in

itself might not be immediately rele t to the lives of most of those watching,

. into, conflict stories that presumably eve universal appeal. (pp 240=1)

The economic logic of network ,flews also provides a strong incentive for

covering timeless stories instead of current ones in California. A timely story
-about the day's events would first have to be transmitted to New York on a

specially rented cable ;.. which in 1969 cost about $3,000 per hpur (nearly half of

the program's daily budget for relaying stories from all over the world). On the

other hand, timeless features can be transported at practically no cost by air

freight -- or when cables were rented by the hour for ,other purposes....

California feature stories can also be conveniently used to satisfy the network'
policy of ending the program wish humorous or light stories.... The search for
quirks and aberrations in California Iife is thus rooted partly in the logistical

difficulties of covering current events, and partly in,the program's need for

feature.stories. (pp 245-6)

o

Producers also prefer action pieces that require np lengthy exposition, since

they can easily be truncated to fill the available time in a segment and thus help
pace the program. (p 247)

Since there is'no economic reason regularly to employ more film crews than is

necessary to produce the daily quota, coverage is generally limited to a dozen or

(t so selected events. This, in turn, requires that the events which are selected for
XLcoverage are'highly predictable and almost certain to produce a usable news story.

260)

-9, The tendency to depict symbolic protests rather than substantive problems, is

idlosely related to the problem of audience maintenance. Protests can 'be
universally comprehended, it is presumed, if they are presented in purely symbolic

terms: one group, standing for one cause, challenging another group and cause. (p

".270)

0

I

, .

In his classic study.of the flInctions of executives-, Chester I. Barnard found

that they most effectively control large organizations not by pafticipating in
day-to-day decisions, but by inducing the necessary organizationll valUes in their

subordinates. This is also true in the case of television news executives, which

includes the network news president, vice-presidents, and news managers of °the

. various operations. While they may ,decide on -program budgets, long-terM .

assigAments -and the coverage of such major scheduled events as elections,.

conventions and moratoriums, they have little opportunity to intervene in most of
._-

the routine decisions involved in covering and reconstructing the day's news --

stories. In most cases, the speed and diversity of news-events-make any sort of

close executive -.supervision virtually impossible. To run a news organization ____,

effectively, then, executives depend on producers making the same sort of judgments _____,..-7----==

that they would make in similar circumstances. In turn, this r t4',._

___,....--.--_

recruit or inculcate producers with the _7:0_101,, "=:"-----$._-0/: .....,Th- ---
particular job. (p 229) _ __:----...----..-----..--='
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Another valuable inVestigation sethe "inside" operation of a program unit is a
British 'study, .Philip Elliott's THE MAKING OF A TELEVISION SERIES: A CASE STUDY IN THE
SOCIOLOGY OF CULTURE: Elliott's study examined the production of a \seven program
documentary series, THE NATURE OF PREJUDICE, made in the autumn of 1967 for Associated
Television (ATV) and transmitted over most of the Independent Television-Network in the
spring of 1968. Whereas Epstein studied the operations of commercial network daily news
units whidh operate in an extremely competitive environment -- where audience size,
program costs, and immediacy were major considerations, Elliott looked at the
production -- over a four month period -- of seven documentaries, which had originally
been conceived as an adult education series. What emerged from the tlliott study was .a
picture of the produdtion process in a less constrained environment than that of daily
news -- an environment conditioned more by the interests; acquaintances, and habits of
the production personnel than in the case of the Epstein investigation.

Although THE MAKING OF A TELEVISION SERIES was a study of only one production unit,
the basic patterns which it revealed seem familiar to anyone who has worked in the
production not only of documentaries but of any type of information program, including
Pews. Elliott identified three main "chains" through which ideas and material for the
series emerged:

- "the sultject chain," based on the producer's ideas and past experience,
- "the presentation chain," based on program time slot, program budget, and customap-
and ideal methods of presentation, and

.

- "the contact chain," based on what was visible and available to the production,
team. Included in the contact chain, the most significant of the three, were three
main "contact" mechanisms: institutional sources -- organizations and formal
channels, the media themselves 7- especially the press and television, and Personal
contacts and acquaintances.

Elliott also found organizational and operational factors; as
ones, to have influenc,. content selection and shaping:

The produce views built were initially the mostt important source
for ideas aboutiii;ject areas to be covered in. the programmes. The exec iye -
producer discussed his ideas for_t eries with the producer when he issioned .

him to make the programmes.... this case the producer not receive any
detailed instructions, simply a gene 1 outline of the plan fo the series, and he'

_
was not required to prepare any syn ses. (Elliott, p 26)

The producer was not only important i ing the sulTJect area but also in
contacts to develop each area with subjectproviding a range of knowled

ideas. The discussion within the production team was carried on in terms of
personal feelings, without reference to any other evidence. Very little material
on the subject of social prejudice was collected in the course of later researching
and even less,of this material was used in_the programmes, because the production

)team was not clear what ideas to collect under this heading. (p 40)

TO be selected, material must usually meet the producer's expectations.!` The --
Black Power material (lid not meet the producer's .expectations but ..theselw1-4)----;-----------i
least partly formed by thp previous account4 4441449/ lia .......,, 7.=i-114.0A-Ak-.0trx1,-

., -141-a/ tlierits
the Media. These examles,ra- ----..7... - -, e _. .

are . .sviecteli_zrzn&-----:-.4-10 , fit al limited number of
s1M-Afv" :1T-'-'-,1WOUt- ±bsu t is to limit the nuber of 'views of

r:Ste-liocietf..-..
, ..

There is an important tendency for Television to be a reflective medium,
sampling the range Of co)nrentional wisdom available in society on any topic and
then relaying it back to society in programme form. (pp 58-61)
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On the one h41 there waS an unwillingness to commit the programmes to any

particular view; pn the other hand, views were alloweeto emerge as a consequence
of decisions influenced by presentation or audience attention. In the course, of

this study a distinction needs to be drawn between "communication," attempts to
transmit particular meanings to an audience, and "attention," judging the level of

audience satisfaction, keeping the viewer interested, and abOve all, making sure
they do not switsp'off, Various factors in television production seem to support

an implicit philosophy that so long as the audience attends, communication can be

left to take care of itself. (p 84)

_ Because of the organic style of work organization found in the production-

. eam, the course of the production p cegs depended-on the coincidence of personal "

goals and the development of personal re tionships. The producer and the others

in the production team were left to inte 'et their brief within the-organization.

with few directives on the shape and content of the final programmes. (p 143)

The main conclusion to be drawn from the present study is that television

production tends to ensure cultural.repetition and continuity. On many subjects

which might be treated by television, and on most which are continually regarded as

news, there seem to be standard perspectives available within the media tulture
which are likely to be reinforced and repeated in the prodess of*gathering material

for a new programme. ,(p 147)

,---1- - .,-,

It is inevfiable that if the main focus in programme production is on audience
attentkowlad satisfaction, the gain dimension of possible audience reaction will

be "olbtional response to familiar symbols.... The argument suggested by this book '

is that a shift towards emotionaliiM and symbolism is not just a consequence of the ,

*different inherent-qualities of the di ferent media. It is the -Tegillitif the=

gradual progression towards media s owing more and more mass characteristics in

content and organization.... _
, .

A second issue,is that although the professional commaicater 'has gradually

emerged as a nesstyle intellectual in \society, the tendency is for him to be

preoccupied with the form rather than the co tent of communication. On the other,

hand those who are preoccupied with content a1 not likely to achieve access-to the

form...
V ,

:-

. ..
.

-..-;

One of the common Sense arguments which appears to centradic't the view of the

media as system ,,maintaining ris that in most isec ftelevisionat least the

predominant ethos continues tj) be liberal-pro sive. But\such an ethos, and ess47.

occasional programmes whith seem to -.tie a dimt reflection ,or-tt7--Zannot by

themselves re e the argument of this bpolittaflhe more mass the media the more
---..."......

inhibitions placed on a direct communication-process. (p 166)

Both the Epstein andAIlicAtt studies`identified sets of operational and personal

-factors as .ignificant In* determining media content. The descriptions of content

seAttiond shaping procesSes at production unit leyels which they provided' are,: in

geffaral terms, consistent Kith the observations of units in this study., And the

quesiionS raised about mass media control and operation provide' a first glimpse of

dilemmas considered in more detail in Chapter

Persorkal Narrative Studies

Much of what has been written about the management program decision making

processes in media institutions takes the form of first or second hand narratives of

events. Although these personal histories do not .for the most part advance detailed or

r
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specific hypotheses about the nature of the decision making process observed, they do_
serve as case study reports pf patterns of incidents.

Fred W. Friendly's account-of his
News, DUE TO CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND OUK
attempting to secure air time for the
sufficiently significant to warrant
programming (eg- Friendly, p 213).

Lis Brown's annecdotal account of
and NBC headqUarters in New York
BUSINESS BEHIND. THE BOX, reinforces
importance of profit making as a
commercial networks.

experiences.over a sixteen-year period at CBS
CONTROL, deals at length with his frustrations in
coverage of news events 'which he considered
the pre-emption,of regularly scheduled commercial

management program decision makit at ABC, 'OS,
at the beginning of the 1970's 'TELEVISION: THE
Friendly's observations about the 'overriding

criterion for program decisiot making in the US
! ,

Both Friendly and Brown deal with the uses made of ratings. Ratings have been the
subject: of quite extensive comment for mar k years: their accuracy, reliability, and
validity have frequently been challenged; their influenci on program selection has been
denounced as leading to least coUition denomiilator fare; and the tendency for ratingS to
foster thinking of potential television audiences as a "mass" has been seen as Jeading
to the debasement of art and the substitution of a mass culturejfabricated by
technic.iens and profit-seeking administrators (Skornia, pp 120-42);telcalte- (gestions
about ratings will be taken up in later chapters, it is useful to.. ere the personal
observations of Friendly and Brown about the role of ratings ,,inlhe anagement of the US
commercial networks:

, The choice of programs is delbgated to ,a, staff of buyers and taste followers
31ith a diaque ability to select those shows which are going to'capture the
attention-of-a-jury-of some twelve hundred_families; the viewing habits of this
small gro*-are7WEZepted as the projqation of what-nearly fifty-five_million other
hates are watching.... I never knew anyone at CBS Who thought rich off_ she [6.44
Nielsen (rating] sample. There were constant -gitempiZio_have it improve4,4t,tht
standard answer to any protest about it was "Don't knock it; film-ad-Vara:sett:take
it-as their bible and the advertiiini rates are etablished by. it." (Friendly, p

t.

Network presidents make ratings their first order of business. They will
arrive at the office and, before considering other matters, ask, How did we do last
night9

The [1969=70] rating war embarrassed the network presidents. It was a little
like street fighting, aldaffEy wanted to represent themselves as being above that.
They denounced it and yet persisted in taking. part. It was like a war being called
a peace action. (Brown, p 95)

Advertisers do not so much buy the present or future network as the past one.
Nhenthey make their purchases for the coming fall, they base therfon the network's
rating' performance the previous year...: Some advertisers relish_the prestige of
being associated with the leading network, others banqs on the security of it. If
an advertising agency shOlild disappoint its client, it can argue that it did the
least reckless thing, buying the network that had the greatest popularity and
Circulation: (p 97)

Serious industry interest in basic demographic characteristics of audiences
(principally age and sex) began during the -period covered by Brown, partly on the basis
of initiatives by Zaul____Klein, then director of the NBC audience research department.
Brown reported: .

J
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(Klein] believed that television could be better than it was under the system,
that the audience could force a modification of the old programming fordulas, and
this gave him a mission.

In his own mind, CBS was representative of the old television and NBC of, the
new. The old saw the TV audience as a single mass, the means to which was
programming for the.lowest-cotmon denominator, The new recognized the viewership
as several different audiences, and it set out to capture the most desirable, from
a commercial standpoint, for itself. Klein's mission (Brown, self-assigned) was to
prove that CBS was out of date. (Brown, pp'79 -80)

Klein was planning a press conference, coincident with the last rating report
of the season, to make a declaration that he hoped would `end the.old rating game
forever and introduce a new one.

He would say: Well, we have won the season. He= are the books to 'hove it,
rand I am here to tell you that it does not mean a thing. It does not matter how
many homes,are tuned to a program, and it will never matter again. What matters,is
Oda people are watching, whether they are oldpeople or young people. Old people
want to watch the staples, Lawrence Welk and situation comedies. Young people will
watch dramas, movies, and new program forms we have not gotten around to
discovering yet. When we start thinking in terms of People Ratings instead of
Homes Ratings, television is going to improve vastly. (p 82)

Demographic-breakouts have come to have an established place throughout the
commercial industry, primarily because of advertiser interest in reaching those segments
of the potential audience most likely to spend on their particular products,or services, _

The new importance attached_ .to. the -desiographic characteristicSof audiences had an
obvious. effect on the US network schedules during the early 1970's, especially at CBS.
Programs such, as THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES, GREEN ACRES, HOGAN'S HEROES_, and PETTICOAT__
JUNCTION disappeared,from*the CBS _lineup as 'the network began to seek the younger
audiences more attractive to advertisers. 7,

Problems in Institutional Research

Despite contributions such as those cited above,, the institutional research
tradition_ -within mass communication studies is still not strong. Halloran, has
commented:

Generally, in mass communication research, theory has failed to keep pace with
techniques, doing has prevailed over thinking, and the tendency to do research
(almost like American tourists 'do' Paris or London) has led to the collection of
data before the problems have been adequately formulated. This tendency is not

unconnected with the fact that a great deal of mass communication,research has been
.motivated by administrative, service, or commercial requirements....

[This] has led to an under-estimation of the potential Of research.

Consequently, those responsible for mediaoutput, already pre-disposed by their
position to be suspicious about independent enquiries into the nature of their

operations, have /had .their position reinforced. Their inadequate expectations
about the nature and possibilities of research have been 'maintained, and this in

turn -- has influenced their policy towards funding research and 'towards the

granting of research facilities.

Mass communication has not been thought of as a process; the .production side,

the media industries, have not been adequately studied and -- even when research

4
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has been carried.out in this area - -s it has usually been at a relatively lowlevel
of the operation4... There have been few attempts to study the mass communicator
as a professional who reflects tale values of his,profession, occupies a sensitivecentral position in a social network, rejects and selects information in responseto a variety of pressures -- all within a given social system. In brief, thecommunicator has .not been- systematically studied at the several levels of his
operation, and we have still to.develop a theory which allows for', the systematicanalysis of communicator decision. (Halloran 19741 pp 9-11)

Research about broadcast institutions typically has taken place in an environment"characterized largely by tension between the researcher and the broadcaster. This is
not overly surprising, since'the broadcaster is the subject of the inquiry, but in somecases this "tension" actually seems to have manifest itself more as fear, suspicion,and/or hostility.

In searching for stations to cooperate in his study on social .control in theteleVision newsroom, Garvey was turned down by 20 stations; only 3 stationscooperatedtin the study. Discussing the negotiations which preceeded refusal .by one .large SanFrancisco station, he reported:

The questionsibich the station executives insisted. on deleting from. thequestionnaire include every question that has any bearing- upon management
`interference in the operation of the newsroom.- (Garvey, p 12)

Gar Vey observed that US-MUM -CMS- Titit-i.7114-11 one:

Perhaps the mostwidely cited study of news selection, David Manning White's"The Gatekeeper:" could only be published after White agreed to delete material
= which the editor he studied did not wish to be made public. (p IS)

In fact, Garvey's experience was far from an isolated incident. The "tension"between the broadcast industry and social' science researchers in the case. of the US
Surgeon Gener41's inquiry into the effects of televised violence on young people wasnoted earlier. By 1970 the problem was sufficiently common to warrant an International
Seminar on Broadcaster/Researcher Cooperation in Mass Communication -Research. At theseminar, held at the University of Leicester, Sir Charles Curran stated the position ofthe BBC:

;If there has been a single discernible thread running through what I have said
I hope it will have been this: the BBC is in the programme-making business and. its
overriding concern must always be with those who make programmes and with those who
watch and listen to them. We reject .the idea that we should contribute financiallyto research because it is not part of our proper function to re-distribute public
money in this particular way. We have no right to pick the pocket of the viewer to
find out what is in his head. !jut we accept'that there should be further studies
and we also accept that the relationship between the BBC and the researchers should
be positive and constructive. We accept, too, that we have a ommitment to help,
provided co-operation does not hinder our programme-services in doing their primarytask. Research must always be subservient to programmes, AS professionals -in
research, listening to a professional in programmes, you would not expect me to say
anything else .... (Curran, p 58)

Later chapters of this study will take up the nature of the relationship 1vtweenresearchers and broadcasters in Canada. The situation was somewhat 4fferent-frall that
in Britain: the CBC did not seem to be the object of much research. interest for Canadian
universities and independent research institutions. And the Corporation's cooperationwith this study was in marked contrast with Garvey's experiences with US commercial
stations.

3 '3
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Societal Stulies

Over and abaft-the problems addressed by"audience and content" and "institutional"

studies, there are the '"societal" .questions aHbui the .relationship between the mats'

media and society.and about the role of the media as social institutions. Many of the

Questions in thiS area remain to-be addreSsed, muchless,solved. Halloran 'repors.ed.'in

1973 that the following questions harbeen developed At a workshop,on mapping out area's

of possible res'earcN,.

- Harry decisions in media poliCy are made iii the name of 'the public good' and 'the

nationalinterest'. But what do theseterms really mean; and whudeades what is

good?

- Hew should one decide between
'(a) private interests and public control?

(b) public accountability and freedom of'speech?
i.

.c! Granted existing structures of newsgathering, selection, and presentation, is it

nbt inevitable that the 'free flow of information' will work to the advantage of

those who possess the information and the mans to disSeminate it?

- Is it not time that the media were demystified, and that we began to question the

restrictions and the possible tyranny of'professionalism?
141144we alw4yt have the

few talking about the map), to the many?

- Will 'the, multiplicity of channels made possible by the new/vechnold6;--loed to

Cultural' diversity and better opportunities for minority interests? In any case,

who will control. the software, the input,,or the programmes?

-'is publid monopoly the only real guanantee of diversity?

.
. .

-,Granted existing systems of ownership and control and the prevalence of western

news values, are_ the media ever likely to provide the amount and quality'of

information necessary for people to act intelligently.in a particpatory democracy?
-..

...::4 there nova grave risk that we shall become paralysed by' an

-inforMation? How much can we-tolerate? How mach can we understand.?

...'. .

- In 'what way, to-what extent, and over what time-period wi'll the new developmenti-in

media technology Tender existing communication technology obsolete? +

-.-

Does the .'.communications revolution' represent

"socialization process and, if so, bow? .

-I. ,

.

. .
..,,, v

- Does the new technology-demand an entirely ,new institutional .andHorganfiational

structure,or can existing Structures:be.suitably adapted? (Halloran 1974, pp 8-9)

overload' of

'a.11 evirely.new factor in the

This is not a "societal" study in the sense that it sets out to deal directly 'with

tiuestions of the Sort listed above. This is an institutional study but, as Gurevitth

observed, there are strong interrelationships and institutional studies,should.be setin

a "Societal" contektA few of the questions posed above are explored in the next

chapter.

II"
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d) SEARCH ,.

I COMUR cmgy,oF INNOVWTIONS;Evergtt Rogers and Floyd Shoemaker sake a point
which, though obvious _enough, is of critical importance to researcher's: "It is clear
that research al he is at enough to solve 'ost problems;the results of the research
*Must be diffused and" tilized'before their adpntages can be realized." And they point
to the creation of "r search utilization branches" in a wide variety of US governmental'
agencies as onp i dica ion of the recognition of the importance.of research diffusion

4,_ and utilization Obs Shoemaker, p,16).
:

.15

Despite the fact t at research on the "communication of innovations" intersects the
boundaries of communic tion research, and despite the fact that Rogers and Shoemaker
review the ';results of over 1500 studies in their book, iery little study has been made,
of theediffusion and utilization of the findings of communication research itself. This
is particularly the/case with mass media research.

.

'There are many factors which help to account for the lack of formal study of the
utilization of mass media research, Olieone of the basic reasons is that the.level of
utilization is known to'be extremelrlow. Although this would seem to, give added
itportance to studying utilization patterns, it introduces A basic problem: it is hard
to find ptilizati n patterns to investigate.

In a conversa.;on reviewing the outline of this work, Nilde Himmelweit, Professor
of , Social Psychol :4 at the London School of Economics and Political Science, and a
meilber.of the Annan kommittee tm the Future of Broadcasting in Great "Britain, commented
that; a dissertation focused' solely on the actual utilization of mass Media-research
findings by broadcast 'nstitutions would" be a very short study. .Speaking of the
situation in US Public roadcasting, George Hall-comminfed:

. 5,

In practice, se ious policy decisions based-on valid*\r. earch findings are
almost as scarce i public telecommunications as in the nois halls of Congress.
Research is-all tbo o en talismanic: an ultimate, protection against darkness
perhapi but decoration ithal. We engage in it more to witness ou modern faith in
science than to apply the strictures of its truths to our intuite ,undertakings.
(Hall; p 2)

.11.P

Those of us onithe maha ement side do indeed tend to regard research findings
... as the Mafiosi db their .donnas: decorations to be shut away in tne, parlor,
saftlikom.the dangerous hustle ustle of making a living. -(p. 44)

file utilization of'research s in public broadcasting policy development, and -
interpretation in Canada. and in C: English Television is considered later in this
study, principally in .Chapter 14. In bot settings, the level of utilization was low,

d in many respects similar to the pattern noted in the US and UK.

'ct
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2
,Public Broadcasting and The Public

PUBLIC MEDIA ROLE° CONSIDERATIONS -

The study of the commercial mass media tegds to get caught up in 'regUlatory
questions: such investigations tend to focus on what the media should not be doing.
Broadcasting policies fteq4ently deal in negatives: limIts on concentration of
ownership, limits on the proportion of time,devoted to commercial zbessages, requirements
for minimum levels of specified types of programming, guidelines about what should not

,

appear in programming for young people, and so on.
..+- .

Although this attention to things 'the media should snot be doing is somewhat
understandable in the commercial broadcasting case, the argument cap be made that
thought'about public media should at least consider what the media.are capable of doing
if not what they shomid be doing. This brings us to-some bf the."societai" questions
reported by,Halloran ma cited earlier: .

t

, ,
. ,

. .

_- Given that many decisions in media policy are made
:

in the name,of "the public good"
and "the national. interest," what do theSe terms really mean? Who decides?

\

- How should. one decide between private interets and public ,good? Between public'.

;accountability and freedom of speech?
. -

.

A case study such as this is not an approptiate forum' for an eihauitive
consideration of the overall role of the media in society, or of the ideal -role of
public media. But, since this is a studyof a puhliebroadcasting institution, it must
to some extent take into account the possible roles for 'the institution,

. .

Consideration of the range of possible roles for a. Alit: .broadcasting
organization, however,, involves a series of even larger societal questions -- dealing
with the nature ofjans's...sociefy and wittrthe concept of natiqnalism. In this chapter
these questions are taken up primarily against the background of the development of the
public-broadcasting "tradition."

. b) 'THE PUBLIC BROADCASTIRG TRADITION

,

. r

, *

The western tradition in public,. broadcasting is generally considered' to. 'have

originated in Britain with the British Broadcasting Company, which operated from 1922_
(when broadcasting began) until the end of lm t, The General Manager, was 4).C.W.-Reith

(the late Ldrd Reith): The BBC has reported: .,
:P:

-The fgompanN'sj policy during, those years was based on Reith's conviction, not
. universally shared, that broadcasting; then ,in its, ,infancy, -held great ' '

, potentialities: "He saw it as being in the future :a source, not only of '-

entertainment,.but algo of- information -and enligheenment'!available to all. Its

motive should. be 'ihat of public ,service, sand ,he' 'stressed the need for high

standards and a stron sense of responsibility. (BBC, p 281) /
`, .

. . ,

, .
It wa s onthe basis of approval of what had been done, and of a recognition df the ,

further possibilities, that the government-appointed Crawford Committee recommended in

1925 that the broadcasting service should be conducted in the fuiure by a public

N !
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corporation "acting as a trustee for the national. interest." In accordance With-the
comaitteets recommendations, the entire property and undertaking of the British
Broadcasting Ccmpany,"as a going concern,", together with its existing, contract and
staff, were taken over by'the British Broadcasting Corporation on I January 1927 (BBC,
pp 281 -2).

ipeaking of the beginnings of broadcasting in. Britain in THE SHADOW IN THE CAVE,
Anthony Smith has observed:

When broadcasting began it had to sharp the role of cultural 'brokerage' with
the record industry, the cinema, the popular performing arts and to some extent the
newspaper. It inherited their problems too, the problems of ho to address the
audience, what image it should contain within itself of the single and simultaneous
manifestation of the mass andience. (Smith 1913, p 43)

km Reith's words:

So the responsibility at the outset conceived, and despite all discouragements
pursued, was to carry into the greatest number of hones everything that was best
every depattment of human knowledge, endeavour and achievement; and to' avoid
whatever was or might be hurtful., In the earliest years accused of setting out to
gide the public not what.it wanted but what the BBC thought it should have, the
answer was that few knew what they wanted, fewer what they needed.. In any event it
was better to over-estimate than to under-estimate. If another policy had been
adopted -- that of the lowest common derioninator -- what then? lorbbably nobody
would have protested; it would hive been quite natural, (Reith, p 101)

.

&kith analyzed Reith's approach as follows:

The BBC was not overly tempted to become a mere tool of government in its
"effort's to grant itself security of tenure over ( the airways. The political
ingenuity behind broadcastingin Britain lay in the way the orgatiis tion. was
anchored .to Parliament as a whole, by, Royal Charter, -under -the. technical
supervision of the Post Office rather than the more thbrough supervision it might
have received if it,had been attached, say, to the Board of Trade, It was Reith
who chose this device and exploited it. Thi BBC,had to be responsive to the
political community as a whole, not to any section-of it. Any leaning to one side
or the other was a result of tactics rather than strategy. Its purpose was to !dig
itself in' to the overall socio-political structure of the country.... ( Reith)

argued too that it was 'the combination pf public service motive, sense of moral
obligation, assured finance, and the binte force of monopoly which enabled the BBC
to make,of broadcasting what,no other country in the world has made of .it -- these
four fundamentals.' (Smith 1973,, pp 70-1)

, .

. .

Although the BBC started with a monopo;y-in broadcasting in Britain and has h
commercial competition only *ince the early 1950's, in the Us the public broadcasting
system was not developed untilIong aftirthe,national commercial television networks
"had established themselves. Consegently, the role of the public brOadcasting system in
the US ,has largelysbeen'considered in relation to the existing commercial system. The
blueprint., for "public" television in .the US, was set down by the Carnegie Commission on
Educational Television in 1967:

% 6. t

If we were to sun up our proposal with all the brevity: at our",' command, . we

would say that whit we-recommend if freedom. We.seek freedom from the constraints,
howeker necessary in .their ',context, of commercial A television. We seek for

'educational television freedom from the pressures of inadequite funds. We seek for
the arti#, the t4Z1rtnician, the journalist, the scholar, and the public servant
freedbm to create, freedom to' innovate, freedom to be heard in this most
far-reaching medium. We seek for the citizen freedom to view, to see programs that
the present system, by its incompletenes, denies him. (Carnegie, pp 98-g

4 43
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The record of the development of pUblic broadcaSting in Canada tuns a niddli course

between the British and American approathet. And it is largely a politibal history.

t The two major histories of broadcasting in Canada (Weir; hers) report the development

of public broadcastirig in terms of reactions to political and econstaiceircumstances.

The principal arguments for the establishment orpublic broaOgsting in Canada were
political arguments rooted more in cultural nationalism than l a critical Analysis of

the .role of conmunitation In Canadian Society. The rOgifOnship between political

nationalist and the establishment of public broaddasting,:n Canada is taken up in

section6(d).

c) THE GENERAL NATURE OF MANDATES

. Throughout the development of the public broadcasting systems,in Britain, Canada,

and the United States run the same role descriptions: to inform, to enlighten, and to

,entertain. But there has been-little elaboration on these goals. The BBC's Charter

describes the nature of the role of the Corporation may in very general terms: it cites

"the widespread interest ... in the broadcasting services and ... the great value of

such services as a means of disseminating inforMation, education, and entertainment"

(BBC, p 290). Speaking from his experience as the first President of the Corporation

for Public broadcasting in the US, John W. Macr,.Jr.aroted: "The overpowering concern

about structure, relationships, &Idtechnical means has preempted the basic purpose of

the, system: to provide programs to the citizen viewer, programs Which will educate,

enlighten, and entertain" (Macy, p

it has been observed that all major broadcasting. institutions in the World face a

similar type of problem. Legislators attempt to relate tAt power of broadcasting to the

public interest and draw up very broad mandates with national goals; they either try to
define or imply objectives for programming 'and service which are global in scope.,

The 1966 Canadian government White Paper on Broadcasting -foreshadowed the 1968

Broadcasting Act's attentiomto the setting of somewhat morespedific objectiveS% The

White Paper observed:

Under ,the present, Broadcasting Act, responsibility is'assigned to the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation for the operation of a national broadcasting service. The

interpretation of this phrase has been largely left to the Corporation itself, and

it has fulfiled its primary responsibility to Provide,broadcasting services to the

Canadian people as'a whole in a manner that is altogethei-praiseworthy:

The new legislation will confirm the objectives developed by the Corporation,'

which areto.proVide a complete and balanced service of in'forkation, enlightenment,

and entertainment for people of different ages, interests and tattes, .including a

high con -tent lof regional, national, and international' news, 'factual And

interpretative reports, and programs devoted to all aspects 6f the artst

entertainmentand.sport., It should seek to use and develop Canadian artistic and

cultural resources and talent,wherever situated, t6 the maximum extent consistent

with high standards. of program luality. It should serve the two official-language

groups and the 'special needs of geographic regions, and it should actively

ccontribute to the fir* add exchange of information, entertainment and understanding

between cultures and between regions: (Stanbury, p 17,

Excerpts from the 1968 Act appear as the Appendix. Even though thElley legislation.

did inorporate some of the objectives suggested in the White'Paper, the wand4te is still

extremely general and largely confirmatory of "the objectives deVeloped 1,y. the

,Corporation." Interpretation is still left largely to the Corporation. The situation is

not unusual; it may be inevitable.

4
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'Because there are changes, in the subjects of,public Concern -- in the content of
the debate about -how best` to serve "the public good" or.'"the national interest" --
legislative mandates or regulatory requirements .cannot deal specifically with media
content. If .ongoing ,mass media institutions are to have the freedom fo address new
problems in a changing society, they must have the ,freedom to continuously re-examine.
and re-interpret their roles within that society. "With'that freedom, however, tames -

responsibility -- the responsibility.to continuously review what may be "in the public
interest."

d) THE MASS MEDIA AND MASS SOCIETY

It is interesting to'note that Canadian theoretical work in'the communication area
has not played a more significant role in. the consideration of the nature of nationalism
in Canada or in the formation of national communication policy.,; Recently James Carey,
an American, has attempted to attract attention to the work of the Canadian historian
and economic and political theorist, Harold Innis: "Innis' work represents the
dstinctively Canadian effort to erect a theory of communications that is true to the
realities, of Canadian experience yet possesses, as well, applicability to the history of
dommunications'in other-countries and on other continents" (Carey, p 27).

Although fi is impossible here to do justice to the work of either Innis or Carey,
it is useful to eitract from their work one concept that provides the starting point for
this brief exploration of the relationship between the mass media and society and of the
role of the media,as Social institutions: Carey has written:

When Innis spoke of monopolies of knowledge, his examples were often directed
at problems that were physical and structural: speed of movement and access to
stored information. But he also used the term in a stronger sense. He believed
that the fundamental form of social power is the, power to define what reality is.
Monopolies of knowledge then in the cultural sense refer to the efforts of groups
to determine the entire world view of a people: ,tor.producev'thragh the controlNof
'speech and ritual And art, art., entire, sysftett, of thought,....Aniofficial view. of
reality. (Carey, pp 44-S) ?

The media are social institutions, developed or "invented"'by society,' It can We
argued that, in the twentieth century the-mass media have ecquired'a great deal of social
power -- of the power to define reality. Mass media Systems can be viewed as
innovations which have gained Oidespread acceptance'by society because they have certain
advantage in helping to serve societal needs or wants: they inform -- help watch the
horizon, they teach -- help to transmit the culture, they persuade --,help to reach
consensus, they entertain, and (in most cases in western society) help, to sell
merchandise and services (Rivers § Schramm, p 15),. Carey, completed his argument as
follows:

The impact offorms of communication, then, resides in the forms of social
order and organization they call forth. and facilitate, the forms of consciousness
they support and .the points at which they locateforms of authority.. If this is
what the phrase means then, in fact, the medium is the message. (Carey, p 51)

Although our understanding'oLthe mechanisms through which the media participate in
socialization processes is relative pri,mittve, the existence of socializatibn effects is
rarely disputed. 'On the contrary, we frequently hbar of ."the awesome power of the
media." Current thifiking about the "power" of the media is that the influences are much
less immediate, direct, and predictable than was once thought.. We have learned that
people come to' the rilass media (as to other forms of communication) seeking what they
want, that they have their defences up, and that'thej, place great reliance on their own
social group; and their own a6isors -- on interpersonal communication. The power of
the media is now visualized not as a tidal wave, but as 'a meandering river gradually
depositing layers of information and opinion. Compared to the occasional and dramatic
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changes once attributed. to the sass media,7,thit never-ending effect-is, immensely more
powerful and perva4ive.(Rivers &. Sake's', pp 274)., ? .". -. ,'

.
.,.

.
. ',. , . , ,

%
i., .

Smith reports one view of.the role of the broadcast media Britain:in-B '':'s ..J
.

Thitpp years ago R.S. Lambert summed up his eXperiencts in the first decadeiof
broad_casfing in Britain with a picture of the broadcasting. institution as the

centre of a web of social contacts. Every groupYohiendini for t4 attention of
the new mass audience had to find a path. to its door.' 'Today,. the BBC holds -- in
the field of art, intellect and politics -- the power once exercised, by, the Court.,
It has become the main indirect organ of government; all the more potent because

its influence is indirect..:. No doubt the tendency is inevitable -r- and we are

and journalism disappear and in its place a kind,
'doomed, in this twentieth century to _see individualism in

system,
music, drama,

literature
within which the formerly independent thinker, writer, performer will have to seek

absorption.! (Smith 1973, p 1S)

, Smith himself views the role.of broadcasting in terms even more critical than those
_.,

of Lambert: , st

Broadcasting, in the process of rapid gto h over half a century, has acquired

a role of such magnitude, that' 'sand its controllers) can steer the course of
. entire cultures; just, an economy can' be manipulated today by a, few who control

the major offices in a ew large corporations,/so can a culture be oriented in

certain, directions by a tipy group of broadcasting imptessarios-whose main motive
is he preservation of /their own, institutions intact rather than the actual 'good'

of the culture concern d. '(Smitb1973, p 17)

a
. ,

Given the widespread elief in the power of the media as socialization mechanisms,
it is not surprising the they are criticized whenever individuals or-groups-determine
that the media output doe not adpquately represent their opinions and perceptionS to

others whgnever they b comp dissatisfied with the media definitionsof reality.
.

Some of this criticism arises from new and existing groupings of individuals who

are dissatisfied with the portrayal of their role in "society -- groupings such as
blacksl-women, native peoples, ethnic communities, gay people, and so'on.

. ,

Criticism also arises because of dissatisfaction with the extent and /opt style of
treatment in media output of the values and ideas and beliefs held. with respect/ to such'
diverse matters as late and order, sexual mores, drtg abuse, religious convictions,

reform of the free, enterprise system, politiCal'ideology, and so on.

.The inevitability of such criticism was expressed quite colourfully in the report'

of the Special Senate Committde on Mass Media%

In a-ianeof.bubblegumrforeSts and lollipop trees, every man.yould have his

own newspaper or broadcasting station, devoted exclusively to prOgrAnning that

man's opinions and perceptions. (Davey 1970a, p 4) . , ,
,

lo

. . . .

'

..

,

Tensions between societies and their- media institutions are neither new nor
surprising, These tensions have for the most part; at least until recently,,,exisen from

questions- about the, content of ,the media output, rather than from debate about,the .

existence, fUnction, and, structure of the media. Smith argues that the tensions result

ftof characteristics of mass society rather than from factors peculiar to broadcasting:

J .

.

I think that the actual technical developMent of broadcasting took directions

which were dictated by a new configuartion of market forces and social beliefs
about the nature of mass,soCiety; broaddasting thus arrived in the 1920s,in a form

which seemed to offer solutions to the fears existing"at that moment about the
volatile nature of mass society. ilroadcaSting had to find a -way to inform and

..entertoin.withqut overstimulating the audience. (Smith 1973, p'17)
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Certain sbcial, cultural, educational and political dilemmas had-been apparent
in lass society fora generation. .Those dilemmas, to this day =resolved, have
dominated all the decigons whichthave. shaped the, development of-Marconits wireless

.

discoveries. The story of castug can therefore be,read as the story of
interaction of a series-6 inventions with a series of beliefs about the nature of
twentieth-century mass 'societies. The organisation of broadcasting, the v

. institutions which-govern it, the- divisions of labour within it the method
'financing it, the development of the very typeS of programme used i 10 and
television, all the conscious and unconscious assumptions of which the business of
broadcasting -is compounded, can be made to reveal, like geological strata, the
successive encrustations of the argument about the culture; and government of a
society of masses. (p 22) .

e) THE MIRROR ANALOGY AND RESPONSIBILITY

Complete satisfaction with the performance of the media has to be relegated to "a
land of bubblegum forests and lollipop trees" because selection decisions,, or selgption
proceSses, intervene. The limitations implicit in the concept of "mass" media are such
that the media can't be all things to all people all of the time. The responsibility
for the determination of what services the media do provide falls to the .operators of
the mass media institutions.

0
Broadcasters typically do not talk about the nature or scope of their

responsibility for determining Media content. On the contrary, they prefer to portray
the media in a fashion tgat,distracts attention from media influences on society and
from the fact that selection processes are at work. The most common evice for thii
type of portfayal is the "mirror "' analogy: US commercial network residents are
particularly attracted to it; Epstein reported:

Leonard H. GoldRnson, president of the ABC television network, thus testified
before the Natfbnal Commission on .the Causes and Prevention of ,Violence that
complaintS of news distortion were due entirely to the 'fact that ^'Americans are
reldctant to accept the images reflected by the mirror we have held-up to our
society:" Robert D. Kasmire, a Vice president of NBC, als4 told the commission,
"There is no doubt that television is, to a large degree, a mirror of society. It
is also a mirror of pdblic attitudes and preferences." Reuven Frank [president of
the NBC news division] further advanced this notion in an article entitled "The
Ugly Mirror, ". asserting that "indiViduals working in television organizations do
not make the decisive, difference; the fact that television is there makes the
differendR." The "mirror," Frank concluded, is being blamed for the ugly events it
reflects: "Teleyision has become the object of what psychoanalysis call
transference." The president -of NBC, Julian Goodman, putting it in more
fphionable terms, told the commission, "In short, the.medium is being blamed for
the message." The president of CBS, Frank Stanton, testifying before a House
committee, explained, ;'What the mgdia do is hold a mirror up to society and try to
report it as faithfuly as possible".... cEpstein, pp'13-4)

The mirror analogy, tholigh poetically attractive,, has a definite tendency to
distract attention from the responsibility of media operators for content selection.- As
it is frequently used, the analogy suggests a "perfect" mirror: instantaneous in its
reflection, totally free from distortion, infinite in its dimensions, and pointed in all

i" directions simultaneously. There is, I think, a place for the ,term "reflection" in
discussion of broadcasting, but its use must be distinguished from use of the mirror
analogy to argue that selection of media content does not take place. The CBC English
Television submission to the CRTC, for instance, used the analogy but recognized
responsibility: .
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The national broadcasting service. must be a clearatirror in which the Canadian-
people Can see themselves in all their diversity -- an4,thas,-confropt the subtle
and elusive substance of their unity. Those who would deny that 'unity are,
themselves partsof the diversity, and to exclude them would be to falsify tht
reflection. of the Canadian people to themselves in the national network service.
(CBC 19736, p'32)

In THE UNCERTAIN MIRROR, the Special Senate, Committee commented on the role of
institutions in exerising the power of selection:

We hestitate to wade too deeply into the swamps of sociology and McLuhanism,
but it does seem clear that all the conflict, the hassle, the demonstrations, the
social anguish. which currently surround us have at least one common characteristic:
they're all concerned with people .versus institutions. From,China's cultural
revolution to Czechoslovakia's counterrevolution, from the high school sit-in to
the'Red Power movement, this theme is a constant.

The media, precisely because they are institutions-, are involved in this
conflict -- and they are involved as partidipants. One of the truly depressing
aspects of our enquiry was the ingenuous view of so many media .owners that they are
mere spectators. They're not, spectators. They control the presentation of news,
and therefor have a,,vast' and perhaps disproportionate:say in how our society
defines itself.,.. Of course.Ithe people won't always vote the way the editorial
writers tell them on next wea's sewer bylaw; but who decides when they'll start
thinkinvand_talking about sewers -- or whether they'll eve worry about pollution
at all? (Davey 1970a, pp 7-8)

4,

Schramm and Alexander have observed! "All discussions of broadcasting ultimately
come back to programming .sand consequently, to the public interest.n Speaking
specificAlly about US commercial broadcasting, they commented:

The obvious answer di the broadcasting industry to its critics /ts tHat z22
want the people to-.be given what you think they ought to have; we give them what.
they wants... s

\

This question.of responsibility will be continually with a broadcasting 'system
that is expected to pay in'responsibility for its freedom. There is no easy answer
or simple rule to define programming respodsibiity. but it may be instructive to

quote what the Pilkingtin Committee in Britain said'about, the same problem as it
impinged on British broadcasting:" "The choice is not between either -giving the
public ,what it wants, a giving the public 'what someone thinks is good for it,'

and nothing else. There is an area of possibility between the two; and it is'

within this area that thechoice lies. The brqadcasting authorities have certainly
a:duty to keep sensitively aware of the.publicls tastes and attitudes as they now
are and in all their variety; and to care about-them Put if they do more than
that, this is not to give the public '14hat someone thinks is good for it.' It is
to respect the public's right to choose from the widest possible range of subject
matter and so to enlarge worthwhile experience. Because, in principle; the
possible range of subject matter is inexhaustible, all of ,it can never be
presented, nor can the public know what the range is. So, the broadcaster must
'explore it, and choose from it first. This might be Called 'giving a\lead': but it
is not the lead of the autocratic or arrogant. It iS the ,prdper exercise of

responsibility by public' Authorities duly constituted as trustees of the public
interest." (Schramm d Alexander, pp 613-4) 7

4
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3. Public Broadcasting and The Public
, .

fy THE SPECIAli0LB OF PUBLIC BROAOCASTIAG

:

,,

.

Public broadcasters do not frequently hid behind superficial applicktions of the
mirror analogy: those'who have seriously nsidered the role of their institutions
recognize their responsibility for the .content ofAhe public media. In addition, they
frequently-find themselves reminded of their responsibilities by governments, regulatory,,
agencies, the press, other groups, and individual citizens. It does not necessarily
follow,_ however, that mere recognition'of this responsibility mikes' its discharge any

'i- -easier: In fact, it ''U' possible that 'a' heightened sense of responsibility makes
selection decision making more difficult.

Balance, Fairness, and Political' Independence

I

Perhaps the most obviadiresponsibilities in public broadcasting are those, related
to the handling of _controversial political matters. The public broadcasting tradition
is that these media institutions must not be manipulated by political or ideological
cliques and that they'must be free from political interference by governments.

.In some-western countries these concerns have led to the deliberate "insulation" of
public broadcasting institutions from their funding governments. One of the principal
arguments' offered in suppdrt of long range funding schemes has always been that such
arrahgement&would serve to further protect =public broadcasting :from' year to year
attempts at political'interference.

. Frequently concerns about bias,, interference, and the handling of controversial,
matters are the subject of specific mandate provisions. In Canada, the Broadcasting Act
declares that "the progfamming provided by the Canadian broadcasting system should be
varied and comprehensive and should proVide reasonable opportunity for the expression of
differing.views,on matters of public concern" {Act, s 3.4. The US Public Broadcasting
Act charges CPB to maintain "strict adherence to objeotivit and balance in, all programs
or series of programs of a controversial nature" (MI6?, p 6). In Britain, the matter
of balance, fairness, and independence, though not dealt with at length in the BBC's
Charter or Litence, is the subject of a "Prescribing Memorandum" from the Secretary of
State:and of declared BBC policy:

Balance within the single programme is not 'sought after religiously on every
occasion but only4iihere cirdumstances, and the nature of the issue being disctssed,
are 'deemed to call for it. The identification of those circdmstancesis a matter
for careful editorial judgment.

Secondly, it has never been the policy of- the BBC to .try to 'balance' news
bulletins internally: The- content of bulletins is manifestly dependent on the
uncontrolled succession of events which make the news,4 from hour.to hour and from
day to day. To attempt to balance it artificially would be to distort it. And, in
any case,over a, period of time the newstenis to be self-balancing....

The statement about the BBC's impartiality needs one footnote: impartiality
does° not imply an Olympian neutrality of detachment from those basic moral and
constitutional beliefs on.which the natidn's life is founded. The Be does not
,Feel Obliged for example toappear neutral as between truth and untruth, justice
and injustice,_ freedom and slavery, compassion and cruelty, tolerance Bei
intolerance (including racial intolerance). This is an important reservation, but
not one which detractS from the BBC's overall determination to be impartial in its
presentation of controversial issues. (BBC, pp 284-5)

4
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The BBC approach tends to have been adopted as the model for the pliblic

broadcasting systemS in Canada and the-USLand, although charges of bias are frequently.

leveled against public broadcaiting (as they are 'against 411 media), the basic

principles--of balance and fairness are fairly widely understood and accepted. One

aspect of the "impartiality" stance of the BBC that is frequently overlooked in the

discussion of, public broadcasting, elsewhere is the relationship between that

impartiality and institutional independence. The BBC has noted:

It should be stressed that the policy of impartiality is closely bound up with

the independent status of the BBC. Without genuine independence, it is difficult,

if not ',impo;sible; for broadcasters to maintain the highest standard of

truthfulness and impartiality. Conversely, yithout having established a reputation'

for just those qualities it is difficult for any broadcasting organisation to be

recognised as truly independent and worthy of trust. £BBC, p 285)

,Smith has observed that "broadcasting arrived encrusted in the assumption that it

was an instrument .by which a few voices addr4sed a multitude, without response."

Consequently; he argues:

'It )vas necessary to'contain and control the minds and energies of .these few,

and the new technology thus came to be housed in institutions on whichwas imposed
ian 'ideology' of a_kind which would keep them out of trouble -- that ideology is

variously described 's 'objectivity' or 'impartiality'; and it is instructive to

observe. the ever - changing meanings which these words are given as each broadcasting

organisation struggles for survival in the sceptial political environment. (Smith

1973, p 17) -
,

Balance, Range, and Optimization

in the commercial broadcasting environment, success is measured- in a relatively *

simple and direct fashion. The.shareholders in.the enterprise are concerned that the

business be
and

successfUl:" Within limits .imposed by 'public service

requirements and other licensing conditions, the management of a commercial broadcasting
operation fias vresponsibility to shareholders to maximize profits. ,One element in this
profit maximization process -is the 'control of expenditures; the other, orcourse, is the

-generation of as much voss revenue as possible. The search isfor the optimud
operating,point -- the point at which the rate of spending and thp rate of, income are

balanced in such a way that the maximum possible return on investment results, Given

the operating logic of the advertising industry which supports commercial television

broadcasting, the search for the optimum. operating point translates very diredtly into a

search for the largest possible audiences. The consequences of this fact Of commercial'

cite have been the subject of volumes and volumes of comment. While one-may be allimed

at the long range cultural consequences, it is clear that the provision of "least common__

denominator" program services provides the maximum ireturn to shareholders in the

existing advertising and commercial brbadcaSting context. The balance between Aifferent

types of programming is determined by popularity considerations. Entertainment

programming- predominates, those prbgrams capable of attracting the largest audience

shares are scheduled 'at times When the greatest numbers of people_ are watching

,television, and so on. The commercial broadcaster seeks to.take the best possible yse

of the medium for his purposes; and those purposes are primarily financial. In short,

the commercial broadcaster seeks to'serve-!!the market."

In public broadcasting, the\determination Of what is "the best possible use of the

medium" is infinitely more complicated. There is-no single criterion, such as profit

,
maximization, to-guide all decisions. But, for a public broadcasting organization using

public funds to provide services o the public airwaves, there is a respOhsibilsity to

optimize the level,of service to t e public: This particular responsibility is perhaps

.the most difficult for public broadc sters to disdharge.
A *



3(f) The Special Role of Public Broadcasting

Its discharge is further complicated 4.y the fact that a public broadcaster's
"public" and his "audience" are not identical. It is clear-that members of what may be
termed the "active" public -- politicians, members of organized groups, and individuals
especially concerned with the welfare of the public at large -- have great potential
political influence on the support and control of public broadcasting; they are
frequently its least attentive listeners or viewers. The views of those who spend the
most time with the media are frequently the least actively expiessed. Alan Thomas noted
that commissions and'committees ,investigating broadcasting -hear primarily from the
active public, and from those concerned with the market: -;

The-Audience is an entity in its own right and must be understood as such. A
great deal of broadcasting policy in Canada has been formulated, on the basis that
the audience is simply either the public or the consumer in'disguise, and only the
most temporary of phehomenonf... In all countries that have admitted electronic
media, both,the public and the market have assumed that these media were a simple
means- of directly extending their influence. Instead they have, almost
inadvertently, created a new and puzzling phenomen, the audience. What Used to J,e
referred to as "the listening 'public" has taken onA mysteridus and.perplexing
character of its own. (Thomas, p 27)

.

,

The approach in this-study, admittedly"an oversimplification, is to consider the
population as a whole to constitute "the .public," and to consider that public, as
distinct from the "active" public ( organizations, agencies, groups, and to on), as the
appropriate potential Audience for public broadcasting.

If a public broadcasting organization attempts to maxitize the sizeof iVs audience
at all times, "least common denominator" fare will pAevail, and its programming will be
similar to that provided by commercial broadcasters whose purpose it is to serve "the
market." While an appreciable segment of the public may' be satisfied with such a
service, individual interests and tastes differ and other-significant segments of the
public may find nothing at all of interest in the program service, rovided.

Both'the concept of "public" broadcasting and:the use of public funding, genera
by a taxation system nbt connected with the viewing of television, -carry the implication
that service should bwprovided to all segments of the public, to all individuals in he
nation. Because it is-impossible to proVide programming that will be of interest to all
people (at any' given time, much less continuously), it is therefore necessary at a
range of-Services be provided so that, at one time or another the public broadc ting
system provides service appropriate for all members of the public. Range.of progr,
is not, hoWever, a _one dimensional matter. It.is perhaps easiest to consi
clusters af range dimensiont, loosely grouped in audience and in content terms.

The potential audience for public television, the public as a whole, it not
undifferentiated mass of identical individuals. Peple differ from each other'in way
or along dimensions, such as age, sex, ethnic origin,.level of education, occupation
level of- income, place of dwelling, family obligations, physical mobility, hours o
work, and so on Each of these factors has implications for the planning of appi
public programming services.

Interests differ to it least as great an extent. Some pepple,profess no interest
in light, diversionary entertainment; others frequently seek relaXat n. Some are
especially interestedin the fine art%, some in sports, some in internatio al relations,
some in steam railroading; some in music, and so on and on. Even, lethin interest
groupings, tastes differ. Some people -participate actively in'spo ts'arid Outdoor
activities; others plfei to bc,EPEEtators. No one need be told that t stes in music
differ.

Despite the wide variations in the individual characteristics of members of the
potential audience, and in the interests and tastes of those i dividuals, public
broadcasting has a special responsibility to serve the whole of the pu lic. In Canada,
this7responsibility-leexpressed in the Broadcasting Act as follows:
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-

The national broadcasting service should be vbalanced service of information,
enlightenment and entertainment for prople of different ages, interests and tastes

covering, the whole range ofprogrammiig in fair proportion. (Act, s.3.g.i)

r
This provision of the Broadcasting' Act raises another aspect of the special

responsibilities of public broadcasting: the proyision of a halanced aervce. A balance

must be struck between entertainment and progiamming, between programming

for high school students and corporate executives, between programming for amateur

hockey "players and opera lovers. The EngliSh Television licence renewal submission

ommented:

k
The interpretation of the concept of "balance" in television programming is

not a simple matter. It raises a multitude of questions, both theoretical and
practical. The tBC's mandate in the Broadcasting Act charges the Corporation with

the provision of a service, which is "balanced" and the Actsstipulates certain
primary "dimensions" (age, interests, and tastes) to be considered in establishing

such balance. Not surprisingly, as these provisions in the Corporation's mandate
are translated into actual broadgast plans it often emerges that the achievement of
balance in one dimension is in conflict with the'maintenance of balance in another.

From a practical standpoint, the way, in which balance and range

cc/nsiderations, other provisions in the mandate, and resource constraints are
rmonized by the English Television Network can be seen in the network's weekly

-program schedules...

The basis for the division of program time among the various types of programs
=7.4

arises from the .profiles-- of the actual and potential audiences for --iferlwork

television. By its nature television is a mass medium, and a national television
.network directed to meet all tastes must program adequately in mass terms in order

to use the medium effectively. This does not mean that any significant subject or
area of taste and interest can be neglected, but it does mean that the programming

mix mutt be designed with the total profile of the potential audience clearly in

mind. That profile contains Canadians of diverse social and ethnic backands,
and of widely differing economic and, social circumstances The characteristic
viewer is the ordinary Canadian, and although there is noliuch thing as the average.
man, common tastes and widespread interests must be well reflected in thee program'

balance. There must also, of course, be programs which can broaden those tastes

and interests:

The broadcasting of the English Television Network service does not tale place

jn a vacuum. It takes place in the north American broadcast environment against

direct dotestic competition, in long-standing competition along the border against

foreign broadcasters who are extremely powerful and skilled in the popular
.entertainment arts, and increasingly in the face of their encroachment even further

into the taliadiari market via cable. (CBC 1973b, p 1)

-This excerpt raises one of the central issues in current debates aboUt the role of

public broadcasting: the extent to which programming for '*'mar's" audience is

appropriate.. Inevitably, the answer is that there should be programming both for large

and for specialized audiences. Both types of programming are already provided _BY all

broadcasters, both public and private.. The argument is about balanne.'

0 , ,As noted in the CBC submision, program planning in public television is

complicated by the extent to which popularientertainment. programming is made available

by commercial broadcasters. One possible approach is to leave the proviSion of light

entertainment programming to the private operators, and to use public television for

those .services not provided, by the public sector. This provision of "alternative"

programming is the role taken on by public broadcasting in the United'States. But, to

many, this approach seems to have distul4ng implications for the level of public

support for public broadcasting, and so the ma ter of institutional survival enters the
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already complex service balancing process. In the Canadian situation, there is
additionally the,,question,of whether the exclusive or Predominant provision of
"alternative" service is consistent with the national -broadcasting ,service's national
unity and Canadian identity mandate obligations.

.Leadership and Public Service

.

, .

Running through many of the debates about massipedia journalism are musings about
the rights of editors to select what will, and will not be deported. They aremusings,
not'urious questions, because there are obvious and inescapable requirements for

'decision making that can only be satisfied if the, number of people immediately involved
is limited. There is thus a requireme

.9

for responsibility. The discharge of this
responsibility requires leadership, the development of editorial policieS, and the
implementation of thbse policies. ,k

, The same is true in the overall management' of public broadcasting. The
responsibilities of broadcasters for program service content wexe considered' in the
section on the "mirror" analogy. The broadcaster must explore the possible range of
programming and choose from it first.,

As trustees of the public interest, the managers of public broadcasting
institutions have a special responsibility ,for the definition of reality that they
provide. The view of reality must be complete: no segments of the .public should, be
systematically excluded, intentionally or unintentionally. And the.. view must be
contemporary: programming must be sensitive and responsilk to current ideas, conditions,
and.trends in society -- it, must be "in touch." And the actual "good" of the culture
concerned must come before even matters' of institutional survival.

As the Public Broadcasting Act of l9§7 was signed into law, the President of the
United States, Lyndon Johnson, delivered a chargeto public broadcasters which has
Universal applicability:

,

television is still a young inventipn. But we have learned already that it
has immense -- even revolutionary -- power to change, to change our lives. I hope
that those who lead the corporation will direct that power toward the great and not
the trivial purposes. At its best, public televrsion:would help make our nation a
replica of the old Greek marketplade, where public affairs took place, in view of
all citizens. But in weak or irresponsible hands; it could generate controversy
without understabding; it could mislead as rfell as teach; it could appeal to
passions rather than to reason. If public television is to fulfill qur heves, then,
the corporation must be long on enlightened leadership. ,(Macy, p 29)
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Chapter 4: .

The Participant Observer T ac itioii
v

.

a) APPLICABILITY. .. :4 .

.. ,

p r '''.
.

At 8

The technique o participant observation is a research method developed primarilyf/
i

in 'the field of social anthropology. Recently, however, it has come to be adopted more

frequently in the study of media institutions. A recent case study of tlie planning and

implementation bf, coma unity communication systems in the Canadian North (Hudson) was
based on participant observation. The investigations of the operation of television

program units reviewed in Chapter 2 (Elliott; Epstein) were observer studies. Elliott
.,

noted: . _
;

- . , .

.

s.Participant observation, more than most methodi in ocial'research, 'eems to

attract extreme reactions.frok critics and enthusiasts. Its advantages fie in
e

the

poss.bility of tackling social process and within the social .

situation, It is not simply a way of studying individuals, but of4 individuals,
within society, covering not only beliefs and behaViour but also the characteristic, Ilk

features- of the seitingtas observed and as experienced by the actors. -A commonly

'held middle position in evaluating the method is that it is alegitimate first step
in exploratory, research which can then:be backed up by other techniques.... But

different research techniques should be seen as complimentary, differently. suited
to a variety:Of research problems, rather than ranged in.,:a hierarchy in which
participant observation is relegated topreliminary Status.) (Elliott,,p 170)., ".

.
..,' . .. .

The intention here is'not to deba e, the merits of the method in general; or to

examine ,its operational aetails,but simply to review .those aspects of the participant
,observer approach which are of parti ,ar relevance to this _study. For standard
.treatments of 'the, method, see Selltiz (1959), Whyte, (1955),,Brurn (1966), and McCall and

., Simons /1969). ,
.

.

4.

- ,:,

Participant observation has the advantage of -providing.-'access to' the research

'situation under conditions as closerto "normal" as possible. 11 discussing the use of

the participant observer .,approach Ai' TH4 ,MAKIN OF', A TELEV,ISfbN SERIES-, Elliott_

commented:, \ '.-
.

;
. , '." . ,

\

/
_ .

. , . .

This method matches the personal, particularistic features .of media

organizations and their occuRaiional milieu. General, formal approaches may be met

,witb.suipicio resistance, similar to that shown by members of other organizations
and.occupatiOn 1 groups, but compounded by such factois as the publicity associated

with work fo t media 'and, - ;internally, by the nature of career routes and

employment' ities....' " '
. .

,

.,

(hie drawbac to-participant observation aS a method of research is that the'o. k

/situation obse ed and the ac aunt recorded may have been arranged foi the benefit

. ,of the researche . A good answer to this criticism is,that deliberate 4istortioh:

. is much less lik ly to Occur'ilf, in observer is present over a period'of time, than.

. t

a

'
.
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it is, for example, in responses to a questionnaire or interview. MoreOcer, other
goals, such as getting tRe work ,done or the programthes produced, inevitably take
precedence over any aim to mislead the researcher, Participant observation is. not
so .mgCh:a single, method as a battery cif methods, including most of the other
;research teChniques,in embryo. For this reason it was particularly suited to' the
present projecli enabling aswide range of research questions and interests to be
handled continuously.,,A specific technique would have required an initial decision_
on the precise focus of the research. This is not .,,to say that the research had no
focus .at the start, but rather from the outset. that there was a continual
interaction betweefi theoretical assumptions and interests, general and specific
hypotheses and the data of the particulet case. This case study,approach, like the
'extended case' method in social anthropology, on which it is to some extent
moddlled, incorporates the dynamics of behaviour and process while allowing beliefs.
and organization to be explored in more static, structural terms. (Elliott, pp
6-8)

-The adv ges of participant observation are more easily understood by reference
to studies ch have used such as approach than by the examination of theoretical.
considerations. An excellent Remonstration of theimportance of close observation was
provided by Jane Jacobs in THE DEATH AND LIFE OF GREAT AMERICAN CITIES. Jacobs provided
no extended, discussion of her research method: none was required. The book was an
attack on the principles and aims that have shaped modern, orthodox city planning and
rebuilding. Jacobs argued that the urban planning tradition had failed because its
practitioners had not learned how real cities work in real life:

Cities are an immense laboratory of.trial and error, failure and kiccess, in
city building and city design. This is the laboratory in which city planning
should have been learning and forming and testing its theories. Instead the
practitioners and' teachers of this discipline (if such it can be called) have
ignored the study of success and failure in real life, have been, incurious ,about
the reasons for unexpected success, and are guided instead by principles derived
from the behavior of towns, suburbs, tuberculosis'sanatoria, and imaginary dream
'cities -- from anything but cities themselves. (Jacobs, p 6)

Jacobs' perspective, and the importance she attached to involved observation, were
revealed in an account of a telephone 6nversation with a Boston planning official. She
was calling from the heart of an area which, although considered a "slum," appeared to
her to be a comfortable, 'safe,.and happy neighbourhood. After learning from the planner
that the area had the lowest delinquency, disease, and infant mortality rates in the
city and the lowest rah() of rent to income A the city, she was told that the area was
a terrible slum that had to be changed. "You should have more slums like this," Jacobs
said. ,"Don't tell me there are plans to wipe this out. You ought to be down here,
learning as Much as you can from it (Japobs, p 10).

THE DEATH AND LIFE OF GREAT AMERICAN CITIES, based its -argumentsfor revised
thinking about .city. planhing on the -results of J*obs' observation of the social
functions of neighbourhoods.;-,%er own and others which were obsemvetr. over extended
periOds of, time. Over and over' Jacobs made the case for 'observation and
familiarization:

If only well-meaning officials in departmentrof the city government or in .
freewheeling authorities knew intimately, or cared about, the streets.or districts
which their schemes so vitally affect -- or;if they knew in the .least- what the
citizens of that place consider of value in their lives, and why. So many of the
conflicts would never occur if planners and either supposed experts understood in
theleast how cities work and respected those uohrkings. (Jacobs, p 406)A"

The. dangers 'in 'conducting investigationt from the "outside" are also best
understood through a Fmk at complete, studies. The conclusions of this study differ

4
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markedly from those of William PreshinF's 1965study of the CBC's commercial aCtiViiies
and their inter-relationship to the Corporation's objectives and developmee: Preshi;m

-concluded that, "to the extent that the CBC has been successful in' attaining its

objectives, its commercial activities have assisted in this attainment" (Preshing, p

113).. .

t

The investigation was external: "To test the hypotheses, the relevant literature

was. surveyed. This, consisted of the CBC's Annual Reports, the Reports of the various

Royal Commissions, Parliamentary Co-ittee Repnrts,,material from' the learned and
professional journals and magazines, and from Ropular.works" (p 3).

Ten years later the impact of the CBC's commercial activities, on the achievement of
its objectives was the subject of intense public debate. The matter is taken tip at

length in later chapters: my conclusion was that the dysfunctional impact was
-7- r

significant. The differences in the findings of the ti:41, sttdies arise primarily because

OF the methodological .differences. Preshing -based his analysis on "the relevant

literature" the most detailed of which was g CBC survey of public opinion. On the

other hand, my observations of the daily operations of the network management gioup

suggest that the most sign icant.consequences of the CBC's commercial involvement were

internal, and that only the less important effects could be seen by "outsiders" --

whether those outsiders wer private citizens, media coluMnists, academic researchers,

or broadcasting regulators: Asses"nment of the merits of the differentconclusions about

commerdial activity is le t with the reader, but it seems important to note here thg

differences in the methodolo 'cal approaches.

/ .b) LIMITATIONS AND PRECAUTION

Although the method has its advantages in terms of access and flexibility, there

are tendencies which present problems in maintaining "objectivity" and in avoiding

becoming so accustomed to the setting under study thdt the.original perspective becomes

lost. Selltiz noted:

The participant observer faces especially severe difficulties in maintaining

objectivity. _He is likely to develop friendly relations with some of the people he

is studying.... A full record of interviews and'observations is as important in
A. maintaining the objectivity of the researcher as it is in providing research data.'

Becoming involved in a situation may lessen the sharpness of observation not

only because the investigator identifies with his informants but also because he

'becomei accustomed to certain kinds 9f behavior. To get access to intimate data,

the observer allows himself to become absorbed in the local culture, buf than this

very absorption.process makes him take fot granted behavior that he should be

trying to explain.... It is ...,herpful to describe and explain his observations

regularly to someone outside of the situation. The outsider does not take as much

for granted, and his questions, are a safeguard against growing blind spots.

(Selltiz, pp 214-5)

At first sight, it might seem that a high degree of participation could be

justified only 'as an inevitabl, compromise with the practical demands of the

situation. For a high degree. of participation not only, demands moroeffori on the

part of the investigator, but introduces anew perdon into the community -- the
participait observer, whose presence may cheap it to arunknOwn extent. However,

'participation in community life can, actually enhande the ,'naturalness" of the

observer's position. There AYe many situations in which the observer might wellebe
experienced as an inhibiting stranger unless he undertook a function meaningful to

the members of the. commuhity...., Through intensive participation in community

5?6
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life; the observer exposes himself to. experiences that give hiim al firsthand ..
knowledge of the more subtle pressures and counterpressures to which the members of
the community are exposed. His introspection about his oqn experiences as a
participant represents one of the, most fruitful means of 'understanding the
comunity's characteristics.' (p 220)

.

About "objectivity" in,social science research, Gunnar Myrdal commented:

A "disintprested" social science has never existed and never will exist. iFor
logical reasons, it is impossible. A view presupposes 1 viewpoint. Research, like
every other rationally pursued activity, must haVe a direction. The viewpoint and
the direction are determined by our interest in the matter. Valuations enter into
the choice of approach, the selection of problems, the definition of concepts, and
the gathering of data, and are by no means confined to the practical or political
inferences drawn from theoretical findings. (rydal,.p 32)

Heather Hudson commented further:

Gocial science research is never 'purely objective. The researcher always
carries his own set of personal biases, assumptions and expectations.' His
discipline introduces biases in terms of which variables he can measure and how he
choses criteria to determine success or failure. The selection process of what to
evaluate itself limits the scope and channels the research. These are necessary
considerations in doing research, but it should be remembered that the outcome
cannot the possibly be complete objectivity. Rather than attempting the
impossible, the researcher shotild be called upon to make his position and
assumptions explicit. (Hudson, p 11)

Chapter 8, provides a detailed reviewpf this participant observer's background,
intended 'td indicate the directions of the personal` biases, assumptions,' and
expectations at work in this study.

O
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Chapter 5

a

Models. and Alternate Modes of Analysis

a) RELATED RESEACff AREAS

. A.

.-A case study of decision making in a public television institution falls
comfortably under the heading of "communication research." But it is", clearly also a

"sociology
of organizational behaviour of a sort bore frequently considered to be the

sociology% of institytions.. This study had its origins in the communication research
tradition, and its focus,is directed more towards the general study of a particular mass
media system than towards the intensive investigation-of organizational behavioUr.
Hidwevdr, there is here an intersection of the two traditions which is not only
inevitable but also profitable.

4

The formal study of organizational decision making draws ideas from a variety. of
academic disciplines -- most conspicuously from economics, sociology, political science,
business administration and pschology. The types of organizations studied inclUde
business firms, schools, public burea\icracies, universities, hospitals, churches,
.navies, and so on. Although sore attention has been paid to noting differences among
different types of institutions, much' of the effort has, been directed towards
identifying characteristics of decision making that have significance across
institutions.

. .

Decision making in any organization inizationis heavlysi! nfluenced by the "inputs* :.,t0 the
organization, by the environment in which it operates. There is no Wriou reason why'
ehis should not be the case within the CBC. Consequently, .considerable, atienfib......i is
devoted to the examination of -CBC English TelevOion's mandgem t deci ion

..,;: i7V

g ..,
s environment -- including the historical, geograpt)iial, politic , and,

...,
industrial settings. e

.. , ,,-

1

,

But decision making in an institution is also influenced, 'sometimes quite
significantly, by "internal" characteristics of the.organization italf. some of these
internal characteristics are a, predictable function of the dtructurak.form of the
institution;others are commonly foundi.in au, organizations,regardless of their'
structure; some of these internal chdracteristics are ieciiliar to ,specifier
organizations. Again, there is no obvious feasbn why these th'kee types- of ,internal
characteristics should, not have been expected to be piesent.in CBC Engiish Television.
In the 'case of internal characteristics which Are, ...a, function of structure.or which are
common to many, organizations; their observed presence in the CBCis most easily
explained in this study through- reference to the -observations of those who' havX

, _specialized, in the study of organiiational deCisign making across a wide variety of,
_types of institutions. Rather than attempt, an.integrated review of the organizational
'decision making literature here, the relevant findings are cited in the analysis,.

. .

4

sections. . , . , '
.1.,.

. ,

,

As well as borrowing from the main st;eimOk general organization'al research, this,.
study also takes advantage of studies aireadyicompleted,in amore specialized area, that
of organizational communication. Organizational cbmmuqication research had its roots as
a new disCipline in several fields =.- including Anthropology, industrial sociology,
industrial psychology, management' theory, and' communication theory." This approach ,to

the study,of organizations, through analysis oE commalniodt.fon'behaviour, has an obvious
attraction for a communication researcher: the basis ,forInalysis is a body of research

. findings already famtliar to students pf communicdtion. In addition, however, the

, organizational communication approach can contribilte significantly to the understanding
. of decentralized institutions, such as the CBC, which arb large, complex, and heavily

.: , '
,

1 4
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.. . .. , t.

dependent on internal conounication channels and networks. The principal references
used are Gerild. M. GcadhabilA ORGARIZATISL.cOMMUNICATION (1974), which deals
primarly with the kinds of communication behaviour currently practiced,in most complex
Organizations, and .COMMUNICATION IN ORGANIZATIONS, (1976) loy.Everett M. Rogers and Rekha
Agarwala- Rogers, a new volume which provides a synthesis of organizational cdmmunication
research to date: .

,
-.%

.

b) MODELS AND APPROACH TO ANALYSIS

1'

r... . -
. .

Starting -with the next chapter, this study begins to"focus more and. more on the
CBC. But it is a. gradual focusing process: because so much background has been
presented, and because'so much more follows before analysis begins in Chapteell, it,may
be'useful at this point to establsh the boundaries of this study and to explain the
linkage between the "backgrdund" and "analysis"' sections.'.

. -
.

.,.,-

Implicit in the organization of this study, and in i '.`background,"attentiOn- to 'ackground,"
is the assumption that the program decision Making "environment" is. an 'important factor
in shaping the decision making processes under study. The diitinction between "the
enVirbinuent" and "the organization" is 'now common in studies of organizdtions.
Goldhaber advanced' as. one of the three basic propositions underlying thestudy of
organizational communication the following: "Organizational communication occurs within
a complex openAystem which is influenced by andcinfluences itsenvironment"-(GbldhAer,

.p 11):
.

. ,

' ..

, .
.

The'application of general hodels to actual sittiatfbns requires very careful
,

, specification of the boundaries of the elements of the model. Figfire 5-1 presents a
-basic structural modelcof the relationship between an organization and its environment.
Figure' 5-2 applies , thins simple model to the CBC, and serves to demonstrate the
difficulties in dstablishing+ boundary specifications. The identification of
concentrations of interest and influence in Figure 5-2 is arbitrary and intended only to

....ill trate,the comPlexity of the environment.
,

f

.1

. - .
.

.
. .

Figure 5-l. SIMPLE STRUCTURAL MODEL: $ AN ORGANIZATION AND ITS ENVIRONMENT
.

.

.

.

- An organization is an open system,
because of its constant interaction
with its environment .

- Organizations receive input from
their environment_ and send outputs

. into their environment.
.$

Based on Goldhaber, pp 10, 41. ' .0
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I,n'thisCage thelhasic rdlatib'nship 6etween the organization and its environment

derives from4he groadcatting Act, :: Which declares a "Broadcasting Policy for Canada,"
establishes the CBC for thejprpose of. roviding. "the Rational broadcasting service,"
and specifies, the objectives for .that, service. . In bhort, the organization is the

" institution created by Parliament to prdvide the national broadcasting service: the
' CRC; the envdrament ks therimilow" Canada. ,
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,FigOre 5-2. SIMPLE STRUCTURAL MODEL: THE CBC AND ITS ENVIROMMENT

ORGANIZATION: The National
Broadcasting Service'(CBC)

IZi
Treasury
Board

/".;

The outer limits of the environment are easier to define than those between the

institution . and the environment, though as Figure ST2 suggests, they can scarcely be
considered "limits" at all. As noted in Chapter 3, public broadcasting mandates

typically define or imply objectives for programming and service which are global in

'scope. Even if this were a study of the CBC in its entirety,- there would be severe

problems in defining the boundaries between the organization and its environment,
Within the ranks of those Wisp specialize in the study of organizations,there' are those

who argue that such boundaries are dysfunctionally artificial and, more importantly,,
th#t an organization does not simply adapt to a,ready -made enviroment but actually has
a.ro1e in reshaping its environment. Karl Weick has argued:

To say that the organization adapts to itself and to that which is not itself,
doesn't,say much. We need to 1now specifically what is beipg,adapted to by what

means. Until adaptation is localized'and boundaries between inside Ana outside are
removed or mace more expiiiit, it will be difficult to know very much about what an
organization is, what it does, or why'it does it. (Weick, p 28)

In this case any attempt to clearly fix boundaries would be further complicated by

the fact that this is study of one part of an institution. The focus is on the csc

, English Television' Service: the French, Northern, and International Services

cDnsfaered Only inc Ily,'as is English Radio. Are these services "inside"? Is the

CBC's Head Offi part of the erganization-for this study, or is it part of the setting

in which-English Television opprates? The distinctions would seem to be far less

iMPorta ir. than an. awareness of the continuous and, in the caie'ef the CBC, extensive
interaction between the organization and'its environment..

0

Systems theory - models do 'nit play an integral part, in the analysis Sections'of this

study, but they have provided useful pointersS.to types of institutional characteristics

to be Considered, and they.have suggested schemes for the ,eategorization of observations

and generalizations. A model derived from general Sy#ems theory which portrays an

1 6 3
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Figure 5-3. MODEL OF AN ORGANIZATION AS AN OPEN SYSTEM

Input `Transformation' ,11i.

Feedback-

t Output

.Environment

- An organization is an OPENSYSTEM because of its constant interaction with
its environment.

- INPUT is that which is imported into the organization from the environment.

- TRANSFORMATION is the process by which the inputs are changed into outputs.-
- OUTPUT is the product or service which the system exports into its

environment.

- FEEDBACK accounts for the cyclic nature of systems. Some of the system's
outputs are sent back into the system as, new inputs.

- The'nuts and bolts of systems theory is, INTERDEPENDENCE -- the interlocking
relationships between the'parts of a system and the whole system.

Based on Goldhaber, pp 40-3.

Figure 5-4. MODEL OF THE CBC AS AN OPEN SYSTEM

INPUT TRANSFORMATION OUTPUT

r- Segments
Public

of the
Public

The Public,
Broadcasting
Organization

Broadcagting
Service

ramming

(CBC English Services (CBC English
Division- Television) Television

Service)

Feedback

-ENVIRONMENT: The Nation (Canada)

organization as on open system is presented in Figure 5-3. Figure 5-4 applies that
general model to the program decision making process in public broadcasting. It also,
changes the basis for system analysis from conventional "ini5uts" and "outputs" to the
flow of-information. Weick noted:

One of the more promising ways o treating the environment is in terms of
information. Rather than regarding the crucial environment' of organizations as
consisting of raw materials and consumers of transformed raw materials, it seems
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possible to =gain a more complete
meaningas the critical commodities
processes are directed, and in

c (Weick, p 28)

of Analysis

view of what happens if we take information and '

on which organizations operate, to which their
terms of which their relations a established.

Figure 5a5.' OPEN SYSTEM MODEL-OF THE CBC: INTERFACE AND INTERNAL CHARACTERISTICS

IRPUT

1

THE CBC

Iit
I I

'Interface!
Characteristics;

-
1

1 I

Internal 1

Characteristics 1

L_ ..__ J

OUTPUT

cpc
English
Television"
Service ,

The representation of the program decision making system presented in Figure,S-S is
obviously oversimplified and is not intended to be comprehensively representative. But

it does give rise to certain observations about the relationship betweena public
broadcasting organization andllts public and about the institutional characteristics of

such organizations. The first such observation is that the relationship between the
public broadcasting institution and its public is extremely-complex, This fact affects. _

this study to the extent that only certain aspects of the relationship have bOen

selected for comment. The second observation arising from figure is that it is

possible to think of two seis.cf institutional characteristics. These have been termed

"interface" and "internal" characteristics. Interface. characteristics refer to the ways

in which the orga0zation interacts with its sources, of input where the institution

comes into'contact with its environment. These characteristics are sometimes relatively

visible from "outside." Internal chaiacteristics, on the other hand, are difficult to
perceive accurately'from outside; they refer to the inside workings of the OrganizatiOn;
to the way in which elements of the institution respond to other internal elements.

0,

,The. cuisctinction between interface and internal characteristics is somewhat

artificial; in particular, the two sets .of characteristics are highly interrelated.

Nevertheless,, the concept of two' types of characteristics is a useful one. Public,

evaluation of the organization was based primarily on assessment of programming output

and on observation of the institution at its interface with the public. Internal

cfiaracterisqcs entered into such public. evaluations principally through reports made
."outsiders" -- by media columnists and by Parliamentary commissions and committees.

Consideration of a distinction between interface and internal characteristics makes
possible-the isolation of those internal characteristics which are common to many types

of organizations.
C

To a great,extent the organizational behaviour tradition findings describe the

characteristics of, the behaviobr of individuals within organizsations. Such findings

principally explain the Internal consequences of an organization's environment,

structure, and processes.

. ,

t
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The analysis of, decision melijalg processes is not entirely straightforward. Despite
iattempts to take all observable and reported factors into account, other factors may be

highly significant. One of the reviewers of the plan'for this study cemented as
follows:

..The decision-making process of a public organization is a most difficult thing
to analyzer -Besides the outside factors that you list correctly, there exist
hidden and subjective motivations impossible to pinpoint, but which, in the end,
;night outweigh the former. The decision taken may be right -- and could0 be and
often is justified after*ards on rational ground -- but it might be based on
reasons known only to the one who took the decision in the first place.

On the other hand, and this may seem to contradict what I have just said,- it.

could'be ague that rarely is any one,person in possession'of every single element
involVed in' dny given decision. This will appear particularly true at middle
management levels. I will let you decide whether this is a strength or a yeakness.

- .

The influence of hidden factors on the matters- treated in this study is considered
to be a possibility more than a strength or weakness. Both the general nature of the
observations made and the use of multiple instances as bases for those observations are
considered to reduce the risk of serious analysis errors. But such a risk exists,and it
is recognized.

t
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Chapter 6

The Canadian. Perspective

,

d) COMMUNICATION AND CANADIAN NAT=IONHOOD

The existence of Canada, as a political and social entity, has always been
heavily dependent upon effective east/west'communications. This is the historical
reason for the successive development of the routes of the voyageurs, coast -to-
coast railways, telegraph and telephone systems,broadcasting services, airlines,
the Trans- Canada Highway and, most recently, a domestic satellite communications
system. These systems, counter- balancing' ihe strong north/iouth pull of
continentalism, have been essential for industrial and resource development, for
thi tranamigsion and -dissemination of information, and fO'r, the expression and
sharing of social and cultural values:

- Proposals for a Communications Policy fox' Cariadd A Position Paper
of the Government of Canada, !&zrch 1973 (Green. Paper, p 3)

.
,.

.' '
*

Effective communication systems may well be *a more significant factor in the
existence of Canada, as a political and social entity, than-for any other nation on-
earth. In any event, there ,are few who wouldlorgde-with the government position
paper's statement quotdd above .that the, existence of the country has always been .,
"heavily dependent" on effective-communication systehs.-

. .. . ,

______

' Although it will be argued in later chapters that "the-CBC isn't as unique as it
'. sometimes 'likes to think it is,".the faCt remains that it is, in many-significant

ways, quite.unique. There are similarities between certainof the .world's commercial'.
br9adtasting organizations, but:there is probably no* such thing as thd !'typical"
public broadcasting institution. And if thet i;',..thd,CBC is not that typical
institution.7. 41 . , ,

Many of the problems with which CBC gnglish*Thievision found itself confronted, in
early 1970s had their origins at least 50 years, earlier., And many of'its major probaems
arose from characteristiCs of Cdnada "as a political and socia4 entity=' that pre-date
Confederation. Section 6Ibj sketches the geographic and population distribution
characteristics of the country. Sections 6(c) and 6(d) provide brief outlines, of
Canadian history in general and 9f Canadian broadcasting history.. This background
material is intended priatarily for those not already familiar with the Canadian-
situation. ,I am not an historian. Because of that, and bechuae the background provided
here should be as objective as possible, sections 6(c) and 6(d) draw heavily on the
works of those who truly awe students of Canadial/ history. Rather than paraphrase their"
observations, L have quoted-extensivefy.

a
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-

b. THE CANADIAN SETTING I

Both'the public and private elements which together constitute--"the Canadian
broadcasting system" operate in an environment whi.Ch is npi_only historially but also

-geographically and culturally unique. Certain aspects of the country's geography, of
its population distribution, and of the distribution of the population by languageare

.of particular consequence to broadcasting.

i.

Kenneth McNaught's HISTORY OF CANADA begins with the'following paragraph:

From the time of the earliest record Canada has been part of a irontier, just
as in her own growth she)has fostered frontiers., The struggle of men and of
metropolitan centres to extend and control those frontiers, as well as to improve
life behind them, lies at the heart of Canadian history -- and geography. determined
many of the conditions of that struggle., (McNaught, p.7)

Figure 6-1 provides.a basic outline map of the provinces and territories to serve
as a framework for, these observations by MoNaught:

Reaching from AtiantiC to Pacific and flanked by huge islands on eit er coast,
the half-continent exhibits shar1ly etched regions and substantial variations in
climate. The most striking regional boundaries run along north-south lines, thuS
conveying the impression that the principal inhabited regions of the country are
northward thrusts of similar regions In the United States. On the east coast-the
Atlantic provinces of Newfoundland, Prince Edward '. Island, Nova Scotia, and New
Brunswick are, part of the rocky uplands of Appalachia *hose southern reaches,
encompass the New England states. The St. Lawrence lowlands; which include the most
southerly.portion, of the province of Quebec and the southern part of Ontario which
thrusts like a peninsula into ,what is nO4 the industrial heart of America, are
similar in structure to northern New York state, Pennsylvania, Ohio and .Michigan.
Beyond Lake Superior, and separated from, southern Ontario by a t 'housand miles of
rock highlands, stretch-theidian prairies. Pait of the immense interior plain
of the continent, reaching fig: the Gulf of Mexico tb the Arctic40oean-at .the mouth
of the Mackenzie River, ,the prairies are so integral a section of a north-south
.egidn that it is still possible alohg hundreds of dilei of the Canadian-American
border to be unsure of one's national location. Again, in the western Cordillera
[principally in British Columbia and the Yukon], fruit, and timber valleys, mountain
ranges and mineral veins run unbroken across the man-made frontier of the
forty-ninth parallel.

%-s
-"no...evident is'this pattern that for years Canadian historians,.-economists and

geOgraphers endorsed the thesis that the 'natural' forces' of the Ziffitinent Pointed.
towards holitical=economic integrNation of its parts. .The popular, and 'even
academic concluiion was that the Canadian nation had been built in the.teeth of
incredible geographic obstacles. (Maaught, pp 7-8) '

Although assessments vf.the importance of "the natural north-south pull of the
continent" ,differ, the absolute size of the land is an inescapable reality. Canada, at
over 3.8,million square Miles, is the'second,largest country by land area in the world.

,4 (.)
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S4 6. Yhe a:nadirs:IX-Peps ative

Figure 6 -3.' POPULATION STATISTICS:

PROVINCES, TERRITORIES, CAPITALS, AND-SELECTED URBAN CENTRES
-N........-,

- .

PROVINCE / Centre.2 .

,
,

rdvincial
opulaiibn,

,

. 3CMA
Population

Proportion
of Total

Population
Density

(P&sons per-
square mile)

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouver

* Victoria
4.

'0

2,185,000

.

A'

1,082,000
196,400

. 10.1 %

.

6.0

'

.

ALBERTA
* Edthonton

Calgary . .

101,6207300

.

496,000.

403;000

7:5 %.
,*

t-

6.4 .

SASKATCHEWAN
* Regina
Saskatoon

926,000 ,

141,000
126;000

4.3 % 3.7 ,

...
MANITOBA

.;1,LAinnipeg :

988,006
540,000

4.6 % 3:9

ONTARIO
* Torprito

Hamilton
St Catharine, Niagara
London
Windsor

7,703,000 ,

,

2,628,006
499,000

303,000
286,000

. -259,000,

35.7 %
", '

.

18.7

(

[Ottawa -Hull] . 603,00.0' ' .

QUEBEC
,e.%

,Montreal
* Quebed ! ; I.

6,028,000 t

2,743,000
4RT7006.

27.9 %

,r.

J .

16.1

.

.

NEW BRUNSWIC.1 '':

,
\..) Siint:John

. * Fredericton

, '635,000
' 107,000

24,000

2.9.%
.

22.4

e

NOVA SCOTIA -

' * Halifax
789,000

,

, d\

223,000
3.7 % 36.8

.

_
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

* Charlottetown
,

112,000

19,000
, 0.5 % 51.1

.

NEWFOUNDLAND -

* St John's .

.

522,000
132,000

2,4,% .. 3.3

YUKON ,

- * WhitehOrse
1,000. ".

11,000.
0.13 :. 0.09

.

:NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
*Yellowkoifa.

,

435,000
,6,000

' 0.2 %
.,

0.03

s
TOTAL - CANADA .21,568,000 ,

-.

100 % ', 5.6

Notes: *1. All figufe Tee froarthe 1971

. 2. * denotes provincial aildterritdrialCapftals.
I .

3. Urban cenfre mulation figures,are

4. All populationfigures have been

Census"Of Canada. .

.

for "Census Miltr6polital Areas"

rounded ,to thenearest 1,1100 N.

..

Sources: SC 19731y and SC 1973c. ' #
.
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,

Population Density andteographicar Disttribution
-

:. ,

In.mid 1970 the population of the womld was estimated. to be 3,632 million, of which
521. Million lived in North America. Only a little over 21 million were in Canada
Although the country has 6.8%, of the world's lind area, it has only 0.6% of the world's
population.- .

04. .
.

.
.

.. ..,

. The population is,concentrated in the southern part of the county: about' 75% of
the population lives in urban areas concentrated within 100 miles of the United States
border, 90A within 200.miles (on 12% of the land).

. . -,..

The east-:west belt of, population along the internatival boundary is not
continuous:, the population 'centres are %eparated from each other and strung together
like beads on a 'string ; The concentration of population into urbag centres is
increasing: between 1966 and 1971 the urban population grew by 11,4%, and the cities
over 100,000 expanded even more rapidly. r

Each of.the population clusters is nearer to a large centre in the United States
than it is to a cluster-within Canada: BostOn for the Atlantic provinces; New York for

. .

Figure 6-4. NATIONAL LAND AREA AND POPULATION' COMPARISONS, MID 1972
,

.

t

z .

,,

-1

....'

...

1
.

.

*
.

. 0" 4
.

1

/f
/214.:.

4N7 4.//
I

. '
.

...r.--f-

OVERLAY KEY

- "- - .'IN United kingdom
Apan . w

. .
.

,V

Country

'
,

Land Area
(Square Miles)

.

Population

Population Density
, (Persons per

Square Mile)

Canada

United States r
United Kingdom

Japan

b 3,851,809

. 3,615,122

94,217

145,711

21,848,000

208,842000

, 55,798,000

106,958,000

,-

5.7

57:8 ,

592.2

734.0

Sources:., iritpnica 1974b, p 558 and CbC.1974c, p 38. . .
-..
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. _ .

the Ottaira-St..Lawregce lowlands; Buffalo, Detroit, and Chicago_ for the Great Lakes

lowlands; Minneapolis- St. Paul fOr the Prairies; and Seattle, Portland; and San
Francisco for the west coast (Britannica 1974a, p 723).'

The population density distribution by area is shown in Figure 6-2. 'Virtually all

land in the northern halves of British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba,

Ontario, Quebec, and Newfoundlind has a density ofleis than two personsper square
mile. Figure 6. -3 provides,population statistics for the prpvinces and selected urban

centres. The land misses and populations of Canada, the United States, the United

Kingdom, and Japan are eompared.in Figure 6-4.

Population Distribution by Language

Just aS the overall pattern of population distribution has implications for the

coverage requirements of the Canadian broadcasting system, so too does the distribution
of.the English and french components of the population.

The 1971 Census reported the "mother tongue" language of 60% of the population as

English, of 27% as French, and of 13% as other languages. The geographical distribution

of the two official language groUps is not .uniform: 84% of the French mother tongue

languge group lives in Quebec. The Census figures by province-appear in Figure 6-5.

,

The main elements of the "other" mother tongue component of the populatioil are:

German. - 561,000 (2_6% of the total Canadian population), Italian - 538,000,(2.5%),
Ukranian - 310,000 (1.4%), Indian and Eskimo - 180,000 (0.8%), Dutch 145,000 (0.7%);

Polish - 131,000 (0.6%),'and Greek - 104,000 (0.5%). (SC 1973a).- - "

Figure 6=5...:. POPULATION BY MOTHER,TONGUE BY
...

PROVINCE. .

,

.

Proving / Territory

Population within Province
by Mother Tongue

-As .a Proportion of the-

Total. Canadian Language
.Group Population

,

% English - % French
..

% Other
yof.Total

English
% of Total

French
.

,

British Colathia
,

Alberta
Askatchewan
Manitoba

Ontario .

Quebec

New Brunswick
: Nova' Scotia '

Prince Edward Island
Newfoundland
Yukon

Northwest Territories

N....4

83

78 :
.,74

67

78
13.
-65

93
.

, 92
99

83*

47

2

.3

3'

6

.- 6,-

. 81

34

5

7,
1

, 2 1

3'

16

20

23

27

16
6

1-.

2

- 1

1

14

. 50

a

14
10

5

, 5

46
6 .

. 3

6'

1

4

0:1

Q.1

1

. 1

1

1

8
84

4.

1
.

0:1

0.1

0.01

0.02

TOTAL - CANADA 60 27
,..

13 No 100

Examples: - English'is the mother

,
- Ontario accounts for 46

. of Canada..

tongue of 78 % of the population Qf Ontario.
% of the Ehglish mother tongue populatio6'

,
,

Source: 1971 Census of Canada (SC 1973a).
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. 6. The Canadian .Peropedve,

c) HlgiQRICAL OVtRYIEW

V
- ; f:'-

, -.44 ,.
-This summary, by the notes Canadiadhistorian, Ramay Cook, is from.,CANADA ,I974,.

published by StatisticsAanada. 7 .

!
. .

. . ,,

Ce4da is an independent nation in North- America composed of two predominint
linguistic and cultural gioups: french and English. To these major groups, and.to

ir
the small native population of Indians and Inuit, have been added oyer4e last
hundred yearl many thousands of immigrants representing the major European cultores,
For the most part these: immigrant groups have associated themselves with the
English-speaking community, though maintaining many aspects of their mother cultures.
The country, has thus never been a homogeneous melting pot, but has rather had the.

aspect of a cultural mosaic in whichthe major pattern is traced in the colours of
the French and English cultures.

. . .

, . .

MUch of the country's history can he viewed as a continuing search for
accommodation and co-operation between the two major cultural communities, and-the
integration-of newcomers into the basic'pattern. .At the same tine, as this internal'
accommodation has been working itself out, the country has passed through a dual'
process of self-definition im'relation to the outside 'world, The first of these
processes has been the evolution. of the country from the of a.volony within
the British Empire to the stature of independent nationhood within the_ Comqpnwealth.
The second more subtle and often more. difficult process has been in defining and
defending its independence in relation to the power and prestige of its llmamous
neighbour, the United States. These two theMesofinternal bicultural accommodation
and external self-definition underlie and affecenearly every other' development in ,*
the Canadian past: patterns of settlement, institutional growth', economic
development, foreign policy, cultural evolution....

, From the earliest beginning the French and English established competitive
-settlements and trading .centres.... It,was-this competition, and the iivalry'fof
France and Britain in Europe, which ultimately'broughtwar andthe downfall of the
French empire in North America. But before that event took place New France had sunk ,

deep roots along the banks of the St. Lawrence and in Acadia...:

By the 1740's French-English rivalry in Europe, North America and elsewhere - in
the world brought the beginnings of a war that was to spell' end of New France.
The final phase of that war began in 1754 aawag, concluded by he Treaty,of Paris in
'1763 when France's major North Americth possessions were ceded to the British. . . .

. The British,Conquest of Canada, a Major event in the country's history,
temporarily united North America under the British flag. Within two debacles that
]unity was permanently destroyed hrthe success .of the 'American War of Independence.
Yet in the intervening period the French - 'speaking inhabitants of Canada; numbering

-about 70,000 at the time of the Conquest, had 'Continued to exhibit their capacity, to
survive.Faced with, growing unrest in the thirteen colonies, the British authorities
in Canada 'gave' qp, an early .attempt to assiMilate their new subjects and grantee
recognition, in- the, Quebec Act of 1774, to, the major institutions .of the
French-speaking community: its civil 'laws, its, seigneurial system, its Roman
CatholiVltgious Organization. The efforts of the revolting colonies to add Canada
and Nova Scotieto their cause'failed. But during and after the war thouiands Of
Loyalists fled northward, settling in Nov. Scotia, what was later to become New
Brunswick, and to Canada both in the Eastern.Tonnships and the western region of the
colony north of Lake Ontario. ,It was in this fashion that the first substantial
group of English - speaking settlers established themselves in the predominantly
French-speaking British colony. Here was the beginning of the pattern of Canada's

t future development....
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By
--40

the ndddle of the ninete#nth century the British/Colonies in North America 7-
Canada, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward,Island, and Newfoundland were

ready to move haltingly toward a new stage in their constitutional development. Each

colony. separately faced an increasing burden of public expenditure in tha age of

canal and railway building. Each, too, *as faced with limited markets, since the

coming of free trade in Britain had ended their preferential treatment within 'the

Empire. Jn the Canada;; there, was the _additional problem of growing political

deadlock and threatening cultural conflict in a union based upon'equality of

representation for each of the two sections [which -eventually became Quibec and

Ontario]. And, finally, in the 1860's, there was the threat of an increasingly
hostile United States just emerging from its bloody ciVi1 war. ThesAl_Pvents._Plus

the encouragement. of Britain 'anxious. to reduce its commitments in North America,

resulted in a decision in 1865to'move tOwarS a federation of all British -North
America.

." 4

That federation was partly.achieved on July 1, 1867,' when the Canadai, ,Nova

Scotia, and New Brunswick joined togetheiin Confederation under the British North

America Act.,.. The constitution was a highly centralized federal scheme which mule

the central government clearly dominant,. but left to the proinces those matters

which they considered to be of purely local concern. The French and Ehglish

languages were established as official in the federal Parliament, its records, and

Bits courts, the e Province of Quebec was al'o recognized as an officially

province....
. . 4

Once. he basic structure was' established, the federal cps'ervative government,

led by Sir John A. Macdonald, proceededto.developpolicies Z5 fill out the skeleton.

The railway, binding togethef the various far-flungg sections, was the first

develgpmerital policy. But along with it were immigration programs to populate the
open spaces with agricultural settlers and.a policy of tariff protection, announced

in 1879, to Nevelopa Canadian industrial system. It was the Macdonald government's
determination to build a national econothi on an'east-west axis independent of the

-United States....

The Laurier yearS [1896-1911],. for all ',their prosperity, witnessed the

beginnings of seriods cultural, sectional, and class conflicts. Relations between

English- and French-speaking-Canadians .had been worsened by., the, hanging of Louis

Riel, with whom the French .Cfnadian identified fin Manitoba in 1885]. Then came

attacks upon the Frenh language and Cathojic separate schools in..Manitoba and the

Northwest in the'1890i.s. Laurier successfully smoothed over this latter crisis, but.
cultural relations were also strained by Canadian involvement in the Boer War_ and the

long pre-war debate over the country's place in Imperial affairs. French Canadians,

on the Whole, were reludtant tobe,involved.in Imperial affairs, while many English
Canadians identified Canadian interests with those of the.Empire -- especially 'since

the. Empire provided a protective umbrella against the United States. This

developthent reached its culmination in 1917 when the country, which had entered the

war united, was split culturally over the issue of conscription for overseas service.
. ,

Sectional discontents were present especia-lly in the Prairie West. This region,

almost exclusively agricultural, felt that the national economic policies sere

deiigned primarily for the inaustrial -.areas. .of cential Canada. The defeat of a
.

proposed reciprocity arrangemeht. with the United States in the election of 1911 left .

the West in a mood of discontent which' manifested itself only after the war in the

form of the farmer's Ptogressive Party. Class tensions were apparent in the growth
.

of labour _organization under the 'leadership, of the4Frades and Labour Council of

Canada, The,end of the war also; saw labour conflict flare, in-la general strike in

4Winnipeg in the spiing of 1919.

Canada emerged from theyar, in which she ha played asubstantial part, pith, a
new sense of national' pride. That pride was transformed,. in the postwar years, intofir'
a quest for a status of equality within the new British Commonwealth..., The Statute

of Westminster in 1931 provided the'legal definitibn oCanadian autonomy.

12
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.

The.Great Depression' brought serious dislocation of the Canadian economy; heavy
tinemployment,' and new movements of social protestf '7n Quebec this discontent.
expressed itself id a new party_called the. "Union nationele" while elsewhere in
Canada, especially in the West, the Social Credit and Co-operative Comm/wealth
Fedtration parties bade a markedimpact.:.. °

. ;

.
.The war and postwar,years,were a peridd of great prosperity and economic glowth

for .Canadians. Again Canada played an important 'Part ,in tht war and-its iinity,was
onIy,brietly threatened, again over the cohscription,issue. .W.L.M. King's retirement
in 1i49 and his replacement by Louis St. Caurpat marked an easy transition to postwar
prosperity._ Much of this new growth was financed by American direct 'investment so
that prosperity was bought at the price -of ,increasing American control of'the
Canadian economy. Since this came at s Time- when Canada was moving. into closer
European,-(NATO) and North American (NORM, military alliances with the United Stales,
somi Canadians,began'to worry: about the country's future. It was this concern, added
to a -growing divatisfaction, in Several of ttze provinces over Ottawa's centralist
policies, that-bought the Conservative John Die'enbaker to power in 19,57. =

4

ThcDiefenbaker years were marked by a growing 4ebate over Canada-U.S. relations
apd, more paxticularly:- the revival of nationalism in Quebec under the guise of a
"quiet revolution." This latter event included a whole series of measures meant to

'modernize Quebec society- now transformed by accelerated industrialism. With
increasing frequent), and intensity many .prominent French Canadians expressed
dissatisfaction with their status.wirhin Confederation andliegan atking that Quebec
be given more autonomy as a province and that French be given greater recognition
throughout Canada. In 1963 Lester !parson's minority Liberal gc0ernment ,established
a Royal Commission on Bilingualism and.Biculturalism to examine this.questiOn. Four
years later, after the centennial celebrations; Mr. Pearson proposed a "series of
federal-provincial discussions to examine -and reform 'the constitution in'general.
This task is being continued under the direction of his successor, Pierre Elliott'

Trudeau, whose Liberal Party was given a majority in the general election of 1968.

41

b

12
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The first four years of the.Trudeau government saw continued, but ultifiately
Unsuccessful:' cbnstitutional negotiations. In October 1970 the'government responded
to the 'kidnappidg of a, British diplomat, and thetkidnapping and murder .of a-"Qpebec-
cabinet minister, by the PFront de le Liberation de Quebec" by pioclaiming the War
Measures Act. 'dote changes in foreign policy were designed to affirm. Canadian
*sovereignty and_, .,reduce time country's military commitment 'in- Europe, Increasingly,
however, economic problems took precedence' over, all othbrs with inflation and
unemployment seating- serious difficulties, When, the government asked-for a renewed
mandate in October 1972 the electorate replied in an uncertain voice: 10 'Liberals,
107 Conservatives, 31 N.D.P: (New Democratic Petty)', 15 Social Credit, l'Independent
and 1 ° without party affiliation.- Once again instability and uncertainty
characterized the political soene,reflecting economic problems, ethnic tensions; and
regional conflicts: (Cook, pp 31-7; emphases added)

A subsequent election, in July 1974, returned the Trudeau government to power 'Jwirh
a clear majority. .,But :at, the same time new stresses -- having to do with federal
taxation of.thepetroleum industry which is concentrated 'in Alberta, and ,.with an
official languagesibill in Quebec -- were being applied to Confederation.

.. .

d) BROADCASTING HISTORY :.---7 .

L

',,
- 1

. r
r $ . .

. . r
, Det'a'iled histories of the development of broadcasting in Canada are provided iii-THE
STRUGGLE F,OR.NATIONAL BROADCASTING IN CAgADA, by E. Austin Weir, 'and,in.THE°00aTICS OF
CANADIAN, 'QROADCAST1NG, 1920-19.51, , fly Frank W. Peers. This section quotelextensively
from 4The Origins of of Public Broadcasting in Canada," an article by Margaret Prahg
which appeared in,the March.1965 issue of THE CANADIAN HISTORICAL REVIEW. °
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Developmenis to"192

111. decisive role pfayedby the federal government in the first fifty years Of

the Canadian endeavour to create 'a nation around a trans - continental system of

traniportation has been de subject of frequent comment. Although some historians

havl oversmphasiied the distinctivenets of the role of government intervention in

Canadian eoonomic life, iA spill true that State initiative has played a latger

part in the nation's economic growth than,. is the case in most countries in the

Americas and western Etiropa. Two conditions have been primarily responsible for the

:extent of state, interveritiOn in Canada: the inability or reluctance of private

enterprise to take the business risks imposed by the vast extent and small population
of, the country, andt"tle willingness of influential groups of Canadians, to use the

power of the dominion government in the search for national security in the face of
economic and political threats from the United states....

e

hIlle the Canadian economic.'structure was' being built and maintained

precariously against
time

southward pull of, the American giant there were always

Canadians, from the,time ?4 the short-rived Canada Firtt movement onwards, yto ti

declared that railways and, tariffs were, not an end in themslves, but rather the

material.basii for the growth of a uniquely Canadian culture. Yet by the end of

World War I, when a degree of economic stability had been,achieved, thete,was little
evidence of that 'northern flowering for -which a new generation of nationalists

looked. Only in the painting of the Group of Seven was there an art that could be
f

considered "Canadian".... . ,

-

.

. .

.
.

Despite the meagre cultural achievements of Canadians the postwar generation of

nationalists,. especially young intellectuals, were firm in the conviction that the 'l
political Community, whose independent existence had been recognized by the -rest of

the world at the Peace Conference and in the League of Nations, was the bearer of a,..,
diitinctively Canadian way of life which would soon find adequate artistic and

intellectual expression.... Throughout the first postwar decade national

organizations were born with a frequency unprecedented in Ca<dian history, while old

ones took on -fresh Vitality.... r

ironically, just when an increasing nutA of Canadians were involved in the

activities- of flourishing nation-wide enterprises a revolution
,

in communications ...

was threatening the clearer delineation of a Canadian identity. The advent of radio

broadcasting, as a potential medium of communication with every .home .on the

continent, added a new and.alarming dimension teCanadals relaIion5 with the United
.

States. NeVer before had the "undefended bOundary" presented such an open "Bosr to' ,

cultural annexation. q . /

By 1930 the Whole settled area.of Canada was within regular rang e of American
.

-radio stations, while only about 60 per ceftplf the total Canadianspopulation was ,

able to, hear Canadian programmes odany regular basis..... One-half of .the total 'A

power in Caitada was concentrated in Toronto and Montreal and several of these

stations devoted a high proportion of their time to. relaying American programmes '

sponsored by American commercial interests doing; business in Canada; the Maritime

provinces had only S per cent, and BritisWColumbia 4 per cent of the -broadcastinging

power' in Canada. Not only .weresCanadian staiions,weak in, power, but ..: they had .

access to only six clear channels, shared eleven, others with American stations, and

.were frequently 'drowned out by their more powerful Although Canadians had produced
some prograkmes of high quality there was general consent in Canada that the standard

h . of Canadianprogrampes of all kindsyas inferior; Canada could ,not -compete either

with 'Amos,, n' Andy or the Chicago Symphony,'and eveii'when they could get Canadian

/ programmes most Canadian's preferred American brAdcasts. The net result was that at

.the end Of the twenties at least 80 per cent of the programmes listened to by

Canadians iierkofsAmerican oiigi6. ,. .

. ..

. , ';' ,

r,

Under these conditions the Llberal,government of Mackenzie King, was faced. with

mounting discontent from many:quarters over the :ton'tent and rbception of radio

. . i /
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programmes in C ada., Moreover, the government was frequently under attack for
allegedly acting; through powers residing in the Department of Marine, as,a religious
and political censor in issuing licences for transmitters. During.the parliamentary
session of 1928 [it was] indicated that the goliernment was favourably inclined
*ward the establishment of: a Crown company, similar to the British Broadcasting
Corporation, to:place the control Of broadcasting beyond political influence. Since
the government, aid not possess the information needed to establish a new policy, it
proposed to appoint royal commission to adviseparliament on the future control,
organization, and f ancing of broadcasting. The Conservatives supported this
decision, pleading th member? of the commission be non-partisan and ,capable of
studying seriously a question which, according to Sir George Perley, "affects
everybody in this country.". The only outright criticism came from J.S. Woodsworth,
who argued that no commission was needed, since the plight of Canadian radio was well
known an provided all the incentive needed to allow the government to proceed at
once with the establishment' of public ownership of broadcasting. Woodsworth conceded
that there were certain dangers in government control, but declared he would "rather
trust our own Canadian government than trust these highly organized private
commercial companies in the United States".... .

Eventually, on Decemger 6, 1928, the government announced the personnel of the
commission: Sir John Aird, president of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, as chairman;
Charles Bowman, editor of a Liberal newspaper, the OTTAWA CITIZEN; and Dr. Auguste
Frigon, Director of Technical Education for the province of Quebec. After studying
broadcasting in the United States, Britain, and several European countries, the
commission submitted its report to the government on September 11, 1929. Despite
diversity of opinion among Canadians about broadcasting methods, the commissioners
reported "unanimity on one' fundamental- question -- Canadian radio listeners want
Canadian broadcasxing.v To satisfy this demand the commission recommended. the
formation of a broadcasting company "vested with all the powers of a private
enterprise, its status and duties corresponding to those of a public utility." The
company would derive its revenues from licence fees, indirect advertising, and
goverment subsidy. Provincial interests were to be protected .by the appointment of
provincial directors who would have "full control" of programmes broadcast within
their respective provinces. The public company would own and ,operate all radio
stations and would build seven 50,000 watt stations spaced across the country to fotm
the core of a natinnal network capable Of' providing service to all Canadians. The
system being recommended for Canada wasobviously a modification of that provided in
the British Broadcasting Corporation, the most important departures from the British
-practice-being the recognition of Canada's federal structure and the provision far
indirect advertising; sponsorship of programmes was to be permitted but no direct
promotion of Specific products would be allowed over-the air. -

Inital ly,. public iespcnse to the Aird Report, especially in the press, both
Liberal and Conservative, was generally favourable, but .within weeks of the
publication of the repOtt came the great ma et crash of the autumn of 1929,
Consideration of broadcasting policy was pushed aside n the face of more obviously
urgent matters of public policy....

[In the 1930 federal general election, R.B. Bennett's Conservatives defeated the
Likpral government.] Although many _individual Conservatives favoured public
ownership of, radio the hostility of the new milliOnaire to public ownership in
general was well known..,. In addition to -the uncertainties arising from the
Conservative victory supporters of public broadcasting faced the inevitable
reluctance of the government to embark on nei. expenditures at public funds during a A

depression, Although the work of the Aird. Commission had"done much to convince
Canadians that public radio was desirable. the probability that the ,commission's
recommendations"would be shelved seefed,high. In the autumn of 1930 a group of young.
Canadians, determined that tO chinge in government, wand the exigencies of the
depression must not be allowed,to impede the implementation of the Aird Report. As
the instrument of their endeiYour to rally the diverse organizations and individuals
who feared that delay would enable "interested commercial groups with strong American
affiliations to gain Control'orthe Canadian air," they formed "the Canadian Radio
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League, The League was conceived by .Grahari Spry, National Secretary of the

Association of Canadian Clubs, sometime during 1930 and began to take form early tn.

October of that year at-an informal meeting in the Ottawa home of Alan Plaunt. The

spirit of this undertaking was well illustrated by the slogan Spry used at the top of

a letter written.at this time to Brooke Claxton, with whom he had already' discussed ,

,the project: "Britannia rules the waves -- shall Columbia rule the wavelengths ?"

From the outset the organizers of the Radio League were fully'aware of the

crucial role that French Canada would play in the radio issue and they gave careful

thought to_ the best means of securing, the support of representative. French'

Canadians.... Contrary to their original expectations, it proved more difficult for .

the promoters of the League to form an active local committeein Toronto than in

Montreal..... The refusal of F.R. MacKelcan to join the executive committee was a

blowy which the- officers of the League laboured for some wks to rbverse":1.
MacKelcan feared that a bgn on advertising might deprive Canadian-listeners of "the

marvellous programs we are getting from such orchestras as the Philadelphia,

Philharmonic and Boston"' without providing acceptable alternatives. Although

somewhat mollified by the declarations of Spry and Plaunt that Ameridan concerts need

not be excluded from any Canadian network and in agreement with them that the B.B.C.

had been of enSrmous service to music in Britain, MacKelcan remained unconvinced. He

argued that the impressive results achieved in Britain were due to the highly

centralized structure of the B.B.C. rather than to public ownership in itself; the

decentralization of control and of production facilities proposed by the Aird Report

and appbrently endorsed by the Canadian Radio League would threaten the standard of \

musical performance and public taste in Canada. In contrast to Britain, Canada '
lacked "a generally recognized Metropolis in which all would agree that the major

broadcasting activities should be concentrated." There was no doubt in MacKelcan's

mind that any unbiased observer would recognize Toronto as the most important musical

centre in the country but if the League's proposals were adopted "this natural

concentration of broadcasting ... would disappear ... -and the small sum available
would largely be dissipated by spreading the expenditure over a large number of

broadcasting centres., In short, we will probably find ourselves in the. position of-
seven men trying to cover themselves 611 a .cold night with one blanket."

MacKelcan's queries about the degree of Centralized control to'be practised were
difficult questions which the proponents of publiC broadcasting' would have -preferred

not to face publicly for the moment.... Tht (Aird] cbnitial4sioners had all been aware

that if their report was to be accepted at all they had to make some 'concessions to

.the strong provincial feeling of the time, no less evident in Ontario. than in Quebec;

nor could they ignore the ' fact that constitutionally, education, which public

broadcasting would serve, was under provincial control.... ,

The Radio League enjoyed the support of most of the,Canadian press.... farm and

labour organizations.... national organizations of a more general character.... the

Canadian Legion and the Imperial Order of the_Daughters of the Empire... the Native

Son* ,of Canada and the Women's Institutes% -educational bodies from the Royal
SO-ciety to a host of locals,home and schobl clubs.... [and] Roman Catholic, bishops

and the leaders of the major protestant churches.... Whatever the special emphasis

of this wide variety of interests one theme ran through all their arguments: a

system of public broadcasting would inform 'Canadians from coast to coast of the
aspirations and problems of various regions and groups in the community and provide a

forum for the discUssion of national issues and a medium four the development of a

national consciousness that was at present, entirely.

By the end of January, 1931 the Bennett government had become convinced that

radio, at least in Canada, was by nature a monopoly, although it had not yet decided

whether that monopoly should/be public or private. Just at this point complications

inherent in the Canadian federal system arose to produce a delay in bringing the

issue to a conclusion.

4-24-

In claiming control of radio. for the provinces Premier L.A. Tascheraiklof Quebec
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was endeavouring to further his more general war on Ottawa, a war in which the major
battleground was the development of St. Lawrence water power. Shortly, Ontario, New
Brunswick, and Manitoba announced their intention 9f joining Quebec. in an appeal to
the courts.-- The Supreme Court of Canada decreed` -in favour of the Dotlinion and the
radio case was then taken by the province of Quebec to the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council [in London).... c

Within a week of the Privy Council's decision of February 9, 1932, that
' exclusive control of radio lay with the federal government, Prime Minister Bennett
-told the House of Commons that the government would shortly appoint a special
committee of the House to advise parliament on the establishment of a-system "to
ensure from Canadian sources as complete and satisfactory a service as the present
development of radio science will permit"....

The precise date of Bennett's conversion to the principle of public broadcasting- °
remains obscure, but he clearly was highly sympathetic, by the time of the appointment
of the special committee of the House.... Not long before the-committee was due to
begin its hearings Spry received a sudden phone call one evening from Prime Minister
Bennett. Bennett reported that at'a recent meeting of the cabinet some anxiety had
been Opressed that there had not been more evidence of public opinion on the radio
issue from the Prairie provinces. Could Spry do something about it? Spry
ipmediately made arrangements to go west....

Before the parliamentary debate on. the [special committee's) report Bennett
, :asked the members of the Conservative caucus to write -to_him,expressing their views

on radio policy. Apparently he received few replies, but all of these either opposed 1
the recommendations of the committee or urged delay in their implementation. Most of

.,the writers seem -to have.thought that a national, bilingual radio system .was being,
proposed; for the reason most frequently given for hostility to, the report was the
alleged objection of English listeners to hearing French on the radio, or the danger
that the'French would demand more than their fair share of radio.time., Clearly these
members were not 'representative of the caucus, and came quickly into line once
government policy was declared. The House adopted the report of the Special
ComMittee with_only one dissenting vote (a Liberal).::.

The new broadcasting. act seemed to be a substantial victory for the supporters
of public ownership and control. In its provision for a network of high-powered
stations, in the allocation to a commission.of power, to control and regulate all
broadcasting in Canada, including programmes and advertising, to acquire any ovall
existing stations in Canada through purchase or.appropriation, and to prohibit the
establishment of privately operated chains, the act provided a potential framework
for a genuine public system. Yet the act also contained features which fell short of
the hopes of the Radio. League. The Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commj.ssion was a
full -time three-man Zommission appointed directly by the government and responsible
both forkthe determination of policy and for the actual management of the national
system. This body bore no resemblance to the much larger, voluntary 'Board of
Governors advocated-by the Aird,Commission and the Radio League, which was intended

' to have only general oversight over .policy, leaving the management of broadcasting to
professional staff. Further, the act provided fo;,a $2.00 licence fee rather than
the $3.00 fee regpired by the Radio League scheme. In 1932 few Canadians realized °'
what was to become painfully clear in the ensuing four years -- that the commission
was too dependent on the government and that the financial-provisions were so limited
that the national network was only partially constituted. Local private stations
yere therefore allowed to proliferate to an extent unforeseen either -by the Aird
Commission or the Radio Leaguer, The politicans were for the present content. During
the debate on the broadtAsting' bill', Ernest Lapointe, speaking for the Liberal
opposition, and J.S. Woodsworth for the independent group, associated themselves
warmly with Prime Minister Bennett's assertion that public ownership was the only
'means of assuring "complete Canadian control of broadcasting from Canadian sources
... so that ... national consciousness may be fostered and sustained -and national
unity ... .strengthened." Privately, Bennett was still declaring his abhorrence of
public ownership, except under the most unusualsircumstances....

o
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Thus a traditional "Canadian" solution /tad bt1en accepted in response to a new
yersion of the classic Canadian dil . Regional and racial divisions had yielded
to a national unity, long in the ess of irowth, but brought to a freshs

consciousness by a new American threat As in earlier Canadian enterprises ther
was no commitment-to public ownership in principle, but once convinced that the
Choice was between "the State or the United States," most Canadians of the thirties
had a ready answer, Forsome the.choice was made easier by the realization that in
the market conditions of the time-the financial stakes were not worth a major battle,
or that their material interest would be best served by government action to maintain

the east -west communications axis. Strictly economic factors similar to those.which
involved the government in the building of the C.P.R: played a part. The decisive
force was national feeling. Thus the radio policy of the 1930's

new
proof that

. Canadians had created a national identity and were prepared to use a new medium of
communication to protect and.nourish it. (Prang, pp 1-31; emphasis added).

;'

The Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission

The following excerpts are from,'CBC -- A BRIEF HISTORY AND BACKGROUND, published' by
the CBC in 1970.-

In four years, the CRBC accomplished a lot. It offered ambitious and largely
Canadian ,programming in two.ianguages. Its studios and transmitters were 'modernized
and some new facilities were set up, including a shortwave receiving station to relay
programs trot' Britain. Engineering and coverage surveys were conducted, and
technical assistance was given to many'private stations to improve broadcast quality
and reception. Technical regulations were developed and enforced. Some of the
.frequency conflicts with the United States were resolved, to Canada's advantage..:.

-' But right from the start, the Commission was severly handicapped by lack of
money, -lack of independence, and theinadequa0 of the commission idea itself, which
asked so much of just three men....,

In 10'36, the".national network still reached less than half the population. It'

operated only in the eveningS and on Sunday afternoons, because wire connections,
even for a few hours a day, took,Something like a quarter of the Commission's total
expenditure, French and English listeners had to share this limited service, with
the result that both felt deprived. Programming was affected too....

The Commission couldn't attract some of the staff it needed, because its
personnel were subject to tie Civil ServiceAct, which restricted salary scales and
called for Ministerial approval of appointments. Also, the -Commissioners were
expected to direct both pdlicy and ,operations -- difficult in any field, but
'especially so in national networiebroadcasting.

OS,

Several' attempts were made to correct the situation. In 1
passed to remove senior Commission staff from Civil Service
1934, a Parliamentary committee on broadcasting recommended amo

. general manager -- a brdadcasting expert -- be appointed to
operational side of the CRBC. This did not lead to legislati
under another gisvernmenv, another Parliamentary broadcasting co
to report on the CRBC, the overall system, and the Broadcasting

In its general recommendations, the 1936 committee support
findings and went even further. : It suggested:

33,- legislation was
age restrictions. In

g other things that a
take charge of the

n, however. In 1936,
mittee was appointed,
Act....

d some of the 1934

- that a public corporation modelled more closely on the lines of a private
corporation be set up to replaCe theCRBC,

{that the corporation })ave,an experienced broadcastineexecut ye as general manager,
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and as policy directors a non-partisan boa'rd of nine "men of broad outlook"
. representing all partsof.Canada,
- diet the corporation have "substantially the powers now -enjoyed by the British
Broadcasting Corporation," phis exclusive control over all networks and.the
programs and advertising of all priVate stations,

- that the corporation have full internal control of its staff and their conditions
of employment,

- that the corporation recommend to the goyernment pn all 14censing -and related
matters, such as power increases and frequency assignments, but that routine
technical regulations and their enforcement be directly handled by a government
department, as the Aird Report had recommended, and '

- that'tWe Corporation be authorizEd to borrow from the government for capital funds
to build new stations.

In all these ways the corporation was to be different from the CRBC.. What was
hoped for was a new and more flexible agenCy, but. one still based on the idea of
public ownership and control. In fact, the committee specifically reaffirmed "the
principle of complete r*ionalization of radio broadcasting in Canada. Pending
this.... the fullest co- operation should be maintained.between the corporation and
the private stations." ,

A new Broadcasting Act,sbased on the committee's recommendations, took effect on
Novenbet 2nd, l930. It created the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. (CBC 1970a,
pp 7-9; empJasis added)

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

The following excerpts are from A HISTORY OF JOURNALISM IN CANADA, by W.H.
Kesterton.

4

The CBC received -much greater independence and more clearly defined
respoAsibility. .than did its unhappy predecessor. The Corporation's accomplishments
have been many. It established a network of stations,.which made varied programmes
available to nearly all Canadians in a country of vast area. The network consisted
of-basic CBC stations and private-station affiliates that served five time zones
until 1949 and six time zones after Newfoundland joined Confederation. During the
Second World War a French-language network was established, and the existing
English-language network was made into two networks, the TAns-Can0a and the
Dominion, although the latter were united again in 1962, after television viewing had
reduced radio listening.:..

ie

If the depression delayed the growth of national publicly-owned radio, it also
limited the development of private broadcasting. But the postwar decade saw a
proliferation of private radio stations. tThe period was also marked by financial
difficulty for the CBC. Originally intended to be self-supporting, the Corporation
found itself unable to meet the cOst of expanding its facilities through the limited
income from receiver licences; from 1951 onwards it became dependent on parliamentary
subsidies. The licences were abolished in 1953. In particular, the advent,of
television brought voracious demands on the public budget.

From one standpoint, the .introduction of the new medium was a major
accompl!1nent. Beginning in mid-1952 Canada adopted television more quickly than
any other country in,the world. By the end of 1955, she had become in many respects
the world's second television,country -- in terms of programmis,,number of stations,
network service, extent of coverage, and per capita ownership- of sets. Montreal
became the fourth and Torontb the fifth largest world'TV production centre. The
"Corporation gave the world's largest French television service in. terms of .

sets-in-use and production of programmes.

7
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Such achievements did not protect the system from criticism. Critics who seemed

to think broadcasts should cater exclusively_ to what they considered, to be the

majority audience resented what they regarded as the CBC's highbrow programming.

Private stations and their supporters felt it was unfair to force the taxpayer to

subsidize the CBC. But, above all, the role tf the CorporatiOn as both regulator of
and competitor with the private stations was greatly resented. Those who thought the

CBC was too independent called for a more authoritarian control of the publicly-owned
Corporation; those,who believed the CBC was too vulnerable to political pressure

urged that it be made filer of potential parliamentary influenCe by assuring it funds
on a less piece-meal basis than that of the annual parliamentary grant.

Such issues became-sb acute that in 1955 the government appointed the Fowler

Commission to investigate broadcasting and recommend measures for its improvement.
The action implemented a recommendation made by the Massey,Commission [on the Arts,

Letters and Sciences] in 1951. The Commission on Broadcasting reported in 1957::..

Among its recommendations Wbre proposals:; that the CBC's -regulatory function be

given to a separate, body, the Board of Broadcast Governors, with jurisdiction in

certain matters over the 4CBC and private broadcasters alike; that annual

parliamentary grants to the CBC be replaced by a system of long=term financing; that
the Corporation should be more aggressive in its pursuit of the advertiser's dollar.

The Conservative government put a new Broadcasting Act on the books in 1958. It

accepted some but not allof the Fowler proposals. It created the Board ef Brpadcast

Governors, which was charged with such matters as the' granting of broadcasting

licences and the determining of rules to govern advertising on radio and television.

"But the \government rejected the financing recommendations. By granting funds

according to a tacit philosophy of "making up the operating deficit," the government
gave implicit support to the Fowler recommendation that the Corporation adopt more

aggressive measures to earn much of its own revenue.

Such regulations placed the CBC in an awkward position: on the,one hand, it was

given the mission of contributing to Canada's culturalidentity,,on the other hand,
it was forced into a competition for advertising with priirate broadcasters that could
not fail to dissipate some-of the Corporation' creative energy.

It-was in the realm of television that the competition was most intense. This

was becanse the private stations were able to form a network of their own, Canadian

Television (CTV), when eight cities were linked up in 1961. Commercial rivalry

between CBC and CTV was typified by the 1962 controversy over the Grey Cup

telecasting-rights.... , ,

r
)

,The Broadcasting Act of 1958 and the creation of the BBG,....solved neither the

chronic nor the new problems of broadcasting. During 1960 charges of political

favouritism arose out of some BBG rulings,... The CBC was, accused, particularly

during election time, of a pro-Liberil, pro,-establishment bias. CrttiCism!of

programming seemed to grow increasingly vitriolic: it was claitiade:,sbffietimes with:,

almost hysterical emphasis, that programmes were immoral; obacene, sacrilegious,

dishonest, over-violent, esoteric, immature, low- brow,, inflammatory, 'nationally__,_

divisive, seditious, and treasonable. (Kesterton, pp 213-16; emiihasis added)'

. .
,

____

[In 1963 the government appointed an informal' committee to discuss the Canadian

broadcasting situation. After the committee reported it becaule evident that a more

if searching study was needed if a remedy was to befound for "the ills of Canadian radio

and television." A Committee on Broadcasting, again hea-ded,by Robert Fowler, was

appointed in 1964; it reported in Septe be 1965.]

' . .

In the tradition of the Aird C mmission thirty-five years eurlier, the Committee'

reiterated the need for-the broad sting system. to help establish a Canadian cultural

identity, particularly in the face of Americahencroachments. It was faithful to the

philosophy that public' ownership and/or control is right and proper over media in

which the channels for information and entertaining are severely limited. But its

,
also suggested some measures to grevent the government infl.yence over broadcasting

,

which ia a danger in any system involving public ownership' and control.
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As a means of eliminating confusion over BBG and CBC jurisdiction, the Committee
recommended creation of one regulatory body ... to be responsible for the direction,
supervision, and control of the whole broadcasting system....

The Committee condemned the broadcasting situation-they found eight years after
the FoWler Commission Report. It- said that the worst of U.S. programming Ras
dominating Canadian broadcasting. It accused the CBC and private broadcasters of
failing to interpret the two national cultures to each other....

The Committee was no kinder to broadcasting administration than it was to
broadcasting performance. The CBC administration, so it thought, was top-heavy; the

_Corporation lacked, unity, cohesion and "esprit de corps "; internal communication was
inefficient....

The Fowler Committee made positive recommendations to remedy the ,,defects
criticized. It proposed that improved service basi,cally Canadian incharacter,
should be given highest priority._

On July 4, 1966 the government tabled a White Paper which, laid, the gToundwork
for proposed legislation to amend the Broadcasting Acct. 12;34rating the
forty-year-old promise of 'making the system a means of strengthening Canadian
identity and Canadian unity, the.document promised solutions to Canada's hroadcasting
troubles sharply different from the main proposals contained'in the Fowler.Committee
Report. (Kesterton, pp'217-9; emphasis added)

The 1968 Broadcasting Act and CBC Reorganization

-..

Eventually, on 1 October 1967, the government introduced a new BrOddeasting Act
into Parliament. It was based in part on the Fowler Committee recommendations, in part
on the White Paper proposals, andNin part on subsequent input. The Act passed into law
on 7 March 1968. The new Act proclaimed a "single system" of Canadian broadcasting and
created a new agency, the Canadian RadioiTelevision Commission (CRTC), to replace the
BBG and control the whole broadcasting system. This development is.reviewed in detail'
in section 7(c). So far as the CBC was concerned, the long term financing arrangements,
recommended both in the Fowler Committee's, report and in the White Paper, were again
rejected.

The development and passage of the Broadcasting. Act was to a large extent
overshadowed by public crises involving the CBC. The most significant of these erupted
in the sprinpof 1966 and centred on the controversial Sunday night public affairs
program, THIS HOUR HAS SEVEN'DAYS. The program was remarkably popular with the public:
although public affairs programs typically attract smaller .audiences than do
entertainment programs, SEVEN DAYS claimed the largest audience of any CBC program
except telecasts of Nitional 'jockey League games. The program unit is now generally
considered to have occasionall,' engaged in some practices, notably in editing, not
'consistent with professional journalism standards for fairness. However, the ,approach
of the. CBC's senior management to dealing with the situation is widely held to have been

mill - considered, insensitive to public interest in",,ihe .program, and^ the cause of
extensive damage to the internal morale of the CBC aid to the individual careers of many
'who were.drawn into the dispute on matters of principle.

4s

. , Although tension between the production unit and the senior management of the
CorporatiOn had been building for some time, the public controversy was triggered by a

. senior management directive, sent through "channels", to the program's Executive
''Producer, that one of the program's on air hosts was not be rehired. This senior

. management-intervention seemed to deal with the selection of talent rather than with the
producer's handling of grogram content. Although senior CBC management was apparently
convinced that there would' be no,trouble 'about the directive, ,the move was widely
interpteted as an attempt to disrupt much more than the on-camera presentation of the

; -
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program. Some observers suspected that the program was
management. comfort.

.

%..

The basic arguments actually revolved about the responsibility of the creators of,
the ,program,. appropriate supervision pfocedures, and -- especially :- the lack of
communication between programmers and those in management who were responsible to the
CBE President.

simply too controversial for

The SEVEN DAYS controversy, commanded front page 'headline coverage, in newspapeis
across the country for weeks. The affair was, investigated by independent inquiry
commissioned by the PrimeMinister and was taken up bythe House of Commons Standing
Committee on Broadcasting, Fills and Assistance to the Arts. The debate was fanned by a
comment by the Secretary of State, the Honourable Judy LaMarsh, that this estrangement
of the programmers from management was far from an isolated incident and thht it

t represented "only the tip df the iceberg." And controversy was sparked anew during
debate on the new Broadcasting Act when, in a televised interview, the Secretary of
State. (through whom the CBC reported to Parliathent) characterized the Corporation as
having "rotten" management (LaMarsh, pp 264, 277-82).

#

THIS HOUR HAS SEVEN DAYS ended its 1965/66 season a few weeks ahead of schedule and
never returned to the air. CBC management decided to replace it with a program produced
by a new and rapidly assembled production unit. The SEVEN DAYS personnel scattered:
many left the CBC and some left broadcasting; the program's Executive Producer went to
work in tWe United States. (For two personal accounts of the circumstances ,surrounding
the puf5lic Arguments, see LaMarsh, pp 227-90, and Watson,-pp 35-61.)

One of the recommendations that emerged from the various SEVER DAYS investigations
concerned the ftct thdt English Television programs were mainly made in Toronto, 'while
those with the ultimate power to make decisions were all in Ottawa. rt was tuggested

that there should be vice presidents for theEnglish.and for the French networks, and
that these officers' should be stationed'in Tqronto and in Montreal.

-1

By the end of 1968 - aeries of.x04ges had beenmade. With tpe new Broadcasting

-Act the BBG, which had been chaired by Dr. Andrew Stewart, wa replaced by 'the CRTC

under Pierre Juneau. The government had appointed a new CBC President, George Davidson,

and a new Executive Vice President, Laurent Picard, had also been appointed. 'And a -

major reorganization of the CBC had begun with the appointment of the English and French

network_ vice _presidents, Eugene Hallman and Raymond David. Val Clery, expressing his

own views in MACLEAN'S in 1974, characterized Davidon's presidency; with 'which .I am

Snot personally' familiar, as follows:

. The coincidence of his appointment with a federal cutback ip spending

allowed him to conduct 'his presidency with much the'same,parsimony he shown

earlier- as Secretary of the-Treasury Board.

Davidson was, probably, in the government's eyes, the.ftest president the ac .

ever had: at once victim and dedicated victimizer. His instinctive response to a

,three-year federal freeze of the CBC's budget was to freeze all Grogram budgets And

reduce staff-by banhing the refilling of any personnel, vacancies. Since senior

ekecutives tend to work with an eye on their retirement dates, very few executive
posts were vacated during the'period. ;Program staff, on the other hand,-, many of

thbm on short -term contract, were decimated, either by being laid off or quitting

t8 search for jobs where there was more money to make programs. In the end the ban'

on hiring had to be 'relaxed, but not before mote of he CRC's creative blood had

'been drained away. (fiery, p 54) e

With the posting of Davidson to the United Nations in 1972, 'Picard took Over as

President and held the position through the end of the study period. . '

, .- .. .

The next chapter,looks in somewhat more detap at conditions in the Canadian ,

.a, ,
broadcaiting system during the 1970 -1974 case study period, and aethe general roles and

problems of the CBC and the CRTC during. that period.. /
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Chapter

.The Canadian Broadcasting System,
1970-1974

a) ItHE OVERALLSYSTEM

Stations and Networks

0

.e

69

Under the 1968 Broadcasting Act the CRTCregulated all broadcasting undertakings In
Canada-as An integrated "singlebsystem -2_ "the Canadian broadcasting system." The.
national broadcastingservice provided by'the CBC was the principal.public component of,
the overall system; in addition, the system included educational stations, _private
ComMercia2 broadcasting operations, and cable television undertakings._

s%
. § .

A table-$f radio ind television stations by network' appears as Figure 7-1. Except
-----Z..a.5

1
otherwiie noted, thigSection destribes the overall systePaS of 31 March 1974. Of

the three English language television networks;two (CBC and CIN) were national; ones
(Global) .was a, regional network (in Ontario). Of the two Frenth language networks, one. (CBC) was national and the other,(TV.4 wasp private and restricted to one province

''.

.(Webec). f ;
.

,

Figure 7-1... tANADIAN BRO CASTING SYSTEM STATIONSBY AFFILIATION, 31 March 1974

.

. -,05ftation,Affiliation

T .

Broadc sting TrariSmittin Undertakingil ,
TV , a LPRT2 . S% Tot...aT

2- .cg Owned & CperatO.

-. rBC Oiliates

CT,V Affiliates

'TVA Affiliates

Global .

O ' .

OECA3

Indepeiident

209

226

129

-5

. 6

5

8 -

.'sio

ill

(N..

, 214
v

18

9
-

,

.

s ,

.'

83

283

.

3

:-

6.

653'

337

1297'

5

; 6
. .

5

311

TOTAL 588 365' : 1p1' 283 9 1346

(..,..40-4.tes! l.'Figures include stations anagrebroidcasters,Uth English and
French. , ',

2. Low, Power Relay Transmitters, mostly AM, some-FM. .

"-- A'' .3. Ontario Educational Communications Authority stations licerised
butnot-On the air as Of 31 March 1974; , ,

Source: CRTC 19740., pi!..
. .
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CTV Television Network wat ereate6in 1960-61 to link the first eight non-CBC
"second channel" private commercial television stations. By March 1974 CTV service was

provided by a total'of 129 transmitters whose cotabilied coverage extended to over 85% of
the Canadian population. 4Under the terms of a 1972 reorganization of the network, there
were three types of affiliates: supplementary affiliates,, affiliates; and full

affiliates who participated in revenue and'share costs and obligations of the network on
a proportional basis. The CTV network, which included stations in 10 provinces,

operated from Toronto. Moft of CTV's,Canadian prograrming was produced_by the full
affiliate stations. .

All six transmitters'of theGlobal Television Network which began service to

southern Ontario in January 1974, carried 'identical signals at all times. Global

operated two production centres. at its'Toronto oRerations headquarters, and at its

Ottawa news 'bureau. Global service was estimated to reach 19% of the Canadian

poptilation.

The 19 figures include licences for five television transmitters issued to the

Ontario E4ucatiorlakCommunications Authority tOECA). These stations were not on the air

as, of 31 Mara f714. OECA transmission to the Toronto area began in 1970 under an
arrangement by which the CBC held the licence for UHF Channel 19. OECA service was also

provided 'throughout Ontari6lby existing CBC and private stations which carried OECA

programs early in their broadcast da)t.

The services of these station's and networks were provided to an estimated 6,716,000

Canadian households. As of January 1975, the CBC Statistics Department estimated that

of these households:

- 97% bad,television sets,
- 57% had'colour television sets,
,.al% had two or more television sets,

A 41,1%. had cable television service, an
A - 754-41e03 FM radio sets.

i

figure 7-2. 'CABCE TELEVISION'COVERAGE AND,PENETRATION BY PROVINCE

.

.
'

Province ,

. Coverage'
(% of Households in-
CATV Licensed Areas)

)
.,

19731
s

Penetration

(% of Households Subscribing)

.

.

1.971Z 19753

BritiskColumbla
'Alberta '

Saskatchewan,

Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec .

-

New BrunsWick
Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island ',
Newfoundland---

''3

. -

i

.

,

84
A.
5

.

5/ ,

74

61

12
35 . .,

,_.,___,--

- .

'

-.

54 '

5

3

17 -

33

22

11

-

. 66

37

6

34

51

32

- 14 .

21

-
.

_

-

TOTAL - CANADA 63 - 26 41 , '

Sources: 1. CRTCA974c; p 46. 2: BBM 1972, p 2. 3. CBC 1975k; p 23.

84'
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Cable and Audience Fragmentation

s'

The proportion of households subiciibing to cable television services -is notable,
Cable peatetration increased rapidly throughout the case studiperiad. Tito factors were - .

responsible for the relatively more rapid growth of CATV irk Canada than elsewhere,
Initially cable was realized to have SignifiCant advantages lan44.10,a, low
population density and with major sets, of topographical obStacldS: to fiormal
reception of domestic television stations. But .cable also- made possible
distribolton of signals from stations iw the northern portions of! the _Unite& _States...,
Viewers could thus be provided with access not only to the station; of the Canadian .-,

broadcasting system but also to American stations, principally the affiliates of the
three -US commercial networks: Figure 7:2 details cable penetration by province and
indicates the growth in the early 1970s. The provincial averages task the high levels
of cable penetration in urban areas. Penetration figures for selected urban areas at
the mid point of the case study period are provided in Figure 7-3.

8

f

Figar'.61=3.' CABLE TELEVISION PENETRATION IN SELECTED URBAN AREAS, September 1972 1

Urban_Area Penetration Urban Area Penetration

London, Ontario ---- 79 % Sarnia Ontario . 51 %
'.Victorja, Britisb Columbia-. 78 % Chatham, Ontario 46 %
Guelph, Ontario , 77 % Fredericton, New Brunswick 46 %
Sherbrooke, Quebec' 74 % .K.elowna, British. Columbia 45 %
Cornwall, Ontario 72 % Lethbridge.Alberta 44 %
Thunder Bay, Ontario . 72 % Toronto, Ontario . 44 %

Trois Rivieres, Quebec 72 % Sault Ste Marie, 'Ontario . 42 %
Vancouver, British Columbia 71 % nshawa,. Ontario 36%
Kitchener, Ontario 70 % Widnipeg, Manitoba. 341
Belleville- Trenton, Ontario ' 69 % Drummondville, Qgebec 30 T
Peterborough, Ontario 68 % Calgary,'Alberfa : 29 %
Brantford, Ontario

3
66 %4

'
-North Bay, Ontario , 26 % '

Shawinigan, Quebec ' 64 % St Catharine, Ontario 26 %
Ottawl-Hulll, Ontario-Quebec 62 % Montreal, Quebec . 23'%,'
Nanaimo, British Columbia 58 % Quebec, Quebec J9 '

Barrie, Ontario' .

.

56, %" .Sorel, Quebec . i -. 16
Hamilton, Ontario 52 % EdTonton, Alberta . % '

Chilliwack, British Columbia 51 % HaTifax, Nova Scotia /; 7'% .'

Note: These "urban area" figures are for Census-Metropolitan Areas and/Census
4glomerat4ons established by Statistics Canada. Sourd: BBM 1973,, p 6.

. , ' .. . Ir. 1
1 I I

in'a major statement on cable issued in July 1971 (following a series of position
papers and guidelines and a public hearing), ther CRTC set out its policy for the
development of cable as part of the overall "single system" of Canadian broadcasting.
One part pf the complex announcement sethout a priority sequence for the carriage of
stations on available CATV chanhels, as follows: %,/ . -

-

-. ...
. .

. 1. All Canadian television stations whose dfficial trade A contour' encloses, ay'
part of the licensed area of the cable feleyisien?system.', :.

. ..! , .

2, All Canadian television stations whose'official Grade B
part of the licensed area of the cable television system
affiliate forming part of the same Canadian network as a

i.

. -.

If a station owned and operated by the CBCproviding the
. .

,is not included in priority 1 or 2 and isavailableL it

contour encloses any
it is a pridate

local station.

fUllAationaI -servi ce
must be carried.'
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3. Any Canadian station whose

of__the cable television
same Canadian network as a
- economically practical and

Official Grade,,B Contour does not enclose any( part
system licensed area which is not. affiliated to the

local or regional station and ithere -reception is

technically feasible.
-_ . .

'Stations not included in the list (including US stations] are optional stations
-.

and may be carried if all baiic-services are provided for. (CRTC 1971b, pp

' 14-5). .

Although Via priorilty_Aist has been fevised in'letail since first issued, the basic

thrust remailis the sane... In December 1972 the CRTC began .approving applications by

Cable- system operators to 'provide optional converter services to enable subscribers to
receive addition# programs, on nbrv-standard, Channels not available on the basic (VHF

Channels) seriice.g Mese converter services further increased the subscribers' CheiCe

of 'Programs. An indication-.o£ the range of program services-distributed by some CATV

systems is provided beIoW by the list of stations carried by Rogers Cable TV Limited in

ifs .Toronto operating area. Basic. services .(on VHF channels, available without optional

converter service) are indicated with an asterisk.

* CBLT - CBC English Television (CBC owned), .Toronto
* CBLFT - CBC French Television (CBC owned),, Torento

* CFTO
* CKGN
* CITY- -
* crcA -

* CHCH

CKVR
-

CHEX
WGR -

* WBEN. -
* WKBW -

WNED -

WUTY

CTV Affiliate,. Toronto
Global Television Network, Toronto
Independent, Toronto
Ontario Educational eoMMunications Authority, Toronto

Independent, Hamilton
CBC English Television (Affiliate), Barrie
CTV Affiliate, Kitchener
CBC English Television (Affiliate), 'Peterborough
NBC Affiliate, Buffalo
CBS Affiliate, Buffalo'
ABC Affiliate; Buffalo
PBS kember Station, Buffalo
Independent, IhiffIlo. -

In addition to distributing the signals of the above 15 stations, 7 channels of

programming originatva for, cable were provided or under development, as follows:

't.

-.Local'Community Programming and Information

- Multi-cultural Ethnic Television

- News, Weather, and FM radio

- Stock News and Business Analysis
- Comparative Pricesfor Consumers
- Airport-Information

4 .1
- -A Partial Television Viewing Guide.

3
.

-
The impact of CATVpn the.patterns of television viewing in Canada was dramatic,

Viewing by. cable in pronto 'climbed from less than 5S of'all vieWing,in 1967 to Well

.over 30% in November 1970. In British Columbia, viewing by cable had reached a

proportion of 52% of all viewing by November 1970 (Stewart, p 45). Figure 7-4 provides

1970 and 1974 audience share figures for stations in three selected Urban areas as an

indication of the "audience fragmentation" effect of cable. Nate that in Vancouver the

five US stations accounted fol over half (51%) of the teVal average audience share. In

Toronto, the Buffalo 'stations aceounted for at least pf the total average shate, the

56% of the ,total toing to majotr Canadian stations was spread over five separatd

operations, and on cable converter service "other" choices 'included five addim4onal

b.
stations and special cable origination_Fhannels: °

. A

. The availability of US television statichi signals to Canadian viewers had both' an

economic and cultul-al impact on the Canadian broadcastift system. In its February 1971

pOsitiompaper on cable, the CRTCobserVed:
1

1/4

8

I
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,.
Figure 7- 4. ,AUDIENCE FRAGMENTATION: TORONTO, VANCOUVER, AND HALIFAX

. ,

.

Station

,

Affiliation Location

Ceritral Area Average 1/44oqr
.

'Sh4re of Audience ..,

.

January 1970 January 1974
, . . ,..

TORONTO -(1972 CableWenetrationt 44%)
,. -

CBT -

CBLFT,

.. CFTC'

, CKGN

CITY- ,

. CHCH--

WGR
WBEN
WKBW
WUTV .

Others

CBC English
CBC: French

CTV

Global

Independent
Independent

NBC
CBS

ABC .

Independent

Toronto'
Toronto

. Toronto

-Toronto
Toronto
Hamilton

Buffalo
Buffalo
Buffalo
Buffalo

?1

24
* `

. ,

.12

13

13

13

*
.

2

18
-

.
21-

3

3
11

12 '

12
15 ,

'2'

, 4

.

,

VANCOUVER (1972 Cable Penetration: 11%) .

CBUT
CHAN
CHEK

KING
KIRO

KVOS

Others

CBC English
CTV ,

CBC & CTV

NBC
CBS
ABC
Independent
CBS.

,Vancouver

:Vancouver
Victoria

-Seattle .

'Seattle Q

`Seattle
Tacoma.
Bellingham

.21

23

3
r

7

'4

-11

1 .

.30 ... .

-

24
v 19

4 :
. .

. 11'
8

13
1

'18
.

2

HALIFAX (1972 Cable Penetration: 7%)
.

.
CBHT
CBHFT '

CJCH

7 WEMT
Others

CBC English
CBC French,

.CTV

ABC
.

Halifax
Halifax
Halifax

Bangor
.

41

- *
, ,59 .

-

-

34
_

51' '
!

7

8
Notes: 1. Audience figures are for all persons aged 2 and up, for average 1/4

hours, Monday throughAmday; 10100 am, through 1:00am.
.. .

2. * denotes station not in operation in January 1970. . .
CI 3. - denotes- audience size below minimum-reporting.standards-. --______ ,,,,Sources: BBM Tg70 and BBM 1974a.

. . .u

,

.

4 tt

Cable. television- hasAeveloped more rapidly in Canada than in the United
States, Where its spread in ,the maj.6 cities has been delayed by the FCC as a ,

mattdr of policy.
. \

.

The'- problem for Canada is more acute than for the United States, :,:,

Except.for,Detroit'and Buffalo, no-mafor U. city is within reach of Canadian
televisioh signals. Yet, most of Canada's larger cities are within reach of U.S. '

television signals. In some cases .television stations licensed in the United;
States could not exist without their Canadian coverage asta source of revenue: ;...

As a result some Canadian cities that would otherwise have several television
stations hive only one or two.

87
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. It is.estimited that some $12 million to $15 million a year of Canadian money
'is spent to buy commercial time on U.S. television stations. The indirect effect .

is more difficult to calculate, but international advertisers would probably have-

to spend about ,double that amount per -year on Canadian television stations to

achieve the same %mpaetf the border. spill-over did not exist, (CRTC 1971c, p 5)

,

The CommisSion ha? indicated
.

in previous policy announcements how unlimited
penetration 'by United StateS stations on a wholesale south to north basis would
completely' destroy the licensing logic of the Canadian' broadcasting SysteM as

estab]kished by the Broddcasting Act. If a solutionIS not found to integrate cable
3,ntc, the overall system, the,, impact, by fracturing the economic basis of the
private broadcasters, would also disrupt the Canadian cultural, educational and

informaXional,_ipperatives of both the, public and private sectors of the Canadian
-broadcsting.'system. (p-6) .,

The development of cable television policy in Canada was and continues to be an

evolutionary process. In a February 1975 announcement (accompanying a set of new
regulations, policy statements, and_a new position paper), the CRTC observed:

Cable television has had'a remarkable development in Canada.... There are now
over 400 cable television systems licensed by.the Commission to serve Canadians
from coast to coast in small centres as well as in large urban centres.... 'During
the year 1975,,:oyer 80% of the households,in Canada will be able, to subscribe to

cable television service. During the last few years, 'revenues of. the cable
television industry have grown at a much greater rate than those of television and

' radio. itevenues, of the cable television industry now total approximately, 50% of
those of television. %

U

In

. ,
I . ,

n the light of these facts,' cable, television must be considered a
,

te nologically and financially mature member of the Canadian broadcasting system.
(4.: C 1975a, pp 115=1) . .

Following yet another public hearing, to consi4er, some 133' briefs submitted in

. response to the February position paper, the Commission published a comprehensive policy
statement in December 1975; - The Commission describedlits policy objectives as follows:

r .

,, In summary, cable-television licensees should:

..1-
a) make a contributipn T5 the quality and diversity ,of the Canadian broadcatting" .

and program production industries; s t'

b) assume an increasing responsibility to contribute to the strength of the total .

, .'broadcasting system; . .

,-

c) contribute a unique social service, in the form of a' community programming

channel;
d) improve the quality of cable television service and they relations between the

cable television industry and'the publiC it 'serves. (CRTC 1975b, p 3) .'

0

.

The CRTC', approach to the deveigpment of these.pplicies during the study. period is.
considered in de ail in section 7-(c)r"'Sut this section .does set. outs the important
points: cable penetration was high in 1970 and,increased steadily through 1974 0ts
major effect on conventional Canadian broadcasting was to increase the availability of

alternatiye (principally US) programming services and, consequently, to "fragment" the

Canadian viewing audience.

Technological Trends

f

'
. -.

"Cable" appeared on the ,C4nadian broadcasting' cene ,as' both a technological

/
innovation and as a cultural factor. z The .cultu al consequences of', cable- were

sufficiently significant to prompt a look forwar 'to attempt to predict the form o£-rl t

88
*
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.

3 future technological developments and to try to prepare for their cultural consequehces,
In 1969 the federal Depaitthent of Communications announced plans for a. series of

""Telecommission" studies of the existing and future prospects oS telecommunications in
Canada.

.

*
Questions about the form of future technological developments are both.economic and

social, Many.of the engineerineelements of fhture systems already exist:'what is not
clear is in what combinations or configurations they will emerge on'a, large scale.

The uncertainties in the raie'of development can le sees in the case of home video
players. Engineering work on the design of relatively inexpensive video disk players
and video tape cassetteeguipment suitable for home entertainment purposes has been
tinder ay fbr many years. At the beginning of the 1970s it was anticipated that by now
this equipment would been widely marketed to the public, and that it would already'
have begun to ha% a dramatic impact on the conventional television broadcasting
industry. This has. of happened; .although work in this area continues and the
production of equipment for'home use=is now, scheduled by several manufacturers. There
have been some problems in bringing costs down to the point where a significant portion
of the population probably would opt to purchase_such systems7- In addition, in the case
of those systems with playback capabilities only, the overpl development requires the
establishment of a system for the production and distrOution of video recordings.' The
establishment of a common technical formatstandard remains an outstanding problem.
Neiertheless, one video disk player system is now. being test marketed in Germany, and
two systems are to be introduced`in the US in late 1976 -- at a retail cost of $400 to
$500. In every case the cost of single preprogrammed disks is projected at less than

marketed. But the time frame, the extent of home .penetration,_ and the impact on

$10 'Wennie, 'p 34). It would now seem that home video disk systems will be widely
t

conventional broadcasting remain uncertain.

Another technical possibility is the direct broadcast satellite. Television
,signals could be transmitted from a satellite in a synchronous orbit for direct
reception at home. Again, costs are a'factor in determining the feasibility-`of such a
development. High powered satellite transmitters would be required, and additional home
reception equipment would be necessary.' Such a development also raises a series of
questions about international control and cooperation in broadcasting. As in the case
of the video disk systems, fhe,point At which direct satellite broadcasting might begin
now seems mor distant lban was predicted some years. ago. Projected costs are still
high ;this approach would have to be economfarl"--cenpetitime--cal cable
distribution. In the short run it would'seem that satellites 'will be used primarily fdr
net4ork,tranimissions to stations and to provide services in isolated areas.

The Departmentiof Commupicatians'' 1971 suMmary of-.the Telecommission studies,
;), INSTANT WORLD (DOC), devoted a great deal of attenti to the possible development of an

integrated system of ,home telecommunications ,servi This concept is commonly
referred to as "the wired cit ." Although ';urrent ble systems are one-way,
transmission systems fur the elivpry of broadcbsting ;pals, it is possible to

(1
construct systems which could use existing.dable'lines for two-way transmission, and for
the provision of other services in additidn tb broadcasting. At the heart ..of such a
development would be the use of computer systems to control Communication ween the
centrarystem and individual homes. The list of possible. services 'which .mi t be
included in such a tystem isVirtually.endless. The sorts oft information storage and
retrieval facilities now provided to users of computer "terminals" could be provided to
the general public -- for personal data processing use or for more simple reference
purposes. Home shopping services could be provided. Remote reading of utility meters
would be possible. Electronically delivered,"newspapers" could be provided, either on a
television. 'screen or through an attached printing devise. Such printing devices could
also handle a great deal of material currently distributed via conventional mailing
systems: And the possibility of,instant electroni,c two -way. communication connecting,

t every home in the 'country has raisedkn some minds the potential of electronic town
meetings with instant referenda, or at least public opinion polls (Parker, p 638).

,t&

g
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,-

The uncertainties ef,the direction of sucH developments and the problems to be

solved are -perhaps best illustrated by consisiering the implications of a wired city

development for the conventional telephone system. In the overall scheme of the

technical capabilities of a wired city system, incorporation of telephone service as one

element of the larger system would not be difficult. But this serves to illustrate the

magnitude of such a wired city development: as of 1949 the total investment in telephone
and telegraph plant and equipment in Canada was already more than S6 billion.

c

One possibility within the wired city system would be the provision, on demand, of

programs selected by individuals according to their own needs or interests. Such a

personalized program service would, of course, have a major impact on the conventional

broada61,ing system. But the costs of storage, retrieval, and playing such programming_
are still prohibitive so far as service to the public at large is concerned, and the

development of economically feasible systems for the provision of such services does not

appear likely for quite some time

In summary, it is impossible -to predict the precise direction of future

technological developments in the broadcasting area. Nor is it possible to predict the

extent to whiChsuch developments will affect broadcasting as it is now known. It is

clear that there will be changes, but in what. time frame it is, difficult to say.

However, despite the uncertainties about the forms andw dates of future

technological developments, aspect of their relationship to conventional

broadcasting is clear. The effect of such developments -- whether they be video disks,

direct broadcast satellites, wired city systems, or some combination. of these and other

new approaches -- will be to increase the range of choice of material available. In

this sense, it is clear that the audience fragmentation effect of cable will also be a

characteristic of future technological innovations.
-

b) THE CANADIAMIIROADCASTMIXHUMATION

Services, Distribution, and Coverage.

The CBC operated seven major domestic services: two television networks, English

and French; two AM radio networks, Epglish and French; two FM networks, English and

French; and a multilingual Northern Service (in English, French, Indian and Inuit

languages 'sand ..dialects) providing medium and shortwave-broadcasting to the Canadian

north. These services were broadcast by the combined systems of CBC and affiliated
On
.private stations outlined in Figure 7-5.

.

I

The distribution of network,,service to stations and network lay ,stations was

accomplished by a combined system of leased land lines, microwave facilities, and

domestic communication satellite channels. Two channels of the Anik satellite were used

to distribute English Television network service (at Atlantic and at ,,pacific times)

directly to 8 of the 17 CBC stations and to 19 of the SO network rela stations in

Figure 7-S. Through the use of these two satellite channels, a transm"ss>1 centre in

Toronto, program delay centres in Winnipeg and Edmonton, and estrial microwave

'
facilities, English Television programs were delivered at appropriat peal times,to the

Atlantic,'Easiern, Central, Mountain, and Pacific time zones. A third Anik channel was

used to distribute French Televisio9 network service from Montreal.
,

.

The national English Television network was in fact made up of provincial and

regional networks which operated independently to provide certain program services. /
1,,, ;

,t '
...

As indicated in Figuie 7-6, as of the end of 1974.the combined system of CBC and

affiliated 'stations provided English Television service to101'.2% of the total Canadian '
population, 'or to'97.2%"of the population group' which spoke English most often. Figure

. ;
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V
.

Figure 7-5. CBC AND AFFILIATED STATIONS AND REBROADCASTERS, 15,November
,
1974

- .

-

RADIO

J .

AM Services Is

.

FM Services
.

Short
Wave totalEngltsh Frehch English French

.

CBC Stations -- -_
CBC Rebroadcasters : -

CBC Low Po*er Relay Transmitters
Affiliated Statiqns,' -.

Affiliated: Rebroadcasters

26

3
215 .

56
14

14
1

75,

19 ,*

13.

5

.

,

.

4 .50
., 4

290
, 75

27

.

.

TOTAL -RADIO
*

314 122
_

5 4 10. 455
,

TELEVISION , . .English French Total
CaC Stations
CBC Network ReliYStations
CBC Frbntier Coverage package,
CBC Rebroadcasters

-Affiliated Stations
dAffi4jated Rebroadcasters
Private Rebroadcasters

17

50

86
29

. 144. .

12

').

8
9

1

26

7

25

2

-

. 25

59
1

112
36 ,-

69
14

TOTAL - TELEVISION 338 78' 44
Source: CBC 1974a, p 1.

.

1b,'

Figure 7 -6k.. .CBC COVERAGE BY MEDIUM AND LANGUAGE
,

- .....

-.

\

l'.4ETWORKS-"Mopulation Groups

Proportion of Population Covered

Television AMRadio

ENGLISH NETWIKS
Total,Ca adian Populati
English st Often Spoken

\
*NCH NETWOR , .

,ds Total Canaqian Population
FrenchNost, Often Spoken

..

91,2 %
97.2 %

67.6 %
98.1 %

95.6 %
98;7 %

'\,

, 81.1 %
98.8 % i

ir Based on CBC and affiliated stations in operation'or licensed' prior to
r 1 October1974. Source: CBC 1975b, p.42.

a- Television stations and rebroadcasters authorized as of 31 March 1974.

English Television Pr gram Services

ty

C

The weekly sched le of netwdrk program service for Winter 1973/414 appears as Figure
./ 7-8. The full network service consisted of slightly more than 76 hours per week.

'However, the full service was not carried by all the stations in the system. :A
distinction was'mad4 between "reserved" and "avaiilable" programming. The ,affiliation'
agreement between thelpC and its affiliates required the affili,tes to carry a minimum
'amount of programming-asignated 'by the CBC as "reserved.% All other time periods were
programm d by the 'affiliates -- to ,discharge their local service responsibilitieC to

C . ,

' tiii . A.

P . ...
4. .
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.

co. ,a
provide progiaTni-of4particulr interest to their commulties: and .to earn local
advertising revenue. During.Winter 1973/74, reserved. programming amounted to 41 hours
per week, or 54% of the total,network service. Reserved programming accounted for 76%
of all programming in the 7:30 -11:30 pm network time periods. "Available" programs
could'be carried on a sustaining basis by affiliates without charge... However, if local
comMercials were sold in an available program,. affiliates were assessed a charge

:equivalent to 30% of their local one minute commercial rate. CBC owned and operated
stations..carried the full schedule of bbth reserved and available programming. Reserved
.apd available.time periods are shown in Figure 7-9(a).

The CBC English Television Network's might be described as "semi-commercial."
Although advertising time was sold, .in most light entertainment programs, certain
programming designated "sustaining" was not offered.for: sale. All network ,news and
current affairs programming was noncommercial (although CBC stations did se41 commercial
time in some locally produced news and current affairs prggrams), In Winter 1973/74,
40.25% of the network schedule consisted of noncommercial diagramming; these sustaining
program periods Are shown in-Figure 7-9(b).

The Winter 1973/74 English Television Network block sckadule for a representaive
week fwithout Vspecials") consisted of programming of which 72.1% (54.9 hours per week)
was Canadian in origin. Programningimppried from the United,Stites accounted for,25.3%.
(19.3 hours per week). -Canadian and itiloorted program ,periods are shown in Vigureo
7 -9(c). "Information" and "entertainmir" program periods are shown in Figure 7-9(d).

lk

Resources and EXpenditures

For the year ended 31 Mar9h 19,74 the CBC .received $232,796,000 in Parliamentary
appropriations for operating expenditures for all services..Gross'advertising revenue
amddhted to $60,202,000, of 'which. 556,916,000 was ,provided by English and French
television. Figure 77,10 provides percentage distributions of the,total operating
expense,according toservice and expenditure crassifications.

0

Figure 7-10. DISTRIBUTIONS OF TOTAL CBC:OPERATING4EXPENSE, 1973/74,
All Services - Year Ended 31March 1974 '

a -

SERVICE CLASSIFICATIONS EXPENDITURE CLASSIFICATIONS
. 0

o

Programs .'' q60 % Salary & Wage Expense
. 471

Performers, Authors,,ComposersNetwork'Sktribution , 9 %
&.0ther Rights ql %

Station Trantbiision ' 5 % Film Rights and Commissioned

%Operation*al Supervision and Productions, '6

Recording & Film Processing . 3 % 'Services . , 9 %
TV Staging & Production Costs 3 %

General Administration------,- c- 5X , , Maintenance of Technidal
/.

External SerVicp Operations- 2 %
Equ,ipment/: , : , 1 %'
iBulding Rental & Maintenance -9 %,

Selling -..f--..f , 2 % Lines, Microwave & Satellite 7 %, .
Payments 6 Private. Stations 2 % Payments to Priyate cations 2 % ,

.Agency Commissiohs & AlliwatcesA 2 % Agency Commissions &11lowancet 2 %
Capi'ta'l Loan Interest 4 % Capital Loan Interest 4 % ,

Sc),0$110'CBC 1974b, pp 69, 70. . i
,

,

9;

\
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Figure 7-8. CSC ENGLISH TELEVISION NETWORK PROGRAM SCHEDULE, WINTER 1973/74
...._

Time Sunday ' Mondey ,- Tuesday

-

Wednesday .Thursday Friday Saturday

9:30 Mon Ant

qo ' The Friendly Giant

10:00 °
:,

Local. ,
-

4 Schools
. .

.

10:30 .

.

.
Hr. Dressup

11:00 .

Meeting

T

, Sesame'Street -

.11.30 Place

12:00 .
. Loo2/

12:30 News Profile /

Luncheon.Date .
A Way Out

1:00 Dollars
And Sense

,

Local
Children's

GhanaCinema

.

1;30

K'

Country '

Canada

.

.
Addubon Wildlife Theatre

2:00 Adieu

Alouette / Juliette And Friends ,
. '

.

Sports

2:30 Canadian
Film Makers

. , .

LLoo2 .

3:00

World Of
Music

' '

, I

T
Take 30 -'

3:30 ---- % =-
, The Edge of Night '

4:00 Y outh

Confrontation

.

'
..,

-.1
'

.

Family Court

.

. Sports
4:30

Arts '74 Drop In,,

.

The Fit Sop Drop In
'A Place Of

Your Own
. Drop In
%

6:00. Music.

To See
Professor
Moffett

Marc's
Grab Bag

The Eleciric
C pany \What's New ,

'Hi Diddle
DaY'

sBug,Bunn y
5:30

Hymn Sing Gilligan's.Island

6:00

The World
Of Disney

,

_...-

.

. '

Local
.

Update

6:30

4

0

.

Music
Machine.

7:00 7 The
Beachcombers

7:30
,.

; . ,

The
Lotsa Luck

Howie Meeker
Maude

The Irish
Rovers°

Replay
Mr. Chips

8:00 Waltons

1

The Partridge
Family .

Mary Tyler
Moore .Show

This Land. -.

The, Carol

Burnett Shaw

All In
The. Family i-

Hockey
Njght

rtI

Canada ""'

. .

:

8:30 Dick Van
"Dyke''Show

Cannon
-_.

Police Story.
t

,

It's A
Musical World

MASH

9:00 The
Collabdratars

Musicamera

.

Re 714Yr,9 ' .,H; :eIrmaw9:30
*

The National
Dream

This Is
The Law

Front Page

_

Challenge

10:00 The
Marketplace

The Nature
Of Things + .

Man Alih

Images of
Canada

Up Canada! West :
Take-k/
Jake 30 +

Newsmagazine

I

The World,
10:30 Ombudsman /

Preterit Tense
HOncluggle
Members

''Countrytime
At War

Singalong.

11:00 .

The Nation's
. The National News . Provincial __

Business 1 ..Maint Affairs
0

Symbols: / *.Alternate Weeks, * = Consecutive Series,' + . Two 30 Minute Programs. Based on CBC1973b, p 54.

9'4
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Figure.7-11. 'AVERAGE
.

HOURLY TELEVISION PROGRAM COSTS, 1969/70 and 123/74-

-

% .
'Cost of

Programs Broadcast
Hours ,of .

Programs
Average Cost
Per,Hour

'1969776 1973474 1969/70 19737,74 1969/70 1W/74

. 1
15,596

4,718

2,940
.-- .187.

ENGLISH TELEVISION .

`Network

CBC Produced-

Procured
. .

Local Stations
CBC Produced
Procured

,

, ,
. .

32,849,000
5,089,000

.,

21,152,000
2;292,000

54,538,000
4,190,000
\

23,753,000
'.2,649,080

,

2,735

.
1,102

6,936 '

411,121

3,497_
888

8,079
14,142

(

.

1.2,011

-4,618

3,049
206

FRENCH TELEVISION

Network
CBC Produced
Procured

Local Staticns
CBC Produced}

Procured

30080,000
5,478 000

3,234 0
14:6103:,

46,085,000
5,913,000

7,700,000
156,000 .

2,927
2,737

573";

673

.

2,959
, 2,745'

1 /

1,387
316

10,413
2,001

5,64c
172

115,575
. 2,154

4 .

5,552

494

.
Sources: ac 39706, p 71 aofl C 3974b, p 72..

-r ,' .
Figure 7-12. "ENGLISHENGLISH TELEVISION PROGRAM BUDGET PURCHASING POWER-, ,

i

1969/70 - 1973/74

Pro-grams

Total Cost
crease Iri

urs Of
-P ograMs1

Aveeage.Coot Per'Hour

Absolute

. Increase)

Effective.

I crease2

,olute

01P easel."

"Effective

Increase2

NETWORK ".

. CBC Produced

'Procured

,

66 %

-18 % if

,.

13 %'
'

,

' ,-44 %

.

28 %

. -19 %

1 30.%
.

2 %

.
-121

-31 %

LOCAL
7\,,^

CBC Produce#

Procured /1

:(:.

\l,

F2 % W. -24 %
- q

.
16 % -21 % '

16 %

-27 % -.

,

-,0.3%

-1 %

'-34 %

"--36 %
.

TOTAL 39 % i , -6 %, 22 Alit -22 %3

/ I

Rotes: T. "Absolute" incrpases are based on hours and cpsts.froril Figure 7-11.

2. "Effective" increase Ogures take into account a decline in dollar
-purchasing power bise'd on wholesale price index averages for'1969,.

'.1970, 1973, and 3974 (Fawcett,-p 7.20). 1973/74 dollars are thus
. Calculated'as having68'% of the *chasing power of 1969/70 /
- dollarsi i

.,.

,-

3. Based on corisuper,price index changes, the effective increase in
average per hourcosts for all programs would (as opposed -,.
to the .;-22 % figure,based on wholesale indexdianges). i

1

'96
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The cost of programs, distribution, and transmission of the English and French-

teleyision services for 1973/74 amounted to il-8,262,000; the total for the 1969/70 year

was 5120,815,000. Figure 7-11 compares average hourly television program costs for

1969/70 and 1973/74. Over this same period,high inflation rates reduced the purchasing

power of the dollar significantly. Figure 7-12 translates the raw houq and cost

figures from Figure 7-11 into effective percentage "increases."

An appreciation of the trends evidenced in Figure 7-12 is essential to even a basic

understanding of the English Televisidn operiting environment during, the case study

period. Note especially the following points.

Inflation and Declining Dollar Purchasing Power

The wholesale price index (1935-39 = 100) rose from 282.4 in 1969 to 469.3 in mid

--f944. The consumer price index (1961-= 100)rdse frog 125,-5 in IRO to-769.6 in mid

1974. Based On changes in the wholesale index, 1973/74 dollars had only 68% of the

purchasing power of 1969/70 dollars. Based on the consumer index, the drop has to 80%.
The wholesale index has-been taken here as the better indicator of changes in the types

of costs incurred by the CBC because, as indicated in Figure.' -10, salary and. wage

expenses accounted for 47% of the Corporation's expenditures.

Note that the decline to 68%.purchasing poker must be applied to the Absolute

increases as well as the basic 1969/70 figure -- so that for purchasing power to halve
remained constant over the case study period an absolute increase of 47% would have been

required. Consequently, although the total outlay for English Television programs

increased 39%between1969/70 and 1973/'4, the effective purchasing power of the progXaM

budget actually decreased 6%.

Increases in Canadian Content and Hours of Service

Over the case study period an increase of 24.5% was made in the proportion of

Canadian programming on the English Television Network. And the hours of network

service were increased from 71.2 hours per week in 1969/70 to 76./ in 1973/74. The

Canadian :content of a "representative hinter week" (a statistical summary of the basic
block schedule, compensating for planned differences from one actual week to another but

excluding news and other "specials") rose from 42.2' hours per week (59.3% Canadian

content) in 1969/70 to 54.9 hours (72.10) in 1973/74.

These increases are evident in the 28% increase in CBC network program production

shown in Figure 7-12. Displacement of imported (principally US) programs by Canadian

programs accounted for most of the decline in the hours of procured network programming.

Increases in the Number of CBC- Stations

The "local" hours and cost figures in Figures 7-11 and 7-12 are totals for CBC

owned and operated stations -- which numbered 12 in mid 1970 amd 15 in mid 1974. This

increase in the number of CBC stations accounts for much of the 16 and 27% increases in

' hours of CBC produced and procured local programs. Although budgets and hours of

production and of procured programing vary from station so as to make "per station"

averages misleading, behind the 12 and 16t absolute increases in local program costs is

a 25% increase in the number,,cd' ,stationsIthat contributes to the dramatic (34 and 38%)

drops in average per hour CBC produced and procured program costs.

Combined Effects and Trends

The combined effects of the increases...in the proportion of Caned ,an programming, in

the hours of service, and in the number of CBC stations between 196 /70 and 1973/74
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produced an increase of 1,905 hours per '.ear (20') in network and local CBC production,

and, despite a drop inhours of procured-network programming, a 22% increase in total -

hours of programing. At the same time the effective total outlay for this programming

fell k%, Note that the CBC network production outlay dropped only 12% on an average

cost per hour basis while network procurment, loCal'produstion, and local procurement
budgets all fell over 304 on an effective hourly basis.

Chapter 11 will consider the questIons of CBC efficiency and $f resource adequacy

in detail and kill consider whether there was an imbalance between the demands made of

the CBC.and its available resources. The point to note here is simply that, throughout

the stud) period, Englip Television was producing,progressively more and pore Canadian
programming on an effecti'vel shrinkingyesourcebase -- that it was "stretching" its

programming resource base.

_ __cl TtrrilrATORY AcnrY.

The Canadian Radio-Television Commission %as the,striictural centrepiece of the 1968

Broadcasting Xct's "single system" of Canadialf broadcasting. In 1965 the Fohler.

Committee had recommended the creation of a, Canadian.BroaVasting Authority-to be
responsible for the direction, supervision, and control 4___the uholo brapicasting

syStem. The Board of Broadcast Governors (BBG) had been created in'1958,to taKe over
the regulation of broadcasting from the CBC -- in part to deal %ith resentment of -the

role pf the CBC as both regulator of and competitor, kith the private stations. But the

BBG'ssiegulatory era had seen its own problems:, confusion over,BM and CBC juris'diction,
questioning of the propriety of licensing the ownership of one medium by'another medium,

and charges of political favouritism arising out of some BBG rulings,

The CRTC's actual powers.were a significant extension over those which had--been

given the BBG. The Broadcalting,Act stipulated that "the Commission shall regulate and
supervise all aspects of the Canadian broadcasting system with a view to implementing

the broadcasting policy enunciated in section 3bf thisActnAdt; s 15). The CRTC Was

itself empowered to grant radio and television station licences. Because the BBC, could

only make licdnsing recommendations -to Cabinet, it had been considered by some to be

somewhat "to(thless" as .a regulatory agency (Blackburn 1970, p 43). 'The CTRC was also

given jurisdiction over community antenna television systems. The BBG had no real poser

over cable because this form of signal distributibn was not included in the 1958

/ Broadcasting Act. The 1966 White ,Paper described the approach to cable that was

eventually taken in the I968 Act as follows:

The new legislation will provide that community- antenna, television systems

shall be,-treated as components of the national broadcasting system, sWect tq
licensing, regulation hand cOntrol by,[the,regulatory agency].

The [agency] will be empowered td examine, at public hearings; or otherwise,

all applications for 'new ,licences or the renewal pf existing licences for slid

s'stems. Among the matters subject to regulation or incorporated in the condition's

of a licence will be the inclusipn of Canadian channels, the preservation, of the

integrity of the piogr4ms 'received and carried by the systems, the formation of

networks, and adequate degree Of Canadian control of corporate licensees, and -- as

already noted -- questions.of multiple ownership and control.

Study is being given to specAL problems of jurisdiction involved in the

regulation of closed'-circuit television operations and the reception of

transmissions from antennae in the United States fed through a coaxial cable or

microwave system to Canadian communities for local distribution over cable

networks. (Stanbury, p 11)

/hi
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.-1-be creation of the ..CF,,TC al-,c, held t-,.c rrsmisc of kreakig the pattern of

,.rgulatcry ;crises during t'ie period:, ?y CBC anc BB°control. SOT instance, Section 1

/ of the Act provided ,a ssreuhat .v,rc detailed specification sf the powers of the/

regulatory agency o%er the cBC, and set dower procedures for consultation betlleen th

it
Commission and'If:e Corporation an0 for the referral of anrescIA64 issues to government

Finally, it should be noted thht.the CRiC'!., mandate has significantly more actiX.st
,

.

/
than is traditionally the Lase ulth regulvory agencies. Section 3(h) in that part/ Of

the Act .outlining "Broadcasting Polic: for- Canada- declared that "the Canpian
broadcasting system should be effectilely ouned and controlled by Canadians so/as to

safeguard, enrich, and strengthen the cultural, political, -social and-economic fabric of

Canada: And Section 3 concluded that "the objectives of the broadcasting polity for

Canada enunciated in this section can best be achieved by.providing for the regulation
and supervision of the Canadian broadcasting systet h; a single independent public

authority [the CRTC1. .

The new Co hission was faced with tne deelp7ent of a series c1:17. policies '..si-pl'*

it order to carry out the non-act r.i8t-parts of :t.,z role. And all of the Comrission's

roil, and 311 of ilS policy dexelopment, ItZv;-, set against tne cultural, political,

social, and economic objectives of the Broadcasting Act. it is, in fact, not at all

difficulr to interpret the ket as deliberately creating the CRTC principallyal, an

instrument of cultural, Folitical, and economic nationalism. Other interpretations Mar
primarily-in terms of farce and emphasis. the ,central point that the CitTC,uas an

instrument of nati9naltsm i.. inescapable., That part of "Broadcasting Policy for CanacPC:

dealing with the CBC further uneerlined the importance attached to cultural nationalist:.

The Act declared that the national Broadcasting service should "contribute to the -

,.. development of national unity and jprovide for a continuing expression of Canadian

. identity" (Act, s 3.g.iv), ...
4

The CRTCcame into being, then, as a unique -sort of regulatory agency: it bad the

po.4ers and the responsibility to shape the future of broadcasting in Canada; it

inherited a set, of major (and pressing) problems from the agency it replaced; and it was
charged uitha role in strengthening The cultural fabric of the country.

The CRTC received a great deal of public attention in Canada, and swiped to be

percei'ed as vastly more central to- the lives of Canadians than the FCC was considered

to be 5y Ane'rieans. A number of facior:s may hate accounted for this close scrutiny of

the CRTC, especially in the print Media and in government. Commbnnication in'general

may be more central to the lives of Canadians, and there was a long standing tradition

of' relatively widespread public debate'about broadcasting policy. Some CRTC rulings,

especially those governing the'availability of US television station signals on Canadian
CATt systems, had very direct effects on the availability of electronit entertainment to

Canadian citizens, And the CRTC's activist stance and participatory approach certainly

attracted more attention thanwould been the case with a more passive agency.
.

In 1973/74 the Commission issued
.

548-separate regu14ry decisions. By the end of

March 1974 the CRTC operations had grown to astaff ay 400, at an anneal expense of

SO,300,000. Although extensive analysis of theCRIC`g wont is beyOnd the scope of
andstudy, .it is Important to review the najor directions taken by the ComMission and to

examine how the Commission's positions and decisions uere'perceived in Canada.

4
85

7

ownership, Control, and Cariadiart Content

The Commission's first major moves were in the area of ownership and control of

broadcast undertAingS. 1 20 e tember 1968 goerrillwnt Order-in-Council reduced

permissable foreign ownership of Cana is broadcasting undertakings to 20', of the tinting

. shares and .required all me!ibcr:, of the Board of Director', to be Cariadian

new Order-in-Couachl, ,issud on 27 an4:h 1969, extended the ()uric:ship limits to CITY and
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made .o-le<..ha:,6 in the detailed regulations perthining to the participation of holding

comianie, anu to t%e foreign ownership of investment in broadcasting underta'rings.

These rulings affeztea some $150 milliOn worth of broadcasting holdings across Canada,

and involved tne CRTC in the supemision of a series of dil,estitufqs involving foreign

interests unich included tne General Tire and Rubber Company, Gulf and hestern

Industries Limited, Coli-mbia Broadcasting System Inc.,-and the Canadian Marconir

Beginning in 166, the CRTi, also moved to limit the concentration of ownership within

Canadian oroa'acasting, the Commission evolved a set of policies respecting ownership of

multiple broadcasting interests, regarding local identification as a criterion fol.

ownership, and regarding cross-media ownership.

In February 1V70 tne CRTC issued a set of proposed changes in the minimum Canadian

contentregulations for television and AM ttclio. The Commission cited those sections of

tne Broadcasting Act, which empowered it to make regulations "respecting standards of

programs and tne allocation of broadcasting time" to encourage, the development of

"varied and comprenensi:e programming" that is "of high standard, using predominantly.

,anadian creati.e and other resources".(CRTC 1970b, r 36). The Commission held a public

nearing, on its comten: regulationproposals in Ottawa in. mid Apral1970. It received a

total 117 ubmissions in connection ulth tnis hearing -- from individuals and fror

groups and aso:Iations of broadcasters, advertisers, composers, performers, consumers,.

producer-, directors, oroadcast e-Tioyees, film makers, social service agencies,

concerned citizens, and so on. In the resulting decision the Commission noted that

public comrent had been "of great 'value in the preparation of these new regul-ations

CRTC 19710, p 10).

The programming regulations issued in L.70 increased the minimum Canadian content

level for CBC tele"Ision from the SS% level established by the BBC in 1962 to 600, both

in prime time and,in the. schedule as a whole. The crediting of certain. foreign

programming as Canadian ,.as discontinued, and a limit of 30% of total content was placed

on programming imported from eay one country. The new regulation's for radio required A.M

stations to broadcast a minimum of 30° Canadian music. Although the Canadian content

level Increase in television was incremenral and produced an observable but not dramatic

effect on program services and the broadcasting industry, the Canadian music content

requirements in radio were generally credited with' stimulating a dramatic growth in the

Canadian recording industry. Robert Lewis commented:

-

,,,thin a year, Canada had discovered a whole new stable of song - writers,

producers, performers and hip capitalists. More than thirty single records and ten

albums had made the,international lists in twelve months. Three singles sold more

than a million and three eanadian records were gold sellers in the U.S. More

important, Canadians had discol)ered their own pop music.- In Toronto alone, there

were sixoew recording studios, nstead of one the year before.... Canadian

,composers collected almost half of the revenue from rights in da [hi 1973] as

against eighteen per cent in 1969. (Lewis, p 14)

Cable and Activist Regulation 4

During the period from 1970 through 1974 the CRTC mas-also involved in a number of

additional matters yncluding"limiting the frequency and, duration of commercial

interruptions, planning the orderly-, expansion o' broadcast service coverage, developing

a policy for the development 'of FM services distinCtiye from those provided by AM
participating in the establishment of an industry code - governing, advertising to children

and children's programming, and dealing with challenges to itstjurisdiction.. .1

But the Commissiori's greatest headache was cable. The extent of CAT penetration

4tin Canada apd the consequences for the nadian broadcasting system were outlined in

1C. .
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section 71o). Tne problem had been foreseen an the 1965 Fouler Committee Report.

8-

Our terms of reference specifically excluded Community- antenna television
serrices,ICAT1,, bat we ineritably found ourselves draun into consideration of this
complex s-b:ect because of itis ictual and potential effects on television

generally

Two basic areas of public interest are in conflict as a 'result of this new

qvrelopment. The consuming public has clearly demonstrated a sharp demand for this
new expansion of television program'choice....

There are, however, many single-channel areas where regulatory policy to.
nourish or suppert the licensee has been negated by the sudden intrusion of a
:;der c= new sign is which dilute the audience and damage commercial support.
(Fowler 1965,

The CR;C',, first 7a:or policy more in the CAT1 area cane in 1969 when it banned
cable .c.empanaes fro.: using microwave for what it termed "the wholesale inportation of
Fiogrammes from distant U.S. stations " This first move proroked the first round of

screrc crita,_157 of tne Commission. In practice, the ruling allowed cable systems near
the border to pick up US stations and deliver their signals to subscribers but

prohibited operators. nose systems were distant frorp, the border from using microwave to

deli.e'r a comparable selection..o US signals to their subscribers. A full complement of
US programming choices could be provided in Hamilton, but none could be made available
in Edmonton. The people in Edmonton, and in vast stretches of the BC interior, the
Prairies, and Northern Ontario, were not pleased,: Eventually the microwave prohibition
has lifted as 'new regulatory approaches to the problems of Cable were developed. In

assessing the cabko situation in 1975, Jack Miller, radio and television columnist for

'THE TORONTO' SIsW'commented:

The first time cable company asked to use microwave to bring in U.S.

stations, and the firsi,time the CRTC granted such a request -- Canadian television
was shoved onto a road that has been all downhx11, with the bottom still not in
sight. '

The CRTC argued that it could not resist overwhelming public and political'

pressure to allow the microwave revolution.... P

As for the consumers', they were the one who started the trouble by declaring
; a "right' to U.S. stations which were far beyond normal broadcast range, and since

they'll go on getting' them, they should pay the real price. .(Miller 1975a, ,p 18)

The cable policy uhib evolved consisted of a complex set of regulations specifying
a hierarchy of signals which systems might deliver, requiring cable systems to originate
local service programming on a "community" channel, permitting the deletion of
individual commercials from the signals of US stations, and providing for the

substitution of the Canadian signal for the US one whenever a Canadian station carri,ed a
program at the same time it was beyng broadcast by a US outlet. .

The'problem whin faCed the Commission was Vie creation of a scheme whereby
Canadian cable subscribers were provided with the range of sertices, both Canadian and
US, which they wanted, wherdhy the economic base of Canadian commercial broadcasting

: would not be destroyed by advertising on US stations distributed in Canada by cable, artd
whereby the Canadian cable industry, like the other elements of the overall broadcasting
systemr'could be made to help "safeguard, enrich and strengthen the cultural, political,
social and economic fabric of Canada."

Throughout much of the media coverage of the CRTC (including much of that used in

this study) ran a great deal of attention to the Chairman of the commission, Pierre
JuneaU. The position was highly risible. Juneau spoke pn behalf of the Commission to

broadcasters, to government, and to the public in general. He was portrayed as an

10
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actiist and occaszonally as a "C:ar of Broadcasting," and it is important to note both

Juneau's position and the CRTC's mandate in assessing these public perceptions of his

role. John Vor:cous reported on a May 19-2 intersiew:

FORTE JS "lOu'le been called a Czar of Broadcasting and I've read that you

rather feel uneasy about that

JUNLU. "hell, I do read about this in the papers but I don't really believe

it.... I think it's one of the hays the newspapers hale of dramatizing things

whereas the reality is something different. The fourteen members of the commission

play a real role and we influence each other eery such and the other members have

%cry strong feelings about what they're doing." (Porteous, p 16)
4

Ferhars the more significant consideration is that Juneau almost invariably

Commission's role as being responsible for implementing the provisions'of

tnc Broadcasting Act. Frank Penn reported on a June 19-0 Internet.:

"But uh bother disturbing a broadcasting status quo with which the

r--.1.)::ty of Canadians seem well satisfied?"

IL\LAU "Really, the answer to that one should cone from Parliament. After

all. it was Parliament which produced the Broadcasting Act. But besides the

aious -- entirely valid -- answers about creating a Canadian system with a

Canadian tiewpnint, and the encouragement of Canadian talents to work and de\elop

here, the idea of a truly Canadian broadcasting system makes profound economic

sense." (Penn 19-0, s 2, p 1)

So far as the CRTC's mandate was concerned, it should be noted that in many ways

the. BrbadcAsting
CRTC has pursued t
perceived as,activi

Act %as'an activist piece of legislation and, to the extent that the

e Act's objectives, 'both the Commisssion and its Chairman were

its.

The following excerpts, frorlan address by the Chairman to the Empire Club in

Toronto in 19-2, indicate sore of the areas of concern to the Commission:

A
nether we like it or not -- and let's face it, this situation is not all a

matter of choice -- we have, in Catada, a communication system which; in fact, is

freer than any other in the world -- including the United States.

If you loo}, at the facts, you find that the only voices that maybe victims of
censorship are the voices of Canadians.

Not censorship by any state institution, which is the form of censorship that

usually comes to mind, but censorship caused by the nature of technology itself,

censorship by mass marketing philosophies, censorship by multi-national industrial

planning, censorship by the rigidity of scheduling.

Was the battle against censorship in the history of democracy waged to protect

world market strategies?

Was itofought so that, in the field of ideas, the lowest' common denominator

could dictate to the rest of the population? No.. The struggle against censorship

was -- fought so that all views could be heard. Not only the views that conceded with
what the largest consumer group Might buy. (CRTC 1972a, pp 4-5)

A,

Allow me 'to reiterate that the CRTC is not a priviate organization pursuing its

- own objectives, nor is it an instrument of the Government of the day. It was

created in 1968 by an Act of Parliament which was supported by all parties in the

House. (p 6),
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If our mental lands pes, our creatne aptitudei are not safeguarded and

promoted, I am afraid .he same fate alzaits us as that which befalls a-neh 71 show
that doesn't get enough ating points, and suffers a premature exit. Except that

rn this case, ue hill, .n fact, cancel ourselves. Because to obliterate real works

of the Canadian imagination is to obliterate ourselves.

To preserve and develop our ability to create and prqduce our on imagery is

something we simply cannot do without. To enable ourselves to see everything,
including Ourselves, through our own eyes and our on systems of production and

. diffusion, hill require a long and persevering effort. (p 22)

The Commission gave notice of intention to extend Canadian content regulations
to the production of commercials, in April 1974, held a hearing in October 19'4, and
issued a revised set of proposed regulations in July 1975, and, in January 1976, 'set 1

July 1976- as the date for Implementation of the new "Canadian content" policy on
commercials (CRTC 19-6).

FM Radio Policy and /°rogram Content Concerns
4

.

In January /975 the CRTC published FM RADIO IN CANADA -- A POLICY TO ENSURE A
1ARIED AND COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE, a major policy statement on the future development of
FM radio (CRTC 1975c). The neh policy was generally regarded as activist. iaa Miller
commented:

Everyone who gets a neh FM licence -- and everyone who has one now and hopes

to get it renewed -- is going to have to make his program service different not
only from the general AM pattern, but different also from_every other FM station in
town.

But going beyond that, every FM station will have attached to its licence a

copy of all the promises the owner made about its program performance when he
applied for the licence....

The push is to "foreground" programming, which ist described as something
prepared, calling for attention by the audience, running, at least 15 minutes,
exploring of following a recognizeable theme, and broadcast at some time of the day
when there's an audlencA..out there (no fair burying it at 3 a.m.)....

The conscious push is not exactly tow/rd. a return to old-time radiowhich was
full of massive scripted productions (which tv took away -- and shows no signs of

relinquishing). But the thought_ is in that sort of direction, to the point of
spelling out such idealistic concepts as community access programming and a return
to some "live" music. P

I
The quest is for a trend away from background music and toward something to

agitate, rather than lull the mind. (Miller 1975b, pp ]4-6)

The FM policy indicated thegextent.to which the Cotmission was concerned with
programming and the cultural content of broadcasting. bne basic concern was the shaping
of the Canadian broidcasting system by "the North AmeriCan merchandizing environment."
The Chairman was quoted as follows:

A proliferation of channels without corresponding investment in expression,
creativity and production is inevitably leading us to increased importation,
increased commercialism, lower standards in every form of radio and television,
including programming err children. Our broadcasting system has become involved to
a large extent in the entire North American mechandizing mechanism. As individuals
and as citizens of this country, we do not want broadcasting to be only an
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extension of the market plaza. Although we don't want the state in the bedrooms of

the nation, we dei care about who controls the access .to the TV rooms of the

.country. Over the years we have maintained a concern as aination about the

marketing managers of North America becoming the gate - keepers of broadcasting. Are

we any more ready tobecome a lump in the massive North ,(%merican broadcasting

mould? A sub-market in the buying charts of Madison Avenue?" (Lewis, p 12)

In a sense the CRTC was itself caught up fn this same. North American merchandi:ing

eruronment. Its proposals for the development of a strengtherred and enriched system of,

Canadian broadcasting had to be framed against the context of a mixed system of public
and private broadcasting, and there were limits to the demands which could be made of

the private sector. The audience fragmentation resulting from high cable penetration
levels weakened the financial position of many Canadian television stations. And the

wisdom of the Commission's decision to license Global as a third English network in

Ontario was questioned when the network encountered particularly severe financial

problems during its first year of operation. Although the CRTC saw. in the Global

development both the opportunity to recapture some Canadian advertising money being

spent on Us border stations and the prospect of an expansion of the Canadian independent
production industry, the network's revenue performance was not sufficiently strong to
sustain the level of service originally promised. Global lost an estimated S9 million

iii its first eight months, the original operators lost financial control, and the CRTC
has faced with having to rule on the change of control and on new programming plans..

Shaping the CBC

The Commission's activism and ith concerns about the cultural content of

programming and the influence of the mechandizing environment extended to its dealings

with the CBC. In Late 1971 the Corporation filed a series of new station and network

applications with the CRTC. The applications were fOr' the first phase_ of the
development Of a two stream radio service, commonly referred to as Radio One/Radio Two.

The CBC summarized its plans as follows:

CBC Radio One (AM) will concentrate on a wide range of information and musical
entertainment of a varied nature; Its general character is reflected in current

CBC AM daytime programming which has undergone certain changes during the past year
but which continued to reflect standards established and followed by the

Corporation over the years. Th. Radio One style is brief and condensed.

CBC,Radio Two (FM) will b extended andmore leisurely in its programming,

with emphasis on music, to which it is technically suited; drama and the arts.
Radio One and Radio Two wild e complementary services each distinCtively Canadian

and distinctively CBC. ,(CRTC 1971d)

A public hearing on'the appli
Commission announced rejection of
the proposals appeared to contain
be unduly influenced by the popu
with audience ratings at the expe
neglect the CBC's function of r
living culture. (CRTC 1972b, p 3)

ations was held in March 1972. In June 1972 the

he Radio One/Radio Two plan. The CRTC commented that

an overly centralized program production structure, to
arity standards of urban areas, to be overly concerned
selof program distinctiveness45Texcelleneei. and to

flecting to a national audience the total range of the

Robert .Douglas, writing n BROADCASTER under the title "CRTC Shatters
Two-Stream Radio Policy," analyz d the decision as folllows:

The CBC is faced with
shattered remains of the

Radio-Television Commission

a

CBC-

iecing together a new radio program policy out of .the

two-stream radio system rejected by the Canadian
in June.

1O4
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The task is tough bec-ause the CRTC is demanding a turnabout in CBC thinking

about its role in Canadian radio broadcasting. And it is not clear, at the moment,

how much -- if anything -- can be salvaged from the policy proposed at CRTC

hearings in"Ottawa in.March....

While (CBC President Laurent] Picaed; _has taken a generally constructive

.approach to the CRTC decision, sQme CBC programmers were initially shdcked and

bitter.

Even a union chief, Paul Racine, president of the Syndicat General du Cinema
et de la Television, joined in criticism of the CRTC decision. In a Montreal

statement, he said the CRTC deCision "smacks of an anachronistic elitism which does
not take into account the changes in radio in the last 20 years".

He was apparently commenting on CRTC remarks that the CBC radio policy 163.--t6o
commercial, imitating the style of private radio....

i-
The basic thrust of the CBC argument at the March hearings was that its radio

audience was tiny. Canadian taxpayers, who paid for the CBC, deserved a service

that could reach a wider audience.

Its fast-paced AM programming could appeal to a greater number of people than

the old-style CBC .radio while its FM service could attract listeners seeking a

'deeper treatment of issues.

Opponents feared that the corporation was becoming too conscious of ratings

and was patterning its programming on the mass-appeal styleof private radio. They

also said many Canadians were being cheated of the full CBC service because they
could get only a small portion of its programming from private affiliates.

The CRTC decision obviously drabs heavily frOm the views of these, opponents.

It also reflects the CRTC's' long-standing concern about extending CBC service to

all.",corners of the nation.

The commission has come down so strongly on the side of the opposition that a

totally new approach to radio programming seems required. The CRTC will have to be

involved in a, new effort to.design a radio program policy. (Iouglas, p 12)

Over a year later, in October 1973; the Commission announced that "the CRTC 'now

belie%es that CBC has taken decisive initial steps to resolve the questions raised," and
granted approval of six new FM station licences and a French language FM network

IlLpnce. The announcement indicated a continuing and d tailed concern with the types of
broadcasting services provided by the national broadcasting service: ,

In the June 29 announcement, the CRTC stated its opinion that the CBC should

phase out the carriage of commercials on its French and English AM networks....

the matter will be one of the subjects of discussion at the forthcoming public

hearing concerning the renewal of CBC licences....

The Corporation has taken steps to supervise more ,closely the morning and

evening peak hour local programming where a tendency to drift towards private radio
formats had been most evident....

The Corporation has also indicated to the Commission that it, is seriously

increasing its efforts to portray each part of the country to the others....

The Commission will continue to pursue these matters in public deliberations

concerning CBS' po4.cy and in its discussions with the Corporation. tCRTC 103a, p

3)
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At a June 1973 public hearing in Vancouver the CRTC considered applications from

JP
three priva groups and from the CBC to provide television service 9n VHF Channel 10 in

the Vancou er and lictoria areas. Much of the discussion dealt with technical matters
related to channel allocations and coverage (CRTC 1973d, pp 263-360). The Commission

deniCd all applications, and observed:

the Commission was not impressed with the programming plans proposed by the

CBC in application. Furthermore, the Commission does not agree with the
contention of the CBC that Channel 10 must be used to service Victoria and at the

same time be used to correct coverage deficiencies oE CBC-TV station CBUT now
licensed for the Vancouve'r area. (CRTC 1973e, p 2)

Notwithstanding its decision to deny the CBC applicationi for the use of

Channel 10 to serve Victoria, the Commission is convinced that a CBC owned and
operated station must be located in Victoria and the full CBC television service

extended to Victoria and Vancouver Island at the earliest opportunity. (p 2)

The rejection of the Corpora'tion's programming plans for the proposed Victoria
station was not expected by the CBC. But it was not inconsistent with.the concdn about
the nature of CBC program service content which had entered into the Commission's
original rejection of the Radio One/Radio Two plan. The Commission's detailed concern

wiali program service content was the source of some,concern torthe CBC as it approached
the major review of CBC performance during the study period, the public hearing required
as part of the process of renewing the Corporation's ner%ork licences -- first issued in
1970 and due to expire on 31 March 1974. That licence renewal process, which yielded so
much of the documentation used in this study, is reviewed in detail in Chapter 10.

A
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Ca,;e Study Background

Chapter

The Participant Observer
I I

a) CASE STUDIES AND PERSONAL VALUES

93

A case study such as this is inevitably shaped'by the' background,, experiences, and

interests of the individual participant observer. This "shaping" is not peculiar to

studies in communication research. In hi4 preface to THE VERTICAL MOSAIC, an analysis

of social class and power in Canada, Professor John Porter commented: , "Throughout the

book I have tried to make explicit the various theories or theoretical considerations

... which help make sense of the evidence I have presented. Perhaps less'explicit are
person4,1 values which have had an influence on the kinds of problems I have sought to

analyze" (Porter, p xii).

What I have written in the main part of this study is the product of who I am,% of

where I have been, of whom I have known, and of what I have seen and heard. In the

interests of a better understanding of my perspective, this section borders alarmingly.

close to being "the confessions of a participant observer of broadcasting in Canada."

b) GENERAL ORIENTATION

The crowd was attentive and waiting expectantly. By eight thirty they were

growing restless. The children started to wriggle from their parents' knees and
women began to chatter. Then the monster came to life with a high-pitched,
screeching sound, that frightened the children and made them cry. Just as the
audience became restless again, the thing would squawk back into life with a 'hiss,
crackle, 'pop, and roar. Then .Albert would fiddle with a knob or a wire and it

would go dead. People were beginning to Tove about, and the women Were .urging

their husbands to take them home, whin something wonderful hppened: we heard a
violin playing, quite distinctly, after which a voice .announced that we were

listening to KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

The radio came also to our.,home. One Saturday dn late fall, a man in a shiny

Gray Dort Touring drove in with a smile on his face. 'Earlier I had noticed my
father hanging around the woodshed and looking down the concession a great.deal, as
if he expected someone. _There was a hint of something in the air, and it wasn't

snow. (Boyle, pp 22-4)

4

The excerpts are from MOSTLY IN CLOVER, Harry Boyle's reminiscences of a chiPhood
spent on a farm in Huron County, Ontario. Beyond childhood, Harry Boyle became a writer

and broadcaster: with radio station CKNX in Winghatl, Ontario, with the Stratford Beacon

Herald, and with the CBC. At CBC he became Program Director of CBC radio's Trans-Canada
Network, was the creative force behind the prestigious CBC WEDNESDAY NIGHT series, and

worked as an Executive Producer in television. In 1968, Mr. Boyle was appointed Vice
Chairman of the Canadian Radio-Television Commission, and in 1975 he became Chairman.

a
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Volumes and have been written about the4 importance of broad asting to
y

Canada and to Canadiansik And yet, for me at least, there is still something missing --

soniething elusive, but of critical importance. In all of Harry BoyWs wr tings and !..

pronquncements about broadcasting in Canada, there is 'the serve that he is d acing with

something which he believes to be very precious and unique. Something spe Jar happened

to Harry Boyle when radio came to Huron County. ',can't explain it, rea
gi

ly. I d6ubt

that he can.

A technological generation later, television came to our farm in Oxford County,

Ontario, One Saturday in the early fall of 1955, a man in a dusty panel truck drove in Nik'

with a smile on his face. My father, like Harry Boyle's, had organized a. surprise.
.

There was a 'hint of something in the air, and it enlarged my window on .the world., I

hesitate to push the comparison with Harry Boyle's exydence, but it seems reasonable, /4

that the Tlectronic media should be of relatively more importance'tb-those living in. the

relative isolation of farming communities. A possible extension of that may be that the

-clectromc 4media are of much more importancetb-duMe-litho Live-in relatively sparsely
populated countries such as Canada.

%1/4

.

.

there v,as something about television that fascinated me. I dec ded sonle*here in

the course of Grade 7 to "go into television." .A random walk career path eventually

'Minded me there in 1970 after some 14 years of rather more vigorous than average arm

chair, quarterbacking the CBC. A few of the'stops and detours in the intervening period

have some relevance to, this study. ..
te"

.

The years spent going to high school in Scratford, Ontario gave me a chance ,to

watch at close range the development Of another unique Canadian cultural institution,

the Stratford Festival, and the opportunity during one summer to do some technical work

for the visiting National Theatre, chooi.

A number of post-Sputnik e a pressures led e to choose an engineering course for

the years 1962 through 1966 at 1cMaster Univer in Hamilton% Ontario. I' also had the

mistaken impression that the study of electrical engineering would be of considerable'

practical value in the technical production of television programs. In 'order to

,compensate for the lack of direct,contact with broadcast 'technology, I became heavily.

i volved in a campus radio station project, and eventually became chairman of tiare

JeMaster Board of Student Broadcasting. Board, produced weekly public service

programs for each of the late Ken Soble' radio tations in Hamilton, CHML and CKDS-FM,

and for the program, exchange service of the nadian Association of Broadcasters.' We

built and equipped studios at.McMaster; but wer allowed accessto CHML facilities for

,especially,complex production work.

Partly because I had gotten overly involved in meeting the production commitments

to Oft and CKDS, L became temporiirily .disillusioned with broadcast ng, and took

advantage of a summer job opportunity to get involved in the computer busi css. While

at McMaster, I spent two summers working for IBM Canada Limited n Hamilton,

concentrating on the development of training programs to introduce civil, mechanical,

and electrical engineers to scientific computing techniques. Upon graduation I returned

to work for IBM in Hamilton, as a systems engineer concentrating on, the impl mentation

of large scale &computing systems. In January 1968 I began work' s Canadian

headquarters with the product marketing support group, providing tec nical, systems

engineering, and marketinit assistance to field personnel. During late 1968 and early

1969 became heavily involved in the design and production of video aped educatibn

packages at IBM, both in Toronto and in Washington, D.C. But the opportunities to

continue this television-work were limited. There was no broadcasting work available to

inexperienced would-be production people in Canada in 1969: it was an "austerity" year.

Of the options available to me, the most attractive was to begin graduate studies in

communication at Stanford.

4

The IBM experience, though seemingly a detour on the road to Lnvolvemelit in

broadcasting, has actually turned out to have been valuable. It provided the first

opportunities for me to travel extensively across Canada. It/let me try my hand At

television production. The nature of thd systems engineering and product marketing work

0
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required me to become familiar with the management styles, structures, and practices of

a very large nufaber of customer organk:ations across Canada. And it allowed me to learn

a great deal about Olaf lay behind the positive aspects of IBM.Is reputation as being a

well managed enterprise.

c) STANFORD AND CBC EXPERIENCE, 1969-0'2
. .

Beginning in September 1969, I have alternately been with the Institute for

Communication, Research at Stanford and with the CBC. The first year's. work at Stanford

concentrated on a general examination of communication theories and mass media research.

I also worked for the Controller's Office at Sta4rd as a part time consultant to a

university resources modeling/simulation project in association with the Western

Interstate Commission on Higher Education.

Folloisiq the first year of studies at Stanford, I spent five months with CBC

pttawa as a trainee pro4pcer in radio and television public affairs. My radio work

included contributions to CBO's afternoon information radio program, ,NOW ... JUST

.LISTEN, and the production of six experimental programs the CBO series SATURDAY NIGHT

AND SUNDA' MORNING: I also worked as an editor and producer for the CBC Radio Network

-- on the sound documentary series FIVE NIGHTS A WEEK, on CONVENTARY (known earlier as

PREVIEI CO!VENTARY), on CAPITAL REPORT, and on MATINEE. My television experience was

more limited: I produced the Ottawa contributions to the network VIEWPO,INT...sesi

was attached to the CBOT public affairs magazineprogram, THIS DAY TONIGHT, as a

researcher.

The major focus of my second year at the jnstitute at Stanford was A liasic audience

research study for the San Francisco public television station. This werl, reported in

"KQED and its Audience" (McKay 1971), has'done under the supervision of Professor Wilbur

Schramm, Director of the Institute, with funding support from the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting and the Ford Foundation. I also worked part time as the executive producer

of a technical film for the Stanford/Ford Foundation computer based OASIS university

management information system development project.

Following this second year of Stanford, I spent the six month period from July

through. December 1971 on contract to CBC Vancouver as an associate producer in

television. current affairs.,Most of my television studio and film experience came from

working as one of the two associate producers assigned to HOURGLASS, the weekday current

affairs magazine. Other work included production of a film documentary for the network

TAKE 30 series, of the Vancouver contributions to VIEWPOINT, and of B.C:. PROVINCIAL

AFFAIRS.

My third year'at Stanford Wrought me into contact with a wide -variety of public

broadcasting research projects:, a.follow-up audience study of KQED's NEWSROOM program;

consulting on the Ford Foundation's, public television Station Independence Project; data

analysis assistance to Schramm projects on inSVuctional television in ,E Salvador,,

Mexico, and American Samoa; and participation in the Stanford evaluation team attached

to the Federation of Rocky Mountain States educational technology demonstration' using

the NASA ATS-F satellite over Denver, Colorado. But my majorffort during 1972 was in-

workinrwith Schramm, Professor Lyle Nelson, Chairman of, Stanford's Communication

Department, and Douglass Cater, Director of the Aspen Program OH Communications and

Society, on a study of the financial condition and financial future of US public

television, Assistance from the Ford Foundation allowed us to gather, as background,

dethiled operating cost.information from a numher- of public television stations and

production' organizations, including the Children's Television Workshop (CTW)-and the

National Public Affairs Center for Television (NPACT). Assistance from the Aspen

Institute for Humanistic Studies allowed us to gather together the senior managers of

the various US public television agencies for a critical aSsessment of the first draft)

of the report, "The Financing of Public Television," in late JUly 1972. The final

report (Schramm & Nelson) was released to the annual National Association of Educational
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Broadtasters convention on 30 October 1972, and published in condensed fo as a special

supplement to the January/February 1973 COLUMBIA JOURNALISM REVIEW.

d) CBC LXPERIENCE, 1972-1974

In October 1972 I moved to the CBC English Services Division headquarters in

Toronto' to began work on a nine month joint Stanford/CBC project which was to have

formed the asiS f r my dissertation. The arrangements for the project specified: 'We

agree that,) r dissertation should look at the interplay between programming, research,

and management decision making in the field of 'program objective setting and

performance evaluation in public television.x"

In late 1971 't Project Group had.been established to study and make recommendations

for a Program Evaluation System. , Based on the three reports of the Project Group, a

detailed research proposal uas prepared' for the Stanford/CBC project. It envisaged

various research activities leading to one of four possible dissertations. The proposed

areas of activity here:

- Improvement in the setting of program objectives -- It had- been pointed out that it

uould ..e.s11....sarab-letcs-begin regularly describing the characteristics of the target

saudiences for programs,in terms other than total overall audience size.

- Analysis of the operation of the Program Evaluation System -- This particular

evaluation approach was of interest because its spetifications called for the

"systems" approach which had won some acceptance in business and industry but not

had been used extengively in public broadcasting institutions, especially in

applications dealing directly with program content and *quality. In addition, there

was the matter of long range planning for "an ideal, but practical, evaluation

procedure which should be.worked towards over the next 3 to 5 years."

- Analysis of available evaluation data -- The specifications for the Program

Evaluation System stipulated that awide range of detailed background information

should be assembled for use in the actual evaluation of programs. It seemed that

exploratory data analysis 'might well reveal useful relationships within the

available input data, possibly allowing separation of factors over which a producer

does not have control at the time of production, (scheduling, extent of promotion,

_series budget, and- type of program) from reaction to the production itself

(audience size, composition, appreciation, and critical comment).

- Development of Additional Measurements -- Potentially the most rewarding part of

the project was the possibilty of adding to the conventional set of measurements

available for use in evaluating programs. The development of a new set of

"dimensions of audience response" to programming seemed to hold the greatest

promise for advancing the state of mass media audience research. (McKay 1972, pp

15-27)
OM'

In the end, the nine month half time project turned out to,rbe.a,two year full time-

involvement with English Television, and the dissertation topic changed from a detailed .

examingtion of program evaluation to a more general case'sVUdy of management decisions

makiiir. Rather than provide,adetailed chronological report of observations made over

the two year period and then attempt to leap from them 'directly to generalizations, the

approach taken here is to organize the observations around issuesraised in public.

What follows is a summary of my involvement as a participant observer: detailed comments

about important aspects of specific projects are imbedded in later chapters.

Figure 8-1 gives a bar chart overview of the timing and duration of the major

activities during the period from October 1972 through September 1974. The Summarie

which follow are keyed, by number, to the elements in Figure 8-1.
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(1) Program F%aluation Syster Fariliarizatior and Study

The initial nonths of ry :nlol\ement foc;sc-d on 'ztudti of the existing Program

Laluation Sy ?ter and fariliari:atior with the functions and operations of the English
Television management group, specifically with "the Planning crOup" and the Network

Schedule Goordination Committee. Specific ealuatior, oriented .activities included

observation of the deliberations of program evaluation "Panels," a review of completed. --
ealuatiian reports, investigation of possible sources of additional evaluation input,
compilation of detailed audience demographic data for test use in the evaluation of one

program, examination of the relationship between the audience research and program

evaluation functions, and extensive consultation with the Secretaryr-(director) of the

evaluation system.
4

During this period a number of severe problems being experienced within, and as a.

result of, the operation of the existing system were identified. The .Project Grodp

reports, the blueprint for the Evaluation System, proposed the gathering of an extensive
data base for consideration of the three-member Evaluation Panels which were to write

the program evaluation reports. in practice, only a small fraction of the proposed data

base was being furnished to the panels. sone information, notably actual prograr costs,
was unavailable in the time frame required by the Ealuation System; other input, such

as audience nail, was apparently not considered relevant to this type of evaluation

process. Rather than relying on a solid base of objectively measured data, the

evaluation reports were based.prinarily on subjective comment -- by groups of 15 to 20

individuals who had been aslaed to view specific programs and submit written reactions,

and by the report writing panels.

Inevitably, the subjective judgements of the panels differed from the subjective

judgements of the program producers. Added to these differences of opinion wds.the fact

that the evaluation reports concentrated overwhelmingly on fadlt frnding. seldom.were

references made to4outstanding performances on camera or to significant contributions by

the production or technical personnel. At.the base by the early 1975 call for a review

of the Evaluation System,was serious concern about.the impact of the operation of.the ,

system on production unit morale. The matter subsequently became one of public reciard

with the publication of a second section front page story in THE GLOBE AND MAIL dealing

with the imPaA of program evaluation on the network's -"flag ,hip" Affeas

program, WEEKE\D (Kirby 1973a). Although the story was somewhat inaccurate in

describing, how the hEEKEND report was prepared, its assessment of the effects on the

program unit was valid. (Kirby's story was also, the first real demonstratioroo me of

the . importance of newspaper columns as a means of communication betrieen the production

areas and management.)

The attitudes of management towards the Evaluation System were mixed. As with

producers, the subjective judgements of the evaluation Panels not infreq6ently differed

from the opinions of management. In addition, because there were no generally accepted

guidelines for evaluation reporting, in some instances management perceived evaluation

panels to have overstepped the boundaries of their assignments'-- proposing what were

considered to be wholesale 'changes in the network schedule, commenting on unrelated

programs, and suggesting increased resource allocations on a scale considered well

. beyond the network's means. In February 1973 two parallel "reviews" of the program

evaluation system and of audience research reporting were commissioned,

(2) Program Evaluation System Review

This work was carried out jointly with the Secretary of the 'Evaluation System.

Interviews were conducted with 10 producers, S program Area Reads, 3 Planning Group

executives, and with Research. Extensive notes were taken during the confidential

interviews with producers and Area Heads. The review was completed in September 1973..

Operation of the system continued, substantially unchanged, throughout the fieldwork

period, although theneober of evaluations%conducted,uas reduced.
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L'i; Audience Pesearch Peporiing Reieu
ft

wring the periOd of far...IIlan:anon with the E:aluation System, it had becore

apparent that some functions being assumed hy evaluation right be perfumed more

systematically by a revised and /or expanded audience data reporting system. It had been

,
discovered, for instance, that although the CBC-operated Audience Panel system weekly

yielded detailed program by program audience data, notably demographic and geographic

brealdbwns, this information was not forwarded to producers Or to management. The

relationship between the program e%aluation system and Research was ektremely formal and

limited. Questions about 'audience research reporting and about audience research

requirements were included in the evaluation system reNleu interviews with producers and

Area Heads. In addition, long, tale recorded interviews wpre conducted with those

network executies most concerned uith audience performance. These sessions

concentrated on the 4se made of the existing reporting system, the identification of

additional information needs, and reaction to proposals for revised reporting formats.

The re,.ie. »as comrleted in July 19-3 and the- recommendations were approved, but no

major change in the reporting system was made during the fieldwork period.

99.

i4, Program CrNjectives Setting Review

One of the kricwn problems related to program evaluation, proposed as one possible

area for dissertation study, was the extremelygeneral nature of the program purpose and

r
target 'audience objectives set for programs and progr series. A major revision and

expansion of the program objectives specification sectio was included as part of an

individual assignment to coordinate a major revision of the Network Program Proposal

-forms. This was viewed as a first step in a gradual prOcess of "tightening up" program

objectives specification. The revised proposal forms came into use in mid-1973 for

proposals for the 144/73 program year, but no concentrated effort was made to encourage

or require producer& or their Area Heads to specify objectives more precisely than in

the past. The objectives specification process was reviewed again in early 1974, but

only briefly, and without making any changes.'

(3) Program Content Supervision Task, Force

Js part of the 1973/74 objectives for the English Services Division, it Arad been

proposed that there be established a computerized system for the recording of content

information about radio and television programs of a controversial nature.. Although

some other uses for such a system were no doubt contemplated, it was generally

understood that this proposal was intended primarily to prwide a means of preparing

responses to questions about program content raised in Parliament. Such questions

typically, called for the collation of data from a large number of program units, had .

short deadlines for reply, and caused appreciable disruptions in both program unit and

management operations. It was also recognized that such a system could be used to take

over the logging of political coverage during federal and provincial election campaigns.

In order to ensure balanced coverage during thgse periods, all material of a partisan

nature was manually logged by otca5ion, by type of presentation (scripted news story,

filmed appearance, etc.), and by duration (to the second).
ot

My assignment to thissix-member, task force came as a result of my systems

engineering experience with computerized data communicatiori systems. The assignment was

more difficult than originally realized, and the group worked seven day weeks to meet

Its first phase reporting deadline. After gathering and studying sample reporting

documents and making site visits in Toronto, Ottawa, and Montreal, the task force

concluded-that the accurate logging of content information could only be done

work
personnel directly associated with the. programs involved, and that this additional wqrk

would only be undertaken if there were some incentive for the program units. Lnvolvech

Identification of an incentive scheme was not difficult, but the anproach suggested'did

imply the creation of a considerably larger information retrieval system than was' no

doubt contemplated by the divisional management. The task force proposed the creation

of a single system integrating the new content recording operations with the existing
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indexing systems for Program 'Valves, the Film Library, the News film library, a

Current Affairs item storage area, and (eventually) t e regional film libraries.' We had

learnedathat, under the prevailing circumstaftes, it was frequently cheaper for

producers, to assign camera Crews to shoot "stock'shots" as required than it was to

search the proliferation of separate indexing systens separate locations for existing

material. (The Sews film holdings, for instance, wer catalogued in four ,separate

systems -- according to year and type of material; there was a list by reel of the

Current Affairs holdings, but no index.)

The full-scale system designed by the task force %as .intended to eventually serve

tilt/ full range of information retrieval needs ofthe radio and television production

units. The projected Costs-here recognized to be high, bil\no detailed cost estimating

was attempted in the initial investigation. The "concept phase" recommendations of the

task force were submitted in a 106 pate report in mid June 973. Included were some

proposals for improvements not dependent on the establishmedt of a computerized system.

Later that week the members of the task force 'received a memorandum stating that

divisional management hoped to meet with the group "shortly" to discuss the net stage:

Some months later, a written review of 1972/73' divisional objective achievement

contained the observation that the financial implications of the task force

recommendations were under consideration. The orly apparent action to result from this

study cane, indirectly, during the summer of 1974. A proposal was prepared within TV

News to experiment with the computer based New York Times Data Bank information

retrieval service. Incorporation of the NYT service into the.larger system had been

proposed by the task force over a year earlier. Installation of, the equipment and the

beginning of experimentation with the service took place after the end of the fieldwork

period.

(6) Planning System Assistance and Reviews

The "Planning System" -- the mechanism by which proposed programs and activities

for the next full planning year were selected for feasibility study and, if approved,

were allocated personpel,'budgets, and facilities -- is the subject of a detailed

examination in, Chapter 9. Because this system affected such a large proportion o: the

total activity'of the network management group, the question of its, revision or

improvement vas always, at least cto some extent, open. Intensive scrutiny of the

!-ysten's logic took place in the spring of both 1973 and 1974 -- immediately prior to

the setting of the Planning System timetables for those years. Although a number of

minor alteraiions were made each time, no large scale changes were attempted., '

During the late summer of 1973, I Coordinated the preparation of sets of 1974/7S Network

Program Proposals to be forwarded to the regionil Prpduction Managers for feasibility

study. This provided an opportunity for the close scrutiny of all sectionS of all

accepted proposals.

(7) CRTC Submission Preparation

Involvement in preparations for the CRTC network licence renewal hearing (held in

February 1974) b,gan in July 1973 with work on the preparation of the English Television

written submission ,to the Commission. This, work, Zone primarily by three Feopie,

involved me in tire drafting,of some'sections; in'the editing of others, dnd in the

coordinatidn- of revisions'. The later stases 0 this' work required extensive

consultafpp with the CRC's Ottawa Read Office. f ..4

) .

(8).StStiongelations Department Study

In mid 1;973', a three-member administrative study grdbp was commissioned to review

the ftinctiOnS, organizAtion, and staffing,of the,TV Station Relations department -- the

departm4nt which acted as the operational interface between the English Services

Division,.and the private stations, affiliated with its television network.' My work

114
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concentrated.on the analysis cf reporting lines, functi.on relationships, and the

current and proposed functions of the department. The recommendations, submitted-in

.
October 1973, were implemented as proposed.

(9) Clobal Television Impact Study

In the fall of 19-3 the President asked the division to make an analysis of the

announced programming,. personnel, coverage, and operations plans of the no.ly licensed

Global Television Network, to refine earlier estimates cf the impact on CBC program

audiences and commercial reNenues, and to report"on any other significant developments.

This independent project continuedintermittently(until Global began actual operations

in January 1974.

(10) 'CRTt Hearing !'reparation and Follow-up

As, explained in the Introduction, prepa;...pg for the network licence renewal hearing

was a major Chapter.10 is "devoted to a careful examination of everts prior
to, during, and following the hearing.

As the written submission to the Cori:115510n has being prepared, it became cldar that not
all questions could be'anticipSted and answered in such a document. As various groups

gave public notice of their intention to interveTre in-the proceedings, the possibility
arose that detailed questions about specific issues might be directed to the ESD Vice

President and/or the 14anaging Director of Television. In addition, it was recognized

that there uoulo to reouirements for factual material to be used in prepared statements.

The amount of.research required to investigate just the charges being, made public

by the interVenors was recognized as considerable but, given that the findings would be
of 'value e%en if there. were feu' requirements for specific details during the hearing,

the decision was made to proceed with the work. As preparation of the written

submission neared completion, Don Richardson and I were assigned to these investigations

on a full time basis, were provided with special secretarial and clerical assistance,

and were chartered to request whatever other assistance we required.

he-monitored the growing volume of public comment relating to the licence reneial,

relieued position papers and statements of the CRTC, and added some questions which we

felt were likely to be raised. After condensing the issues raised into 20 general

categories, we began our research. We received widespread assistance in our efforts to

gather the required factual material and draft possible responses. Our inquiries ranged

from "access" to ":0N4" (a proposed children's program), and were finally summarized in

an indexed, 223 page briefing book for divisional and Corporate management. As part of

our look at "regional flow and reflection," we initiated a detailed analysis of the

content of two weeks of network programming -- one week in December,1973, one in January

1974. Some of this data was incorporated into the President's openingipresentation to

the hearing.

Those of us who had been closest to this ; brk participated in'divisional and

corporate reviews. prior to the hearing and were available to assist management

throughout the five days of the hearing. Although the briefing book material was used

in the drafting of two prepared statements, it was not required for responding to

spgcific questions.

(11) HOURGLASS Resources Study

Following the CRTC hearing I was assigned.to conduct a thorough comparative review

7'of the personnel, financial, and physical resources provided for the 6:30-7:30 pm local

evening information programs at the, nine major locations where the CBC owned 'and

Operated local stations. These- integrated packages of news, sports, weather, and

current affairs Material were referred to generically, as "HOURGLASS" programs using

1's
0
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the program title of the original Vancouver model from which the other local programs

were adapted. Although the original assignment focused on the equalization of these

various resource bases, the study was quickly expanded to include a reconsideration of

the "minimum local programming standards" yhich had been set two years earner.

Investigations for this study required site visits to the program units involved -- tn

kancouver, Edmonton, Regina, Winnlpeg, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, Halifax, and St.

John's. Although .resource allocation suggestions were provided' to management as

requested, and changes in the minimum standards were proposed, the scope of the work was

enlarged (a second time) to include a review o£ the definition of the role of these

programs within the overall CBC television service being-provided by these owned and

operated stations. The general report on the role of these HOURGLASS programs and on

approaches to setting objectives for them was submitted at the end of the fieldwork

period. In late October 1974, after returning to Stanford, I traveled to Vancouver for

a national meeting of CBC information program producers and, especially, for a meeting

with the Executive Producers of the HOURGLASS programs and the newly appointed Current

Affairs Area Head at which the findings in the "resources" study were reviewed and

discussed.

(12) Audience Age Profile Study

During the final months of the.fieldwork period I undertook an analysis of one

demographic characteristic of CBC audiences -- age. Although attempts to refine the

specification of program target audience objectives had been made without success; it

was still felt by some producers and executives that there might be an "aging audience"

problem. Changes between 1970 and 1974 in the audience age profile for the CBC's

Toronto station were studied, these profiles were compared with those of other Toronto

stations, and the age characteristics of CBC and CTV network program audiences were

compared. The findings and the manageMent reactions to them are considered in Chapter

14.

(13) Technical Manpower Study

Included among the general observations in a.1971 divisional report on regional

organization was the comment that, relative to Vancouver, Winnipeg and Halifax appeared

to be comparatively overstaffed in the TV Technical area. Although the Winnipeg and

Halifax management groups had been unable to isolate any -excesses, the original

observation had developed a talent for getting repeated. As I was setting out on the

HOURGLASS site visits I was asked to conduct a formal study -- but of the 1974 rather

than the 1971 situation. The study confirmed what was generally suspected: given-the

variations' in the nature and volumes of production, in types of equipment, and in

organizational structures, the staffing levels were fully appropriate. The methodology

of the study was of at least as much interest as its conclusion: it was necessary to

establish a detailed set of measurements for the comparative analysis of the production

loads and :resources at the three regional locations, and to plumb the depths of the

elaborate "establishment control" system required to keep the EBC's staff position

headcount within the limits set by the Government.

(14) Windsor TV Planning Assistance

During 197.4 the CBC began planning for the takeover of its Windsor English

Television network affiliate, CKLW-TV. The takeover had tts origins in a 1970 CRTC

interim licence transfer decision -- which itself followed a 1969 Cabinet directive that

changes he made where necessary to ensure that the ownership of broadcasting

undertakings in Canada by at least 80% Canadian. Planning for the CBC Windsor Operation

was, complicated by theunustial degree to which this Canadian city is influenced by the

preIpce of Detroit immediately across the river which forms the international bounda

with the United States. A set of resources proposals and recommendations, bas on

findings in the HOURGLASS study but taking into account the southwestern Ontario

region i situation, were Prepared for the group planning the,local information
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4
programming servicefor the hindsor operation_The oxerall hindsor plan was approved by

the CRTC in a July 1975 decision.

In addition to the assignments outlined above, certain other short activities

deseTve note here because they enter later discussions.

In March 19-3 the Secretary of the Program Evaluation System lade arrangements for

me to attend a CBC training seminar given by,Dr_ M-FNialik entitled "Information

Design." It touched on the analysis of "information chains" as an approach to

production planning and design, concepts of the audiences for television programs, the

psychophysiological-measurement of viewer responses, trends in the development of

television services "around the horld, nets technological developments, and appropriate

audience research approaches_Apart from direct learning, attendance a; the seminar

provided a good opportunity to assess the attitudes towards training and research of a

hide cross section of CBC management and production personnel.

The CBC released me for a week in February 1973 to assist the National Associltion

of Educational Broadcasters (NAEB) conduct a three-day training institute on

"Identification of community needs and audience measurement" in Washington, D.C. In

return, I received an opportunity to examine closely the audience research and program

evaluation activities of PBS.

In February 1976, NAEB p;ovided travel funding 6 permit participation in a special

meeting of US public broadcasting-ITS7Trchers at the Wingspread Conferencl, Centet near

Racine, hisconsin. From that meeting of 32-specialists emerged a reorganized research

group within NAEB and the .creation of research coordination services for public

broadcasting researchers (NAEB 1975a). The meeting also provided a useful update on

conditions in US public broadcast and an opportunityto compare them with the

Canadian situation.

An opportunity arose during March,1975 to confer with Harry Boyle, then Vice .

Chairman of the CRTC, while he was visiting the San Francisco area. These

"backgrounding" discusions focused on the Commission's general approach to the 1974

licence renewal process and on some of the generalizations which appear in later'

chapters.

During July 1975, a Canada Council research,,travel grant made possible a return to

CBC riglish Television headquarters in--Toronto to confer with those closest'to this

study. The travel grant also provided for a visit to Ottawa to discuss issues which had

emerged in the drafting of this case study report with the Chairman of the CRTC, Pierre

Juneau, and with CBC Head Office officials.

Commissioned wotik from the Aspen Institute Program on Communications and Society in

1975, involving writing and editing for a book onlThe future of US public broadcasting,

provided an opportunity for further comparati alysis of the. financial and general

conditions of Canadian and US public televislon,,---0

At the end of the fieldwork period, contractual -Oonnection with the CBC was

terminated, but I was permitted to retain for dissertation purposes copies of all

documents then in my files. 'Arrangements were also made to forward to me copies of the

CBC's "Daily News SuiThary"-bf press comment and other routine internal reports which T

had been receiving on a regular basis -- so that I would be keptup to date on major new

developments during the dissertation writing period (October 1974 - May 1976).
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Chapter 9

The Managemen Decision Making .Setting

a) THE CORPORATE SITTING

Although the main focus this study is on decision making by the management of

the English Television Servic , as explained in Chapter 5, it is really not possible to
drat, boundaries around a part of the CBC and study that portion' in isolation. Later

parts of this chapter focus n the English Television management group, but it is first
necessary to sketch an outlinp of the overall Corporate setting.

As established by Parli went in the Broadcasting Act, the Canadian Broadcasting

corporation is an indepe ent statutory body created to serve the interests of the

Canadian public. The CBC r ported to Parliament through the Secretary of State, and has

required to submit an annu 1 report to the Minister to be placed before Parliament.

.Ashley and Smalls have oted that the. CBC appears to have been given a'great degree of

statutory independence: ' f all Crown corporations (other then the Canada Council, which

is not an agent of the Cr wn) the one whose board appears to have been given the

greatest degree of st tutory independence is the Canadian.Broadcasting Corporation"

(Ashley f Smalls, p 28). Throughout the study period approximately 80% of the CBC's

funding was provided y Parliament on the basis of recommendations made by the

Government. The Corpora ion's routine financing was arranged with ,Overnment through

the Secretary of Stat Department, the Department of Finance, and the Treasury Board

Secretariat. The CBC's ccounts and financial statements were examined annually by the

Auditor General of CanadM.

Routine parliamentary reviews of,CBC activity were conducted pridarily by the.-

Commons Standing Committees on Broadcasting, Films and Assistance to the Arts, and on

Public Account. As noted earlier, a number of special investigations of broadcasting

and of matters invol4ing broadcasting have also brought the CBC under governmental

scrutiny.

Throughout the period under study the CBC continued-to receive government financial
support on a year by year basis. The impact of-this annual financing approach on the

Corporation's ability to make.long range plans has been the subject of frequent comment.
The arrangement would seem, for instance, to have given the CBC less operating

independence than the BBC, which has operated under a Royal Charter renewed e4ery tten

years, and has been financed by receiving set licence fees rather than annual

Parliamentary appropriations. Less often noted is, the fact that this annual funding

arrangement ties the CBC to the government's Parliamentary Calendar, to its timetable
for Estimates, and to its Fiscal Year. Although advance consultation with the TreaAiry

Board significantly lessened the degree of uncertainty, the process did impose a
definite financial planning timetable on the Corporation. The government' Fiscal Year

ran from 1 April, through 31 March, the Main Estimates were submitted to Parliament in
.mid rebruary, and the CBC's budget submission therefore had to be finalized in early

.January each year.

As explained in Chapter 7, the Broadcasting Act charged the Canadian

Radio-Television Commission with the regulation and supervision of all aspects of the.
Canadian broadcasting system and detailed the powers of the Commission with respect to

the CBC. The routine/dealings between,the CBC and the CRTC consisted largely:of station
licence matters' applications for technical changes in or renewal of existing licences,
and licencesfor nelvistations as radio and television coverage in English'and French was
extended to new parts of the country. The CBC also appeared before the Commission hen
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major policy matters .*.ere under consideration: The most thorough CRTC reviews of the
Corporation's policies and activities ere linked with Jthork licence applications.

Figure 9-1 depicts the primary working relationships between the CBC and elements

of government. In addition to these working relationships, the Corporation s.as involved

in cooperative planning activities with the Department of Communications. The

development of the Northern Broadcasting Plan, for instance, was a joint undertaking by

the Secretary of State,. the Departments of Communications and of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development, the CRTC, and the CBC. The Department of Communications
supervised technical compliance by all broadcasters with the provisions of the Radio
Act, but note that although the CRTC reported through the Minister of Communications,
the CBC reported to Parliament' through the Secretary of State.

Figure 9 -1. PRIMARY WORKING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE CBC AND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
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b) THE CORPORATE STkUCTURL
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The "Corporation," as. legally defined in the Broadcasting Act, consists of the

President and 14 other directors. The President is the chref executive officer of the

corporation,, and pre'sides at meetings of the Corporation (ie- of the Board of

Directors). The Act further specifies that there will be an Executive Vice President,

responsible for "the management of broadcasting operations."

In the reorganization of the Corporation begun in 1968, three main operational

divisions were created: English Services, French Services, and Special Services. Under

this arrangement the domestic operating divisions established their own headquarters --

in Toronto for the English Services Division (ESD), and in Montreal for the French

Services Division (ISO). The domestic divisions operated independent English and French

radio and television networks.

In the Lorporate structure at the end of the case study period the Special Services

Division grouped together Radio Canada International (shortwave and transcription

services), Northern Services, Armed Forces Services, Overseas and Foreign Relations, and
CBC Foreign Offices. Special Services was administered from Ottawa.

Services in the area of the federal capital, on both English and French radio, nd

television stations, were the responsibility of the Ottawa Area which reported dir ly

to Head Office. The, Ottawa Area stations carried p6 and FSD network program sery es

and engaged in network production activities for the language divisions.
7

Control Of "Corporate" affairs and matters common to all divisions was retained in

Ottawa. Figure 9-2 shows the main elements in the Corporate organizational structure as

of mid 1974.

Not shown in Figure 9-2 (or in figures which follow in this chapter) are a series

of management committees which were important parts of organizational structures. The

Joint Management Committee, for instance, brought together .the Executive Vice President,
the Director of Development, and the heads of the English, French, and Special Services

Divisions. This Committee was charged with the development of annual and strategic

corporate plans for review with the President and with the Board, and with the

establishment of corporate management processes. It also had responsibilities for

ensuring the implementation of approved plans, for evaluating results, and for manpower

development throughout the Corporation.

In mid 1973 a Head Office study team was established to examine the Head Office

.organizat.ion and to make recommendations on the role, responsibilities, and Organization

of Head Office, and on the nature of the working relationships both within fad Office
and between it and the operating divisions. Changes resulting from that review'were not
implemented during the fieldwork period and are not reflected here because the basic

organizational structure remained essentially unchanged.

c) THL DIVISIONAL STRUCTURE

The basic ESD and FSD structu es were somewhat similar: the divisions had

respon.sibility for both radio and tel viston services, including both network and local.
station operations. In each case a " media management" split separated most radio from

television operations; matters common to both media (such as Administration) reported at

the divisional level. Figure 9-3 depicts this media management structure within ESD.
(In FSD, "iinfoimaeion" programming for radio and television was combined.)
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F4Ure 9-3. ENGLISH SERVICES DIVISION ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE, 1974
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overlaid on this media management structure was a geographicajly determined
"regional management" structure. Within the regions, management wasaga0 divided into
radio and television components. As'of 1974; the six regions were grouped as
follows: British Columbia, Alberta, the 14.airie Provinces (Saskatchewan and Nhaitoba),
Toronto, the Maritimes (New'BrungWick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Isiand)., and
Newfoundland. figure 9-4 gives an indication of the effective interlocking nature of
the corporaeep'dIvislonal, media, and regi"spal management structures. (In this sectipn,
and throughout this study, "effective' organizational structures and reporting lines are

In most cases this amounts to a simplification of the formal structure; in other,
cases the importance of seth-officlal relatiOnships has been-emphasized.)

The existence of the intetloiked media and-regional structures was an important
characteristic of the overall organizational pattern, especially in ESD. Because of the
concentration of French speaking Canadians in Quebec, regional operations accounted for
J ~mailer proportion of FSD's total activities than was the case with ESD.'

Not depicted hdre are the structural arrangements for ,FSD operations within ESD
regions. or for LSD operations at rp locations. Also not shown heti are divisional
committees such as the Senior Policy Group which brought together the'serlior divisional
and regional managers in a joint policy and plamiing bodyt

4

J1) TUE ENC&ISH TELEVISION STRUCTURE ,t

IR,

After the CBC was divided into divisions by language, and after the divisions had,
c

in turn been divided along media lines, responsibility for "Lnglish Television" cam& to
rest on the Managing Director.6f Television OIDTV). Althqugh cerikiin functions, Such as
Administratnon, Engineering, rinance, and P bliC Relations reported at the' divisional.
level and, did nuts come under the. dire ntrol If the M4kiaging Director of "television,
the MD1V position combined respons4 ti for twotital areas. the creative quality of '
Lnglish -,10.evisiorl, programs, and tl nancial performance of LSD TV. In -any

broadcastitorganization in which they is a budget,, it inevitable that at some

V '
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Figure 9-4. INTERLOCKING MEDIA AND REGIONAL ORGAUIZATIONAL STRUCTURES

English Services Division Television Service, 1974'
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point creative and financial matters come and r joint control. That point in

Ettglish Television was the Managing Director of Te evision. The MDTV's position in
basic English Television organizational structure is shown in Figure 9-5.

the

hithin the group which reported to the MDTV, "creative" responsibilities rested

primarily with the two program director: the Director of Information Programs and the
Director of Entertainment Programs. In addition to program content matters, these

program directors were responsible for the, budget performaii-576F'ffiFfibgraM areas under

their control: Because of their responsibilities for the content of programming

services, the Director of Information PrograMS and. the Director of Entertainment

Programs were amongst the most publicly "visible" figures in the CBC. Althodgh,these

program directors had responsibility for the general performance of regional programs,

their attention was concentrated more on network programming.

The financial responsibilities of the MDTV included not only, budgeting and the
control of expenditures but also ESD TV's commercial revenue performance. This is an
important obIerration in view of the debate about commercial activity influence on the

operation of the programming service: this matter is dealt with at length, in.Chaptpr 11. :

But it is important to notes here, on tfle,one hand, tpat-h2th the program directory and
the Director of TV Sales reported to the MDT, and, on the other hand, that there was a

clear organizational separation ,immediately below the level of the Managing Director.
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Certain responsibilities for 'regional programming were delegated to program Area

Heads, but the basic responsibility for these Programs rested with the regional

Directors of Television. Like the MDIA, the regional Directors of Television had

combined creative and financial responsibilities, including the actual operation of ESD
T1 production facilities and regional commercial revenue performance. Although there

were "ne9aalf" program units, production operations were performed by the various
regions; network distribution operations were handled by the Toronto region.

The National Resources Manager and,,the Chief Financial Analyst were the MDTV's

resources and financial controllers. Neither had a "department" to administer: the
orientation of their work was clearly towards the information and control needs of the

MDT\. Each had responsibilities for both network and regional matters: budgets for
regional television operations were allocated by the MDTV's office. The Chief Financial
Analyst was heavily involved ip the setting of budget p, released the budgets to the

network program areas and to the regions, and was the chief monitor of expenditure and
revenue performance. The work of the National Resources Manager was more oriented

towards planning, especially the planning of additional or upgraded production

facilities and the acquistition of production equipment. Although actual facilities

construction was supervised by Engineering Headquarters (from Montreal), the National
Resources Manager'%as heavily Involved in the budgeting process and in the control of

the English.Television staff "headcount."

The Manager of Program Purchasing was Involved in the acquisition of "procured"

programs, .negotiating on behalf of, the MDTV. Responsibility fat the acquisition of

certain 'classes of progr , was delegated to Program Purchasing, some program

procurement was done by e progrim directors,, and some by Pro-gram Purchasing in

consultation with the MUTII. Most decisions on the procurementof US entertainment

programs for network service were made in an annual "buying" _trip to Hollywood by the
MDTN, the Director of Entertainment Programs, the Manager of Program Purchasing, and one
or two invited advisors (such as a Regional Director).

The Director of TV Network Scheduling worked in conjunction with the Directors of

Information and Entertainment Programs and with the MDTV in the development of the

network grogram schedule. In addition, the actual program-by-program scheduling of the

network aft& satellite operations, by the Supervisor of TV Network Scheduling, fell under

Figure 9-5. ENGLISH TELEVISION ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE, 1974
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his control. ,Under normal circumstances, proposals to preempt regular programming were
formulated by the Director of 11 1ethork Scheduling, based on the recommendations of the

program directors, and were approved by the MDTV.

In addition to bearing netuork, scheduling responsibilities, the Director of TV

Network Scheduling also functioned as an unofficial chief of staff for the MDTV,

Functions involved An this role included the coordinatiod of Planning System activity,

the supervision of special projects, the representation of English Television on certain

Corporate undertakings, and conducting meetings on behalf, of the MDTV. In addition, and

more formally, the Television Station Relations Department (which has ESD TV's

operational link with its affiliated private stations) and the Program Evaluation System
reported to the Director of TV Network Scheduling.

As indicated in Figure 9-5, there was a central English Television "Planning Group"v

consisting of the MDTV, the Directors of Information and Entertainment Programs, the

Director of V. Nethork Scheduling, the National Resources Manager, and the Chief

Financial Analyst. All had extensive prior experience related to their roles within the

group, and those most closely associated with program service content matters had direct

production experience within the CBC: three of them on air, one as a program supervisor.

One member of the group came 'directly from a regional location. One had gained his

experience outside the CBC. the Chief Financial Analyst came to the Planning Group from

a financial position in private industry.

An indication ofthe working relationships within the division is provided by the

physical geography of the organizatio'n. Although most.CBC operations in Montreal hale

been consolidated into one location, in Toronto the Corporation was housed in a large

number of separated locations. ESD divisional management and the offices and staffs of.

the Managing Directors bf Radio and Television were located in one rented office

building, the p:)gram Area Heads, the Director of TV Sales; and the Manager of Program

Purchasing were dispersed at three separate locations, each several blocks distant.

The AL?TV.Planning Group and its immediate support staff were located on a single '

floor afsfhe divisional headquarters location: divisional_management on the sixth and

fifth floors, television management on the fourth. floor, radio on the third, and

divisional support functions on the second. The terms "Planning Group" and the "fourth
'floor" were loosely interchanged: Figure 9-6 shows the organizational structure of the

fourth floor, the principal geographical setting of this case study. Both the

Analyst/Assistapt attached to the Office of the MDTV and the Research Associate (the-

participant observer) were primarily assigned to "project" work for the Planning Group.

Figure 9-6. THE "FOURTH FLOOR" ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE, 1974
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0 PROGRAM DEIELONLN-I

"The 1965 REPORT OF THE COMMITTLL ON BROADCASTING began with a statement .whicri has
been repeated regularly ever since. "The only thing that really matters in broadcasting
is program content; all the rest is housekeeping." (Fowler 1965, p 3) When it is

repeated, this phrase is usuall), used to underscore some argument,about the importance
of the "creative" aspects of broadcasting.

,..,

Creative or artistic endeavours in television fall at some point on a continuum
that stretches from the individual artistic efforts of a painter to the routinized
activity of an automobile dssembly line. "The creative process" is a phrase which must

.be used %len care in speaking of television. It can be taken to apply to the leaps of
imagination in the mind of a producer shaping an individual program, but "the creative
process" an also be understood to apply t6 the systems which produce a flow of
programming.from signon to signoff, seven days a week, fifty -two weeks a year, year
after .e The "process" aspect of artistic and cultural creation in television sets
it apant om the traditional art forms, and has been the, subject ,of a stream of
studio n dis,:assions, and debates on the Management. of television organizatiohs.
Examination of public di,,cussion about' the nature of the creative ,process within CBC
English 'Television is reserved until Chapter 11, but lbasic sketch of, how a program got
oq the CBC television network is useful background for underAanding the role of the
Planning Croup.and the group's working relationship'hith program production units.

,

Figure 91- shows the position of producers %ithin the basic 1974 organizational
structure of LSD '11. Although the division between'"information" and "entertainment"
programs was somewhat arbitrary, few classification problems arose. The boundaries
between program "areas" were, in many instances, similarly arbitrary. As indicated in
Figure 9--, the organizational pattern,varied somewhat from one program area to another:
in some cases Area Heads primarily dealt directly with Producers; in others
responsibilities were delegated to Assistant Area Heads and Executive ProduceKs.
(Further changes in the organization of some program areas were made after completion of
the fieldwork.)' ,

Figure 9-7. THE ORGANIZATIONAL POSITION OF PRODUCERS

English Television Network, 1974
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Depending on the size of the program unit, either an Executive Producer 'or a

Producer may have been in charge. Directly attached to an Executive Producer's program
unit would typically be some combination of producers, producer/directors, 'directors,

associate producers, story editors, program researchers, production assistants, script
assistants, and/or program secretaries. Contracted writing and performing personnel

cane under the control of producers. Film cameramen, film editors,-scenic and graphic
designers, and other support personnel were assigned to program units from service

departments, sometimes on asontining-basis, sometimes according to a daily schedule.

A distinction should be made between tho;e "program ideas" which were suggestions

for the content of individual programs and those which were proposals to produce a
program or series or programs based °rite particular concept. Studies of the generation
of ideas for individual programs conducted in the US and the UK were reviewed in Chapter
2, the interest here is in the ways in which decisions were made to commission the
production,of a program or series for which a concept had been advanced.

Most,-ideas for CBC produced programs originated somewhere in the organizational
span that stretched'from Producers up to the Directofs of Information and Entertainment
Programs. 'Some,-program series ideas came from other areas within the Corporation, Some

from broadcasting professionals outside the CBC, and some came from the public at large.
Any attempted statistical analysis of the sources of program ideas would be frustrated
by the fact that the development of a "notion' fora program into a formal proposal was
an interactive and iterative process -- involving people at all of the organizational
levels shown in Figure 9 -', principally those levels from producers to the two program

'directors. Although they are not shown in Figure 9-7, which depicts the network
structure, the regional Directors of Television and Program Directors also participated
ih the network program development process. Ideas for.programs which originated in the
`regions came together with those from network producers at the Area Head level.

The pattern of development of program concepts differed not only from area to area

but Trom.program to program: Most program ideas originated with producers. some were in
response to public demands for programs to serve specific purposes, some were
suggestions for types of programs not before considered. Some program' ideas originated
at levels above producers: in such cases a search 'would be .made for a producer
interestedin developing the idea more fully.

More prograTrideas were developed in any given year than it was poSsible to

produce. The 'selection of those to be included in the major annual netwOrk production
feasibility study was made by the Area [leads and, in turn, by the program - directors.
.This selection process was also interactive and iterative.

During this selection process', a formal Network Program Proposal document served to
summarize the program idea and the'production requirements. The following excerpts from
the notes which accompany, the forms explain the origin and function of the Network
Program Proposal document:

"Program Proposal" documents are not intended to take the place of full and
free discussion' of potential program ideas. Such discussion is essential, and
should involve a wide variety of people including Producers, Executive Producers,
Area Heads, and the Directors of Entertainment and Information Programs.

.

The basis for these discussions-may well be a written "program idea." The

Amportant point is that the discusgion of program ideas should be a somewhat:
informal process of consultation rather than a legalized ,procedure for gathering
approvals in a specified sequence.

)
»

aor

A Producer is asked to prepare a Program Proposal after the program idea has

been fully discussed and when the Director of Untert6inment or Information Programs
wisheS to have a network program idea further developed or when he wishes to give
it serious consideration in its existing form.

Lea
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iiihilq,there may well be further suggestions or changes, the Program Proposal

'shoild be able to refleCt the results of serious consideration and discussion of

the program idea.

lfter the Proposal has been discussed, amended (if necessary), and accepted by

the Area Head, the Director of Entertainment or information Programs, and the

Managing Director of Television, it is then included in the network feasibility

study to detArmine if the necessary production resources ,can be made available.

Final authority to begin -production comes after the feasibirity study has been

completed.

The Program Proposal outlined two sets of program objectived dealing with the

Program's purpose and its,intended or "target" audience. The main statement of program

purpose answered the questibb, " y should this program be produced and telecast ?" A

,checklist was also provided pr other program purposes: in addition to serving their
,audiences,. some programs were intended to serve as recruiting and development vehicles

for talent, as opportunities to test and develop- program ideas and formats, or td fulfil

,CBC commitments such as providing freeqolitical telecast time.

The target audience was described in terms of: a "general" or "more sharply

defined" audience, the audience age groups for which the program was intended, any

assumptions about specific leels. of education, and any other "special" target audience

characteristics.

The Program Proposal also incorporated a program outline (toncept, format,

content), talent and staff requtirements, a proposed production schedule (pattern and

sequence of - production steps) a production resources request (electronic, film, and
design resources), and a piogram cost estimate (including both direct and indirect

costs).

Although prOgram development and the disCutssion and refinement of ideas set'out in

Program Proposals was -a continuous .prOcess Which continued, at varying levels of
activity, throughout the year, the selectian of 'the bulk af programs to be produced ,for

a telecast year was made in conjunction with the annual cycle of the ,English Television

"Planning System."

f) THE PLANNING SYSTEM

The 1968-1971 reorganization of the CBC was principally intended as a means of

enabling operational decisions to be made "as close as possible-to the action" (to the

production and distribution of,programs) and as a move .from an organization based

primarily on geography to a less complex organization based on l'anguage (although, as

'noted earlier, ,a ogrpahically organized structure is overlaid on the language

divisions). '

At 'the same time the Corporation moved to adopt a plannilig ,and.' budgeting system

similar to that implemented by the federal goVernment. In its 1969-1970 ANNUAL REPORT

the'CBC described this development;
-

An important part ofthe restructuring procss underway in the Corporation is

the development of new means tb assure the best possible,use of money'and people to
pi-educe the best possible Canadian television and radio programs. ),

One of these "housekeeping" measures is the design and implementation of a

computer-based management .information system to improve the basis for

.decision - making throughout the Cdrporation. The information system will compleMent

a ,planning,, programming. and budgeting system (PPBS) which "will involve

Corppration- ide setting of objectives, the definition of activities required to

1 %3
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reach them and a review of the organization needed to accomplish the task....

Some indication of the scope of the projezt may be seen in the fact that,

during the year, over 600 senior .emproy;ees representing a cross section of CBC

occupationt and geographical locations attended, at various times, week -long

seminafs intended to achieve full understanding throughout the Corporation of the
plans for the Management Information System and for PPBS. (CBC 1970b, p 8)

At the risk of oversimplification, it may be useful to note that the PPBS approaCh
was originally developed as an industrial management tool to make it possible to
evaluate proposed budgets against the activities they were designed to support. 'An

'integral part of the approach is the setting of specific objectives to be accomplished
by each activity. This makes possible the evaluation or assessment of performance
against these objectives at intervals during the year and at the end of the budget
period.

Apart from its inherent attractiveness as a management tool within the Corporation,
PPBS permitted the CBC to meet Treasury Board requirements for planned program
budgeting. (In this context "program" refers to,an organized set of activities rather
than to a broadcast.;

The Planning System which, was developed within ESD T1 also served another objective
of the 1968-19'1 reorganization: it was designed to facilitate an increased role for the
regions in program planning and production. Whereas most FSD television production was

carried out in Montreal, English Television production was decentralized into eight
major production centres. kancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal,

Halifax, and St. John's. (in addition to these major production centres, ESD had
responsibility for local operations in smaller centres which, in 1974, included:

Saskatoon, Regina/Moose Jaw, Charlottetown, Moncton, Sydney, Corner Brook, and Goose
Bay.)

The Planning System was used to coordinate the allocation of English Television's
budgeted resoures, both capital and operating, for network, regional, and .local

operations.

Because budgeting was a vital element in the planning process, bec Use" the
Corporation was funded by the federal government on an annual basis,tan because

telecast seasons followed a yearly pattern, the ESD TV Planning System had bee designed
to have an annual cycle. The timetable for the cycle was scheduled backwards from the

budget submission deadlines of the Treasury Borad, Head Office, and the English Services
Division. The timetable was also linked to the dates,ifollowing budget submis5ion, when
English"Television received its budget allocations.

Although the Planning System timetable varied slightly from year to year, and was

subject to revisiOns required by unforeseen circumstances, it is useful to examine a
representative timetable. Figure 9-8 depicts the planning cycle' for the 1974/75

programming year.

- Although program development was a 'continuous process, Program Proposal preparation
tended to be concentrated in the six month period prior to the ubmission deadline

?at the end of June. Note that the June 1973 deadline wa for programs dn the
1974/75 year.

rA

- During July and August the Area Heads and the Directors of Information and

Lntertainment Programs' selected those proposals to _be included in the telecast

schedule. During the period some proposals were ,revised as a result , of

consultations with producers.
During August the progriii directors submitted l "block schedule" for the program's

in their respective areas to the Planning Group, and work began to integrate these
two sets of proposals into a single block scHedule for the network program service.
During September the block schedule was finalized, a projection by quarters of the
productions planned for teleLst was prepared, and these sch&lules, together with
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the correspond-ing Program Proposals were distributed by the Planning Group to the

regional production centres for feasibility study. At about the/ same time the

Planning Group issued a set of "planning parameters" to the locations detailing
program service objectives and budget planning guidelines.

- A detailed feasibility study was conducted at each location to determine whether

thZ production centre had sufficient resources toproduce the network, regional,
and local programming proposed, and to establish the budgets required by the

proposed production load. The feasibility study included the draft scheduling of
the proposed production load into the available facilities and support departments

on a program by program basis. In those cases where the proposed load exceeded the
prdduction capacity of the location, recommendationt-, for revised production plans
or schCeles were prepared and discussed with the producers and managers involved.

Each location prepared a "Planning Book" outlining its program service and
production plans and its proposed budgets.

- During November the Plan'ning Group visited the production_ centres to review the

plans which had been developed and to resolve outstanding problems.
- At the eild of November the regional lanning Book submissions were consolidated

into an English Television plan. This was in turn combined with the radio plan
into a divisional_plan to be submitted to Head Office at the end of the year.

Before leaving Figure 9-8 ft-is useful to note the length of time which elapsed

between the deadline for Program Proposal sailiission and the appearance of the new

programming on the air. The fiscal year was not coincidental with network television

"seasons." Because regular season program series continued past the 31 March close of
the fiscal year, the period from April through June was in part planned as 'a "fifth

quarter" of the preceeding fiscal year ----as a continuation of part of the regular

season production and telecast pattern. Because viewrng -1 -evels drop off dOring summer

months, this period was used for testing new programs and program ideas. But, because
programs developed during the summer season could not be abruptly scheduled into the

production and te-lecast schedule eTOT the immediately following quarter, successful

summer series could not normalrybe included in regular season programming until the

following year. The effective start of the program year, therefore, came<at the
beginning of October. The regular season program year which fell inside the fiscal year
extended to the end of March.

The regular season RrOgram Proposals submitted at the end of June 1973 were

therefore intended to form the backbone of the October 1974 through.March 1975 regular
season schedule -- 15 to 21 months later. ,Although some changes were made much closer
to the start of the program season, the basic outline of the 1974/75 schedule was
established 'before the 197.)/74 regular season began.

The relationship between_the Planning System and the creative development of

program services is both important and complex. The Planning System had both recognized
advantages and disadvantages. Some observers suggested_that the principal advantage was

related to operational efficiency and that the main disadvantage was,related to

inflexibility in program service planning. But, because many other aspects of the

overall planning environment must be taken inte'consideration, detailed discussion is
reserved for later chapters where'it can be linked with the examination of bOth public

issues and observed-conditions.

1r-
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Chapter 10

The 1974 CBC Licence Renewal Process

a) LEVELS OF DIALOGUE

Whit ultimately in Canada became the relatively large public spectacle of the

CRTC's 1974 renewal of the CBC's licences for its networks can, like so much of the
background outlined in the chapters before this, be viewed at- three different levels.

At the lowest level are the legal and procedural requirements of the 1968 Broadcasting
Act and the CRTC regulations made under the authority of that Act. At an intermediate

level are substantive issues -- matters whose handling by the CBC were of concern to the

Commission. And, I suggest, at yet another level were philosophical concerns about the

conditions and directions of human society in general and of Canadian society in

particular.

The record of "the process" at its lowest level is a simple record. The CBC

applied for the renewal of its network licences'.. Following an opportunity for public'
scrutiny of the applications, and a public hearing, the CRTC approved the renewal of the

licences, with conditions.

There is no such record of the philosophical concerns in the minds of those who

took part in the licence renewal process. There, are no position papers on attitudes to

the concept of nationalism or on prevailing perceptions of Canadian identity, More

specifically, there are no precise statements on or about the cultural role of the CBC

within Canadian society. But, as Heather Hudson noted, such concerns were clearly

present:

Hours of testimony at the recent CRTC hearings on CBC network licence renewals
for radio and television focused on the cultural impact of broadcasting and the

role of the CBC in contributing to Canadian culture and identity. "This hearing

isn't about broadcasting; it's about culture," said one observer. (Hudson; p 14)

Inevitably, most of the record of the exchanges Which took place in connection with
the renewal of licences is at the intermediate level. The preparations for the hearings

-- by the CRTC, by the CBC, and by elements of the public -.- were addressed to issues.

The public hearing dealt with issues, as did the licence renewal decision. It is

Important to point out as an observer that, although the substance of the debates is

reflected in the available documentation, much of the spirit which prevailed is missing

from the written record. The substantive issues are considered beginning with the next

4 chapter; this chapter outlines the conditions under'which consideration of those issues

took place. .

b) .THE CRTC POSITION ,

/ .

a.

In mid 1973 the CRTC informed the CBC that, with respect to the network" licence

renewals, the Commission's preoccupations regarding the Corporation were best reflected

in a set of notes prepared for Cabinet in 1971, and that those notes could be taken as a

position paper. Unfortunately for the purposes of this study, the CRTC's notes cannot

be cited here. The request for permission to use the documAt was "regretfully" refused
by the Privy Council Office on 4 September 1975: it was the policy of the.government not ,
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to release, at/that-time, memoranda to Cabinet dated 1971,.

An indication of some of the preoccupations of the dRTC can nevertheles§ be found

in public comments made during the period leading up to the licence renewal hearing.

The general policy directions being pursued by the CRTC in the. 1970-1974 period,

including its CBC Radio One/Radio Two decision, were reviewedin section.7(c). In a

November 197:; interview for MARKETING, the Chairman commented again on the North

American merchandising environment and on the CBC's position relative to other

broadcasting services.

JUNEAU:* Basically w-e recognize you can't impose minority tastes and needs on

the majority of the people. But neither can you, on the other hand, have a system

which is so constantly aiming at more or less thesame majority that you ignore

rather important minorities....

We have one element the Americans don't have to the same extent -- we decided

in 1935 to create the CBC. We also decided to create a regulatory mechanism (the
CRTC) which has been given a somewhat more forceful mandate by Parliament than they

have in the U.S.

But apart from those two factors our broadcasting system is very much a part

of the North American marketing system....

MARKETING: Are you now more favorably inclined toward the idea of a

non-commercial, or less commercial, CBC-TV?

JUNEAU: We have long felt the CBC should phase out advertising on radio. On

the television side, the situation is much more complex. Without getting into

Lareenx Picard's estimate of $80 million or $90 million as a total cost, just the

loss of $45 million in advertising-revenue is pretty big in itself.' I donrt think

he would get very far with the Department of Finance and the Treasury Board if he

asked for $45 million more next year.

Nevertheless, our view has been' reinfqrced that there should be a very

conscious, systematic and vigorous review of advertising policy in the CBC.

Certainly, more and more people question that there is so much re\ mblance

between the policies of the CBC and the policies of the entirely coomIt cial

. operations.

. They ask: "Why, if we've got to pay so much for a public network, have we ,got

to put up also with so much of the same kind of programming?"

That's not entirely fair, ofjcoure, because more and more of the CBC's

programming is different. .But it is still basically within the same commercial

environment....

MARKETING: So you're not'thinking about a completely non-commercial CBC?

JUNEAU.; Not for the forseeable future: ,

MARKETING: Will the review of CBC advertising policy be left entirely to the

CBC or do you expect the CRTC will play a part?

JUNEAU: I have a feeling there is a trend within the CBC in that direction.

IL

Let's face it, there are lots of people, within the CBC and outside.it, who have a

vested interest in keeping the CBC as a strong comme cial vehicle -- people whose

careers would be curtailed if the CBC had a stronger public service orientation.

But at the management level the CBC and the CRTC are certainly not at

lOggerheads on the question.
/ .
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MARKETING: When might this question reach an active discussion stage?

JUNEAU: I expect it will be a very important topic of discussion at the next

licence renewal for the CBC. That hearing will take place early in the New Year.
One has to keep the financial aspects very much i;12 mind. But I think a public

discussion of it is healthy whatever the outcome....

If it turned out the CBC required so much money to improve its service and it

was quite clear that money was not available, then fine -- nothing changes yet. At

least everybody will have a clear understanding of the situation and can stop
talking-about it for another year. (Wilson, pp 18ff)

A 30 January 1974 story in the "Report on Business" section of THE GLOBE AND MAIL
reported that the CRTC was bracing itself for argumentative sessions at the hearing and
that one major controversy expected by the Commission concerned commercials on CBC radio
and television. Juneau was quoted as saying that while the CRTC had "some gendral views
on the question," it would not take a precise position until it heard all of the

. arguments (Globe 1974a).

'c) PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND INTERVENTIONS

In e practical sense, the 1974 hearing originated because the period of the

licences for the operation of CBC networks was coming to a close. Section 17 of the
roadcasting Act limits the period of licences issued, by the CRTC to "terms not

ceeding five years." The CBC licences were due to expire on 31 March 1974.

e public activity pattern of the CRTC focused on the public hearings provided for
by S Non 19of the Act. Subsection (1) requires that "a public hearing shall be held

by the Commission in connection with the issue of a broadcasting licence, other than a
lience to carry on a temporary network operation." Subsection (3) provides that "a

puhtloic hearing shall be held by the Commission,in connection with the renewal of a
brocasting licence unless the Commission is satisfied that such a hearing is not

required." Subsection (3) additionally provides that "a pu is hearing may be held by
the Commission in connection with any other matter in respect which the Commission

deems such a hearing is cleirable:"

The formal licence ,renewal applications were filed by the CBC on 31 October 1973.

As early as three months before that, the date of the hearing on the applications had
been informally set by the CRTC for 14 January 1974.a On November 28 the Commission

issued public notice of its decision "to devote its Public-Hearing commencing February
18, 1974 in Ottawa, Ontario, t consideration of applications for the renewal of C.B.C.

liCences." The hearing schedul d for January 14 wds cancelled (CRTC 1973b).

The Commission's Notice of ublic Hearing included an "information" section similar
to that regularly incorporated i to hearing notices. That section explained that, under
the provisions of the CRTC Rules Procedure, any int rested person could file an

intervention for the purpose of supporting, opposing, of modifying an application (CRTC
1971a, s 13). It also detailed the procedure for filinginterventions, for viewing the

CBC applications, and for obtaining additional information from the Commission (CRTC
1973c, p 14).

Although the customary advertisements giving public Notice of the upcoming hearing

were placed by the CRTC in newspapers across the country and announcements were made on
ICBC stations as required by CRTC regulations, most Canadians first learned of the

licence renewal hearing through informal channels. In particular, media writers used

their newspaper columns to inform the public and,to encourage individuals and groups to

parti4pate in the prOcess. Typical of the factual reports about the hearing was this
mention by Bob Blackburn in his regular Toronto SUN column:

o
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[W]hat the current corporation regime has been doing with Canadian history is

one of the things that helps me find a positive outlook t..her I'm wondering whether

there's any bloOdy justificatioft for having a CBC at all.

There is.

r

If you don 't agree with that conclusion, you have a great chance' to ,do

something about it. Most CBC licences are up,for renewal next spring, and on Feb.

.18 a public hearing of the Canhdian Radio-Tdlevision Commission: will listen to

anybody who doesn't think they should be renewed. Some pretty heavy and

responsible people are making formal interventions, and if you want to say your own

piece, you have an opportunity:. (B1,ackburn 1973a)

In_her Montreal STAR column, Joan Irwin added some personal observations:

The CBC network licences come up for renewal at a public hearing of the

Canadian Radio-Television Commission on Feb. 18, and there isn't a doubt in the

world that the corporation is going to have to defend itself as never before in it

history....

The CBC brass is going to pave to come up with More than pious hopes and vagUe

promises\ih it appears before the CRTC in February. I don't know if the

commission ean find a way to save the CBC from itself, but it looks as if it's

going to have to try. (Irwin 1973)

Some co unnists, including Connie Nicholson of'THE TRAIL DAILY TIM S, initiated '.

their own programs to ensure public input to the hearing:
, .

Now's your chance, the CBC is on the mat. Well don't just sit there -- throw

a brick!

CBC's icence:to operate its English language TV network expires on March 31.

, Before the .1 ence can be reneged the network must get the approval of the Canadian

Radio-Televisi n Commi,ssion.
k

The formal quest for renewal has been made, and copies of the application

are available for he asking. (See addresses listed at the end of this column)....

We have lost so ething valuable, but "e could get-it back if we tried. An

now's the time, while the Canadian Ra 'o- Television Commission is renewing the

CBC's TV licence. If you would rather writ to the Times, or to me personally, I

promise to send all suggestions on to the CR hearings. (Nicholson)

In THE VAlICOUVER SUN, columnist Lisa Hobbs invited readers to participdt in her

"Hobbs CBC Survey" and published letters from readers and responses to questions which

included:_"What does the CBC give yot thdt you could not get on CTV or a' commercial

American network?", "Should CBC hat7e commercials like other stations?", and "Has CBC

fulfilled its parliamentary mandate?" (Hobbs 197,3, 1974a-d)

Much of the attention devoted to hearing preparat ons focused on A Toi:onto based

intervention group, The Committee on Television (COT) An undated press release issued

in late,October 1973 outlined the COT:gnproach:

The Committeeton Television 1- all of.whose memb rs are supporters of public

broadcasting in Canada -- - will appear before t.e Canadian Radio-Television

Commission to intervene. The Committee will argue that a licence renewal [for
English Television] should not.be granted to the CBC in its present form and will

propose that reorganization, of the Corporation.be madd a condition of renewal.

In its brief to the CRTC the'Commi/tee will-challenge the CBC on the quality 4

of its programming. The Committee' expects to conduct research and examine the

1
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evidence for and .against the following hypotheses: (i) that public aTfairs

programming has ,declined in 'quality during the last several.years to the point

where it has become irrelevant to the country; (ii) that CBC draMa has similarly

declined and reached a new level of inconsequepce in the,list few years; (iii) that

the regions of Canada have been seriously i ored on the CBC and as a result CBC

television has presented Canadians with an unb ancea picture of Cianadian life;

(iv) that while great progress has been de in the film .industry in Canada in

recent years almostnone of thishas been r flected on the CBC. Indeed, this

movement has developedn isolation from th CBC; (v) that while a renaissance;has

been enjoyed by'a number of the arts in Can da in the 1970%s -- particularly

theatre awl. literature -- the CBC has reflect little or none of this;. (vi) that

evidence of the CBC's.decline is shown by its diminished international standing as

measured by international prizes; (vii) that the role of the producer as a creative

individual has been seriously undermined' within the CBC.... (COT 1973, p 1)

The COT initiative was very widely reported in newspaper and magazine stories which

included: "Group Protests 'Automatic' CBC License" in THE TORONTO STAR (Adilman), "Big

Same Canadians!lemand &BC Improve or lAse its Licence" in THE GLOBE AND MAIL (Kirby

1974a), "Wanted: New TV ImagTin the Vancouver PROVINCE (Walsh), "Mora Emphasis Urged

on TV Program Content" in WINNIPEG FREE PRESS (Fitzrandolph), and "Group Formed to

Challenge CBC Programming Policy" (Canadian Film Digest). The COT intervention plans

were reported in regular television columns (eg- Hobbs 1973b) and in "The Canadian

" keport" 10 TV GUIDE:
. .!

Knocking the CBC has song been a favorite but frustrating paustrating Canadian .stime.

Answerable 'to the blic only through Parliament, t e Corpgration has seldom felt

4° 'the.need to :iv= is critics the satisfaction of a rtp

"There's no expectation that the CBC will actually lose its license," [COT

member Morris' Wolfe told TV GUIDE. "Our aim is to move the elephant one quarter

of an inch. We're particularly concerned about the lack oftaegional programming.

At the moment there are only 10,CBC-TV shdws coming,aut of7he regi&is -- and many
4

' of those,look as though they were made in,Toronto." (Marshall)

\ Robert Fulford and Wolfe, both COT members, examined the CBC in

l'pvember and December issues of SATURDAY NI HT (edited by Fulford) un

"Incredibly the CBC Gets Worse and Worse" (Fu ford 1973a), "Something.

-Wrong With The CBC" (Wolfe 1973), and "Again, the CBC" (Fulford 1973b).

One of the more nteresting aspects of the COT activity was revealed in a story in

TELENATION, the newsle ter of the Canadian Broadcasting Leagu :

rticles in the

er the headings':

Has Gone Very

Can anyone bel'eve that the CBC is the best of all b oadcasting worlds? If

the answer is "no", 'it is the duty of the consumer to try to chan the CBC.

The Committee on.Television going to try, while ful eal zint.fthe

difficulties' involved. Right now it'has received some fundi a,gf up called

"Memo From Iurnert\ (which is funded by the Dept. of .Health fare and is

seeking further financial support from both ptivate and publi sourc
01

Membership of the Committee will be increaiing. ,It.has the'l.s4Por of the
-,.....

Council of Canadian Filmmakers and the Canadian BroaacastinguMague.. (CBL 1973)
v -,

.

.,
I 0-

My inquiries indicated that "Memo From Turner" was funded byl the federal

government's Department of Health and *Welfare as an "innovative service" 4n- the

"non-medical use of drugs" area. The connection with broadcasting was never made.clear

and,, to my knowledgethe use of federal government departmental funds t, support an

intervention against a Crown 'corporation was never questioned in pub ic. (It was;

however, generally believed within the CBC that, on occasion, the CRTC ad paid the

ttavel costs of intervenors opposing CBC applications.)

t
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A total of 30S interventions amounting tol`by CRTC count, some 3,000; pages *ere
filed with the Cdmmission prior to the hearing. One columtist's review described the
interventions as "a deluge of more than 300 briefs, most of them highly critical of CBC

programs" (Kirby 1974b)" A Canadian Press wire service story reported that-"tHe chief
criticism has been filed in a ",187 page brief by he Committee on Television" and that
"most "criticism came from eastern and western Canada,and the fringe-reception,areas of
the north" (Nelson 1974)% -,

, .. .
'

6 .

. k
.

. 4

. Included in the 30S interventions were detailed - briefs, petitions, 'single page
letters,. and telegrams. 4,mm these the C,47C selected 29 organizations and individuals

... to make presentations at the hearing. .

, ..
-

--$,,,,,,,-.....-......, .1\
...*

The CRTC Rules of Profedure provide an opportunity for an applicant to _reply in ,

writing to interventions. Interventions may be Aled up to IS day<before the
commencement of a hearing; if a written reply is to be made, it must be filed within 10

days of receipt of the'inter1;ention (CRTC 1,971a, ss'lS, 16). In the case of the GBC
hearing, most interventions were filed close to she deadline. Both the CRTC and the CBC
expeiienced logisreal problems in processing and reproducing the "pood" of documents

* in the two week peril immediately preceeding thy hearing. Although some consideration
had'been given to preparing written replies, the volute of intexventiuffs was such that

time permitted only a quick scrutiny of each and the notation of any ..unanticipated

criticisms. No written replies were made to interventions prior to the hearing.

d) CBC PREPARATIONS AND DtVELOPMENTS

`, °

Formal CBC preparations for the hearing\began early in May 1973 with the planning

Of the written submissions to be filed in support of e licence renewal applications.

Head Office undertook preparation of a corporite St tement to support the verbal

pregentation to, be made by the President. The operati divisions were charged with the

preparation of separate briefs on English Television, English Radio, French Television,
.French Radio, and Northern Service. l

', ." ,
,

, The first daft of the English Tele'is on submission consisted,ofsections prepared

, ,,,,
by a large numbef of individuals. The second and supsequent ;drafts were prepared by

,

threa.of us in the "fourth floor"group in consu tenon with divisional and,Corpbrate
management. Heat ffice requests for Changes centr d on ppropriate terminology .for

"local'.programIling and on statements, describing'

ry

?source c ns;raints. "Local" program

;
service is 'not included in the CRC's mandate n the B adcasting Act: the, term

VcommUnity service" was substituted extensively (eg- CBC 73b, p 18), Mares 'tious

consi eration was given to the modificatiob of th,pdescri tion of resource limita, ions w..

in t e section on "Regional Production Resources" To th star ment)that "there is thus _

a p ysiCal limitation on the expansion of the flo of egional information and

ente tainment" wa4,added the phrase "unless new approache can be developed" (p 23). A

ipi r ivalifier wig' added to the last paragraph of the section on "Canadian Content

-and Pr tion Capacity" (p LI).
,

.
, .

Although the '1 eSD Vice President and Gene al Manager had.considered the submission

"our one'opportunity to present a major sta ement on behalf of CBC'television services
.. anTa prospectus of the future," public crutiny of the document was. apparently,

.;,minimal. The main reference to the subm ssion during the hearing°was.the Chairman's

criticism that Sec on 3(b) of the Broadcas ing Act was not mentioned (CRTC 1974a, pp.

`267-8), the critics m was repeated and ext (led in the renewal decision:
. , . ,

\ ,

404 This section, dealing with the ,responsibilsity to "safegaurd, enrich, and

strengthen the cultural, 'political, and economic fabric of Canada,", is Onerally

recognized as ove of the most importliht aipects of the Broadcaking Act. (CRTC

197,4b, p 9) , ' ! 4,
1
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In fact, aT?"sec. ons 3(0 and 3(g),. whia apply exclusively to the CBC, were

reproduced in the subm ssion, and these were includedio explain the organization of the .

document's contents. he had assumed that the applicability Of the other eight sections __.,0,

.of "Broadcasting Poli y for Canada" was unquestioned. We were .similarly surprised by .

Joan Irwin's assum tion about the "apparent" orIgui and intent of a statement in. the

section on."A Ralanc d Service" (CBC 1973b, p 2):

The CBC w s apparently nettled by sope unflattering comparisons between its

prograping a d that of PBS. during a Toronto CRTC hearing earlier this year. .

i
In

:
the nglish-language television brief for the coming,CRTC hearing on CBC

---.-",- licence rer Weis there is this sentence: "The C is a public broadcaster as

opposed to an educational brOadcagter (although m of std programs are
.

"education "). The distinct an is that it programs to mass audience as well as

to speAl. zed` audiences." N ,-'

N.,
So there. (Irwin I974a)

.

----' ,

As explained earlier in section 8(d), our work on thetsubmiSsio wag followed by

scrutiny of public comment, including the interventions, and the preparation of a

briefing book for management. Special discussion papers on "naticTil Amity and national

identity," "balance and fairness," "minority voices,". and "cotimerci0 policy" ,were

commissioned and reviewed. Many of these investigations turned out too be exercises. We

-attempted, for instance, to assess the validity of the COT charge that ,"evidence of the

CBC's decline is shown by, its diminished international standing as measured by

international, prizes" (COT 1973,p 1). The charge had been repeated in SATURDAY RIGHT:

"Internationally, the CBC doesn't exist. CBC shows are almost never broadcast anywEere

elge in, the world. They nkost.never win international prizes"'ffultord 14973a). It

turned out that international sizes were less,than an accurate indicator of 'program

quality. For some years the CBC had entered many competition4 in an attempt to'use the
prizes and exposure to boost foreign sales of programs but, when it was found that sales
were not significantly influenced by success,in competitions, this activity was scaled

.

back to reduce costs. Even so, we found both awards and sales increasing: two .'

Iinternational awards in 1970, four in 1971, five in 1972, and eight in 1973; 41 program ,*\

ales in 1970/71, 65 in 4971/72, and _469 in 1972/73. Whenthe COT intervention was .

sled, the only mention of awards or foreign sales was a single sentence Ne wonder if
,

. evidence of this decline [in the quality of programing] isn't shown by the CBC's'
diminished international standing. as measured by international prizes" (COT 1974, p $1). ..

, .

These background investigations were undertaken primarily to hiplp prepare ,ESD to

answer specific quegtions about English Television at the hearing. By mid October 1973

' it had been established that the President and Executive Vice President would be

quesLioned on corporate matters and that the divisions would be questioned separately.
In ffra end, however, the divisions were not questioned in detail and the senior- English
Television officer, the Managing Director of Television, was not questioned at all.

During January and early February 1974 there were a number of developments atl the

corporate level that were widely interpreted as being part of CBC pfeparations_forlthe

hearing. One series of developments.conssted of Cabinet approval of changes rn the

;method of CBC fir4ncing to become effective in the 1975/75 year. These changes

included; provision of funds for capitel.e4enditures on a "payment vote" rather than a

"loan vote" basis, with the treatment of accumulated past xapitardebt (on which the CBC

paid interest to the government) to be deCided on at a later date;.provision fop to
$5 million of capital funds, to be -carried over *to the following year for delayed,,

projects; and provision .for,up to 1.5% of total opQrating funds VI be carried over to

the following year. !

In the week immediately preceding the hearing, the Secretary of State, Hugh

Fau4ner, announced a Cabinet decision to provide a $50 million,grant for the CBC
Accelerated Coverage Plan '(ACP) to extondradid and television services to more than 300

Isolated communities -- to "800,000 to900,000 Canadians who are inadequately served by

133
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the broadcasting systems" (Globe 1974b). ACP had been devised as a special development
program to separate t14 financial requirements For coverage extensT;r7noTth
operations. Throughout the development of ACP, the CRTC supported the plan in
discussions kith government -- in accordance with its April 1971 public announcement on

"BroadCSting. Services to More Remote Areas" (CRTC 1971e). Faulkner described the
approved plan as enabling the CBC to double its rate of extension. "With its

_distribution network virtually complete, the corporation can now turn its attention more
fully to creative programing" (Brqadcaster'1974). Jack Miller observed: "The allies,
lining up to defend the CBC go right into the federal cabinet.... Faulkner was saying
don'tblame the CBC if it's been slOw in extending its networks to the last two per cent
or so- of the population who are still waiting. ,Some people were ready to blame it ,

loudly" (Miller 1974a).

the one development, nose closely affecting English Television. was President

Picard's 23 January 1974 announcement of the appointment of Don MacPherson to sticceed-:'
Eugene Hallman as lice President and General Manager of Esp. and.of Denis Harvey as IESD,

,Deputy Assistant General Manager. <Comments on the appointments varied: SeIme sat.

Hallman; as the lictim of pressureS- to make changes prior to the hearing. ,Blaik Kirby
hrote.

Gene Hallman has.been the boss of the CBC English networks for 5 1/2 years_and:
the head of programming for eight years before that. Whatever the CBC is, it is

largely what he has made it.... Essentially, he has rebuilt the radio and TV

networks. lie has managed to make the CBC so efficient in its use of its inadequate
facilities that they now produce a great deal more than they were designed fqr....

(Kirby 1974c)

Others were more critical. Jack Miller saw the move as an admission that "things

aren't what they should be, or even what they used to be" (Miller 1974b),. Ian MacDonald

sal, the move as resulting from controversial management exercise of editorial control in

an anthology drama series (MacDonald 1974a), but editorials (eg- Journal 1974a) and

other reports saw the management change as less .than coincidental. Joan Irwin

commented: "Something.had to be done tihow anew direction and sense of purpose in the
SD and this is it" (Imin1974b).' The new appointments, though announced in the latter
art of January, did not become effective until after the public hearing. 1,4.-

THE 141111,IC HEARING;

Atmosp ere

The physical setting for the public hearing was described in -the Lntroduction, but

of .greater importance to an understanding of the proceedings is an appreciation of the
prevailing atmosphere -- an atmosphere of confrontation. At the time othe hearing it

was difficult to nderstand just how or why this,,climate had started ;o develop.' This

remains the case, a though it is possible to identify some of the factors which

contribute& to the eeling of impending conflict.

.

Within thee CBC here was considerable uneasiness about the Commissign's, attitude

intentions. Some of this uneasiness stemmed from past experiences: the frustrations

of the 1970 hearihg and a personal clash between the Chairman and the ESD Assistant
General Manager at that hearing, the CRTC's rejection of the Radio One/Radio Two plan

and the tone 'sof that decision, and the Commission's denial of the CBC applkation for

use of VHF Chandel 0 in lower British Cdlumbia and a clash between the Chairman and the

regional Director of Television'at', the 1971' hearing held in connection with that

application. Prior to the hearing, both the CBC and CRTC seemed to have perceived each
other as having already taken Opposing positions on the issue of commercial activity in

television. A pre-bearidg Commission request for financial data on the purchasing.of US

13d
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entertainment programs seemed to indicatetfurther concern about the relationship between
,commerOal activities and "mass audience"'programming.

A further CRTC infomation request asked,.for all CBC stations producing programs,

the amount of coney to'be spent annualyfor talent on local programming and hour much of
this money was to be spent on persons other than regular station staff. Members of the

CRTC staff conducted a series of visits to CBC locations across the country, .but there

2N
was no consultation, with English Television management. Some regional managers were

, puzzled by these visits, the internal reports from locatiots included these comments:
N,,:,

, ,
. ..

\\
. >There was really ?lathing of 'any great ,conse4uenee discussed, and -I was

A
. hdnestly _Left 'wondering afterwards as to the real purpose of hil , visit, subtle or ..

a .
$

other,s,r ,st: One point AdscuSSed was our regional (local) contributions to the-

,. network, And,I was quick tp add to his list made up solely-cif [one program series]
that we are frequent contributors in virtuallyevery type of program, i.e. Sports,

krts & Sciences, MAN ALIVt,' THIS LAND, WEEKEND, MARKETPLACE, etc.etc. He .,.

*, expressed pleasurable gutprise that i.e Were as heavily involved in this type of
programming *which so frequently shous,up as presumably Toronto productions....

I hal,e no idea.what he thought of the quality of our programming since he had

not seen any of it up until the time talked with him....
,sue

A 27 Januah,'197.1.appearance by Pierre Juneau on Montreal radio stationCJAD's open
fiteshow attracted CBC attention. Included in the CRTC Chairman's cofiffients were

observation° about CBC Canadian` content levels, and scheduling conflicts betr en CBC and

CTV:

I think-CBC, in all its progrIns, is doing a, pit better than 60%- Canadian

.programming. In variety and drama, a majority is American. We have brought the

-total up to 604 ,.and are quite,proud of that....

We at CRTC believe we should'not dictate to stations on when they should

schedule their programs. CBC puts an'information program against, CTV's, which may
not be right...., CTV selected the 10 pm Sunday spot much before CBC did.

. 40
At the time the comments were made, the netwOrk,Canadian content level was actually

72.1*.,. The level for the complete 1972/73 year had already been 14ep9rted as 68.44.

Given that increasing Canadian 'content had been a.top'CBC priority, CBC managers were
disappointed at what they considered to be the Chairman' understatement of their

accomplishments: The scheduling comments both revived an Id debate and reinforced a

CBC percepfiOn of the CRTC as being more appreciative of CTS' oblemS and achievementS
than of CBC conditions. ,The 10 pm Sunday scheduling issue was fifst raised ih 1966 when
CD. launched its current affairs,pagazine program, W5. The BC had scheduled.current
affairs.programs,at 1.0'pm Sunday beginning in 1961, when CLOSE- p was moved fromquesday

to Sunday night. The-pattern of scheduling was as follows: CLOSE-UP (10-10:30. pal)',. 1

OctOber, 1961 through. .25 August 1963; HORIZON (10-11 pm), 13 October 1963 through 30
August 1964;. THIS HOUR HAS gVEN DAYS (10-11 pm), 4-October 1964 ihrOugh 8'May, 1966.
'SUNDAY, the 1966/6' replacedient for SEVEN DAYS, wasnounced.on 10 August 1966, but the

prOgrua did not go on air until 6'N'ovemberWS began irn the 10-11 pm Sund y period on
11 September 1966, but was moved to the 9-10 pm slot during its second season, on 28

3anuary,1968. Given this pattern, ithad never been clear to the CBC that selected

the 10 pm Sdnday'' spot much before CBC did," and in 1974, the basis for Juneau's

comments was still not under'stood',

A series of minor incidents, contributed to,the expectation of confrontation. Each

.in itself was not that significant, but.to those inside,the CBC' there appeared to be a

pattern. An interview with a program director, ostensibly to' form the basis' for a

student essay, turned out to have been conducted for The Committee oh Television

intervention grOup. A columnist reported on the formation of another intervention group
which "at this stage wishes to remain anobirmous" (Hobbs 1973b).

4
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..Tbe volume ana tone of both the opposing interventions and pre-hearing press

attention contributed, to a sense of impending attack within the CBC. The t:07

,interventgioh,'for instance, included these passages:

'

.4ut?''t
112Z

Supporters of public broadcasting- in this country have reason, .... 'to feel

betrayed by the melange of rrilialit;',,inconsequence.and bureaucraticIparalysis
which has now become the hallmarl,of public broadcasting on *our English-language

television network. (COT 1974, p 2).1
--

Has the management of. the CBC now becomethe Senate of Canadian bro stine
Would this pride of "foggy bottoms." not serve us better by a judi '= s system of

early retirement? .(p 11)

The CBC English-language network has become a sea of mediocrity', dotted only

by a few dittinguished programs. Canadian taxpayers and citizens are being

shortchanged-- The true, if,unwitting, enemiet- of public broadcasting are iiLir at

its helm. Those within the CBC who perceiye the situation are hopeless to change
it; the rest have:yet to acknowledge the iMpasse. '(pp 1Z-3)

There is an . illusXon Of change, Pro dUced. by job switching. within the

Corporation. , The game of Tioving -desks and titles around is played with

undiminished, vigobr, particularly within' the executive ranks. :(p 97)

he have described in :this brief a

resulting from a paralyzed bureaucracy....
to threaten the future of ttie CBC and 'of

position ,is td be saved it' must be

reorganized., (p'133)

grossly inadequate programme service
This situation, we argue, is so grave as
'public broadcasting in Canada. Our

reformed, and to be reformed it must be

Appendix III 4of the COT brief listed 63 artists, authors, academics, and community

leaders who had read and endorsed the submission's-Introduction and Recommendations.'

Among those associating themselves with the. COT brief were fifteen writers and

journalists (including 'Mariaret'Atwood, June Caliwood, Hugh MacLennan,
and Farley Mohatc,,thirfeen broadcasters and filmmakers (incluOng Christopher; apman,

ILsa. Franklin, Douglas Letterman, ,and Peter Pearson), eighteen academics, (in ing

Donald Creighton , George Grqnt, Pauline Jewett, Marshall Metuhan,.and, Hugo "McPherson

and two Members of.Parliament. (Edward Dadbent and DavidtcDOnal

N. .
,i-

. .

It shoul.d be pointed oit that the growth of the atmosphere of confront2tion was not

entirely apart from CBC action. A COT researcher was $refused access_ to the CBC

Reference Library .in Toronto, while some- people within the CBC were atteMpting,tothave

that decision changed, the sam individual retuiied and used the Reference library*- (on

the legitimate pretext of resea hing for a. magazine article. ,A,public address made in

late January ,1974' by a CBC rogram director was described as having "lashed out at

critics who say.that ace CBC is inated by American programming, that it i$ falling

behind the oppepit4on in qurrent fairs programmivg.and that it is not measuring up to

foreigh netwqrks." Ille!prograM dir tor said that misinformed' attacks' on the CBC made

him "damn.angry,and resentful;" part because: ', :N...;_
.

..: , -
, . k ,

There is need far improvemenf.and, Changes im,public broadcasting .in this

country, but for: heaven's sake we need the needles put in the right place by

critics whose credibility{ ig riot destroyed by gross inaccuracies. (Sun)"
,

r ' .

Im at least two cases routine requests for informatiOn were regarded with
. ,

unnecessary suspicion% The CRTC requested an aircheciir '(ancqo portion) of English'

Television Network'programming in the period 9:30 to 11 :00 pm for 18 December, 1973. It

.turned, out that the ,programs (FRONT PAGE CHALLENGE,.UP CANADA!, and SOME HONOURABLE'

MhMBhRS) had been exceptionally inforiilatIve and intere&tirig, although this had not been

indicated in the CRTC request. A request from GLOBE Affil) MAIL columnist Blaik.K.irby for

statistics on production voluMes in Toronto and other regional centres was initially

'

1
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Figure 10-1. ORDER OF APPEARANCE, 1974 CRTC +WA ON 413C NETWORK LICENCE
.

RENEWALS, Ottawa; 18-22 Febrory 1974

' .

Items

'Transcript
Pages

MONDAY, 18 FEBRUARY ,

1-5
5-119

..-

120-145

. .

146-157

158-274

Morning Opening comments - CRTC Chairman Pierre Juneau .
. ,,-

Presentation - CBC President Laurent Picard ,

Afternoon Statement - CBC French ServicesZivision Vice President apd
__General Manager, Raymond David '*--- .

,Statement -.CBC English Services Division Assistant Gerieral

Manager, Marcell ro ,...

CogAission question nq of - Picard, David, Mroun, apd CBC
3Executive Vice' P sident, Lister Sinclair' . -- :

TUESDAY, 19 FEBRUARY . ,
.

.

'276-316
'317-335

336-386
388-409

410-435
436-469
470-480

481-511

512-566
567-607

Morning' Interventions and related questioning
.4

1. Ministers Responsible for Communications in the Maritime
Provinces

2. Council of the Northwest Territories ei
3. Canadian Broadcasting League

Afternoon 4. Pierre Berton ..

0 5. National Assocfation Of Broadcast Employees and
.

.'
Technicians,(NABET).

6. Mary Van Stolk
7. Writers' Union of Canada ; .

8.'Association of Canadian Advertisers / The Institute of
Canadian Advertising -

Evening _9. Association of Canadian Television and Radio Artists
(ACTRA) .

10. Union des Artistes

WEDNESDA/, 20 FEBRUARY . .

[sic]
994-1059

1060-1098
1099-1157

119 7272

,..

1273-1310
1311-1333

Morning 11. Association of Television Producers and'Directors
(Toronto) ,

12. Ukranian Canadian ommittee. ' :
,

13. Canadian Union of eubliC,Employees

Afternoon 14. Association Profesionnelle deS Journaliltes de
" L'Outapuais; . ,' - - ' '41158-1198

,.-

,

15. Committee on TelevisiOn (COT) j .

.

"s
, . 16. Committeefor Original Peoples' Entitlement / Indian
.. Brotherhood of the NorthWest Territories / Metis and

- NonIstatus Association of-the NorthWest Territories-/
.--

',----,_ Inuit Tapirisat of Canada -
.

. cil of. Canadian Filmmakers / Soci of Filmmakers

THURSDAY.21 FEBRUA8Y .
,

.

'' [sic]

608-682
683-711 -:

712-725
724-759
762-806 .

807-822

823-848
-849881
882-898

.

849-933'

'924-455
'95'6-993

Co 'tMorniiig , 1'8. Britikh Tibia mmi tee on the CBC'
4

. 19. Woben 'tor Political Action '.

20. Cdnsume'rs' Association of Canada ' .

21. Marcelle Racine and Pierre Gavreau .-

Afternoon 22. Association des Realisateurs'
23. CBC Radio Network Advisory tommittee . .

-24, Association canadienne-francliS'e de l'Ontariq / Comite-

. action de Sudbury'
25. Private Affiliates Committee of`CBC,'Networks (TV)

Evening 26. The town of Shaunavon (Saskatchewan) , ' ,

. 27. Canadian Polish Congress / Ukraniafi Canadian CoMMittee /
. dderation of Italian C diahs

' 28. W.H.'(Bill) Neville' f .. ,

29. Canadian Labour Congress '
,

,FRiDAY, 22 FEBRUARY Iticl
1335-1360
136114473',

Morning CBC Reply to interventidns.- Icard, Sinclair
. .,

, ,
Commission questioning - Picard, Sinclair, David, & Morli.o,
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ought to be related to charges that the at was excess ely Toronto oriented. The'

information was actually intended and used for a feature Pry on the 'inadequacy of CBC

facilities in Toronto (Kirby 1974d).

Presentations and Qdeltioning

The order of appearance for the public hearing is summ ed in Figure 10-1. Page

numbers in the official 'transcript (CRTC 1974a) seen included in the figure for

reference convenience and as an indication of the time-devoted to each item. A summary

of the presentations and interventions is included' in the CRTC's renewal decision

document (CRTCJ97,4b, prt 2, pp 19-145). Excerpts from the transcript and the decision,

reused extensively beginning in Chapter 11.

Public AssessmeniL

Media coverage of the hearing was extensive. The first series of press reports

dealt vdth the CBC's opening presentation. THE GLOBE AND MAIL repotted:

CBC Presidentelaurent Picard yesterday tried tdishatter the dull image of the

BC and blast its critics as losers, all in one passionate speech lasting close to

hours.... He spoke extemporaneously, in a quick, voluble and intensely

info manner. His message: The times are changing, and so must the,network,--

but the BC.is efficient, up to date, and needs only more money to be great.- One

oodcas,terd no ,previous CBC President would have been capable of such a
N,

ti tly brgani d, widkirangiag grasp of the philosophy, needs and, future of

broadcdting.... Picard made an obviously determined effort to change the

'L BC's image as an overstaffed, stuffily infoimative outfit producing programs that

are no un to watch. He said much of the criticism of the CBC can be attributed to

the fact at people demand far more than can reasonably be expected, given the,
CBC's budget, inadequate facilities and the signal distribution problems posed by

the vastness of the country.... In a direct attack on the,Committee on Television,

a Toronto group that is to appear before the CRTC to criticize the CBC tomorrow,,

Mr. Picard said many "BC critics were harking back to outdated 'confrontation'

, programs of the 1960..!. He compared CBC program service to that in Japan. The

station in Osaka, 'which served a population of 30 'million, had less lodal

programming than the CBC station in Corner Brook, Nfld.... (Kirby, I974e)

Reports in the Montreal GAZETTE (MacDonald i974b), the Toronto SUN' (Blackburn

1974a), the Ottawa CITIZEN (Penn 1974a), and THE TORONTO STAR (Miller 1974c) commented

in similar fashion on Picardls presentation.
c

As it began its coverage of the intuvention resentations, the 'press noted the

atmosphere of confrontation. THE TORONTO STAR rep ted:

The prospect of a battle for coal*
between the CBC's executive and the Cana

loomed yesterday:

of the nadian Broadcasting Corporation,
an Radio elevision toMmission (CRTC), 'Ns,

The potential confrontation emerged when'chairman of the CRTC, Pierre Juneau,

'upheld the right of the federal government commission to impose conditioes,on the

renewal of CBC radio and television broadcasting license;....

Picard was angered yesterday [Tuesday, 19 February] by the way a number of

complaints were handled. When communications ministers from Nova Scotia, New

Brunswick and Prince Edward Island spoke of poor coverage, they got sympathy from

commission member Armand Cornier (sic], who said he,had been urging tBC television

1.43
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servce for northern Neu Brunswick ,for six years and had got '!nothing but

promises."

Picard said that the CBC twice has presented plans to the CRTC to cover new

areas in the Maritimes, and each time the commission has rejected Wen.

After Bryan Pearson, member of the Council of the.Northwest Territories from

Frobisher Bay, spoke. of ,poor service in much of the territories, Picard said
privately that the CBC had presented a complete plan fOr far-North radio and TV,
coverage last summer to A select federal government committee, but it had been
stalled in the committee ever since. The CRTC is onp of the committee's members.
(Tor Star 1974a1

As the hearing of the interventions came tp an 6hT the Montreal GAZETTE wondere 'd

in an editorial "whether the CBC can, instead, of bristling or sulking', respond

straightforuardly and in in accomodating loy to the criticism for which. the CRTC is

currently providing athearing" (Gazette' 1974). Reaction to the'CBC "reply" on the final
day of the hearing was mixed, RepoiX's'in the Ottawa CITIZEN and the Toronto SUN were

14

What pleased the nabobs ST the People's network', as much as anything else, we
the publicity that accrued from the hearings,. Apart from the Corporation's puffery
of itself, there were manyflattering.references frorrimembers-oF the commission --

one -member going so fax as to say that people in his part of the countrywere 100
per centisatisfied with CBC programming.... (Lynch)

Despite the CommiS'sion's encouragement lo reply at leifiFETthe CBC dismissed it all

in about 20 minutes of pidus platitudes. The Commission questioned President

Picard and ...his top biTKS for',four more hours, getting.sCant and superficial

answers, befoA giving up.... (Blackburn 1974b) .

In contrast, columnists Kirbyan'd Miller noted "understanding" and a new "peace";

Joan Irwin perceived a Strengthening of the CBC position; .hey-wrote:

On the final day of the hearing, instead of pinning the CBC down with tough

questions or demanding improvements, the CRTC expressed understanding and sympathy.

The commission's attitude. made, it seem highly unlikely that critics of'the CBC
would get that they want -- specific conditions attached to its licence, requiring

improvements in prOgramming. CRTC members were, bot.'eyertalking about

"guidelines"-,for the CBC.... Despite the fact that the CBC was unable to promise

anything specific in the way of improvements in either programs pr facilities, the
producers [who were presentat the hearing] said their morale had been noticeably

raised by .Picard's, energy, enthusiasm, and his professed dedication to better

programs as the CBC's top priority. 'Die Treasury Board may determine whether-that
morale can remain high. (Kirby 1974f)

V"

The significant points from the marathpn session,,then,.were these: - The CBC

And CRTC came to terms with each other's problems ant wound up at peace; - There

were some implications of -points _the CRTC "will be taking up with private

broadcasters; - Picard, the CBC president, 'was the. hit of the show.-... He gave a

huge lift to most co£ the CBC staffers in the room, who went away feeling they had a
leader they could warm to, and that they had some hOpe for a brightening CBC

horizon, after a lot of grey years. (Miller 1974d)

As Picard dealt with every question bead on, not as a Harvard Business School

star ,lUmnus but as a confident, committed Canadians a feeling of hope became

almost palpable in the hearing room.... The CBC is in a Far more solid position

now than it was at the end of its last licence renbwaI' hearing. The CRTC will

probably want to make a statement on its expectations of the public broadcasting

service kluring the next four or five years, perhaps as a preamble to the licence

\\renewals. We won't have to wit long because the licences expire on March 31.

(Irwin 1974c) .

A
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f) THE LICENCE RENEAL DECISION

1

The CRTC detision_ was released in Ottawa at 10 pm on ay, 34 March 1974 -- a ---
half hour before the IiienceS began, in Newfoundland, t expire at midnight loc5,1.time:

Ian MacDonald noted. "A week-end announcement is unpre ented'in the regulatory agency's

six-year history. Chairman Pierre Juneau has called a news conference for Monday

corning, which suggests that the announcement is of a significant, not routine nature"

(MacDonald 1974c). The CRTC decision document, RADIO FREQUENCIES ARE PUBLIC PROPERTY,

consisted of a 92 page decision and a 14S page report on the public hearing. In

addition to attaching conditions to licence the decision "strongly recommended" a

series of further changes. Both the ontents dnd the tone-of the decision came as a
complete surprise to almost everyone o irde the Commisstnn. Attached to the-television

network licences were the following proposed" conditions:

%AZ

131

(a).Commencing October .r17 5, the licensee shall not, during any clock hour,

_oadcast programmin containing advertising material the aggregate duration of
which exceeds 8 mi es.

Oct..er 1, 19'6, and on each anniversary thereafter during the term,

of this li nce, the aggregate, amount of programming containing advertising
material in each clock hour throughout the. following year shall be reduced by I

minute....

(b) Commencing-October 1, 1976,*an average of 50% of-the-,programs broadcast the

licensee between the hours of 8:00 _and 9:00.p.m. in each four week period
commencing October 1 and terminating June 30 in each year, shall be Canadian in

Cintent and shall be broadcast as ,part of the, lipenseets reserve time

requirement. , _

(c) Commencing January 1, 1975 the-licensee shall not broadcast commercial messages

in programs dj:Mcted specifically to childr,a.... (CRTC. 1974b, pp 77-8)

Also includett-in the decision were the following observations and "recommendations":

"Mass Medium or Public Service?":

The CBC must not consider its audience as an agglomeration of 20 million more

or .less accessible revenue-producing customers, but rather as an active community
of people, with real and varying communication needs.. (CRTC 1974b, p'11)

*'

The Commission has noticed on the pail of the Corporation a diffidence in

drawing out the full significance of its fundamental purpose as expressed in the

Broadcastihg Act. This diffidence and absence of elaboration can only%lead, and in
the opinidn of the _Commission has led over. the years, to a7 lack 'of purpose,

determination and vigour in implementing the objectiyes established by Parliament

for the national bfoadcasting service. (p 18)

There is no justification, except the constraints of advertising and the

imperatives of mass concepts, for the exaggerated' predominance of American
entertainment programs oh the English-language television service during prime time
hours and the relative absenCe of the best programs fromcthe,,,rest of the world., (p

19)

"The CBC's Expression'of Canada":

The CBC has recognized that there has beenra failure to show effectively what

each part of thesountry has to offer and to listen to what people in each part of

the 'country have to say. There has been.a lack of feeling and impfination in

sensing the needy of Canadians throughout the country -- na.just those living in
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the tho_main broadcasting centres of Canada -- to express their views and emotions

to the whore country and, if possible, to the rest of the world: (p 22)

An exaggerated concern with the American way of doing things seems to have

inhibited the English television network and sapped its confidence in theability
of Canadian talent to provide programs which would fully achieve the objectives of

Canadian broadcasting. (p 27)

It is not unfair to say that of all [the), regular, estab shed regional'

network productions, only one can be said to exploit the elemen of the physical

and social life and the particular characteristics of the region in which 'it is

prdduced. (p

"The Commercial Context

.
/ The C obiliiS:about twenty per cent of its total operating budget from

comherci sales, but there is growing concern that this source of revenue exerts a

dispro rtionate/pressure on the programming policy of the CBC. "(p 36).

As long as television is in a.commercial, mass-marketing strait-jacket, therp//7

Is little long term hope that it will become freer of the violence, cheap sensation

and facile treatment of serious human questions that so easily attfact audiences in

such an environment.... (p 39)

`N "The Public's Right To Be Informed":'

The/Commissionconsiders that far greater attention must 'be paid to those

standards of professional broadcast journalism, including the rules of debate, the

right to reply, and the requirement of evidence in support of assertion, which

alone can ensure the public's equally vital freedom to receive accurate information

and informed commentary on all sides of important questions of public concern.'
Prejudice, shallow, ill-informed oiAnions and irresponsible comment have. no_ place

on theliation's most powerful public platform. (p 51)

"An Open; Responsive Public Service":

There is no doubt the C ave difficulty fulfiling the broad public

mandate 1.114J1004-- arliament if it allows itself'to become inward-looking and

'ti defensive, or if it is insensitive to the society around it. (p 53)

It is obvious to the,Commission that the CBC must be more receptive to all

ideas and proposals, and that it must not discourage creative effort by

:insensitivity or bureaucratic indifference. (p 60)

4

'Financial Support of the 4B(:'.:

As long as the CBC is inhibited in its ability to interpret this country by

ibeing so entangled in mass marketing strategies and,^so much influenced by

multinational merchandising strategies:if will be unable to contribute adequately

to the objective it shares with, the private sector -- "to safeguard; enrich and
strengthen the cultural, political, social and economic fabric of Canada" -- and it

is futile to expect the private sector to adhere to this goal alone or in a vacuum.

Yo

Obviously', this cannot be achieved without additional funds. It goes without

saying's that the Cost of operation, like that of any large organization, can be

reduced. Everyone has "horror" stories about real., or imagined CBC

extravagancesf...,---But cost efficiency is not the only or most important point.

The CBC needs, snnificant, enthusiastic and tangible public support to increase,

production, to improve the, quality of programs and to extend and improve the

facilities required to provide a better service to all Canadians. (pp 74-5)

14.3 4
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Within the CBC, reaction to the decision was a mixture of shock, disappointment,

and anger. Analysis of the decision began within English Television immediately. The

first areas of concern- were those affected by the proposed licence conditions:

.commercial rexenoe, prime time scheduling, and.childreff's program advertising. The CBC

positions on these and other matters raise in the decision are reviewed in Chapter 11.

Public reaction to the decision,was extensive and varied widely: 'some perceived

the 'CRTC as "just doing its job," but others were severely critical. Those who

supported the CRTC's approach seemed to-tee the decision as speaking as much to the

Government, Parliament, and the people of Canada as to the CBC:

Blackburn, in the Toronto SUN

All The foofaraw this week is about the CRTC's opinion that the -CBC hasn't

been doings its job as well as it might. It's the CRTC's responsibility under the

law of this land to see to it that the CBC does its job. -The CBC,according to the
.CRTC, has not been doing- it, and damn well better start.

It's showdown time. The CRTC has not told the CBC anything as significant as

it's told the government. The CBC doesn't have to say it. The CRTC already has:
If the Government won't make it'financially possible for/the CBC to do what thelaw

says it must, then the Bioadcasting Act,_an act of th people of Canada, is a piece

of paper which could best be used in the bathroom..
/ 1

the important thing tp c sider is that you( through the demOcratic process,

have decreed that the CBC s uld do certain things, and.the people you have elected

to see to t are so bl ming scared that they're afraid even to ask if you'd pay

for it.... (tlackburn 174c)

Frank Penn, in the Ottawa CITIZEN:
4

As the CRTC sees it in'all conscience-, if it is to do its own job with proper

impartiality and dedication to the precepts of the Broadcasting, Act, it's tie the

broadcasting chips fall where they may., 4t,has officiously served notice on the

CBC to begin jettisoning some of its load of commercials or lose its licence but

the only real neck that's being laid-on the block is the CR'C's..:. The CBC .won't

b'e put, out of business, Parliament isn't bein.g" 'blackmailed, the CRTC isn't

demanding the impossible. What it does want to ow'is whether the Braodcasting

Act means .what-the_011:-i-nt-erpTetS it to mean, and if ii does, whether Parliament

wants the CRTCto implement it or not.:..,,(Renn 1974b) -

,,lost press comment-was more directly critical of the CRTC's decision and neral

.approach. Two writ4rs,iiiiIinTIEWE-CITIZEN termed the report "daring but c sy" and

the approach "tactless and half-baked" (Young), and suggested that "Mr. Pica , who came

before the Fehrilary hearing with a lively. commitment to regenerate English-language

television, is entitled to feel offended by the'CRTC'i brutal indictment" (Cohen). In

`the Montreal STAR, Joan Irwin wrote:
ti

The activities and reasoning of the CRTC become daily more difficult

fathom. On Sunday night the CRTC releaspd its voluminous announcement of the

licence renewals -- k pages of generalized but withering commentary on the

leading to the imposition of conditions designed to phase out commercials on TV a

eliminate them on radio. Yesterday, at a press conference convened to explain th
announcement, CRTC Chairman Pierre Junea6 spoke warmly of the CBC's management a

staff, of- their difficult role and of 'the chances foiz renewal' under premise.

jeadership.... (Irwin 1974d)

Ian MacDonald noted that the Government had not been consulted:

Incredibly, neither Juneau nor his financial analysts have offered any

assurances as'to hoi;; the CBC and, its affiliated stations are to be compensated for

the commercial revenues they've been ordered to relinquish. During 'a' 90-minute

televised news conference Juneau frankly admitted that the government had not been

147
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consulted or advised of the ClitC decision.... CRTC officials said all they were

trying to do was to strengthen the hand of,CBC President Picard in dealing with the

question of advertising on the public broadcasting system.... Which further boils

down to the question, who runs the CBC' (MacDonald 1974d)

'------

In THE GLOBE AND MAIL,"Geoffrey Sieveni.argued that the decision invaded "the

normal jurisdiction of the CBC's management" and asre,d, "I it properly the function of

a regulators, agency to read moral lectures to a G42 m orporation?" (Stevens)

Editorials severely criticized the tone of the document, the timi of, its release, 'and

what was descrbed as the CRTC's attempt to "bully' the C and -,- especially. --'

Parliament and the people (Globe 1974c; Journal 1974b; Mtl Star; wp FP).

As noted in section f(c), Section 17(2) of the Broadcasting 'Act provided for

consultation, at CBC requestbetween the Corporation and the Commission with regard to

conditions which the CRTC proposed to attach,to C licences. Section 17(3) provided

for referral ofunresolvabl% differences betwe the Corporation and'the Commission to

the federal government. Tb,e' CBC requested an portunity to consult with the Commission

regarding the Conditions. The process of olving the differences began with a meeting

between the CRTC Executive Committee and the CBC Board of Directors on 28 May 1974. In

August 1974, Blaik Kirby reported on that meeting:

[It' ;:ass devoted to establishing that

just Picard's decision; 'he had his board
at the pinnacle, the CBC board is planning
to become more visib4e....

what the CBC planned and wanted was net

behind him. To keel) from being isolated
to abandon its secret deliberations and

The CRTC backed down from As insistence on a,wide range of ideaiiStic cnanges
in the nptmark!toperations.... The CRTC has .-- without ever saying so --

recognized that ct cannot force Parliament to, give the CBC great boosts in budget,

and it dare no bring the differences between CBC and CRTC to an agonizing Cabinet

decision. I will have to settle for what is practicable....

In e meantim 9esblissfully on, with the CRTC decision
/

force

if no. ect. (Kirby 1974g)

- The conflict remained unresolved at the end of the case study peTiod. A 10

December 1974 CP news story reported that,-according to an unidentified'CBC source, a

compromise appeared likely on the CRTC demand that the CBC cut back commercial activity.

The source said that although a 9 December 1974 meeting of CRTC and CBC board members,

thought by some participants to be the crucial meeting in the series that had been going

,ore___since Easter, did not resolve the issues, rther discussion's were to be held

(Citizen 1974).

Almost a year after the decision had en issued, on 5 March 1975, CP reported that

a compromise had been reached that would give Cabinet the final say on the proposal to

cut back television advertising. A 4 March 1974 joint statement by Communications

Minister,Gerard Pelletier (to whom the CRTC reported) and Secretary. of State Hugh

Faulkner (through whom, :the CBC reported to parliament) indicated that the CRTC was'

retreating from its demands on the prime Lime scheduling of Canadian programs. The CRC,

meanwhile, would carry out its original plans to eliminate most radio advertising and to

P.,graduallyeliminate children's television program' advertising. The Ministers also

reported that the CBC and the CRTC had agreed to establish a joint committee which would

confer three times a year on ways'of iMproving the broadcasting system (Gazette 1975).

In the summer of 1975 both Picard and Juneau departed'from their posts -- Picard to

take a management position in industry, Juneau to enter federal politics with the,

prospectof becoming Minister of Communipations. 'Although Juneau's move was expected by

some observers to be followed by a switch in the CBC reporting line from Secretary of
State,to Communications, his failure to win an elected seat in Parliament in an October

1975 by-election left the direction of future structural arrangements uncertain as work

on this case study was being completed. Picard was replaced by A.W. Johnson, previously'

tDeputy Minister in the Department of National Health and Welfare; Vice Chairman Boyle

was appointed to Juneau's post.,
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Although the background material presented Chapters 1 through 1.0 is important to an

underAanding_of the CBC's institutional environment during the 1970-1974 period, and'

although much of thatMaterial holds an interest and ,importance of its own, beginning
with this chapter the focus is narrowed significantly:: Chapters 12, 13, and 14 provide

sets of "characteristics" which can be thought of as generalisations applying to this

one organization. In order.to establish bases for the 'development of these limited

generalizations, it is necessary to examine decision making in a variety of situations.

In each decision making situa on it Is ,possible to ,identify multiple factors

supporting the development of more than one characteristic or generalization. This
chapter's review of English Television's digcharge of its Broadcasting Act mandate to

actively contribute to the flow and exchange of regional informa on and entertainment,.

for instance, contributes to several generalizations both about t levision in

Canada (in Chapter 12) and about management decision making within English Television

(in Chapter 5). In this particular instance , these is little cogtribution to

generalizations about communication research Utilization (Chapter 14) but, on the other

hand, this chapter's review of the CBC's orientation tdwards its potential audience

contributeS significantl to the analysis in Chapter 14.

This chapter reviews,, in varying levels of detail, the main, "issues" of publi'c

discussion -- the visible problems which Aanagement deciSion makers aced during the

case study period. Lncluded are summaries of ehe areas'of sbrle excerpts from

public comment,, descriptiOng of the CBC pos. , and comments based on observation

during the fieldwork period. . ,

The "issue' have been grouped infiVe'ie ions, as follows:
- "Nationalism" Issues (pages 135-16 ,

- "Regional" Issues (pages 161-1t35),
- "Recognition and Portrayar:Is es (pages 185-190),
Audience.Orientation (pages 19 ,-20f)t,and

- Costs and Financing (pages 2 423).
1

'lach section concludes with a set'of "Comments'," which summarize and extent the

observations in that section and,

i'p

a cumulative fashion, bring forward important

points from previous sections.

a) NATIONALISM ISSUES

In noting, at 4he outset of the 1974 licence renewal he ring, that "a strong CBC is
vital- to the health of Canadian broadcasting` which has"been characterized as the central
nervous system of Canadian nationhood," Pierre Juneau was drawing attention to the CBC's

role as an instrument of nationalism. The role is riot an informal one: the Broadcasting

Act charges the Corporation to provide a service th-117 is "predominately Canadian in

14)
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.

contdnt and character,' and to "contribute to the devtlopm

I

nt of national unity and

provide for a continuing -expression of national identity" (Act, ss 3.'f,' 3.g.iv). And_

the Act specifies that "the programming provided should b of high standard, using
predominamly Canadian creative and other resources" (Act, ss 3/b, 3.d).

During the case study phiiod there were changes in the general feelings, of

nationalism in Canadd. These :changes, commonly taken as a "r,ise" in nationalistic

feelings, were described by Robert Fulford, editor of SATURDAY NIGHT, in 1974:

The rise of cultural nationalism has been one of the striking aspects of life

in English-sOaking Canada dring the early 1970s. If this surprises Visitors to
the country and those wHo hear of it from a distance, it'aliso surprises many older

Canadians. Certainly no one predicted that it would appear so suddenly and in. so
many 'fields at Once, reaching into everything from legitimate theat-re--to popular

MU S
4

The development of economic, nationalism was, by comparison, predictable.

There had been many indications that Canadians were becoming dissatisfie& with the

extent to which foreign corporations, mainly U.S. - owned, control the Canadian

conomy. But in the arts, as late' as the mid-1960s,i6ere were few signs of
ttiCuldte discontent. English-speaking Canada imported m t of what its people

read, . watch, listened to, and talked about, and for the pAtt

English-speaking Canada seemed content. This was not true n Quebec and never 'had

been. , Protected by.the French language, Quebec culture t rived as an independent

entity. It i\in English- speaking Canada that the change has taken place....
N..

There is no evidence that the Anierican presence is substantially diminished,

and no real possibility that it will be in the foreseeable future. But beside the

American presence there is' now a separate Canadian presence. It is still fragile,

and much worried-over, and it appears to need the support of government regulations 1

and Sabsidies. Nevertheless, its existence is more evident than at any previous"
time in this century..... (Fulford 1974) .

.

- ,

The impact of the ri f-cultural.nationalism, and -4- to a lesser extent -- of the
development of economic nationalism, on issues considered in thisecase study is complex.

For one thing, the nature and strength of nationalistiC feelings were ndt uniform

throughout the Canadian population. Fulford observed:

...-- Not all Canadians regard the new mood as ideal. Some established publishers

and., writers find the nationalistic publishers bumptious, and 'some of' the

established theatre pdople feel the same way about the new.wave of directors and

playwrights. Anti-Americanism, which in the past has often reflected the meanest
side of the Canadian spirit, 'is seen as a grave dangyr; picketing a public art

1 Y -museum for hiring an American curator (that happened in 1972 in Toronto) is widely
regarded as, at best, ,,a, breach of Canadian good taste. Moreover, there are some

who .believe that certain branches of American cultural organizations have proved,
by their interest in Canadian creative work, -that they are valuable to the Canadian

scene.... , '

,,.

.

In some sense this cultural nationalism may be an outgrowth of that most

curious 'experience, the celebration in 1967 of the hundredth anniversary of the
Canadian confederation. That ye -long party left Canadians with.mixed feelings --
a giddy sense of accomplishment about Expo 67 combined with a certain puzzlement

over just what was being celebrated so,feverishly. Possibly. a generation from
now, historians will decide that the cultural nationalism-of the early. 1970s was

merely a natural part of the maturation process every country,works througli on its
way frog c onial status to full independence. (Fuiford 1974).

igins of the CBC's role as in instrument of nationalism are easily seen

r ning r hroughout the history of public broadcasting in Canada reviewed in section

15(0). As noted there, the basic intent of the 1968 Broadcasting Act had been to, make

the, Canadian system a means of strengthening both/Canadian identity and
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Canadiantunity, and it had assigned the CBC special' responsibilities rn that connection.,
In 1974 some Canadians argued that the OBC was not adequately contributing tq the

development 43f national unity and that Eriglish Television was, in several ways, "not
Canadian enough:" The intent,of the Act'was nor in question, but there were differences
as to how well the Corporation was discharging las mandate. To varying extents those
differences in assessment ,arose because of differences in feelings of nationalism from
one Canadian to another, in expectations, and in perceptions. And the ' assessment

process has further complicated by occasional confusion over the interrelated but:not
synonymous terms "unity" and ':identity." The CRTC dealt with the basic distinctilog

quciting the work of one of its,ownWStinguished members, Dr., Northrop Frye: " '

The when the CBC is instructed by Parliament to do -what it can ro promote
Canadian unity and identity, it is not always realized that unity and identity are
quite different 'things to be promoting, and that in Canada they are perhaps more
different than they are anywhere else. Identity is local and regional, rooted in
imaginatioq and in works of culture;' unity is national in reference, international
In perspective, an rooted.,in a political feeling.... (Frye, pii)

The e'esentia element in the national sense of unity Is theltast-west.feelIng,
Cle%eloped thistori ally along the St. Lawrence- Great Lakes axis, and expressed in

the national mStto, "a marl usque ad mare". The to ion,between this political
sense of unity d the imaginative sense of locality iS the essence of whatevpr the
word "Canadian" ans. Once the tension is given up, and.the two elements of unity.
and identity ar nfused or assimilated to'each other, we get the two endemic
diseases of C'Kdian life. Assimilating identity to unity produces the empty
gestures Of cu tural nationalism; assimilating unity to identity produces the kind

. of provincia) solation which is now called sepaTatigM. (p iii)

The distinctiOn is crucial and bears repeating;'- identity local and 'regional,
rooted in imagination and in works of culture; unity -- national in reference,
international'im perspective, and rooted in a political feelingtThis section,looks at

four areas of public-. discussion under the heading "nationalism" issues., The
classification is based on connections between poliCies and operations, and is not an
attempt to isolate "unity" issues. In the 'final 'analysis, the "regionalism" and
"recognition and portrayal" issues considered in. the sections which follow are also
"unity" issues; in the Canadian context, unity implied an appreciation ofidentity, a
recognition of diversity'as well as\sa common purpose.

1

National Unity Contributions

Section II of.the,CPTC 4eciiionf "The CBC's'Expression of'Canada," dealt at length
with the national broadcasting service's role in contributing to the development of

. national unity. It commented: d' #

, .

. The role of the CBC as the national service which mustrefleCt the identity of ,

tthe,country and contribute to its unity, has, from. the start', attracted More
! attention than any other aspect: of the CBC. It still provokes -a great deal of

discussion.. (CRTC 1974b, V 22)._
i

One can,understand that there might be *doubts about.
%

thi$ "[national unity]
objective because it.is subject to narrow, nationalistic interpretation, yet there
li:s. no country,in the world where.broadcating, or indeed cultural policy, is not di

expectedto contribute to the unity of elle country. (p 23). ''-:

, . 1 44.,

At the q970 hearing CBC President George Davidson reported th "we have not ,yet
tried to prepare aAocument in which we give our interpretation f the words which now . .

...._

appears n the [1968] .Broadcasting Act, as being our national mandate" (CRTC I970a, pp
246:7). By 074 the ,Corporation had devoted specific attention to the interpretation of

ii

ies .national unity 'mandate obligations. In 1971 Davidson pre ared and distributeda

t
1 5
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major memorandum on "The CBC and National Unity." A new statement on national unity was

subsequently incorporated into the CBC "Program Policy': manual distributed to management
and staff. And national unity was the subject of specific comment in the English

Television submission to the .CRTC:

The CBC does not interpret its oblegasion to national unity in a negative

sense; the injunction in the Broadcasting Act cannot be construed as an intitation

to censorship. The national broadcasting service mult be a clear mirror in which

the Canadian people can see themselves in all theirldiversity -- and thus confront
the subtle and elusive substance of their unity. Those who hould deny that unity

are themselves part of the diveisity, and to exclude them hould be to falsify the
reflection of the Canadian people to themselves in the national ,network service.

(CBC 1973b, p 32)

The stress the national service has increasingly placed on the Caliadian

historic heritage (in programs such as FIRST PERSON SINGULAR, THE TENTH DECADE, and
THL NATIONAL DREAM) as well as on the physical fabric of t e country and its

preservation (in series such as THIS LAND; THE NATURE OF THINGS,. and COUNTRY
CANADA) is also related to national unity.... (p 33)

There was agreement between the Corporation and the Commission on the poi3_Lica.1

aspects of national unity development. The CBC position can be 'summarized as

interpreting its obligation as being to contribute to the development of Canadian social
unit). This CBC position and the submisSion comments about censorship and diversity
quoted above are consistent %ith the CRTC observation that the Phrase "contribute to the
development of national unity" does not implr a particular attitude to

`federal-pro.incial relations in a jurisdictional dispute, the suppression-Of questions
about thp constitutional arrangements- proposed by a particular government, .or
discrimination. against individuals on the basis of their expres'ed political convictions
(CRTC 1974b, pp 23-4).

The Commission's criticism of CBC contributions to national unity essentially

argued that the 'Corporation was not adeqUately contribUting to Canadian social unity --
that interpretation was correct but that implementation was deficient. Included in ' the

decision was criticism of CBC performance in One area -- "shared program experiences" --
in which the Corporation had argued that its contributions were $4gAlficant.

Shared Program Experiences

. .

fhe provision of '!shared program experiences" figured prdminently in English

Television's "operational approach to contributing to national unity. Its CRTC

submission argued:
-

i

pattern, of shared,The national service can build unity by providing a daily patt

,.. program experience a all levels. At its emotional peaks, that shared experience
embraces the great events of the time: the national and international crises that

have tested nerve and patience, the elections., conventions and debates'that shape_
the future of the nation; the festials --.Expo, Aloyal.visits, the installation of a
Governor General, provincial centenaries, the wedding or a Princess, the Olympie
to come; andthe annual sporting climaxes .the Stanley, Cup, the Grey Cup, and the
'World Series. ,

.

: i " . -
.

. .

At a more pedestrian level, the balanced service ... is made available .to
nearly all' Canadians day in and day out.' It is t4er.STasTart of the common ,

experience of being a'Canadian) to be participatp51,in by,a11..i. (pc 1973b, p 32) :,+

. . . . ,
.

Within English Television, contributing to national.unity seemed,seldom'dealt with

in isolation from othelr matters or.in ,abstract terms. And it won,ld be an overstatethen t__..,;-

to say that these shared experience contributions to national unity were an automatic ...

.
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byproduct of routine television network operations in Canada. Nevertheless, both other

objectives and CBCctfaditions tended to ensure that programs which contributed to

national unity ucWd find their tray into the network schedule. The CBC's 70% Canadian
content objective was a strong factorin this regard: although the contributions of
individual programs varied,t 55 hour's a week of network programming produced in Canada
inevitably made a contribution to feelings of Canadian unity (and identity).

Another significant factor in ensuring the provision of shared national experiences
was what may be termed the CBC's "natfle understanding" of it S, public service- role.
Although feu managers or producers ever articulated a comprehensive descriptipn of
English Television's national public service role, a shared understanding of that role
appeared to be operating constantly. Recognition of special CBC responsbilities was an
"understood" fact of life. This sense of what the CBC ought, to be doing in any

particular instance was not entirely uniform, but neither organizational' position nor
period of association with the CBC seemed to be a good predictor of the nature' $r
strength of an Individual's commitment to the Corporation's public service role. In

specific situations there was surprisingly little disagreement as to the appropriate
course of action.

Observation during the fieldwork 'period of the process of scheduling "news

specials" provided , one opportunity to assess how this traditional or native
understanding of English Tele:ision's role affected daily operations and contributed to

the provision of national public service programming. During certain periods decisions
on the preemption of replier programmang for special new-coverage were required on a

daily basis. Agreement on whether,special coverage was warranted was usually reached
quickly and easily, assessing the importance of such special coverage.so as to arrive at
an appropriate scheduling pattern seemed more difficult. The set of options was

complex, especiAlly if live event 'coverage were possible. Live coverage of daytime
.events: though more timely, would reach a smaller fraction of the public than ai report'
telecast in prime time. Frequently.both types of coverage were provided.- For English
Television, live coverage introduced a major set of operational complications affecting

the program delay pattern which delivered routine programming four hours later on the
best coast than on the east coast. An 8 km news special from Ottawa, if telecast live,

uould..be seen inyancouver at'S pm .before many people had returned home Sromcuork.
1, luinnipeg, 7 pm local public affairs progiamming Would be displaced, and, in Halifax,
a portion of .a 9 pm hour long' entertainment program period would be preempted.

Ev'en the scheduling -of nev:s. specials to be seen at the same. local time across the

ceuntfy required decisions on a complex set.of options. eSpecials would normally be seen
b) viewers served.. by affiliated stations only-if they are scheduled In reserved, as
opposed to available, network program periods. Preemption of sustarning programs

normally had a minimal financial imp4ct, vhereas displacement of commercial programs
affected, directly and indirectly, both the network and its affiliates. Specials could
displace either Canadian or.imported programming, eittie.*:71.ginala or repeats, either
entertainment or information, either Toronto productions or programs from other regions,
either-extremely or less popular programs.

Despite these numerous options and compli ations,'observation indi6ted that the

primary factors influencing news special. 'ecision making were:,the understood public
service. role of the network, the "news value" of. the Ramticul'arc. special, and viewer
reaction to the loss of the displaced programming. Attempts to avoid repeated
displacement of the salve program series had the effect of distributing the preemptions
throughout ,the schedule, replacing both information and entertainment programs, both
sastaining and,comMerial.

It can be argued that the most effedtive. means of dealing with a particular concern
is not necessarily to ptoduce a Special program or series dealing with'-that concern.
when viewed from the perspective of findings in the persuasive communication research

,tradition, for instance those dealing with the effects of distraction from the primary
message (Breitrosol it.gbald seem that a conscious commitment to Canadian unity running
as a background theme :through a hide variety of programs could be significantly more
effective ih contributing to national'unity than obviouily deliberate efforts in this

?
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area. Thus, "ontertainment" programs
having made a significant thdugh not con

such as, FRONT PAGE CHALLENGE can be viewed as
picuous contribution to national' unity.

liery feu regukarly.'schedUled progr.ms were produced far a.single purpose, to meet
onl, one specific objective. Thus, although botiTHE NATIONAL news telecast and HOCKEY
NIGHT IN CANADA, for instance, here considered to have a role in Contributing to

national unityneither uas considered to have that as its exclusive role. Both seemed
tel be regarded principally as components of "a balabced service of .,information,
enlightenment and entertainment" (Act, s .g.i) -- that is, as television p'mgrams
rather than as gecific vehicles For national unity themes.

More'deliberately intended to provide shared national experiences here theprograms
produced by the Features and.Special Events departbent. The submission Incited thafj in
the 1-973/74 year these programs included '"traditional" actuality coverage (the opening .

of Parliament, the national Remembrance Day service, Neu Year's messages, from. the
Gbveroor General and the Prime Minister, the Grey Cup parade, an0 the Santa Claus
parade), "special events" (the Royal visit, Princess Anne!s wedding, the installation of.
'the neh Governor General, and the CoMhdnuealth Prime Ministers' ,Conference), special
programs tMICHENER. THE MAN AND.THE OFFICE, TRIBUTE TO ANDREW ALLAN,' TO THE SEA IN
SHIPS, Su\G OF,ThE ISLAND, SETON'S AITOBA, D-DAY DODGERS, THEATRE CANADA, and
RAILROADS EAST,RAILROADS WEST), and two program series (GALLERY and TO THE WILD -

C01.7\-Tr(),.

Despite the suomission arguments, the CRTC decision was critical of the extent to
which the CBC.pro:ided such Shared program experiences:

There has been much comment on the fact that the Corporation'. seems to miss
opportunities to actually create a collective Canadian experiences on a.wide
national scale :7,to provide real occasions for Canadians. to share ideas and .

emotions., Many Canadians look back on the Russia-Canada Hockey series, for
'Instance, with .a kind of shared pride that make dismussions of "cultural
nationalism" seem superfluolis. The orporation is unagmely capable' of initiating
sbch

',occasions
which give us 4 sense ofthe elements of identity we share from

coast.to coast. (CliTC 1974b, p 31),,

The CRTt's argument uas not that the CBC hasn'tscontribuing to'national unity, and
notthat it hasn%t prokiding shared viewing experiences, but ,rather that it was not
adequately creating collective experiebces on a wide'scalet That argument will be

''considered lb combination uith,others'Xr the endof this sectipn.

. .
v

Canadian: Content

Increasing the. le.el of Canadian content in response to thb mandate neguireA nt for
a service. vpredopinantly'Canadian in content and character" has a major CBC objective

, for the schedule a4 x-hhole.and 51'.9% in ptime time. . Tfiose - figures were a dUlated

throughopt the case study period,. In the 1969/70 year, Canadian,cdnrent,had bee IA

:

/

..

under the classifications established by,.the 'Bo4rd of Broadcast G ernth' (which
..designated.Commont.ealth programming as parflaW (lanadlan'and:telecasts of horld Series

.'t gages. as Canadian programming).. New' regulationsintroduced in October 1970 had the .

,.

effect of defining Canadian content .more strictly and of requiring of The CBC networks.
.60°. Canadan content both in ,the schedule as a.whole and in prime,xlme. Throughout the .

o
case. study period,.the CBC stfivpd to achieve leyb14 of Canadian content 'in eicess of ..s.

the mi,pimumSyequAred by .the CRTC.. The CBC's ohm target4foY network 'service.was 70:1-.

Canadian cobtent: , .
6

....

.
,

.

,
..

e .

%
. .

-.. .,

.

.

For 1972A:3, the overa11 jchedole and prime .ttme Cpriddiap content figures were
, ()8.4'. and 67.3°,.. rhe.Canadian content of a."representativ,g,,winter week" rose. 59,3%-

in 1970 to 72.1*, in 1974. The Loglish Television submission noted:,
.

..

..,
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These increases in Canadian network programming were Achieved in all program
areas, The information programs' in prime time 'increased, variety [programs)
increased substantially, and drama was up slightly. Children's programming in the

weekday ,4:30-5:30 pm- period was almost complelely Canadianized, and two "soap
,operas" from the united "States were eliminated from the daytime chedule and
replaced with Canadian 'strip programs. These gains were, of course offset when
SESAME STREET was introduced into the.schedule. (CBC 1975b, p 42)

Behind the percentage figures were significant absolute increases in the hours of
Canadian programming: from, a total of 2305 hours in 1969/70 to 2659 in 1972/73, and from
805 hours in prime. time to 1075 hours. By Winter 1973/74, an increase of 1% in the
Canadian content level would have required an additional 40 hours of Canadian
programming per year. As noted in section 7(b), pages 83=84, these Increases iin
Canadian content were made during a period when the effective purchasing power of the
total English Television programming,budget fell by 6%.

By 1973 it was considered by the Planning Group that further stretching of English
Television's financial and physical programming resources would be difficult. English
Television argued the point in its CRTC submission:

Althc5ugh this 'acheevement represents a service which is predominantly
Canadian, it does not represent the final objective in terms of Canadian content.
The Corporation must be concerned with the quality as -well ap with the statistics
of Canadian content. The Act refers not merely to content, but to'character, and
it is a priority to ensure that those programs which count as Canadian according-to
the,prevailing,definition do in fact faithfully reflect sone aspect of life in this
country, and that they do not constitute a pablum irrelevant to meaning or purpose,
programmed simply in order to meet a statistical quota. (CBC 1973b,,,p 41)

In 1975, there will be an increase in the network production capacity with the
inaugur'ation of the new consolidated production centre in. Vancouver. With adequate
funds and manpower-to utili;:e that plant to dtaL capacity, the productivity will

become. available with 4.iiien English Television Network Canadian content could be
raised to the current taiget of,70%.for the network as a whole and for prime time.

.However, increasing Canadian content is not the only rising demand on-

production capacity. Section 2.3 ["Regional ProductionRetources1 discussed-the

, impact on regional production resources of tie demands for increasing-the flow of
regional programming. In surtimary, theSe denffinds raise questions about the capacity
of the network, -to increase Canadian content beyond 700, while retaining quality
standards and competitive effectiveness, withOut a mayor -increase in total

pfoduction 'capacity or the development of new approaches, or both. (p 42)

4
While the CBC, laid Claim to success in increasing Canadian contentcpublic

attention began to focus on the side effects. Val Clery reported on Picard's appearance
before the CRTC: "

. c.

During his:bravura presentation he proudly flashed graphs and statistics that
showed. the CBC to be the leader among public broadcasting systems throughout the
Western world in'd-istributing the most programs over the widest, network for the

least .cost. CBC producers, he boasted, turned out four,times the amount of
programiing of, for, instance, opposite numbers in the BBC. Had it occurred
to _him, I wondered, that below him in the CBC pyramid the pressures inevitable in
such cbst- e ?ticiency were taking their toll in substandard programs? What about

the program staff battling obsolescent equipment and ill-orgahited services and
;finely pared liosigets to produce all that is demanded and produce it well? (Clery,

00) .
. Perhdpl bc$ausC se 'much emphasis had been placed on , increasing .the quantity of

Canadian production, the CBC was disappointed that the CRTC decision seemed to downplay
the Corporation's Caria6an content achievements.' The decision commented:
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The Commis>ICn recogni-zes that tire CBC exceeds the proportion of 60'. of

Canadian programming required by the CRTC and that it intends to increase this
proportiop if adeq,:ate resources are made atailable. (CRTC 1974b, p 33),

The CBC's absolute priority: should be imagination and excellence. This

excellence in Canadian circumstances cannot exist without confidence in the value
of Canadian expression: However, the cOmmitment to excellence is not accomplished

only by achieving an appropriate proportion of Canadian programs.... (p 19)

The English Television submission had also recognized the need for Onlity as well 0.

as quantity, 5o the point was not new and the observations therefore constituted

criticism of prograp quality. The thrust of thitx. Corporation's present,ation at the

hearing had been that a great effort had been made to increase the volume of Canadian
programming and that in the immediate future special attention and additional resources

would have to be devoted to program quality improvement.

,f
%either the Englisn Television submission nor the CRTC decision revealed the extent

to which increasing the statistics of Canadian content had been a CBC preoccupation

during the 1970-1974 period. The drive to higher Canadian content:levels affected
English Ieie.isici in an as and in many places. The Canadian content level was

monitored ,0nstantly by the ilanning Group so that the effect of any single scheduling
decision U. mown in achance. at the time that the qudrterly block schedules for

a pregrar year were constructed, it was only possible to estimate the actual Canadian
content le,L1 tnat would be achie%ed. Sports telecasts, because of their duration and

tne lariable number of playoff games, could affect Canadian content levels

significantly. a full sc.en game horld Series in the same year as a short series of

National Hockcy Lea6ae playoff could potentially" drop the network's Canadian content
level for the year by On the other hand, news and other Canadian specials not

included in the original block schedule couLdeincrease the Canadian content level if

they disrlaced imported As the end of each reporting year approached, (the
yeas' -to -date Canadian content 1 .el began to have a stronger effect on prOgram

sch6duling. The numbers of repeats of Canadian programs could, for instance, be

increased displacing imported programs and Increasing the overall Canadian content
level.

Although the Canadian content target level thus affected ;he daily scheduling of

the network, the 'effects on program production were more dramatic., The budget

stretching to support progressnely more and more .Canadian program production was

described in section 7(b), pages, 79-84. Eqoally as dramatic was the stretching of

physical and numan resources. lal -Clgry's suggestion that "the pressures inevitable in

such cost-efficiency were taking, their toll in substandard programs" raises a

complicated set of interrelated considerations. Although the objective :Of increasing

Canadian content was certainly 'not the only factor contributing to an increased concern
with efficiency, it was at least -one of the major, factors. Because concern with

resources and efficiency consumed so much time and energy within English Television
during the case study period, and because these considerations enter so many of the

"Issue" examinations which follow, it seems appropriate to deal with tfie question of

efficiency at this point.

CBC Efficiency

In 1974 the CBC seemed to face two main criticisms 'about its level of efficiency:
that it was too efficient', and that it wasn't efficient enough. Prior to the hearing

Lisa Hobbs reported in CUL WCOUVER SON on responses to her call for 'comments about

Lnglish Television service:

Why do so many feel so strongly about the CBC? Chat's difficult to answer,

althAth tislon, of well-heeled execs tossing away taxpayers' money with abandon
1

I5
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seems to play a large role. In any case, comments on the CBC have been specific,

whether for or against. Here:-is a cross-sec:ion of excerpts of reader

viewpoints......

One of Hobbs' Vancouver readers had written:

(a) I deplore the fact that CBC is a cone name-for Toronto- Montreal-Ottawa.

You must curb the haste and use the savings to establish something likk our PBS)
Channel 9. (b) The new CSC should be broken ipto,Tegional netuorks to avoid being
parochial. (C) Re-es:ablish the CBC Times [program guide]. (d) Cut out the waste.
(e) Cut out the waste. (Hobbs 1974d)

Others, like Clerf, :ho conducted their own inquiries after the hearing and release
of the decisirn, became alarmed at the effect of efficiency on creativity. Morris

holfe, a key member of The Committee on Television, wrote at length about "Making.Plays
On The Assembly Line":

The series title [THE PLAY'S THE THING] hhs the ring of the prestige dramas of
the past. , But THE ASSEMBLYALJNE'S THE THING would, in fact, be more. appropriate.
One of the most important eEilgs to have changed at the CBC since those days is the
hay- in Ahich Such programmes are put together. In the "golden age" the producer
has the main judge of %hat needed to be done and how long to spend on it. No more.

.... Shooting schedules ought to be flexible. Some plays need more time, some
less. Some plays work best on film,.some,live on tape. Even critics know that.

But that kind of flexibility has disappeared from, the CBC -- partly because it's
no prdducing many more programmes with proportionately less money, partly because
it's easier to run,things if they're done according to a formula. The formula for
THE PLAY'S THE THING called for all the plays to be shot on tape.... Each of the

plays as to be shot in five days -- three in the studio and two on location --
%ith a couple of days for rehearsal. Even the crummiest movie shoots no more than

fe% ,minutes of material a day; how then can one-expect to produce a one-hour
prestige Uiama in five days? As one jproducer puts it, "It isn't exactly a

production method amenable to art." (WoTfe 1974b,. p 54)

Concern %Ith the Corporation's level of efficiency was not new in 1974: what was

new as the concern tha the drive to higher leVels of productivity was haying a
negative effect on program q ality. Historically, the CBC had been regarded by many as

being much less than eff lent and, given that long standing perception, Picard's
attention to resources and productivity in his presentation to the CRTC was perhaps
understandable. Early in the case study period, in 1970, the Special Senate Committee
on Mass Media had contributed its own critical comments to the efficiency debate:.

Out of an operating budget of approximately $200 million, programme expenses
radio, television, and international service -- account for some $108 million,

or about 54 per cent. While the overhead costs of operating a 9,000-person
orOnization must necessarily be high, we wonder about the cost efficiency of a
broadcasting organization which needs a dollar of input to produce 54 cents worth

of programme. (Davey 1970a,'p 202)

/
SoTe perspective on the Davey Committee comments can be gained by reference to the

1973/74' distributions of CBC operating expense provided in Figure 7-10, page 79. By

1973/74, the proportion of expense reported as going to programs was 60%, but the

overall shape of the distribution was basically the same as in 1969/70 (CBC 1970b, p
67). The remaining 40% was not, however all accounted for by,administrative overhead:

network distribution and station transmission (coverage) took 14%; external service
operations, selling, payments to private stations, and agency commissions took 8%;

capital loan interest took 4%. administrative overhead actually accounted for 140 -- 5%
for general administration., 9% for operational supervision and services. The Davey

Committee statement also seemed to leave the impression that program production

activities themselves were not cost efficient, bUt the comment tnat the Corporation
"requires a dollar of input to produce 54 cents worthu of programAe" was actually\
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Obsematioh about the proportion of its budget which the'CBC was able to devote to

programs. There was really no assessment'of the quality or quantity of programming

which the Corporation was able to provide with the available 5410 of its budget.

If the Davey Committee analysis of overhead costs "was somewhat failty and failed to
take into account, for instance, the $26.S million required for coverage in 1969/70,4t5
comments on production practices seemed to take it onto even shakier grobnd:

he are aware that certain tOeviion programmes are produced by the CBC at

very low cost.; Some benefit by economy, and look pleasantly taut; others just book
cheap. hhen Pierre Berton appeared before this Committee, he made the point that
editing videotape is time-consuming and expensive, as well as often being

'unnecessary if appropriate preliaration is- 'done. It is not our intention to

instruct broadcasters in the details of their business, but we accept the view of
Mr. Berton and- others that some economies might well be considered, aid that the

kind of editing practices he described are harmful to the, production, misleading to
the viewer, and ultimately expensive to the taxpayer. (Davey,1970a,.p 202)

1-11e years earlier the touler'Committee-Jepor4t had been severely critical of many
aspects of LEA: operations, kit its conclusions on efficiency had differed somewhat.

1,11he introduction of the videotape recorder has transformed television studio
operations, anJ has practically eliminated from program schedules any dependence on

live studio performances. The-expression" 'live -on- 'tape' is in common use and

indicates that the pre-recording of programs on videotape is now common,practice.
By this means, better.control over schedule deadlines has been achieved with a

consequent improvement in studio utilization. This one major development has

enabled the CBC to increase its output to the point where, despite the problems of

overcrowding and dispersal of facilities, the system has been able to cope with the
heavier schedules of recent years....

The purpose of these brief comments is to commend the ingenuity- and effort

applied by the CBC to the maintenance of a high standard of technical efficiency,
and also to indichle that,further technological developments may have a profound

effect on plans for the future. (Fowler 1965, p 198)

(here are inevitable dangers in generalizations of any sort about an organization

with some 9,000 employees. The level of production efficiency observed during the case
study period was, not surprisingly, not uniform. It varied from location to location

and from day to day, but there was a definite overall pattern which warrants comment.
The following comments are based on personal experience working as a producer in Ottawa

and kancouler, the results of the study of local Current Affairs program resources and
production practices at eight locations, findings on the technical efficiency at three

production centres, and informal but extensive contact with and observation of Toronto

prodliction practices in the 1972-1974 period.

,

Production Efficiency Observations

During.-the case study,period the number of studios at the English -Television

production centres remained constant, but theu were significant changes in the

utilization patterns. The indreased volume of English Television network production has

already been noted. In.addition, there wore increases in local production for French

stations at inglish Televiion produErion centres across the country, andr,demands for

higher volumes of local, 'interprovincial, interprovincial, and Northern Service

production..

ConCern with production output ran throughout inglish Television -- involving

produLvs and Managers, especially the regional Production Managers and the National

Resources Manager. A number of techniques were used to derive higher volumes of

ti
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production from the existing physical resources. The Planning System described in
section 9(f) has used to help adjust the,produCtion loadrinthe various centres -- to

transfer production frdm' completely loaded locations to those,hith some available
capacity. , '

.
.

,

In any television organization the most-economical means of generating hours of
program -output in the early 19'Ds has in-house electronic camera studio productiOn
recorded on video tape. The overall costs of using the other "available recording
medium, photographic film, here generally higher. Live studio production, though
technically similar to recording on video tape, required more elaborate production
preparations And higher setup time requirements. And the costs of remote electronic
camera Production, hheeer live or onto a mobilevideo tape unit, vTere high: more
elaboarate production preparations, transportation of people and ,equipment, and
significaritly:more comp ex setup requirements contributed to the high cost. Live remote
production additionalli required a complex and expensive set of transmission and
communication circuits between the remote unit and a production centre.

One means by hhich English Television increased its production output chiring the
case study period has to assign mobile units to Stud(io service. The technical
conversion of CBC equipment from black and white to colour remained incomplete even at
the end of the case study period. The .afternoon-Current Affairs program TAKE 30
originated in black and white throughout much of the case study period. The largest
studios in Vancouver and Halifax reiudified black and white equipped throughout the
period, in Toronto, three studios here unconverted throughout most of the period. By
parking the colour mobile units adjacent to these studios and deploying the mobile
cameras on the studio floor, it has possible to carry on colour studio production. In

Halifax, tho mobile units here ,required--/o supply three colour cameras. "Studio"
programs produced this hay included THE IRISH ROVERS, COUNTRYT -IM , SINGALONG JUBILEE,
JULIETE AND .FRIENDS, MARKETPLACE, THIS IS THE LAW, FRONT PAGE CHALLENGE, and
NEWSMAGAZINE. . __--

In many cares the hours of studio utilization were -extended, but both the
reluctance of perfomers and participants to work or be present at highly unusual hours
of the day and the availability of technical - manpower normally precluded three shift
studio operations.

the studio time required for a program cadbe broken down into four blocks; scenic
and technical setup, rehearsal, actual production, and strike (or teardown. In some
cases there here reductions in the amounts of rehearsal and production time made
available to producers. In the case of pre-recorded programs, there was increased use
of post-production techniques, including video tape editing, to maintain program quality
despite decreases in the avi-liTiBility of full studio facilities. Also in the case of
pre recorded programs, changes in studio scheduling practices increased program output
per, average studio utilization hour. Where possible, multiple programs were 'produced
"per studio Occasion" c- reducing the number of occasions and the setup and strike time
per program. in some block production cases, producers were allocated studio time to

produce tho programs every second week. In one case 5-11-111 season of a daily afternoon
program was pre-recorded:during the preceding summer several programs per day, three
and four days in a' row, week after week. In such cases the ability to comment on
current happenings and to make changes suggested by viewer reaction to prellioUs programs
in the series was lost.

I
4

In some centres, video tape editing was scheduled around the clock, seven days a

week. Not uncommonly, proddcers and directors with obligations to deal with their
program units, managers, and the public during normal business hours found they Were
also editing beginning at 3 am. Some video tape editing which would have improved
program quality was not done because no editing facilities could be made available.
This was especially true of the local current affairs programs at the medium sized
production centres. The increased ddmand for editing time appeared to stem mainly from
tho factors. greater use of post-produttion techniques to compensate-for tighter studio
Schedules, and the perhaps understandable desire of producers to enhance the production
values ("the look") of their pr4grams.

A
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, .

there were inficiencies. Some inexperienced producers did not make uptimum use

of their aailable' studio time. In some cases the amount of editing time'required,

' seemed excessil,e. But these instances appeared to be exceptions.to the general pattern.

figure 11-1, based on I'icard's presentation to the CRTC, compares the 1970

telei,ision production oJtput of se%eral national public broadcasting services. Despite
dramatic difference in coverage requirements, these figures indicate that in 1970* the

Lnglish Serlic"es Division Has producing S. times as many prdgram hours per person and

4.3 times as many program hours per "effective" dollar as the BBC.

Further consideration of CBC- efficiency %ill enter into.consideration of a number

issues in later sections. At this point it is important to'note that the increase in

,
\

Figure 11-1. PUBLrC BROADCASTING SYSTEM EFFICIENCY COMPARISONSJ970

Resourcepl' Servi 'Service

Or anization

,Budget
(S Million)

--

Population
Square
_ Miles3

Hours'

of TV
Actual Effective2/ Country Personnel (Million) (Million) Production

ACTUAL

CBC / Canada 9,000 255 1 255 . 21.3 3,850 13,200

- French '3,300 90
.

90, 3,600

- English 5,700 165 165 9,600

N:C.I UK 21;500 285 475 50.5 94 6,400

NH N Japan 16,000 275' - 550, . 103.3 142 '13,200

ORTF / France , 13,500 400 667 49.0= 213 8,000

RATIOS4
. .

CBC / Canada 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.4

- French 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4

- English
_.,

-1.0 . 1.0 1.0
\

1.0

BBC / UK 3.8' 1..7 2.9 2.4 0.02 0.7

-NHK / Japan 2.8 1.7 3.3 4.8 0.04 1.4

ORTF / France 2.4 2.4 4.0' -. 2.3 0.06 0.8

Notes:. 1. Although "Hours of TV Production" are included, Personnel and Budget
figures in all cases are for both radio_and television.

2., "Effective" Budget figures compensate, approximately, for differences
in currency purchasing power. See CRTC 1974a, pp 83-5-

4 ,
. 3.' Because the Budget figures are totals including distribution and

transmission, area figures have been included as-6n-indication of
coverage requirements. ,

4. "Ratios" -- The CBC English Services Division figures have been taken
as a base and haVe been set at 1.0'. The ratios for other services

' are relative to that -baS'e '' .

SqUrces:' Based orrCBC 1974c, p 39 and CRTC 1974'a,.pp 8375

16.3,
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Canadian content from 42.2 hours per week in' 1969/70 to. 54.9 houts per week in 1973/74.
has achieved on a'resource basewhich, due to inflation, was effectively shiinking, and -
that the increases had been made possible primarily by holding program cost per hour
Increases below the prevailing inflation rate, by altering produt-tion practices so as to
Increase the hours of program output per product -ion facility, and by simply adding to

the exifting Workloads' of availaiilegpersonnel.

US Programming

It'is impossible to consider Canadian'nationalism without reference to the,, United

States. The process of defining and defending Canadian independence in relation to the
power and prestige of its enormous neighbour runs as a constant theme throughout
sections 6(c) and 6(d). The consequences of proximity emerge in section 6(b),
throughout Chapter 7, and in section 10(b), At the beginning of the case study period,
the Davey Committee observed:

A nation is a collection of people who share common images of themselves. Our
love of-the land and our instinctive yearning for community implant that image in

the first place. But it is the media -- together with education and the arts --
that can make it grow.

We all know the obstacles involved in this task. Geogra
f)
hy, language, and

perhaps a failure o confidence and imagination have made us into a cultural as
well as economic satell'te of the United States. And nowhere is this trend more
pronounced than in the m ia....

I

We are not suggesting that these influences are undesirable, nor that they can
or should be restricted....

What.we are suggesting is that the Canadian media -- especia --droadcasting
have an interest in and anJobligation to promote our apartness from the American

reality. For all our similarities, for. all our sharing, we are somebody else.
(Davey 1974a, p 11)

Also in 1970, the Association of Canadian Television and Radio Artists (ACTRA)
filed a brief with the CRTC entitled "Crazed By Dreams: Ours / Theirs." On the cover,
re pectively above "Ours" and "Theirs" were large coloured reproductions of the flags of
C nada and the United States. Four years later Canadian feelings of being "someone
Ise" were' at least as strong as in 1970, and ACTRA reappeared before the Commission,

with a submission which argued as follows:

. .

.

After all, we,are not really interested in Aying two hundred and fifty (or

,,.......,\sixty or seventy) mil/ion dollars'a .year merelytio perpetuate what are essentially
American patterns of broadcasting. This is, surely4, the theme that underlies most

c pf the criticism of the CBC in npcent years, whatever its source and however it is'

/expressed.... (ACTRA, p 16) .

We would, propose that the' Commission now limit the amount of foreign

programming on the Corporation to fifteen percent, and that in addition, it be
specified that in the prime time hours, 7530 to 10:30 p.m., the 'CBC carry,no
foreign programs at all, except in exceptional circumstance*. (p 18)

The CRTC decision dealt with US programming on Englishjelevision at length (eg-

GRTC 197413', pp 19,,27) and proposed a licence condition: .

The Commission has eiplailici earlier that, in its view, the CBC has, over the
years, been too much influenced marketing constraints and mass strategies.

I-

There is every indication that this has ddnied Canadian programming prominence"

p
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in peakt. hour, scheduling on the English network. Further Canadian content

increases, while important, will not be sufficient if such material is rarely

scheduled when the...majority of Canadians are watching television, that is between

the hours 'of 8:00 and'900 p.m.... (CRTC 1974b, p 26)

rhe:Commission proposes to attach a condition to the CBC's television licences
requiring that 50% of the programs broadcast between the hours of 8:00, and 9:00

p.m. _during the fall and winter program period be Canadian in content.... (p 34)
,

In much the same way that consideration of Canadian content levels raised

associated questions of resources and efficiency, consideration of US programming on CBC

television aisb raises an interrelated set of issues. Included in the'se associated

issues are two additional major areas of disagreement between the CBC and the CRTC:

audience orientation, and policy on commercial activity.

As for US programming it4elf, there, were four main concerns: the volume of

imported programming, its-nature, i,ts scheduling, and its role as a broadcasting model.

A public opinion survey conducted independently for the CBC during 'Noveriber 1972

and April 1973 included the question, -"Does CBC-TV have too much ,/ too little

programming frpm other countr1es ?" With regard to US programming on English Television,

541, of those surveyed felt the proportion was right, 24% wanted fewer US programs, 20%

more, and 6°,,, did Or respond to the question (CRTC 1974a, pp 37-8, 45-6).

Despite the.ACTRA suggestion to increase Canadian content to 850, the volume of US

programming -was not a major .issae. At,the hearing the CBC indicated that it was an
objective, secondary to program quality improvement, to increase Canadian content to 75%
for nine months of the year -- provided adequate resources were made available for both

production and distribution (CRTC 1974a, p 20). There seemed to be relatively little

pressure on the Corporation for such a commitment, although he CRTC "welcomed" this

undertaking (CRTC 1974b, p 32).

' The types of prograMMing imported from the US were the. source of greater concern.

In the hinter 1973/74 block schedule (Figures 7-8 and 7-9, pages.80 and 81), almost half

the programming (47.5%) was "information," and 78.6% of that was Canadian. US imports

classified as "information" programs accounted for 15.9% of the information total; they

were SESAME STREET, THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, and BUGS BUNNY -- all daytime children's

programs. In the .case of SESAME STREET, Canadian inserts averaging seven minutes per

program replaced material more'Ndirectly aimed at US young people. There was no US

information programming in prime time, and the importation of the children's programming
was. not seriously criticized.

A smaller proportion (63.8%) of the "entertainment" programs was Canadian, and WS

programs accounted for 33.8% of the'entertainment total. What was of concern to the

CBC's critics, including the CRTC, was the concentration of US entertainment programming

in prime time. Two thirds of the prime time (6 pm, to midnight for CRTC reporting

purposes) network programming was entertainment; of this, 42.5% was US. Between 8 and

11 pm, programming was 29% information, 43% Canadian entertainment, and 29% US

entertainment, between 8 and 10 pm -- 4% information, 54% Canadian entertainment, and
43% US entertainment; the CRTC comments on the 8 to 9 pm period were noted above.

During the 1970-1974 period, the volume of US entertainment programming had, .0

fact, bken reduced significantly. Fjverhours of US programming a week had been removed

from the daytime schedule: the soap operas had been replaced with Canadian variety

programs., In prime time, the network had removed 4 hours a week of US programming and

had added 2.5 hours of Canadian entertainment and 2 hours of information programming.

But the remaining 8.5 hours of US entertainment programming drew a great deal of
attention from intervenors End,,as noted above, from the CRTC.

One concern with ImpOrted programming. in prime time was that its presence

interfered with the development of Canadian entertainment programming production

1.62.
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. activity: With refreshing candor, the ACTRA submission declared its self interest at
the outset: "Put in the bluntest terms, the pool of talent that' ACTRA represehts
probably wouldn't exist without the CBC" (ACTRA, p 1). ACTRA's expressed concern about
the importation of entertainment programming seemed more pro-Canadian than

anti-Amerrcan:

[Tihe CBC has recognized the great fdrce entertainment.'_'programming has, in

televisiqp in particular, beCadSe it has always been confident enough of the
drawing Power of such programs to load the main commercial burden on their backg.

At the same time, while recognizing the popularity, and consequent effectiveness,
of this kind of programming, it has effectively denied us a truly Canadian content
in this area. In drama and in the area we think of gene ally as narrative
programming, which in most broadcasting systems takes up a ma portion of the
prime broadcast day, lies a powerful method for a culture to explore its deepest
concerns, some of which are hardly articulated in other ways, to celebrate itself,

to examine tts soul. The fact that much of_this is done on an apparently frivolous
in situation comedies for example, should not obscure the value and powerof

such programming 7:.-. Why is there no English Canadian programming that taps such
resources? (ACTRA, pp 13-4)

Shortcomings in the Canadian entertainment prdyramming area had been recognized by
the CBC. A major revitalization of the Drama department had been undertaken and
attention had been directed to the needs of the Variety department. Appearing before
the Commission, the CBC was candid about shortcomings in its light entertainment
programming: Picard observed: "Light variety and entertainment is a weak part of the

English network, and they will have to concentrate on that" (CRTC 1974a, p 103).

The major corlrern with US programming in prime time, however, was its effect on the
"Canadian character" of English Television service. The CRTC reported on the

interventions:

Approximately 15% of the briefs expressed thi wish for cultural independence-

and a reflection of Canadian life, set against the increasing flood of American
'programming. The public television network was not considered a strong or viable
alternative to the' American influence; one brief accused the CBC of being an ' :

"American pipeline" in style and product. (CRTC 1974b, part 2, p 14D)

-Refprence back to Figures 7-8 and 7-9(c), pages 80 and 81; will show that, except
for ME \ WORLD OF DISNEY, all US programming in prime time (6 pm to midnight) in the
Winter 1973/74 block schedule was actually slotted between 7:30 and 9:30 pm. The US
programs were: THE WAtTONS, THE NEW DICK VAN DYKE SHOW, LOTSA LUCK, THE PARTRIDGE
FAMILY, CANNON, THE MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW, POLICE STORY, MAUDE, THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW,
ALL IN'THE FAMILY, and MASH.

Concern with the volume and scheduling of this US programming stemmed Tom mach
more than simplistic Canadian content objectives. As noted earlier the 's audience

orientation and its commercial. policies and practices were also involv xcerpts from
the four page "General Program Statement'] in the English Television sub.ission to the

CRTC describedthe networks approach to schedule construction and some of the reasoning
behind that approach:

The network progra'schedule is structured to correspond to the'viewing habits
of English-speaking'North Americans. Its heart is in prime time -- in the three to
four hour tract between-the supper-hour news and information programming and the

11.00 pm national news. Each night's programs are arranged in a sequence designed
to attract and hold an audience by amusing it in the early evening and by
leading it on to more intellectually demanding fare as the evening advances and the
"family" audience evolves into an "adult" audience....

A similar pattern is maintained by the four commercial networks with which the
CR. competes, but not by the educational-network in the United States. Experiments
in changing vhe traditional pattern have not proved' encouraging, and any move

ti
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canner for the national news siould place it in competition w4h the commercial
net%ork'programs which may viewers would have started watching earlier and would

not wish to .leave....
000.0.

, The nine-and-a-half weekly hours of imported -programs in prime time are

important in attracting audiences (and, therefore in maintaining competitive

effectiveness) . as well as in contribuing to the balance of the service. This

mass audience programming, used as a lead-in, attracts many viewers to more

specialized programs and'generates much of the Commercial revenue which is required

to support the affiliated stations and CBC program production. (CBC 1973b, p'2)

The schedule must contain popular imported programs, information programs,. and
programs of specialized appeal in a way that* will maximize the audiences for each.
Programs of &pecializd appeal must not be banished'to programming "ghettos", nor

can they be aced in time periods where they would interrupt audience build -up, or

where the would be exposed to excessively destructive, competition., Conversely,

the nee at times to provide viewers with real programming alternatives means that

some specialized programs (on Wednesday ,nights in the cirrent schedule, for

instance) must face very strong competition. (p 3)

The rel.enue targets. that the schedule must realize are not merely an element

in Corporate finante. They reflect a fundamental facet of the relationship between
the network and its private commercial affiliates. (g 5)

The CBC4,1evel of funding is taken up in more detail later in this chapter. The fir

CBC's Corpora Statement to the CRTC concluded a section on financing with this

observation:. "The 'plain-fact is that the national broadcasting service is

under-financed. :-"and this at a time wherithere is a greater public need for it than at

. almost any other time in its history" (CBC 1973c, p 19). On the opening day of the

hearing, Commissron Chairman Juneau himself remarked, "Well d have some figures on CBC

finances which we may come back to during the week. ,I think it,is about time that the

myth that the CBC ks over-financed should be exploded" ZCRTC 1974a, p

The CSC's demanWresource imbalance worked to amplify the, importance al. the

approximately 200 Of total revenue which was received from commercial operations. The

nature of the CBC's ongoing operations and financial commitments was such that ,large

prop6rtion of the Corporation's total expense was fixed. Distribution, transmission,

and staff personnel costs were extremely inelastic; the most elastic parts of the CBC,
budget were program :costs -- program procurement costs and direct production costs.'

Given the general inadequacy of the funds available for programs, it was important for

the Corporation to realize the commercial reveiirratgetS built. into the budgets worked

out with the Treasury Board. Any significant shbrtfall in;commercial revenue would have

had to have bedn borne priMarily by pr9gram budgets.
. ,

In the 1973/74.fiscal year, gross advertisingrevenue for the English and French

television services totalled $56,916,00Q. "Net adver#ising revenue," after payments to

affiliates, agencies, and, networks amounted to $44,650,000. 0 Selling expenses of

$5,540,000 for radio and television combined would appear to reduce the clear,television

revenue to the $40 million range. Although' revenue figures for indLVidual networks were

not published by the Corporation, in the thee previous'years English Television had
contributed approximately 60% of the television total -- so, that its contribution to

gross revenue in 1973/V can be estimated to have been appro4mately $35 million, and
the net contrib tion,,rough'fy$25 million.

1

tion to providing the national television broadcasting service in the

English Television managed a commercial enterprise which was

business." The television revenue targets in the CBC budgets worKed
nt have required'the Corporation to ea'n about 25% of all television

in Canada. And, given its financial shortages, the CBC had a '

its commercial activities the long range protect,i0 'of its

. .

thus, in ad
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.
tfhe ESP 11 organizational arrangem.ents four, IRt control of creative and financial

separation
here outlined in,gection 961), pages106-111. In addition to the organizational

s
,.

betweenoetween progra6ming and sales ftinctions, a complex sex of sales policies and

praeices had'been established for the purpose of preventing undue influence of

comm rcial considerations' on program decision mahing. Nevertheless, "undue influence"

was &Tie of the moA freqdent charges made by those who opposed the CBC positiOn'that it

should continucecodmercial television operations. There are two aspects to this concern

with the consequenc,ps of engaging in marketing activities. One has that there may.have.

been a subtle but pervasive influence on daily decision making, The. aspect which

attracted the most public attention, however,was that commercial considerations entered

into network block program-schedule construction'.
-

The English Television strategy for earning its share of the CBC's revenue, while

at the same time maintaining its level bf public service programming and increa4ing
Canadian content to 70%, has to rely heavily on the commercial attractiveness of popular
US programming scheduled in the:.':30 to 9:30 pm perj.od. In so doing, it was able -td

cxperate its service in noncommercial mode 40% of the tine.

Historically, English Television had not been -able to produce many Canadian

entertainment programs to attract audiences as largeas those that turfed in US programs

on the network. In January 1974, 12 of. the 16 regular programs attracting the largest

English Television' network xtidiences were US imports (BEN 1974b, p 301. Although

several factors contributed to this situation, costs were significant. English

Teler.ision.netuork program production costs in 1973/74 given in Figure 7-11, averaged

515,600 per hour.' At the beginning of the hinter 1973/74.quarter, VARIETY estimated US-
network series production costs at 5190,000 to 5210,000 per hour. This US programming,

though ,expenive, to produce,- was available to the CBC at a' small fraction of its

original prOduction cost. US program_ procurement thus e not only pro:v4ded popular

programming but also freed English Television from the production of.large Volumes of

expensive programming.

in addition, by packaging attractalie advertising avallabilities in the popular

imported programs together with availabilities in less popular but more abundant

Canadian programs, ESD TV wasreally using the 9.5 hours of US programming in the

1973/74 schedule to bolster the commercial performance of the overall network schedule,

.

Direct revenue considerations were not the *only factors in the, scheduling of

popular US programs in prime time. THE WORLD OF DISNEY, for instance, was considered-by

the CBC to be an elcellent program in its own right. Similarly, English Television

considered THE WALTONS to be a program of high quality. These same programs night

have been included if the same mapagement. group had been constructing a totally-

noncommercial schedule. And, quite apart from their individual value, these two

programs fit into a traditional North American scheduling and yiewIng pattern of

providing programs of interest to families in the early parts of .Sundayr.evening.

DISNEY and THE WALTONS also raise another factor which influenced ' the pattern of

*program scheduling -- the "lead-in" or "locomotive" effect. As'-will be explained' later,

the lead-in effect seems to be part fact and part myth. Despite thelack'of good,

aVailable research on the subject, it is cleartthat -- at ledst to some extent in at

least some instances -- an individual is more likely'to become.a vieWeeof a particular

0 program if he was a viewer of the immediately'peeceding program on tfie same Channel.,

Expressed differently, there i$ a tendency for audiences to "stay with" (or be sldragge&

, along" by) a sequence of programs on one chanhel -- particularly, it would seem, if

those programs- are similar in pature or 'content or if they appeal to similar types of

people. There is also some suggestion that viewers will "stay with" a program, aetally

in anticipation, of a popular program,to follow. One time period in the Winter 1973/74'

"schedule in which.the lead-in effect seemed to be operating yras O pm through 8:30 pm

Sunday. The programs scheduled in this period -- THE WORLD OF DISNEY (6-7 pm), TILE

BEACHCOMBER (7-7:30'pm), and THE WALTONS',(7;30-8:30 pm) -- attracted respectively the. t

largest, fifth largest, and sixth largest audiences of all regular English Television .

programs in the January BBM network survey. Conventional wisdom he'd that this

scheduling pattern,, which grouped together three programs of interest to family

, .
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audiences, was, a significant,factor in explaining the sizes of- audiences for, those
programs. There was also the suggestion, not necessarily accepted by those within the
C/X assocaated with THE BEACHCOMBERS, that DISNEY and THE gALTON5 were responsible for
exposing an unusually large number of potential viewers to the CBC production and,

econsequentiy, for contrkhuting to that Canadian program's populirity.
°

ti

Although it is possible that the importance of the lead-in effect was -- at least
in some instances -- overestimated, as noted in the excerpts from the "General Program
Statement" in the submission,'a conscious element in the network''s scheduling strategy
was the placement of 'the 9.5 hoUrs of popular US programming so that, through the
lead-in effect, it would contribute to the viewership of Canadian programs inlater time
periods.

Final!), the'scheduling of the popular US programming raised yet another Major
issue between the CRTC and the CBC -- the audience orientation of English Television or,
in the Commission's words, its "preoccupation 'ith mass audience concepts." 'In the
deLiAion, the CRTC expressed part of its concern about audience orientation as follows.

Over the years, the CBC, and in particular the English- language 'television
ngtwork, has been drawn by the constraints of the marketing environment into a mode
of operation increasingly based on mass,appeal. (CRTC 1974b, p 10)

The Commission agrees with the CBC that the national broadcasting service
should 'endeavour to, remain a popular service and that it shouldguard,itself
against becomrng a presdrle of esoteric Minorities, However, the Commission is of
the opinion that 'a preoccupation with mass audience concepts, stimulated by.the-
contemporary 'north American marketing environment is inappropriate for a publicly
supported broadcasting service. (p 18)

There was concern that the popular US programming was serving as
mass' audiehce model for Canadian programming. At the hearing, A.
President-of the Canadian Broadcasting League, and CRTC Vice Chairman
this matter, eventualry with reference to the CBC's own popular action
COLLABORATORS:

s.r

an inappropriate
K. Marshall, Vice
Boyle discussed

drama Series, THE

'MR. MARSHALL: .... It seems to me that in the selection of foreign programs:
for the CBC it is a serious failure in the assessing of the cultural situation of
Canadians to provide us with POLICE STORY and such similar programs.... IIit is
not the amount of foreign programming ... that bothers me_about Wthat I see, on CBC,
ii is the.amodht of American programming which has limited cultural relevance to
our Otuation: Now particularly in regard to PdtICE STORY -- whichis a program
'Which offends {me very deeply because its values are alien to those we have, and I

think, that it essentially does not reflect what happens in Canadian cities,-even
our biggest border cities -- I think that in the selection of foreign programming
Just' alone we could.make it easier to set an atmosphere in which-better Canadian
programming could be created, and I would suggest that we get,rid of some of thp
Americas! 'programs that don't really reflect, or tell tis anything useful atoudE
living in Canada: (CRTC 1974a, pp '359-60)

,.
.

.

- Mk. BOYLE: [O]ne..of the difficulties it seems to me
,constant _North American preoccupation .in seeking material
forms, and thig i4 really what Mr. Marshall-is talking about
this is a proVeR,form. If,you, put enough Violence and yob
xou make a situatvon and get enough chases and blood and bank

.real going thing.,... d ,

is that there is :a
to fit already proven
with POLICE [STORY],
put a few cops in it,
bangs,,you've ,g6t a

.

MAR HALL: If We dont't need POLICE sTogy, I wonder too- if we need THE
COLLABORATORS, as a spin-off as you speal of. I would like to see room in the CBC
in terms of structure and-spacing in (elation to commercials, and in relation to
the way in which they think, in structuring,blocks of time so that it wouldn't make
them at to put those formulas in. that 'Mb could adopt new spaces, new thinkings.
(pp 3(4,5)
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if
in montng to regulate network scheduling in the g to 9 pm period', the CRTC -was

attemm'Ing ",to deal with several of its concerns simultaneously. It was seeking. greater
prominence for CaAadian programs.'and reductions in the influences of ,US culture,
co*rCial cop,;iderdtions, and "mass audience" concepts_ -

In focusing on the $
to 9 pm period, the Commission selected the period in which:

English ,Telelision had chosen to schedule 71% of its prime tame US programming'; the US'
cohtent in.the 8 to 9.30 pm period.:..as 57'.. Reaching the 50% Canadian content_ level
between 8and 9 pm by the 1976/77 season was probably not impossible for English
Television, although the impact of the CBC's obligations as host broadcasting
organization for the international conference on the environment in Vancouver and the
Summer Olympics in Montreal, both in mid 1976, complicated the picture Onsiderably. As
early as June 1973 it had been planned t6 increase the Canadian content in that period
from- 29t tG. .36% in the 1974/75 season; reaching 50% required only. the substitution of
one hour of Canadian for US programing.' Neertheless, the CBC reacted sharply to the -8
to 9:po licence condition -- hot so much because of the requirement ,itself as because- of.
the program control implications it perceived for the future.

LiderCe Corditiorts and Independence

More than the twoiteleN,ision licence condition's relating to advertising, the prime
time Canadian program scheduling condition raised questions as tO what types of licence
conditions the CRTC could Iftgally and sensibly impose on CBC licences. From a legal.
standpoint, the CommistSion's powers were sweeping. The Broadcasting Act empowered the
CRTC to make regulations respecting "standards of progranN and rho .allocation of
broadcast time," "the character 95- advertising and t'he amount Of.time-that may be-!
devoted to advertising," and "such other matters as it deers necessary for the.

furh'eranCP of its objects" (Act, ss 0.b.1, ii, ix). -bath respect to licences, the Act
empowered the CRTC to' issue broadcasting licences and .renewals "subject toAuch
conditions'related to the circumstances aof the licensee" as, in the ,case of the
Corporation, the CcaMission "deems consistent with the provision, through the
Corporation: of the national broadcasting service contemplated ih section 3 [of the
Act]." (Act, 'ss 171a, c),

.

)

From a practical standpoint, although the Act placed no prOhibitioA on the types
of conditions the C'RTC might attach to CBC licences and it provided no guidance as Va.,
whether it would be appropriate to attach to CBC 1cences the various conditions

_suggested by intervenors. Included in these suggestions were "requirements" that
spcific programs be telecast; a bilingual daily national news program, a regular ,

bilingual variety program, a weekly program of one hour's duration dealing with
French-speaking Canada (Berton, pp 11-2), and "a weekly programme of two h uri', at a ,

good time, devoted to showing Canadian flJins -- features and shorts, tr ditional and
experimental, English and French" (COT 1974, pp 130-1)'. Other sugges d conditions, '

dealing with management and organization, would have Made mandatory the use of bilingual
news correspondents (Berton, p '11), .reorgenizatiEn of the CBC into two parts -- a
"Service Establishment" and a "Programme Corporation" (COT 1974, p 137), publication of
a plan for expanded regional production, giving specific air time and budget commitments
(p 129), and the establishment of a multicultural and multilingual section within.. the
Corporation (CPC, p 24).

1

Taken to its extreme; attachment of donditions to CBC licences dealing -with
operational matters: cduld cleafly constitute dysfunctional interference in the
management of the Corporatip". the critical question,was where does one draw the line?
Should the CRTC have been able to "require" (rather than "recomdend") that the 9BC to
telecast "on each network, not less than 12 times per year; the first televisiqn showing
of a Canadian feiture.film" (CRTC 1974b, p .3).? Should* it have.been able to require-
creation of "a special fund within the budget of the Corporation to finance special
programs or series of programs, and to fund exchanges of staff and Program participants
designed to help r'eflect English-speaking Canada to,French-speaking Canada and vice
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.

:rsa- (p 3.2,;
.

-Should it hate beeh abbe tq require that "to.pro,Ide adequate ;elel'ision
.throughout the prc..ince of %et Brunsuick" the CBC "acquire and opeiate the, facilities of

Cli:',17-T in Sairt,John and its rebroadcasting stations" (p 69)? hould g specific. nu:Mber

...e hour? of pru,itraming in "mew formats for more,regular and attractive programming of
e.tInt, and de:t1Jpmenes in tne fiolds of Canadian literature, art, film and,theatre" (p

.3a',..w2ve been an aporboriatereneual requirement? ,0.

."-',, . . ,
.

'' The BroadcIsting Act orin:1es no practical guidance. here. What it did do, in-

establishie.g consul non, and ieferEir mechanisms <Acts .s 17.2, 17.5), was retognize

that the-Commis s.ion an , e Corporav:on'might difEer on what were 'apOrOdrAte Jicence
conditions abd,pravide. fof the ad hoc resolutIon,of.these differences by federal Labinet.
ministerS. .

- : I °

, ,i . ' '. ,

,

The psz,rbility of inapproprlate.Licence conditions uaakening'the CBC.was raised in=
theCanadlan Broadcasting League's submissron,to the CRTC tCBL 1974, p 1)., The .Leagbe

recommended reneuai ,of the CBC ricences "for a maximum period apd:without the imposition
,f, limiting or har,peringrestrict,ions upon the autonomous .operation of the Corporation

the p)rpOration'sjublicly appointed Board of'Direttorr (p 9). This ,recommehdation

.,, taker ,,p at length-at the hearing . . ,

IHI, (AIRAA),..: .... Iljt seers fUndamental in the whole brief of the League,...
that'uc soald be, I.mean we as a country and we in the Commission ... -careful

it-out not fieaping'tou much criticism upon the CBC when there are so many important
.fa'ctor, tna; are outs,de the CBC's power.... Because Qf that yo'u seem tq end, up

with a conclusion that there should be no-condtipns imposed.... (CRTC 18-4a, pp

3-';'.-b,
\

"An

.

yp. '811,LOWLS- -.... I -think, Mr. ChairM'ah, the implix On here is more -: ,

concerned 'tit h our fear that the CBC has already been dr m too clese to .

1,,,rliament: to Farliamentarycentrol through financing; and we do t want -to see.

. ,t drawn an; closer, ue want, to see it more autonomous if.anythipg. p 378-9)

,
.

.
the CBC-position on the decision's 8 to 9 pm scheduling condition was that it ......;."

.

.,.

represented unacceptable interference in the.Corporation'S' hanagement of its program
service, 4.tmorising the CBC's Autonomy; ifid4tetting a' dangerous preceabnt,. As explained
'in section' 3(fj, pages PS-39, maintaining ."balance" in a'netwOrk program service'

,

schedule and optiMa:lng the level of service to the public as a Whole is a complex task.
It was the position ofEnglisli Television that the determination of the program '"mix"
was ;-,pt a process in which the'CRTC could participate in-a scattergun fashion.

..
.. 2 . . . ,

Ines reaction to the conditions, -sampleein,sect ion 10(f), was mixed but tended to'

f.w-Jur the CBC's position. THL CALGARY HERALD%Tor.inTfance, editorialized as follows:
:

, --.
It is not surprising that the CBC. has asked the Canadian Radio-Television

. qommission .to discus's the conditioni recently set for renewal of the CBC's

broadcasting licerice,-... In the final -analysis, would it be the CRTC or 'the CBC

which uou4d establish theroduction norms to be fb116Wed? The cOpditions applied
to the licince renewal. suggest that the CRTC would inevitably emerge as some kind*

of cultural czar. (Herald) .

'

_
.

, .

Ian MacDonald put the matter moreblufftly: "And sot,it's a question df the _CBC's
priorities, and who, sets thew. Which further' boils down to'the question, who runs_the,

CBC?" (MucDonald.197d) '
,

.

,:, , . .

In the
,

end, the CkTC's oroposed,g'to 9 pm gcheduling
,

cond4don was withdrawn?, but

the Joint statement ,by, the Minister' of Communications and the Secretary of State
lUazette l9-5) did not deal with the reasoning.behind this move:- Whether withdrawal was'
Because of arguments made against the 'conditildin- 'itself or because of the general

imPliciativhs for CBC autonomy was not pu61Y.Cly disclosed. Whether or where the CabipeC
Ministers might have drawn a line b.Ftueem_ matters for CRTC reyuliti.on and the autonomous

: :

.. . ..
bii,:inessof, the Co'rpordtion is unfOrtunategy not known:,

.

. ,

4
. , 1

, /
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The'Canadian Film Industry

. , 3

Because this is an o er.iew stud)some areas of concern receive such lets than the
possible amount of attention here. The relatiOnshi504,tween English Television and the

Canadian film 'industry is one such area. Rut the 1974 discussion-about that

relationship Is notable as anexample of a particular type of. demand made -15f the CRC
demand related in part to the CBC's mandate, in.pkt-to .a policy of the Governmbnt not

reflected in the Broadcat:ting Act, and in part'toe0ectations of CBC contributions to,

the, resurgence of cultural 'nationalisii. One spe'qtof.the surge of nationalism in
-.Canada was special concern for the de%elooment of:a Canadian ,feature production and -

dis- tribution system. .1n her introductionto A'HA.NOBOOK OF CANADIAN FILM 0075), Heanor
Beattie noted the role of the Government, Prodatrob 34evekopments, and otitstanding
.

aittnibution problems: ' - '

.. .
. . .0

, .. .

Pith the founOng of the Canadian ,Film.-Decetopment Corporation ii.1967,-Canada
made a, -;erious commitment to feature film Ooductin. 'this- organizafjon was

ailc.tted ten million dbl/ars of publ:C money 7ta fp9ter and prlitote the ilevelopment
of a feature film industry"! As a rult,.Cagada has seen a break-through iii-the
area of production, more ,than 80 fcature'TIlms:a.),-e beeA bade with the assistance .

of the CLIC within the last Tne, >e-a...rs.-1 Man; iavv:.re.celyed international. . f

recOgnilion. howe,er, there has been no corresponding breakthrough:an
.:
ewe area. of '-

'distribution- exhibition of these films. Ueastie;.P1515-7)

Theresult is that only a small percentage ,of the -fv1r4 prodUce'd in, this

country ever reach a Canadian 'theyAdo, they, ar.# generally exhibited

without 'prowar romotion, in independent theatres jA 641or centres only. hathota

access to.the exhibition network, fikas prod4ed, by the Genadian i'ndustr'y are
costing us, many millions oe dollars with very little ciarlufa1 or:economic Yeturst.4.

'Th'is is a fraud. '(pp 17-9) - ., ,

4

. . . . -,
: , :

There were several arguments -- somecultpral; some pragmatic =- 'to support demands
that English Television make extensive use o,f inaepehdently. produced CanOidn film"4.

One was that independent producerS hate different perspectives on the nature 4-:; the

country, and that their insights -- perhaps unique ..:,- could contribute tothe/ diversity

of the CBC's expression of Canada. Ae.umpor,lance of thi0i.1":rsit7 of perspective
argument is greater .in the case of' broadcastIng organizat/Ohs which produce 'high

proportions of their. prograMming internarry and hay.e. large staff 'productiva
-.. .f.

er _ .-
establishments -= and the CBC was such an organization. -

A , ; .
, .: 4 a

3' I ,

i

Another argument was that it was in the Cosporation's.,own interest to' have -a-

devoloped film industry as a prOduction rdsour!Ce, but`it was the CBC's position=that
cost Considerations and differences betweenfilm and. electionic production techniques,

weakened the force of this particular argument. 1 . .-

...,. .

. The development orthe French language feature fAlm_elndustry in 'Canada -- or,
1

, perhaps more appropriately, the Quebec film industry -i, bad,been much'more rapid and
extensive and, in the opinion of many, more culturally significant than .was.phe case

with the English language industry. Given English Television4eppblems in tio'rtraying .
.,. '.

French Canada (taken up later .in th4s section), it was possible that:the-ui-e of,,,Fienth= ,*

'Canadian films and filmmakers could present ;English Cinada.with'fresh ; insights into'the
. ' : ,. 0 ". ..

social and cultural condition of French Canada. 4

-a 1 .

.4i., '1

.' I aP t P
r

'.

One set of the arguments heard in 1974 revolved irdund the contention that the CBC,
., as a ,national cultural institution, had a responsibility to ConiviousIy'help'foster the

federally supported deveppment of a national film industry. , e aspect of this kas
that English Television could play a role in making Canadians aware -this' development

:$
. -- both -through direct use of Canadian films, and throughdescriptive, rogramming about',,,

Canadian films and filmmakers..- A more directly financial aspect of, they rguments was e .

,the contention that the CBC was in a good position to help stimulate the owtp,orthe
developing private industry. , , . ..

..,,,, .,

co*

av
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Sorturg out iolt in relationship to the 'private Canadian -film -industry --

boloa,;ing dt,s chin I:teyests ',-4S- a broaaasppg organization against its potential role as

a otirSnal ..ulturai'Ratron 7-'had long been a,problem for The CBC. In yecentyeaci-s the

4 : : Gilv'ernmerltehact ttlken e.positi,Sn.thaetne CBC had A responsibility to the private "Pm
-industry. On 4:%ilY 19;2 the Secreeariof State, then:Gerard Pelletier', announced the

. . ..:-.reatloa 'f an Ad4isbvy t:otrattee on Film, "conisteng of repressntatives.fam the five

fede,ral,.culxural ths,titdilsons (NIB, tBC, CFDC, Canada Council and Public Archives) and
. . , . .

::fr rep;esentati.gs from the. public sector."' The. announcement continued:
'

it .

-

The Collodion BrCadcasting Corporation has agreed to increase its use of ilms

made enrirel, in 05nada, bOtItFB and prii*e,productions, It has also undertaken
to c'd-orer?lie with the NIB and independent companies to reach co-production and

Eu4tifatera1 production, agree;enbs. The Advisory Committee on Film wi 1 be

ltpuJary informed. of progress towards this end. (Pelletier, p 4)

viz.. qf the above arguments and developments, by 1974 the CBC was being asked to
expleire i,h Canadan feature films were not regularly ,shown on Ehgligh, Telgvi fon,
Tortillar;? when the French network was, making extensive 'and.shccessful,use of Canadian
feature., In ,reier.ing the Issues which had been raised during the first four darns of
the let+uar.- `licence renewal nearing,' the CBC's Executive. %ice President, L ster
S;ncl'air ,-..orimented as follows'.

first thihg 1.%ould like' to mention, and I' will only say one sentence

about 4t. and thA is the problem of film,-on Engligh ,television. Oh dear! I don't
think i %in say any more tnan that, because I don't want to be accused -- I .don't ,

leant the Corporation to be accUsed -- of making promises, but oh dear! (CRTC

19 .fa, p

- 1.4tcr in the ,same 'session, Commissioner RosiiieGo%er asked for clarification:
''

MRS. T:XrelER: Mr. Sinclair, I'feel.a certain reluctance to let you get. away
:.withV0h'41ear!"regarding Canadian films.' I find it somewhat ambiguous.

I's it "Oh dear, yes we will Iook at it," or "Oh dear, no it can't be helped"? -

MI:.'SI\CLAIP It's "Oh dear, yes we'll look at it; yes, we'll do something
about it "yes, ug".11'dO'a great deal about it." It's "Oh dear as far as the eye
dan'see in that direttibn." "'

GUAM: Thank you, sir. Sinclair, that's much more satisfactory., (CRTC

1974a, pp 1.36(7-7,)
,

The backgnodn .behind all this was,aff incredible tangle of prograliabing and resource
considerations, entrenched positiohs, and personal differences. A high proportion of

the Irench.Canadian films produced in recent- years ,was,considered by English Television
to be too sexually explicit for televi.sion use, and there were serious reservations

,
about. the quality ,and,'or cost of many" of the EniliSh lAnguage Canatianfeatures. The

. ,
total ,Aumeof aailabi'e films ,during the case s tudy period, though growing, was: still
not su flI ientito- 'maintain 'the ofigong'week,Z9 scheduling of, Canadian features, even

,assumit alq.to be kiitati.I.1Z9r.showini.on,; a 4publio television network.' The' basic
tproblemi wa mat teature .fikis -- eXthep CanadiamogritPoited.-- didn't'fi,t into the
.netwioriOsregular scheaUring patteT4:, Ase, explained eirlier in this section, that

. .1

chedulc 4,,i-i the bAglish neiWOrkis! resPonse /o t e.cbmbined influences of its publi
. broa4astang responsibilities,an,d its advertising r enue quota. 9iven the,pignifican

Lo6ts.-of rightc acquisition, the daytime schedulin of Canpaian features wild not hav
'been 2LODOMIL13. Prime time sche1duling of tkese:fipms by aisplaqement'of the popular U

. programmpng would hnie al.silipted the A:ommFrcidl stratogy,which ?lined so heavily on th
,, ,,,,I. .

.,, umported' hqurs and half hour... Displacemeni'of prime nine CaAadian grogramming'%6U1
'. .. '.,' hal/e.haii seyious consequonies both forsbalance in the schedule and for efforts t

c ,

, .

Ave-lof4 'Conal i an te ley i's ion talent . .

11-

. '1
,

`.

A
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Tie network's reTonse t" the film industry had been to purchase what it consii:pred
to he the best Canad1ar. features a.ailable and to schedule these by preevtion of the
rellar Frir. t1 7e ,chedult. It01t THL k0Ab, lUURLY, MO\ 0\CLL
ANToM, and THL koh!qMAN here seen in this way during tshe case study period. _And a new
Sunday, afternoon program, cANAblAN FILMMAKERS, was introduced at the beginning of' the
Winter 19-3 -4 quarter.

Also in%oled in this situation were a hostof other factors. .The Secretary of
State and the Achis.ory Committee on Film were dealing with Corporate officials from the,
dttaua CBC Head Office, program schedules,%erc being constructed by the Planning Group,
in Toronto_ So-,c, attempts here being made by the Planning Group to Subsdize Canadian
filmmakers through the purchase of -fil}ers" and short subjects -- but the procurement
scales, though considered adequate by the Corporation, here considered to be much too
lo% by the film producers. Fhese filmmakers here principally in c9ntact with the CBC's
program procurement offkcers, not the Planning Group. Tension between the CBC and the
film industry dated at least back to 1959, when the Association of Motion Picture
Producers and Laboratories submitted a brief highly critical of the CBC to the Prime
Minister. Section 391.;) of the proadcasting Act was interpreted by CBC legal advisors
t_ Brut tre f,orpuration's dollar inlol.ement in feature f.1.1m production to amounts not
sign;f,,artl. ;n ex,cs of the telellsion rights value of the featureS".-- And the
broaLLastin,, :-.1t the CBC in a legal position lot- responsibility with respec

tt, 'oster;n, the dcel,)pnent A- the Canadian private film industry.

vtetheless,' the ke) factors In thit complex 'situation seemed to be *the
pregramminb, ca,,t, and commercial considerations. Chances of cooperative endeavours to
or out solutions acceptable both to the CBC and to the film industry here, however,

greatly reduced by tne nature of the exchanges between them. It seemed unlikely to the
CBC that its dependence on the private Canadian film industry would ever be sufficient
to satisfy the interests of that industry. In attempting to deal hith what it

considercd to be inappropriate demands on its broadcasting resources, the CBC developed
a %el') defense position with respect to the film industry. Reaction against this
stance ran throughout the inter%entions filed by representatives of the filmmakers, and
it is not difficult to see -- gil,en the atmosphere of frustration which had developed on
both sides how it was that the CBC's use of Canadian feature films provoked so much
comment at the hearing.

In the middle of all thrs, what tended to get overlooked Was the fact that in many
hays the relationship between Canadian filmmakers and the CBC had been a productive and
mutually beneficial one. Perhaps better than dollar figures in illustrating this are
the following excerpts from notes prepared early .in 1974 by Sam Levene, Executive
itoduccr of the TLLESCOPL and GALLLRY series, on some of the.,independent filmmakers who
had contributed to those programs: -

The follouing'-freelance directors have worked for Telescope and Gallery since
1970. David Acomba- Robert Asgeirsson, Bob Barclay, Allen BTbby, Rene Bonniere,
Alastair Brown, Carl Charlson, Doug Cowan, Tony Douglas, Johnny Foster, Richard
Gilbert, Michael Hirsh, Patrick Loubert, Paul Lynch, Don Owen, Ene Riisna, Perry
Rosemond, Michael Rothery, Don Shebib, Colin Smith, Al Stewart,. Warner Troyer,
Grahame hoods. .

That's a total of 23-,people. An additional en people have worked for us who
are employed by CBC. These 33 individuals hav eated a total of 81 half hour
colour films to date, n4ith more still to come. Here re some notes on some of the
above mentioned people:

bavid-AcombaNiirected for Telescope in 1970. n 1973 he was named Best
,birector by the ,Canadian lilm Awards and his featu e "Sltpstrea" was named Best
Film.

,

I '

Robrt Asgcirsson is a young, .ispiringancoucer director- cameraman who did
his first,comprete film for netuark-television for Gallery in 19'3.

I
1
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Allen Bibby is also lancouver-based. He speciali:esin advefiture,films. Foi

- Gallery he shot an entire film while clinging. to the side of a 1600-foot

rock-wall....

Alastair Brown is ap example of a young man- who wandered in, completely

untried and unknown, but with a very appealing program idea. He was allowed to
direct it, under supervision, and the results were Successful.

Johnny Foster is one of the country's pioneer cinematographers. He returned
to television by shooting for Telescope in 1971, and his 1973 film for Gallery,.
which he both, directed and shot, on a craft award at the 1973 Canadian Film Awards
and was a finalist for Best Film in its category. Subsequently, he has shot a

one -hour documentary for TV Features....
4

Paul Lynch, at the tine unknown, directed two Telescopes, fo)lowed by one of

the most successful Gallery's of =last season. He has now completed his'first
feature film. His work for this unit plus a letter of iecommendation from us -

helped him secure CFUCbacking foi- this feature....

:Jon Shebib, of course, is our most renowned feature filmmaker.... The first

film he made after filiishing at the UCLA film school was for Telescope in11.964. He
worked for us after ,completing his second feature in 1992 and is currently
directing a film for Gallery.

The tkie decision, in line with the policy of the Gdvernment, charged the
Corporation with gonsciously assisting the private industry:

The Commission urges the CBC to- play a,strong role in the development of the

Canadian feature film industry both by participation in the financing of filmS, and
by their regular scheduling on the French and English television networks....

It is further recommended that where'the CBC has the opportunity to do so it

seriously inlestigate the use Of its considerable purchasing poser of foreign made
feature films as a lever to effect the distribution of Canadian features in other
countries. (CRTC 1974b, p33)

It seemed surprising to the CBC, given the CRTC's participation on,the Secretary of
State's Adlisory Committee on Film,. that the Commission appeared unaware of the -

Corporation's position on participation in the financing of films, of its actual
purchasing power in foreign markets (not .significant), or of the fact that such

international dealings as it did have were with film producers and distributors, not
exhibitors.

.

The decision also dealt with the scheduling of feature films: "Specifically in

this regard, the Commission strongly recommends that the CBC present on each network,
not less than 12 times per year, the first television showing of a Canadian feature

film" (CRTC 1974b, p33). The CBC regarded the "12 times per year" suggestion as a step
towards a quota system which could inflate prices. In the period immediately. preceding,
the 'heating, in the midst .of public- discussion of use of films by the Corporation,.(
Canadian feature prices had risen by ,approximately two thirds; following the release of

the decision, the asking price for one major Canadian feature doubled.

A

i
I-og the Planning Group, the Canadian features problem was a'nightmare. . It turned.

dut that not only had the network management group not been consulted about the CBC's,
dealings with, the Government's Advisbry Committee, but it had not been fully informed of

'I

the outcomes. It "Was, however, aware of intense pressure from the industry) io contract
out signific ntly higher proportions of its film -work -- processing; editing, and
production. And it was 'aware of the aspirations of the new wave of English language .

Canadian filmmakers:

.4
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But the Planning Group %as working within twooets.of constraints: the fact, that

there are only- so Many hours per Meek in a network television schedule, and the fact
that asa result of the Corporation's undertaking to increase Canadian content it was

bein forced- to produce more and more Car ian programming o, an effectively shrinking
resource baser. - ARO

The m-oup felt that it had procured and appropriately scheduled the, test Canadian

features. Given the content of many of the Other available films 'and the public's
standards of taste for CBC programs as reflected in letters, calls to CBC Sw,itchboards,

and Question Period in Parliament, die group felt justified in, taking the position that
many 'of the available films were not suitable for.prime time television showing'. And it
found itself bidding for television rights'for the Suitable features in competition with
the and Global networks. Relative to average in-house' production costs, and

particularly relatitc to fOreign ieletiion program procuremen't, Canadian featurt fifm,
programming was expbnsite programming quickly becoMing more expensive.

i -

But, beyond procurement, the group did cot feel that it was in ajosition to act as'
patron-to the film industry. priorities had to be established to govern the

distribution of the limited program funds, and fg-nanCiTT-Ehidevelopment of the Canadian
feature film industry could not, in the Planning Group's vie%,'be a priority. The-group

wondered whether this was not more appropriately the rote of the Canadian Film
Deelupmene Corporation, and it %as.frustrated that it could notmake it.be understood
that it did not have the financial resources to underwrite the industry development

costs that even the presentation or, gay; 12 features a year would entail.

The decision, during the" lftence renewal hearing, to promise to. increase

consideraol the programming of Canadian films %at made at the Corporate level, adding°
yet another element to the mix of commitments, objectives, and Priorities in contention

fon the air time and resources managed by the group:

..Comments: Nationalism Issues

BACKGROU%D. Given that "there is no country .in the worl,d where broadcasting is not

expected to contribute to the unity of the nation," givepthe special Canadian problems
of defining anti defending its independence in relation to the United States of America,

and given' aft early 1970s surge of. Canadian cultural nationalism, it is not surprising
. that increasing attention was paid to role of the CBC in contributing to national unity..
In the absence o.other.requiremenis or expectations, in the -.absence of the need' to

halanLe prk5motinfi ,Canadian cultural development-and fostering national unity against
other objectives and priorities, 'it clearly would have been possible for English

Television to ,have devoted more efforts and resources to these nationalism aspects of
the mandate. But there were other objectives, and priorities and,-in the final analysis,
public disgussion of specific issues was really about overall "balance" -- in program

services and in resource allocation.

. SHARED PROGRAM EXPERIENCES: The provision of shared program experiences to

contribute to Canidian unity was virtually assured by the G0 -'Oa Canadian content level.

and by English Television's,traditiOnal national public service programming role. It is

conceivably- possible that there could have been more',special programs to create
"collective Canadian experiences on a wide.national scale." However, several factors

tended to keep the volume a suckprogrammIng.iyeaatively constant,. Such shared viewing
experiences were one set oE,elemen:ts in the overall "balanced" service: provision also
had to bemade for other types-'of Canadiasiprogramming,, The,schedule.had to inCe.iporate.
popular mported programming for /commercial rEsons ,related to the finaliciai

circumstance. both of the CBC itself and of its affiliated private stations. The drive.

to higher evels of Canadian content,cUt into the financial resources, leading to.t,he
generation o relativ6ly high volumes of inexpensive studio programming and leaving only
limited fun s Or initiating shaped experiences (as oppose0 to covering existing ones).

Actuality overage was more expensive than studio productzion, and the use of the

A . .
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available iebileg units for traditional coverage, ,sports coverage, and colour production`
.

,in unconverted studios severely limited the availability of such units for actuality

programming. ,

CANALII, C \TLN1. Increasing the Canadian content of the English "Television

schedule tirtu-lly assured .an increased' contribution'to the development of Canadian

unity. But, ag in, it seems possible that the effective contribution could 'have been

greater. Much of the additional Canadian content was produced on budgets and under
circumstances fiot necessarily conducive to the creation of prograiabing of imagination,

distinction, and excellence.
.

. .

US PROGRMMING: The shared viewing experience and increased Canadian content
. .

eontributdons 1. to national unity were largely oVerMiadowed by the continuing (though

somewhat diminished) prominence of popular US entertainment programming in peak ,viewing

periods. In this respect, the need to meet commercial revenue quotas and inability to
fund the production of replacement Canadian programming of high quality were major

factors in perpetuating what had been termed the "over-Americanization" of the'English
Televis on prime time schedule. ,

T L CANADIAN FILM INDUSTRY: Given that a strong Canadian film industry would, on

its n, contribute to national unity, it was at least poSsible to argue that the CBC

had al obligation---,related to its ov.n national unity obligations -- for fostering the

opment of that industry. A second argument was that the perceptions of individuals

outde the CBC could add new perspectives 'to the Corporation's national unity

con ributions. A third argument was that the CBC simply had a responsibility to help

th general development of the industry. That argument, however, seemed More connected

cs th the cultural and economic nationalism of the early 1970s than with the

C rporation's own mandate to program so as to contribute to national unity. All other

considerations aside, it would have been possible for English Television to have

telecast more Canadian films and for it to have commissioned more independent film

production. But the "other considerations" wet., considered by English Television to be

crucial. These included taste and quality co/Wdertions, scheduling impact on revenue
..

earning position, and -- especially towards the end of the case study period -- costs.

Taking the background and these four issue areas into consideration in combimat'ion

we find: _

- a.resurgence in Canadian cultural nationalism leading to mandate requirements for a

CBC service distinctively Canadian in content and character,

- expectations in some quarters of major CBC contributions to the further development
of-Canadian cultural nationalism,

-.substantial agreement on the nature of the CBC's political and social roles in'

contributing to the development of national unity,
- significant increases in the absolute volume and the proportion of Canadian content

in,the English Television network service schedule, and a CorreSponding reduction

in'imported programming,
- the provision of viewing experiences shared at the national level, some conspicuous

and some not, ensured to some extent by the CBC's public service traditions and the

level of Canadian content,
-.CBC traditions in public service programming, or a native, understanding of its

public service role, clearly seen, in the provision and scheduling of special news

programming,
- efficiency increases in the volume of Canadian production per resource unit,
- continuation of a pattern. of scheduling a high proportion of the imported US

entertainment prograMMink in peak viewing periods, publicly justified in part by
traditional "family viewing" scheduling approachespRin part by the "lead-in" effect
scheduling approach,.and in part, by requirements to maintain CBC and affiliated

station. competitive commercial effectiveness, .and -- in 'practice -- relieving

English Television of requirements to produce danadian programs of equivalent

:quality and appeal,
- the regulatory agency expressing considerable dissatisfaCtion with the extent, of

CBC contributions,
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- public concern regarding US programming related more to grominecit scheduling
than to its volume,,

- some criticism that imported programing was being selected. riire on the basis of

its-potential mass appeal than on its relevance. to the Canadian context,
an emerging English language Canadian-feature film production industry.experLencing
problems in.,arianging videspread,theatrical distribution in Canada,

- a policy of the Government and CBC Corporate commitments-calling for the increased

utilization of Canadian feature films On English Tel-evision',1"
- a lack of, coordination and communication regarding the use of Canadian feature

films between those discussing and formulating policy in -Ottawa and those

scheduling and operating programming services in Toronto,
- existingaipportunities for more actuality coverage, for morq Canadian programming

of excellence in peak viewing periods, and for greater reliance on Canadian
produced feature films, and

- the national broadcasting service arguing that it was. making significant
contributidhs and' that its operating constraints, primarily resource constraints,
prevented it from following the courses of action advocated by others.'

- theregulator) agency pioposing a licence condition requiring 50% Canadian content
between 8 and 9 pm (an increase of on& hour per week qr 14% over the Winter 1973/74
level)

- a suggestion that the proposed condition would not have significantly transformed
the overall character of the English Television prime time serice,

- the nati-onal broadcasting service arguing that the proposed licence condition would,
constitute interference in the operational management of the CBC, and

- eventual withdrawal of the licence condition proposed.

b) REGIONALISM ISSUES

The term "regionalism" is used here, to group together a set of issues which relate,
in varying degrees, to the local and regional aspects of Canadian identity. Use of such
an imprecise term as "regionalism" is somewhat dangerous: it can contributq. to the

misconception that each and every specific concern related to regional diversity is
identical in origin and thrust. On the other hand, however, these distinct' concerns
hae typically been considered-under the umbrella term "regionalism," and ,the resulting
confusion is one of the most important characteristics of attempts to deal with these
various concerns. In REGIONALISM IN THE CANADIAN COMUNITY Paul Fox commented on this
potential confusion:

The term "regionalism" is very Vague and subject to many different
interpretations. Tn, Canada one can think readily of geographic regions, climatic
regions, economic regions, political regions, resource regions, planning regions,
and no doubt many, more. We have all been' long familiar with the traditional
conceptualizations of Canatia -as a country divided into geographic, climatic,
economic, and political regions. With the recent attention paid to the development
of natural resources and to economic planning, we are now b2coming familiar also
with the concepts of resource regions and economic aevelopmentfregions. But this
elaboration, adds, to the confusion ip the use of the term. Obviously, there are
many different kinds of "regions," and many different ways of classifying each
kind. Ih fact, there may be as many definitions of "region" as there are persons
defining it. (FoX,p 3)

for purposes of arriving at workTng,definitions for this study,. it is useful to')
review the most directly= relevant sections of .the CBC's mandate:, "The national
broadcasting service should ... be extended io all parts of Canada, as public funds
become available, be in English and French, serving the special needs of geographic
regions, and actively contributing to the flow and exchange of cultural and regional -
information and entertainment, and ,.. provide for a continuing expression of Canadian
identity" (Act, s 3.g).

-
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1t, is. also useful to return to Frye's comments about the distinction between unity
and l&ntiv., and the essential between, them:
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Con,ideratkon of tlise issues must take i to account both the" continuing regional.
,tension, and s'pecific polices of the Gove ent for,dealing with them. CANADA 1974
reported:

th of

rei

In 1968 the federal %govertiment announ ed its intention of formulating a
comprehensive cultural Committ d to the, principle of cultural
democratization, the new policy was to ensure the 'diffusion of culture to, all
-se&ents of Canadian society. This would be achieved "by a more equitable
dT=ono financial oundl=seLccxpeTatiorzdco-ordination of

among federal s of government.
1973d, p 56)

n 19%, the government stated that its priorities for cultural development
liert the democratization and decentralization of culture. _Mule democratization on
the' one hand would ensure access to the arts and encourage cultural expression at
all levels of' society, decentralization, on the other hand, would facilitate the
diffusion 9f culture throughout the various regions of Canada. (p 57)

One federal agency affected by the policies of the Government was the National Film
Board of Canada. CANADA 1174 reported:

.Zrod. uction facilities are being, decentralized from the operations headquarters
in Montreal to bring Silm makers in closer association with the :people of the
various regions. The Vancouver production offide has been.expanded, one )n Halifax
opened in 073, with offices in Winnipeg and Toronto to follow. (SC 1973d, p 102)

In 1974 extension of CBC television service "to all parts of Canada" remained
incomplete even though the Coiporation began television service in some major urban
centres in 1952. This gave rise to tensions which not only were clearly regional in
nature but also are of importance in understanding complaints that the CBC seemed
insensitive to the needs of certain regions of the country. These extension of coverage
problems are taken up later in this section. Attention here focuses first on
"contributing to the flow and exchange of cultur,a1 and regional information and
entertainment," and'on "serving the special needs of geographic regions."
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Regional Flow d Exchange

. °

,11; intents n of the'Broadcasting Act 15,cicar. The CBC should' actively work to

make Canadians ware and apprediative, or at least understanding) of regional

differences., Despite the fact that regional' flow pd.exchange was discussed at /east as

much as any other issue at the h&tring, as im the case of national unity there was no
substantial disagreementvn the nature of the CBC's tole. At the hearing, the Executive

Vice President spoke'abouNhat role:
, \ .

"The regions of Canada," I think, is the most important aspecl of Canada. In

\case there is .any doubt'bbout what we feel about it,---..kpow very well that the

r ions of Canada have no doupt%whatsoever about their' identity, their ,cultural-

ide,tity; their spiritual, identity....

. he don't tIt-k that our funCtion is to help them find their identity.... -Our
job .is to help them expresS,that identity, not only to their on people, but above

. all ib,the rest of the country; and I would say that is the great priority these .

days'... to permit the regions to express themselves clearly and loudly and

eloquentl), . emotional terms, to the rest of the country. (CRTC' 1974a, pp

163

1350-1),

, Both the English Television submission and the CRTC decision moved divictly from

affirmation op, the role of the national broadcasting service to consideration of
.

' specific'mechanisms some relerfant to meaningful flow and exchange, some not. There

are four main classes of mechanisms relating to:
,

'-. the content of network programs,
- regional exchange of non - network programs,

- management. structures and processes, and
-'decentralization of production.
, /

)

4 .

Decentralization of Production

DcLentr4la.zati,on of production was conlideile by the CBC to be of'major importance:
aOlieve.this [reicinal flow and exchange], network programs must be7-Produced in

major urban centres in Canada" (CBC 1973b, p 20). And English Television network

production was, in fact, highly decentralized. Prior to the hearing, we selected a

normal week (as free as possible of "specials") and analyzed its content on a minutes
and seconds basis as 6xplainedin activity 10,7 section 8(d). . One objective was to

determine the actual regional production contribution to the network. We found for the,*

period 15-21 January'1974 that:

just over 35% of tile CBC.produced programming on the network (both reserved ail:

available time) consisted of programs completely produced outside Toronto,
4

- a!'further 90 of the total consisted of regionally 'produced items and. segments

contained in program4 assembled in Toronto, and :

- taking into account foreign and independently produce items packaged into programs
in Toronto, actual Toronto production, acounted for 52% of the CBC network
production total.

Those of us who analyzed production statistics fox the 1970-1974 period -and then

'examined the actual content of the January 1974 week quickly became aware that we could
be drawn into an endless and complicated statistical game' in.which it was .possible to

prove virtually anything. the CkTCdecision, for instance, reviewed a different program
season (Fall 1973/74) when the regular schedule was disrupted by amajor and abrupt
reorganization of Current Affairs progrhir services, and chose to set aside certain

specifi, qualifiLations (the higher volumes of regional production during summer months,

3regional exchange of non - network programs, and items and segments produced,in the
regions (CRTC 1974h, pp 28-9)). This analysis

,and

to the following conclusion:
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Despite these qualifications ...4 Iljt is-r air to say that of all these

regular, established regiOnai network pr s, only one [presumably THE

41CHCuMBERs] can be' said to exploit is of the ph'isical and social life
and the particular charactehstics of tne r on in Which it is produced. (CRTC

4
I9-4b, p 29)

.

Fhc distinction between decentral ion of production (regional production for the

networks sand regional flow and exc ange (including exploitation of the elements o£ the,
Thylacal and social lifeof.particular regions) is the most crucial 4nd most frequently
ocUTIooked distinction to be made consideratio9ts of regional flow and exchange.
failure to make this distinction leads to two equally serious -miseoncepltions. /One is

that decentralization of production lead's automatically to meaningful frow and exchange.
The other misconception. is that such regional flow takes plaoe through regional
participation in ne.tork production.

Decentralization of production did help fdcilitate regional ow in several ways.

It made? i-os4le regular ..sefih such as THE BEACPCpMtERS iThic did consciously exploit
regional characteristics. It also led to the, incorporation qf aspects of -regional
,ailturc and eircumstance into the production of. other series of a less deliberately
rcgiunai nature. The Halifax variety.series, SINC4LONG JUBILEL And COUNTRYTIME, for

in,tan,c, .though described by the CRTC as "two Country and western prograis," were
c)nsidered.by others including the CK .to have-a Maritime flavour.

becentraltization of network production also served.a series of purposes over and
atooc those relating directly to program content. It was a'response to pressure on the __
rorioration to spread' its production spending, both capital and operating; across* the or
countr;.. It facilitated the developmdnt and support of. regionally based talent.' (An
indication of the importance attached by the CRTC 40 Such, regional.taleht development is
that prior to the hearing, t4iiie Commission requested from the CBC a stateopeot Fisting, by'

sta'ti.on, the talent amounts to be spent in l9,73/74 for talent on: local programming.)
Decentralization of production also served yractfeal purposes:,It pervitted efficient
use of production faciliti s required for,the.provisioh of local gnd regional services

through the distribution o e networl, production load as described earlier in section
11(a).

- .
. .. .

.

Ilic "problem" with decentralized,'produc,,tion which concerned the Commission was t14

el.el of actual regional 'content in ...regional pr dueiions for he network. These
ram,, were fr sentry desc bed as lqoking ':as thou h ey werePr
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hithout becoming too deeply involved in tite philosophy of mass society, it. may be

useful to note two aspects of the relatiolishiR between mass media characteristics and
concern ford.egional flow and exchange. The first point is that there are a set of
.factors, which tend to :Ake programs, wherever produced, look alike. CBC television
entertainment productions from 1.ancouver, for instance, inevitably drew on New York and
H011ywOod models. So did CBC productions from Toronto. To,some extent this may 'have
been part of that the CRTC termed "an exaggerated concern with the American way of doing
things" (CRTC 19:4b, p 27). To some extent, however, it would appear to have resulted
from concerns both with thestate of the medium's art and with the expectations of an
audience exposed to high volumes of US production. And to some exfent this similarity
in nrogramming would appear .1..ohave resulted from attempting to produce programs with
budgets that ,permitted only certain production approaches and did not allow for any
significant amount of experimentation.

The second point arising fromthe relationship,betueen mass society .and regional
flow is-that it may not have been appropriate,for every CBC national network program to
have had a heavy regional tone of one. sort or another. This is not a position that 'Was
,ever spggested during the fieldwork period, and it certainly does not arise from the
CRTC decision or any of the interventions. Such suggestion is a heresy if evaluated
only agains; public ,comment about the CBC's ?bole as a:Canadian cultural institutions
Even so, to the extentthat a common national culture May supplementwhat is termed the
Canadian cultural "mosaic," it does seem possible that, in the extreme, there could be
an exaggerated concern with regional particularism sat the expense of national
experiences which could be shared comfortably by all. It is not the functidn.of this
study to-assess such matters, but it does seem important to suggest that some. regional
.programming may appropriately be lacking in specific regional content. There may well
have been a valid role in the national. television schedule for programs such as HYMN
SING, IT'S A MUSICAL .hARLD, and BOWIE MEEKER'S HOCKEY SCHOOL Oilth were not
predominantly regional in content. And this question,, which is related to

'decentralization of Production but not necessarily t9 regional flow and exchange, should
be considered 'separately from whether life in Winnipeg or Vancouver or St. Johriri's was
adequately represented in the content and character of the overall network service.

, ±
Although ,decentralized production was generilly considered to consist of regular.

series of complete programs ,originated at locations other than Torpnto, a significant
proportion 0( the output of the regional, prOductiloo centres 0 consisted of
"Toronto-toptdinated" programming. One mechanism -:-,mentiomed'briefly in the Englis,h
Television submission (CBC 1973b, p-21),, but not taken into account in the CRTC decision
-- was the production of individual programs in a given series by several centres on a

rotational basis. This approach,alloWed centres whose other,production commitments did
not permit full Series production to contribute to the network schedule. Some series
were consciously designed to exploi this mechanism -- to provide a given series with a
different regional perspective on a daily or weekly basis.

I .
.

During the January 1974 sample week, MEETING PLACE originated from M treat, YOUTH
_CONFRONTATM from Edmonton, ,MU IC TO SEE from St. JOhn5..rand the t e editions of
DROP IN seen that week were produced in Ottawa, Edmonton, and St. John's. Network
sports coserhe ihoquded Commonwealth Games swimming trials from Vancouver, curling from
,Winnipeg, and hOcke,0 from Montreal,

k
1

,

During,the summer seasons, the daily afternoon information programJAKE 30 Was
replaced by 30 FROM..., a series of programs from various regional centreg.',consisting to '

tk,

a 'great extent of material originally produc d for local telecast. In addition,
occasional programs in series' which most frequ tli. originated from Toronto were
produced by, other centres. In the January 1974 sample week, far instance, COUNTRY
CANADA was ,completely produced In.Wipniptg. ,

. Decentrili, production of specials also coritributed.to regional flow. The sample
week, thou seleCted to he as free as possible of scheduled special programming,
included 1 CRUDE COMPLAINT,...-- a special program on oil resources in Canada produced
cooperative y by CBC Edmonton and CBC Vancouver.',

.:11.".-
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Finally, decentral zed production contributed items and segments to programs
assembled in. Toronto. In the simple week, ';Toronto" productions contained over five
nourb of material produ a elsewhere, regionally produced segments were incorporated

into NUTS PkOFIED, CAN IAN FILM MAKERS, ARTS '74, THE.NARKETPLACE, OMBUDSMAN, SESAME
STREET, TAKE 30, UP CANADA:, THIS LAND THE NATIONAL, and VIEWPOINT.

At the end of the case study period English Television had undertaken production of
a twice uealy half hour drama series specifically designed to contribute to regional.

understanding. HOUSE OF PRIDE had been designed as the story of a contemporary Canadian
family which had spread out across'the country. The complex production plan callled for
for recruitment of writers in various segions so that local. reflection would be genuine.
It also called for coordinated production, within a common overall story line, in
Vancouver, Edmonton, Isinnipeg, Toronto, Montreal, and Halifax -- in the areas where the

elements of the family had settled (and where,CBC facilities existed). The Program
Proposhl foi the series noted: ,

The main purpose is to entertain, but an important by-product is that the

radical concept of the program will enable the audience to enter the lives of
people in different parts of the country -- to see the fifferences and similarities
of lifestyle, the good and the bad, the advantages and the disadvantages -- by

me-is of a dramatic vehicle.,
.

HOUSE OF PRIDE was clearly devised as a vehiele for carrying overtly regional
themes through exploitation of the decentralized production system.

. \\,..

Decentralizatiopi of production can thus be seen' as contributing and pptentially
contributing to regiopa lou and exchange, bat subject to the qualification that not`1...,41

all such production wasinten d to make such a contribution. A case in point was the 9
part series of documentaries on the peoples and cultures of the South Pacific, IN THE
SOUTH SEAS. Production has by CBC Vancouver, and although geographic proximity made
lancouier a logical choice as production centre, and- although the undertaking served to

decentralize documentary production activity and contribute to regional equalization of
opportunity within the CBC, the series was clearly not intended to reflect Vancouver Or.
British Columbia to the rest of the eountry. :In .that,respect it contrasted sharply with
the HOUSt OF PRIDE plan land illustrates the point that a clear distinction between
decentralization or production and regional reflection is important.

Regional Program Exchange

t

In addi. tion to decentralization of production, there were other mechanisms within
the CBC to facilitate regional flow and exchange. The most readily visible of these was
the regional exchange system through which CBC stations made their local .programming-
available r use by other stations, usually on a delayed basis. (Regional exchange can

. be thought of as an internal CBC progran syndication service.) Production costs for

these programs were borne by the producing station, and they were supplied essentially .

free of charge to other CBC stations wishing to Use them. During tHe_casestudy period
these programs-here also offered to affiliated stations-on the same basis as "available",
network programs. The CBC and CRTC Offered on the importance of these exchanges. The
CRTC decision noted regional 'exchange as a "qualification" to its criticism of-the CBC's
expression'of Canada (CRTC 1974b, p 29). Thy CBC English Television submission devoted
three pages to the subject, and argued as follows:

\The result is to increase the extent Zo,Which regionalproduction is' exposed
across the country, far beyond what is possible on the netwo-k itself, and in a
flexible manner which reflects the need's of differing comMunities while at the same &.
time assisting those stations which are resource-poor in meeting their' Canadian '

content levels. - 1
.

/ ,

.
4 ....r..., --
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During the 19721-3 fiscal year, some 49 programs and series produced at nine

CBC owned stations were distributed to other stations for a total of 2,700 program
exposures In addition, -8' episoclCs originally produced for community
distrio:',t4on ..ere later telecast the notuork. (CBC 1973b, p 2-)

Some programs in regional exchange contri.buted very significantly to regional flow

and exchange, others did not, and some indirect') contributed to regional zensiqns.

Additional exposure of programs such as KLAHANIE and PACIFIC NORTHWEST ADVENTURES
from lanconver, 'ST. LAWRENCE NORTH from Montreal, LAND AND SEA from Halifax, AO ALL
AROUND THE CIRCLE erom St: John's clear:: ctnstituted regional exchange of information
and entertainment. -Other programs, such as TEE TO GREEN from Edmonton and CHILDREN OF ,
THE WRLD frwegontreal, made contributions to local services which were not so related
to regional cdncerns. A feu of the programs in regional exchange which were Produced
for CBLT, the English Teleision owned and operated station in Toronto, contributes to

the perception of the network as being excessively Toronto oriented. Programs such as
THE FIRST FIll YEARS and NETS HORIZONS, produced on very limited local program budgets,

dealt .,.nth the general problems of,raising children and with matters of interest to
senior ,:it,:ens, but the focus in each casehas almost exclusively on Toronto people and
conditions. Lach program in one CBLT series, A SECOND CAREER, contained a 60 second

segment of Toronto addresses and telephone numbers of interest to local women
considering rejoining the workforce. The series was later carried on other CBC
stations, but letters from viewers indicated that in at least some cases the local

information for Toronto haS not replaced, as the 'series producer.had intended, with more
appropriate local information by each of the other stations. Cost was no doubt one
factor here. CBC local station program budgets were small at the beginning of the study

period and, as shown in Figure ' -12 on page 82, they effectively decreased over the ..

study period. The cost of "localizing" these programs at the regional centres was

apparently considered to be greater than the benefit to service. Standing management
instructions to local stations were that supper houri news and current affair
programming should be the first priorrty in local .operati ns. Both procurement of
glinexpensive imported "strip" programs and use of free re onal exchange programs were
means for.local managements to devote high proportions of available resources to their
first priority and still fill all local program periods. -

Network Program Content

Another'mechanasm for facilitating regional flow and exch.ange was local talent
development programming fpr network telecast. Talent develophent programs for network
telecast, were a regular part of each Summer schedule. In Summer' 1974 there were 11

debelopment series on the network -- from Vancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg (2 series),
Toronto (2), gdhtreal (2), Halifax. (2), and St. John's. These tended to be viewed as

on-air pilots for regular season network series. In the Winter 1973/74 schedule, the
Vancouver series IT'S A MUSICAL WORLD was .a_new regular season program which had been
developedein this wpy.

Examinations of English Television.'s contributions to regional flow and exchange
typiEally stopped afttr consideration of decenthlization 'of production, regional
exchange', and regional production included in centrally produced network programs. Such
examinations failed to recognize, no doubt unintentionally,,that Toronto productions
also contributed to regional flow and exchange. '

,

klthough any assessment of the meaningful tribution to regional understanding
can be buttressed with statistical measures of various sorts, in the final analysis any
overall assessment cannot, be totally objective. ,,It was noted above, for instance, that

the various regionally produced network programs' had, varying degrees of regional content
and character. No statistical regional character weighting factors can be applied to

, the production volume Figures. the contributions made by these programs must he assessed
'subjectively. .

:, .
,

.
'*
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Assesspent of .the contribution of Toronto produced programs must also, in the end,

be sub)ectil.e. Toronto participation in the coordinating of rotating regional series

and the packaging of regionally produced, material into Toronto programs have already

been noted. Burregional concerns were alsO Incorporated into programming produced by
Toronto based progra units. THE NATIONAL DREAM, IMAGES OF CANADA, and THIS, LAND, for

instance, were Toronto productions. -- programs prodtked by the network in and aboui

/carious regions of the country.
1

My own impeossion, after analyzing production centre and'program content figures,

and after reading the program pritent logs for the sample weeks, was that perhaps the
greatest contributions to regional understanding were being made by the Toronto' produced

programs -- specifically those magazine format series which brought together into single
programs items from or, abut various regions. PniJanuary lample week, OMBUDSMAN was

split betueep- stories in Halifax and Winnipeg, half of MARKETPLACE was devoted to a

Quebec story, two thirds of -UP CANADA: camefrom Vancouver, all of TAKE 30's evening

edition was devoted to Newfoundland and Labrador, and about '0% of the content of the
datime editions of TAKE 30 was regional. It can be arguedthat the natural occurrence

of this regional .material in programs with 'a national perspective was at least as

- effectise a means of helping the regions of Canada understand their similaritzes and

differences as the creation of special vehicles to carry overtly regional themes..

Throughout the case study period,.,at least most of, ehe TorontO producers here'

acutely aware of the regional demands for non-Toronto material_ Programs such as THE

MARKETPLACE, for example, consistently sought non-Toronto locations for those stories

which Nuld be documented in any part of the country. To the extent,that'demand fdr

such non-Toronto programming exceeded the human or production resources of the regional

centres, these network ,programs engaged the services of regionally'based freelance
producers, directors, researchers, interviewers, cameramen, and technicians. Towards

the end of .the case study period, it became increasingly common for News and Current_

Affairs programs to include a "regional roundup" aseries' of reports .on the same

subject from each region in a west to east or east to best sequence.

The network's problems in establishing a generally acceptable regional balance can

be seen at the micro level in its network news programming. The COT intervention was,

Jar from alone in charging English Television with ignoring the Marit es,,the West, and

the North:

A

THE NATIONAL,. for example, still fails to live up to its name.... The

programme tends to emphasize the news and attitudes of central Canada: Ontario

stories such as labour disputes, an investigation, of Ontario Hydrp, a1id probes into
some highway and hospital deaths, appear do THE NATIONAL in disproportionate

numbers. (COT 1974, p 42) .

Figure 11-2 reports the results'of content analyzing English Television's national

newscast for the two sample weeks mentioned earlier. Comparable population figures are
also provided, and it is interesting to note that -- relative to.population -- Ontario

and Quebec. regional coverage was proportionately the lowest.

Over and above volume', the content of program item dealing with. regional matters

was criticized. The COT intervention argued that"the. image of Canada our CBC
television screens give us suggests that the network's mandate to fosternational, unity
has been ,taken to mead, to help eCeryone in Canada see th'ngs, as middle-class
English-Canadians in Toronto see them" (COT 1974, p 41). Morris W fe contended that

"there's still a tendency to treat the people in the regions a stereotypes" (Wolfe

1974a, p 40).

. .

Even without further sampling, it should be clear from these

with others cited,earlier in this chapter and in Chapter 10, and t
the interventions) that there was widespread dissatisfaction
performance of English Television in contributing to the flOw and
information and'entertainmeot.' ;.
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Figure 11-2. CONTENT ANALYSIS OF THE NATIONAL"

113-19 December 1973 and 15-21 January .1974

Minutes Proportion Proportion Ratio :

(Total: of of Content i

Item 241.2) % Content Population Population

International 85.9 36 i .

National . 83.8 , 35 % ,

Regional 71.5 30 %..

BREAKDOWN OF REGIONAL ITEMS
. ,

British Columbia 8.5 12 %
.

. .

10 % ' 1.2.

Prairies 48.1 25 ?- 16 % 1.6

Ontario_ 18.1 25 % 36 % 0.7

Quebec 14.2 20 % - 28 % 0.7

Maritimes 8.4 12 %
.
10 % 1.2

.The North 4.2 ) 6 % 0.2% 3d.0 4

BREAKDOWN OF ONTARIO ITEMS .

-Toronto 4.7 . 26 % 34 % 0.8

Other 13,3 74 % - 66 % 1.1

Note: Population figures are from the 1971 Census of Canada (SC 1973b).
, .

Management Decision !taking ..

Analysis of the environment, structures,, and processes of management decision

making in the "regional flow and exchange" area ties many of the various sections of
this study together. E.1,1ence to support virtually evety generalization made in this

study about, public television in Canada and about management Flecision making in fBC

English Television emerges here. So does the most critical moment by the Corporation's
producers.

,
.

°
.

.

The'organizationrsenvironmen t had a significant impact on management decision

making in CBC English ferewiSjon. ....4t is not surprising-that this should have been the
'case'uithin an institution engaged in public communication. The 1974 licence renewal

process operated -againtt a background of considerable regional tension in Canada:. The

tensions between :the senses or uniy.y and identity, which Frye argued are essential, were
, not new: they.run throughout Canadian history. During the case study. period, the

-continental energy 'shortage.heightened these tensions, bringing the federal government
and the provinces into-conflibi over the allocation, exportation, and taxation of 'oil

and natural gas resources. Bumper stickers, which received great press attention in,
easter4Canada, appeared in Alberta saying, "Let the Eastern Bastards Freeze in the

Dark."...2rospecis of, federal-provincial -agreement on Canadian cohstitutional reform
remained im throughout the period. And there were :si)eciaf. _tensions in the

communicate ns area, with the provinces challenging federal jurfsdiction over cable.'
...

, 0 .

There as an expectation in,some quarters that the CBC succeed,in
.

reducing regional

tension. The brief of the regional producers' association dealt with that eipectation

18.3., 11
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as follows:

rf our largest avenue of coiunication in this country has been achieving the

obvious goals, why is there more and more regionalization of thought, action and

emotion in Canada' Why is it twenty years of English language T.. and close to

N.forty years *of radio ,finds us faced uith such things as western alienation and

Cultural backlash; and how is it possible to hear Such questions as "What 'does

Quebec want' ?" Surely a.national communicataon institution such as the CBC's radio

and television networks can be held at, least partly accountable for that.

(L'AssOciation, pp 4-5)

The CBC, as thq roost readily visible federal presence in the daily lives of

Canadians, operated in an environment where every mistake could be noted and reported
and where eIer. opinion Or perception could be d;sputed. The CBC's handlink.of regional -

issues was in full view oi&the tl.law-api*ion audience, where the handling of matters such

as the hestcrm Economic Opportunities Confe Mt ary and the effects of the 19_73

railway strike on Newfoundland and Prince Edward Isla-n7"4",vw.-.. examined n an item by

item basis (holfe 1973, p 46

Iirtly because of its national visibilit,, e CBC had becomean frivit

for att'acl, by federal 'politicians.' For example, following the July 19- tederal

election, Member of Parlament Gerald Baldwin issued a press release sayin at a new

feeling of :hestern alienation soon night threaten Confederation more than Quebec

nationalism ever had. He indicated the West "has had enough of such pseudo-national'and
Eastern-dominated organizations such as, the CBC, whose Toronto-based clique engages in

1L patronizing put-downs of the hest." He accused the CBC of "blatant partisanship" during

the election campaign and suggested the Corporation should have a section "that is more
oriented to the Western point of view," perhaps in a form similar to Radio-Canada, the

French language division of the CBC (Globe 1974d).

The level of financing of the CBt was clearly one significant factor in explaining

the widespread dissatisfaction with English Television's contributions to regional flow

and exchange (and with its service of. the special needs of geogrlphic regions").

Delays in the extension of coverage to certain areas of thq country, in tle

establishment of production centres in .every, provincial* cap'ta ,, and in the

* modernization, consolidation, or expansion of existing regional centr w re the result

of a severe imbalance between demands'and available capital funds. T e slow rate Of

increase in local program budgets seen in Figure 7-12 was the result attempts to

provide ,a balanced service of local, regional', and national programming n an.operating

budget insufficient to support high volumes of quality production at all 1 ls.

Although this was not true of comment ;*bout all aspects of English levision

operation, there was a tendency for criticism about regional matters to se its

perspective. An interesting way of illustrating this is ',to look at some o the

criticism, not of the CBC, but of the CRTC. Ironically, at thesame time that e

Commission was attemptineto focus attenti what it considereeto be shortcomings
CBC contributions to regional floy and exchange, it was itself being faulted .for being

insensitive to regional concerns. Prior to the hearing, several columnists and

intervention groups in British Columbia urged individual, to write to the CRTC

about the CBC licence renewals. As a,result, included in the over 300 interventions

, were a large number of single page letters from British Columbia residentS. In

selecting the interventions to be heard at the hearinge the CRTC tended to choose those

submitted by major groups and to cover the range of comment by picking some

interventions to be representhive f concerns expressed in others which, due to time

limitations, could not 'all be presented at the 'rearing. The only criticism of the
CRTC"S selection of interventions that I am aware. of concerned the regional distribution

of the seleCtron. In her V COUVER SUN colubn, Lisa Hobbs; reported that 70,

interventions ,had been submits d froth Ontario and that 18 were:to be heard, that 76 had

come from Quebec and'that 6we o to be heard, but that only one of the 95 from British

Columbia had been selected for presentation at the }tearing (Hobbs 1974f),.

Ole
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Despite statsdco.,) reported L. Hobbs, the CRTC'sgenui zoncern is ndt to .be

quektiolied. 62,er..th, mood of tLe regions, this concern seems v. justified. .But :he

LomniNon', d..cilon did little to case the task for English Tele'is -on. Like the LBC,

the CRiC on oi'crati.)n-1 meLhanisms. a 1.ithin ;he 'udge:

of the Corporatin to finance special programs or series o nrograms produced by re ns

for the netn.irt.s,* and greater Caes, of instantaneous tlnsmission and switching

'capabilitits of the satellite system for programming (CRTC 1974b, pp 32-3). What

he tommission did r4t, seen to realize has that, within the budgeting system of the

Corpos.tion, the Creation '. h a "special fund" was either unneccessaxy (because the

same effect could be achieved by the setting of objecties and priorities) or else
implied the creation of a separate line authourity for the administration of "regional"
programming ,.(the approach which the reorganization of the Corpora'tion into language

divisions had Leen de.l'igncd to avoid). As forrhe,use of the instantaneous transmission
Ad switching Capabilities of the satellite syseem-1...zhe fact was that a fully developed

plan.;, for a national "sateliyty show" using mobile gfbukid stations iiad been in existence

for some time, but that the associated costs were not considered' to be within the.

budgetary re l.:11 of Engliph Television.

one Jr- tn'v ;.rimar: bjeetives of the reorganization of the CB just prior to the

.act stady ',ericd was tne -strengthen,ing of regional participation in the national

senices, ine )rganipational structures which were developed to meet this objective
were reiewed. in alter 9. on pages 107-111. The system of overlaid "media" and

"regional" nana&ement st tures had been specifically designed tosfacilitate attention

to gional concerns and to tacilitat., iegiona,1 flow and exchange. The mini-structures
or systems which existe. at the contact points between the media and regional structures
had also been designed with regional concerns in mind. The Planning System described in

section 9(f), pages 114-117, was a structural arrangement intended to facilitate

regional parti...ipation in network programming., And the intent of the various structural

arrangements could not have been' lost on CBC managers during this period: the major
organi:ational change to the media/regional structure took place at the beginning of the
case study period, and the e'were v6fy few subsequent changes.

The linkage bete the Parliamentary mandale and policy' formation 'and

iMplementation' "at the rporate level is clear: it was readily a parent, for instance,

in the reorganization. the CBC's (management structures. 'put .within- English

Geletision, form io and-implementation had an operation 1 focus. Concern for

Contributing to regional oa Ind exchalge was balanced, on i program by program basis,

'with other competing, an c flictin responsibilities and objectives in the block

schedule "matrix."

Operational decision ma ng wathin ,English Television was highly constraint

rented. One of the principal nctions of the Planning Group was resource allocation.
The seriousness if English Televis n's demand/resource imbalance, and the need';o meet

the commercial revenue quota impose on it, made this attention to constraints at least

understandable. It seems reasonable to eculate that one conseque ce of this attention
of the nature 'of

twork's schedule was
e-generating popular
an orientation would
ional diversity and

to resource stretching was to aistract,attention from consideration
English. Television's audience. Although the orient ion of the n
not exclusively towards mass audiences, the prominence the,reve
US programming gave the sertice a strong mass orientation, and suer
seem to have complicated consideration of how-best to refle re

contribute to regional, understanding.

In dealing with the public on4the issue of regional flow, the CBC was defensive.

Again, this seems understandable be.,.4use it felt that attempts had been and were being

'mace to deal with n.l concerns, although public commene described English

'television -5.r..elusiely*Toronto. oriented and as making no sign'ificant contribution to

regiona --f-3.6C, and exchange. The network devpted one complete section of its submission
to the CRTC to "the flow of Regional Information and Entertainment" (CBC 19-3b, pp

. 20-31). ,ricard's prespntatIon to the Commis the high degree of production

decentralization (CBC 1974c, pp 6, 6A, 42). Wring questioning, at the hearing,,the LSP

Assistant General %tanager responded to a question about regional fltou with further

detailed information about decentralized production. And the lice President, Cor-orate

185
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Affairs, added information about
1416-19).

This defensive
,of_complicating the to

. '1,nternal problem, and

e regl yet'program

tance towards the publ
of identifying and
ne whAch became

terision between the Planning Group and

interlention filed by the,regional produ
"Toronto" association, contained the folio

The attitude in Toronto seems t
Toronto. Such phrases as "the Tommy
because all the talent in the world.
why aren't they in Toronto" ofte

10)

Producers in Vancouver, Edmon
other producing centres of the

decision makersin Toronto who kno
(p 12)

The coagulation of CBC menta

broadcast expressions from the
when it comes to our internationa

c *ou at least seem
solving real internal

system (CRTC 1974a, pp

4

Ar
to have had the effect
problems. One such

ublic 'during the renewal irocess, was severe
certain really based producers. The

rs' association, which is independent of the

ing observations:

be that all the talent that is any-good
Banks Show should originate from T6ronto

omen titrough Toronto" and "if they are so good

meet regional producers.... (PAssociation, p

2
on, Saskatoon, Winnipeg, ottawa, Montreal and

CBC will tell 'you that it i4 not the isolated

best what needs to be said from each region....
,

ity ang Toronto parochialisms . mean that few

ther regions of Canada are placed hi proper focus
sales process. (pp 21-2)

Because of the decisions in Toronto, many stations in th

finding that they are doing ess and less locally-oriented a
-programs. The air time has bee' taken away -- .just that, simp

finances and resources are rest jcting. (pp 22:3)

How can a decision be mad in Toronto that every area of C

certain program?-, Therefor:, local and regional contexts

programming decisions shoiad. e allowed on that basis. (p 2S)

In the'r*eiprodUcer constantly are told that their pr sranis are not going
to see national eZPap.16,b ause they do not meet certain standards -- and yet that
sake regional producer sees a Torqnto originated program that jails to meet the

same standards. Constan we are told that regional producers lack the ability,
- resources, machinery and lent pools to produce good programs on a continuing

basis; , (p 26)

Constantly producer are forced to 'confront the CBC mentality with the

question "Are we co unicating through programming or' are we housekeeping a
, -

bureacracy? ..,. (pp -S)

'CBC system are

d locilly-produced
as well,

nada =1st see a

should exist and

The creative pro ess as handcuffed by Tthe charti, systems and procedures

always with the just fication that those systems are necessary so that the creative
process has a veh'cle in which to ride. We do not quarrel with that -- but we do

challenge that whic is unjustifiable: The creative process is subject to the whims
of the system-, is bservient to the diSciples of the system, and fe in fact often

a mere byproduCt o the system. .(p 3S)

, If nothing else,
within the ranks of ti
a factor in this conne
other issues, comment
and appropriateness.
network and manageme
background behind many
so, in suggesting a la
the brief hinted at

Television. ,That condi

e brief indicated the presence of a serious morale problem
e regional producers. It cited lack of internal communication as
tion ,(L'association, pp 15, 17,'$6). And it .raised a host of

ngon them with what I consider to be varying degrees of accuracy
t seems to me that it, overstated the Tdronto orientation of the

t concern with ,."syst:pms," and failed to reveal that in the
of the examples.given were tensions at the personal level. Even

k of attention to the work and aspirations of regional producers,
a fundamental condition of mahagembnt decision making in English
ion, whiclyexplatns,so much about the appareni lack of concern

- 1
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for ,matters such as regional flow and exchange, can be described' as, one ,bf,

"distrac.tion."

Ine Plannin ,rpui: was clearly committed to the princil?les'of the Broadcasting Act,

.including-contr outingto regional flow and exchange. And there was acute awareness of

.regional fee ings about Toronto prograMming. In 1972 one of the program dpectors
' 'commented as/1.0110%s: .

There is in fact a very wide representation of 'production talents across .this

country on e network, and there is awareness now that not all the talent in this
country is in To .nto but it is also in Regina and-in Haliax and in Winnipeg, in

Edmonton, in lancouve London and elsewhere. (CBC 1972T, p 10)

some el.idtnce of concern with regi.onal Matters can be seen in the'fact that much of
the Canadian programming procured by the elanning,Group,had-a regional focus. In the

Winter 19'3/74 schedule, the procurements from NP8 were 'ADIEU ALOUETTE (about

contemporary Quebec) and WEST (about Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba). Other
procured programming about the regions of Canada included the AUDUBON WILDLIFE THEATRE
series and the TO THE hilt; COUNTRY specialg. Futher evidence of management concern. with

regional reflectiOn would seem to be fouild in the decision to proceed with the complex

-HOUSE uf FRIOE project, though it is an interesting commenvon the complexities of
depling'%ith regionIyension that the fact that this project to promote regional

dnderstanding was Lding coordinated from Toronto was highly resented by some producers
at some CBC locations.

' To the extent that English Television contributions to regional, flow were judged to
beinadequate, this appeared to result from a lack of attention and-a lack of resources '

A

adequate to meet requirements and expectations. The CBC was over-committed and the
resulting attention to resource stretching; or the management of constraints, had the .

effect of distracting attention from other matters, among them internal. communication,
morare building, and actual program service content. The Planning, Group relied 'heavily

on its systems and mechanisms, particularly the Planning System, to "take care of"

regional flow. But the problem of dealing with regional tensions was cemplex, and

required much more attention than the 'group, faced'with a range of other important
'problems, seemed able to devote to it.

Coverage and Facilities

Coverage

Coverage planning and budgeting were Head Office functions; and were not an area of
Planning Group responsibility. The coverage requirements have been noted in this study

principally as a factor affecting the, overall financial position of the Corporation. At

the public hearing CRTC Chairman Juneau used figures on the number of people served per
transmitter to "complete" Picard's "v ivid tableau" of, the CBC's coverage

requirements (CRTC 1974a, pp,1466-8).
-<4

Section 64b), pages $1-56, provided an outline of the CBC's 'geographic coverage

requirements and rilur-:6-4% page SS, compared th basic coverage parameters with those
of the United States, theftUnited Kingdom, an Japan. The English Television program
distribution and coverage system was described in section 7(b), pages 76-78. The
proportion of total CBC operating expense d ~toted to network distribution and station

transmission was given in Figure 7-10, page 83 The Cabinet decision to proceed with

the Accelerated Coverage Plan was noted in section 10(d), pages 124-125.

In 1973/74 the operating-costs of net rk distribution and station transmission

totalled $44,072,875, just over 140 f the total Corporation operating eipenseISCBC
1974b, P-39). Although in repotting cap tal expenditures the CBC did not separate
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coverage from produltion facility' expenntUres, th5oughoUt the case study period an

extremely high proportion of the total went into two aieas: coverage, and the Montreal

and '.ancouer consolidation projects Ouch wIll be discussed in the next subsection.

The -;ct specifies that coverage "should be ektended to all parts of Canada, as public

funds become mailable" (Act, s 3.q.11). The first in;ervention appearance at the

.hearing was the Meisters Responsible for Communications in the Maritime Provinces

(CRTC 19-4a, pp 2'6-316), and a review of that presencation indicates that coverage %..1

then primary concern. That concern was the subject of a specific recommendation in the

CRTC decision: it instructed the Corporation to "proceed With the necessary

negotiations" to "acquire and operate the facilities of CHSJ-= in Saint John and its
rebroadcasting stations" (CRTC 1974b, p 69)* The CBC was surprised bx. so specific a

suggestion. it had not yet determined that acquisition of the CHSJ fdciiities uas the
most appropriate approach and -- in the event that it was -- the Carreration saW the

CRTC direotfleras weakening its bargaining position.

But such differences,%ere over technitic and'timing: extension of, services "ib all

'arts of Canada" has a priority common to people in areas not yet served, their elected
representati,i,es, the CR1C, and the CBC at the Corporate level. The proportion Of the

torporation':, capital deoted to coverage was not called intoquestion. The importance

af extension of service was recognized by English Television but, because coverage was,*
Lorporatt fesponsibrlity and program production a divisional one, and because so much

was being 'allocated to coverage and the Montreal consolidation project, the Planning
6roup had Jet,eloped a scenario in which CBC English Television would come to have the

most extensi%c, complex, and complete distribution system in the world, but no,programs

tg, transmit ,cner it. The CRTC decision argued that "it is futile and', simplistic to

oppose ,transmission and programming," but also noted: "The hard fact is that in Canada
it is not possible to concentrate on software only." (CRTC 1974b, p 72)

Production Facilities

Eng1144 Teleision invollement in planning and budgeting for productiOn facilities,
'ho%e%er, 1,as more direct, although the Planning Group worked within the limits of a

capital budget set at the Corporate level. An indication of the condition of ESD
production facilities was provided in the discussion of CBC efficiency insection 11(h)

At the public hearing, 'the President noted that in the 1962-1972 period there was a $32
million "obsolescence gap" in the replacement of existing Capital equipment (CRTC 1974a,

pp 94-5). The Lnglish Television submission noted establishment of new stations in

Saskatoon, Charlottetown, Sydney, Goose Bay, and Labrador City, acquisition of its

hindsor affiliate, and plan's for a Calgary station (CBC 1973b, pp 22-3). The CRTC

decision noted "the obvious need" for the CBC to have program production centers in the
provincial capitals of British Columbia and New Brunswick (CRTC 1974b, p 69).

' Throughout the period, service to southern Saskatchewan was provided from a

combination of production office and film facilities located in the capital, Regina, and

studio l facilities in a small, acquired station in Moose Jaw, 45 piles away. The

arrangement had originated in 1969 as a "temporary" expedient but, although there were

plans for neh facilities in Regina, no date had been set for the start of consolidation.
M) report on the operation of the local FYI Current Affairs unit, activity 11 in sec ion

8(c), pages 162-163, contained these comments: .

It's impossible to'put down on paper the extent to which I sensed that the
insanity .of the facilities arrangements in,Ngina/Moose Jaw affects the morale and
energy of the FYI unit....

An incredible amount of everyone's time is taken up with attempting to cope

with%the logistics "problems imposed by the split location situation. Provincial

poliiticians won't drive to Moose JaW, so somehow they have to be covered in Regina.
To lapon a crew in Regina depletes the studio crew so that nothing can be done in

the studio while the crew is in Regina. The deadline for filmed news stories,
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alloying for processing and travel, is just after noon. And what comes out is

black and white. Inserts it the Moose Jaw studio are diffiCult because the studio
control rob7. is ,also the station master and has to be free for station breaks....

175

Everyore was quite friendly to me, but in a friendly way they've all

inevitably become extremely cynical. No small wonder.

The CbC's problems with existing production facili4ies weren't confined to

"Regina/Moose Ja4.", On a larger scale, French Television had faced similar problems -in
Montreal; but a major consolidation project,-on a new site acquired for the purpose in
1964, eased the problems considerably. In discussing studio projects in its 1973 -1.9'4

ANOAL REPORT, the CBC reported:

In Montreal the main activity was connected with the completion of Maison de

Radio-Canada which now houses some 3,000 employees and is the production centre for
the French radio and television networks, the CBC's local English and French
stations, Radio Canada International, the CBC Northern Service and the Armed Forces
Senice. The new building was officially opened by the Prime Minister on ,December
5, 19-3. It is one of the world's largest and most modern radio and television
centres and the only one of its kind in North America. (CBC 1974b, p 93)

Even se, the Montreal consolidation project resulted in a less than ideal solution:

In December 1975, BROADCASTER reported on the problems: ,

Most of the problems now affecting La Maison de Radio-Canada were, at least in

hindsight, predictabre.

First, although the original plans contaiAed provisibn for expansion,

squabbles with the governments of the, day, from the early 60's until actual

building construction began in 1967, limited La Maison ,to being a consolidation

project gathering in facilities formerly scattered across Montreal on.22 buildings.
As a result, even before it was finished, La Maison was too small.

. Now, two years after its official opening and four years after- the. first

handful of occupants moved ih, more than 1,400 occupy office space Intended for 980

in the 23-storey office tower. Not long ago, more than 50 staffers were moved out

into nearby offices over a tire store.

Studio. consolidation is yet to be accomplished.

Fwo television studios are unfinished. Their upped halves were both

false-floored at ground level and given over ,to office space, while the loWer half
of one shell was turned into a carpentry shop and,the other became a storage area.

A radio auditorium studio is also in the shell stage. Loose filled with

earth, its would-be roof serves as the floor of an putside patio on the south side

of the building.

The studios were the victims of an austerity program introduced in the midst

of construction due to soaring construction costs and inflation. In all, $16

million worth Cf facilities were chopped in order to keep the total cost to

approximately $75 million set by the Treasury Board in 1964. The government would

not budge and the CBC had no choice' but to cut Corners. (Gbilfoyle, p 16)

In Vancouver, television production was housed in a number of loCations surrounding
studios which were, in fact, converted automobile showroom and garage space. Ceiling

height in the larger of the two studios, used 'for programs such as THE-IRISH ROVERS and

IT'S A MUSICAL WORLD, was 11 feet. In September 1970, the Treasury Board authorized the
CBC to proceed with a consolidation proje t at an estimated cost of $22 million. As the'

project neared completion in pdcember 19? BROADCASTER reported:

.`Until now, thehcorpbration's Vancouver operation originated from six
1W

. 4
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inadequate morale-busting. locations -- television production from an armpit of an
. ancient building on Georgia St., the radio side feom a slum within the Hottl

kancouver. (Edwards, p 18)

A Vancouver TV Sportsknnouncer/Producer was more explicit:

To give'you an example, the newsroom which is located between the second and

third '.floors, must only be between 75 and 100 feet in total length. On any given '

.afternoon, there could be as many as 25 people working in there. You go out of the
newsroom, through the film editing area, which is lika a dungeon, into the boiler
room and youhave to walk under all the furnace ducts to get to the studio. (Ed's

note: I did it and there's only three feet from floor to furnace pipes.) It's just
unreal.. I've takensa couple of people up there:to-watch me do a. show and_ they
couldn't believe it. You may have noticed the teletype machines are in the furnace
room. I'm sure that it'll be the one thing that people will reeall twenty years
from now. The trip through the furnace room. Some don't'want tot-leave the old
place but I think they'll soon forget it in the new surroundings.`

,Fhis building will oring everyone together at long last and we'dl'be able to '

meet and get to know each other. I'd always been leery about inviting people back
to the old studio for interviews because tht poor impression it gave some of the

bigger 'names in sport was quite evident. Now we have no hesitation about telling'
People to meet us here. (CBC 1975c, p 4)

the new kancouver facilities include six television studios and improved production
capacity significantly. They also seem to have improved morale. BROADCASTER _quoted
Regional Director Bob McGall as saying, "It's almost magical what the new building has
done for our people" (Edwards, p 20).

For English Televisien,during the case study period, the Vancouver consolidation
project represented the only approved major project which would produce a future

increase in network program production capacity. The external pressures on the

Corporation were for the establishment of additional local and regional production
'facilities. The CBC submission noted the various local and regional programming demands
on English Television (CBC 1973b, pp 18-9). The CRTC decision noted 'the competing

demands for capital, land argued that both coverage and production.facilities are
important:

The question is not one of priorities between needed extensions of service On

the one hand and important building and consolidation plans on the other.
facilities are the tools afprogramming. PrograMs are the reason for extension of
service. All are linked together, and the CBC must be able to fo forward on .many
different fronts concurrently. If the CBC is to grow, improve and expand it will

require the needed support for purchase of buildings, towers and equipment. (CRTC

1974b,' v 68)

But the decision also expressed concern .about the geographic distribution of
production facility spending:

However, the Commission's worry is that building programs in major centres

. could in themselves distract the CBC from dealing with and solving other problems.
This must not happen. Priorities must be established which take into account

responsibilities th8t have long demanded attention. (CRTC 1974b,'p .68)

'Although the Commission wasn't explicit about what Lt considered to be "building
4. (-
programs in major centres," no doubt the consolidations already undertaken in Montreal
and Vancouver'Were in mind. And, reading between the lines, 'it is possible that the

prospect of a consolidation project in Toronto was the source of at least part of the
Commission4s "worry."
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roronto Consolidation

A history of the ).ariows contemplated Toronto consolidation projects could form a

case study in its't.:1f. It-was a complex issue over which there were marked differences
of oPihion, and in which a large number of factors Were involved. An early indication
of the Toronto problem can be found'in the Fowler Commission Report, which was issued in

' 1957 -- 5 years after the start of television service, and 17 Tears before the end of
the case study period. In 1967 the Royal Commis,siOn reported'as follows:

For the.future television facilities of the CBC, we have been forced to the

conclusion that it will be.necessary tTprovide large capital sums over the next
five or six years, for the construction of efficient television production
facilities in the two main production centres, Toronto and Montreal, in order to
save money In operations and capital costs later.... The fact is that present
facilities in Toronto and Montreal are,inadequate and inefficient to do the scale
of )ob now being attempted. he willsee that, in response to public dethand, the
scale of television operations is likely to grow substantiallly.in several ways.
Hour.; of operation and extent of geographical coverage are almost certain to

increase.' There is a strong pressure for greater production of Canadian television
programmes and the increased be of Canadian talent.

Those expansions of, televisioit service will ncrease the load on the two main
production centres in Toronto and Montreal.... To try to add necessary new studios
and equipment to the present ,patch4vork of production facilities in T,Oronto and
Montreal would probably be ,physically impossible and certainly would compound the
existing confusion. We think all that we can do is take a deep breath and plunge
into the creation of television prod4tion centres, in or near both cities, to

replace the present complicated facilities and provide reasonaVe room for

efficient future growth:. (Fowler 1957, p173)

Eight years later the Fowler Committee reported:

We were asked to oxam,ine and comment on'the plans for consolidation
of CBC broadcasting facilities, particularly in the two main national network
centres of Toronto aril Montreal. These plans" have now been in prepafation for some
years, and in both centres there is ample visual evidence that the scattered
operation,,the degree,of ovet-crowding, and the obsolete or obsolescent state of
the technical plant combine to impose costly inefficiencies which urgently need to
be remedied....

-- The Committee rel,iewed the Mohti.ealconS'oljdation plans, questioned _.'the generoui
scale on which the plans, have been drawn,," concluded that the architectural form of the
proposed facility was inappropriate, and recommended that the present CBC plan for
consolidation in Montreal should be discarded", (Fowler 1965, pp 200.-19):

We must emphasize here tha an entirelylew design will have to be ugdertaken.
A reduction /in the planned n Mier of 'televi ion studios, rehearsal halls, .and
offices cannot, be satisfactkily effected bY lopping off a piece here.and piece
there from-a coMpleted desig04erived frpmd,,ifferent, and in lour view ex ssive,

requirements. An entirely fiti/sh start Is neicessary. (Fowler 1965,p 208)

HOwever,'as noted in the preceding ,subsection, by thellend of the case study period
work on a new consolidated /facility "In Montreal, Maison de Radio - Canada, haq be
completed. The design was subsipntially,the same as that which the Fowler' Committee ha
reviewed; as noted abcAe,7prodwAion capacity was adjusted downward in' the midst of
construction dui to soaring cOnfitruction costs and inflation.

, .

With r spect to Toronto, the Committee urged,reconsideration of the proposed site:
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bad":

In Toronto, ,although the main site remains badly over-crowded, some

rationalization- has reduced the number of sepaYate locations to the point where

perhaps the horst immediate problem is the widespread_scattering of- administrative

and other office funtionl... (Fowler 1965, p 197)

The dispersal of faCilities is: a less acute problem, although the main

location,on Jarvis Street is badly over-crowded. Nevertheless a substantial degree

of consolidation has already been accomplished, and there are opportunities for a

careful re-examination of future requirements. (p 208)

Although the Committee found not only the Montreal but also the Toronto plans "too

extravagant and inflexible," it did agree with Toronto consolidation in principle. It

commented:

11(L, reg-..:o nsm lesues

i. -A ,. , .

The CBC owns a' 35-acne site in:Don', Mills, whi

consolidated operation, and the choice of

controversy in recent years. It is contend

Corporation th-t, in adopting the extensive lay

will sacrifice t 'e great advantages ot a downtou

This is not just a matter of.mere convenience,hut

relative isolatin of Don Mills will tend to des
.betweee those involved intelevision production 4 d their natur
eultuidl milieu of the urban centreK' Thp sam objection is

.planners, who deplore the remover of-a vital tural actin

the,citY to the suburbs. .Just a's the Montreal civi auth

contribute t3 the revitalization of an old part of t e city,,it 4, held.thar the

CBC and its creative people play and should continue to play_ a large Part in

1building

a strong a life,in 'downtown Toronto. (Fowler 1965, pp 208. ,'

-,

0,1

.1

h fA, intended fdr its new

location has bben a hatter of
some elements within the

ut proposed at on Mills, the CBG

locale for its creative people.

a source of reAdoncern Ehat,the
A,

roy'necessarY,continying contacts:
associates%in the

ised by the titx'
tyfrot the cent= .,-pf

ities want the CBC to

The Committee found tha
.

"the conditions in Toronto and Montreal are not equally.

The older facilities on Jarvis, Street need to be replaced quickly. T

television building is badly overcrowded, the television studios are poor

equipped/ and the radio building needs to be entirely renewed. The possibility o

finding, a suitable new downtown location free for development is limited, but has

not yet been exhaustively explored. Alternatively, a full " examination- should, be

made. of the potential of the existing. Jarvis Street And other locations,

supplemented by whatever adjacent space could ke acquired.

e

We must emphasize that our anla sis clearly, confirms the need

0
relief, both in Montreal -and Toronto . (row 0 ,465, p 209)

. Subsequently, planning for the Don M Ils site wa.F.,andonn41 and a

site, in the vicinity of where the i805 foot CN Tower now stands, was
public evidence of new planning does not show up until the 1973/74 ANNUAL

.4.

Planning is proceeding for the construction of a' Br8adcasting Centre in

Toronto which will consolidate in one location the present widely dispersed

operations in that city. The requirements have been determinek and the

architectural, structural, mechaAical and electrical consultants are now developing

the design of the complex, in conjunction with CBC staff specialists. (CBC 1974b,

.p 94)

A year later, the 1974/75 ANNUAL REPORT noted that planning was complete but that

the project was at a standstill:

for 'imm4eiatk

new downtown
acquired. But

REPORT:

Planning
,/,'

tis proceed for the nstruction of a broadcasting centre in

Toronto. to consolidate the CBC's aid y scattered premises there. The conceptual

design development and cost estimates have been Completed by consultants, working

in conjuction with CBC staff specialists, and government approval is awaited before
..'
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going further with tne protect. (CBC 1975b, p 47)

The 1957 Fouler analysis was accurate. There had been increases in hours of

service,- in eAent of co\erage, and in Canadian production volume. So was its analysis

of the conseqtences of not replacing the "inadequate and inefficient" existing

facilities.. "To try to add necessary nes. studios.and.equipment to the present patchuolk
of production facilities in:Toronto and Montreal would be physically impossible, and
certainly would compound the existing confusion" (Fowler 1957, p 173)

At the 1974 hearing, the President 'includedlin his preientation visuals a map of

the Toronto facilities showing 1.7 scattered mayor locations, and he termed-the Toronto

plant "a-slum" (CBC 1974c,,p 49, CRTC 1974a,'p 95). The intervention filed by the
Toronto Producers and Directors argued for new Toronto facilities:,

he know of the Zema-T5H--miade-on the Lt's budget for program
v/miTment,. he krow- the-demanitie :for- the--rtnewal of production plants in
other CBC points ytross the country.,.some of which also desperately require repair
c*.7--replacement.I But we want to'stress the urgent need for the upgrading of the
production rtsouites in Toronto. Because of the antiquated equipment in Toronto,

the quality of the programming ue produce is Jeopardized. Consolidated program
facilities are essential if we areto continue,doing our lob properly.

We recognize that the cost is not small. We must stress, that the stakes for

canacia 4 resources to-prods ZZ7quatzty'pr6tramqing ti a
technical standard to compete with any in the world. JATPDT 1974a, p 1-0)

The "Additional Statement" by some members of the TorOnto Association
had spoken of "the critical equipment crisis" and of tteing "told by management.that all

he can expect is a 'bandaid' operation until the 1980's" (ATP,DT 1974b,pnt 22),' At,the

hearing one of the CBC's most respected prOducers, Norman/Cappbelf, described his
working conditions, the following is an abridged-yersion of his initial comments:

. If I am doing, say, a musical cOmedy, or an opera, or whatever, which has a
Russian atmosphere; II am in my office), which is at Bay and College Sti;eets it
Toronto. If I wish to use the, resources of l. reference library! which as you know
in any university is generally:contiguousto where you.are, I have to walk to a
place known affectionaely as "Mac's pn Chyrch Street, quite a few, .blocks

away.

If I want to then get the recording of the work I'm doing, of Rimski Korsakov,.
I then have to go to the Radio Building. If I require the score of kimski.--

korsakol., I then have to go to a building at 90 Sumach Street, which is a couple of
miles away.

. .

If I want to rehearsd, I can rehearse'in that same building on a concrete
floor, or -I can, if I am working with dancers who'dOn't like dancing on concrete
floors, .go to some rented facility somewhere in the city.

.

If want to see film thatuus going to be used as Russian background, I have

to go down `to Frolit Street.

When I did the opera Hansel end'Gretel,.the orchestra bias a mile and a half
away in the top floor of. Eaton's store.

Once you're shooting in Studio 7, you have to tell your dancers, "Please,

611.A.t dance quite as vigorouSly, because if you do, if you,go up in a-lift, we will

see. the ceiling."

0
We have marvellous maintenance men who are just taxed beyond belief with old

"band-aid" equipment. We have cameras now in the studio which have come from the
remote units they use for outdoor games. And if you hear a whirring noise, you are' .

hearing the fans that blow them to keep them.co01. 'If you hear a: speech .like "I
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LD1e C.u, Hortense," and you hear a "whi.. . (laughter) you do not

;lave electrical interference, it as the fan blowing. But apart fro= that ...

(laughter) e.. there. is not a facility problem. (Laughter) (Applause) (Based gn

CRTC 19-4a, pp 102427) ,

. .

.

.
.

.The discussion concluded with the following .exchange between Campbell. and CRTC

Cocmissioner Gordon hu,ghes: , . 4
,

M. CAMPBELL: I wonder if 1 might jUst add to that a serious note, "Mr.
. .

Bughts. I.thiryl we are all, and have been for ,zany, any years, looking foi-ward to

same form of -cAnsolidation.' The exact.form of-it.doesn'tconcerm us. that does

coriari. Lib is that it be a consolidation of. the minds, that -is, a consolidation of

attftudei 'and feilings that we zip- all together; and then of the physical:

. rebirements, to dlaie this possible so that we are Able to be together at the moment
k

v.e --cf:- 11",c41:1= -z7:1-1 rde.a.st, that ;niters,: actors, dancers,. proltcers .a... top brass - .

: are, a.11 throv-w,intot4, mix together, sokthat we are able to realize that we .01 7
ricI,VC 1.4-0ble.71s a&112red-ratety'get to WVt. on The sulo L..."'

.
,

.
. k% iliOuLS One can understand that . It makes just tremendous sense, yo'u

know, -:,t's -.,5,-5 ..inple you .'wonde.K,. 14v you hzve'to tans aboul it. (CRTC 19-4a, p

.
L *.W..01

b

,.

.6

r

. q )
,o. .

? .Wil!. did.thc ha.e to talk aboatg.ito? Why had 17 yearS4Tassed wikh Only patchwork
,

, . .

t
chpges .to what the Fowler, Commission had.foiand to be ninadequate and inefficient',

faci4ities? .
. . , . , . ''

. . .

r' , : .

The absolute cost was A major factor. IA t95', the Royal Camission had. estimated

the total projected cost as "in the order of $50 million" IFo?iler*1957, f4208Y. By the

time that plans went to Cabinet in 1975, the estimate was "in4the neighbourhood of $120

:million" (Kirby 1975a): . -..

1

,

I .

.

,/

Requirements fo-improved production fac4ities at other locations were another set
..7 of factors. The.Fowler Commission} mad found the Montreal _problems more serious than

those in Toronto. The Vancouver conditions had indeed been "morale-busting," as I found
while working there in 1971. Responsq, tothe demands for new local and regional
facilitieseet Saskatoon, Charlottetown, Sydney, Goose .Bay, labrator City, Windsor, and

Calgary had beep understandable. The requirement .to improve the Regina/Moose Jaw

arrangement remained obvious. And there were tfig pressures forfacilities in Victoria

and Saint John.
o

,. ,

. And, without opposing production and transmission or afguing about the appropriate

balance between them, coverage extension was taking A large proportion of the available
-capital. . ,

Practical Onsiderationsliad a.s4n2.ficant impact. Construction in Montreal had

not been undertaken until." the.demands onthe.construction trades-represented by the
heavy building period o Expo '67 had passed. The,development and abandonment of the

Don Mills pAris had been a delaying factor. The gradual conversion of'Toronto studios

for color teleVision production had reduced the equipment obsolescence. problem
slightly. A "minf:consolidation" pf offices into a smaller number of larger tented
facilities_ during the first half of the case study period had eased some pc2blems
(though it left many unchanged and created some, new ones). Both , the plannin and
capital equipment requirements of the 'Olympics Radio and Television Organization were so
extensive that it had been necessary to ."integrate ,ORTO planning with oifier.major
projects, and ORTO faceda fixed deadline for coverage of the 1976 Summer' Olympics in

Montreal. And, as, the pattern of investment in the major consolidation projects-in
Montreal and Vancouver reveals; the CBC ,was sequencing or :"phasing" these. major
undertakings (CBC I973d, p 43; CBC.1975b, p 63).

'There was also pressure on the CBC' to contrac.t, out higher proportions of its

'production load. The 196S Fowler report had, been critical of thq "make or buy"

decisions made by rthe CBC tFowler 1905; pp 172-7). ,The 19.74,CRTC decision reviewed the
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runts for increased use of outside production resources, and concluded

There is no .touti that s:artl:rg prograz.:nnoat.cns often appear from small,

lean groups ouvz,:de. tae ineitablp constraints of larger establishments. Morecr.er,

as the President pointed out, there are man) ;.inds of 'nailer-scale progrars and
servzces that a large plant Is gust not designed to handle economically.

It is, in the opinion of. :re Lomnission, important that there be a

reassessment'of tne balance between pro.iding serlicqs and making programs within

the Corporalion and buying outside -- and that this reassessment should be
reflected in budget allocations. (CRTC 19-4b, p 59)

Also bearing on the situation was skepticismin sore quarters about the relevance

-=- oflarge, ronsti-thted--tetwor4r. production centres to the the future. The

fokILI- Committee, for instance, expressed one of its -grave reser,etions" as follows.

he Celiee tat tne future of television is dynamic-and-so unpredictable that,
'as a matter of policy, capital expenditures should be restricted to the necessary

minitum for tne maintenance of modern production processes, recognizing that sore
conscious loss of immediate efficiency IS a small price to pay for the resultant

,flexioillti of decision that this posture would afford in. the years to come.

t' (Fouler 1965, p 207)
9

One argumentswas that thee continuing development of reliable portable equipment

-would lead -.to a shift from studio ,work to production yin the real world." This

potential trenciwas cettainly a factoX to be considered in -facilities design, but the

probable impact on studio and, especially, post-production facility requirements was not
such as to constitute an argument against a consolidation altd upgrading of Toronto

facilities. Some unanticipated consequences of major consolidations carried out by the

BBC and SHY. were also cause for careful scrutiny of the Toronto consolidation plans. A

review of the BBC situation, for instance, tended to support a downtown site for

facilities. But, .again, the BBC 'and, NHK experiences constituted cause for careful
planning rather than an argument against consolidation itself.

A final factor entering the decision making process was the requirement that the

CBC, in _accordance with the provisions of Section 41 of the Btoadcasting Act, obtain
prior Cabinet approval for any facilities project in which expenditures exceeded

$250,000. The 197 estimate of trhe cost -cif. Toronto consolidation, 5120,000,000,
exceeded that limit by 480 times. By the end of 1975, although planning for

Consolidation of the Toronto facilities was complete, Cabinet approval of the plan'had
not been given and seemed, unlikely for some years. The Government had launched a series
of inflation fighting measures, not the least significant of which was a major reduction
in federal spending. Thus, with Toronto consolidation postponed indefinitely, planning

within 'ESD focused once 'again on options in the intermediate future -- on.plans for
varous types of further "mini-Consolidation" to provide some easement as an alternative
to any comprehensive consolidation.

At this point it is appropriate to review and add slightly to the participant

observer background provided. by Chapter 8. I was born and raised in Ontario. I have

worked in Toronto, both for private industry and the CBC. On tne other hand, I have
also worked, for the CBC in Ottawa and Vancouver, have travelled extensively across the
country on my own, for IBM, and for the CBC, and have spent some years outside of

Canada. In addition, during the 1972-1974, fieldwork period in Toronto, my own work
routinely took me to seven CBO Toronto locations .- on foot,.by subway, in C$C "shuttle"
vehicles, in my own car, and by. taxi. Special projects required a review of facilities
at other locations. Because many of My perSonal' friends were CBC producers and
directors, I had an opportunity to spend a great.deal of my own time "hanging around"

CBC studios,. control rooms, -and- film and Video tape editing facilities. It seems

necessary'to point all this out because I wish to extend-this analysis of the del.ly in

Toronto. consolidation beyond the list of factors given here thUs far.

ti
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of tie fa,::_rs d,ns1dered abve, i finc it difficult

ey;.a.- del,: .n. pro,-eecan, hitn'-oronto consolidatio-.. But I hae not had
77:','Ing processes of th;: Csablret, the '-.reas_lr:. Board, the CV.

f i.re.t.rs. cr servor CorForute menage:rent, and co, be,ausc decisions on me:or'
rr ,re a: 7-ut le,e1. I can bit s;eculate on tae rele:ance of other fa,:tors.

!: that trr uelu: i ioer:cg forot, as related ,it

/ 7 77., it 'rus to t-`0e Tia.,c in 7crorto.,

. .nerers s.lid eiiden.:e to s.;;port tnis contention. the other hand, it is 4

.rf.eult that unat the CBC itself described as --he resurgence of regional
C,E,.. j,3t, 1St was riot a factcr.

i 1: 3- argued it dienot.think the efficient solutio
the :orort, unc. 14o-treal fac-' lit.es em,robl uas production decentralization "hhi

*..;-,:r,tion of in .,.ther places" Johler 19S-, p 1-5
,.e",f resenaTiions" aout.consol,+4ati-onh,=- ,t -

'tqtre clJ :e dependenze or klcntreal undTeronto for program produrt.on,1 and
,r,.:ei ne made at .;rod,ction potential of other centres

,n, to 7,'tar ; pr:,grxn7.ng,

Tre ,nerns und resc-.r.utias here noted above. And regional resent=ent of
-ioronto's role ithin English lelcyision has exanined extensnely_earner in th.s
section, for reasons hhicn cre complex and the subject pf public debate, Monireal's
role hitrin frencn Teleision as not questioned nearly as much. One sdgge;ted

h/9-tiiat 9ontreal had an accepted-role as the cultural centre off Fren,h
speaking ,anada, ,but that the concept of principal cultural -entres was in4ropriate
for English speaking Canada. In informal conversation, senior CBC offi'ciels described
public attitudes towards Toronto as virtually unique in the horld: thelaccepeed
concentrations of cultural actiity in Paris, London, Rome, Neu York. and HollyLood here
noted and .ontrasted to the Canadian sitLation.

1

it is at least 'possible to argue a long run causal relationship between the role o
Toronto ithin English Television and the concentrae4on of English Canadian cultur 1

activity in the Toronto area. Without entering the debate about thd long un

appropriateness Of the situation, it was nevertheless true that in the short run t ere

/

existed a talent concentration in the Toronto area. One indication of that

concentration emerges% from analysis of the geographic distribution of listings 1 the

1975/:4 CANADIAN FROIESSIONAL 'FIII,1 DIRECTORY. Taking the 523 Canadian dir ctors,
e assistant directors, cinematographers, and editors listed together, Toronto a ounled

.
/ for 69", of the Canadian total, the province of Ontario, including Toronto, accou ted for

79''Q ,(ClE), Nlthough the, Government's decentralization of culture policy an further

/

decentral4F.ation of CBC production-would both suggest some geographic equali ation in

the lone run, it seemed to the CBC that the concentration ot available, talent in
/

,
Toronto though diminished, would at least continue to be significant th oughout the

foreseeable future. ,

.

.

It is impossible to say whether or -to what extent a reluctance to -aggravate

regional tensions within English speaking Canada may have been a factor in delaying
Toronto consolidation. I suspect that at one or more levels, somewehere within the

Corporate management / CBC Board / Treasury Board / Cabinet decision ma ling tructure,

it was a consideration. .--
' I -

..-

The operating cost consequences of CBC facilities scattering in Toronto were

analyzed in detail in both Fowler reports and need not be reviewed here. It ip

important, however, to return to Norman Campbell's comments and consider the creative
consequences. Throughout this chapter an attempt has been made to establish bases for
concluding that two of English Television's major problems were morale and internal

communication. Although physical working conditions do not alone account for these
problems, I suggest that Campbell's vision of a "consolidation 'of the minds" where

"writers, actors, dancers, producers and top brass are all thrown into-the mix together"
would, go a long way towards solving these problems within English Television.
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Crea::-.1t, in tele.islon des not stem-fror tne efforts of individuals i.orking in

isolation. :t is a cooperat.i,e endeavour. In his initial remariks, %orman Campbell

referred tc the customary central location of libraries within universities. Also
ithir the .,ri%ersit context, it is interesting to note the increasing arportance

-Itta:hed to tne ouiiding of "university centres" -- centrally located service,

recreation, And relaxation desIgned to bring faculty; staff, and students

inforral contact for the exchange of ideas. The importance cf sirilar

opTort.ir;ties for inforral exchanges and mutual stimulation would seem to be as great in
'a .-_,1t_ra1 irstitutior such as a broadcasting organization as in any university.

;t :rteresting to speculate that ii the Toronto facilities are ever

t.-.e greatest benefits may be in.creativity rather than efficiency,

6

J

:cnsideration of CBC tele\ision senice to \orthern Canada is outside the

;tud. Provision of service it the %orth was handled by the CBC's

-pcc.al although English Television network service constituted a

Trc:..rrtior of tie prograrming provided. Semite to the \orth has been the subject

'f tucl). and it recei'ed a greal deal of attention at the 19'4 hearing.

It re :in- the suh:ect of incense debate. So far as this study-is concerned, service to

the \orth rele%ant primarily in financial terms.

the Caradi* dorestic satellite program was publicly justified heavily on the basis

of the IT-pact uhith Anik could halmron Canada's North. One analysis found that there

could he. "nc.../Toubt that the strongest ostensible selling factor for Anik was the

benefits for the North and it-s peeple that sere to be the results of the programs"

(Arctic Inst, p 21). By 1974, the satellite was in operation but the Northern

E(roadcast,ng Flan being developed by the CBC in consultation with the CRTC and, federal

go\ernrent departrent's had not yet been approved or funded. A primary `BP function was

proision of appropriate locaL and regional services. In the absence of these services

and in ie.. of the 'service to the North" justification for Anik, complaints about CBC

senice fror \ortherners were not surprising.

!

Fhe long run ibplication was that to even approach the level of service for uhich p\

an expectation had been created in the North would require'significant capital and

operational expenditures in the future.

1n illustration of the short-run consequences emerged at the 19'4 hearing. Because

orthe complex way in which the three Anik channels rented by the CBC were being used

both for Lnglish and French network distribution and for English and.Z.rench news film

transmission between CBC production centres, two hours of program service per day to

many communities in the North consisted of programs seen earner that day, The

President reported that the CBC was undertaking to rent a fourth tknik channel to

eliminate one of the -two hours of repeat,. The additional satellite rental was 8750;000

per year M2TC 1974a, p 1399). 1/cued differently, the annual'cost.c4. eliminating one

of the tuo hours of repeats per day was greater dip the.total local program budget of

an English Television station serving a OopulatIon approximately 20 times as large as

that of the Yukon and Nort/auest Territories combined.

Comments- Regionalism Issues

BACKGROUNb. Just as there uere requirements foi support of Canadian efforts in the

proces,, of self-definition in relation to the outside world, Ole Canadian situation

called for support for the process of internal accommodation. 4,1though the issues in

their immediate sense were different from those considered tinder the "nationalism"
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heading, an/ failure to deal with strong feelings of regional identity, and with special
regional needs, was at least of equal importance to the long run preservation and

Strengthening of Caned-Ian unit>. However, recognition- of regional needs implied
requirements for CBC activity within regional boundaries, whereas contributing to

inter-regional understanding implied requirements for CBC initiatives across such
boundaries. Punic consideration of "regionalism" issues was complicated by failures to

distinguish between these two sets of requirements, between deans and ends, and between
unit; and identity. And public debate about "regionalism" issues in Canada was further
complicated by the'fact that both the tensions and consideration of them were internal.

- COXERAGE AND FACILITIES: The perspective of this study for viewing coverage and
facilities mattvs is from the production facilities "side." Even so, the financial
figures themselves argue the case that coverage extension was a high capital expenditure
priority. By the end of.the case"study period English Television service had been

__!_____extended to 97.2% of the English soeaking.Canadian population, and_French Television to
98.1%.of the French speaking population. The Accelerated Coverage Plan, approved by
Cabinet in February 19-4 at an estimated-cost of .!,;0 million, and estimated :n -1976 at
S-0 million (Broadcaster 1976b), would increase coverage beyond those levels. Regional
equalizaticn of production facilities, on the other hand, remained incomplete, and there
'.ere outstanding demands for major undertakings, notably on Vancouver Island, in
Saskatchewan, and in %eu Brunswick. And it seemed tha_t the Northern Broadcasting Plan,
once finalised andkapproved, would also require major capital expenditures.

REGIONAL FLOh kND EXCHANGE: Contributions to the flow and exchange of regional and
cultural information and entertainment were virtually assured, .at some level, by
structural mechanisms, notably the decentralization of production which figured so

prominently in the Government's "decentralization of culture" policy. But a tendency to
cortfuse structural mechanisms such as regional management structures, production
decentralization, regional program. exchange, and special development funds with

meaningful flow and exchange in program service complicated both the planning and public
assessment of English Television's effective contributions. The regional flow and
exchange contributions of programs produced from Toronto tended to be overlooked; on the
other hand, there appeared to be a tendency to overestimate,the effective contributions
arising from Operation of the carious mechanisms.

Taking the background and the issue areas into consideration in combination we
find:

- strong feelings of regional identity leading to requirements for CBC efforts to

contribute to inter-regional understanding,
- substantial agreement on the nature of CBC's role in contributing to a national

understanding of regional identities, .

- emphasis on decentralization in the cultural policy of the Government,
- a significant concentration of available talent in the Toronto area,
- an expectation in some quarters that the CBC succeed in reducing regional tensions,
- the regulatory agency expressing considerable dissatisfaction with the extent ,6f

CBC contributions,
- a tendency to Confuse mechanism such as decentralization of production with the

objective bf promoing regional flow and exchange,
'overlooked spntributions to flow and exchange not related to specific mechanisms,

- a reorganized,regional management structure, decentvalizatioh of production, and
regional program exchange mechanisms designed to contribute to regional flow,

- opportunities for Utilization of the domestic satellite system for new types of

programming to facilitate regional flow and exchange, limited in the short run by
an inability to provide the required production resources,'

- long range opportunities for greater decentralization of production limited in the

short run by the geographic 'distribution of developed talent and roduction
facilities and by insufficient allocations for intensive regional Meat and
program development,

- the national broadcagting service arguing that it was making significant
contributions and that its operating constraints, primarily financial and
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reentea it from floohing the courses of action advocated

recognition of the importance of equalizing regional

:bating to Inter-regional understanding,

- demands from at lea :,t sole non-Toronto CEC production centres for increased

decentralization of production and greater decision making autonomy,

- strong feelings of regional particularism leading to demands for rncreased 'local

and regional program serlices and for equalization of services and expenditures,

- approval and financial support from the Government for significant expenditures . on

extension of service,
- outstanding requirements for production facilities in several provinces,

- widespread resentment of the role of Toronto program units and Toronto based

management,
- an outstanding requirement for facilities consolidation or upgrading in Toronto,

-end
- the regulatory agency arguing that "facilities are the tools of programming" and

that "programs are tne reasons for extension -of service."

RECOGNITIO'v AND PORTRAI'AL ISSUES

English Television and French Cahada

There are obvious parallel* between the reflection of the regions to the Codntry'as
a whole and the reflection of French Canada to English Television viewers, and much of

the analysis of "regionalism, issues" could be repeated here.

There were tensions in the,environment. The broadcast of even short segments in

the French language inevitably resulted in a high volume of complaint calls to CBC

switchboards. These callers, many of, whom demanded ' to know, "Why don't they, speak

'English?', were of course not representative of all English speaking Canadians. Still,

they were representative of a substantial number of Canadians, and their attitudes dill

have an effect on program decision making.

The structural division of the CBC, into French and English operating. divisions

with. separate headquarters in Montreal and Toronto, did little tq facilitate exchange

between the two offkcial criltural groups. Programming specifically about,French Canada

during the case study period consisted primarily of the i2 .kart $FB series, AULEU.

ALOUETTE.. Although English Television considered the NFB series to be excellent, in

quality, and ,important in revealing contemporary French Canada to ..English viewer's, it

was disappointed both by the size of the audiences to thy programs (A% viewing,

Wednesdays, 10.30-11 pm, 1972/73 season) and by the audiente reactions (reflected in a

very low CBC Research viewing panel "Index of Enjoyment"). The series was repeated in

the 1973/74 season on Sundays at 2 pm, but on an available rather. than reserved network

basis. .

Exchanges between CBC FreAh and English Television consiited,almost exclfisiie13- of
serious music programs. FSD productions were seen on English Telev,isiOn in the 1973/74

year in the MUSIC TO SEE, WORLD OF MUSIC, and MUSICAMERA series, and on special

occasions such as the CBC TALENT FESTIVAL finals telecast. In .addition, the 1973/74

schedule included two English Televisloli productions. featuring the popular French

Canadian performer, Ginette Reno'. Inlareas where no trentliTelevision station had yet

opened, some FSD programming was broadcast by English Television stations as regional

'exchange programming.

Public assessment of English Television performance, as in the case of regional

flow, was 6Titical. The interventions of Pierre Berton and of the Committee on
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Television suggested licence conditions requiring special English Television 'attention/

to French Canada (Berton, pp 11-2; COT 1974, p 132). The CRTC deCision,o6served:

. .$
The fact that Canada is built on a bicultural structure provides a specific

focus for the CBC's obiligation to reflect one part of Canada to 'the ()net.. The
Commission endorses the concern of-many intervenors that the CBC, by' past neglect

of this obligation, may, have reinforced the feeling of, solitude and eicl4ion
inherent when two distinct linguistic and cultural groups share a country.

There have been "common endeavours" which have accomplished IC unity of feeling
and expression, and this was pointed out at the hearing. But,the CBCeis evidently

not playing an adequate role in this regard if HOCKEY NIGHT IN CANADA is4the.only
regular "national event" which transcendi,a feeling of separation between the two

major groups. Consequently, the Commission would be evading its fundamental
responsibility if it did not call'on the CBC for a more specific commitment to

programming which bridges. the differences between English-speaking and
french- speaking Canada. (CRTC 1974b, p 30)

The decision recommended the creation, by decision of the CBC Board, of "a special

fund within the budget of the Corporation to finance specia programs or series of
programs, and to fund exchanges of staff and program participants designed to help

reflect English-speaking Canada to French-speaking Canada and vice versa" (CRTC 1974b, p
32). As the COT intervention noted, these same concerns had been voiced in the Fowler
Committee report nine years edlier:_

Ise believe the CBC has failed,, and is failing today, to discharge adequately

its duties to foster understanding between the two main cultural groups in this
country. With rare exceptions, it dqes not produce programs that would assist

English-speaking Canadians to understand the attitudes and aspirations of French
Canada.... (Fowler 1965, p 37)

The image of French - speaking, Canada as presented to English-speaking Canada by
the CBC, and vice versa, is at the present time totalliv inadequate. It is a sad

judgement upon the CBC that it does not seem to have awakened to this sithatdon
before the general public became aware of' it.(p 65)

In 1974, tension between the two cultural groups persisted, the. CBC remained
puzz.led as ,to how best to reflect French Canada to English Television viewers, and
contributing to understanding between the major language groups was one of the

matters still requiring attention. .

Multiculturalism

The 1974 CRTC decision noted that it had been more than two years since the federal
government-had announced support for the concept of multiculturalism in a bilingual

context. It went on to comment that "the Corporation has taken insufficient advantage
of the variety of Canadian cultures to enrich the programming content of the
broadcasting system as a whole." (CRTC 1974b, p 31),

Because the interventions dealing with multiculturalism also raise the question of

CBC service in landuages other than_Engl4h and French, and because the implications
differ, multilingualism will be dealt with here first Multilinguilism was not a matter
which concerned English Television directly. CBC policy in this area was Corporate
policy derived' from the Broadcasting Act -- which declared that "the national

broadcasting service shoUld ... be kn English'and French" (Act, s CBC policy
provided for some programming in native Indian and Eskimo languages, but not in other

langUages, except, in Special "acquired rights" situations. At the heating, the

President again stated the CBC policy and explained that the Corporation would
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participate with the CRTC and the Secretary of State in the review of the matter,

suggested by the Broadcasting Committee (CRTC 1974a, pp 1362-5, 1391-3). Mr. Juneau

entered the ,exact recommendations of the Parliamentary Committee into the record (pp

,
.136S,-6), and the CRTC decision did not raise the issue further.

.

.:.

. .
0.7

The CRTC decision did, however, recommend the creation of a Special fund to finance

programs "reflecting thd multicultural diversity 'of the country" (CRTC 1974b, p 33).

Interventions- had called for the establ Tit' of a multilingual and multicultural

programming Section within the CCC, and the ing 'aside of 'a specific amount ($3

million in 974) for such'prograMming (CPC, ).

.1 I

T he question of how best to refledt'the multicultural nature of Canada was of,.

considerable concern to the planning Group. The first instinct was to create special
. ,

-.programs. But the prospect of creating special program vehicles to promote national

unLt), to- reflect regional diversity, to faciptate bicultural understanding, and to

porti.ay the taulticuIttiralnature of the country was not appealing. The gredp seemed to

feel that there was a practical limit to the solution of special problems through the

creation of more,Speci4I mechanisms.

At the ,hoiiring both the Chairman and Commissioner John Shanski spoke of the'will of

people across the country to express themseNes to one another. Mr. Juneau observed:

I would hope that a great'dealcould be done perhaps in the line of what

Mr. Shonlki is saying, by a demonstration of a much greater ldvel of sensitivity to

'people: so that they feel that we in Central Canada, people who control either

organization's like'the CRTC, or control organizations like the CBC, know they

exist, are sensitive to them, care about.them , .respect their concerns.

It seems to me that the less there,has'been-of that kind of preoccupation the

more demands for a legalistic approach have increased, and the tore they will

increase in the future.

I ,think that Mr. Shanski is referring to the .possibility of paying more

attention to people. (CRTC 1974a, pp 1393-4)` .

Mr. Shanski hit at what was undoubtedly the,heart-of the matter':' "These people

want to he recognized in some way. They are Canadians and taxgayers.... They want to

be recognized; and I think this is the whole substance. of the "deal" (CTRC 1974a, p

1396).
4
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Women

Mr. Slianski's point applies'with equal validity to the programming sections of the

joint intervention submitted by the Women for Political Action and tte Ontafio CoMmittee

on'the Status'of Women. That submission also,dealt with "recognition":

*Canada's female population contains thousands of women who have broken free of

the stereotypical roles, which previously confined all women. These women are never

seen on CCC public affairs programs. Their points of view, experience

style are never discussed. In fact, notone of the twenty- u lic affairs]

programs which we monitored dealt with any of the issues are prpminent in the

lives of modern Canadian women. (WPA, p SO)

A 1

When wetsee ourselves portrayed on television, w realize our INVISIBILITY in

ne roles and cdriVersely, our VISIBILITY in traditional roles. The traditional

ro es which the television screen ascribes to us can be categorized as passive,

no -too-bright _servants, sexy and manipulative 'playthings or strident and

co plusive mothers and hodsekeepers. (p 2) ,
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Based on our extensive monitoring and research, we have concluded that women

are misrepresented, under-represented and.discriminated against by the CBC'English

Languag Television Network. We bblieve that the struggle for a positive and

accurate image of of women must be waged in the communications media. We are held

back f exploring our full, potential and, worse, we find ourselves in danger of

becoming, or forever remaining the limited beings that television insists we 'ire.

(pp 84-5) .

The intervention 'detailed the portrayal .of women in children's' yrogramming4

afternoon progtamming, prime time' programming, and in commercials.' The"thrustof the

recommendations has towards the elimination of offensive representations of women, the

responsible and adequate coverage of women's issues, and the emergence of a positive and
accurate imagedof women in contemporary Canada (pp 88 -7).

Comments: Recognition and Portrayal Issues

1
_

A common theme runs. throughout the debates on regibnalism, biculturplism,

multiculturalism, and the portrayal of groups of-people such as "women" and "native

peoples." It is the demand for recognition, for the adeqdate and fair portrayal of the

role in society of new and existing-groupings of individuals. Or, using the language of

section 3(d) on "Mass Media and Mass Society," these demands are for a'revised media

definition of reality.

Section 9(e), pages 112-114, noted the "process" 'nature of television program

development and production. Throughout this chapter there has been a grelt deal of

attention to "mechanisms." There is an understandible connection. The high volume of

output of a teleVision operation implies an extremely high volume of resource allocation

and program content decisions. The various mechanisms which have beedexaminedohere are

all middle level management decision making systems of one sortor another. There would

seem to be an appropriate place for such mechanisms, but all decisions in a broadcasting

Ir

organization cannot and should not b made by mechanical management systems.

Management systems can help fa ilitate, say regional flow and exchange, but there

would seem to be limits both to the number of concerns which can be addressed by such
systems and to the level of detail at which they can effectively operate.

In the review of network program content in section Il(a), it was suggetted that

the natural occurrence of regional material in programs with a national perspective may

be a more effective means of helping the regions of Canada understand their similarities
and differences than the creation of special vehicles to carry overtly regional themes.,

The same argument can be made with respect to the portrayal of French Canada,,ethnic

groups, women, and a very long list of "minorities" and other groupings of "minorities"

and individuals.
3

In a public speech made just prior to the 1974 hearing, one CBC program director

dealt with demands for recognition as follows:

The CBC is attacked for not giving, adequate coverage to young people or old

people or ethnic groups or women, ork, labor, or business, or left-handed

paper-hangers. I suppose the CBC 6s been poked and probed; swabbed and needled by
just about every pressure group in existence, all demanding that their message be

sent forth to the Canadian people, and all in one way or another trying to shape

reality in their favour. I think in the future these pressures will intensify, but

it is cruci,a, that a public broadcasting system always remember its central

, responsibility is to all Canadians and its programming must be reflective.of the

, nation, not reflective of only certain groups within the nation. (CBC 1974d, p 15)

In essence, it was the argument of much of the public criticism and ma of the

interventions that EngliSh Television programming actually was reflectiv of only
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:certain groups, .within the nati-on,--pLincipally middle aged, middle class anttal

Canadians of British. origin.

And it is at this point that we see somet ing very important about the management

.processes within English Television at the tim of this case study. It seems that there

was, in. fact, considerable substhnce to some of the criticisms of CBC'portrayal of

groupings of individuals,within the country. In some cases these were faplts which had

been noted by management but forwhich solutions had not yet been found.' And in some ,

cases there appeared to bea,lack of awareness, either of the detailed program by

program tontent of the network service, or.bf the direction or importance-of changes in
the social climate of the Country.

Discussion of Planning Group handling of regional flow and of French Canada

reflection ended with "needed more attention" observations. In those two cases, it

could be argued that management actions -- new structural arrangements or special

systems were possible. However, in dealing with the portrayal of smaller groupings
of individuals, the number of "special funds" or other management devices quickly grows

to unmanageable proportions. In dealing, with "recognition" and "portrayal," we are
really dealing with program content at a very detailed level. And program content

Involves not only management but also the producers and those working under their

direction. '
.

There was not a great deal of,discussion between management and producers about

such abstract problems as how best to reflect the multicultural nature of the society or
how to begin to revise the portrayal of women. In fact, there was relatively little
communication betWeen management and producers on any subject, and most of that took

place on an individual basis.

In the determination of program service content, the management of a television

organization must rely heavily on its prod ers. It must be, in communication with theM

-- to make its concerns known, to pick u ideas and suggestions, to gauge the calibre of
its people, to see to iheir indivi needs, and to maintain or build morale. In

English Television during Olt sg study period, communication between management and
producers focused heavily on ot rational matters, principally on resource details. Both

the limited amount of communication and its operational focus resulted at least to a

significant degree from the imbalance between the level of the network's_cbmmitments and
objectives and the level of resources, and from the amount of management attention

devoted to that imbalance.

Careful monitoring, consideration, and planning of the content of an on-going

service as extensive as English Television requires an immense effort, an enormous

number of man hours per day. Throughout the case study period, English Television was

severely over-extended -- in terms of budge'', physical resources, and human resources.
The result was a pervasive preoccupation wittJ resource stretching andta distraction from
program content not just in management, but at all levels, including program units.

raking these comments on regognition and portrayal and observations about the

handling of "nationalism" and "rogionalism" issues into consideration in combination we

find:

a continuing need for accommodation between the FreRch and English language and

cultural communities in Canada,'
- a structural, separation between the French and English CBC operating divisions,
- limited interchange of programming between the French and Teleiesion

services of the CBC,
- the regulatory agency recommending additional mechanisms for ensuring,reflection of

the French and English cultural cotlimunities to each other,
a proclaimed Government policy of multiculturalism in a bilingual context, 4

- the regulatory agency recommending additional mechanisms for ensuring reflection of
the multicultural nature of the country,

- relatively widespread dissatisfaction with regognition and portrayal of new

national cultural developments, regional identities, contemporary French Canada,
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. .

. the multicultural diversity' of the country, women, and other ,grpupings of

individuals within the nation, _

sharges that the, English Television "definition of Canadith re lity" was

... excessively oriented towards middle aged, piddle class central Canadi of British

origin, I ''
i

1
.

- a concentration on the part of the national broadcasting service, thp regulatory

agency, the Government, and organized groupS on operating mechanisms for ensuring
.

N.,\ adequate recognition and portrayal of specific groups, /
- a suggested practical limit on the usefulness of mechanisms to ensure balanced

recognition and portrayal leading to a suggested need for close attention to the 11

overall balance of program content,
0

- a large number of public requirements and expectations and of CBC object ives and

priorities competing for finite resources; .

requirements for a high volume of resource allocdtion decisions, and
- limited and resource oriented contact between management and producers.

. %.. r
d) AUDIENCE ORIENTATION .

4 .

,

,(\

'

.
)

-.. -

Consideration of the audience orientatfon'of English Television runs throughout

Chapter 10 and sections 11(b) and 11(c). This section is intended to draw elements of
those discussions together anct add some additional' observations.

1

' A .

Mass and Specialized 'Audience Balance

The CRTC decision termed dience orientatkon "the single most important and

fundamental problem facing e CBC" (CRTC 1974b, p 7). Although the title orthe.

sect-ion on audience orientation in the Commission's decision,. "Mass Medium or, Public

.Service?", implied a choice between mass aril specialized audience orientation:the text

oLethe decision clearly recognized a need for balance: ..

Should the CBC tailor its program poli y to attract the largest poseibie,

number of people? Or should it go t the other extreme and appeal only to a.

specialized, minority audience? Clearly, b th these approaches are unsuitable.

. The CBC cannot become an "ivory bro casting tower'` broadcasting only to

specialized and narrow interests. Neithe can it simply conform to the wishes, of

the lowest common denominator. (CTRC 1974b, p 8)
9

Here a distinct difference between the public broadcasting systems of Canada .and
the United States emerges. US public television's role is the provision of

"alternative" programs, alternative to the programs provided by the three commercial

networks which were well established long before "public" television emerged. This

alternative service role for US public broadcasting has been commonly,"taken to imply

. specialized or obrinority audiences, and there is significant internal resistance in the

system against engaging in "irs audience" programming.

In Canada, the CBC began with the ultimate in Mass audiences, a moAopoly. This

historical difference makes Comparative analysis of the two systems extremely difficult,

although the US system was the subject of considerable discussion at the CBC licence

renewal hearing. (Nevertheless, much of that discussion (eg- CRTC 1974a, pp 242-7),

indicates a striking lack of information about the US system on the part of both the CBC

and the CRTC.)

The hearing debate about.English Television's audience orientation is difficult to

follow. It tended to get caught up in arguments about theptaning of the term "mass
audience," in discussions of the value of "pure models" in devAsing strategy, and

especially -- in .consideration of CBC commercial activity. It is impossible to separate
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CRTC concefn'about Englisn Telell4lon's audience orientation from its concern about CBC

commercial activity.

In its sectibn interpreting "A BalancectSeriice,Lbe English Television submission
argued. "By its nature teleisiow is a mas'Sinedium, and a national television network

directed to meet all tastes must program adequately in mass terms in order to use the

television medium effectfiely" (CBC 1973b, p 1). But the CRTC decision suggested a

distinction between "popular" and "mass audience" prOgramming: A

The Commission agrees with the CBC that the national broadcasting service

should endeavour to remain 'a popular service and that it should guard itself

against becoming the preserve of esoteric minorities. However, the Commission .1s

of 'the opinion that a preoccupation with pass audience concepts, stimulated by the
contempOrary North American marketing environment is inappropriate for a publicly

supported broadcasting service. (CRTC 1974b, p 18)

TlIc main submission of the. Association of Television Producers and Directors
(Toronto) placed the debate in an historical context, argued,that "balance" must change

o'as society changes, and thel addressed itself to the future:

. In the 1930's, as we began, to experiment with Canadian public broadcasting, we
put some emphasis on the wants and'needs of listeners as citizens. We established

some important precedents in .opinion and controversial Programs. In the 1940's, we

pushed those experiments further and in addition accented the'wants-and needs of

listeners as'patriots, in ,war and peace, and we took a-lew pride in all sorts of

Canadian achievements at home ,and abroad. In the 19$0's and '60's, without
forgetting our earlier approaches, we accented the wants and needs of the viewers

as consumers. During these years we accepted, in large measure, the dominant

,
American conception of the uses .of television, and, like the American networks, we

pUrsued "mass" audiences with an intense and occasionally absurd ardour.

It can be argued that.in the 1960'.s these three traditions were always visible
in our schedules, if sometimes incongruously combined. But; at this Moment, in the

early. 1970's, they are seen in an uneasy balance. But, if so, it is"qecause of

major conflicts of expectations in the ,minds of both the - viewers and the

_-progpammers.' And not surprisingly, In the world of broadcasting, as in the larger
- world around it, we are involved in massive changes. of thought, values and goals.

it is not easy to determine the emerging trends. It is even:more difficult to

align schedules with new public attitudes which have not yet crystalized...-.

c
'The mix must ref ct rapid changes in public concerns and life-styles and must

particularly emphasi whit will turn out to have been important -to Canadians. 'It

cannot be rigidly set, mathematically apportioned.or'prescribea by any dos,tine.-,-

policical or cultural. (ATPDT 1974a, pp 15-6) ,

It was a concern with mass consuter marketing in the '50's and '60's that gave

rise to an obsession with mats audiences measured by numbers. But this approach is
no longer appropriate, we will have to adjust tO fractured markets' and fractured
majorities as we will to-a crowded TV screen.. Our new concern will have to be with

the viewer as an'individual rather than as a faceles's consumer. ,

We don't want to be.misunderstood. We want to continue doing programs for

large; audiences. But some programs must be done for smaller audiences.... .1ATPDT.

1974a, pp 18)

These concerns relate to the "batance, range, and optimization" comments on "The

Special Role of Public,Broadcasting" in section 3(f), pagers.35-39. And they relate to

the BrOadcasting Act mandate that the national broadcasting Service should be "a

balanced service of information', entertainment and enlightenment for'people of different

ag.Fs: interests and tastes covering the Whole range'of programming in fair proportion"

(Acts s 3.g.1).

20.5
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In the early i9'0's, the determination of balance in English Television was

complicated not only by the "massive changes of thought, values ap4 goals" noted above
but also by the rapidly changing broadcasting environment. Audience fragmentation by
cable, the establishment of a tnird (commercial) English language network and of

on
"third station" (also commercial) operations combined to impose a new role

on CBC English Television. But it should be noted that these trends were not
geographically Uniform. in some parts of the Country the CBC still provide& the only
television service as it had in the 1950's, and it had, therefore, to maintain within
its schedules a full range of programming (as opposed to "alternative" services).

The nature of its mixed public and private distribution and cover ge system Also
had a bearing' on English Television's audience orientation. The ubmission of the
private affiliates to the CRTC clained that close to 40% of Canadian, receive their CBC
servide through the 37 privately owned French' and English affiliated stations
(Affiliates, p 2). By the end of the case study period, a number of English Television.
affiliates were in serious financial trouble, and the affiliates' intervention did not
appear to overstate their problem:

pith operating costs, increasing much faster than netArk revenue, with
increased competition from the extension of the CT and TVA networks, from the
ne:%1; licensed Global stations and from outside stations through cable systems, the
very existence of many CBC affiliates is threatened. (Affiliates, p 8)

The affiliates argued that "The CBC must continue its policy of including the most
popular entertainment programs" in its schedules. At the hearing, Commission Counsel
John Lawrence suggested that one reason the.CBC used predominantly US programming in the
'8 to 9 pm period was "in order to accomodate the affiliates." The summary report on the
hearing included with the decision misrepresents the reply made by W.C. Wingrove,
station manager of the London affiliate, CFPL 71,', and Chairman of the English Station
Section of the Affiliates' Committee. The summary states: "Mr. Wingrove agreed that it

is important to them and added...." (CRTC 19746, part 2, p 98), and the implication is
agreement with Lawrence's contention. The transcript, however, indicates Mr.

hingrove's reference.to have been to CBC stations:

'1k. LAWRENCE: The point I am trying to get at here ... is that the reason the
CBC has to program so predominantly U.S. programming in this time spot is in order
to accommodate the affiliates.

.

MR. hINGROVE: Oh, I think it is important to them in their on stations....
(CRTC 1974a, p 875; emphasis added)

Although the discussion moved on to an inconclusive debate about the effectiveness
of "lead-in" scheduling, for our purposes here it- is sufficient to note that maintaining
the general level of affi,,liated, st4ition,tu4lplices was, in fact, one admitted factor
influencing the schedufing'of popula'r programs on English Television 1973b, p 2).-

There is a general tendency or temptation for broadcasters everywhere to conceive
of their aiOiences as,undifferentiated masses. Anthony Smith's observations about the
origins of these tendencies were noted in sectidn 3(d), pages 31-33. And, as Willard
Rowland has observed, these same tendencies have plagued the development of an effective
"alternative programming" strategy in US public televisilon:

2

t 401V

Eschewing the goal of amassing large audiences at every given moment, public
broadcasters have opted for the alternative of reaching a variety of smaller,
special interest audeinces, thereby hoping over time to build up a large cumulative
following. The conceptual difficulty here is that the- image of those audiences
remains cast in the traditional mass society mold. The audience totals may well be
thought of in smaller terms, but those terms continue to be expressed as numerical
grosses,..There is little willingness to,examine the suggestion that at its root
the vision carried around in the heads of many public broadcasters remains one of
largely undifferentiated audience collectivities.

. .
.
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Researchers, planners and administrators throughout public broadcasting -have,

for too long allowed their images of audiences to be shaped liy the sImplistie

statistical terminology of ,American public opinion polling and marketing

research.... f'1T,e limited dezcgraphics and entirely quantitative methodologies of
these research models do notning to break down the basic mass;audience stereotypes

that tempt al! broadcasters; commercial and public, in al1 societies. (Rowland, p-
.

In order to fo:us tnis discussion back onto tne Canadian situation, one of the CRTC
coEments quoted earlier bears repeating:

The CBC must ncie consider its audience as an agglomeration of 20 million more

or less accessible revenue- producing consumers, but rather-as an active community
i of people with real and varying communication needs. (CRTC 1974b, p 11)

1

Such observations tend to imply an exclusive concern with undifferentiated mass
Judiences, but the English Television submission argued that,,the CBC, as a public

broadcaster, mast program for both mass and special audiences (CBC 19-3b, pp 2, S). In

trait r'egard, it is useful to -note a perceptive comment in the intervention of the
77ronto I,:reztors.

ca

we are conscious of the fact that the old rhetoric of "mass audience" versus

"minority audience" is obsolete, and that now such a dualism is an obstacle to
intelligent planning. as we did in radio, we must now in television think

differently about4pudiences (TM 19'4 a, p 12)

This orinis us back again to "balance, range, and optimit.ation" and the arguments
of section 3(f), and to the two clusters -of range dimensions, loosel;, grouped in

audience and in content terms. It is important to distinquis/i between these to
clysters because, although they are interrelated, they are not identical,

Content Balance

Balance and range o.f. programming in ."content" terms is easily gauged by analysis of

progriM-SEhedules. Figure 11-3 provides a content analysis, by CRTC program categories,
of English Television rie/uork programming in representative winter weeks for the years

1970 through 1974. Note that the figure gives content by category as a percentage of
total hours of network service,.and that the total hours increased by 5 hours per week

during the period, and that Canadian content increased steadily. Figure 11 -5 reveals

certain trends, or adjustments in the "balance" of the ,schedule along content

dimensions. more InfoTbation programming, particularly informal education; less light

,entertainment, especially light.drama; and an extension inthe volume and range of arts,
letters, and sciences programming. There is a relationship between these trends &id the
increases in hours of service and in Canadian content. The increases in informal
education and in hours of slerlice were linked; SESAME STREET alone occupied 5 hours per

week in the network schedule. The reduCtion in light drama was linked to increases in
Canadian content. light drama imported from the US decreased from 21.5 hours per week in
19'0 to 13.5 in 1974. However, these linkages are less direct than might be supposed,
and they do not imply direct causal relationships.

that is of interest here is the following question: Were these adjustments in the

balance and range of programming the result of deliberate attempts to cover "the whole
range of programming in fair proportion,' or were they the consequence of operational

factors such as the commitment to higher levels of Canadian content?

The English Television submission commented, I suggest quite accurately, that "the

ueel,l schedule in its basic summer and winter forms is the matrix in which the
aspirations and constraints of the television network are reconciled" (CBC 1973b, p 3).

Large scheduling boards (similar in format to Figure 7-8) hung on "fourth floor" office

ti 207
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Figure 11-3. CONTENT ANALYSIS OF REPRESENTATIVE WINTER, WEEK NETWORK PROGRAMMING,

1970 - 19741 . : .

. .

of Total Network Hours ,

CRTC'Content Category 1970 1971 . 1972 . 1973 1974

I' . .

INFORMATION & ORIENTATION . / ,

News rNews Commentaries 3.7 . 3.0 3.7 4.5 50
Public Affairs, Talks, etc. 15.9 . 17.4 13.9 14.0 16.4
Religious2

,
-2 , -2 0.7 0.7 2.0

Formal Education ' 3.5 ' . 3.4 . 3.3 , 3.3 3.3
Informal Education 15.5 27.7 24.8 26.9 24.3

Subtotal 38.6 .51.5 .46.4 49.4 51.1

LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT i L ,

Music & Dance 2.8 4.0 4.7 5.3 5.2

Drama, Poem, & Stor 40.7 25.3 30.2 24.6 25.0
Quiz & Games 2.1 0.7 0.7 1.3 1.3

,Variety / Music Ha 4.9 6.1 6.3 5.6 1.3

Subtotal 50.5 36.1 -, 41.9 36.8 32.8

'ARTS, LETTERS, & SCIENCES NI

Music & Dance 2.1 2.0 1.7 2.0 4.0
Drama, Poem, & Story -, 0.3. , 1.0 1.3

Criticipn of the Arts - - N - 0.7 . 1.3

Science Research 0.7 2.7 .' 2.0 2.0 1.3'

I
Subtotal 2.8 5.0 3.7 5,7 7.9

SPORTS & OUTDOORS 8.1 .1 -, 7.4 . 8.0 8:0 8.2

.":-.:tal Hours of Network Serzii.oe , 71.2 74.2-, 74.5 75.2 76.2

Canadian Content ' . 59.3% ,'65.6i 67.8% 68.7% 72.1%

Notes: 1. "Representative Winter Weeks" are statistical summariesiof the'basic*
block schedules. Adjustments Are made to compensate for planned content
differences from one actual winter week to another, but news and other,
"specials" are excluded from the analysis.

2. "Religious" progr s. were not reported separately until 1972.
,r-

. .

1

rtes: 1970 -1973 figure from CBC 1973b., 1) 4; 1974 figures from CBC 1974b,p 37..

walls, and
constant
resource
"proje
product
The sub

t block schedules (on CBC form 581)scirculated within the Planning Group

Form '581 was the basic focus of .the work of the group.-nsincluding.its

ocation and production planning activities. The block schedule, and its

1. on a program episode basis, had to be fipalized before the Planning System
Nasibility sjudiet (described in section 9(f), pages.114-117) could begin.

sion noted this connection:

Above all, the schedule reconciles,ideaprogram aspiration's with production

reality. Programming from 'e-ight manr production centres and from independent
producers must be harmonized with procured!foreigp programming --' and all within

the financial framework of a fiscal year detached from the,calendar of the

television season. (CBC 1973b, p 5)-.

The Canadian content objective obviously had some effect'on the shifts in program

balance and range. the reduction in US light drama in the schedule was a factor in the
shift towards more information and serious programming, but so too was the manner in'

which that imported programming was replaced. The network's problems in producing
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popular (and, hence, commercially effectito_ light entertainment programs were noted

earlier. Under such circumstances, an intensive talent and program development in that
area would hate been ter) expensive. But the increase in information programming cannot

be tuken as strictly, an economy measure. The dajor thrust into the exploration of

Canadian histor,. -- in THE TENTH DLCADE, FIRST PERSON SINGULAR, THE DAYS BEFORE

YESTERDA1, IMAGES OF CANADA, and "HE NATIONAL DREAM -- was not inexpensive. And the

expansion of information programming in prime time included procured programming which
did not contribute to Canadian content. THE WORLD AT WAR was a British procurement.

Consequently, it uoula1 appear that in the reconciliation of "aspirations" and

"constraints" in the schedule there were deliberate attempts to extend the range and to
maintain, and in some cases shift, the balance of programming in content terms =- along

_interest- and taste dimensions.

Audience Balance

Bilance and range of programing in "audience" terms can also be gauged by analysis
of Oltog,ram schedules, but the modes of analysis are different. One approach is tO

examine e placement of programs within the block schedule, the other is to consider
- the network audience itself.

The first approach raises related questions about the "lead-in" scheduling strategy
and about "undifferentiated mass" audience orientation. Although excerpts from the

submission's "General Program Statement" dealing with the structure of the network

prdgram.schedule appeared in the discussion of US programming in-section 11(b), portioes
of them bear repeating here:

Each night's)programs are arranged in a sequence designed fo attract and hold

an audience -- by atusing it-in the early evening and by leading it on to more
intellectually demanding fare as the evening advances and the "family" audience

evolves into an "adult" audience.... .

Experiments in changing the traditional. pattern have in the past not proved

encouraging, and any move earlier for the national news would slace it in

competition with the commercial network programs which many viewers ould have

started uatching earlier and would not want to leave....

The nine-'and-a-half weekly hours of imported programs in prim time-are
important in attracting audiences (and therefore in maintaining competrtive
effectiveneissi as well as in contributing to the balance of the service This mass
audience programming, used as a lead-in, attracts many viewers to more specialized'
programs and generates much of the corimercial revenue which is required tO support

the affiliated stations and CBC program production. (CBC 19736, p 2)

.

The schedule Must combine popular imported programs, information p ograms, 'end
programs of specialized appeal in a way that will maximize the audience- for eailt.

Programs of specialized appeal must not be banished to programming " ettos", ror

can they be placed'in time periods where they would interrupt audience or

where they would be exposed to excessively destructive compdtition. Conversely,
the need at times to provide viewers with real programming alternativ s means that

. some specialized programs ... must face very strong competition. (p 3

-.-
The statement actually reveals two audience orientations and again raises the,

matter or balance. One orientation was towards,a singular mass audience. each night's
programs are arranged in a sequence designed to.attract and hbld "an" audience. But

1
there was also an orientation toward "programs of specialized appeal."

,

Tie CRTC Concern was that the balance which had been establihed wa excessively
oriented towards mass audiences. In Lts'serious queLtioning of the effect veness of the'
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"lead-in" strategy (eg- CRTC 1974a, pp 876-81), the Commissio

that the placement of the popular US programming was much
preocc4pation with mass audiences dufing peak television viewin
for attracting viewers to pore specialized programs. Observe

period did not reveal any deliberate preoccupation with undiff
to the extent that the audience balance of the schedule was we
audiences, such an orientation seemed to be more a function o
of a conscious preoccupation 6ith mass audiences -- that is,

than intent.

audience Interests and Tastes

n seemed to be suggesting
ore a function of a

periods than of concern
ion during the fieldwork
enti,ated mass audiences,

ghted towards such mass
operational factors than

re a matter of default

Earlier it was noted that there is an interconnectio betueen balancing in content

and in a..dience terms. Specifically, in balancing to erve an audience of "people of
different ages, interests and tastes," there is signific t overlap of "interest and

taste" anJ "content' dimensions. Establishing appropri to balance and range in content

terms goes a long way towards ensuring such balance and range in interest and taste

terms. Examinatibn of the role of audience objective and of audience research within
English Tele..ision suggests that balance and range were principally established, along

content dimensions.

hithin English Television the natural- tende y to think of Audiences as

undifferentiated collectives was at least aS visible t the program unit level as within'

management. Evidence at this tendency emerges rom the target audience objectives
specified h) producers in "their Program Proposals Statistical analysis of those

objectives has not proved useful, but some ge eral observations can be made. The

revised Proposal asked whether aigiven program was tended to reach "a general mass

audience" or J'a more sharply defined audience ; "mass audience" responses were

'significantly predominant, eVien,,within 'those classes of programs considered by

moagement to be Important in serving specialized interests, It asked for the age

composition of, the target audience; fn some cases this section was. left blank. The
Proposal asked,whether a program "was aimed at viewers with any specific level. of

education', the responseS' were overwhelmingly "no". It asked about "any other special

characteristics of the.Target Audience"; detailed comments in this connection were

exceptional. All of this is quite understandable: the shifts in the network's role were
taking place not as a result of conscious decisions to reconsider "mass audience"
concepts but because of changing circumstances -- audience fragmentation and demands for
adjustments in program balance and range. Under such circumstances it would seem that

,deliberate attempts to constantly- reconsider.audience orientation were 'required, and

that such ret.onsideration though admittedly difficult should have,taken place'both

at the production and management levels, and that it should have been coordinated.

In practice, there- sepmed to be little coordinated consideration of target audience

objectives in program planning. Although the "Production Schedule," "Production

Resources Request," fna "Program Cost Estimate" sections of Program Proposals were

frequently the subject of review and revision, such was not the case with the program
"'pDrpose or target audiente specifications in the "Pro'grefa Objecti'ves"Section.

Objectives for the network existed at two levels: at a., very high level in

corporate and diltisional objectives, and et re ow level in individual program

objectives. Corporate and divisional objective4.-, slid not have a specifid audience

orientation. They dealt with matters such as the oiierall quality of programming, the

strengthening of program areas such *s News and Drama, and internal matters such as
training. But middle level objectives, to connect, the individual program objectives to

the gOels of the service as a whole, were notably absent. Such objectives could have
served to underscore a mass audience orientation, but this was not the case. There were

no overall audience rating or share targets, and no minimum audience size targets. The

question of acceptable minimum audience sizes wad discussed informally from time to

.
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time, but the setting of specific minimuetargets -- such as the SOO,uu0 or 1,000,000

figures noted by the CRTC (CRTC 1974b, p 18) -- was not considered relevant to the
planning of English Television's "balanced" service, The question of such targets came
under careful consideration during the reviews of the Program Lvaluation System and of
audience research reporting described in section 8(d), pages 97-99. In those

. discussions, perhaps more than at any other time or place in this study, those of us
involved in "project" work were able to sound out the audience orientation of English
Television management. It has be6 interesting to replay the recordings of those
sessions. My role in those situations was to help attempt' to devise ways of assisting
producers and the Planning Group in reaching their audience objectives, goals, or
aspirations. What emerges from a review of those discussions is a clear concern for
programming to other than "mass audience" for specialized audiences, and
for indiAiduals.'.The "native understanding" of sped al CBC responsibilities described
in section 11(a) emerges here, as does a strong sense of frustration about what were
perceived td be the inevitable complexities of the service balancing task.

Balancing Overload

Institutional case studies eZperience 'problems at points' such as this. As noted in
section S(b), page 49, the decision making process of a public organization is a most
difficult thing to analyze; not only may there be hidden factors which are impossible to
pinpoint, bur rarely is any one person, including a participant observer, in possession
of every single element involved in any given decision. This may well be the case in

this study's examination of the network's audience orientation. There are some pieces
which "don't fit," apparent inconsistencies for which there are no observed
explanations. There :are two ways of proceeding in such instances: one is to leave the
matter as an open question, the other is to speculate -- to construct an explanation
based .on what actually was observable. Such a constructed explanation may be Those
portions of this analyisis of audience orientation which follow are speculative
explanation. The pattdl*of connection of interrelated factors suggested is not simple,
but it is based on relatively extensive exposure to the decision making processes under
virtually ideal pa4i4pant observation conditions. And, in my view, the

characteristics of the recision making processes in English Television during the case
study period which tuts ,explanation suggests form an essential part of the arguments

tesabout commercial activit and about financing which follow.

I,.

It is not especiallyippportant for this study to assess the appropriateaSs of the
audience range and balatiee of the network during 1970-1974. A static analys'is at a
point in history is of little,value.in the development of generalizations. In addition,
there are two practical faciats which argue against making such an assessment. One is

that the total service optimizing process -- the search for a balance point common to a
large number of aspiration anct constraint dimensions -- is an, exceedingly complex'

process. The other factor iS(-that differing assessments of the appropriateness of the
balanced service provided in the61970-1974 period were a principal element.in the public
conflict between the CBC and the RTC. The balancing process required is a delicate
one and it seems useless to conVibute in any way tq the polarization of the positions
takenchy the Corporation and the &mission. 1-

,

Both the absence of any "mass iudience" target objectives and management concern
for specialized audiences and indi

w r

Auals have been noted. The argument that consciousIattempts ele being made to extend r ge and adjust balance in program content terms was
also made earlier, and the connection-between balance in content and balance in audience
interest and taste has been noted. I suggest that the interplay of these factors was
such as to produce a reasonable though t

97

rtainly not optimum balance in the service-, and)tthat in their 14 discussions both the IC and the CRTC demonstrated a striking lack of
understanding not only of each other's as 'rations and problems but also of the relative
inevitability of at Jeast the locus.of the service optimization point chosen under the
prevailing conditions. . ,'',
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It would seem reasonable to suggest that there is a limit to the number of factors

which can be considered in any given decision making process. In this case there is

nothing to suggest that the Planning Group was not attempting to _provide a completely

balanced service. The piece that does 'knot fit is the fact that there was likt.le

e+idence of deliberate attempts, to ensure appropriate balance and range specifically in

audience terms_ To some extent, this may have resulted ffom a recognition of the
relationship between balance and range in program content and in audience interest and

rtaste terms. But observation of the total making activity pattern suggests

another explanation -- a balancing "overload..!'

The balancing process in the CBC was clearly significantly more complex than in any
other broadcasting service in hoiTh America, if not in the world. English Television

nad the unique responsibilities of all public. broadcasters to serve all segments of the

public. In this respect it shared the specialized interest and alternative programming

role of public broadcasting in the United States. But it also carried a special set of

responsibilities as a national cultural institution that were not unconnected with a

need for the sharing of common experiences by large audiences. These two factors.

Impliedfa requirement for a wider range of services than was the case either in the

commercial networks or in other educational or public broadcasting services. Two other

sets of factors furtner complicated the balance seeking process. One of them was the

need to balance along dimensjons Ouch were uniquely important in the Canadian context,
notably geographic and cultural dimensions The requirement for regional balance, for

instance, was infinitely more important in the CBC than in PBS. And the requirement for

cultural range was much greater in a 'nation which had begun to thiBrof itself as a
"cultural mosaic" than it would have been in a "melting pot" context. The other set of

complicating factors were the special operating circumstances of the,CBC itself, notably
its unique combination of public service,and commercial advertising activities, and the
severe imbalance between its service commitments and its resources.

It may be, therefore, that there was an overload of dimensiOns in the schedule

itself, that as many dimensions were being balanced as could be accommodated
simultaneously, and that the consideration of significantly more audience information

could have had little effect under the circumstallbes. The overall dimensions of the

schedule, just over 76 hours per week in 1973/74, implied some limits on range,

particularly in a situation where the balance requirements were so diverse.

It is also possible that there was an overload of dimensions in the schedule

decision making process, that as many factors were being balanced as could be',handled
sfmultaneously, and that additional input would have overloaded the processes. Such an

explanation is certainly not inconsistent with the problem of "distraction" noted in

section 11(b).

Observation suggests that there were, in fact, overloads both on the schedule

itself and on the decision making processes, and it seems important to examine the

implications of those conditions for the network's ability to maintain appropriate
balance and range in programming in changing social and broadcasting environments.

.Under such changing socia4 and broadcasting conditions it, would seem to be

important that all available eools should have been used to ensure appropriate balance
and, range in audience terms. The,suggestion here is that one set of. such tools, largely

unuscd doring the case study perio could have been provided by communication,research.
Although such a suggestion may be di issed as "to be expected" within a study such as

this, the suggestion of a more ntral role for audience and other types of

communication research is not made ligh ly or without serious consideration.

Throughout the case study period there was concern on the part of some .producers
and managers that there might be an "audience age" problem. "People of different ages"
are specifically mentioned in the Broadcasting Act as a consideration for the CBC in

establiShing its "balanced" service (Aet, s 3.g.i). Towards the end of the fieldviork
period I undertook a voluntary and preliminary analysis of the age characteristics of

Lnglish Television audiences. The findings themselves suggest the possibility of a

severe audience balance problem. Those findings on the age characteristics of the CBC
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English Television audience in the Toronto area and the reaction to them are considered
in detail in section 14(b), but for purposes of this4biscussion it is sufficient to note

that:

- the overall adult audience average age had increased at lest 4.5 years more oler a

4 year period than had the average age of the population,
- viewing of English Television by young adults in the 18-24 and 25-34 year old

groups had declined significantly over the period,
- management felt it should be aware of the problem 5Et did not feel that it should

change programs for that end alone, and
- no further investigation of the apparent problem was requested.

.

As noted at the beginning of this section, the English 'television schedule was

already being balanced along a set of content and audience dimensions unique in North
American television.' Ensuring appropriate audience balance _bv ,age may have been a

practical impossibility: age may have.been one dimension more than the balance of a "6
hour"per week schedule could accommodate. Even so, I suggest tharUverload on decision

making processes was the principal factor inhibiting deliberate attention to audience
age characteristics. The characteristics of those processes and the consequences.of the
volume and nature of decisiops required is summarized in Chapter 13.

Chapter 14 is devoted to an examination of research utilization
implications for researchers. But it is important to note here that au ience research

was not a primary source of input to the service balancing process, th t there were no
clearly visible explanations for that situation, and that it is possible that an

overload both on the dimensions of the schedule itself and on the decision making
processes may have been a significant factor contributing to that research utilization

condition.

patterns and of the

Comments: Audience Orientation

Although It is possible to consider program content issues such as those in

sections 1_1(a) through 11(c) relatively independent of resource levels, both the level
of operations funding and commercial activity must be taken into account in considering

English Television's audience orientation..

For Ehglish Television throughout the 1970.1974 period there was no choice to be

made between mass and specialized audience service. It was both, and the importgnt

questions were really about balance.

Section 11(a) noted that contributing to national unity seemed seldom dealt with in

isolation or in abstractqerms, In much the same way, audience qrientatibn was seldom

dealt with in isolation from other considerations. There were, nowever, relatively more

: general discussions of that orientation and of general factors to be taken into account
in schedule construction, in the service balancing process.

Among the factors entering the balancing process we find:

mandate requirements that the national broadcasting service be. predominantly
Canadian in content and character,
a Corporate commitment to 70% Canadian content,

- an operational requirement to balance between Canadian and imported programming,
- expectations of greater prominence for Canadian programming,
mandate requirements to provide balanced opportunity for expression of differing

views on matters of public concern,
- responsibilities arising from the special role of public broadcasting for balance

and fairness,
- traditional objectives of proViding public service programming,
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- a tradition of providing for provincial and national free-time political telecasts, .

- mandate requirements to contribute to national unity,

- a tradition of providing actuality coverage of national events,

- an expectation of increased provision of shared viewing experiences, /

need to promote understanding between French and English Canada,

- mandate requirements to contribute to regional flow and exchange,

- a Corporate commitment to decentralization of production,

- an operational requirement to balance network production between Vancouver,

Edmonton, Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, Halifax, and St. John's and, subject

to production capacity availability, from oilier centres,
- an expectation both outside and inside the CBC of greater decentrafizatiOn of

production,
- mandate requirements to contribute to the expression of Canadian identity,

- demands for recognition of regional identities,

- an expectation of talent and program development equalized on a regional basis,

- an expectation of increased intra-regional program services,

- demands for decentralization of schedule decision making,
,,demands for increased opportunities for the provision of local service programming,

- an operational requirement to balance between network, regional, and local

programming, *-

- ap operational requirement, to achieve commercial revenue quotas at CBC owned

stations,

- an operating requirement to provide for French Television production at ESD

locations,
- an operating requirement to provide for limited Northern Service production,

- an expectation of recognition of and contribution to a renaissance in the arts in

Canada,
- an expectation of contributions to the development of the private Canadian film

industry,
- an expectation of balance between CBC and independently produced Canadian programs,

- mandate requirements to cover the full range of programming in fair proportion,

- responsibilities arising from the special role of public broadcasting for

optimizing program service balance and range, .

- an operational requirement to balance between programming from News; Current

Affairs; Agriculture and Resources; Afts, Science and Religious; Schools and Youth;"

Drama; Music and Variety; Sports; and Features and Specfal: Events,programmifig

departments,
- demands for recognition of regional identities,

- demands for recognition of the role of women, .

- demands for recognition of multicultural groups,
- demands for recognition of so-called "minorities,"

- a mandate requirement to balance for people of different ages,

- a mandate requirement to balance for people of different interests

- a mandate requirement to balance for people of different tastes,,

- an operational requirement to achieve commercial revenue- quotas at then network

level,

- a tradition of bilancing between commercial and "sustaning" or noncommercial

programs,
- an operational requirement to provide a popular programming service to help sust ain

the'privateaffiliated stations, 4

- an operational requirement to balance between "reserved" programming to be, carried

by all stations and "available" programming to be carried by CBC stations during
periods when affiliates were released to carry either the available programming or

their own commercial reveune generating programming,
- some evidence and some further assumptions regarding audience viewing patterns,

- competitive scheduling considerations,,
- agreements with the provinces for the provision of instructional television service

to schools,

- national commitments to the provision of "host. broAdcaster" coverage of

international events taking place in Canada,

- an operational requirement to provide live and delayed program services at

appropriate local times to.7 time zones,
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- finite total hours of service,
,

finite production facility resources,
finiate financial resources

- finite !Arlan resources, and
-'an expectation of imagination, excellence, and distinction in program services.

Considering the balancing process itself we find:
I

201

- continuing attempts to,balance all factors together withkn the framework of the

block program schedule "matrix,"
--..-

- the allocation of financial resources entering as a major consideration -throughout

the balancing process,
extremely feu programs intended to serve one objective in isolation,

-.incremental increases in Canadiag content,
-'incremental increases in production decentralization,
deliberate shifts in ;he content balance of the overall service,
a "speciali:ed audience" orientation associated most directly with pUblic 'service

broadcasting "traditions," mandate requirements and demands arising from mandate

interpretation,
a "mass audience" orientation associated most directly with the operational

.requirements to earn commercial revenue and sustain the private affiliated

stations,
- apparent limits to the number of objectives and priorities which eould- be

similtaneously balanced, the balancirig process, and,
-,an apparent preoccupation with scheduling and resource constraints.

r.

e) 'COSTS AND FINANCING'

t

Level of Resources

At the publio'heuringone member of.'the Board of Diiectors of the Canadian

Broadcasting League (CBL) voiced a concern that he.shared.with many. Mr. Marwicke said:

"I think it is too easy.simply to say, 'With more money,..we get more programming:"' (CRTC

1974a, p 360,)

This comment contrasted sharply with the thrust of both the League's intervention

submission and its verbal"presentation at the hearing. But it. was representative of a

common perception: That same perception-surfaced, for instance, in a letter to the

editor of THE GLOBE, AND MAIL: "After all, the CBC has always had relatively large
resources behind.i/...." (Globe 1974c)

The 1974 licence renewal process did, however,, begin to deal with the level of

funding in a manner quite different from i*st patterns.
4

In introducing tale CBL presentation, Chairman Juneau paid homage to the League, and,
to Dr. Frederick Rainsberry, its new Chairman, "as one of the very important artisans

and artists and administrators in a very important field, namely children's programming

in Canada." He continued, saying that "the Commission is, of course, very pleased that

the Broadcasting League, which fbas] such an important history in this country, has you
as its new Chairman. (CRTC 1974a, pp 337-8)

Appearing with Dr. Rainsberry was Dr. Graham Spry, who had been instrumental in the
formation of the League some 34 years earlier. Juneau expressed the Commission4s

"enormous admiration" and "esteem"'for the fougder of tho League, who had prepared its.

1974 submission. "1 think that the country owes him and his original colleagues an

enormous debt ... which we remain conscious of.." "[H]is work apd his determination, his

lucidity, hi vigour, remains an)nspiratibn for all of us" (CRTC 1974a, p 338).
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One CBL concern was protection of the CBC from undue interference. That provoked
the exchange about conditional licences discussed under "US Programming" in section
11(a).

but -the League's major concern was the CBC's level_ of funding. Its submission
dealt at length with the origins of the. Corporation's financial problems. The

presentation at the hearing contained the following ,observations and prompted the

following exchanges:

MR. SPR): [I]f a text for what he are discussing today were necessary,
you sir [Chairman Juneau), provided it in that remarkable Tbronto address last
autumn. The commission, you stated, "hill continue to recognize the importance /of
the CBC as a national service that helps to maintain some independence from the ,

commercial environment for the Canadian broadcasting system."

I had then thought of presenting a series of arguments [leading] to the
,un,..1,1,-Ion that you also came toyesterday morning in ybur opening remarks, that
the existence of the CBC is a paramount necessity of the national life of this
reorle.... (CRTC 1974a, pp 339-40)

ttiell .ou spoke, sir, of illness, of an emerging technological cancer [cable].

0o he blame somebody else for this? When I first heard of [problems in
broadcasting serlices in] the north, could I help but ask: Who is responsible for

this? When I hear complaints about the lack of Canadian vrogramming in prime time,
I think of the position of affiliates who would be deprived of advertising, I would
think of the CBC and its struggle to do enormous things with such limited revenue.

.Forty years ago the 'principles of Canadian broadcasting and a national
strategy about communications were legislated by a unanimous House of Commons.
Fiery parliament since then has endorsed them. They were endorsed by parliament
aid' defined bt IWU, 'but government after govefnment after government has failed to
provide the means, and for forty or forty-two yealis or more we have devoted too
man) of our efforts to weakening those principlii and compromising that national
"Ara4egy. (pp.342-3)

.... I recall you quoting George Ferguson that all Canadian policies of great
moment were bouqd to be difficult, to be risky, and to be costly.... But this

brings us, as all these things bring us, to money, and programming is indeed the
result, and the first consideration; but the funds have been persistently
inadequate, and owing to inflation will provide less than more future program
production by the CBC at present levels of income. (pp 347-8)

Mitfiout any apology or whqtever, our submission suggests ... that the
programming of the national service be more generously and adequately financed,

that we proceed by stages as a people through the government to set aside one
one- hundred-and-twentieth of the gross national product ... by 1980 in 1980
dollars [and] that'this be related to CBC programming. This five-sixth of one
percent of the G.N.P. would provide of the order of one billion dollars. That is
my punch line, sir, thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN: It does have, some impact. (pp 348-9)

DR. FRYE: I was jugi wondering about- the tenor of so many of the briefs that

have been submitted to us in connection with this hearing, that so many of them
appear to be concerned, particularly in regard to CBC television, with. a certain
ossifying of the creative and imaginative processes ... and I was wondering whether
you felt that regarding the deficiencies of the CBC as primarily a matter of
government policy and financing would be adequate in the light of some ofthe very
clearly articulated and concrete representations that have been made to us. (p

350)
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MR. kAINS/000. .... The difficulty it seems to me has been that the CBC has

not had sufficient funds and opportunity to deepen its awareness of the social

processes and contemporary attitudes amoupg Canadians. There have been attempts in

the past to do this, and I believe the conviction is there and the sincerety is

there, bat oainb to tha man; pressures that are upon them to meet the filling of a

schedule with the limited resources available to them,-they have not been able to

do so.... (p 358)

I think in that connection if therb were Aare time and money for the planning

of the programs -that come on the air, they' would be better. If you take a series

like Images-of Canada, for example, -which had a very long period- of planning and

.great care and thought was put into it, it emerges as the kind of quality

programming that we are speaking of. Now'hat I would like to see is relief of the
pressures so that the schedule can be met. on the one hand, while there is time and

opportunity for creative people to-grow and develop within the Corporation. I see

that opportunity, the lead time for growth and development, declining as the

pressures of competition and the limitation [of] resources increases, tpp 370-1)

The Commission did not challenge the thrust of the CBL presentation. In fact, the

\ice Chairman and Chairman introduced comparative figures to underline the League's

point.

MR. BOiLL: .... There is one other question I would like to ask Dr. pry.

(then you ended with your resounding figure Of one billion dollars, how much ney

will we spend in Canada on education in 1980?

DR. SPRY: It is ten to twelve billion now and by 1980 it would be 25

billion, 26 billion dollars in taxation revenue from all levels of government....

THL CHAIRMAN: The amount of money in 1972 as supplied by the federal

government to the provincial governments for educational purposes was 5667,000,000;

that is three times, in' 1972-73 at least, three times what the government provides

to the CBC now.

DR. SPRY. .... By 1980 we are going to have all sorts of expansions of

channels over .0,1ch programs could flow. Are we going to spend money to see that

some of those programs are oLr own? And therefore'I say a billion. (pp 364-5)

Throughout this chapter and section 10(0,, sharp differences between the CBC and

the CRTC emerged. The differences were not over thd fundamental objectives of public
broadcasting in Canada. they were matters of strategy, tactics, approach, and technique.
And there was substantial agreement that the CBC's resources were not adequate to meet

the coverage and programming demands made of the Corporation. Included in the decision

were these comments:

Broadcasting, in Canada is particularly difficult and costly. The country is

vast. The .broadcasting system must operate in English and in French. Mountains

and coastli.nos present formidable transmission problems. Many regions, the North

particularly, are enormously large kid sparsely populated.

Most of all,Canada adjoi ns, the most-proppefous, prolific and powerful nation

in the world in terms of popular entertainment and informAidn. (CRTC 1974b, p 71),

Insofar as the CBC is concerned, the Commission, as the ageny established by

Parliament to supei-vise and regthlate. the Canadian broadcasting system, has no

hesitation in staying that in its considered opinion the CBC must, as a priority

matter, be enabled to increase the'quantity ,and improve the quality of its Canadian

programming capability immediately, and to reduce significantly the

disproportionate influence of merchandising on its program policies. (p 74)

It is unfair to demand of the Board of Directors, and of the executive and

sraff of the Corporation that they continue to concentrate their efforts 'on

administrative and managerial efficiency -- as they have been forced, to do for some
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years :the absence of the tangible public support they need to improve the

program *vices of tht Corporation, to demonstrate that they can fulfil the

mandate entrusted to them and to achieve the level of creativity and inspiration

that is expected of them by the public. (p 75)

In section 10(c), pages 120-123, the highly critical nature of the ,Committee on
Television intervgntion and of articles published in SATURDAY NIGHT prior to the hearing
has noted. In December 1970 Morris holfe,a-principal COT member and author df some of
the original critical articles, wrote an update'"A Progress Report on the CBC" for

SATURDAY NIGHT. Part of that article dealt with financing:
e r-

hhat most of these things come down to is money Cots of money. That's

here those of us who hereamembers of the 'Committee on Television were dead-wrong
two years ago. he assumed the CBC"eould be doing much more than it was with the

budget it had.

It can't. The more I've talked to producers and directors, the more Pore seen
of programmes being made, the more convinced I've. become that the CBC_ needs a

massive increase- in its budget. Ydu dan only tip so buck on a shoestring. Graham

spry of the Canadian Broadcasting League suggested at the CBC's licence renewal

hearings that the Corpotation should have an annual budget of,about one billion

dollars. That may be too high, but it's certainly in the.right direction. If CBC

television' is to get out of commercials entirely and to do the other things the
CRTC has directed it to do (to say nothing of what I've directed it to do), I ould
ay the-corporation is going to need roughly double its present $242-m'llion

budget. If he get the kind of "CBC I think t's possible to have, it'r be a

bargain at the price. The trouhle has been, as JohnHirsch puts it, that Can dians
"have kept expecting -to get Tiffany wares from Woolworth's.." (Wolfe 1975, p

/
3)

Despite: the emergence of some consensus on the appropriateness of t

which the CBC'was funded, there were few clear calls for more funds.

Efficiency

1 at

,The mo't common qualvti'Cation attached to observations about the level of CBC

funding 1.as that one solution to the problem was to improve CBC efficiency. The WC
decision, for instance, commented: "It goes withbut saying that the cost of operation',

like that of any Large orJanization, can be reduced. Everyone has 'horror' stories
about real or imagined CBC extravagAnces" (CRTC 1974b, p 74). After the hearing, THE

HALIIAX MAIL STAR editorialized that "betore,more funds are provided the CBC should do

better, with what it has"t (Hfx MS). An editorial in THE REGINA LEADER -POST suggested

much the same: "One answer, of course, would be for CBC to do some energetic
streamlining to eliminate bureaucratic waste,whelZe it occurs, and rtin a tighter ship"

(Reg LP).

The question of efficiency has dealt with at great length under "Canadian Content"

in section rl(a). In particular, it seems important to recall here the contentions of
Val Clery and Morris Wolfe that a CBC preoccupation with efficiency was, iDefact, taking
its toll in substandard programs. - °A°

One review of.the draft of the "CBC efficiency" portion of se tioh 11(a) termed it

an "apology;' for the.CBC. °It was and is not intendedas such. Nor was that analysis
intended to argue that the CBC has "TerfeCtly efficient. 'Quotation of an exchange

-between Juneau and - Picard At the hearingmay help put the qdestion in perspective:

THE CHAIRMAN: .... [YJou hear and I hear all the time, people saying, you

know, J went into a CBC buifTrNand there'were go many people doihg nothing, or I

was intervieWed'by the CRC and th're were seventeen people around, and that sort of
thing I.suppose that you doh't mean that there are,n0.more reductions in cost
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that can take place.

MR. PICARD4; two things on that. There have been a lot of horror stories told

about tne :n respc:t to that. shat people sometimes don't think is that we are

giving a different kind of service than the private system.'...
tl

.N narge orgaiZ tuning" nations have not.fouhd yet what I would call "fine ir.

management. lob know, you go somewhat Brutally, like the government treats us
brutally by saying 16 million less, find it somewhere....

CBC is like an orchestra, and maybe the private system is like a band, or

maybe if I. wanted to be nicer I would say it's like chamber music; it's a very
different thing. And you don't ask the sixth violin in an orchestra to disappear

because you think that five is large enough; or the triangle guy to increase his
productivity because he's been playing only three minutes during the symphony.

(Laughter)

[Title myth of "feather-bedding" in the negative sense ... has been described

so often... fB)ring our union in and they will tell you, no, it's wrong.

TIN fact is that t'he Corporation.is geared for drama, large drama; it's geared
for sympliony orchestra; Ws geared for ballet, for large productions, for the

Olympics, for ,the Commont.ealth Games, and obviously when you come to interview one

person some of that's true.'

ThL C.HAIRMAN. hell you should perhaps take your example from other government
departments where there is no excessive staff.

MR. PICARJJ: A didn't,want to frighten anybody here. (Laughter) (CRTC,1974a:

pp 1463-6)

Nevertheless, despite agreement on the impossibility of total efficiency, and

endorsation by the Commission of CBC' efforts to increase cost effectiveness, and
agreement on the need for additional funds, the final paragraphs of the CRTC decision

section on financing looked forward to further CBCcost reductions:

The CBC needs significant, enthusiastic and tangible public support to

increase production, tolimprove the quality of programs and to extend and improve
the facilities required to. provide a better service to all Canadians....

Indeed the Commission is convinced that with such public support and

enthusiasm, the CBC will,be better able to achieve administrative improvements and

cost reductiOns while at the same time attaining .n w levels of creative

productivity.... (CRTC 1974b, p 75)

It seems at least possible that thecontinuing preoccupatio with potential ,cost.

reductions within the existing. CEci budget distradted conside able attention from the

basic financial problem: given the prevailing interpretations o its mandate, the CBC

was cleary and severely underfinanced relative to the requirements and-expectations of

at. Wolfe suggested doubling, the budget, and Spry argued for an increase by a factor ,of

four. Maintaining .and improving efficiency, though important, seemed fo, hold little

promise of closing such a gar. between expectations and resources. ,

Case Study Observations

4

My own background for examining the level of CBC finances and its influence on the

management and operation of English Tblevision includes the opportunities to study the
financing of public television in the United States which were,outlined in section 8(e),
pages 95-96. Both the work with Stanford University, the Aspen Institute Program on
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Communications and (),.1f.t), and the Ford Foundation on tne 1972 study, The financing of

Public Television," and tne reexamiaation required for my Aspen work in 1975 provided
extensive opportunities to review the budgets of CPB, of PBS, of the national production

centres, and of individual stations.

Opportunities to assess the level of funding of the CBC during the case study

period were confined to English Television but, as outlined in sections 8(c) and (d),

pages 95:leSInd 95-103, within those boundaries I did have a chance to investigate

spending in a wide range of areas at a variety of levels within ESD.

M: period as an Associate Producer%in 1ancouver provided first hand exposure to the

financial condition and needs of local Current Affairs program units. Informal

assistance to producer friends in Toronto widened that exposure to include network

programs and other types of local programming:

During the 1972-74 period of work with the Planning Group, I had continuing access

to the English Television approved operating budget and to the regional Planning Books.

Budget reviews were an integral part o? virtually every Program Evaluation System

.deliberation at which I was present. While providing assistance with planning for the

1974/75 program year, I had an opportunity to review -- for my own interest --Thoth the

requested and aproved budgets of network programs approved for production. A lack of

a,ailable funds to meet our system cost proJection.terminated the work of the Program

content Supervision Task Force with which I was associated. Financial concerns prompted

ry, assignment tp study the potential impact of Global Television Network operations.
helping prepare the briefing book for the 1974 hearing involved both /extensive analysis

of available data and the gathering of additional financial inforrmlation. The study of

technical manpower in hinnipig, Halifax, and 1ancouver was en efficiency study.

%ssistance in planning for an English Television CBC station in Windsor consisted

primarily of budtetfhg for local Current Affairs programs.

But, more than anything else, my review of resources in nine so-called "HOURGLASS"

program units across the country brought me into detailed consideration of English

Television finances. This has my final work for the Planning Group, and by then I was

in a position to view the problems from the perspectives both of the producers in the
regional units and of the Planning .Group itself. This proved to Wuseful because 1 had
been askedyto make any general or specific resource reallocation recommendations that I

felt were 4ippropriate.

Resource Atecation Strategy

Drawing on these various studies and exposures, it is possible to construct a,

general description of the overall resource allocation strategy of English Television,
to-provide an allocation strategy algorithm in narrative form.. This description must,

however, be taken as a construction: it is simplified, it infers rationales, and it does
not attempt to describe the actual operation of the annual budgeting systpms.

An easy way to break down the overall English Television budget is to begin with

two main expenditure areas, which can.be designated "operkions" and "programs." .Under

"operations" we can group distribution and transmission costs, a substantial proportion

of service department costs, and management costs. These non-program costs are

principally fixed costs for essential activities, and they are not significantly

affected' by changing levels of.program spending or prodpction. The allocation strategy
has to continually review these operation costs, to reduce them to the lOwest possible

levels, and then 'to allocate the remaining resources to proOems. Allocation for

operations costs "off the top" seemed inevitable, and efforts .t6 minimize 'variable ,

operations costs seemed to have been substantially effective, Organizational efficiency

had been a preoccupation of tipth CBC President George Davidson and his successor,

Laurent Picard, and,the shortage of funds to meet programming demands exerted a natural

pressure to minimize operations costs. In fact, case study' observations suggest that._ -.`
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tn- e resources allOcated to management, for inistance, were insufficient and that, given

its functional roles, the Planning Group has severely understaffed.

Allocation of.resources to programs was a much more complex activity than ddaling

with operations costs. he can distinguish between local (or regional) and network

programs and, within them, we can distinguish between procured foreign programs and

Canadian programs. As explained in section 11(a), procurement of US programming was

much less expensi'e tnan procuring or producing Canadian programs. And the popular

imported programming was important for commercial reasons. The CBC's 70% Canadian
content objecti%e.uag the primary factor governing the allocation for procured foreign

programs for the network.

The CBC did not publish individual program cost figures, but thi5 excerpt from

Morris holfe's December 1975 SATURDAY NIGHT article seems sufficiently accurate t4
indicate the cost attractiveness of US programming:

.

he need less American programming, particularly during prime time. But those

are the fiery- times when the most money can be Rade from sponsors, and what better
to attract a large audience than an American programme? ALL IN THE FAMILY cost the
CBC 52,000 a week last,year, from which it derived a weekly revenue of 524,000.

(BEACHCOMBERS; on the other hand, cost 565,000 an episode to produce; it took in
the same 524,000.) (holfe 1975, p 83)

Although actual 1973/74 production cost figures for the US programming are not

available, in 1971 BROADCASTING estimated the production costs of ALL IN THE FAMILY. at

595,000 per 30 minute episode (Broadcasting 1971, p 32). Assuming a cost of $100,000

each in 1973/74, the cost to the CBC indicated by Wolfe represented only 2% of
production costs (Broadcasting 1974).

The per hour costs of this US programming were pr'incipally a funCtion of conditions
in the program series marketplace in which the CBC was bidding in competition wi.th.2.C7V,

Global, and indeCendent Canadian stations. The network ,procurement strategy was to

purchase weekly US program series rather than individual programs or specials. This

volume buying both kept th:e average per hour costs at the lowest poSsible lev.el and
minimized the time and effort required to screen and select this imported programming.

Consequently, the allbcation for imported network programming remained substantially
fixed and, although it would be misleadingto suggest that this allocation was also

effecti'ely made' "off the top," the fact is that the costs of Canadian network and.of
local programming were the most elastic components of the English Television budget.

Ant it iS in examining the allocation of resources for these programs that we most
clearly see the demand/resource imbalance in English Television.

In balancing the allocations for Canadian network programming,' Canadian local

programming, and procured local programming, a large number of fadtors had be considered

simultaneously:

The network operated under a CRTC 60% Canadian content requirement and a CBC 70%

Canadian content objective.
,- Local CBC stations operated under a CRTC 60% Canadian content requirement.
- By 1974, English Television was operating local and regional CBC program service

operations of varying sizes in 15 cities,' Although some of the smaller operations
drew heavily on the regional programming of adjacent.larger ones the local and

regional operations in Vancouver, Edmonton, Regina, Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal,

Halifax, and St. John's were substantially independent. These separate local and

regional programming operations introdu d a local program cost muLtiplier factor
which we can take to have been roughly 1 . -

- Network program costs were not subject 0 such a multiplier.

0 program series originally telee st in prime time were ava Fabled from
distributors for rerun at very 1 w prices. Figure 7-11 on page 82 s6owed the

average cost of programs procured by local stations in 1973/74 to have been 51§7

per hour.
As explained in the discussion of CBC efficiency in section 11,(a), electronic
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camera studio facilities were avai/ablz. for the production of low cost programming
both for network and for local and regional distribution.

- -Both the repeating of programs and regional, program exchange, though normally

requiring additional talent and rights payments, provided programming,at costs
significantly less than those of original production.

- And, as discussed throughout earlier sections of this chapter, English Television

has operating under a mandate to provide "a,balanced service" at both the .network
and regional levels.

The general outline of the resourcelallocation sfrategy can be derived from Figures
7-11 and 7-12, page82:

- The total outlay in 1973/74 for network and local programs, both CBC produced and

procured, was reporied as 585,130.000.
Procured programming accounted for 7.1% of the network program outlay, or 4.9% of

the total 19-3174 program costs. (Note,Viat this procured network program.category
lumps together both the relatively inexpensive US programs and the more costly
Canadian program procurements.)

- The average cost per hour of CBC network production in 1973/74 was approximately
.515.bUu. This contrasted with regular US\prime time program-series production

, costs of over 5200,000 per hour. The average_ CBC //per ,hour allocation for all

network programs was thus less than 8% of_the US commercial network trine time
spending level.
The average cost per hour of local production was S2,940 -- less thhn one-fifth as

much per hour as was allocated for network production, But, because of the number
of stations multiplier, even at this cost leyel local production accounted' For 28%

of English Television's program spending.
- Inexpensive programming procured by local CBC stations totalled 14,142 hours in

1973/74. However, because the average cost was so low ($187 per hour, or about
1.2% as much per houras was allocated for network productiOn), the total. outlay for
these local station procurements amounted to only $2,649,000 or about 3% of the

English Television total.,

The allocations for network production,cal production, and local procurement
were interdependent, and within each allocation grouping actual program costs ranged
both' significantly above and significantly below the average cost figures. Network
production included some relatively expensive programs such as THE NATIONAL DREAM,
IMAGES OF CANADA, THE IAACHCOMBERS, THE COLLABORATORS, and a limited number of specials'

such as, THE NUTCRACKER. r, But it also included a great deal of inexpensive studio
production, including suchseries as LUNCHEON DATE, JULIETTE AND FRIENDS, THIS IS THE

LAW, 1RONT PAGE CHALLENGE, SOME HONOURABLE MEMBERS, ITS A MUSICAL WORLD, COUNTRYfIME,
and SINGALONG JUBILEE. FAMIIA COURT was an inexpensive electronic Studio 'Canadian
procurement. GILLIGAN'S ISLAND, scheduled on the network Mond y through Friday at 5:30
pm in hinter 1973/74, was an inexpensive US)1-erun procurement. In Fall. 1973/74, network

program repeats averaged 1 hour and 40 minutes per day, or ab ut 15% of the network
service programming. /

At the local service level, a priority was attached to the early evening News and

Current ,Affairs programming an , just as the network alifocated sigpifipantly.motie for
/some programs than others, the 1 al allocations ranged significantly above and below

the $2,94u per hour average., Imbedded in the Winter 1973/74 netwlk program schedule
(after the beginning of network service each_day) was a total of 16. hours of local

program periods. At most of the major centres the HOURGLASS News and Current Affairs
servile was provided for ope:hour per day, Monday through Friday, leaoring 11.5. hours of

local program periods hlthip the network schedule. In addition to loca program service

imbedded within the network schedule, most locStions provided al news service at
,approximately 11.30 pm, after the end of network service for d . At most locations
the requirements for local News and for HOURGLASS Current airs ere. such that very
few ,resources were available kar programming in the other local t me periods. In fact,

most centres found their resource allocations. insufficient o meet the English
Television guidelines which called for a uniform level of HOURGLA S service throughout
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the year, and the: responded,.<0. curtailing Current Affairs service during the Summer

seasons.

,nder the circ,umstances-the volu=e of original programmin6 produced by the local
stations seers surprisingly high. lirtually all. of these programs here electronic

studio productions. Most of then were hhat could loosely be termed "talk shows." Mani

here "hosted" by CBC staff announcers who also carried other television and radio

duties. And virtually all of these programs relied heavily on guests Who sere
to appear without compensation. The volume of this type of programming which each

location was able to produce depended primarily on the availability of studio facilities

and existing technical manpoher. Budgets for direct program expenditures as lob, as $100

per week for a half hour program Monday through Friday here not uncommon. Even so,

programs such as lancouver's BOB SWTTZER ,SHOW, Winnipeg's FOUR CORNERS, and their

equivalents'at other locations provided hhat here hidely considered to be valuable local
services. which attracted substantial numbers of viewers.

Some loCal periods here filled pith regional exchange- programing, but loh cost

procured programming predominated. These procured US series, such as PETTICOAT JUNCTION.
and its -equi.alents, here not only inexpensive but helped the individual stations meet
their commernal revenue quotas. (In this connection it is interesting to note that

although nethork policy prohibited commercials in virtually all4News and Current Affairs
programs, at the local .level the HOURGLASS News and Current Affairs programs here a
major source of advertising revenue.)

..0

The hearing intervention filed by the regional producers' association described

cutbacks in local production as follows:

[I]whinnipeg and Edmonton, for tiwo'examples, there is no longer a local

agricultural shoo., no presentation of local sports events, and no local variety
shows. At .one time all these tiere in evidence. Local prime time slots have been

removed hhen 'at one time both Winnipeg and Edmonton had prime time allocations for
such things as variety shows which presented local professional talent.that was in

the process being discovered, and developed. Here is where the Tommy Banks, the
Karen Marklingers, the Guess Who, and many more Canadian artists were found and

developed. The amount of money for local program directors to use is insufficient,
especially in comparison with the network's similar projects. (L'Association,pp
23-4)

The intervention naturally enough vIeued,the allocation pattern from a perspective
conditioned by exposuie to the acute shortage of resources for local and regional'
progra ing. Resource stretching was a preoccupation not just of the Planning Group:

the it enuity and persistence, of local and regional program producers emerged in the
HOUR SS study as one of the,. CRC's major sources of programming strength. The

chap nge was to produce programs of the, same calibre as the best of those in the,
"` netAI sere ire -- but on a resource base on the average only a fifth a --large. The

regional producers argued that the resource allocations for local an egional programs
'Were inadequate to meet e CBC's existing local and re program servile

commitments. My obser ions support that argument.

At the same time,,hohever, there was an implication in the regional producers'
intervention that network operations, and, programs were adequately funded. MY,
observations and analysis suggest that the network allocation was also inadequate to

support the levels, of production undertaken. -In the pattern af higher volumes,of
electronic studio production, low cost foreign procurements, more frequent repeats, and
reduced network program resource allocations there would ,appear to be evidence of
network _program underfinancing. The fac

,

that network production costs were only e,, as
high as the US program production industr cost, levels lends further support to the

argument that network programming was also produced under demand/resource imbalance
conditions. The 1973/74 English Television network program budget was 554,538,000. At

the same rate of investment as in the US programs with which its programs competed,
' English Television would have been able to.tproduce approximately 5.25 ;hours of prime

time network programming per week-- or. about 273 hours in total. In fact,.3,497 hours

J
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of net.ert. Tr:,gram--.ng were deri.ed from the a.ailatie resources. The comparison is

.ecr to the korg ,-alifications

- -:ne t,s :.re p-,-Jgramming consists of repeats rather than original production,

- t-e o.ltp.lt of 5,497 hours included some repeats, probably about

:- to of the total, and
- t,e in.eszment in daytime programming , included ip the English Television network

.as s..bstantially less on a per hour basis in both countries than the prime

time rates.
f

In 19-3/-4, tree CBC English Television schedule contained 8.5 hours per wee}, of US

programming in .network time periods between 6 and 10 Pm -- that period during which at

least 30% of all Canadians were choosing to watch. television at any given time. This

amounted to over 43% of the network programming during that peak viewing period. But to

"Canadiani:e" the services required removing US programs obtained for about $4,000 per

hour and replacing them with Caltadian.programs capable of competing with the 5200,800

ter hour DS 'offerings. 6Assumrng no program development costs, Canadian production at
:;alf tne US rate of imestment, a 201., repeat rate, and no . drop In.-audience si:e and

tnerefore no drop in commercial re.vereie, it would have required an additional 54,000,000

er year to re-r-lace each of the imported hours.

The ,J.ilt.onal Statement" annexes by some members to the Association of Television
Producers and Directors (Toronto; submission to the CRTC commented on network Current

affairs program funding.

a, comparison: The program "This Hour has Seven Days'9---No which the 'COT alludes

so often had a budget both direct and indirect at leaSr double in real value to
that available to the program [WEEKEND] that occupied the/Sabe Sunday-night Public

Affairs spot last year. It [SEVEN DAYS] also shot all film in black and white -- a

swing of almost half, compared to color. (ATPDT 1974b, pmt /9)

. .

une result.of, the progrrn money shortage is the great number of procurred

. series that now run in such great-numbers on CBC under the banner.of Public Affairs

-- The World at bar, America, True North, The World WW Live In, etc. It's cheaper

to buy an expensively-produced foreign program than it is to produce -a cheap

program of our own. (pnt 35)

. The "additional Statement" chose an interesting example. WEEKEND was commonly

considered, both inside and outside the CBC, to be the English network's "flagship"
Current Affairs program. It was the third attempt (following SUNDAY and THE WAY IT IS)

to "replace" SEVEN DAYS as the major national weekly Current Affairs program in a
program period which_ had been reserved for such a, program since 1961. WEEKEND faced a

perhaps impoSsible challenge, and its cancellation in 1973 marked the end of Sunday

night "magazine" Current Affairs programming. Some argued that audience expectations

were so high ehat they could not be satisfied and others suggested that the magazine
fprmat had become outdated (Kirby 1973a).. And cable was ,providing an ever widening

range of Sunday; night viewing alternatives. Buttfie fact reamins that the CBC's own
expectations of WEEKEND, if hot impossibfe,to realize, were at least very high. In 'my

work with the'Program Evaluation, System I found it was the most frequently and
evaluated program in the network schedule. But it apparently opperated' on a

%.19,tidge,t less than' half of that allocated to SEVEN DAYS.

.4

the WELKEND/SEUN DAYS example illustrates the ultimate impossibility of arriving

at firm conclusions aboUt appropriate levels of finding on a program by program bisi,S.
is possible to argue any of the following propositions: SEVEN .DAYS had superfluous

resources, WI,LKIND had insufficient resources, or there is little relationship be&een
resources and either program quality or audience appreciation. SEVEN' DAYS had there

"bench strength" than was available to WEEKEND: it was much easieorto investlOte and
produce progfam items over and above the minimum required to fill a weekly program hour

-- to select for telecast, the .best available material from a wider ,range of

alternatives, I am not suggesting a direct relationship between program resources and
either program quality or audience appreciation. Beyond a certain point, it would
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appear that a "diminishing returns" effect would significantly lessen the importance of
additional 'resources. On the other hand, It would also seer that a certain' "critical
_mass" of resources is required or else thereuilr be a noticeable impact on programming.
Whether WEEKEND was operating below that "critical mass" 'resource level is a matter of
expectations'anc subjective opinion. What is clear is the following.

program qUality expectations and audience appreciation expectations of netuork
programs uere not falling,

despite significantl, greater absolute Increases in network program funding than in
local or .regional allocations, the effective average cost per hour of network
programming was reduced 12% in the 1969/70 - 1973/74 period, and
in some notable instances program units were attempting to meet undiminished
expectations with effective resource bases which had been reduced considerably in
excess of the 12% "average.-

\--,ar."------iro6. bevelopment

The regional producers pointed to the virtual absence of any funding for writer,
performer, and producer development in local and regional programming. Talent and
program development funding was equally as lacking at the netuorI level. The Corporate
Statement filed -with the CRTC prior to the hearing, the President's presentation, and
CBC responses to Commissioners' questions all stressed Improvements in the quality of
CBC programs. Of particular concern uas the quality of drama programs on English
Television. Included in the Corporate Statement were these comments:

Improvement of the quality of our programs, national, regional and local,
English and French, television and radio, is the CI3C's number one goal, object and
purpose....

he have moved from adminsitrative concerns to the development of a creative
programming system.

.It is the programs we nave to think about, plrticularly the quality of our
Canadian programs although ue intend to be more selective in our acquisition of
non-Canadian material as uell.

This is essential if the CBC is to fulfil its mandate in the period of TV
saturation thatiis already upon us. (CBC 1973cA pp 2-3)

In order to carry out its mandate and meet the needs of the population, the
CBC believes that this strategy must be carried out by la) distinct improvement in
the quality of network programming of the English and French Services Divisions.
The English division has been called upon do give priority; within a balanced
schedule, to improve the quality of its drama programming, and to rejuvenate and
upgrade the TV music and variety department....

A five-year Television Drama Plan has been developed and approved. We have
wt?been fortunate in being able to get an internationally-kno Canadian director to
accept appointment as Head of Television Drama for the English Division...,

For both divisions this will Mean the introduction of new programs and series;
a greater emphasis on the discovery and development of Canadian writers and
performers and directors, on program research, script development and_ the
production of pilots. Funds will have to be provided to support these pi-I:Tram

development activities in order to encourage new talent and free exploration of new
ideas and concepts. (pp 6 -7)
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The CRTC decision supported increased allocations for program development:

Of all the sources from which quality broadcasting programming springs -- from
ideas, scripts, designs, technical and artistic talent, production facilities and

knowhou, even picture and transmission quality -- authors and writers have been the

least effectil.ely supported. In total broadcasting budgets, money allocated for

this purpose is, in the opinion of the Commission, largely insufficient. Yet very

any program failures are bdted on the lack of good writing.

The Commission is of theview that' much larger investments must be made by the
Corporation in this crucial aspect of creative production. (CRTC 1974b, p 60)

But all this talk about program quality and drama development in 1974 was not

consistent with the budgetary reality. Prior to tho-hearing, in November 1973, the CBC
announced the appointment of "one of-Canada's top men of the theatre," John Hirsch, as

Head of Television Drama in ESD. The appointment was announced as part of a program

"designed to improve the quality and increase the volume of television drama," involving
,tne imestment of "far more money" in scripts, writer development, recruiting, training,
and liason with theatre undertakings across, the country. Drama has the second program

area (following News) to receive this "priority" revitalization. Hirsch's appointment

was widely welcomed and little was said about serious drama at the public hearing. But

shortly after taking on his responsibilities as head of TV Drama, John Hirsch began to
speak publicly about the shortage of resources for the "priority" drama development

undertaking. The following excerpts are from a July 1974 Toronto STAR story by Jack

Miller, "Truth About CBC Drama -- No Money For Miracles":

[ljn four months as head of drama for CBC English-language television, Hirsch

has absorbed the one great thundering fundamental truth that dawns on all CBC
executives in time -- there isn't enough money in the corporation to make

.

miracles....

"I had a feeling the CBC was richer than it is, and was not doing what it

should in drama because the people here were a bunch of ornery bastards," he says.

"NOw I understand."

"My. budget for the entire 1975-76 season -- for proaucirig 110 hours of drama,
of national network quality -- is only half of what Hollywood spends on a single

run-of-the-mill !movie any more," he claims.

And with a little prodding he'll admit that 'even that budget has been cut

since he arrived.... He wants bench strength, as-they say in the sports world....

"People forget that for every successful serids,in the U.S., like a Maude,

fihere are 30 shows made that never get on the air."

Most of their production gets thrown in,the,garbage. We have' to broadcast

the garbage, along with the good ones, because our budget will produce pnly enough

hours to fill the schedule. And then people wonder why' we ren't always

wonderful."

He finds the money shortage popping up everywhere. Even the TV cameras, in

many cases, are antiquated. "Mickey Mouse equipment," he earls it.

"In 1976, for the Olympics at Montreal, we'll get all kinds of new cameras,

and afterward, they'll be spread around the network, so we'll be better off. But

that's, because the Olympic coverage will be going to other countries. We can't use

old run-down cameras for other countries. Canadian viewers aren't good enough to

buy new equipment for, but foreigners are.

"That's so typically Canadian. It's sinful." (Miller 1974e)

A year after the public hearing, in February 1975, Hirsch was again speaking out
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about program development. In an interview with CP hriter James Nelso he said that
"the CBC needs to devote money to developing human resources -- writers, directors and
producers for M." Hirsch added:

7

This has been neglected for almost'a decade," he said. "It's a kind of

left-over colonial attitude where he say, 'hell, let England train our artists and
just get them-over -here and they'll do all the Work.'

- "That's not the hay to develcip native drama, theatre or broadcasting....

"It seems to me a most wasteful way of operating, because we are'constantly,
either importing people who can do a job quickly, or he are doing the work with
people who have not been trained properly and.it costs three times as much as it

should." .

"he are dealing in most cases with antiquated equipthent, studios that leak,

and money that is' not enough to do a good series of Mickey Mouse cartoons. Out of
this v,e are supposed to create a national drama? It's ridiculous." ....

. .

There was in attitude when I came here that the CBC brings in Hirsch and it

has a man hhq'll create miracles. But no miracles are possible. If you don't have
the tools, you can't perform the simplest bit of magic, and this corporation
doesn't have the tools.

'Hirsch summed up his position: "I'm asking, Give me the money, give me the
ability to plan, give me the commitment to training-and development. If I don't
have t }e money and the commitment, then I can depart in good conscience without any
rancor and- say I've tried, but this thing is too big or impossible for anyone."
(Nelson 1975)

With Hirsch, in place and undertaking -- with expressed reservations -- his new
duties, English Television .turned its attention to its problems in creating popular
variety and light entertainment programming. Those pfobtems were noted at the 1974
hearing; Picard commented:

LI News has gone a long way in the English network under the direction of Denis
faryey; [in] drama, the English network has taken the first step with the hiring of
John Hirsch. I think to have a key man there is the first 'step, and we are very
hopeful about what is going to come out of that.

Light variety and entertainment is a weak part,of the English network,, and
they will have to concentrate on that. (CRTC 1974a, p 103)

. .

At the hearing the English Division reported that "the,next step, which will start
almost immediately, hill be to further improve' our variety, music and current affairs
department[s]. They will be given the same careful study, given targets and objectives

41
supported with adequate'resources" (CRTC 1974a, p 153).

.
.

The study of Variety department requirements, originally intended to result in a

revitalization similar to that in News and Drama, was terminated in late 1974. In a

public statement the CBC explained that the development had been suspended because of a

lack of money to implement the study recommendations (Tor Star 1974b).

In dealing with efficiency and the allocation of resources for network and regional '1

programming, there is always the question of the standard against'which measurement is

made. But in examining the allocation of resources for program development a relatively
clear pattern emerges.

- The "revitalization" of Nehs had been publicly noted by the President before the
CRTC. Although the new Area Head ("Chief News Editor") had taken up his duties in
February 1973, at the endof, the ease, study period News had still not been
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allocated the human and financial resources called for by the development plan.
- In Drama, the development plan was substantially altered before implemfntation
began, principally in response to arguments that, given the resources, it was
impossible to produce the increased volumes of quality, programs envisioned in the
original plan.

- In Variety, the President admitted the need for. program development before the
CRTC, and ESD said the project would start "almost immediately" and be given
"adequate resources," but the Corporation later announced its decision to terminate
planning for a Variety department revitalization.

-'In Current Affairs, the appointment'of a new Area Head had been coupled with an
announcement of "a major revitalization of CBC Current Affairs TV programming"
involving increased emphasis on current affairs programming in general,
documentaries, and investigative reporting. But 'shortly, after taking on his
duties, the new Area Head considered his greatest problem to be securing permission
to reduce program output while keeping the same budget allocation so-that resources
could be devoted to talent and program development.

Public expectations aside, the CBC was not allocating sufficient resources to

program development to accomplish even its own priority objectives in the time frames it
had set for itself.

The overall level of funding, including efficiency, resource allOation, and
program development considerations, will be taken up in combination with observations
about the CBC's commercial activities and the Government's annual system of funding at
the end of this section.

.10

Commercial Activities

Concern w.j.th the CBC's commercial activities ran throughout the 1974 hearing,\ And
it was the subject of special attention in the decision:

There is a growing concern in our society that broadcasting in general and
television in particular has become excessively influenced by the North American
merchandising system. On a number of occasions the Commission has tressed the
importance of the CBC as the major instruaent for enabling _t Canadian--
broadcasting system to establish a new relationship with-- the c mmercial
environment.

The traditional role established for the Corporation as the publicly funded
national broadcasting service Is especially' threatened if the criteria of the
marketplace are permitted to predominate, (CRTC 1974b, p 35)

4 As explained in section 11(f), the decision also proposed a licence condition
limiting the number of commercial minutes per hour to 8. in 1975/76, dropping one minute
annually to 5 in 1978/79:

Thus, in five years' time, the 'duration of the CBC's television network
licences, the total amount of time allowed for such advertising material will have
been reduced by fifty percentt from the present level, which generally is a maximum
of ten minutes on a CBC station. (CRTC 1974b, p 44) ,

This move by the CRTC constituted a rejection of the CBC position on commercial
activities which was both surprising and concrete. Although commercials were the
subject of much talk at the hearing, there was little meaningful discusicon on the
matter between the Commission and the Corporation. Each perceived the other as having
'made up its mind.

The CBC position was that its resource shortage was so .acute and the need to
improve thp quality of programming was so great that it felt it unwise to relinquish the
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f

commercial revenue which constituted about 20% of its income. The argument was that to

remove commercials from CBC television would require additional funds from Parliament,

and that any additional funding which Parliament was tilling to grant should be spent on
improving programs rather than on reducing or eliminating commercials.

The CRTC position was that the CBC's involvement in commercial activities was

having an inordinant and inappropriate influence on the programming and scheduling of

the national broadcasting service. If argued that Canadian broadcasting as a whole was

-overwhelmingly influenced by merchandizing strategies and that there was growing

intolerance in society of the unqueStioned consumption of material goods. The decision

expressed concern that amidst all the CBC's responsibilities and obligations, it should
not be impeded in carrying out the objectives fdr which .it was established, and it

concluded that the disentanglement .of the Corporation from the commercial context was an

urgent priority (CRTC 1974b, pp 35-44)1'

At the hearing the tBC outlined plans to eliminate commercials from certain classes
of programs and to regularly program.a commercial -flee evening. In tiffs, the two basic

objectives were to reduce or eliminate negative effects of commercial or service

messages in television programs and to 61en up portions of the schedule to program

innovation. Two general 'constraint's.were- noted: maintenance of a balanced schedule to

4 ensure that CBC and affiliated stations'remained competitive, and protection of the

current revenue position (CBC 1974c, 0 57, $7A). The CBC presentation included public
opinion poll results to support its continuation of commercial activity (pp 33-5). But

the Corporation and the Commission were talking past ea other.

The CBC approach dealt with the on-air "look" of the naflonal broadcasting service.
The CRTC concern Was With the of ct of commercial involvement do the management-of the

Corporation% on its pattern' of program development, and on'Nthe overall content,

character, and balance of the'service.

The whole matter was exceedingly complex at the. detailed level but exceedingly

simple in general terms. From the public there were detailed complaints about the

volume of commercials in CBC programs, about program interruptions for commercials, and

about the content of the commercials themselves. The portrayal of women in commercials

was specifically criticized. The eRTC'criticized in detail the extensive schedulin of

popular US. commercial prodams in peak viewing periods. And,the CBC pointed to

estimbted cost for dropping commercials of $80,000,000 for the 1975/76 year. Ipclude

in the estimate, were lost CBC revenues, payments to compensate its commercial -\

affiliates, costs of replacing programs available only on a commercial basis, and the

costs of producing longer CBC programs and material to insert into and around procured

programs produced in a commercial format (CBC 1974c, p 50).

At the general level, the CBC seemed to view its commercial activity as being not

so much desirable as inevitable. The Corporate Statement contained this observation':

"All the indications are that the CBC will continue to have commercials in its TV

schedules" (CBC 1973c, p 23). Although this must be speculation, its seems likely that

"all the indications" included indications from the Government about probable CBC

funding levels and about the Government's attitudes towards CBC commercial activity', It

would seem that the CBt position had developed essentially as a strategy for coping with

its resource problems. At the heating, Picard commented on the five year outlook:

[I]f God would,give us 80 million dollars to get out of that -- I think it

' would. be a greater miracle if the Treasury Board gave it to us .... my ,

inclidation would be to say: why don't we put the 80 million dollars in the

programming? And when we will have done the job that we think we should have ...
with the programming, and haV,e given our producers the kind of resources that they

.often lack, and 'there would be some money left., let's move in the direction of

getting out Of commercials. But this is going to be a long time....

It is a constraint, it is sometimes annoying, it's all that, but the kind of

money we need to do the job in programming: to [provide] for our producerg the
support that they need in terms of research, in terms of help, in terms of Canadian
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programming, this is a paramount thing and I think it's going to occupy the

Corporation in terms of the money we can get for a long time. (CRTC 1974a, pp

1456-7)

The CR position emerged on the last morning of the hearing. In his closing

remarks,, the Chairman challenged,the inevitability-of the CBC constraints:

[T]here are terribly important things in the mandate of the CBC, extremely

ambitious goals established in the Act; perhaps it is our responsibility, .both in

CBC and CRTC, to underline the importance of these objectives, to recall their

existence,' to insist on the fact that they are not only platitudes, and to recall
to the country the fact that they are there and we are expected to fulfill them.

I think we may be blamed in a certain number of years after we've disappeared

to other things perhaps, for having insisted.too much on the constraints instead of
facing,the country with the objectives that it has given itself, as people like Dr.
Spry have said, which it has repeatedly asserted over 45 years. And it would be

ironic if some of us were blamed for having been too good managers of constraints.

(CTRC 1974a, pp 1469-70)

In the end, the disagreement about commercial activity was referred to the

Government, and the proposed limits on commercials were dropped. But'the discussion

does' serve to introduce an important observation: the operation of English Television

during the case study period was, in fact, primarily a matter of the management of

covtraints.

The Corporation remained heavily involved in commercial activity as a means of

dealing with its overall financial constraints. But the commercial involvement itself
added other constraints, some obvious, some not. There was, for instance, a clear

impact on English Television program scheduling, and On procured program selection.

less obvious, but perhaps of greater importance, were the internal effects.

Operating a commercially successful network took time and attention that might have
otherwise been devoted to Canadian program development. Broadcasting in. commercial

format tended to focus attention on ABC, CBS, NBC, and CTV approaches rather than on the

development of a distinctive CBC service. Perhaps most significantly, the existenceof

both public service and commercial revenue objectives introduced an organization

schizophrenia that was particularly apparent at the program unit and Planning Group

levels. Frequently the service and revenue objectives were in conflict; commercial

considerations entered as an important factor into the making csf a wide range of

decisions. The commercial activities can be seen as a major source of distraction for

management. A great deal of time and energy was devoted to attempting to keep

commercial activity in its proper place.

The CRTC decision reported on Juneau's careful questioning of Picard on the first

day of the hearing:

[T]he Chairman asked the President of the'CBC what model he would propose( for
a.public broadcasting system for Canada if the CBC did not exist and if there were
already two or three commercial networks in existence.

The President replied: "I would be inclined to say that it should be ... a

total public system .... if there were the money and the resources would

__make the job of making it different, more simple." (CRTC 1974b, pp 4 21

the commercial activity issue, then, was really one of resources and strategy.

There was basic agreement about the demand/resource imbalance. Where the CBC (or,

perhaps more accurately, the Government, the CBC Board, and Corporate management)

differed from the CRTC was in the perception of the consequences.of'commercia4 activity
within,Engligh Television.
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The CRTC decision contains a series\of passages to support its conclusion that the

consequences Mere so severe that the CMi had to immediately begin to'change its pattern
of commercial activity. Taken against case study observations, the decision. seems to

overstate the extent to hhich English Television r.as preoccupied with commercial

considerations. Nevertheless, observations also suggest that there .was reason for

concern. For this study, commenting on the accuracy of the CRTC decision is not so

important as establishing a significant point about the managempnt of English

Television. , It 'should be recognized %hat "the management of constraints" described

earlier both included and was made more complicated by commercial activity. The

problems of the demand/resource 'imbalance arfti of having to control the influence of

commercial activity on the service compounded each other.

Section 11(e) on audience orientation suggested that the program decision making

processes in English. Television were operating under an overload of dimerisions Along

%hich service as to be balanced. Commercial activity introduced another dimension into
the overall service balancing process, and it was not one which was ignciresi, Commercia

considerations, as well as the resource shortage and the 12 month planning Lycle,

contributed to the operational focus of English Television management decision making.
Under the circumstances, this operational focus seems to have been virtually inevitable,
And it seems egairri7inevitable that there must have been some tendency for commercial

active: y to, reinforce the thinking about_ audiences in commercial mass media mass

audience terms.

Long Range Planning

Annual Funding

7

Throughout the case study period the CBC continue;t6 be funded by annual grants

from Parliaments As noted in section 6(d), pages 66 -67, the 1957 Fowler inquiry
recommended a system of long term financing. The Royal Commission noted:

If the,history of the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission, between 1932 and
1936 is examined, especially in the evidence and reports of 'several Parliamentary

committees in the period, there is much to suggest that the provision of finances
to the Commission by annual votes was regarded as one of the weaknesses in t e

system which led to the extensive changes of 1936 when the Canadian Broadcasting

'Act was passed. (Fowler 1957, p 276)

The 1958 Broadcasting Act did not contain any long range funding provisions. In

1965, the Fowler Committee again considered the matter:

A new basis for the financing of the public sector is vital- to the future of

the whole structure of broadasting'in Canada.... The CBC ... has expressed great

concern atidlr the present one ryear-at-a-time approach to its financial_

requirements, and the stultifying effect which this has on its ability to plan
programming policy on any firm base. We have reported that all who commented on

finances in briefs to the Committee supported a greater measure of financial

security for the CBC.

Our discussions with those rgsponsible for broadcasting systems fn other

countries strongly support the concept of forward planning. Fully commercial

systems such as the United States networks regard three years as a proper planning

period. The BBC attaches utmost importance to the guaranteeklicence fee, and
builds its plans for several .years ahead, for both operating and capital

requirements, on predictable level of revenue. We conclude;that, the present -

basis of financi the CBC must be changed if the management of the Corporation
is to be put in a position to meet the challenges that lie ahead. (Fowler 1965, p

304)
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Although both the 1966 White Paper and the 1967 Broadcasting Committee review of

the Whiee Paper supported long term financing arrangements (Stanbury, p 14), no such

provisions were made in the 1968 Act. And the CBC's Corporate Statement for the 1974

hearing took up the issue once again:

re ,Itieve been seeking a br

everyone, both inside and out
the present system of annual al
of a corporation as sizable and complex as the CBC....

akthrough in this area for many +years. Almost ,
ide the CBC, agrees that the uncertainty inherent in .

location and review is inimitable to best managepent

ToO often now,' in our year-to-year uncertainty, it's a case of 'hurry up, eet..

it in the can, for tomorrow there may be no money. That means there is, not enough';

time for reearch, review and preparation: No chance for trying new, unproyed,

writers and producers because there's no room for experiment, no freedom to er7 in
the search for new programming modes, not enough wivking capital. There's no time..

for innovation in that sort of arrangement; you settle for what's workeebefil!re..

(CBC 1973c, p 18) .

.

In discussing drama program development, John Hirsch identified annual financiil.4 ' !
.

a major problem: I
,

"Instead of being able to planfor two or three years ahead .-- which,,is

absolutely necessary in any kind of artistic organization, as it is in"businessor '

anywhere else -- it's impossible to do it here. ,
......

,

"One's ability to cpiffirtITinis properly is practically nil. A14,the great
.-

hopes I had at the beginnkn are somewhatsbgttered...."

Hirsch says every oth
as every major industrial
because the CBC is finer;

season-by-season.

Planning Approach

radio-television network in the world, in the same Way
rporation, hall to plan its work years in advance. But,

nced by annual grants from Parliament, it can only wai('

"he are engaged in a squirrel cage, running and running and neVer having. the

ability to consider what We are going to do next year." (Nelson 1975)

In addition to making 1ion4 range program development difficult, the system of

annual financing contributed to the entrenchment of the annual PlanningtSystem described

in section 9(f). That system was used to allocate resources to existing program

commitments. As noted earlier in this section, the demand/resource imbalance did not

permit any appreciable acipunt of talent or program development. The effect of annual'

financing was to lock Lnglish Television into an annual planning timetable designed to

fit the government's annual budgeting system rather than the needs of a broadcasting

organization. The intervention of the regional producers criticized the inflexibili.ty

of the Planning Sy4tem, and the CRTC decision expressed concern over "the rigidity of
administrative procedures" (L'Association, pp 34-7; CRTC 1974b, p 60).

These concerns were alto present within the Planning Group itself. At the end of

the fieldwo*k period onel program director described himeelt as "a vociferous and..
emotional opponent of the inflexibility that is beginning to strangle' our existing

planning system." Du'ring the 'case study period, I was twice involved in major reviews

of the system: In each case system inflexibilities were a major concern, but the 1

,reviews ,indicated' Little likelihood of appreciable short term improvement. Both case

study observations and a rereading of report on the 1974 review of the Planning SysteM

suggest that the inflexibilities resulted in large part from the overall demand/resource

imbalance and the amount of attention devoted to thai imbalance, but that the problems
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,sere severly compounded by planning almost exclusively on an annual timetable made

necessary by,the system of financing the Corporation on an annual appropriation's baSis.

Comments: Costs and Financing
p

- It is important to establish at.tho outset that the main focusof thig study is /qn
.

programming and that extension of coverage is considered only
e
to the degree that

coverage requirements affected the overall financial position of the CBC. There is,

therefore, no attempt hereto assess the level of coverage extension funding, ro examine

the Corporation's capital allocation strategy, its efficiency in extending coverage, or

to consider Vie developmentsof public policy in that area. It ,is also impeirtant to

establish that this study deals only with the.English,Television component of the

national broadcasting service. There is no attempt here to assess the 'operating

positions of the other English and French CBC.radio and television services or to

examine the Corporate operating resource allocation.strategy. To the extent that the

ter& English Television and CBC are interchanged here, the assumption is that

conditions were rodghly equivalent in the other services.

LEVEL OF FUNDING. It is not possible to say that there was substantial agreement

on the related level of funding and commercial activity issues. At the public hearing,

two representatives of the Canadian Broadcasting League took 'Substantially different

positions on resource adequacy within 'minutes of each other. And use Of the term'

'ainderfinanced," when applied to the CBC, had come. to frequently evoke emotional.

responses -- both In agreement and not. The somewhat awkward term "demand/resource

imbalance" has been used here not so much to avoid emotional responses as to underline

the fact that any resource base assessment.must be in 'terms of adequacy to accomplish a
specific set of objectives, to provide a particular level'of service.

The adequacy of CBC resources was considered against several different levels of

expedtation. The CRTC analysis was in terms of the Commission's interpretation of the

Broadcasting Act. Public expectations, though not systematically documented, were more

directly oriented to the quality of program service, The;approach here is to consider

resources against each of several different levels of expectation.,and in combi'natibn

with annual funding and commercial activity considetations. ,

EFFICIENCY: Comments regarding efficiency 1 this study apply to English

Television program production and service operations Within that context, it'appeareb

that there was substantial -basis for the CBC laims ,of significantly .mproved

effi iency. In fact, observation of production unit opera 'ons and discussions wit 4'

pro ucerg and Production Manger tend to sup rt the bntention that the level dr

of iciency had been pushed pact the optimum point, o the point where the efforts td!"

ec nomize were requiring more time and effort han the savings" justified. As 116

of ctive overatt1-74solirce base in English Televis on grew s aller, program units wre
thr in ,o contention _with each other for inanolal an&physical resources, and

produceri were forced `to, dettote increasing mounts of their-,time to securing,

.
preserving,,and juggling prOgram production res rces, At the public hearing, the

Press nt estimated that, over the four year p riod of the case.study, 1969/70 through

197 4, the combined effect of budget reductio s and provision of additional, services

without an increase in budget was an eff ciency."tdving" 'of $136'million% This

estimated saving had been accomplished by "redirection",or "reallocation" -- which, in

the final analysis, consists of taking money out of one pocket and putting it into

another. ;Where there are excesses, redirection, allows recovery of funds for other

purposes, but, once all the excesses have been reallocated, further redirection leads to
development of one aspect of service atthe expense of one or more others. .- 1

The CBC did dot enter the case 'study period Oith any significant excess resources, '

The Government imposed a three year freeze on the CBC budget which, daring the

ar
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presidency of George Da.idSon, had led to a, ,free;e on alt programming budgets and

reductions ,staff; particularly* program produc'tion personnel. The decision to

increase Canadian content was:taken by the CBC,uithout assurances of increased funding.

The CBC found itself without that funding but nevertheless committed both to maantain
exiting services and to provide new services and higher, Canadian content levels. Given___.-4'

tie relatLe inelasticit) of "operations" costs for distributionl*t nsmission, and so

1;,on, -a high proportion of the 5136 .million "saving", had o necessity come 'from

prograM.tirg budget redirection. Picard termed the period up. to 19. a "consolidation

period" and suggested that there had been a needfor some reallocation of 'budgets. But

he also-argued that the extent of redirection had "peer- extended" the Corporation and

that -opportunities to turn up funds fOY developmental and innovative purposes had been

fully identifiea and exploited. He oommented: "I think this looks great from an

administrative point of view, it is.bad.Trom a programming point of view: 1.e had-to do,

it tCR7C 19-4a, p 92). ;

,;.
,

The CRTC decision, though suggesting that some further' efficiency improvements

mi,ht he possible, nevertheless took, he position that contrnuing concentration on,
ad-,irtitrati)e and managerial efficiency could not result in the program service

.improve-er.ts which the Commission argueduere 'necessary -for the Corporation to fulfill

it- 7andate CR7C 1974b, p -S).

,ESOURCE \LLuCATIO\ SFRA7TG1. Examination o£ the English Television resource
AlloCation strategy reveals a trend towards relatively siialle.r allocations for lochf and
regional services than for network programs at a time when cl>sds for regional services

.

and decentralisation of- CBC activity,-and feelings Of regional identity) were rising.

(reservation of the network program resource base was an understandable operating

strate,g). in the absence ofb4 "number of stations" cost multiplier for production fdr
the same program periods at each regional centre, it was an., economical means Of

providing increase-.1 hours se service and increased Canadian content levels to the
nation 4s a whole., 'At all pP6duction centres network programming took priority over
local and regional production, and per hour network program resource allocations
e,xceeded those fort local and regional programming by a factor_ of about S. In ,effect, .

the 'regional Program Directors were being given a 6source allocation and a group of
local time periods and were being asked to stretch the reso ces as far as possible.

)227'-lie)ohd that, the remaining time periods were simply "fill " with very low cost procured

'programming. Although the Corporation undertook ,te increase local and regional

programming at the 1974 heraing, it was difficult to see where, within the existing
programming budget; adequate funds could be fqund for redirection to serving'the special
needs of geographic regions without substantial cutbacks in network program-allocations.

PR06KAM D4ILLOPMLST. The CRC's over-extension problem is most easily seen in

consideration of resource allocation for program development. Various of the hearing
intervention argued the need for r'evitalization of the Drama, Variety, and Current

Affairs programming sea-lien. The failure to allocate the levels of resources required
for implementation of the'revitalization plans developed, internally Within ESD would

seem to indicate that onlysdimited possibilities of redirection remained. Given that
the CBC had already overextended itself in the prpvision of existing levels of service,

t was difficult to see where adequate funds could be found for intensive program
q ality improvement without substantial cutbacks in existing 'hical, regional, and/or
ne ork program allocations. .Even more difficult to see was how such development could
be u ertaken within,each region to support increased contributions to the flow and

exchange of regional and cultural information and entertainment.

COL' L

commercial
take place
essence, the
wouldn't be

was firm, and

MAL AC1141711.5. Although ehe Corporation,annpunced new plans to eliminate

from certain special programs and program periods, these changes were to
miltaneously with "protection of the current revenue position." In

lans called for moving commercials around within the schedule so that they
ite so visible. the position on the overall level oficommerCial activity
he inevitability of continuing that activity was not questioned by the
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CBC. The development of tnat Position wilt-"M-considere4 in Chapter 12, far Purposes of
this discussion it 26 sufficient to note that

commercial- considerations played a .cajor mire in entrenching p6Fular US

entertainment.programming in peak viewing periods,
management of commercial activities added to the workload of progiam decision:

makers and required the balancing of conflicting objectives and, priorities, and
despite an earlier recognition of an "over-tommercialiiation" and

"over-Americanization" of 'the English Television ,prime tine schedule, ehe

Corporation took the potition that its' level of resources was so low that

substantially. unaltered continuation of commercial activity was essential.

LONG RANGE PLANNING. The annual basis of funding enters corAideratioh of costs and
financing primarily as a, factor complicating and shaping resurce allocation strategy.

The most obvious consequence was to make long range program,development planning
difficult. The more subtle consequence was to limit programing' flexi4112ty. The
Planning 'System was used to allocate a very high proportion of total programming
resources, both financial. end physical, at a point up to 18 months prior to telecast,

That advance planning,was at a very 'detailed level. many documentaries were proposed and
approved on an individual basis. Although the rior'allocation of a high proportion of
available dollars and production facilities m possible higher levels of e ficiency

and more predictable expenditure- and r .enue levels, it made respons toievents,.

developments, and opportunities not anti .gated in advance considerably more difficult.
There was a tendency for those rtions of the network program output planned on a
program by program basis to appear "dated"; reflection of "current" concerns took place,

primarily within those ongoing series Whiah operated undef "umbrella" Pruram Proposals
which did not specify program content'on an episode by episode basis,

The level of funding and the annual basis of financing worked in combination to

entrench both the Planning System and certain of its ,inflexibilities. The an al

funding system, with its year to year fluctuations in the proportio of the 'C

dIP
.operating,"request" actually allocated by the Government, had been the p imary factor in
establishing successive 12 month periods as the ter,of advance,servi e planning. And
the perceived demand/resource imbalance led to extremely careful or "tight" plaAning
designed to derive maximum levels of,program productionNand programming services from
available resources. Management had the option of using the Planning' System for the ,.

prior'allocation of some portion of total available resources and retaining a.portion pf
both financial and facilities resources for allocatiln at ome.point closer to teleca.
dates. In practice, the proportion planned in detail/many onths in advance remai
very high. From an efficiency standpoint' this permitted " oad levelling",or adjustment
of production schedules so asto "smooth out" the total dem d for production facilities
over a 12 to IS month period. It also permitted deVelopmen of a, detailed finanlcial

operating plan against which expenditure and revenue pert ance dould be monitored on
*an ongoing basis. As with the total amount of redirectio ,' the efficdency ,benefits
arising from tight planning looked great from an admi istrative point'of view; the
resulting inflexibilities werehovever, not so great from programming, point of view.

,

.
/

Taking these various factors, into consideration tbgether we find:

differing assessment of the adequacy of total resources, . A ,

the regulatory agency taking the position that'the CBC, was . not. overfinanced and
,. .

that additional funds were required for program quality improvement,
the national- broadcasting service arguing that it was underfinanced. and required
all available funds, including thOse derived from advertising activity, for program
quality..improvement,

.

some intervenors suggesting that it was too easy to say, "With more oney we get

more programming," at the same time as others were arguing for a budgetary increase
by a,factor of 4 to SI 'billion in 1980, and
these differences in assessment appearing to arise,from both differing perceptions
of existing levels of efficiency and differing, levels of expectation. .r
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Taking continuing provisioaof existing services as the minimum' demand level we

find:
- an overall 22% reduction-in the effective average program allocation per .hour in

ths F969/70 - 1973/74 period,
anNffective decrease of 6% in total program budget purchasing power,

- a thitn proportion of network producer effort being devoted to resource Management,

-- certain program periods within the existing network service schedule-being "filled"

with low cosi US rerun programming,
- no evidence of significant funds available rOr redirection,ta othei objectives,

- a suggestion that even in terms of maintaining existing services, 'English

-Teievision was over-extended -- that it was committed, to a level of servide-greater

than 4s level of resources_ could adequately'Support, and
- app absence of agreed Level of service standards (includIng,,..program quality

standards) required to- form Jim conclusions about the ex4ting demand/resource

balance. 4'
0

Taking provisions-of the CBC's mandate in the Zroadcas'fing Act into account we

find:

7 expectations of increased local and tegiOnal services to serve the special needs of

..Igeographic regi s;

- expectations o increased regional: participation in network programproductton,
increased-:CBC commitmepts io both increased local and regional services and to

regional participation,in network program production, .

.- an effective dectease of 24% in total local program budget purchasing. power,

a reduction,of'34% in the effective average production resource allocation, per hour
forllocaL programming in the 1969/70 - 1973/74 period,
program periods within the existing local service schedules being filled with low
cost US renin programming, . .

.

- a very high proportion of regional producer effort. being devoted to resource "

management, , - ZAC.
1

.
- libited Allocations for regional talent and program development, ,

no evidence of significant funds available for redirection to increase 'or' improve '

Local and regional program services or to support?taleneand program develdpment
for network program production; and , - .

an indication of a demand/resource imbalance sufficiently great to raise questions,

abort` English Television's ability to meet either its own Objeitives orthe
regional service and regional flow and exchange requirements of the roaacasting
Act. .

. .. e..
.

.

.1116'
.

.

,

Taking prevailing interpretations of the,mandate into account we find:
,

N .

%

expectations that, as, a matter of priority, the CBC increate the

,

'quantity and. ,

improve:he qUality of its Canadian programming capability, ,

CBC commitments to a further increase of 5% in Canadian content and to program

quality 'improvement, notably in News,- Drama, Vail,pty, and Curr,ent Affairs,.
,

-.English Televisidn arguing that rising demands on production-capacity, _among, them
demands for Lncreased flow of regional, programming, "raise questions about the

capacity of the network to, increase Canadian contest above ,704, while retaining"

quality standards alict.ompetitive effeetiveness, without a Major increase in 'total

producvion capacity," . 4 1 .0

the CBC's Head Office qualifying the' ''increase. 'in total production ; capacity"

argument of English Television with the.phraFe, ".or the developmeWt df new '

approaches, or both, 4; . -

. incomplete implementation of the News development plan;':
cutbacks in the Drama development plan; ,

uncertainty as to the level of resources available for Current Affairs development,
:- cancellation Of the :Variety deveaoplaent;iratiative, ,*

,

limited allocations for regional program deyelopment, - .

no evidence of adequate funds available for redirection to, program development, and

- evidepcof a severe imbalance between program development and quality improvement.

expectations and available resources.
, .
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....,- . . .-
Taking the, CRTC's proposed licence'conditions requiring progmssive reductions in

1

commercial activity into account we, find: . .

-

, ..---<<no evidence ofdequate funds available for redirection

r

to sig4lificantly. reduce' '

cdependepcy on commercial revenue, and' .
. /

- an imbalance between expectations of. less comm ercial involvement and available

resources. .-

9

This stiidy finds that a some point on the range of expectations stretching from

maiptenanCe of existing service levels to intensive tleveloPment of higher volumes of

distinctive Canadian programming of imagination and excellence' the English Television

resource base was not adequate to meet demands. No attempt is made here to establish
the precise point along that expectation continuum where demands,first exceeded resource
adequacy. Assessment at the minimum dedand level would seem inevitably to be. highly

subiettive. Assessment agairist expectations of increased contributions to special
regional services and to ,regional flow and exchange and against expectations of major'

increases in Canadian production and improvements in program quality is progressively

less difficult. Chapter 12 will, argue that, within the overall Canadian broadcasting

system .context durrng the case study period,,the greater expectations of the cpc were
not inappropriate: Taking those expectations as,a basis for assessment, this study

finds' a severe demand/programmingresource imbalance within Englith Televisioh during'
,the case study period.

Chapter 12 is 'devoted in large part to an examination of the origins of this'

demand/resource imbalance, of its consequences for the Canadian broadcasting system and
the coUnty. This section's observations about the imbalance between public.

expectations and English, Television programing resources arealso of considerable
importance in .the examination of'English Television management decition making in

Chapter 13. td a great extent that chapter.is' a study of the management of constraints,.
of the internal consequences of pperating,under demand/resource imbalance conditions.
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Chapter 12 ;

Public Television. in: Can4da
'

a) INTRODUCTJA

,In the guidelines for this study outlined in section 1(f), 'the examination, of
issues and conditions in public teleyisjoh in Canada was set out as "a third objective"
-- following two primary objectives: thet mapping of the management decision making
emironment,'struCtures, and processesin English Television, and the examinatiOn of the
impact of 'communication research on such decision making. However, in moving from the
detailed examinations of specific issues and conditions to the development of sets of
characteristics and limited geneXalilatibns, it is the third 'objective which is
addressed frrp.

The general conditions under which public television broadcasting was carried out

in Canada during the study period are a fundamentally important part of the English
Television decision making environment. It -is easier to focus on.-structures, processes,
and organizational decision making characteristics at that management level if the
national environment ' has already been considered. That would be the case in any
institutional case study, whether set in Canada or elsewhere. In this study, however,

'there is an additiohal reason for considering the overall Canadian situation before
attempting to analyze decision making within the broadcasting organization. The fact is
that the national environment had a profound effect, on both the structure and operation
of CBC English Television.

Because this is not a comparatiVe or cross-national study, there is no basis here
for concluding that the national environment wa a far more'significant factor in

s\T
shaping organizatiorial decisipn making in CBC English elevisionthah in other public
broadcasting, institutions. On the ottier hand, ho ver, those cross-national studies

u which hal,e been completed typically .have identified Canadian cultural, linguistic,
political, geographic, and economic factor's as bei g of special significance in
explaining "how and why the broadcasting system in Canada has developed as it has, and
operates as it does", (Emery, p 45). .

.'

This chapter attempts to identify si icant characteristics. of the Canadian
situation. It is important to note that the general natur of the relationship between
the public broadcasting organization-6nd the public a the rational level has turned out
to have been 4 much more significant factor in, shaping orga izational decision making
within English Teleision than was anticipated. Significant nvironment and (to use the
language of section 5(b)) interface" characteristics ha e emerged. They have. been

. relatiyely easy to identify. Isolation of ',internal" characte'istics has not been as
simple. The institutional characteristics developed in the next chapter are limited in
number and basic in nature. Virtually all of them are environment-related. Apart from
the inherent complexities of the internal structures and processeS,, There.has been the
additional problem that the internal characteristics tend toke "swamped" by 'external
considerations. Consequently, there ,are.probably a number of important institutional
characteristics, perhaps most of them common to most public broadcasting organizations,
which have not emerged in this study.

)
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To the extent that characteristics peculiar to the Canadian situation are highly

significant in explaining organizational decision making within English Television, the
ability to generalize the findings of this study to other situations is Limited. On the

other hand, however, the setting was perhaps ideal fof examining the relationship

between broadcasting organizations and their environments.

The Canadian Situation

The 1968 Broadcasting Act, with its explicitly nationalistic objectives, can be

viewed either as a positive expression of post 1967 cultural nationalism or as a

reactio4 to the immediate problems posed by increasing cable penetration. Or it can be

viewed as some combination' of the two. The thrust'of the Act, in any event, was to
shape a Canadian broadcasting system responsive to Canadian needs -- culural,
political, social, and economic. implicit in the thrust of the Act was the assumption'

that, if the overall system were meeting those needs, Canadians would be viewing
television programs produced in Canada.by, for, and about Canadians.

Under any circumstances, effective implementation of the nationalistic objectives

of the 1968 Act would have been difficilt. The Act had been framed with a view to
protecting Canadian broadcasting from being engulfed *by US. broadcasting, but _cable

television had already set that process in moti6 by the day the first CRTC

Commissioners were sworn in. The Chairman of the Commission .termed cable a

"technological cancer." The President of the CBC called it a "brutal" technology.

Early in the case study period, Brian Stewart summarized the problem as follows:

The core of the problem can be simply stated. The number of stations

traditionally licensed t9 a given community . depended on Opt community's
ability to suppomthem commercially. Many of these stations are nqw suddenly

faced by- one or more additional stations; usually American but sometimes distant

Canadian. The new stations take a large share of the audience. The existing

stations become less attractive 'to advertisers; their ability to produce Canadian

programS is lessened; their commercial viability is threatened. Probably no other

country in the world faces the dilemma of its own programming being

outnumbered by foreign signals in the same language. (Stewart, lip 45-6)

The dilemma was not just that the US signal's were available. As cable perietration

Increased, Can4dian as a whole began to watch significantly more US programming, but
total viewing time remained essentially constant, and the amount of time Canadians spent
viewing programs produced in Canada by, for, and about themselves ,began to drop.

Although the most obvious and immediate consequences were economie, there were

disturbing long range cultural and political implications in the trend.

In effect, the 1968 Act gave both the ERTC and the CBC roles in ensuring' that the

Canadian broadcasting service offered Canadian services which Canadians would choose td
Watch.

For its part, the CBC undertook to increase its offering of Canadian programming --
to dearwith the "over-Americanization" of its own English Television service. Its

submission to the CRTC prior to the 1970 licensing hearing summarized the situation:

a, .

During a typical week this winter [15-21 February 1970] the English television
network presented a total of 69 1/4 hours of programs. Out of. this .... 39:45

hours (57.4%) was purely Canadian. This has been the approximate level of
Canadian Content in the English network schedule for some years. However,

the situation is less -satisfactory than this figure would indicate. The

Canadian content is not distributed evenly through the schedule, dropping
during the prime time hours (7:30 to 11:00 p.m.) to 49%.
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The,reason 4or this is well-known: the BC's need for commercial revenue to

meet the cost, f operations combines with the understandabledesiTe of sponsors

to be associated with prograds of wide audience appeal at times of maximum audience
.mailability to place a high pii-6-fity on imported entertainment programs, for the

'most part from the United States. The 'result has been .twofold: the

otter-commef-ciali.:Pation and the over-Americanization of the prime time schedule. To

.say this is to be ritheranti-commercial nor anti-American;, iz is merely to

recognize that economic wessureS have resulted in a situation "which is not

entirely compatible with the CBC's mandate. (CBC'1970d, pp )7-8)

Mat same 1970 submission reported on the CBC's decision to increase Canadian

content in prime time by 1.5 hours weekly in 1970/71, and to build further increments of

Canadian programming into the prime time schedule in successive years. But it noted a

"fundamentally' economic" problem:

A change of thrs kind is much more difficult. than it sounds. --The. difficulty

, is fundamentally economic: the network's operating budget has 'flo adjust not

only to the cost of the-;new Canadian production. ('whi'ch may or may not gain

sponsors) but. to the loss of commercial revenue from the American ,programs

are being displaced.... (CBC 1970d, p 18)

Whire.ene CBC undertook to increase Canadian production for its prime. time English

le4c,ision scnedule, tne CRTC moved to'address'the problems of the Canadian broadcasting

s;stem on 'other fronts. Canadian content regulations for music on AM radio oestations

..ere introduced. Required levels of Canadian content for television stations and
networks, both prl.,ate and public, were raised. And the Commission began to evolve

,policies and regulations to control the distribution of US signals in Canada via cable.

The music regulations `were su,cfessful in promoting the development of a native

popular music industry. But the various television regulations seemed to have limited
success in checking the Americanization of Canadian television: New cable policies and

regulations were devised. Additional Canadian stations and networks were licensed in an

attempt to establish greater Canadian presence 4n Canadian broadcasting: But

throughout'the case study period, cable penetration continued.tp increase, and the only`

apparent explanation was that Canadians wanted cable to. bring,them more US programming

(Reiss, p 8).

In attempting to deal with the Americanization of Canadian television, the

Commission adopted two types ofpproaches. One t:as regulation ih ghat may be termed

the "negative".sense: the short lived prohibition-on the use of microwave facilities by

cable television operator t6 import distant US stations was one regulgory, attempt' o

block further penetration of Canada by US stations. The cable s'Ubstitution policy and, ,

indeed, even 'the minimum Canadian content (or maximum foreign content) regulations can
be viewed as means of limiting the US presence in Canadian ,broadcasting. The problem

with such approaches, as qui9k4y-became apparent. with the microwave issue, was that they'

were acceptable to the publip only if a satiSfiiCtory range.of Canadian alternatives.or
stibstitutes was available: ,

The other type of approach, obviously, was to encourage the growth of the Canadian

program production industry and encourage the development of.attractiVe, distinctively.

Canadian program services. ,Both the minimum Canadian content regulations and the'

licensing of the Global Television NetWork were intended to contribute to the

development of Canadian production capability. Some observers have argued that the
content quotas "achieved what they set out to. do! flat is, to develop a programming bash

in the broadcasting industry whose. prodkts would teflect Canadian themes and

aspirations, and in so doing; would replace 'the industry's heavy dependence upon
imported materials which reflect other nation's cultures" (Romanow, p 6). Certainly,

the content quotas bad some effect, but assessment of the extent of their impact would

seem to be highly subjective. As Romanow noted, "to meet a content quota is one thing,

but to pebduce and schedule content which will attract audiences is quite another" (p
7), Although it was certainly not the only problem contributing to ,GIobal's financial
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difficulties, it :was clear that the Canadian programs which the new network procured
from the independen1 production industry in 194 were not capable of attracting

audiences in the fashion which it (and the CRTC) had anticipated.

In the midst of all these---a-i--tempts--t-o-Canadianize broadcasting in-Canada, it 'was

understandable for the Commission to cast critical glances at what the' national

broadcasting service was doing. In- 1972 it rejected, the Radio One/Radi6 .Two plan 2Q
popularize CBC radio services becailsei it perCeAved in,that plan a tendency towards the
same radio formats already common .to- both US and Canadian prIV-Ste stations. In

television, although the Canadian content level Was increasing, US programming continued
to occupy a substantial -proportion of the English Television schedule during peak
viewing periods. The Corporation's budget had not been adjusted for the cost of the new
Canadian production, and it was generally scheduling its popular US programming,so'as to
derive the maximum possible 'commercial revenue from 2t. With its increases in Canadian
content Oe.,CBC was moving in the direction it had indicated in 1970, but the continuing
promihonce 'of US programming in the English Television schedule made it difficult to
detect much'of a transformation in the overall character of he service..

-4

By '1974 the, ,CRTC 'was expressing the,. same "6er-commercialization" and
"over-Americanization" concerns that the Corporation 'itself had voiced in 1970., The
LommissIon found the extent of the CBC's "entanglement" in the "Xorth American
merChanditing emironmentrto be alarming. It was looking to the CBC for leadership in
the development of innovative and distinctively, Canadian program ;Services -- in a

creative renewal of the,Canadian broadcasting system. Ijedidn't find exactly what it
was looking for, and it began to comment in public about the need to free the CBC" from
the influences of "the North American marketing system." The CBC lso'began to speak in
public. It argued that, given its existing funding levels, it simply couldn't afford to
abandon. its i.ommercial activities.

In the best of all possible worlds, the Corporation and the Commission would have
begun to work together to clarify the CBC's role and, if that role was to be more
distinctively LanaIian, to develop the case forhigher funding levels for the CBC --

both to improve program quality and lessen the Corporation's dependence on commercial
revenue.

_

'No matter how one looked at it, it was a money problem. And it was a problem that
involUd'not just the CBC and the CRTC. In November 1973 Pierre Juneau commented:

.Wrthout_getting into Laurent Picard's estimate of $80 million or $90 million
as a total cost, just the loss of $45Jmill.ion in advertising revenue is pretty big
in itself. I .don't thinLhe would, get '4ry far with the 'Department of
Finance and the Treasury' if he Asked.for $45 million more next year.

I I V

Nevertheless, our view has been reinforced tat there shoilltd be a very

conscious, systematic and vigorous review of advertising policy ip the CBC....

But at the4management level the CBC 'an& the, CRTC are certainly pot at

loggerheads on the quoStion....

If it turned out the CBC required so much money to improve, its service dnd it

was clOte clear that money was not available, then fine -- nothing changes' yet.
At least everybody will have a clear understanding of the situation, and can stop
talking about it for another year. (Wilson, pp 18ff % .

While the CBC and the CRTC may not have been "at loggerheads' the question of

commercials, there were at least distinct 'differences between th ov r priorities. The
'CBC argued its need for funding for program quality improvement, and attached a,lOw
priority to the reduction of commercial activity. The CRTC saw that commercial activity:
as the source of serious 'problems in the services theCBC was providing ?r as inhibiting
the Corporation's ability to meet its mandate.' ,.

r
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The Brdadcasting Act provided a mechanism for the CRTC to conduct a public rev4w
of the CorporAtion's positions, in the form of licence renewal hearings. The 1974

hearinRadres'igil the issues but It did not produce agreement: In an apparent attempt

to break the deadlock, the CRTC issued a'decision proposing licence conditions which'

constituted a rejection of the Corporation's policy on commercials. The CBC invoked the

"right to consultation" provisions of the Broadcasting Act and, when those consultations
with the CRTC still produced no agreement, the proposed conditions were submitted to the

Government for consideration. The sitildtion had called, at the least, either for an

accommodation between the CBC and the CRTC or for.a clarification of public policy on
CBC commercial activity. I will argue later that a comprehensive review of publics

abroadcasting policy has actually in order, and that there were needs both to clarify the

role of the Corporation and to reassess the adeqacy of the resources provided in terms
of that role.

There has no clarification of the CBC-'s'role. There was no comprehensive review of

Canadian public broadcasting policy. And there was no_reassessment of resources. The

CRTC remained dissatisfied with the Corporation's performance and policies., The CBC
remained convinced that its biggest problem was underfinancirg, not commercials. And

there has little prospect of change. i :

.
i,---- ,

, ,
' 1

.Wny?' hhy did the deadlock develop? Why has it not resolved' during private

consultations or publie deliberations? Why, when the need wap alleged to be so great,

was there so little'evidence of any ;public commitment to strengthen the national

oroadcasting service? These are the questions,which this chaptei- attempts to answer.

The approach is to develop, in turn, sets of environmental, structural, institutional,

and process characteristics and then to consider them in combination:

b) ENVIRONMENTAL DEMAND CHARACTERISTICS

This Section looks at the demands made on the organization by its environment, at

the demands Made on the national broadcasting. service in Canada. Earlier, the CBC's
.mandate in the)Broadcasting Act was reviewed in section 6(d); excepts from the Act

'appear as the Appendix, demands and expectations are considered in various sections of
Chapter 11. The intention _here is to summarize and develop a set of demand

, characteristics to contribute to the analyses in later sections.

Requirement's,

,

At the beginning of the case study period the Davey Committee commented that ."we

are faded with the fact that if the CBC did not exist, we would have to invent it." but

it had been invented and the Corporation's mandate in the Broadcast -ing Act, reflected a

recognized need for a strong national broadcasting service in Canada. Sectipn 3 of the

Act translated theliatiOnal needs into a set of demands made by the nation 4541 its public

.broadcasting service. The mandate was uncommonly specific and notably ambitious.. Its
specific requirements were noted in various earlier sections but, in order to develop an
understanding of the scope of the requirements made of the cm, it is useful to

summarize certain of the mandate requirements and their service implications:

thrust of, the BroadEasting Act was that no Canadian should be depriVed of the

national broadcasting service on,account of geography.. The physical topology of
the country and the pattern of population distribution 'Was such that the demand on

available .resources for signal distribution and ,transmission "to all parts, of

CanaAa" was heavy. ,

The recognition of equal rights for Canada's two Official language groups required

the provision of the national broadca'sting service "in'Lnglish and french." This'
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necessitated not pnly duplicate signal distribu;idn and transmission facilities,

but also dual programming and production operations.
The nation is llot,only bilingual but also bicultural. As part of its obligation to

"contribute to the development of national unity," the national broadcasting

service had- a *special reSponsibility to foster understanding between the English

and French cultural communities r- within each language 'service, and not simply
. ..

through,the provision of separate services. . >

The political sttdcture oftbe nation, a federal/provincial system, suggests the

(existence of significant regional and cultural differences as early as 1867. The

national broadcasting service was assigned,lisl'iaw, a special role in contributing

to regional understanding thraugh,,"the'flow and exchange" of regional information

'and entertainment.' .
.

Recognition of the multicultural' nature of xhe country established Canada as, a

cultural "mosaic." Although mUlticulturalism was not speCifically mentioned in the

41readcasting Act, the cultural flow and exchange provisions of the Act.were

commonly interpretedas, requiring the CBc to contribute to understanding between'

all passible cultural groupings.
,

. .

International geography and North 'American history added special responsibilities
/

for thenational broadcasting service to contribute to the expression of a Canadia

i
"identity" distinct from that (:)f. the 6nited States., The perceived threat o

American cultural domination of Canada had been' a Major factor leadlrig to t e

creation of 'a public broadcasting System in Canada. This same concern had led to
4 the specification mf explicitly nationalistic 'objectives for the Cana ian

broadcasting system ithe 1968 Act :A114 continued concern in the 157p-1974,p riod

was the springboard for a series af requirements such as minimum Chadian cOntent

levels. /

l
/ .

4
.,,

'1/4.

.

Section 3(f), pages 35739, outlined a,series of requirements which follow from "the,'

special role of public, broadcasting" and which apply to any public broadcasting

, undertaking. These .:spe:c3a1 role" requireMents, for maintaining fairness and. political

independence .in programming and for,ensuring balance and range in services provided can'

be taken as an additional set of environmental requirements. In the case oB the CBC,,

they arise directly fromprovisiOns in theiBroadcasting Acrand, although they too were

not unique to, the CSC: then too Must be kept in mind. 4
, .

,
.

The levels of service specifically required of the national broadcasting service by

the Broadcasting Act ware, high and implied-requirements,for major undertakings both.V.n,

signal distribution and'in'program production.
,

...

.

Expectations,

. , .
. ,

, e
There was little disegreepeCit that the expectations of the CBC were high The

Corporation's mandate itself 'established a high level of'expectation. At the blic

hearing, Pierre Juneau noted tbat, "tbere are terribly important things in the mandate of,
the CBC,:extremely ambitious goals established in the Act" (CRTC 1974a, p 14169). The

legislative requirementsn:Section 3 of the Broadcasting Act seem capable,of speaking
efor themselves as to the expectations of the CBC. But a full;understnding of what was

expected.orthe Cprporation muse also take into account the'faghion in whiCh the Act was
interpreted and also those expectations only indirectly 'related to the mandate.

. r
.0 ..

. 0

The 1974,CRIC licence renewal decision expected the CBC to "play a vital; role ' in

creating excitement, ..enthusiaim and confidence in'the future of the Canadian people,

with their diverse -aspirations and concerns'' (CRTC 19741), p, 18). It' expected

"imagination and:excellence" (p.19). At the detailed level:.
, .

,
.

,

- Section II. of the decision expected 'additional regional, bicultural, and

multicultural programs; programs to exploit satellite technekogyi "more regular and

attractive programming of events and developments in the fields of Canadian
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literature, art, film, and the theatre"; provision of CBC programs to 'schools,
educational organizations, and possibly cane television, and special effotts to
foster the development of the Canadian film industry (pp 32 -3).

.

Section III required the reduction of commercial activity but also expected the CBC
to "assist advertisers and advertiging agencies who have expressed a desire to

improve advertising practices in order 'to make them more responsive to the values
and concerns of a changing society" (pp 43,4).
Section IV expected far greater attention to standards of professional journalism,
a new approach to public affairs programming, and increased actuality coverage of
the proceedings' of legislatures and other important meetings, conferences,
seminars, and public forums (pp S1-2).

- Section'V expe9ted a higher turnover in and the gradual reduction of staff,
additional training and re-training programs, the procurement of more programming
from independent prdducerg, Ohch larger investments in scripts, and that the CBC
btcome receptiFe to all ideas and proposals" (pp S9-60) .

Section VI expected coverage; service, and facilities extension or improvements or
one ,sort or another in virtually eVeiy area-of the country, "bold and imaginative
plans to satisfy the programming needs of the people in the North," and
improvements."in the use of the transmission capability of Anik" (pp 6S-9).

- Section }'IL's expectations were of both the CBC and government. It expected that
the CBC ."be enabled to ,increase the quantity and quality_ of its Canadian
programming capability immediately, and to redUce significantly the

dispr6portionate influe5de of merchandizing on its programs" (p 74).

The expectation that the CBC succeed in reducing regional tension was noted in

section 11(b), page 170. That concern was representative of a range of national
political expectationg bf the CBC.. But there was another set of expectations of the

CBC, not so directly connected with changing national social or political conditions.

I think it fair to say that the expectations of Canadians, as individual viewers
related .primarily to program quality. Those expectations, though not expressed in
formal documents, were certainly no lest demanding than any others. In information
programming, the CBC had its own past successes to live up to: viewers remembered, for
instance, that THIS HOUR HAS SEVEN DAYS had been both informing and entertaining, and
they looked forthat combination to surface again. In entertainment programming; viewer
expectations were based on standards set externally; they expected light CBC programs.
to be as entertaining as those of ABC, CBS, and NBC, and they expected comedy programs
from Vancouver, Toronto, dr Montreal to be as humourous as any from New York or Los
Angeles.

The first topic in the hearing submission of the Association of Canadian Television
and Radio Artists was what ACTRA termed "our increasingly unreasonable expectations."
ACTRA commented:

Canada makes extraordinary demands on its-CBC. .

, We apparently do want it to be all things to all: men, though it is,
questionable whether 14e are prepared to pay the real cost involved.

. .

-, The CBC is required to provide the programs and delivery, systems for four
national broadcasting services .... to be distributed, instantly and without
any direct charge to the listener or viewer, to every citizen in this enormous
country.

We want theCBC to be Canadian, but also, in practice, 0 compete commercially
with the Americans -- and with other Canadian services....

[The] reasona4e requirements of the Broadcasting Act have recently begun to,
be interpreted by some in vary narrow parochial terms: terms that insist that every
minority has the right to demand a share of broadcast,time in a particular
language other than English or French, or that every region hat. the right of
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access to the national audience, or that this or that special interest group

has aright of access to its immediate audience and a'national audience.

It is remarkable how many speak of rights, and how few of obligations: To

those of us who, earn our way by interesting and attracting audiences,

obligations have always been important....

We insist and demand that the CBC be impartial, fully informed and informing,

fair, balanced, unbiased,' but when the Corporation tries fo do this we brand it

'bland'....

The question we now ask ourselves is, have 'we gone too far? Can we reasonably

expect the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. to really be all things to all men.

(and Indians and Liberal cabinet ministers and big labour lobbIes and women and

even persons) or shoUld we begin to reassess our public broadcasting facility, and
either assign to it responsibilities it can reasonably hope to filfill, or

provide it with the necessary resources to effectively meet these expanded'
expectations? (ACTRA, pp 5-7).

Whether viewed from the perspective df Parliament,, the regulatory agency, groupings
of citizens, or individual viewers the expectations of the CBC were high.

The level of expectation of CBC contrbutions to the cultural, political, sacial,

and economic life of Canada significantly exjyeded the requirements explicitly specified
by the Broadcasting Act.

c) ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT CHARACTERISTICS

Support Traditions

. Behind thespecifiC responsibilities assigned to public broadcasting in Canada were .

a series.of traditions and assumptions which should be emphisized here for the benefit

of those not especialy familiar with the Canadian situation.

(
Governmental Support of Cultural Activity

By the inning of the case study,"periocithere was a well established tradition of

federal government participation in the cultural life of the nation.

Both the CBC aand the Nati.onal Film Board of Canada had been established in the

1930s. The Canada Council, established in 1957 as recommended earlier by the Royal

. Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences, continued to

provide ,support: for the visual and performing arts, for literary epdeavours, and for
studies in the humanities and social sciences. The Government's own 1967 Centennial

project, one of many, such projects with a cultural focus, had been the construction of
the National Arts Centre in Ottawa. The creation of the Canadian Film DevelopmentagL
Corporation and the subsidization Canadian book publishers co tinued and expanded the
pattern (SC 1973d, pp. 54-62). Much Of this more recent government participation in
cultural affairs can be seen as part of the resurgence of Canadian cultural 'nationalism

*discussed in section 11(a), pages 135-137.

Ala
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'The Canadian Public Broadcasting Tradition

The public broadcastlag tradition in Canada predates these more recent developments
but also had its origins in a surge of cultural nationalism. /be detailed history was

reviewed in section 6(d), pages 59-64, the following summary, by George Ferguson, at the
time editor of the Montreal STAR, was published in 1955:

There'was, froin'the beginning, an element of monopoly, in radio which 'as
l'acking in the/ printed word, and this justified state intervention....
PrheYe was, added to this, another consideration. In the economic circumstances of,

the time in CanadS, it)das believed not only possible, but highly probable, that,

without state intervention, Canadian ladio would become the branch plant of an

aggressive and expandingAmerican industky.'2. It was known that one of the prime
objectives, of private licensees-of Sradio-v!ave lengths was to gevaff,iliation
with ,a ,United States Chain,',zhereby,secutihg perinanent access to the highly paid,
popular entertainment programmes with mds4 audience appeal. It was considered
undssixable that this should happen -- that this new and important medium of'
communication should'fall so completely under American direction. It was believed
that such a development would retard the growth of native. Canadian
nationalism and thinking, and that it was essential for the national well-bein and
deveiopment4'that this new instrument should,be protected front such consequ n s.

These ideas, presenled by a Royal Commission headed, by 'a distinguished Can4di n
banker (who\could 1-yrdly be' accused of harbouring socialist tendencies) seized die.,
mind of a prime mini4er whose United Empire Loyalist heritage made him watchful
and suspicious' of American influences on Canadian life. The result was the
creation of a mixed radio system in which privately-owned stations are permitted to
develop local audiences while network facilities become the 'responsibility of a

Crown corporation.

' The sysoem hag Worked well, but it would,be idle to deny that it represents a

striking departure from the orthodox liberal tradition. (Ferguson 1955, pp 5-6).

,

Throughout the ,case study,period the CBC was repeatedly` referred to as "the
cornerstone" of the Canadian broadcasting system, and that combined system, was described
as "the central nervous System of Canadian nationhood."

a4port fOr the concept of public broadcasting.tn Canada dated from the late Z920s
and remained Strong throughout the case study period.

Governmental Participation in Commercial Activity

To these comments,dn tbe origin of the public broadcasting tradition in Canada must
be added some Observations abdut another tradition which has influenced the form of
Canadian public broadcasting from the outset. The 1974 debate about the commercial
advertising activities of the public broadcasting service may seem unusual to those most
familiar with the noncommercial public broadcasting systems in Britain and the US. But
it should be recognized that'th% tradition of direct government participation in the
economic life of the nation was both long and well established.

As Margaret Prang observed in tracing the origins of public broadcasting in Canada,
state initiative has played a larger part in the nation's economic growth than is the
case in most countries iR the Americas and'western Europe (page 57). The Canadian
broadcasting system, consisting of a combination of public and private enterprise
elements, was not the only "mixed" system operating in Canada during the case study
period. .Transportation and communication services were provided by an extensive series
bf mixed systems which "made sense" to Canadians but may seem unusual to others.
Canadian Pacific Railways was a private:enterprise operation. Canadian National (CN)
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was a,pUblic or Crown corporation. Im some. ways their services were complementary, but

in others.they were competitive. Each operated coast to coast passenger and freight

rail seryices, _shipping services, and chains of hotels. Over some routes CP Air
competed with Air Canada, a CN subsidiary. In the communications area, the two operated

a consortium, Canadian National/Canadian Pacific Telecommunications, consisting of

Independent operating organizations offering combined services to the public through a
common sales organjzition (DOC, p 71).

Given such other situations in which the government was in competition with private
enterprise,it is perhaps easier'to understand that Canadians did not regard the CBC's

circums'tances'asparticularly unusual. The Canadian broadcastiifg system was a mixed one

in which the public and private components competed for advertising revenue. ThezCBC

.was itself a mixed system of private affiliated and CBC owned stations. And the network
services were mixed -- at times commercial., at times nonCommercial or "sustaining."
Regardless of the consequenCes for the CBC or for the public, there was at least nothing
in the tradition of government 'participation .in commercial activities that was

inconsistent with itl arrangements for the CBC.
le

Nati.;n1: broadcasting senoice cornerciaZ advertising activity was not inconsistent

wirh. he esralished tradition of fanadian governr7ent parricipation in cornercia:
'n the transperta:ion and cv.-..7.4nication areas.

'Public Support

Assessment of Services Provided

Opinion poll results presented at the hearing showed that 8S% of English, speaking

Canadians felt the CBC was "doing a ,good jots" (CBC 1974c, p 22). The hearing,

interventions, however, were described as "a deluge of more than 300, briefs, most of

' them highly critical of CBC programs" (Kirby 1974b). _In-1974 Pierre Juneau declaVO
V, that the licence renewal hearing,"was not an'investigationof the CBC." He added, "Let

us hope that Canadians have had enaugh of this peculiar sport" (CRTC 1974a, p 3), At

the beginning of the case study 13riod,, the 1970 Senate Committee. report had observed

that '.'sniping at the CBC has beconie, a Tuitional pastime (Davey 1974a,p S).

Much criticism of the CBC was valid, much was not, and some was irrelevant. But

the volume and intensity of criticistrwad remarkable and, in'1974, its tone did not
suggest to those within the CBC that 8S% of the people thought the Corporation was

"doing a goOd job." It is understandable kilt nevertheless true that the messages the

CBC received about itself were 'overwhelmingly negative: The CBC, 'as a taxpayer,

supported institution, was expected tb do a good job. Citizens had at least a right if

not a responsibility to point out where they felt there could be improvements. It is an

inherent characteristic in this relationship that the Corporation heard from the public

primarily about its faults.

It is useful at this point begin to to analyze the CBC's organi;ational environment
in terms of the simple structural- models presented in Figures 5-2 and S-4; pages 46 and

47, and to consider the 'volume and nature of input from the Canadian public.to its
public broadcasting organization.

There was a-certain amount of input from individual citizens.
But it was not a condition peculiar to the CBC that it was much less extensive than was

generally assumed by the public. "Fan mail" and d4Istructive suggestions. were

, especially welcome at the program unit level but, at in broadcasting generally, such
input was limited in volume and not always constructive. Input directed by telephone to
CBC switchboards was similarly limited and mixed:

24?
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Input from interest groups, from those active in the fine and popular arts, and

from the commercial broadcasting industry tended to have a very specific focus, in most
cases related directly to, the interests of the input sources. Interest groups typically

(aught increased or more sympathet= col,erage of their activities or concerns: Those

actil,e in the arts frequently sought greater ,opportunities to participate in the

provision of the national broadcasting service.' The tomlercial broadcasting industry

interests %ere especially concerned with the impact of CBC copmercialactivity on their
own revenue potentials.

The CBC's affiliateg, though obviously having financial interests and problems Of

their, own, seemed. remarkably understanding of the Corporation's'needto balance its
public service commitments against .their own interests in compeAitive commercial

broadcasting. But their input has regarded, at Teast hithin Engklish Television, as
virtually internal, though in many.cases they did serve to channel tolthe nethAk vieher
comments originally directed to an affiliate.

It rs difficult to assess the impact of the media writers,, either on the

the public. hitnin, the CBC, excerpts from their columns were includ&I in
No.s Summary- and other digests which provided some 9nagers and some producer
condensatiJn of comment in.the daily press about the CBC and its programs.
Planning Group and the program units, more attention has paid to the writings

columnists than others, and some. were perceived as having predictable reactio
negative and positive.

or on

"Daily
hith a

thin the

of some

s -- both

Whereas most of the criticism of the media hritefs was accepted ev: if not
appreciated, the criticism contained in the interventions filed for the 1.74 hearing
caused the CBC special concern. The interventions filed by the Canadian B oadcasting_

League and b) the Committee on Television are representative of the extremes n range of
comment. The League's submission and presentation -- supporting the CBC, calling'for
increased funding, and athocating.condition-free licences -- %ere not hidel reported.

The COT intervention -- describing the English Television as "a gross y inadequate ,

programme service resulting from a paralyzed bureaucracy" :-- received considerable

attention Although one writer suggested that the rating of programs was 'a subjective

thing" and that "the elite group [COT] has in it sope professional bro dcasters and

film - makers who may or may not have axes tO grind" (Braithwaite 19'4b),most of the

,c.erage has favouralile to the Committee's propositions.

It should be noted, however, that even the most severe criticisms of the CBC voiced
during the period implied Strong support for the concept of public broadcasting in

Canada. The Committee on Television intervention, for instance, though critical of
Lnglrsh television program performance, reaffirMed support for a strong CBC, and

distinguished betheen support in principle and criticism of execution:,

Supporters of public broadcasting in this country have reason to be proud 'of

the battle that has been fought and won over four decades to-create and sustain
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. (COT 1974, p 2)

At issue are not tthe general goals or mandate of the CBC, but their

execution.... (p 8)

.

. At its best, the CBC English-language television network fulfills admirably
the commonly accepted goal of public broadcasting -- to make good things popular
and popular things good. Nowhere is this more evident,than in 'the area of what
might be called popular education.... We congratulate the CBC on these

achievements. what he regret ... is that such programme's have become exceptions t

to the rule. (p 18; emphasjs added)

Puaic sap;ort ;Or the corcepp of public broadcasting and for the mandate and
goals, of the CB!: was implicit in the relatively widespread criticism the

4.4,2!itj p"cjram keinw provided daring the case fi;ualy peridd.
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Demands for Extension of Service..

'.any of the interventions filed By individuaa citizens with the CRTC :Prior to the

1974 hearing pleaded for rapid extension of fuIt.ICBC service to specific geographical
areas. The thrust of the hearing presentations by the Ministers Responsible for

Communications in the Maritime Provinces, the Council of the Northwest Territories, and
the Town of ShaunavOn has that peqple in'those areas wanted more CBC seYyice,, Section
11,(b), pages 1-4-17, reviewed the pressures on the Corporation to Complete extensipn'of
CBC service to areas not yet so served. ' '

%1
.:-ziii: in cri:::cisri cf ,,,Zelas z:n cckpleting the ,extension .:o: :he nationql

br,c,ada.za:ing service t: cover a:: marts of ^anacia wds a desire to be provided dith'the.
full range :f SBC services. '

1

Political Support

,Conceptual Support

At the 19-4 hearing§Aham Spry noted that not only had the principles.of Canadian
broadcasting and a national strategy about communications been Legislated by a unanimous
H - ommons some forty years earlier, but also'that,every Parliament since then had
reaffirmed those p inciples (CRTC 1974a, p 343), Calls by politicians to dispense with

, the CBC were" not at all common.

Suppo4; fr:,7 indivi24aZ politician::: for 'the concept of public :broadcastig in.

:ar.2da .p1 f:r :he princip:es 8e: ore: in :;le. Broadcasting Act was virtually unanimous.

Assessment of Services Provided

individual politicians seldom questioned the general need for a national
broadcasting service, as the public's elected representatives they did play a'special
rale in monitoring the Corporation's performance and in commenting on

appropriateness of the services provided to the country in general and to'their-own
constituents in'particular.

The Canadian parliamentary setting, in parficular the daily Question Period in the
ouse of Commons, providdd Members of Parliament with an opportunity to criticize the
on a program by program basis. In many cases MPs were clearly reflecting the

co erns ''of at least some of their constituents about the content of CBC programs, But

it i ;difficult to review the range of their .comments and not allow for the possibikit,v,

that there was at least a temptation for s e MPs to use criticism, of the Corporations
a means of gaining personal publicity! T eir comments were widely reported as "news.,"
though occasionally some' writers and columni is questioned.the appropriateness .of
of the' criticism..

It is difficult to generalize about the le of individual MPs in conditioning the

'CBC -suVport environment. Some Members were specially sensitive to the CBC's need,for
operational "indepen4ence. 'Others were genwinel alarmedat -- to use the CRTC's term --.

4C1imagined",CBC excesses and shortco ings. But, as a greuP, Members of

Parliament constituted a uniquely impOrtant element in the overall Canadian puKic
.

.television environment, and it is important to c nsider the nature of their independent,

and collective relationship with the Corporaton. The.following press excerpts have
been selected to illustrate the range (but not'th bhancd) of their comments and to

suggest the nature of at least some reactions to t m:

1
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Editorial in the Montreal GAZETTE, I June 1973:1.
The narrou majority of MPs on the Commons Broadcasting Com mittee 'who voted to

cut the CBC budget by 51,000 with the main aim- of criticising the

amount of separatism on Radio-Canada are 'making fools ,af themselves.

Anyone who has been an occasional viewer of the %French network over the past

decade knows that the peddling of under- the - counter separatismpeaked in the late

sixties and has gone away down since then. At the same time, the French network

has set some very high standards.... But the CBC budget cut voted by the

committee amounts to a formal act of censure and. an .attempt at pailiamentary

direction' of prograMming When discuS'sion of the.eBC comes before the,whole House

the committee's action shbuld be repudiated. (Gazette 1§73) ,

Ottawa JOURNAL, 13 September 1973:' .

A news story reported that Social Credit leader.Raoul Caouerte had. protested

that the CBC remained what he called "a box of 'socialism and separatism" and wanted

to know when'the Prime Minister was goin' to use the "key' of. government power to

turn it Off. (JOurna1,1973b)

HALIFAX CHRONICLLHERALD, 12 December 1973:
'A news story from Ottawa reported c

Breton radio program, ISLAND ECHOES. ".

' motion dhanging the Corporation with an

,,reduting the length of the broadcast an

CH)

Otiaua JOURNAL, 16 March 1974:'
A CP story reported that PrimeMia

the- possibility of asking the CBC to

, games on Sunday afternoons when Ca

(Journal 19740'
>,

iticisn directed at the.CBC'over the Cape

MPs from threearsies supported a

ffront tp Parliamenfand the committee -for
moving it to a- new THfx

Ste) Trudeau-had said he wound look into

'stop telecasts of National ,,Football, League

Ian Football ' League -teams, are playing:

.

THE TORONTO ,9TAR, 18 March 1974;
Dennis Braithwaite commented .on t Prime Minister's 'statement: "That's -like

the late Louis St.' Laureni, when e-iq0 Prime Minister back in 1956,.-wilting a

letter tp the editor of an Ottawa newspaper in which 'as a private citizen',.

he took. the CBC to task for its coverage of the Suez crisis.' There 'is no way

hat a prime minister can make.public statements on controlLer`sial issues as a?

private citizen: rime Minister Trudeau cannot 'ask' the CBC jicyb 'to telecast

NFL games; such 'a request, coming from that source, imediately ..becomes a ,

directive...." (Braithwaite 197.4a) . . . ,

ti

.

Ottawa' JOURNAL, 4 February 1975: .

. , .

.,

A neus,item reported that Conservative MP William Scott had asked1Secretary of
State Hugh Faulkner to investigate complaints that a Sunday night' CBC terevisibn

. grogram contained indecent material. Mr. Scott had complained .Wthe COmmons that
i3EAFORMANCE was tog crude fdr telerision. (Journal' 197$1

t

GLOBE'AND ,MAIL, 12 February f975:
Blaik Kirby commented about criticism of PERFORMANCE: .,".... The 4roublc

people,wholove a show don't generally bother tp say, anything about it. It''s those

who are angr'y who phone or c,c1c1 dralue is meant' to be dricurliihg, Xh.e

shows thatsay something Lmportant to society are = the 'ones thit

backs up.... There is a,iarge silent majority::--' by letteri shbwA--, that want.an

appreciate'qualify. The drama departmentls joh.isrnot ioycater. to the

,. 'common denominator of taste, but to putidn a br8ad.range pf0.or)cs at, the hiihest

"" 4. possible revel. sure John-hdrsch intends'to do just that I'M pot It. all su',.

aboliq the 'polititians:ujho .control the purse fittings." (Kirby 19754),

' % , .. ... . . . , .

. ..

.,Ottawa CrTIZEN 14' Fegruary'10.5: . . '4 .

.
. ...

, ,
A Cp_dterxtepoited opliosa ion complaints,had continded in' theCOgmansT aboka

TEN LOST YEARS, which HR StanIty Korchinski said 'showed CO ian cli,Iture,.

. : I. A.4 -.I..,
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along "permissive lines." 4P James McGrath had suggsted that the government meet

with the CRTC to establish a code "to prevent the exploitation of sex and

%iolence." Communications Minister Gerard Pelletier had said that he would examine

the suggestion, but, that the golernment did not intend to interfere* with CBC
"program content. (Citi:en 1975b)

-,'
Ottawa CITIZEN, 19 February 1975:

A CP IteM reported that.Ootenay'West MP Bob Brisco had said that ,a CBC
television program has "'obscene and profane" tits portraYal of the town of
Trail, S.C, as "an industrial-polluted sinkhole." He was referring to a program in
the ,PACIFICANADA series-produced.for the CBC by the NFB. Secretary.of State Hugh
Faulkner assured him that the complaint would-be investigated. Mr. Brisco said

he intended to continue pressing Mr. 'Faylkner to cleanup what- he termed
fncreasing profanity ork.the-CBC is a whole. (Citizen 1975c)'

GLOBE AND MAIL, 5 March 1976:
A CP story reported that the CBC had teen accused of handing the puhlic

obscenity, profanity, and "gift' wrapped garbage" in_ its television
programs. Members of the Commons'broadcasting committee had told CBC President
Laurent Picard that the CBC spent ' mid, much time dramatizing the

tribulations of, the foul-mouthed, the violent, the. unhappily'harried and the
sexually preoccupied members of society. (Globe 1975b)

a
Montreal GAZETTE, 20 Mar,-,11 1975. !' .

.

Dave Billington oommented:,''.... These white tornadoes in the service' of TV

cleanliness knoh,fur1 'hell that every one of their :tripe, vapid complaints will

be fully mailed and'spiashed across the nation's newspapers. Why? Because a nation,

like Canada, needs unifying elements and MPs in need of a "little publicity -to

prove' to their constituents that they are stilL,alive, know that nothing short
of a Grey cup %.111 Unite the country -'- and'give them headlines -- like a lot

of generalized claptrap about a .CBC plot to destroy Canada...." (Billington)

, ' i,

,LOBE AND MAIL, 16 May 19751:'' ,
a,

A CP story'reportpd that a special showing of two'CBC-TV.dalamas already seen

on television had been Scheduled at the request, of the Commons Broadcasting
Committee. CBC President Laurent,J14card had agreed to arrange the showings elf

TEN LOST 11ARS and BAPTIZING hhich had been criticized earlier by a group,of
MPs. (Globe 19?5c)

keportlng oelection campaigns always received special attention from politicians.,
Th6 1974 federal election was no exceptilm:

.

.
- , Conservative campaign director Malcolm Wickson charge.FrIday [June 21] that ,-,

from June 6 to 20, Prime Ministef Trudeau received almostetwice as.much7'
coverage as Robert ,Stanfield on CBC's,THE'NATIONAL, which has a nightly audience
of 1.5 million viewer's'. . . . - ' ..

The Tories also.complained that during a successful three-day swing of the

he4t and ...Ontario, last.. week, Stanfield did not ,appear on the air at Al,
receiving a total of dr024 seconds "announcer copy." OVer the same' three-day

.

period, the Tories said, Trudeau was on,-the ;,air for more than five'minutes.
(MacDonald 1974e) .

1
.

The content logging system study described ''as activity 5 in section 8(d) had
.

, .

involved us in a detailed. consideration of, the special need to ensure Valance inr election campaign reporting. CBC NeWs had established a policy in this area some years
,::. .

earlier to ensure balanced coverage by the end of any given campaign. This had been

. c',:.....
consi4ered necessarx because different parties were more active than others during

.,,-,..%:..., different portions of a campaign and balgnce.0 coverage on a daily basis would have
.'",4'.teolliiied the airing of a great deal Of material which, - measured against professional

.

'. 4: -",
,

.%
-, e.

! I . :...1.,: '
1 -.;
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.:
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journalism standards, clearly was not "nehs." following the 19'4 election, Bob Blackburn

commented on the charges of bias:

One party ar another, or maybe all'of them at once, is always beefing that the

CBC's national news is biased; 'either quantitatively or qualitatively or

both. Such charges are inevitable every time around, and maybe some of them are

justified. Unless there is a flagrant offence, they're really iipossible to

prove.

In mid-campaign this time, the Conservatives were complaining that the CBC's

national news had been shortchanging them. It. may or may not be true I

don't know, and you don't .know. 0It would take a considerable staff of monitors and
analysts even to cook up a reasonable argument one way or the other. -

Partly because I'm so, tired of,hearing the same charges.and arguments in every
election, I'm inclined to suggest.a drastic soltion: Let the CBC national news

service simply ignore election campaign's.

Personally, I would be exaZtly'as willing to trust the CBC to 'present campaign

nehs on the basis df professional news's judgment, as I -am ,to. trust any other

nehs medium f

But the politicians --*sand other concerned Parties'-- wil not le; it happen

that way.

So', if he can't have honestly seleCted'news reports on the politicians, let's

get the politicians. off the newt altogether and put them somewhere [where]

they can make their own rules.

1974d)

Somehow, though, I don't think that would please then, either. (BlaCkburn
, !

"A,considerable staff of'monitome and,analys,ts" had, as in previous elections, been

logging anpohncer copy and filmed reports throughout the campaign. The.,CBC, policy of

balancing csei'age over the. whole <.campaign rather than on a dailybasig had been

explained,to the political parties.. Still, the charges of_bias not only continued but

continued 'to receive considerable presg'

Members of Parliament tended to concentrate on two aspects of CDC' program content:

balance in reporting their own political-activitieq (as in elections), and matters of

taste., Although it would be, unfair to tharacterize, all complaints 'about matters of

taste, as ppealing to "mptherhood" concern's, MP complaints about the broadcast of

language heard in the street and references to sexual matters almost invariably received'

press attention. Perhaps not surprisingly, satire involving national institutions also

provoked extensive complaints from pdliticians. *

'An April 1974 edition of the French Television network program, LES BEAUX

DIMANLHES, -contdined satirical, segments involving the Queen, the wife df the Governor

jeneral, and federaL politicians There was an immedlate uproar, and by 29 November of

that year the .CBC had been called before a committee of the Senate to account for the
content of the Wroadcasi. News stories reported on the Corporation's appearance:

Senators lit into th.00BC today over_a French-network satirical program that

portrayed the'QueetY and the wife,of the Governor-General:

But when CBC President Laurent "Picard invited them to watch a British,'

Broadcasting Corp. (10C)' program that he.said went ouch 'further in spoofing the

the'.senators.didn't want to knoWabout (Lon FP 1974)

2
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Picard's appearance did not mark the end of the investigation. The Senate

Transportation and Communications Committee called the Chairman of the CRTC to testify
and eentually, on 25 June 19-5, issueJ a special report Ouch was critical of the

program's content and ofjoth CBC and CRTC performante in supervising program quality
(Lon FP 1975).

the .1cncept ofpubZic broadcasting, public comments be

indiwZdUaZ especl',:a:Ze those'comments receiving widespread pubZic a:ten:ion,

fosuse2 primari::e on cr-n:ic.o.: assessment ,o CB^ program performance.

Political Pressure

.

frequen-cri:iciaed performanae, including

the reporting of poZi:ical issues and activities, their corments ansti actions did not
cona.f.:::ute real pc:i:ica: nir.:erference" with the programming operation of the national

bmadcasoing service.

During the early 19-0's public broadcasting in the US s.as subjected to a political,

assault launched directly. from the White House. One objective in that campaign was to

eliminate or at least reduce the public affairs programming service provided by that

system. It was the sort of blatant political interferetice which US public broadcasters
had feared for years and Ouch to a somewhat lesser extent they still fear. it is in

order to gain some protection against such interference that the US system has placed

such a premium on obtaining effecti'ely insultated long'range funding (McKay 19.76, pp'

148-50).

Public broadcasting in Canada has never been subjected to that. sort of political

assault. The CBC's independence in political reporting I was, like the BBC's,

traditional. The Corporation did not-have the financial independence which operating

from receiving set licence fees gave the BBC, but there was a' general public

understanding that direct interference in political programming was inappropriate. This
traditional independence for the CBC was not Untested. In June 1959 seniof CBC

management, apparently under, at least indirect pressure from the government of Prime

Minister John Diefenbaker, made a move to cancel a short daily program of freelanc

politicarcomment. Peter Newman reported on the apparent origin of the initiative:

As part of his morning routine, Diefenbaket always made it a point to tune in

the CBC's eight o'clock news either'on.his car radio while being driven to work,

or on the desk clock-radio in his office. On weekdays, the news ,was followed.

by 'a three-minute talk called "Preview Commentary," featuring members of the

Parliamentary Press Gallery Analysing current events in the capital. In the spring

and early summer of 1959, when the Conservative government was facing its initial
wave of troubles, the "Previes. Commentary" speakers grew increasingly critical,

and rumours began circulating in Ottawa that the Prime Minister was'

displeased. (Newman 1963,. pp 234-5)

In the end, 35 of the Corporation's public affairs producers and supervisors

'tendered their vsignations in protest, the CBC's management and Board of Directors
reversed their stand, the program continued, and the Commons Committee on Broadcasting

called a special session to investigate the controversy (Newman, pp 235=6). The

investigations were less than conclusive, but the incident did serve notice to

Parliament, CBC management, and the Canadian people that attempts to interfere with CBC
programming of a political nature were, at the least,, quite likely to backfire. The

program's name was changed to COMMENTARY in the fall of 1969 when the overall PREVIEW
package was replaced. But, as I discovered while working as a service producer on

in the summer of 1970, that weekday talk was remembered as having special

significance. Both the Members pf the Parliamentary Press Gallery and listeners who

wrote to the program almosi invariably referred to it as "PREVIEW" COMkIENTARY.
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Such, incidents must be seen as the exceptions that prove the rule. -Covert attempts

to influence the CBC politically were rare, Comments on the CBC's handling of political

issues', though often highly critical, were made in public. It is possible, to regard

*some of those observations noted earlier as constituting politaial "pressure," but they
should not be considered as "interference."

Demands :for Lxtension of Service

Apart from ;reflecting the concerns of their-constituents gbdut the ,content- of. CBC

program services, MPs lad a responsibility to represent to the national broadcasting
service and to the Government the desires-of their areas for access to the full range ot
CBC services. In this regard, it is impossible to view their comments and activities as
.at all unusual. The concerns that CBC services be extended to areas not yet served'were,
noted in several earlier sections and need not'be repeated here. The Govyrnment's 1974

decision to fund the CBC's Accelerated Coverage Plan'for service extension would seem to
indwate a sensitivity to those demands on the. pare of both the, CBC and the. Government.

a
served as 2;,pr,-,priate and effective channels in canwunicating she

:r;222.1sting service and t: the ,k)ernment the dim ands of their constiruents
r ext,noi ..r services tc :heir r4icular areas.

Governmental Support

conceptual Suppbrt

The 19'3 Proposals for a Communications Policy for Canada asserted: "The

Government remains fully committed to the principles, and objectives of the 'Broadcasting
Policy for Canada' set forth in the Broadcasting Act (Green Paper, p 18).

,e in :he case bvth the public in genera: and indivi.dualMPe, Government support
the c:ncert f rui:ic bmadcasttng was traditional and, in the 1970;4974 ,period,

ex:I:reseed reservations.

Financial Support

On the final day of the 1974 hearing, CRTC Commissioner Gordon Hughes reflected on

what he termed the CBC's "practical" problem:

Now the last thing that sort of concerns me is [this.] Hopefully everyone here
its very keen and anxious, for you [Mr. Picard] and the CBC to be very

successful in the 'future; there's no question about this: But from a practical

point of view, if you went to do more it does cost more money, and- There's

all sorts of. problems; and one group that still has to be 'convinced ip

Parliament and pollucians.... We have heard a few discouraging things about what
They think pn Parliament Hill during the week.... they do get quite a cross
section of people complaining for various reasons, and some of them are probelbly

reasonably justified. Nobody's fault in particular, just'a little Bit on everyone.
And I think it's important that ,... weo:try and work it out so that 'we have

parliamentarians [and] the people on our side completely. (CRTC L974a, pp 1429 -30)

Larlier in the week, Graham Spry had offered these observations about thy levels at
which successive national governments hail funded the CBC:

oP .4

forty years ago the principles of 'Canadian, broadca'sting and a national
strategy about comMunications were legislated *Thy. a unanimous House, of Commons.

Lvery parliament since then-has endorsedthera.. ,They were endorsed by parliament

20
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and defined by law, but government after government after government has faired to
provide the meant, and for forty or forty-two years or ,more 'we have .devoted

too many of our efforts to weakening those principles and compromising that

national strategy. (CRTC 1974a, p .343)

There was certainly- no 'evidence of a Governmental. intention to weaken the

principles .of public broadcasting in Canada or to comtAmise thcrnational communications
strategy. On the contrary, the domestic satellite program, the decision to proceed with
AGP, and comments by Cabinet Ministers indicated considerable support. But therewas no
indication that there was to be any significant increase in the operational funding of
the Corporation. Throughout the case study period the level of funding ,remained below

the levels requested by the CBC{' The shortfall in the 1969/70.through 1973/74 period.
amounted to some S57 million (CBC 1974c, .1) 47). Moreover, it shoul0e,noted that the

CBC "requests- were prepared- accard-rnuto-gerrera-1---gurdelrnes set by the Government.

Throughout the'case studs period the revel of funding provided by the Goverment
Jr 4 the national broadcasting service remained below the levels requeste by the CBC.
At the end of the period there was no indication of any significant 11ange in either the

immediate or long term future.

The operational anisequences of the imbalance between the requirements and

expectations of the CBC and its level of resources were examined in detail in section

11(e), pages 2'01-223. It is difficult to argue that the Government was unaware of the
imbalance between the demands placed on the CBC and the level of resources provided, and
the continuing failure of'sudcessive governments to match means with demands is one of

.the central puzzles in Canadian public broadcasting. We will return to this puzzle

later in this chapter.

Regulatory support

Conceptpal Support -

' .

The role of the CRTC in Canadian broadcasting in the case study period was reviewed
in detail in section 7(c), pages 84-92. The Commission's rqle in the '1974' licence

renewal process was detailed in sections 10(b),through 10(f), pages 118-134. And its
position on specific issues was considered in virtually every section in Chapter 11.

The concern here is not so much with its detailed positions as with the general thrust
of its regulatory activity.

The notion of the CRTC and the CBC sharing the overall problems of the 'Canadian
broadcasting system was developed in tection.1,2(a)., It is important to note that the
CRTC's'support of-the concept of public broadcasting in Canada was never in question. .

It had some deep reservations about certain aspects of CBC operations, but it'must not
be forgotten that the CRTC hearing on CBC licence renewals was opened' by Commission: '.

Chairman Juneau.with this Observation.'"A strong CBC-is vital to the health of Canadian
broadcasting... It is clear that any weakening of the national service, as it is

called, would pose a'threv to the entire Cahadia,n broadcasting,system:H 4
(

. .

, ..

,Throkghout the case studs period, regulatory ageiccy suppoit fOr the concept,
. .. .

public broadcasting in Candela uas articulate and unconditional.

1

Assessment of Services, Policibs, and Plant
.. .

.-

-4
, ,' .,

. . .
. r

The CRTC Onditigted the CBC,environment in three main ways: by providing a foram',

for' public comment, liy offering its own assessment of CBC performance as gufdance, and
by regulatory activity. I .
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The 19-4 licence renewal hearing 'served as a focus for public assessment of CBC

performance and it funnelled to the Corporation a wide,range of comment -- some of it

positive, much of it negative -- from a wide ,range of groups and individuals., The

Commission's licence 'renewal decision document was, in bany whys, a digest of public

Comments which reflected both the: public's expectations Of the CBC and relatively

widespread dissatisfaction that,those expectations ,were not being met.,

public input the Commission added its own comments. That assessment,

reflected considerable dissatisfaction both with the immediate past performance of the

CBC and with its future plans. Its expectations were noted indetail in section 12(b);

excerpts from the Commission's decision, and' a.ligest of reaction to,it appeared in

section 10(f),, pages 131-134. .

suI;:srrt principl'e, the regu:aebr-agenc:..ies 2974 licence renewal decision
. . .

crst,..ca. CBC p.err?.ance, and was widely interpreted as constituting a

rejectir'? the -:::1-7:irat73on'S p:,.Zicies and ;limns for the future. .

d) STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

Relationship with.the Public C

This stud; is concerned with the relationship between the CBC ad the public., But

the public is a general term and not asimple,elemenein a structural model., Important ,"
characteristics dill be noted an the later,paits og this section abdut the relationship

between. he CBC and the three national structural elementg -- Parliament,. the ,.,,!,

Goverpment, and the CRT'C -- which acted on behalf ef .6e public.' But there is one ..'

informal aspect of,sehe general relitiopship between the cpc and the public, *nisch -=

though included here more or less arbitrarily '-- shoUld be noted before considering the ;

characteriitics of the formal structural, arrangements.
, i

s : 4. o

The oteration 9.= the natir'nal brooficasting' servile, was an 'undertal,:ing highly

' I.iisible to the public.
.

...,
..' . . '

.

In a very 'real 'sense the CBC was -the main daily federal presence ih: the lives .of

. Canadians: They paiafor the CBC acrd they. spent an average of, just over an hoJr a day

each witching it as viewers and asIShareholders. They intervened imheir -.networks'

licensing procedure to an extent unequalled elsewhete inthe.world. .They read about

. thgir'public broadcasting corporatron.in the daily columns Of radio 'and television

criti.ds and in pews stories aboutccoments made in Parliament. They,wrote letters about

' ''''' the CBC to editors, and editors published- them, ,

k
t. t

. , . . .. 0 . , .

O ; The visibility of the CBC was noted in section 11(b), page17,0, and 2= bedtise the

' point is relatively obvious -- it is really not necessaryto argue Wet length here:
i

. Jtobert Lewis commented on'the visibility of the CBC'sPresident:.
4

" ., . . Z

. .
At the FebrUary hentings Picard may have won the battle for heedlines,,but he,

idst .the war., The next month; the CRTC wefgheajn with ids decision, attaching,
, .

several conditiOns,tonew CBC licences and rebutting Picard on vir/tually every one, ..

. Of his majerpOints 's i' s.... .
. ,
1 . .. i 0% ...

. . . .
1 '1 , 1:) dne in the%Ommunications industry, of course, could feel anything but

,.. ... .

. ,
.

'sympathy for ! Picard.. Certainly no newspaper, publisher or commercial
..

4, 'television executive or maga4ine editor. or. newspaper reporter is open to so much ,

,
.

, [nitric secomiguessipgand al?Use as',ip dnemployee of the CBC. (Lewis, p 16)

'.... '.'Decision% in a OublIc broadctsting szrgamization are net made ,,ii Ajan isolation

1.:hamber installed in a beargroom. le,woulsl be more apt to describe them as being made , .

#.: ; %
, . _

..: :

.. I , ' '

$

C g 04:v, ?.. 4 e .., - .
-.4 ' . . .
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in a goldfish bo . And, :whittle this is not at ail necessarily:a bad thing, the j pUbldci

nature of the Corporation's business did have a strong iapact on decision. making.

Relationship with Parliament

The structural arrangements for public broadcasting in Canada were established by
Parliament in the Broadcasting Act. That ,Act, together with a strong Canadian
tradition, establishes public broadcasting independence in programming, including
controversial and political programming- Even so, the Act and the Canadian system of

,government established important. dependency relationships between the CBC and
Parliament, the Government, and the regulatory agency.

The annaa: basis for f.cmling of the national broadcasting servl.ce'iestablished a
dependency relationship between the CBC and Parliament.

The arguments and support for long range funding offered by rowler in 1957, by

Fowler in 1965, b' the White Paper on Broadcasting in 1966, by the Broadcasting
Committee in 1967, by the CBC in 1974, and by John .Hirsch in 1975 were .reviewed in

section 11(e), pages 217-219. Those familiar with issues in public broadcasting in the,
United States In thd period between passage of the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 and

the Public Broadcasting Financing Act of 1975 will be familiar wIth'the basic arguments.
They, are the subject of an extensive volume of literature, on US public broadcasting (eg-
;Owen; Schramm & Nelson), an.ii'of these observations by Rowland% ,

.
By reducing CPB ta`the annualauthorization and appropriation treadmill, the

lawmakers . virtually 'guaranteed' that the kind ofToritical pressure,

exercized by the NiXon administration would manifest itself, Given a funding

.process that is part of the general ,procedure for 'financing all, federal

agencies, CPB has cometo be treated just like ca government of is ,,Under such
conditions it is likely that-Presidential inteis.4Tence in CPIS' affairs would have
developed, regardless', of who the White House, occupant happened to be.
(Rowland, p 11) . % . .

'-.
.i,

. 1 .-. .

Giventhat any broadcasting_system requires a:certain degree of governmental
regulatioh,p, nd given 'that.politicians. have'`..-certain basic needs for and fears
of briadcasi g, it is' clear that any form,of broadcasting is more 'vulnerable to,iiil

political mlnipulation than almost any other ibcial institution., As the recipient'
-of governmental funds,,a public broadcasting system is even ,,more subject , to

attacks ton- its autonomy. In the .Ametican ; environment issues of
accountability and control assume major Apprtance'in the strategies of Congressmen
and Presidents as they 'jOtkey with ,onet another over decision.1 'about 'how to

apportion the 1541, is purse. Therefore with a limited duration, limited insulation
general treasury authorizatibn as their .sole major fUnding'",source, public
'brodcasters are going to ,ItaNre to -be so carefUl in their self - control that.a

.1./ ,.
4 i restrictive pattern of programming,is virtually insured., ,(p 16) -

A .

Observers of the Cariadian scene.alsO.hav'e Identified annual funding; or the lack of,
(

f ndin:t "insulation," as a'problem::piting- in MACLEAN'S in. June' 1974, Val, Ctery
mmentiktd 6n,the-consequences: ,' ,

,

;- s'' ''.
,

. , ' . . i .

In retrospect, the practice of annual government financing appears to Kaye
assured. the CBC's ,vict- imization:, Every year,. CBC executives kare obliged to

tridgeOup Parliament, Hill, bi11 in hand;, if they never get as much money as they
need, they can in certain, as one- former 9BCexecutive, 'Gunnar Rugheimer, Vas ptit

,

q, to be offered moral guidance. '' , ,

, ,
::These annual requests .fbr Money al1g4 meant, by definition, a discussion in

Parliament, MPs 'from fural di'Strict4',who objected to everything from. .

,

441:' 4
tr

,
, , .
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a pvdettion of MACBETH to ahy show of the female form, .a traditionwasP created

%hich continues to hamper the CBC from doing its rightful job." (Clery, p 54)

In the same issue of MACLEAN'S: editor Peter Newman also commented on the annual

funding problem.

Under Laurent Picard's vigorous leadership many of the CBC's shortcomings are

being rectified.. But what the CBC needs most, of all is a pledge from the,

.federal treasury that it Mill make up the funds lost.throdgh the withdrawal

of commercials, and a budget based on three to five years, instead of the

fiscal hastle that the corporation now has to face every year. What we, as

listeners and viewers, can demand in return, is that the CBC becdine what it was

always supposed to be. (Newman 1974)

The internal operational consequences of funding on an annual basis and the

implications for long range planning were considered in section 11(e),, pages 217 -219 and

221. Those implidations are important, but the point to note here deals With the

general nature of the relationship between the national broadcasting service aid

Parliament. The annual scrutiny of CBC performance.arising out of the annual basis for

funding was not the only Parliamentary scrutiny of the Corporation: 'the itradion of

"scrutinizing" the CBC was noted° in section 1(a), and the ongoing monitoring by

indnidual politicians and the activities of the Senate and Commons committees on

broadcasting and on public accounts were noted in sections 13(c) and 9(a). On the

surface, the structural relationship between the CBC and Parliament would seem to be a

general policy relationship. In practice, however, the relationship had an operational

focus which though not directly implied by the Broadcasting Act,' was at least

reinforced by the annual funding system. There wa's not much effective "distance"

between the natiotal broadcasting service and Parliament: the CBC was at no time more

than 12 Months away from a detailed Parliamentary review of its operational performance.

:,esite an estaol'ished tradition of political independence for public, broadcasting

in l'ar.aaa, structural arrangements -- in particular, the annual basis for funding -the

Y,ational broadcasting service established a dependency retatiofthip between the CBC

and" Parli,T7ent in which the ,:orporation's operational performance :Joy regularly the

sub:ecc of close ?arliamentary scrutiny.

Relationship with the Government

In,:ual basis for funding of the national broadcasting service established an

4erati;nal dependency relationship between the CBC ald the Government.

. ',At the outset it isimportantto repeat that the traditional independence of the

Canadian public broadcaSting system effectivelyjprOtected it from direct attempts at the

political control of programming bY the Go/ernment. ,But, as in the case of Parliament,

there was not much effective "distance" between the national broadcaSting .service and

the Government. the closeness . of the relationship between the two arose, again, in

lirge part from the annual funding system:
,

The working relationships between the CBC and the various eltments of: the

Government --. in particular, the' Department of the Secretary of State, the

Deliartment of Finance, and the Treasury Board -- were outlined in section 9(a),

pages 104-105.
The impact of the Government's anhual budgeting timetable and procedures on

internal CBC operations -- notably in determining'the timetable of and reinforcing

the importance of English Television's annual Planning System -- was examined in

segtioil.9(f), pages 114-111. 't

The role of the Government in setting guidelines for the prepar4tion of the CBC's
,

annual.fundAg "requests" Was noted in section'12(t).

4 ,
, 4

n
t. 1. 7
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Simply because it operated from public funds, the CBC could have been expected to

have had a relatively "close" working relationship with the Government. But, as with

other public broadcasting institutions which are financed from general revenue funds on

an annual appropriations basis, the CBC was drawn into an especially close working
relationship with the Government. The broadcasting organization was not financially

independent. It could not plan its financial future on its own. Although it "reported"

to Parliament, the financial arrangement made the' CBCseffectively dependent on the

Government -- because it was the Government that each year prepared the operating budget
recommendations to be presented fo Parliament. The, public broadcasting organization

' needed the, cooperation of the Government on an ongding basis and, in the case of the
CBC, this led to relatively extensive consultation between the Corporation and various

components of the Government on both policy and operational matters.

The financial control provisions of the Broadcasting Act contributed to the

..,%4 operational dependence on the Government.

A

CBC's

Section 41 of the Broadcasting.Act (included in the Appendix) empowered the CBC' to
enter into property agreements and conduct transactions but, except in the case of

program materials and rights, the Corporation was required to obtain prior Cabinet

approval of any expenditure over $250,000. In effect, this provision of the Act gave
the Government control of the CBC's capital financing, and made it at6least possible for
the Government to set the Corporation's capital spending priorities, Simply in terms of

matters raised in Chapter 11 concerning English Television in the 197(M974 period, the

Act gave the Government control over:.

- the estabshment of new stations in Saskatoon, Charlottetown, Sydney, Goose Bay,

LabradorCity, Windsor, and Calgary (page 174),
the CRTC's recommended acquisitiOn of the existing private station in Saint John

(page 174),

the Accelerated Coverage Plan (pages 124-125),
the Northern Broadcasting Plan (page 173),
contracting for utilization of the domeStic satellite system (page 76),
acquisition of eqUipment for the Olympics Radio, and Television Organization (page

180),
- replacement of existing Capital necessitated by the "obsolescence gap" estimated by

in
the CBC at $3

- facilitie
Regina and T

the financia
Loth to establi

expenditure bala
facilities. J.,1

dependency telati

million (page 174),
consolidations in Montreal and Vancouver and those contemplated

ronto (pages 174-183).

control,prOldsions of the Act made it possible' for the Government

sh the level of capital spending and to determine, for instance, the,
ce between extension of coverage and the upgrading of roduction

e the annual system of funding, Section 41 established operational

onship between the CRC and the Government,

.7 .
R ationship with the Redulatory Agency ,

. i

Trie licensing of stations and networks and other provisions of ele Broadcasting Act

ended to make 'the op.rationalry dependent on' the CRTC. ..,,

4

The Broadcasting Act established the powers of the'CRTC to regulate' both private

,and publit broadcasting. And, although interpretations of the,legal and sensible extent

of the CRTC's powers to regulate the activities of the Corporation remained a matter of
debath at the end the period, the Commission did have an operational impact on the

Ctbduring the c study period:
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Figure 12-1. CBC TELEVISNWS FIRST "LIFE CYCLE"

as

Source: PPresiient'sPrsentation: Visuals, CRTC Hearings,/
February 18-2S; :)974P (CSC 1974c,'0)
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The Commission forced a recision of C radio policy through- denial of the 'station

licence applications required by the Radio One'/ Radio Tw6 plan (pages 90-92).

- The Commission established. the 60% Canadian content requirement (pages 85-86):

- The reg4latory agency rejected the CBC's station and signal distribution plans for

. service to Vancouver Island (page 92), -

-The propoted network licence conditions, unless challenged, would have ,

'significantly altered the Corporation's schdduling and commercial operations Tpages

131-134, 153-L54).
et,

247 s'

Inddition, as noted in section 13(b),.the CRTC offered the CBC a significant

amount of operational guidance with respect to both the program content of its services
and its spending on programs; talent, personnel, extension ofSVerage, and "production

facilities.

The 1968 Broadcasting Act, in°establishing CRTC control over both the private. 'and

public components of the Canadian broadcasting system, attempted to eliminate the

-earlier.cOnfusion over BBG and CBC jurisdiction noted in section 6(d), pages. 66-67,

But, as noted in secyon 11(a), pages 153-154, in the final analysis the Act recognized
that the Commission and the Corporation might well differ on major issues, specifically

those invol.ing, conditional licences, and in Section 1' it simpl provided for the ad

hoc resolution spi such differences by the Government.

As the 19'4 hearing approached, there was speculation about the .extent of the

CRTC's posers over the CBC but -- at least within the CBC -- no consensus.on the

jurisdictional boundaries implied by the Act.

t
The "right consuZ:a:ion"-and "right to referral" Provisions of Section 17 of the

Broadcasting :e`: the lega: and pracvical extent of the regulatory agency's powers
over the na:ioncl broadcasting service uncertain.

C

e) ANALYSIS

, T.11,ig chapter began with a review of the" apparent need for, at the least, a

clarification of public policy on CBC commercial activity. Commercial policy had been

the subject of regulatory agency concern at least as early as 1970 but, at the end- ot,_

1974, the ageniy and the CBC remained in disagreement on the matter, and there was

little prospect of a full public review. The policy- development and interpretation

process was deadlocked. To some extent the origins of the p9,kicy deadlock can be seen
to stem from environmental and structural characteristics of the Canadian situation.

But policy development process characteristics and institutional characteristics of the
national'broadcasting service were also factors.: In oder to isolate them it 'is ;

necessity to ceinsider policy alternatives and the way they were considered.

The CBC Options

In his presentation to the CRTC: Laurent Picard included a figure depicting the

first "life cycle" ofan orgartization (reproduced here as Figure 12-1). Television was

icompared with radio,, and the argument was that, with.the coming of tele4ision, radio had
changed so as to pravide a differentiated set of services. In the case of CBC English

Radio, there was relatively widespread public support for the types of public

broadcasting services being provided. Its audiences, though substantial, were not

enormous, but they were appreciative of the unique CBC offerings. At the public hearing
LSD argued that English Radio had entered a vigoroug second life cycle and that in its

exploitation of the flexibility and cost advantages of radio* for new programming formats
ti

261.
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,
-- in _public affairs, arts, and music', forInstance -- it bad evolted a new role for
itself differentiated f om both teievision and commercial radio, and of vital importance*
as 4 distinctively "pu lic" broadcastihg service. The argument went unchallenged. The

assessment was that, En ish kudio was providing a unique and appropr iate contribution to
the Canadian' broadcating system. it is interesting to note in passing a much closer
working relationship 1*.een English Radio and its US counterpart. National Public Radio
(-NPR), than between :the" equivalent television institutions,. and . also striking

similarities in the,t (.if public broadcating services and Actual program formats of
English Radio-and NPR.

Picard's anal;iS suggested that in television by 1975 the CBC would have to Jrgin
to evolve a differentiated role ulthin the Canadian televisiorf environment or else.enter -

a -period of institutional decline. Thg time fraMe of the life cycle was determlined by
.technological developpents and it was such a deve2opment, cable, that had propelled the

CBC into a,"diffetentiate or decline" situation. But the institutional surival proi)lem
was a aistriMi tgd Orley! not exclusive to the national broadcasting 'service itself. A
strong and vital GBC,uas considered vital to the overall health of the complete Canadian
broadcasting system.

,nscussion of the appropriate future rolNf television, and of English Television
in particular, tended to use "pure models" as extreme Cases'to argue the suitability of
a middle course. Consideration of the consequences of pursuing either, pure model- ,

approach is an, appropriate Starting point for refining a definition of an.appropriate
middle course.

The 'Commercial broadcasting Service Option

Not only cabke,but,virtually all of the technological developments such as libme

video players thatiappearto be following in its'uake imply a steadilylncreasingrange
of '_programming" aLternativesto an individual viewer. And the service differentiation
proceSs had aired y begun by 1974, with independent televigion stations in both the
Canadian and US br adcasting systems evolving "local" programming and specidliied
audience service oles distinctive from those providfd .by the national commercial
networks and their affiliated station§. In Canada, given the maturation of qv, the

continuing development of independent stations and third networks, a service based on a
. commercial broadcasting model would eventually have become redundant:" Canadian

commertial netuo4s and stations and cable systems were rapidly becoming capable of
delivering an adequate range of popular US enter ent programming to Canadian
viewers. the CBC, though at one point providing the sole s rce of such programming for
many Canadians,- would no longer be required. Adoption of the "commercial"-pre model
approach was, not an available option., justification of public funding for the provision

,of services equivalent to those provided at no direc't charge by commercial broadcasters
would have boin, in the final analysis, impossible. ACTRA noted: "After all,.we are
really not interested in paying two hundred and fifty (or sixty or seventy) million
dollars a year merely to perpetuate what are essentially American patterns of

broadcasting" (ACTRA, p 16).

In an individual intervention filed with the ,(JITC, William Nbville, who had been

Executive Assistant to the Secretary- of State during the period when the 1968
Broadcasting, Act was being drafted and enacted, argued"that the CBC's early role in

television .had, of. necessity, been ..strifkingly similar to what others' described as the
"commercial" pure model. Neville:s submission eloquently argued the need, in 1974, for

EngliSii Television to seek a new role, in part as follows:

The current English-language television network of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation can best be described as an essentially publicly -owned

hardware system delivering an essentially commercial programming service....
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Thal the CBC has et..)1.e.1 into .this Father.straige hybrid 1:s not surprising ..

given tne_ needs and policies of Canadian, broadcasting during the, past, 20

:e4ors. LY,:ring m;.ich :)+- that 1..eriod, the nur.ber ote priority u2S to get service,.
,1

am service, -to. as many 'Canadians as -qw-dkly and as ef,ficAnt34 as .:

possiole.... ' . .A

ek .

CBC programming policy is also dnderstandablk Tn'hisioracal terns.- If the CBC.
, was t9 be, as it has, the sole' service availabd to :mally Canadians, ,the '

-5 need was for "balanced and comprehensitre" 'progratmairg -- allegislative
euphemism for the basically mass-oriented programming, schedules 'endemic ' to

commercial nethorks.... .;

*While the use of privately-owned affiliates has an fIicient and.qu;ick.method
to extend serl.ices,. this relationship to the CSC ot a 'large number dCprivate
licensees so heavily dependent .on commercial revenues has made ,it .diffdeult.
,7- even if the will has there -- for the Corporation to seriously revise either Its'
commercial poli.: or its programming philosophy no so dominated tiy that commercial,

policy. , . .'

ince the CBC has able -- indeed has asked .-' for so long to prpviad

programming tirtually Indistinguishable froim that offered by the- commercial

nethorks, the Corporation has never deteloped a distinct programming philosophy of

its ohm and has never been identified by ,viewers as offering-anything distinctive
in programming terms.... . '.

.
, .

.

Sinc'e the GBC's programming philosophy enabled it to raise large amounts' lof

commercial retenue, the/Corporation has, in fact, become dependent on sdch revenues
and the raising of them,has become a major priority if not the priority,,,,.in_

. making programming decisions....

In my judgment, the question which should -- indeed must -- be asked at this-

juncture is as basic as whether we need the CBC and! if so, why.,..

There is certainly no need for a CBC in 1974 .simply to provide. service.

(Neville, pp 1-4)

Also gone by 1974 has potentaal justification for an esgentiallY)commercial tpc to

contribute to the Canadian merchandizing system. The once unique role of the CBC as 'a

national athertising medium has recalled within the CBC prior to the.hearing, but lhily
as an historical sidelight. The CBC's own 1970 and 1974 submissions, the policy
analyses in the ACTRA and Neville interventions, and the CRTC de ision were in agreement
that an essentially commercial role was not appropriate for a BC heading into the !,

second half ofthe 1970s. '

&

e duca o .casting Service 9,ption

Atthe other extreme frdM a wholly o r e .s.s.eptially commercial serlHce.was, what the

iCBC termed the "educational" option: Like the-tommercial option, the\educational model'
was not a realistic alternative for Canadian public television, but it s raised by the
Corporation as a means of arguing, against an exclusively, speCiariziO audience' and

minority service Pri6ritO the, hearing the CBC was extremely concerned that the
CRTC seemed to be advocating what was termed an "NET" role for the CBC. Although at

'times CBC 'executives, elkTC CommissiOners, Neville, andothers all spoke of an "NET"'
model, the facts were that thy were referring to the US Public broadcasting 'system
model, that 'NET Notional Educational.,Television) had been replaced as the major
national pr4YaMdistribution agency by PRS in 1970, that botthe role and structure of
public television in the US had changed substantially at that point and were continuing
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to chang-e, and that few of those involved ap the Canadian debate seemed fanil-i-ar sigh
The real nature of the riodei. the): claime-d to be considering_ . . ..

-
What seened to smear e the. CBC. about the 'SET mdel was the p*,pect .,.bf drastic

reductions in overal I progian seri ice. a.uziesce size and an eveialual cqrresponOng
reduct ion in -general pudic support, both conceptual and financial. . ;t1 .-

. .

. i "a. In i974, 9:); .)f al I Can adians 'watched 4CBC televiSion at least once a week i dod : 25
'-, .

..., of the tine Canadians spent viewing television was spent watcliing.the cac: L ti.p US,
only about 20-.... of the population. 33% of those able to receive the service) -tuned, to

, public tele. isidr, once a wee}.., rid public. television vio4ingbaccotinted fox '1.14 of All
. ileit,ing, -.len publ'ie telet-i..siorr'p ograms only infrequently attracting atidlences.a6 large

as 5: of tiie'national total
that

1974c, pp 21, 36; Bower; p 52; C?B 1975, p iii),. The
`contex. are .-o different that s ch, simple cor.:Parison are of "value only in estabrishing
, that trie.,,,k was concerned abou sizes of audiencs for "educational ". television. Butl

: despite the -Corperration ''s 'co eri, there l:as . little suggestion that it should
exclusi.el, 'adopt. arralterna ive or- miaority service role.' Juneau commented that
"Noixxl..., I a-# sane, .Qu2d advc., ..te. that the Cgc sittild go abou.t systeciatica.ILy losing
audience,:' .an...1.i.he CP:C Jecisio. noted that Pthe Corzlission ,agree? wit.h.tke CBCzthat the
national ...rea.1.:-.a..stAng , scr-n.,.. s'l.oald, emlea..-Jur to remain a copular service and that it
should gutird it.self a,ir.1.-it he omrig the preservk of esote.rio iriorities", i:CfeCC 1.974ra,p'
..'41; CR;C.1914b, 1 Ia..:

.

.. Q i . .

.,
A

. .
.. ,

hoer -one seered to agree that tlic .appropriate future' role of t-hel.CBC fell ioetlhere
oetiteen lass auJietz.e aoF-7.4,-rc al- and specialized audience eduoa'tional broidEastingi e,rk
>problem was beir,g bore precis aboui just, where that rsoewhere" ,should be.. .

z . , .
,- ,

qt.I. ....

.e' Tii. Public 43reacicasting Service Options . . "; %

. S . j ' '.. i : '' 'o
.$i , .. *.. . 4 i s ..

Olie of vile CBC ntions as to.'eontinutt with essentially the lafie ,fype,.. of, ser,ice-,fr-
reprovided during the 19 70-19 4 period. As exzlaine,d at the beginning of tli.is,e'l.a.ayt re it .. ' 4::

, wa.? the position, of the. egulatory agency that -sul an apprbach,was tilt an Fete tpile '--. ' ?
' resoolise tod the rier. Ca dean broaAcasting phvir nment and that a., more tlearlx ,'
'1 di.fferentiated national bro# cast i,ng service was essential to OR 'heal tho; of:' ihe ;sized

,. Canadian braIllcasting s'ir tem. , Qtifte apart from the. ?onsequences for g`t-her. elinens ok. .---

,...,,

the combined sst-erra; i:Jritit uing the existing cIpprpath M' o u i d not se'dm to have been: in tthe '

1 tie
°

- " -

.7:40

t-,brpti,xation's own best int -rests. Cable :viewing patterns had aiready ',revealed thai .

Cana.ang , on the whole would not watch,,_ tanOianprograms simRly-bicause they -wrere,.
Canadian. Given a choice eiween, similar types 6f programs,,, they wouisi, chooSe "the
'best" yr "the most int resting" regardless of poipt4of origin,:. ,iLtenigtipl to.Frrovide
low budget Canadian equiv lent. of,essentiaity the 'same programming as Canadians seemed

. tb be oeeking in US comma cial television' 'Services did not- went to be a reafitic. future
P option- for the .CBC, he US entertainment inclustvy was operatpg,witfr an available

talent base, a potential audience, andproducin resources ,greater than the .CBC' -sr' by .

factors ranging up.. 4-.1s from -10. 1:na;even- if the CBC were able to orlipete.,successfillly
- for mass audiences, there was the problem of justifying*.publi fundink.fot such services

P unless they were uniquely-Canadian. . , - :
.

hlt,I,..as required in
.

1974 was not an abrupt change 'in . the CBC' s rol but the
beginning

.
of a gradual adjustment.. That .adjustment had' to be, art-,o,f, a ,coherent new

41

ly svipattern, and that pattern had to be uniqueted.t6 the an .sCanadii*tua.gioti.-
. . . . , . '

. .. ,- :- .. ,.

, There was a requirement .,for a very de14cate adjuStment of the balance between . mass
and specialized audience orientation. --Although .in ,'"the futiare ,the CBC -would 'not be
required as a delivery, system for ','mas's, _audience"- conunerCial' prografmning, abrupt ,
abandonment, of. :pass audiences was ..not appropriate either., For the C1X co_remairp an
effective national cultural., institution, for it t9- effectively contribute to the
development of national. unity and

-,
the expression of Ciariadidn identity,. and for it to

: 4 i
i . , .

. -

' . .
'.. I

# '
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'.4iirrivs.e as an organi:ation, it had to command ,ttie viewing _attention of substantial
' .,mimberi of' Canadians of different ages, 'interests, and tastes. In that respect, therd

was an appropriate place for mass' audience programming -- but of a dIstinctively

... Carladian character related to what Mai be termed ',Mass Canadian culture- and clearly

diff.erhntiat'ed from mass American calture. And it 'was in this area that "F,riglish

television had been experiencing problem grid it was also in this area where future
.

..

.' success seemed most crucial.
.. ,,

Although there was criticism of -certain- aspects 06- English .television's

"information" prograMming, the. debate about tht future role of the service really

rdvoled around entertainment progr.;Mming considerations -- around the need to lessen

the 'CRC's depenenc on US-entertaihment programming and-its`,need to develop Canadian

>programs of popular i, not mass apptal, The. Planning Group Spoke-informalky of wishing.

to replace the US 'entertainment programming in prime time with Canadian programming of

interest to a-substantially undiminished she of the Canadian viewing public But

'- duplication of American formats was nota i listic approach: even within the realm of

, "popular--pi-ogruccing there.was a requirement r distinction:

,In :ts publicsstatemet-ts:the CBC recoghiza its need to evolve a -differentiated

role. The Introduction%to.tne English,Terel.lsion submission spoke eloqueritly about the

need "distinction.

- ,
The increase of cable services for Canadians, the.advent of a third television

network, and the licensing df new television stations in a number of communities,

pose major questions for the network's future..,. One thing ,is clear: the .CBC

Edglish 'Television Network thst play a.distinctive role in- Canadian televlsidn.

Its hhilmark must be Canadiap programs of quality and diversity.. As a mass Media

service with special Challenges and 4ities, it must ofter.an effective range and

choice of programs-of informariori and.entertainmeht. Such programs aione'can Aive

'aponetwork a distinctive character. 'and snake it clear to viewers that the

television station carrying CBC Engliih Television Network service offers a choice
of:programming ,largely different from the rest. (CBC 1973b, p` I) ,

-
. .

But, despite these statements and recognition in the Corporate subMissiOil of the

need far "meigor inn61.atfons-. and changes. 0 the character of network schedules" (CBC

. 1973c..,:p NS), there -vas llttleevadence of CBC initiatives to tactually move towards a

significantly, more differentiated role. Internally, there was little tlis.cussion of any

major, transformation:of the of the service in either the .immediate or distant

future. "There ''seemed to. be an assumed inevitability that.things would ?o on "prett
much the .Same".more'or less indefinitely.' At'the public hearing, Picard presented a

strong .argiiment 'that. the ,CBC kas effilent, that it was Making good use of'a-yailable

resources'. But the atgument about the level of funding seemed made with less force: no

estimate of whet 141 CRC's overall operating budget shouId"be was presented, and there

were no indicattons of the financial requirements. for the program quality improvements

that were set Out as the Corpora ion's first priority, And; so far as commercial

.activity was concerned, the Corporation projected subStantially unaltered continuation
of,,the existing pattern; and there wa.to.real indication of even a loner4fige reduction

in commercial trivolvemenf.,
. .

The CAC was, rat a,firkanciai box%
,

..Costs were' rising with inflation, commercial

.coMpetition was increasing, audience fragmbntation was 'reducing commercial program

audience shares, arid" demands foi' new services were piling up: If it planned to continue

"coping" with these problem3 as it had,in_the19,70-1974 period,.,it seemed inevitable

that its reliance on advertising revenue would be'updiminiShed. that iz would be unable

to redirect suifficient funds for, intenSive !Canadian program development, that US
pragramming would remain in prominence during pak viewing period's, and that its ability
to; provide a service 'of excellence and d'istinction would be severely limited:

liifferentia;ion was' not just: an attractrve? alterhatiye;--ii was the only,route to

survival '-.- both for the CBC and for the overall Canadian broadcasting system.

e
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But effeCtne differentiation has significantly more expensive than continuing th'd

existing, pattern. At the outset there was the problem of improvingjhe quality 9f

existing seivices -7 of compensating for*theyears Of .frozen budgets and effectiVely

1hrinking resowde baAes so that existing CBC services ould be of siitha quality that
Canadians uould.dikaose to watch them. Beyond that, there were major" requirements for

creative development to eventually reduce reliance on importedrcular:programming.
/here has the need to 'begin to reduce reliance on commercial revenue so, _as_ to provide

greater' peak dewing period scheduling flexibility.. And. there were questions about the
ultimate fate of that portion Of the coverage system provided by the private. commercial

affiliates. . ,
. -

A
.

.
. . 4,

, -

1f,,a1 I, have argued, and as s6 pany:Of the interventions and-the,CRTC decision and
the CBC presentation suggested, the time had come for the differentiation'or decline of

CBC television, .why has there so little evidence of moves in that difection in 1974?

The CSC needed creative development desperately, and such :developient required

significantly higher- levelg of funding. Was it that the CBC didn't realize the

magnitude of its requirements, or was.it that -it couldn't or 'Wouyn't discies4 them

openly in <lc? I suggest that all three factors were involved. v

-

Institutiunal-Characxer,istics

.

Analysis of the public television environment pd structure in Canada suggesxs twq

important and related characteristic's of the CBC as an institution Which make its

reluctance to outline a bold, new, and expensive rolp for itself more understandable.

But they are not characteristics peculiar to the CBC. Anthony Smith's book, THE SHADOW
IN THE CAVE; THE BROADCASTER, HIS AUDIENCE, THE STATE,..loOks in detail at the

broadcasting systems of-France, Japan, Holland, Britain, and,the US; short sections deal

ulth Germany, Suellen, Israel, and Poland', but, because Smith' ased his analysis on

personal experience and, observations; theie, is but, one sent ce dealing with

broadcasting in Canada. In personal correspondence, Smith comment d. "Ag you can see

from mybook, I have no knowledge hhatever of Canadian broadcasting, even though I :have

occa6.ionally worked for CBC from the London end" '(Smith 1p75). J. f nd it striking that

the Canadian system provides as.much if not mole 'support Sibit 's conclusions as

those other systems which 114lidexaMine'in detail. ,=
,

In the introduction to THE SHADOW IN THE CA7 E'SMith examinesreaction in the US and

around, the world to Spiro T. Agnew's 1969 attack on American broadcasters:

hithin,days his key phrases here being repeated in newsrooms and broadcasting

board rooms from Berlin to Santiago, in Dublin, London and Tokyo, in every place

in which the instrument of.broadcasting has added ,its special compliqations to

an age-old argument between politicians and joUrnalists.. It was not by any

means- the beginning of the tension between broadcasters andpoliticians-but it
helped both sides to make their dispositions:' around the glisbe and prepare.for a

long war of curses and threats....'` One station An the south-west Was visited by

four men who announced that they had coMe,to heat up anti-Agnew newsme." ether

stations found it prudent to lock, their doors afteriofiice hours., BroadcaAing Was

underseige.
tf)

0 -
R.

..

In theyears that followed broadcasting has developed a seige mentality in

many places, Tensions betwien the broadcasters, the politicians -and the vast

%, audience"which they jointly share have increased.; "(Smith 1973, pp 13 -4)
2 'i .' 4 t

Smith's book/ is devoted'in larg7part to an examination of _the origin of these

tensions intht history of broadcasting around the world and with his permission, some

of his comments have been included here to supplement observations of the Canadian
1

situation. /
4

/
/ 't.

..,
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befensie-es,'

Althotign broadcasters in Canada hap. never been subjected to a frontal assault such

as that launched b) Agnew or by Nixon and Khitehead, both the environment and the
o

structural arrangements for broadcasting induced a characteristic in the public

oroadcasting institution which can oe termed "defensiveness." 'Although it seems

relatively easy to see how this characteristic develops within broadcasting

organisations, it is seldom noted, and even when it is recognized its importance in
explaining institutional behaviour seems underestimated.

ri

In the Canadian situation, earlier sections of this chapter found:

- the levels of senice required of the national broadcasting -service were high,

- the levels of expectation here significantly higher tnan the explicit requirements,
- there was relatively widespread criticism ofthe quality of service being,provided,

- puolic.,omments b) individual politicians, especially those receiving widespread

public attention, focusedprimarily on critical assessment of CBC performance, and
- thruugnout the case study period the levels of funding provided by the Government

remained below the levels requested by the CBC.

The first section of the first chapter of the study provides a , quotation which,

'%itn others,ipdicates that some Canadians 4Nere aware of the impact which "sCrutini:ing
the CBC': had on the Corporation.

The Davey Committee, in 1970: t

Unfortunately, sniping at the CBC has become a national pastime that ranks

with watching National Hockey'League games and thinking deeply about reform of

the Senate. (page 1)

Pierre Juneau, opening tne 1974 liCence renewal hearing:
This hearing is not an investigation of the CBC. Let us hOpe that Canadians

have had enough of this peculiar sport. (page 2)

Douglas Marshall, in TX GUIDE in November 1973:
knocking the CBC has long been a favorite but frustrating Canadian pastime.

Answerable to the public only through Parliament, the Corporation has

seldom felt the need to give its critics the satisfaction of a reply. (page

122)

Vollo%in& release of the licence renewal decision, there were more comments in the
same vein which were noted in section 10(f), pages 133-134.

Specific indications of this institutional defensiveness and of factors

contributing to its development appear in various places earlier in this study'

- One columnist wrote: "How's your chance, tte CRC is on the mat. Well ,don't just

sit 'there -- throw a brick!" (page 121)

- An interview with a program director, ostensibly to form the basis for a student

essay, turned, out to have been conducted for the Committee on Television

intervention'group. (page 126)

- A an researcher was refused access to the CBC re erence library in Toronto. (page

127) ,

- A CBC program darector said that misinformed attacks on the CBC made him "damn

angry and resentful" because "we need the needles put in the right places by

critics whose credibility is not destroyed by grossinaccuracies." (page 127)

- There was signifioant!'internal concern over ;ft-hearing CRTC requests for

statistics on US program purchasing and on local and regional 'talent spending.

(pages 123-1'26)

- CeDumnist,Blaik Kirby's motives for requesting Toronto production facility output
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statistics ware unnecessarily suspected. (page 1271 . -
The CkTC's metes in requesting an aircheck,of a specific evening's programming

were similarly unnecessarily suspected. (pa,g 127)

The CBC defended its contributions to regional flow and exchange, both in public*

statements that -there is in fact a very wide representation of productio6,talents
across the.countr) on the neruork, and there is an awareness that net a41 he

talent in this country is i.n Toronto" (age 1/3) and in its hearing presentation

and responses (pages 1'1-172).
And there as a pre-hearing speech about ,attacks" on the CBC: The .7'CC

attacked for not gi%ing adequate coverage .to young people or nId people or ethnic

groups or uomen, or labor, or businets, or left-banded paper-hangers. suppose

the CBC has been poked and probed, swabbed and needled by just about every presure

group in'existence." (page 188) 40 , .

.
One of the more interesting "defensive" positions taken by the Corporation tegarded

its Sunda; night public affairs programming. Current or public affairs programming hAd

been a special concern of not only the CBC but of the public as well ever since the 190 i

THIS Houk HAS SBEN DAYS "crisis." Average English Television audience ratings.
10-11 pm Sunday slot in 1972/-3 were less than a third of their 065 SEVEN DAYS aKerage-.
-Audience fragmentaion by cable accounted for a.significant proportion of this drop; but

there were charges that public affairs programmtng on the network as 4in_slecline."' In

the sumer of 1973, senior management institdted a sweeping seriegi of chAnges in the ,

current affairs programming ih the upcOming regular season sci;edule, bypassing the

Planning Slitem, and leain,g a sharply reduced voldne Of Current Affairs programming gn)

the network during Fall 1973/74 while the replacement programs were being developed.
Picard made a point of defending the new Sunday lq-11 Em programs at the *tearing, The

Committee on Television had argued that "fhe decline of public affairs'programming on
English-language television .:.. results, apparently, -.fro m CBC management's fear of_

controversy" (COT 1974, p 19). In fact, several factors hada bearing on Curreni
Affairs program quality and audience attention. Certainly, SEVEN DAYS was a factor, but
principally because of frustration at not being able to attract _large audiences and

generate public excitment as that program,had. SEVEN DAYS had4been designed by its
producers to "become mandatory viewing for A large segment,of.the nation" (Leiterman) 'p

'1), and it hadbeen successful in'that respect. (In passing, it is interesting,t6.note
that the SE1N DAYS producers were the heaviest users of audience research the CBC. had"

4-
knoun, And that their relationship with CBC Research remained unequalled throughout the .

stud). Ariod.)
7

v

I.
But the Corporation's argument was that the magazine format was outdated,

Picard produced audience size figures at the hearing to defend replacement of.WEEKEND ,
with three more specialized programs, MARKETPLACE, OMBUDSMAN, and IN THE PRESENT, TENSE.,,.
He noted average program ratings of 10.75 percent viewing for the new programs in .

Janual-y 1974 and contrasted them with averages of 10 for WEEKEND and 9 fo-i CTV's_1/$ in

1972/73 (CBC 1973c, p 56). What the defence didn't note was that in January 19Z4 the US
had mbved to Daylight Saving Time to con4erve energy And that the 1974 programs were
competing for audience with US local station ll'pm news rather, than. with L0 pin US .

network programming as in 1972/73. The defence was not cAallenged, but 41, is

Interesting to note that beyond the end of the case study period riew "magazine" format,
4

programs were introduced into the schedule.

The "Additional Statement" made'by some of the Toronto producers' addressed itself'

to the CBC's defensiveness and its origins:

The environment in which we work is one of managerial anxiety,-- a sensitivity
to' pressure of almost any kind. Should a,documentary or a program cause a stir, a'

whole process is set in motion in which everything, After it, is checked and

re-checked, screened and re-screened, worried over and re-worried over, in an

atmosphere of paranoia and fear. The ,management of the CBC can only be' as

strong as the anstitution itself. And that is weak. Management cannot, by itself,
strengthen the institution, because some of the major causes of the CBC's weakness
are external. (ATPDT 1974b,'pnts 39, 40)
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-GIN-tip the requirements, f.: x e c ta t i 0 s , l imited -r-esour,ces, aid mixed but ,Primarily - ,... ..,.,-

..,
negatie pablic corm:lent_ about C.13c_,performance the development, of a "Seige inent.-aliv,:"or"
defensiexes-s within the CnBC` Seems to lia-ke been ineri table. Sipith* fdlincl that pattern ist,,, ..

,clher_ ilat lonal. ,.6circxts: .-- .. i . ..
. . ,-.

... , __
, . ., . , ,

. 'me 1:1--..ive reached a piiintrat whiCli the varirbus iiistfrutl.Ons -.:4nsk. legal, deviceks ,`..:
. . . , .,

cieated around- the world -gie c-easirig to s.itisfk -many' -o*.f, the -gart4es inVolted .,- _ t 7
in -the.' r creation... At the sac `tine a new, sourc23 4f,..intleP4nclent- priestir:e. his...7 '
spralg un among. the creative '01-ke.rs of broadcasting who . haye beco'mp--.mueb Ido...r0- -*.

, conscious, of themsche-s as ..a sp.cc:ia I itita.re .t 1:i.tIrin- ihe Tdekate tiali-,evAr -iufcre,
Furthermore, tho politicians,. the neti4ork officialls,Gov'ernecit., and the ii'ew. _range,' -. --,
of bioadzast.ing prelsirre groups arse 411 Of theiii.4hoos_ing tdtspea, fa: ifie":aat_ie: of .. '-'...,.

- 'frcgdem' ,. is one sense or another.' The Aebatri-is.,thus cbmplica:e.ecr,friecva.ait S-...'
.the participants are eziploying the-same slriSholettiS-:.. (Sinith letit p, 15a.:' .

P ' ;
.

. .

The nature of. the re,lationsh?p betweern nilki,ic, broadcasters and 'tile ;44,10 'eleCea. . ,,_..;...
er

apresentatiesseem; to.be it esp,eci-alI ith-DOrtaat faCtbr. in Chia i'gard.,,, -. :. ..,

. ,

-':
The politician -finds he can rfot treat the broadcasting.-:orgabisat-Ion

,,

b, as a
nuniztry. nor- as a'newspaper,.nor, as a. public mee.t.,ing ...\* an ins*fini-ion it. ''' -..,.
lies outsiie .the*.normal range of fa-lunar arenas, as a Set of Sl<itis ito'',.cleman4s:,,
things of 'him which he may not 'bet abld tstRil.e: yet, the-eprominentpol'itiein:,-. ,;....,.
increasir.gly-depcndS on 1.-adio and television for. Ni's' .vety- existence. ::`Pelitio-, e
within pass society is inextricable frora'the'technology.yhich protides corft.W.', $, .. ..,

. tbexv.een the few and the rian;:li Iiie periodic outburts of fury -arid `vergs'd-nce ,be.t.1;eeri ,..:i
th' 1-TroadtaSting organisations of the iiorld and their,- respecting ,i poi itical ., '
Colarmiities follow inevitably frora the r...verY; texistence:,,Of' briEtaaoastirtg..., (Zat,ith , . :-'.,.
1973, p U4) -. . -...

The attention paid to the personal observati6ns of.poliricians,q9ected-giOCliC i'n.:._
-fs.,o- main 4y.s. At the praCtical 'level, eachpiarge, requfred at leanst an ii;Itetrial 'cheek, -

-Of the 'validity of _the cOrmrents. As such questions arose* they w:ere,ro'uted.:.down through ', -... ;
the Organization for- investigation. _In aciclitken to those questins notes( in the otAic *-
press, there were; also direct inquiries ftom MPs reqlestang. staxistic,t. on: the amopiit 'Of
broadcast time doted 'to specific indivi,dual s, poi.' t i ca 1 'parties, aria: isslie'S..; The .

yofutie ,of ' such inquirieS and the 'effort requireeto. assemble' the infal-mation. requested : , -,
+tas such that ,b;,,,- March 1973 the English Services. Dozision waS'N'atinding to estal;lish what, ; "
was antiOpateil would be' a computer ;based content logging sjfs,-tem d-i-- networl, ' News arid .
Curren Affairs programs. 'During, my. 'work with the task 'force establiShed.tO stu,45,..rhe

_ feasiVility. of establishingsuch a 'system ("aettvit; 5 in section *8(4, pax,:es,99-100),i.it
became c_ledr that, although it had been realized that there could ."be creative uses: of,

cOn4Aning means of preparing respon es to qtlestions raised by Membets of.Parli#ent.
i: such : a sy,stem, t he: :Original, re Son fortats consideration waS: to provide a Ie' time

..
.. .

,
.. -e , ' , . , - "1.:.., , . .

. '- -_ , .
. '. The. other effpct Of these.cOnaments. and 'inquiriDes. was to C-ontinualy raind the.

Corporation, at afi levels from producers tb the Presidente'df elle :careful.,Elnd Ongoisag
scrutiny' of its output.by. tlie.':-eam ,ME's ho annually voted. the GBC's ..eapikal and,"*.
operat.ing fun4ing, The "Cbmmittie on I revision charged the Co-rporation's management..
wilh a._ "fen's' 'of contro;.ersyP' 'and suggested that English 'Television had been. "laundered.

....politically:" (COl 1974., pp 19, 21). Robert -Lewis argued that the Biglist Avisionll'was"
rioting. 'people to ,tears" (Lewis, p. lb). ksSessment 'of the ,acttial, effect of. -the pressurgs
to tivaill'contrbyersy- is virtually imposqible. Towards the end .of the ,case study, period,
ESL/ 'became invel ied in a seri'es" of--court actions 'defending its right to hroaacasi DfING

_OF LEAD, 'a radio program dealing with suspected lead poisoning in commtniiiies aeljacent
to certain industrial' **rations in the, Toronto area,.. The &rricrration

point
served :with.

an IA-junction prohibiting, broadcast of the mgram and at one. point the ESDJice . _.
President and -General Manager faced a -charge of contempt of court arising. Out --pf ,' CBC . +,-

television's -reporting of die serving of the injunction. The ihcident neither proves _.
riot' disproireS anything about .the CPC 's alleged fear-of controversy. The. important point
to note. here is that the Corporation: appeared to he continually.under pressure not. to
disturbvested interests. ,
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The rale. of Parli.ame4t, once it :had, set out the Corporation's broad mandate in- the
.Broadcasting Act, has ,t4; look at *flie.CoxpOr ion's perfoesance in relnion 'to that

,Mandate. Indiv idua 1 MPs di try. 94o1 icly to infl

matters, and t they did ieely critacite. its p
the point to note he as ghat the

signilicantly condition' the operating envir

nce the CBC sixth 'regard to

ograms. The CBC consiclered this 'to Lie

eople's. elected representatives ,4 d

ent 'of the Corporatism: , they added

Tight,'? to tre internal workload; and --. .m II ware importantly ---...--the primaelly
negative, nature of their comments 44 -widely,taken within the pc to indicate a lack of. '-
`%:onfaccence in tge .Coreoratton as a whble and in the calibre of 'it's individual-'people, .

..- ,

.

..
.. , -

.. ' .

. .. . The suggist,m is
.
not that poLificivis -alone induced an :institutional defensiveness

in tile tBC, but simply. that deir influence, is motfieasily.Seen. Later sections, of this

chapter, w-ill' cO'nsider .the influence of the CRTC -.and the media . writers in further

ceiltr ibutini. ta theCBC1s defenstivenetr, .' : -
,..

. . . ..
.,--

, .,
.

, i ne 1-2....e,1.- .''s1,:;-.:,6.... inetit-4t-1:onaZ -cilarac-ssersti cf 's''ire navicrial broadcasting a8,3,v-:ce

.20 .2 1..:,,,i:41 43Y.i=te via a taf4T:czt te-',ba'"defntl:.ce,fl ..1-'his characterisc; bough

a,-.emi,ind.iced--..:n -.-.;-,e,.:13C be er.-:i-xrcnmenta: and 'structural characteris of r..h

,:a = z..:-':... .7 .-.4 :.:. .... 3., 2: r ::, a ;1:5;; S: iris' ims-T1-:.i.g, has be-en no-me in marl; ciher national ac.ntexts and

...k.u.l. 2 c-,em :,. s':Zr re.:,\''.' 7, 6A: genera:T. nature. of the relationensp bedeen *vas 7edia
4 .

:1:eT.-:"s.t2.,,:o ax's.: -:-.he,':.,:a ,:ice ;he.1, e!.-ryve to serve:

-.,

--,
. . 4 ;

- .

, efore, leaving: this a3 .cuicill of; ac :defen.werfess, it , i s important.. to note,

Smith' s argument, that the relationship.: betweek broadcasting ingtitutions_and their
puglics -is such that, the

r'nforce,s.wh,ich
,induce- inStxtutional defensaveness are Unlikelyto

diminish; th'iiediateftiture:, , '

:

Television. sets are purchased by, individud/S P. entertain themselves }ti :their

non working , t lute, tisual ly an surroundings aid- 40meSt ic : privacy. They become' 4

' members 6i a !mass' as aresuIt of :the:/kAn'crs;of messages they receive, . not as a

4 result ci.f the,' kind of peppie they sari, When a mail acosaires a television,set;
et en moie acutely fhan,when. he buys 'h mass cir'eulatibil daily.paper,bor,vates as a-

member, of a mass franchise, he: enters, into a set of cultural, political 'and,.

social .transactiona of kinds more far-reaching thart thOie of yvhich Ile is aware:
During the last. twe ilecadeS an instrumeDt which entered our homes . as A Means of

entt.rtainment has hecome the means by WhiCli an enormous range of artier forces enter
Our lives; we did not invite them there, brit they .came: Because of that network of-. ',

forces the questiOn of controlling the messages is becoming a more cOnienttous and
, bitterly fought issue than alMost! any other. (Smith 1973, .pp 15-61' . : . '

.e

, . r . ,

S.

. r
.

.ConservatisM

, . ,

',
)

A distinction is made here between defensiveness (as the tendency to justify, past

and clurr.nt perfarmance) and ."conservatiSm" (as the .tendency to operate and plan

cautiouslyf, To a.great extent:the defensivene4s arose as a' response to the volume. And
nature, of .criticism in the CBC's-env.ironmen.t. Its conservatism, though augmented by
that defefisivenessseemed to stem principally 'from structiiraf factors. ,

. - .

. . ,,

Earlier 'sections of this'chapter found:
.

' ,:. '

- the .operation -of the, national broadcasting erysice was an undertaking highly

vtsjbl to'the public, .
11 .

- the annual basis of funding established a depenency relationship between . the CBC

and* Par' lament, . . .fr '
.

's
4.

- the same funding arrangement established a depeildency relat4onshiPIbetween the CBC

4nd 'the Government, . , ,
4 I"

- the- financial control provisions of the Broadcasting'Acx contributed to the CBC's "

..
, 27'J
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.
:operatiOnclsdepen4ency on't14'GoverTAent, and ..

' :. .. .

,
:

- the licensing,bf.stitions and'netyYrks and' other provisions of the Broadcasting Act,,.
,

tehded tio..make the ce'c operationall. dependent,on:tile elITC. ,

.

- ,
...

. - , . .
, ,

. the visib14:nattire of the Corporation's operations7tended,tp make-it operationally
conservative.. ,There. ).as a 'epAt. hear 'O pressure not ter.mke mistakes and not to
offIncl. The Corporation needed tolave the onf&dence .Of the,pnadian' people and, in

turn; of, their elected' representatves Arid, -)ust.a.the /966 0105t of SEVEN DAYS
. seemed.to hang over the the CBGes public affairs programmeri, the charges of c."rotten"

manager ersto made' at about ,:thesame time stpl hung over the,1$,Iiqle Corporation. The
ivisibilitof the CiC's acA:i'vities seemed to complicate th^prociSs of building greater
public confidence -,in. the Corporation. The Ci4C made mistakes. Most organizations do.
Me-difference was that the.aC's misCakeS seldom went. 'urn:lanced:. 'Frequently they
received considerable public attention.' Thelinevitable'effect was t4 introduce at least
a 'temptation to make'"safe" decisions, In BRWCASTOG THE GA' A'.' WAY, Albert Shea

commented:. - .. . . .

4

, . : - %-%
.

. I
It is pals4b1 thatr; the.CBC is no more executive- ridden and.no mere,lacking in

net _than any private cqrporation of the same size. But .the CBC does live

4'
et

in a glass heus.e, It: is 'exposed-to the' strong light of'cilticism from every side.
.

Private corporations are perhaps better. able ,to conceal, their mistakes and to
treat the lack of an adVenturesoMe spirit ai prudent consey.vatii. (Shea, p 38)

. _s.
':-In ::747'.:itut..4a7." -characteritic 47f the L7BC, related 1:n. 'mart to .its. defensiveness

and viai.i:!t:I, -Jae a tInden.N4 tc1.-e.c;g44ational-1:1 "canserl;ative:and avoid high risk

-\
. .. . .. .

. . . .

erhails more significan y,.thestBC's varying desress of dependence on Parliament,
the Government, and the CRTC gquld,seel.A to have been a'siinificant factoi in explaining
the

,

.,
the CBG's apparent'reludtance to, propose a, new, less commercial future tole for itself

..and to rgue more vigorously its. lase for additional...funding.

The "Additiorial Statement" by some members of 'the Toronto producers' and directors'
association-commented.oh 'the Corporation's approaCh:. .

_

0

. . -

.

CBC Management, we feel, has not in the recent- past argued with sufficient
force before the government and the:people.of this Country the case of public
broadcasting.. They have noeargued,the vital impprtance of the CBC to the life of
this tountty.. EduCators over the. last 15 years have argued with staggering success
for incivased budgets for them efforts. But the CBC has actually managed
tp allow itself to be talked into producing more prograMs with less real Money.
(ATPD7 1974b, Tm't 18) , . c, . .

..' . .
.

V 4

AtranscriOt of an interview with an unnamed .:"distingbished ,producer of twenty
years' experience" included in the COT intervention included this obserVation:

. 1

.
.

There are profound problems of 'priorities, and middle,- Management or senior
management is over-sensitive to political pressures to multiply service at
the expense of improving its quality, (COT 1974,, p 109)

a
9

.,"
1 .

,

Separately I have argued that the financial problems, of public broadcasting in the
United States should be understood as indicati!ye. of a more basic iprOblem in its

relationship with its audience, with the public (McKay ,1976, p 152). That argument must
be applied to the Canadian_situation,as well; Out there are significant'daferences. .

.

. . .
.

. ,

..

Because it started long after the commerciayrietworks were well established, public
broadcasting in the United States had-Problems'making the public -aware of its existence,
Canadians 'were acutely awaroof the CBC's existence. Fqr many years It had provided the

-`only Canadian teleMion'iervice, for some it still did.:

V
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Canadians here certainly ahare of the CBG throughout the case study period, but its
financial problems nay not have been generally or well understood. Morris Wolfe's:

change of opinion in late 1975, noted on page,204, may indicate that during 1974 the CO '

had still not pregented its case for increased support very effettively. The Corporate/
-Statement submitted to the ekit prior to the 1974 hearing seemed to be a new departure
fol.. the CBG. It lool,e plainly -and forcefully about financing:

.The plain fact is that the national broadcasting service is under-financed ---

and this at,a time when there ,is a greater public need for it than at-alMoSt anY',

other.time in its history. (CBC 1973c, p 19)
.

At the public hearing, Lauren't Picard-dealt at, length with efficiency and wish
financing. But, prior to that, the CBC did. not Seem to have made especially strenuous

efforts td 'explain its financial plight to the Canadian People.

it may ba that the Corporation felt it should accept the allocations provided by

g overnment and not protest publicly. It may be that it thought that the situation was

impro:ing at an acceptable rate, or as fast as could be expected. Whatever the tgason,

fur most of the case study period the Corporation was strangely silent about'its
resource pruillems,t.-particularly in view of their severity and the toll" they'were taking

'9 on its'ohm people and the services they.were.providing.

hhile the CBC's reluctance to deal with its existing problems in public can be

understood in terms' of its institutional defensiveness, is failure to argue more

forcefully allout its future requirements extended beyond .defensiveness.

hithin the Planning Group, continuation of operation under -demand/resource

imbalance conditions seemed taken as an inevitable fact of life -,- past., present, and

future., While,members of the group frequently defended English television performance,

even, they, 'Seldom spoke of the real financial requirements to meet public demands for

'service.

This conservatism has also evident at the Corporate level. The ESD Planning Syptem

has 'described earlier as contributing to operational efficieney and to predictable

levels of expenditures and revenues, but also as introdeskng programming

inflexibiiities., There 6as pressure on .the French Serviceg Division to adopt a similar

system, though the leSs decentralized nature of French Televisibn production would seem
to have reduced to need for such a planning mechanism. Perhaps the most striking

indications of conservatism in making its requirements known were the,changes made in
the draft of the English Television submission to the CRTC, As noted in-section 10(d),

page 1,7.3, the submission draft argued that rising demands for further production output

increases raised questions about the ability of the network to maintain program quality

,"without a major ancreasp in total production capacity." At the Corporate leitel, this

argument has,quaLified by he phrase "or the development of new approaches, or both,"

but 'despite intensive inquiry no indication of what such "new approaches'( might be were

_ever given. iu Lnglisl) Television, the change seemed primarily designed.to' weaken the

force of the resource shortage argument. ,

There remains one important indicator regarding the sources of of this

institutional 'conservatism: it will be taken up under "Jurisdiction and Coordination"

later in this chapter.

Ar.,:etitutLinal characteristic of the national broadcasting, service, related, in

part t, lts d,fcnsidoneso, was a tendency to be "cdnservative" in digcussing its future
aspirations and existing CBC demand/resource problems..
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Policy Development.Pfoces's,Characteristics

-

Whale the, .CAC's defensivenes and conservatism were factors
contributing to .the deadlock in policy deyelopment nd interpretation, they were not the
only factors. And,:althoue they are of importance in understanding the CBC approach to
policy questions, they seem somewhat ess inevitable, at least in the long

:run, yerecilaracterastii;s of the pqlicy,development nd interpretation processes arising
frbm structural factors.

259 °.

4

.1.

, Participation

A/th..-,ugh the structure of broadcasting in C provided for a high degree, of
participation, in puL:ic poyics deve:bpment and in-Nr etatibn on the part of Parliament,

. the 3,;:;emment, thf regu:ators agency, and' the national broadcasting service, in
practice 1:.-ut",:ic discussion :f policy during the case tudy period involved only the CRTC
ana the

t' a t;
d

William Neville attached a "Postscript" to t4e,policy analysis interventiOn he
filed in connection with the'CBC licence renewal applications. He,noted:

. i

On re-reading the above, I,am struck by the fact that. almost all of this
sUbmissien as, in fact, "ultra vires" of the Commission. Thetis, the issues
raised and the proposals made should not be, uAder the terms of

are
Broadcasting

kct, the subject of discussion before the CRTC but rather are matters which
rightfully shotild be for resolution by the Gover'l ent and Parliament of Canada.

)

I make- no apology for placing them before th Commission, for in recent years
'it -can fairly be said that the CRTC leas be ome not just the regulator of
broadcasting, but -its de facto "Parliament." It as been .before this Commission
and .not in the House of Commo s where virt ally ,all the important debates
have taken plat©. Indeed I

t
think fair to say hat there has not beeq a single)

'general debate on broadcasting policy or o the CBC, in particular, in
Parliament since discussion of ,the current Broad asting Act. Norhas there been a
single speech or poliv.statement by the Minist rs responsible, especially the
Secretary of State, on he future of the Corporat on. (Neville, pp 7-8)

The lack of attention in public to national broa casting system policy on the part
of the Government contrasted sharply with the vigoro s development of the cultural
democratization, and decentralization policies noted i section 11(b), page 162, and the
increasing support of cultural activity noted in s ction 12(c). Despite speci4ic
attention, for instance, to the Canadian magazine a d book publishing industries, the
Government's basic public broadcasting policy remained unchanged and was not the subject
of pubic review between 1968 and 1974. Specific issu s, such as children's program
advertising were considered by Parliamentary committ es, but there were no coordinated
reviewS'similtaneously involving the CBC and the vario s representatives of the public
-- Parliament, the Government, and the CRTC.

There was,.in,the Canadian situation, the extra " layer" in the policy development
and interpretation -process, the CRTC. Throughout` th case study period, regardless of
whatever issue it had under consideration, whether rel ting to cable or commercial or
public broadcasting,. the CRTC took the position th t its role was simply to discharge
its responsibilities -- to implement the provisions of the 1968. BrOadcasting Act.
Inevitably, the discharge of those responsibilit es required careful but extensive
interpretation of the Act and the formulation of regu ations to translate the general
objectives of the Act into a broadcasting reality.
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The CRTC w breaking new ground, both in Canada and .in the world. In the US

context, for Instance, the FCC had always been notably indifferent to- public

brsadcasting policy development (Smith 1973, p 229). What was unique in the Canadian

situation ..as that the 1968 Broadcasting Act had deliberately interposed an "activist"

regulatory agency between government and broadcasters. 'The idea, as Smith noted, had at

Least been copsidered'elsewhere:

Since pressure or. advice cannot be channelled through government to

broadcasters without endangering the sensitive relationship which exists

between the two, various plans have been considered and urged in a number of

codntries for institutions which would interpose themselves betweengovernment and'

broadcasting institution, and which, with varying degrees of advisory or statutory

authority, can act as a buffer, repreSenting a 'public interest' without acting as

an agent of official pressure. The aim of these proposals is to pre-empt or evade

direct overnment intervention in the editorial process. (Smith 1973, p 148)

But blo ing direCt go r ent intervention in the editorial process had not been

the reason or the cre Lion Of the CRTC: the aim had been to sort out jurisdiCtional

uneertaintie and to provide for the coordinated development of the overall Canadian

broadcasting iYstem. In practice, however, the'new structure still left.some unresolved

jurisdictional and .coordination problems in the hands of two agencies which, on their

own, could not resolve policy matters which were appropriately the concerns of

Parliament and the Government.

E'ro:.:2.casting Act's formal structural arrangements did not provide for regular,

coordinate;: reviews' or evaluations of public -broadf,asting policy; in practice,Psuch

coordinated reviews -- simultaneously involving' Parliament, the Government, the'-CRTC,,

rand the CBC did not take place. t

Jurisdiction and Coordination

the formal structural arrangements did not clearly establish boundaries of

jurisdiction and responsibility for the Government, the regulatory agency, and the

national broadcasting service; in practice, the policy development and interpretation

process was uncoordinated. N

As noted'in section 12(d5, the "right to consultation" and "right -1,of referral to

the Government" provisions of Section 17 of the Boadcasting Act left the legaf'and

practical extent of the regulatory agency's jurisdiction over the national broadcasting

service uncertain. The licence 'conditions proposed by the CRTC in 1974, were, in a

sense, a test case. Although the ultimate power in developing and interpreting public

broadcasting policy rested With Parliament, at the operational level three main parties

were involved -- the CRTC, the Government, and the CBC. In 'general ,terms, all three

were moving in the same direction, but at distinctly different rates. The CRTC sought

an immediate start ()n the transformation of the CBC into a less 'Commercial, more

distinctively. Canadian, service. The CBC indicated a williingness to alter commercial

practices somewhat, and to increase Canadian content 'to the extent that available

resources permitted. There was no,comment from the Government.

4Although the proposed licence conditions were to be 'attached to CBC' licences,. the

implications, were for changes in the policies of,the Gdyernmeht, specifically the

provision of additional.afunds_to reduce dependency on commercial revenue and,to finance

intensive program developmdnt.
4

The three-way policy de elopment process didn't work --.at lea'St not so as to move

,the overall Canadian broadcasting system in the direction, considered essential by the

agency established by Parliame to supervise and control Broadcasting in Canada. Of

particular importance in understa ing 'the deadlock isp;he fact that the Corporation was
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having two different roles set by two different .bodies. The requirements and

expectations s.ere being established by the,CRTC, the resources s.ere being provided by

the Government. The requirements and expectations were being discussed in a public

forum, the resources s.eren't.

To the extent-that the Corporation s,as proposing a less ambitious role ,than the

CRTC, its inherent defensiveness and conservatism made that not especially surprising.
But, J suggest, the,ultimate financial dependency of the CBC on the Government was a

much more important-factor. -

About four months prior to the .public hearing, during preparation of the r.ritten

submissions to the CRTC, the Corporation made a deliberate attempt to ensure consistency
between the Corporate Statement and the Various divisional service documents. At that
point it s'as confirmed that the policy on commercial activity and statements regarding
levels of funding r.ourd be reserved for the Corpo.rate submission and the presentation at
the hearing.' Hoh best to deal pith these issues-remained a matter of some uncertainty.
There Seemed to"Oe a concern that,. since the Corporation's policy on commercial activity
s.as -- in the final analysis -- the.Government's policy, the CBC would have' to be

careful 1p its statements unless, prior to the hearing, ther, was an indication of a
Changelin the policy of the Government. Simiarly, there was a concern that outlining
especially ambitious plans for the future might put the G6vernment in a difficult
position unless there has an indication of an intention to provide higher -levels of
funding over the anticipated five year period of the new licences.

4°-
The point that the CBC policy on commercials was not its own must be stressed.

Section 6(d) not'ed that the 195 Broadcasting Act; in rejecting the financing
recommendations of he 1957 Fowler Commission, gave implicit su'pdrt to the Commission's
recommendation, that the%Corporation adopt more aggressive mea ures -to,earn much of its
own revenues (page 66). fhe 1965 Fowler Committee todk up he commercial question
again:

s

At a meeting in January 1965., senior officer of the CBC argued from current
statistics that C..1pAdiantelevision schedules c tain too manyprogrims produced
.in the United States and too high a proportion f cOmmercia4ly sponsored programs,
and that by reducing tie proportion of both, more Canadian programs would be

produced' and tho;general quality of programmin greatly improved. We questioned
this line of reasoning, for these 'pare statistics of program sources and
sponsorship reveal nothing at all'abOut the quality of' programming, unless it

*fouId be shos.n that all programs originating in tile UnitedStates are poorer than
nadidn programs, and that al unsponsored prograMs are better than sponSored. As/

this oMously cannot be established, the percentages prove nothing. about the
quality of programming. (Fowler 1965, p 2)9) rf

For the prime evenin
S12 million for programming

hours alone, the CBC estimated an a
ng imprevement, coupled with an est

al extra cost of
ated loss of $8

minionscin-Commergiai reve ue. .Both these figures ppear unnec ri/y Nigh; in

particular,
In

we do not. understand. why-- there should be,, any considerable.
reduption oth present levels of CBC audiences or any appreciable loss of dales
revenue if programs are substantially diversified and improved. (p 220)

The Davey Committee reviewed the matter again, in 1970: ,

Dr. Davidson said his personal pref ranee would be, for a more limited.
participation in .the' commercial field, nO he made a comment we found Most
significant: "My personal belief is that'we are excessively dependent on commercial
advertising now. It shows signs- of affecting the qualify and nature of our
programming in prime time."

' .

ssibly no more ominous words could have been spoken about a public
br deasting agency. They were spoken byits chi'ff; whp can hardly have been '

plea ed about having to voice. them...I

so'

Or;
a

S 1.



Structural Implications

.162 12. Pub:ic.TeZevision in fazada

At the tine of the 1966 White Paper on Broadcasting, the government instructed
the CBC to undertake no increase in commercial programming. Further, it

instiucted the CBC to seek to iaintain its 25 per cent share of Canada's
television advertising revenue, and its fouj per cent share of the

country's radio advertising revenue. (Davey 1970a, pp ]97-8)

By 1974, a new CBC President, appointed by the Government in 1972, was arguing the

base for maintaining commercial activity. And Picard's successor, A.W.06Ohnson,
-appointed by the Government in 1975, ,was continuing the argument in 1976. BROADCASTER
. reported:

CBC President A.W. Johnscal has said that the corporation's first priority is

in continuing improvement of the' quality of CBC programming. 'Since tv
advertising revenues are an important factor in reaching that objective it would
not be consistent with that priority to consider seriously the abandonment or even
a significant reduction in CBC television sales effort, a spokesman added....

"he have not been instructed by the cabinet to cut back on the number of
zommercial minutes per hour allowed under CBC policy and the Corporation itself
has no plans to change the present allowance," the CBC spokesman 'said.

{Broadcaster 19'6a)
"It

MP.; strucm,ral arrangements did not clearly establish 'boundaries of
and respcnsii-it-y for the Government, the regulatory agolcy, and the

service; in practice, the policy development and interpretation
...:rocess as unclX.rdinated.

Somewhere between 1970 nd 1974 the CBC handed its "over-commercialization" and
"over--Americanization" scri t over to the CRTC and picked up a new one which argued that
"not everybody- 'hates' commercials' and that "most people believe the CBC should stay in
advertising" (CBC 1974c, pp 34-5).

`One r asog for the apparent switch-in position may have been the Corporation's
reading f public opinion. An organization with induced tendencies towards
defensive ssandconservatism could be expected to pay' close attention to such
findings. But the statistics presented really did not seem to justify maintaining the
existing attern. Public attitudes towards commercials among English.speaking Canadians
here reported as follows: "very faourable" --.12%, "moderately unfavourable to neutral"
-- 77%, "favourable" -- 11%. Note the absence of a "moderately favourable" option.
Attitudes among French speaking Canadians were slightly less favourable to commercials
(p 34). And, although 63% of English speaking and 56% of French speaking Canadians
supported a combination of advertiting revenue and government funding for the CBC (p

35), there was 'no-, detail on how many felt the existing balance was "about right" as
there was, for example, in the case of the volume of imported programming (p 26A).

Picard indicated at the hearing.that, in a hypothetical situation given two or

three existing Canadian coMmercial networks, and the option of building a CBC from
,scratch, that he would recommend a totally public system -- "if there were the money and
the resources" (page 216,). But the situation wasn't hypothetical, and he wa's,,advocating
maintaining the'existing level of commercial activity.

The CBC was reflecting the position of the Government,'which --.unlike the CRTC --

was paying its bills. In the final analysis the structural arrangement for broadcasting
in Canada,seemed to give creative control of the Canadiin broadasting system to the CRTC
and financial control of the national broadcasting service to the Government. And,
despite the language'of the Act, the implication was that the Commistion would remain a

CO
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highly concerned, highly frustrated obgerver, and that public broadcasting policy would
be determined by the Government. If .the structure really had been intended to give the
CRTC a hand in shaping the national broadcasting service, it hadn't uorked. If a more
clearly differentiated and distinctively Canadian CBC really was important to Canadian
nationhood, tne Government didn't seem cop%inced,,and the Corporation seemed reluctant
to argue the point in public. Before plunging into any further analysis of the policy
development deadlock and the. need for an Improved public broadcasting policy revieh
'mechanism, it seems useful to back ahay slightly and consider the impasse in a, wider
context..

'f) OVERtIEN

iToalcas:::ng can no .,urger. be clitica: science. Its problems arc
. ,

)er:stons o= :,z oo":--cal issues which ccnfrcnt societies. The second part
{:HE :1.7 :HE CA7E] therefore is an =temp: to unravel these 'codes'

in a number of counrries and show how rile broadcasting systems of the world
ccnceal layer ',upon -layer of suppressed conflict; many, of the unresolved
rpur-wp vh,:ch auf=er ^ar be fAund re=lected it the wails the'/ choose
to organise radio and relevision... 697r.:th 1973, pp 14-5, emphasis cdded)

In section 3(e), pages 33-34, I argued that a great deal of care must be exercised
in the yse of the term "reflection" and*the application of the "mirror" analogy. With,

those precautions in mind, let me suggest that Stith's absprvation can be paraphrased as
follohs. The shape, conditions, and problems of a national broadcasting system are a

strikingly accurate reflection of the shape, conditions, and problems of the nation it
was created to serve.

Certainly the shape of the CBC supported that contention! The Corporation, like,

the nation, has divided into English and French language.and cultural.components. As

Ramsay Cook observed, (page 57), "Mach of the country's history can be viewed as a

continuing search for accommodation between the t%o major cultural communities." The

Royal Commission on'Bilingualism and Biaulturalism, appointed . in 1963, the Offitial
Languages Act of 1969, the Bilingualism Development Program begun in 1970, and Official
Languages Development Program launched in 1973 stand as official indicators that the

search for accommodation was far from over. Similarly, the, regional management
structure 'of the CSC reflected the federal/provincial structure of government, a

structure developed as a political accommOctatiori for regional differences in "the
culturall, political, social and economic fabric. of Canada." And `the Corporation's
mandate in the Broadcasting Act speciially assigning it a role as ap instrument: of
cultural nationalism reflects a national -oncern for maintaining a distinctive ,Eanadian
identity within the North American context.

Chapter 13 will argue that within English Television'there were no misgivings about
the intent of the CBC's mandate-and no evidence of reluctance to confront the nation's
problems. . it will note that the demand/resource imbalance, commercial activity, and
certain institutipnal6.characteris-cics distracted attention from audience and program
concerns ;.bit not to an extent suffiqent to explain the widespread dissatisfaction With(
the service provided. A review of the "issues" examined in Chapter 11 reveals that the
most severe criticisms of English ,Television ,program performance. related to its

reflection of the bicultural nature of the country, its handling of the roles and
concerns of the various regions, its contributibn.k to national unity and the development
of a distinctive Canadian idehtity, and its support of Canadian. cultural development.
In shOrt, the CBC was perceived as having failed or fallen short in those areas which
were of greatest importance to, the nation -- in those areas whpre the country as a whole.
was having problems. The CBC's problems were, in fact, encoded versions of the

political issues which confronted Canadian society. The point was actually noted at one
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point in.the 1974
,

Cii:IC hearing. ice,Cfia.irman Boyle sormented that "it Would appear tihat

the CBC is as ceriplax as.federalism" (CRTC 1974a, p 1041). . .
_.

'---' . ,; , .

. . , -
.

Ihe-tiose -i-elationsnip Setween the problems-of the nation and those of its national
br'oadcasting institution presentssone immediate practical problems to the broadcasting

organisation. In thectseof the ./..-.BC, recOgnitioll'of feelings of -regional particuldrism

would ,seems, for. instance, to-expla4n toernment willinginess.to invest. 50 to $70 million

:'In,. the kcelerated toerage Plan wbrle aliOwing the torpotation's programing alloi.ation

to effectilely, shranR: And it is difficult-to discount the posiibillty that these same
feelings may hale played a role-in delaying the,stari of CBC facilities consolidation in."
Toronto. The Aird commissaohers had been aware that, i.f theiv 1929 report was to be
accepted at all, theilad to Make some-concessions.to the strong provincial feelings of
the time, alhi the role of Toronto in a Aecentralize8 broadcasting system became ,a mattet
of debate immediately thereafter. . .

Another prOlem .a.rising out of the 'relationship between the nation's ..and its

'broadcasting ser,ice's probleris is that the organization tends to be held responsible

for tha national donditions it reflects. BroadcaSting mandates are written in thee
%

expectation that the .electronic media will solve or at least help solve national

, cultural., political,z'social, .and economic problems.- Because the broadcasting
institulion's efforts to discharge its mandate are highly visible, and because many lOng

standing national" problems are not easily soled, there is a natural-temptation'to
.consider beheading the.messenger. One consequence of holding an .organi.:ationsuch as

the CBC "at /east painlyaccountable: for pxoblems such as tension betweemEnglishand
French Canada and between Alberta and the Est is to contribute rp the iftstitution

defensil,eness and, in turn, to its conservatism. Another consequence is that such
criticism makes maintenance or building of the organization's internar morale especially.
difficult.

.

: .... ,

0
.4 , ,-.-

It is also interesting to -considei the CBC's dimandiresoUrce problem,anclehe need
for a review of national public broadcasting polici, in light of Smi,th's'suigeStir of a*

relationship between the unresolved neuroses from which nation's suffer".and "'the Nays ..

they choose to Organise radio and television."
, ,

. -1
. ,

It. may be that Parliament felt that the generally negative tone Of public Commeii.G.'
.

about the Corpor tion would hale been perceived by the public as inconsistent with any
significant,increa e in CBC support.' it may be that the need for a comprehensive review
of public broadcas ing policy and.Of the role of the CBC was not well understood."

,

,
) $ s . -,

It mayjbetha failure. to review the Corporation's overall role or, at the

practittil,leel, to balance its'resources with the demands made of it, was an indication
of a lack- of con idence -- in the CBC, in the4successful development of a distinctive
Canadian cultural t aditiom, or both, In anyevent, statements' that' the Canadian

,.broadcasting system was "the central,nerNoui system'of Canadian nationhood's and that the
CBC was the .;'corners he of that qstem seemed inconsistent .with the level of AOral'and
"tangible" public Su port provided to the Corporatcon.

,

.
.

111.the December 1973 issue of SATURDAY NIGHI,'4editor !Robert Fulford .Offered a

sobering, 'scenario describing how the CBC became what he termed "a collection of
made -in-California"thrillers and comitlies with a sprinking of seldom7very-good Canadian
content:':

hlt,en presented with the'best that the CBC'had to offer, the people, of Canada,

on the whole, yawned. .They yawned and then, they switched their dials to

Bellingham,if they lived in Vancouver or to Buffalo if they lived in,Toronto or to

whatever border town Was available....

The newspapers helped, of course. For a while, there in the 1950s, the

newspapers thought the CBC was', ho ho, the biggest joke in ' the country....

"Screw off," the newspapers told the CBC, and the people went along.
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. So in ehe ebd :sae CE4. did what the ':-,e:.-p 1-. told it to do.1 If it was Amerrcen

televis'ior; .-tfie 'pedl:Te =anted, tree the CBC would; delLver American

tel)e-,.:,,,,r. In ttie 12160s :ho CBC right ir. more :endFore "Amrican *shows, until
,- fihaf-ly the LBC looted liRe hoth.irg so much as a fodrth Amerl.cian network....

, . ... . .
.

f

,

., '.

-5-fy theory-ionly,partIy az examination of history; the rest is guesswork.

But if you w4nt to khow w:;.; tom? CBC is :.O bad, I think I haYe the answer: it is

_run ,(sy eople who-once offered the` best of thehsetves to Canada and who were turned.
doC.m. -Flat. aulTord 1973b) - , . .

. .

:-tre . 4. ...A . .
, .

Whether or-to what extent Fuiford's.scenarly is an accurate portrayal Of what,

happened in the 195Us and 19tOs ma: 'not be that important now. the early 197psbrought

not only the new broldcasting enlironment produced by cable but also the rise of

cultural nationalism described by Fulford -himself (page 136). The coincidence of.those.
to developments provided an opportunity for new der1rtures in the, development of; a

distinctive national broadcasting ser.ice for Canada. The dream remained in tact,' but
there were rroblems1 whichal Cler; described in MALLEAN'S in June 1974:

the ,BC remains an ideal in broadcasting, our

. But the effects of cOmmercial pressure's,

politi,cal demands on management and ultimately

in a creative sense a national nightmare, almost

hors) of quality of broadcasting Canadians have a

fir as I'm concerned,
20th-centur.4 national dream
.iovern=er:t intelferenCe and

on producers have made-it:
always'failing disgracefully s
.right to expect. -.(taaclean's)

Chapter 13 will focus on internal Coriditions necessary for the ,provision of "the

.quality of broadcasting Canalians have a right to expect," but it should be noted that
the CBC bad two major,needs'which its environment had to provide if,ihe Corporation. was
to make stimulating, ositive'contributions to cultural growth in Cadadal

i

The primary need was for at least some public agreement about what it was suppoSed

to be There was no lack,.of suggestions, but there was little consensus on priorities.
Virtually 11 requirementg'and-,expectatiqns bf the CSC were considered to be of equally

iTportance.1 There .was a need for clarification of public policy On the general
.6ature'or.the progiam s8ivices.to be provided. the CBC could be used as a delivery

,.'eh4cle for. popular US and inexpensive Canadian programming, or it could be developed

intro a differentiated .aid' diStinctively' Canadian service. .There .was a 'need for

? claxtfication ,of publi;C.,podcy on 'commercial activity. the CBC was not in a position to
teblde bh its'oun ho0c.Amerdja-flT ,iis television services would be.

rr'
..

tarlier, I suggested that "the continuing failure of successive governments to

matte means with demand" is one of the ceutralpuziles in Canadian public broadcasting..
But it isidot.a puzzle which defies solution.. in the Jai?: of enfironmental, structural',

process,.and institutional characteristics of the Canadianpublic broadcasting situation
it is possible to see factors working combinatiOn to contribute to a general

relucte4e to invest more heavily 'ih-the future'of the CBC.

- Because the absolute requirftents tp meet Canadian needs are so' grdat, the basic

level of expenditure has always been relatively high -- at least Compared on a per
capita basis'with other countries (Schramm & Nelson, p 26).:

- The combined expectations of the CBC are so high that it is understandable that

there has been a rekuatance even to contemplate the prospect of funding the

national broadcasting service at a level sufficient even to meet those expectations
-half way.

- Despite strong support for the "concept" of public broadcasting, the fact that the

.CBC is a public institution whose day to day operations are highly visible has led''
to a situation where, not surprisingly, most public comment about1 the national

btdadcasting service-has consisted of, critical' assessment ofperformance at a very

detailed level Such commei, though for the most part well intentioned; seems to

,have created .a.fess than inspiring public "image" of the cgc.
-.The £BC's on tendencies towards defensiveness and conservatism would seem to have -
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inhibited cord reflective public consideration of its appropriate role. 'The

Corporation seems to have gotten caught up in defending the public broadcasting

polities of the government of the day, and it has been relatively reluctant to
advance in public any plans which would indicate CBC aspirations for the national

-broadcasting service more ambitious than those of theGovernment.

- Despite successive revisions of broadcasting legislation, the problems of

'establishing jurisdictional boundaries and ensuring coordinated policy development

have defied solution over the years, And, because agreement on role and structure

must come before determination of the level of resources required for role

furfillment, there has been an absence of any agreed standard. for,.appropriate

resource level determination.

And, beyond the specifug characteristics of the Canadian situation, there have been

tiie. universal problems arising (rom inherent characteristics of the relationships

between the broadcaster, audience, and the state. Those problems, though inevitably

far from resolution, arc beginning to be identified and considered. -In Britain, the

Government has launched the Annan Committee investigation into the overall- future Of.

broadcasting in -the UK. In the US, there are now increasingly frequent calls from
%.ithin the 'public broadcasting establishment itself for a reappraisal of the role of

public telel,,sion in serving the public and of its appropriate relationship with

government. In Canada, well, there has at least been recognition by media writers, a

former CBC President7kand a former Prime Minister that the relationship between public
broadcasting and the public's regresentatives is inherently unique and deserving of

further attention.

lack Miller, in THE TORONTO STAR; 30 August 1973:
Davidson Dunton, one-time CBC President who -now heads the Ontario Press

Council, was saying the other day, that the Canadian government has been

pinching pennies for a generation on the CBC-TV budget. He added that Lester

Pearson told him a yearland a half ago that, in retrospect, one of his main regrets
from his days as prime minister was that the geVernment had 'kept the CBC budget

too .tight'. Pie agree. The CBC should have at reast twice the federal subsidy it
now gets and should be relieved.of all commercial sales. Otherwise, it will always

be partly compromised in its priorities. (Miller 1973) 4

aek Bob Blackburn, in the.Toronto SUN, 13 March 1974 :

The reason we don't have a Utopian broadcasting system is that you, you, and

you are too damn cheap to pay'for it. That's wha your elected representatiyes
think, anyway'. Your collective MPs, are terrified y the/idea-of leaning on you

to the extent of one cent a day, whith would provide eliough' revenue to wipe all

commercials off the CBC.-

If you think you can afford a cent a day, write them.and tell them, because

the main hangup in everything that's wrong, with the CBC s that the politicians

280
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are afraid of you. That doesn't only have to do with getting rid of commercials,
but with the uholOCBC operation, which in 1974 is less strangled . in its ,own

burehucraey (considerable improvements have been made under the new

president, Laurent Picard) than by underfinancing....

It's really time the viewers woke up to the fact that they can have just about
anything they want out of that expensive box in the Corner if only they deman'd

it. ( Blackburn 1974e)
ti

These observations by Dunton, Pearson, Miller, and Blackburn are not reproduced

here in an attempt to,argue for an immediate doubling of the CBC budget. Nor are they

intended to. suggest the existence of a neurosis in the Canadian psyche severe that no

progress can be made in sorting out the appropriate future role, structure, and resource
requirements of Public broadcasting.in Canada. The point is that- the relationship

between the CBC, the public, and the Government is an inevitably complex one which

'demands period4c reappraisal. Smith,commented:
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I believe that any useful development of broadcasting must be based upon a

return to an examination of the idea of freedom: we have to find hays to steer

the karious sy,.terc of broadcasting in v.ays which( actually relate to the newly

identified needs and demands of society. (Smith 1973, p 18; emphasis added)

g) CO. ENTS

I have already argued that there has been, over the years, considerable scrutiny of

the CBC, that the continuing public erafpination of the Corporation's operational

performance has been a major factor contributing to its defensiveness and conservatism,
and that -- despite all the attention to its faults -- many of the major problems have

remained unsolved. The` relationship between scrutiny and defensiveness has been noted

by others. A.F. Toogood's doctoral. dissertation, "Canadian Broadcasting: A Problem of

Control," completed in 1969, argued as follows:

, Broadcasting in Canada will continue to be stifled if it is subjected to

. incessant investigation. Continuing inquiry puts the broadcaster on the

defensive, and works against his creative activities. It ,also breeds

dissention and 'distrust. (Toogood, pp 317-8)

Because I 1m about to suggest a need for a further review of Canadian public

broadcasting policy, it is important at the outset to make a distinction between such a
review and the type of investigation which has concerned observers and analysts such as

Toogood.

At the'1974 public hearing, Laurent Picard noted that the years of frozen budgets

4 and redirection of funds had at least had some beneficial effects. One of thoselside

effects was to produce a level of operational efficiency within the CBC which Picard

could 'point to with a certain amount of adMini;trative pride. Taken one step further, '

that develbpment would seem to have gonp a long way towards eliminating the need for the
type of detailed operational investigation included in the Fowler ,Commission, the

Glassco Commission; the Fowler Committee, and the Davey, Committee studies. And even if

a review of pubjic broadcasting policy should move in the direction of yet another

operational investigation of the CBC, it seems unlikely that itwould make any further
,contribution to the development of a seige mentality within the CBC. The defensiveness

is already 'there. It was my impression that the risks posed by further investigation

were less at the end of the case study period than at any other point in the

Corporation's history, and that investigation would find that the basic problems were,

at least in the current context, external.

In that connection iv is interesting to note that two of the interventions filed

'with the CRTC in 1974from "inside" the CBC actually invited further public

investigation of the role, structure, and resources of the Corporation.
. '9> i?

From the Association of Canadian Television and Radio Artists submission: n

We suggest that a study be now undertaken by the CBC, by the CRTC, and bye,

other bodie% ,to determine whether the real demands being made by Canadians on

the CBC are in fact realwic, and whether'it is now necessary either to once again
revise the Broadcasting Act, pr to provide increased resources to the CBC, or'botk,

to make certain that whatever expectations we do hair. can be reasonably

fulfilled. .

,-. We recommend that Parliament grant funds.to the CBC in two parts, one part

devoted to programming, the other to other services, and that all grants be on

long-tern basis to ensure the Corporation is able to properly plan its

operations. We also recommend that these grants enable the Corporation to

eliminate commercials from its schedules. JACTRA, ppN20-1)
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These recommendations imply support of the Position that the Corporation's

resources, were not equal to demands made on it. But'. they also *suggest ,a deans of

determining an appropriate support level which deserves-Commen$. The recommendations

raise the prospect of yet another "investigation of the CBC." Tie first parapgraphs 'of

this study dealt with "Scrutinizing the CBC," and the matter has been the subject of

considerable study.

From the "Additional Statement" by some members of the Association of Television

Producers and Directors (Toronto):
F ,1

What we, the undesigned, recommend is that in renewing the CBC's

English-language television network license, this Commission Undertake:

a) to re-affirm the premise that the Canadian proadcasting Corporation is an

institution inextricably linked to the life of this country and an instrument

of- great importance in the fostering of national consciousness and itrulgtherling

national unity;
b) to review the powers and resources given to the CBC by parliament and.

assess their sufficiency;
c) to encourage the public of Canada and their elected representatives. to

grant the needed extra financial resources, financial security, and financial

independence required to carry ott its purpose;
d),to spell out in broad guidelines the real meaning of the mandate and then

e) to enforce it. (ATPDT 1974b, pt 413

The implication seems to be that the performers and producers were confident that

there hasn't much to hide -- that there was little likelkhopd of public policy review
leading only to a further set of suggestions aboat how best to edit video tape and make

efficient use of studios.
...

'

What was re fired at the end of 1974 was a major' and independent review of the

structural arra gements for public .broadcasting policy development in Canada, of the

appropriate futu e role of the national broadcasting service, of the structural

arrangements fOr that service, and -- then -- of,the support requirements.

This is a case study, a Tap of existing conditions, not a prescription for'Canadian

public television. If it makes a contributioh; qt is as a sourcebook of ,detail for

policy analysis and pOtential,policy aevelopment. In that connection, it is -- without

apology, -- long on questioni and short on answers.

So far as public broadcasting policy development is concerned, it is difficult to-'

construct a set .of recommendations. What seems required, because the ranges of

alternatives are so extensive, and.-because positions on basic issues limit or extend

options on others;'is a policy development prof=ess.

The "crunch" question in 1974 was whether or not the CBC should begin to reduce its
commercial advertising activity. The "bottom line" question was how much the Government
thought the Canadian public, was willing.io pay for what the Broadcasting Act said the

Canadian broadcasting System ought to-be. Connecting those two questions were extensive

sets of other related and interrelat questions. To the extent that I:have bepn able

to follow the developments since 1q74 fro a distance, both the fundamental questions

and the need for clarification if not prehensive review of public policy seem to

remain essentially unchanged.

QUESTIONS ABOUT "BROADCASTING POLICY FOR 'CANADA": Does, the public want' a

disctictively Canadian broadcasting system? Do Parliament and the Government want one?

If so, what sort of system ought it to be? Distinctive in what ways and to what extent?

How should the system be structured? If a "mixed" system of public and private elements
is i.npvitable at least for the foreseeable future, hoW can the two sets of elements most

effecrively complement each other? Should the public system be "fitted around" the

7
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private one so as to provide complementary, supplementary, or alternative service? Or

should firk .consideration be given to dee/pping the public system sir as to -most

effectively accomplish national broadasting service objectives such as those set out- in

the current Braodcasting Act? Is there really any 'serious conflict between the
appropriate objectives of the public and private components?

' .

The existing Act would seem to provide answers to the*basic,pestions -- :at- Least

'tn terms of 1968 conditions and objectives. There was'a clear determination -on the part
...al? Parliament and the. Government thnt_there should be a predominantly_ Canadian "single
system" composed of public and private elements. As forthe relative:pales.of the two

componentsj the Act assigned provision of a service "predominAnily Canadian in Coiltent
and character" to the national broadcasting service rather than to.the combined system, '

,And it further -provided that "where any conflict arises between the objectives of:The
national broadcasting service and the interests of the private element of the "-Canadian

broadcasting system, it shall be resolved' in the public interest but paramount'.
consideration shall be given to the objecives of the national broadcisting service"-
(Act, s 3.h)." In short, the CBC seemed clearly intended to be the,"cornerstone" ofthe-..
combined system, and it is interesting that only in the area of commercial 4tivity-was
tnere and substantial conflict bet,een the objectives of the public and private elemnts
during the case study period.

t

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF "THE,NATIONAL BROADCASTING SERVICE: Is

the provision of "a balanced service of information, enlightenment and entertainment'for_
people of different ages, interests and tastes covering the whole range of ,programming
in fair proportion" an appropriate prograiming role for a single institution.within the
combined system? Or should attention focus on the balance and range of service provided
by the combined system? Li_so, should the programming role of the public system differ

significantly from that of the private component? How? To what extent? Why? Would,
the provision of "alternative" services be consistent with the objectives of

contributing to regional flow and exchange, to the dewvelopment of national unity, and
to the expression of Canadian identity? Ot do these objectives,imply a requirement' for

relatively "popular" services,' viewed simultaneously at .least part of the time by
T

substantkal numbers of Canadians?

These questions are, for the most part, matters of mandate interpretation. They

are 'essentially questions of audience orientation, of the appropriate balance between
mass and specialized audience service, of how best to confront "the horns of the'

broadcasting dilemma" in the Canadian context. Neither a, preoccupation with mass

programming concepts nor abandonment of a"mass medium" for a Supplementary "public

service" role seems appropriate.
Y 1

The mandate. also leaves open the approprihe balance between two potehtialLy
conflicting objectives -- "serving the special needs of geographic regions" and
provisio,n of a "national" broadcasting service. Is there a role for ."local" service?
If so, what is the appropriate balance between national, 'regional, and local service?
These questions, though central to the ongoing debate about the structure of US public

television, have largely been ignored in the Canadian context. Although it has itself
been somewhat nervous about it, the W

only
interpretation of appropriate balance between

national ffqtwork., region* and what'lt terms "commuhity" service has nly occasionaAy
been seriously challenged. .Even so, because the structural and resource implicatiotis

are so greats a clarificaton of policy oil these questions seems,required.

QUESTIONS ABOUT CONTROL AND SUPPORT.STRUCTURE: Is the system established by the

1968 Act working? Can the CBC be timi4taneously and equally responsible to Parliament,
the Government, the,CRTC, and the public? Is it sufficiently independent of the

Government, or has it come to be treated just like a governme4t office? Can the CRTC
have creative influence of Parliament apd the Government have direct financial control?
How serious are the consequences of financing on the basis of annual appropriation f front
general revenue funds? That alternatives are available? If receiving set licen0 fees'
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are imRractical,,ace there.ariy other means'of establishing a funding system insulated

from annual politicall`- processes? Is a single source of funds appropriate? What

,possibilities exist for funding from diversified sdtues? could voluntary subscription
,support for a portion of the Corporation's activities. interfere with the discharge of
its mandate? As much as, engaging in commercial advertising activ,,ity? What,

realistically,- would be. the _revenue potential? Would the independence advantages
, outweigh the operqtipnal complications Since the making of .a profit is no an

objective, and evaluation of: cultural services provided free Of direct charge is
ineritably subjective, are. there -any practical means -of introducing financial incentives
for the national_broaOcasting service? Are there any,natural'incentives for parliament

.
and the Golernment to relinquish any part of...their existing finaacialand'operatiimal

control? If not, can any 6e created? By whom? ''' . 1,
t

'

. . ' , ''', ,:
. ,

.
. :'

P
4-he 1974 process of CRTC renewal of CBC licenCes stands 'as' clear gvid

t . v

serioiik control'and.support problems remain. There lc 'A need fez' furtheecla

- I

ce that

fiation"
for jurisdiction and responsibility, and a need to- establish more operational " Latariee"
betheen. the-4-6C and the 'Goyernment.e Although the pc4sibilities for diversified,
,financial support seem 'Limited. in the Canadian context, and although some support
dil,ersification schemes introduce negative .side effects of their ,own, so* change in the
support arrangement does seem require. Id early 197S: the CBC was .atte*ting tofigime
out ho".to absOrb a $15 million budget cut -- because the 'Corporation's budget, "Me
that of the deRartmentg'bf theGovernment, had been reduced aS an inflation fighting
measure. The-revirement fo'r funding insulation from annual political processes his
clear. .

. ,- ,

plagued

.. . .

The problem of "control" has d Canadian public. roadcasting since,before its

inception. the -1968 Act was the nation's fifth attempt to establish a better system of
regulation and control. In,1969 Toogoat argued that political ,involVement had always
been excessive, but,' that -.the 1968 Act, could provi,de,a solution -- if the politicians
removed'therpelves from broadcasting considerations better left to independent .agencies
of-operation and `control' (Toogood, p 315). I submit that-political ,involvement remained
,essentially undiminished thrdbgh 1974, and that there were really no natural incentives
for that to change, Given that - situation, any spontaneous changes in 'the control and
support arrangements would seem highly unlikely. Consequently, ere is a need to

create one or more incentives -for, Parliament and the Government to at least change their
control and support arrangements if not their behaviour. In that respect, there is a

aneed-for the CBC, the CRTC, groups and organizations concerned with public broadcasting
in Canada, and concerned media writers and citizens to recognize the inevitable
consequences of retaining the urrenz control and support structure, and to consider how
they might L- individually, and collectively -- find ways to steer the Canadian
broadcasting system in ways which relate to the newly identified needs of Canadian
society (as opposed to the needs and expectations of its political institutions and
indii-duals).. In "Financing: Problem qr Symptom?" I haydargued that a major part of
the,respo4sibility forbringin4 about such a useful development- in the United 'States
rests kith the US public broadcasting systeM itself (McKay. 1976, R.152). The argument
applies equally'. in Canada. Despite the fact that its environment makes its

defensiveness and conservatism understandable, the implication for the CBC is the same:
although'public broadcasting must ultimately secure insulated fundiiig, in 'the meantime
it must begin to develop a meaningful relationship with its public and, thereby,
establish the basis for that independence.

QUESTIONS ABOUT INTERNAL STRUCTURE; I have argued that the basic questions about
the CBC relate to its goals and objectives and the control'and support arrangements for
the national broadcasting service, and that ,,cbanges or at least clarification's, are,
required.. froth questions abdUt internal structure and answers to them become secondary
because they are so,directly related to the basic questions and the .answers to them. Ln .

addition, I suggest.that the questions posed as "structural" issues in 1974 ore really
problemS. of resource -allocation,, of expdnditure reporting, and of recognition and .

pOrtriyal.

11"
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Should tin, (-Bt, pc sc;,arated into two or. more components" The Committee on
a ;r,,,gramr., ...orporatipn" tOD be devoted entirely to programming and

serti,e wnich (.uuld own the physical plant and_.facilities all the

cameras and -tudius, all tne indi.idaltelevision stations, and all the buildings.
Another prup,;s:al, lung advocated by the founder of BROADCASTEk, the.late hick Lewis, :.as
to split' the p'rodu,iion and distribution functions and to turd the CBC-Into a televrsion

equitalent of fhe \ational film Board, Behind these propals would seem to be concerns
aztention to facilities at the expense of attention to,programming, with the ratio

of procured t6 internally produced Canadian programs:with the balance between spending
on production and distributidn, and with the fact that the CBC was' competing for

adtertising retenue with private broadcasters:. 'So far as programming at4 diStriburion

are concerned, it seemed that the two functions were 'already effectively though not

totally separated. Coterage planning Wat: done at the Corporate level, program planning
4 the df.isiunal lettl.. But there was linkage between the program scheduling and

distri()tion_ 'systems within the services, and those arrangements seemed toprovide
cs,ential for timely response to needs for publicdservice broadcasts under

sptcial circur,stances. Perhaps much of the. concern °ter the integration ofthese two
fan,tiun within one organization would hate been alleviated if the Corporation .had
distingLished between coterage and programing in the reporting of both its capital and
Operating'experchtures. Annual *reports gave distributions of capital spending by

protin.ce (presumably to demonstrate attempts to equalize spending on a regional basis),
but it is impossibleito tell precisely how much of that capital was devoted to the

creation of upgrading of coverage or production facilities. I'm not suggesting. that

transmission and productron.be %opposed, but rather.' that public consideration of the
tarious outstanding requirements could benefit from disclosure of the historical and
existing balance.

The proposal to segregate progcamming from facilities-wa's almost inAhntly attacked
b,y both the CBC and the CRTC. The arguments against such a structural division were
efficiehcy and flexibility, and I do not dispute them. But the COT concern was not
totally inappropriate: during the early 1970s it seemed that facilities were

determining programming options and that an extremely high proportion of Canatlian
programming was being produced internally. However, it seemed that separating the two

functions would hate seterealy Compounded the existing problems., To the extent that, more

Canadian programming got into CB.C, schedules, it was because of the high degree of
integration of programming and production facilities utilization planning. In a slack

resource entironMent, such a high degree of integration may well represent an

inappropriate, influent.c of means over ends under severe demadd/resouree imbalance
conditions, it is a means of achieving efficiency. 0

Questions about regionalizationk versus 'centraliztion acre also, i'jsuggest
basically resource allocation questions rather than structural ones. The regiotlal

structure "was in place, thdugh there were relAively limited allocations fQr local and
regional programming. if there is a public, determination that there should be higher
tolumes o _quality programming to serve the special needs of geographic regions, the
requirements would seem to be for funding. The ,existing structure ,seems. easily
adaptable to amore prominent role for local and regional services if, the resources can
be providbd.

gS Air .1)

The one structural question which is more complex concerns,i,he effective isolation
of the English and French operating division's. Whether *cation of an additional
structural. element to sit between the two would help facilitate,picultural understanding
seems problematical. in the existing system, the "Ottawa Ay,ea"'qs a combined English
.inch French operating unit providing radio and television services, separately, in both
_languages, fnough techqicaJ facilities and technical staff are 'integrated, the

separation of program units was striking,, 1 e problem lies within programming, it was
an outstanding one during the case st 'y period, and experimentation with a special
program unit may he in order. *.But he gr ater hope Would seem to lie in sensittidng
both language divisions at all lev tc their special responsibilities In this regard.

C
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. QUESTIONS ,380,i4T RESOURCES Withcalt a more precise set of agreed goals and

objecti%res for public tele%ision in Canada, any discussion of how much money should be

spent is really a meaningless exercise. My own feelings.are no doubt by now 'clearly

eident. The Canadian broadcasting emironment changed significantly during the case
study period. The implications of those "brutal" technological and' audience

fragmenttion changqs were, I suggest, such as to dictate to the CBC a new role within
the overall Canadian broadcasting system -- a role-based on innovation, excellence, and

distincti\eness. All this implied a requirement for a major creative revitalization of

the CBC -- for major imestments in talent development, program experimentation and.

development, in research, and In training. The CBC needed tq_be able to attract and to
keep tne best available talent. Beyond that, the inevitable prominence of AMerican

programming in peak pe ds brought on by requirements to achieve revenue targets seems
inconsistent with provision of a service so distictiively Canadian in content and

character. the phice is high, and it can only be effectively considered against an
agreed set o objectives.

O SIIONS %BOOT POLIC1 INTERPRETATION AND DEVELOPMENT: Why do the preceding Pikes
r

cone n su many quesrions'? Why are the prospects for clai-ification so dim? Why did the

. and the CRFC'talk "past" each other at the February 19'4 hearing ?, Why was the CRTC

decisi:m so highly,critical of CBC performance?
. , .

I've suggested that a Maier indepenUent review is required tosort out the basic

and detailed 4uest,ions about roles, structures, and resources. Let me suggest that one

additional task might'be assigned to,such p. review -- the design of at' policy' review

mecilianism in which all the participant's are actually ineffective public and informal

communfcatiorr ulth each other. . .,

' N.. ,( .
.As this study is being completed, a new regulatory agency is inheriting 'the, work,

and the problems, of theCRTC which I observed. Despite the fact that current Canadian

economic conditions seem less than conducive to an early ungrading of the national

broadcasting service, there are serious problems which remain; unresolved, just deferred.
it 'may be an opportune time for the CBC, with a new President, and the CRTC, with a new
Chairman, to ask for an outside review of public policy.

,. ,,', ,

01''
- ,

that happened in 1974 was that there was a communication breakdown of spetacular
,
%

proportions*. If one reviews the public comments on the hearing and the decision in°
0

gectiails 10(e) and 10(f), pages 125-1341 it is not difficult to semble an argument

that, in the end, the licence renewal proces,s did little to advance the cause'of public
broadcasting in Canada. There is no, indication Or eitherthe CRTC or ..the' CBC wanted

-.

the hearing to be an adversary confrontation. Bu '''t is diTficult.to see how either the
.

publiL, Parliament, or the Gorvnment could have rceived it as anything but just that.'.',
6

-

Ittis not clear whether* in the quite limited private discUssions between the CRTC

anZi the CBC prior to the 1974 hearing, there was any attempt to develop a common
approach to the interrelated commercial and finlveial problems. What followed at the

publis, hearing and in the renewal decision suggests that, if such an attempt was made,

there was .little if any progress. Nor is tfiere any indication that, in the -end, the

licence renewal process itself did anything either to resolve the differences between
the Commission and the Corporation or,to strengthen the Canadian broadcasting system.

Phrases from press reports cited in section 10(e) r4flect the atmosphere of

confrontation. "thee opening round of his most important,fight," "the prospect of a
battle for control," "the potential controntation," "the'publicity that accrued from the ,
hearings," and so on. Even so, many observers felt that the hearing ended 'on a positive
note. Jack Miller, one of the country's senior media columnists, wrote ,that "the CBC

and CkIC came to terms with each other's problems and wound up at peace." Virtually the

only hint at the nature of the decision which was to follow was Juneau's closing'.
observation that "it would be ironic if some of us were blamed for having ,been too good

managers of restraints."

.11
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Excerpts from the decision document appear in section 10(f) and _they' permeate

Chapter 11. For the most part they appeared kit out comment because: as'indicated by

th6 mixed press reaction to tae decision, assessm' nt is inevitably subjective. In

addition, it is especial') difficult for me to be jective because I was inside theCBC

%hen the decision as issued. This studyiactually supports the CommiSsion's,analysis,

but I still find the tone and approach Inconsiscen %ith the CRTC's claim of attempting

to help the CBC. The tone of the document did it tle to bolster public or governmental
_confidence in the Corporation, but the Commissi n's deciiion recognized the CBC's

pressing need for "tanglible publc -support.", It iscmy understanding frominforthal
'discussions that the CRTC was surprisedat both the CBC and the public reaction to the

document. That being the case, one can only observe that the decision was a tactical

error. Joan Ir%in's assessment as shared by many. She_rote: "If the CRTC hopes to

inspire the CBC to a more open, philosophical view of broadcasting in Canada, a

challenge to the Corporation's integrity andeintelligence-at every,revel is hardly the/

%ay to go about it (Irwin 1974e).

7

Let me suggest that the CRTC simply became supremely frustrated -- at the CBC, at

the Government, at Parliament, at its various critics, and at the impossibility of its

own position. In that respect, its frustration wag as understandable as the

Corporation's defensiveness and conservatism.

The 1974 exercise is not himtory. And the important questions eoneern the future.

This is no more the place to sort out the shaRe*f anleffective.and ongoing public
poldcy revies, mechanism than it is the place to sort kit th& various issues to which

Chapter 11 and much of this chapter are.devoted in such d tail. But the requirements

are clear.

The linkage between the CBC and the public =- through arliament, the Government,

and the CRTC -- didn't work. Conditiazs had changed, but he policy interpretation and

development process wasn't adaptable. g single review now ay help, but conditions will

change again. What seems required therefore is 'a coord ated mechanism for, public

broadcasting policy development which operates openly in public and clearly in_the

public- interest. Otherwise,' confrontations, deadlocks uncertainties, and unmet

expectations will continue to characterize broadcas_ If many of the

unrwlyed neuroses from which nat offer really can ,be found ins the ways tpe);,... 4

choose io organize radio and televis on, then, indeed, the medium will/be the message.

A, What the message will be in the fu ure rests, in'the final analysis, not' so much..,N\
' with the CBC as with the public.

287
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Chapter. 13 ,

Management De ision Making
in CBC English Television7

a) TFE CASE STUDY PERSPECTIVE

4 '"

s,

Observation over,a two'year period can lead to an attempt to map decision making

struceres and processes in minute detail. A great deal of such detaiLis, in fact,
imbedded in Chapter 11. The attempt here is to pull together those various

observations and to develop general decision making characteristics. Faililiarity with

the open system models discussed in Chapter 5 and, especially, with the outline bf CBC
management structures in Chapter 9 is assumed. The focus in early parts of this chapter

is on they.ork of the English Television "Planning Group," principally the Managing

Director of Television, .the Director of Information programs,- the Director of

tntertainment Programs, the Director of TV Network Scheduling, the NationS1 Resources

Manager, and the Chief Financial Analyst.

Most of the Canadian Ablic's'armchair qbarterbacking of English Television during
the case study period, consisted of second guessing decisi ns of the Planning Group.

That was the group to which was attached and, within the context of institutional
.studies of mass media organ zations, such an opportunity to bserve the management of a
national television service s exceptional. Therefore, despi e the danger of simply .

adding to the volumes of ratuitous advice on how the CBC ught to be run, there is a
responsibility here to attempt to explain the most signi 'cant characteristics of
decision making -- to explain how the CBC was run.

One factor reduces the chances of merely contributing teSecond guessing but may
also reduce the value of these observations to those primarily concerned with the
general internal characteristics of broadcasting institutions. Both management options
and patterns of decision making within the Planning Group were highly environmentally
determined. . -..

The importance of decision making environm
be'hahour was not widely recognized until rela

.a proach derived from general systems t eory" be
T-----4--7.esertcir:--aButr-within_thelast_few year , it ha

is in 'understanding organ tional .

t ely recently, when'the "ope ystem"
o be applied to organizational .

y become clear not only that the
potential of systems is far om being re ized in organizationaVreseaichl but ,
also that inadequat attention had previously been paid tca consideration of an 0 . "

0 .4_

i...,--

organization's environment (Rogers & Rogers,. pp 5g-9). The approach here is to view the r
observed characteristics as understandable in thelexisting environment, and.that is why

s I suggested that the importance of environmental factors "may!' limit the general ,value
of these observationst, As other broadcasting institutions are studied we may well find
the decision making orie,,,ther manageme0 groups to be highly influenced bAtenvironmental
factorsls well. "/"k

.-.-,-

"../P., 0, .

Over the two ye4,Toronto fieldwork period the nature of my assignments and , of my
relationship with thq ,group changed substantially. During the first six months I worked
largely in isolatioilfrem the group as a whole, reporting to the Director of TV Netwprk
Scheduling, and focutiing my attention on the network Program Evaluation System. By the
end of the fieldwork period, there had een a shift towards projeft work for the group
as a whole, and the natureiChf my work had ecome less specialized and more related
the central concerns of the group. Alt ugh I had worked within English Teleyision on.,
two previous occasikns at the program unit level, prior to, the fieldwork period I had,

little "feel" for the nature of the group's responsibilities, problems, or approaches.

-r

7*.
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That remained the case for some months, so 1 an not suggesting that external analysis is

sufficient to arrive at an understanding of the actual decision making processes;

environmental factors arc seen here to explain decision making tharacreristics, but

.without direct exposure it would seem,..difficJIA to Identify the significant

characteristics of the relevant en6ronments.

1 Aas fortunate that the physical working arrangements located me on the ESD

"fourth floor," in the midst of the Planning Group. I was, in fact, located between the

offices of the Managing Director of Tereviion (NUR') and the Director of TV Network

Scheduling.A My access to individual' members of the group, though not unrestricted, yas

relatively free. Much of my contact with the group ,was informal and on airindividual

basis. Although a 41Igh proportion of it took place in the office setting, much of it

occurred outside ,of "nommar office hours, prihcipally at the end of working days.

Despite ;he fact that the »orking relationship grew closer, I was critical of numerous

aspects of 'English :Television operlpons 'and of Planning Croup .decisioti making

111,c5,.g.laut -My.er-i-ta-ioutt4sts weate'-el firs{ at least tolerated and -later

welcomed 3$' the observaaions of someone familiar with television prOductiOn and the

group's concerns, but 2,etached from the daily discharge Of line responsibility. 4'or

purposes of participant obseation, I think the relationship was close enough but not

too-close.

Throu6hout the -ieldwork perial, I attached increasing importance- so my prior
industrial experience. In addition to providing dxposure to the management practices of

that particular corporation, my work.wrlh IBM had brought me into contact with a large
number.of customer organizations, and 'approaches to management hpd often been the

subject of, informal discussions wilt, *customer executives. In that respect, my

background was different from that of canny members of the Planning Group. The point is

noted here because that background in.fluelfces some of the perv,nal observations in later

parts of this chapter. ,

b) ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

.

Ifhe discussion in Chapter 12 considered the CBC as an organization within the

hational environment. Although no distinction was made there that environment was

essentially, a political one, or a power environment. At the Planning Group level;
however, in addition to that political environment there were also relevant "creative"
and "service" environments. It was at the Planning Group level where the political

environment of the national broadipsting service in general and of the CBC Head Office
in particular intersected the creative environment of producers and program units. And
it was also at that point where the organization, devised itsresponses to its service
environment, the viewing public,, and where it confronted both the special role of public
broadcasting discussed in Chapter 3'and certain basic; dilemmas' inherent in the mass

media.

The Political Environment

4

Both Chapters 11 and 12 focus on what I ,have termed English Television's'

"political" environment. Although that environment was common to English Radio-and the
French and'Northern Services, particular attention was paid to English Television in

both chapters.

Requirements and expectations related to. contributions to national unity, the

provision of shared program experiences, increases in Canadian content levels,
the use of. US programming, and sAppor't of the developing Canadian film industry
were summarized in the "Comments" on "Nationalism Issues" in section 11(a),

289 .
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pages 159-161. . , , .
.

- i,emuirements and,expectations related to Fri/iding for the expression of Canadian
identity; decentralization of .productib4). :ZVI the, hot. ,,and efxtliange .of

regional informatfon and entertainment were -supmarized in"the ,'Comments" on
"RegronalisOssues" in section 11(b* pages 18.3.1as.,

- Requirements and expectations related to the reflection of the bitultufal and

multicultural nature of Canada and to the handling of Imanoritt" interests arid.'

concerns here summarized , fit- the "Comments" an "Reaghltion aqd Porfra'yal
Ssues" in section 11(c); page5J2.19;22.3. . '". '.

,..

- Resource prolsionLand utilizatLoe conidesat;ons, Inciudink,ihe-level of'fonOing,
.

-production efficA
.

ncy, resource allocation strategy, "provision fer plioirem
, . . .

development, commercial-_actlu.aties, and the, ..annuaT trtmis, fOr. fund,ing. were- :r: . .,

summarized in the "Comments" .c4..,"Cos,ts,and ,Financine in,:Sectpmi: '11(e),.,..pages
. .

21'9.-223: ,
:-

. : '1:: , ,
. '_

, . k.
With respect to the relationsilip between 1%he"! environment preeinal. tcr:. the f

Corporation ..s a' hh,cle and En-glisb Television,; Chapter -12, foUlld the following ,4

environmental demand, support
,.. 4 . . , , i

strdctural, and process characteristics: -

. ".
. 1 i

'

t!

The leels of set: ice specifically required were kigh'and implied-requirements:, iar.,,
major undertakings in program production (page 229). , :

-.*
4

The levels of expectation significantly exceeded the % explititlY. .'specified; '.1 ...
.,

,

requirements (page 231). . , ,, , ,fr.

- There has hidespread public crdticish of'the quality af program service actddlW '' '
being provided during the 'rase study period (page 234). ' - . ,

; ...,,14. ,.

.

- Public comments by individual politiciaris., especially those ,feceivin4 widespread
publ+t attention, focused primarily on critical assessment of CBC vrograM
performance (page 239). * . -, . .- .,

- Throughout the case study period the levels of funding provided" by Parliant Op, ,

the basis of recommendations by the Government 'remained be/oh the leweis .

. .

. .

- The operation of the national broadcastfng serNice'.was an undertaking highly '' .

Niisibrd to the.public (page 242).

- The annual, basis for funding and the financial control provisions of the :
. .

Broadcasting Act established depehdenmy relationships between the CSC and 'both ;
Parlirent and the Government (pages 243-24S). . 4 ,

The facmal structural arrangements 'did- not .clearly :estkblish.bqpndarie.s of
jurisdiction and responsibility and, in prpctfce,- the Volley development and.'
interpretation process has uncoordinated page 2,6,2). .

.,..
,

.

,

, . r .

requested by the CFA (page 241). -c

.

14e

t 3.7

The Service Environment
. ,

'.

.e
The distinction ma

k

de here between what have been termed the "political" end
"service" enlironments is intended to -underline the fact that certain important Ispect
of the requirement? and expectations of English Television were notipramia4ntly,,,
reflected in the "official" input to the Corporation fromiPailiament, the Goveirment;
the regulatory agency,, and the intervenors at the licence renewal hearing. -.t fiAr8. the.
"active" publiC. The "Comments" on "Audience Orientation" in section '1,1-'(d).,. pages
199-201, reflect a'number of these "understood" serVice,requireients anxpectatfoms.

Taking the politicbl and service environments into -consideratinp*::coMbination we
find:

, a very high numbe
, to be essential
recognized and
objectives (page

- inherent conflic

a

of specific tequirements.and expectations,"most,of them argued- .

demands on English 'Television, and moSt of Them ,in turn. ?F.,

ccepted 'by the. ,CBC , and translates! 'into -speeifiC servite
199-200),

s between certain of thege objectives (dr:pluralistic goals) T

2 9 0

. , r

'
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;1--.iiring'reseiution in a service balancing prowess ,page 19$3,
.-. a facite ser-i.:.;:c sched41.-e-. art a t:agg,...t.steci ,pract,ical. limit to the number of

.6..,),jf.:;.i-,1,'..or .1-,.41,a;,,inpg ",:r...i.meni-iorn,'/ .rc.,:h coi,ld be acco=odated (page 201),
-.- a stigg-te.:: tbali.-11,::.ng c.'eric,a..' ip--age*: 19".199,

tirait4-.;;ro4,ict._cl: -f.--tri:..;,..-.:N ,'filanc:,..ti , Ana 11,-...an resources 'page . .2011, and'
- a etiand'reotirce jsba{,:in,-.'c' 4r' so-:e poanti on 'tile range t.:f- -SJcpec t a t ions stretching

,ftgir tairtten.,3nr,e 1-ca.e.y..ist int se:7.3...e l'e,.e.ls to interrSa.},e delopment of high
-..ol-,.av,s. of-dilitinct.11.e1; C..ana4iin.progr_ming Of 1747.iginatipe. and excelien^ce iltage

. 22. 3,n,..7,k..; ' .."- ' . .....- ' '.-, , .'

The .....reati.e 0.

all 'of -:he,,attent,ori-thti-s. far in this study has fodused on the "ektern.:1"
vr,..?r,inment, ar.: I r.4e arg.,L,cd n tats :inderstanding the policies. and
- .3rer.zit : .s "of "tle "at, ..nole," the external' environment H of 'significant
...r.portar.c C-iie.htgrnh'ing of thi. chapter, the Planning Group

-- 6ore corporatr_ or c;1, 1-sional management -- within the ,:.BC's
. . , .

r ,
:- , -.,In organ c.-at,en's environment is normal 17' d'ef,aned as,14,Di outside of t
I . srstem's

- a 1-bourraiery 11..i,. t:',Ere are' .,pr s i ca I 'And social ,facars somewhat_akan to ,_env lroriment.' , at whi'chaite located' wIthin th.,..a4oLndary of the crganfzation. These ate 1 ly referred
, z4..as 'aSeetts,octi",e"c.:(imate," Of .rife or.gani:ation; in order to avia semantac.ecnfusion

,...,..th stk..... ..9ricCpt of err. ironnent, and climate has been -definednas the state of an--

, " oi-,ianIc'at,:c91,'s tr,tel-nar nature,.al peifei.ed by its metabbrs ( Rogers & Rogers, 'p '3).
' ..7;The at,r14.1.-?n in ,str?.. s silimeet ion d-ea i s 4g. i th tcie c 1 imate of English 7e lev a sion sro4rara
: -Vs.as.an.1":pr.odiLt.illii un3.ts,; with Those portions of the organization '.;below" the, planning

..- ..C,,rolip Ai. ,tht.,'- forle I oitaili:atio,n cFlar:..s oi-.F.kgurea V-4., 9-5, 'and 9-7, pages-109, 110
std 11.2...` (*cause -tia., chapt.r.,,leals wail: the Naming Grcrcip rathdr .than the progra

= unili-.5; the ,d, here.'.amount4"to a Consideration of; the cr,eanve climate Ali those
. .

.,:-:--- - uzaes' and -the creatite en-1,roalent t.f. the. Pfan;iitig Croup. The considerations are, 1 ,rpor'cant in both. sense4z 'the, ..1.-zporeanee"crf environments has ilready been noted] ,.

..t , ' sana:karl. we 1,.i,-..)1.-.from a n:u.a. e .r mf 6fudigs that an or'ganisation's clf.mate exerts S
1 cl -. "streni, .anfl..enc ,ir:. its : memb'ers' 2pehal. lour, principally :through _interpersonal

t.#'./. . ', .cOm-Lelice.;:,On ../thip the grteJp ,i, p ;4)" . '
- ...a-

, ,
.

.

,. +, .. ..
-areetal."-esections have sought `TO iderr,t.p.:2; the or1.41n,s of a wide range of problems

faced .-):. 'the glanning Group. 'Ian" O3')--; Kos' c prtilets-were reflected back to the groapr ,
,-, .- ' fi-orr it.i. Program units beCause they f..ere at that level. - . . *

- , ,. shared

Pub1ic b.roadcastingorppnizations seet to attract people r se interests., extend
-ba),otld personal financ,tal gainf-r-Clo 44.1orment; .Tho;e.aliter sts may relate in pairt to.. ,desires, to serve the" Pnblic -interest,. or to m4ke,the..world a bettr or happierplace in

..
which to 111.e. And, they May relate in :part to porsoilal 'satisfaction derived from acts
(or the process} pf artistic creation. PTPNitCer, ',production pertennel, and a high
proportion, of technical and support per.4-onne,k,withiti public broadcasting organizations

-thus ha. e much more incommv with. those engaged' in print journalism than with ,stars in...
` the - ifaiteapat i,ona..1, -feaAtire file , Indus tr) . Personal -fill 1Iment ranks high in their

n,Neral.1 .)",a44.,%acisfactaOrt,Scherie'Sa.and seems to compensate. fkir the fact that -- across
; ,,thi7." broatiCaSt4gt-,:iiorodUctier. industry as a. whole -2 rates of remuneration are low

..t, relarloe to Other eq(41 I; demanding. .oceupat ona 1 areas.' Both in the United Sta,tes and
'Canada, . ic bToadce:tit,-1, program production is not ^a "get rich quick" vocation.
'Those. wh'6'ehter it are norma I 1)". fully aware- of that fact:. ,.

!here s a Rtacticl bent,fit in this fo broa&aiting organizations: talented
'persynnel art. willIngto aork at salary levels helow thosV'which they might Command in

tier busin,ess or professional areas. But: there Ls. .d, coeirilacation. in return they
expeq. somt ,appreciaMe measure pf persOnar satisfaction' to arise from their efforts.

If' ,:

4

4,
1
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Unaer any circamstan.;es these expectations of making creative contributions ,could

he expected to betpe source of some amount of frustration on a personal basis, and of

sole problets for the organ:cation as a whole. Within English Television during the

case study period they ''were se,erelNcmePounded by a series of factors, most of them

noted in earlier chapters.

Measured against contemporary standards in business, government, and p ivate

broadcasting, physical working conditions for program units here, with sctme exceptions,

significantly substandard. .J.Jrider "Production Facillties," section 11(b) notedt .

the 45 mile separation of production offices from

Regina/Moose jaw operation (pages 1'7 -1'S),

description, of the tancouver facilities in a through

8NADCASTER as "six inadequate morale-bustingNI,ocations"
an ancient building" (page 176),

studio facilities" the

1974 by a ritelEr for

including "an arlpit of
.

. -

fuither descriptions of those facilities including the xers "dungeon" and."4nreal"

(page 1-6),
the comment in 1975 that "It's almoSt.'magical Oat .the new 'Vancouver) building has

done for our people" (page 1-6),
Norman Campbell's description of working tar "scattered Torento facilitieq (pages

1-9-150), and
Laurentt Picard's description of the Toa.ontopiantAs "a slum' (page 179).

horking conditions for progrr units.here not

those to hnich,1 was exposed, they were the source

period in Vancouver, Regina, and Toronto and'

uttawa, and Halifax. 'Such substandard working

conditions in the new Maison de RadiO-CanadainMo

A second set of problems related to the "tools" provided for 'production.

sections of Chapter 11 noted:

uniform across the system but, of

of problems throughout the case study
to a lesser extent r- in Winnipeg,

conditions contrasted sh'ar4ly with

ntreal.

- some network program pioduction'(eg- TAKE 30) in black and white

. the 'case study period (page 145),:." //'
- the use of'mohi,le' units to accomplish studio production in colour in Vancouver, -.

Toronto'; ahii kiliii:fsx.(page 145),

- shortages 0 .videb tape editing resources (page 145),

-.advance-block production of fdil'Ieries preVenting possible comment on current

hapPenings and. changes' _based on-;i:kewir reaction to previous programs, in series

-(page 1451, ! i
. .

continupg use of.blacC-and white film'in'Reglia/Moose Jaw. (pages 174-175),
the argument of the Toronto prOduCers' assoCiatim.that "because of the antiquated

Various

throughout much of

equipmen,t in Toronto, the quality

(page 179),..

- the "Additional Statement" comMents on
1bandaid' operation" (page 179),

- the 'use of noisy mobile unit 'cameras

- studios (pages 179-180),-and
an- estimated` 53'2 Million "obsoleseence
(page 1-7).

of programming,,we produce is jeopardized"

critical "pment crisis" and "a

intended for outdoor rvfce in Toronto

gap" in.the replacement of capital equipment

:,.

-I,

Also limiting the oppottpnities of producers' were, the effectively. declining

resource base noted in section 7(b), pages 83-84, and the resulting sti4ic4ing of
program budgets .considere& at length in section 11(e),_ pates 201-214. producets and

units were in contention for scarce, production and'financial resources.

. . .
;

Throughout the case study period relatively small.
.

. .7

amounts were 'allocated tcl,

production training an personnel development. Salary levels, though generaqy low
within tie industry, uere-espeoially low in some cases. In the absence of a major'

.a., producer training and development, program, a career path had developed in which a large ,
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n.ater of proL-oers naa been recruited as program researoners, many . ofFt,hem

oy tne regional r..r.A.,;(LLASS program an.ts. p anti: a feu months prior to my HXKLA.55 .
resc-rces st-d:, :rte stretching- -of regional programming resources has been such tnat

these potential prcamoers, enFloyed on contracts supported directl) by :program
buAgets, were tring paid as jou as $15v Apr wee)-

In addition to tncix own actinid es within the Coporation!, production units

constituted an appreciable Fropprtion of the -Interface- between the CBC and the public.
In this retlpect their role as -bol,ndar;-spanners" was not unusual, Rogers and Rogers
nave mommented-

,

At the topexecuties travel widely and en)cy other types of contact with
other organi:ati,ons in the enlironment-, they are in a position to obtain new ideas
frorI sources-external to theaY own organization. But most of their contact with

the emironment lis at a relatively high le.-el; they gather information about the
-big picture- of znanges in the environment without usually knowing the fine

_ _

2cta:ls .ftrak

-

In ccntrast, those indiiduais near the bottom of the organ:zational-hierarch
na.e a certain degree of.-cos mopoliteness.- For Instance, in a product or

senice organization, lower-leel workers deal most directly with customers and
clients, with incoming materials and energy, and with other operational-level
information. Mogers & Rogers, pp 6--8)

Tne interface role of production units was the source of some further frustration
for them. There'ua a tendency for the CBC to be regarded by the public as a monolithic
bureaucracy, and -- consequently -- for any person identified with the Corporation to be
held at least >artly responsible for its activities as a whole. It was, therefore,
those produz , interviewers, and technicians who came into contact with individual
members of the -public, as such if not more than any other people in the organization,
who heard directly from the public about the CBC's shortcomings. And there was a

tendency for them to attempt to defend the CBC as a..whole, and to accept relatively
quietly their own personal frustrations. Writing in MACLEAN'S, Val Clery noted:

On the third day [of the 1974 hearing], a delegation from the Toronto-based
Association of Television Producers and Directors came forward to present their.
brief. for anyone who has worked in the CBC, as I had, there was something! very
.'muting about the group. they were all good producers, some distinguished; almost P

all of them here survivors of se%eral uninspiring, submissie presidencies, a feu' I

knell to.have been victims of specific acts of managerial incompetence.

And:yet, despite a rumor thatsome of their more headstrong colleagues had
:.anted them to blast away at management, venting the simmering frustration that is
endemic at the program.level, their brief was quiet and reasonable7-- Harry Boyle,

vice-chairman of the CRTC, and a survivor of the CBC himself, leaned forward to his
microphone and asked gently: "I'd like you each to tell us, why do you go on
working for the CBC?"

Norman Campbell ,explaineeit this way: "Although I often go down to work in

the States, I love working with Canadians ak I use them whenevef I can. CBC is a
,grand ideal, that we all have to run alongside to keep it 'going. CBC is

marverlous, a,holy grail, a fantastic unique organization. I love Canada and thiRk
it would be very deprilced without the CBC."

The convention room was quiet as the producers left the table and dispersed.

Most'of the CBC producers I know and have talked to, not only in Toronto but
in Vancouver and Edmonton and Montreal and Halifax, would have responded to Harry
Boyle's question in much the same way....

The true realities that shape the programs you and I see on our screens, for
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rttter ,r for worse, are the realities facing those creative people in the

prcs!..,_tion 12ne, -running alongside" the CBC,,"trying to keep it ving.- (Clery, p

tl;
F

mot

was ...;enera-i.ii characterized cg re:a:ive:e

2:a:c scarce program production resources, rela:ive:::.

::2 ra:es of cor:Tensation, and limited :raining and
8,2":6 instances w:rking conditions were Subs ". and

p,I:ic -he ;erformance of he :orporation as a wh;:e was

:rec:ed me -ter. :for:duct:ion uni:s.

STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS -

_ Structaral Setting

r
s:ructura: :rjaniza:i;n :he JH:, :he Eng:ish Planning

,rou; :;C.::6.1 1: :4 three relevant environments which mali be termed

"' " Veer...ice," and "crea:i..,e" environments.

The basis for the above observation was established in sections 13(a) and 13(b); it
is explicitly re-stated here to emphasize the importance of this concentration of

responsibility. Section 9(d) argued that in any broadcasting organizationin which
there is a'budget, it is inevitable that at some point creative and _financial matters

come under joint control (pages 108-109). In addition, reference back to Figure 9-3 on
page 108, which depicted the "media .management" separation' of radio and television

within ESL), -indicates that responsibility for service planning inevitably came to rest

at that common control point, the Planning Group.

:Within. the "media management" structural organization 'of- the English Services

Li/ision thei,e was a concentration of decision making responsibility -- for planning
Frogram service to the' public, for the internal creative development of the

organizIton, and fc..r the allr4Ition of resources at the level of the" English

Ftanning

Taking into account the requirements and expectations of'the political and service

environments and the nature of the creative environment,-thg_ concentration of

responsibility to make decisions implied a requirement for. dealing *16= the_tbRke5fcd
service "balancing overload," the demand/resource imbalance, and th'e ifterilmi creative

needs of the organization. Expressed more simply:

The concentration of decision making-responstibility implied a requirement for the

Planning Group to make a high volume of decisions.

The concentration of respOnsibility, to make service, creative, and resource

decisions notecl, above is, I suggest, inevitable to some extent in any broadcasting
organization, and. it it implies an inevitable complexity in decision making. .In the

case of' English Television, that complexity was further increased by the structure.of
responsibility for those decisions. 'Figure 9-2 on page 106 indicated a line of

responsibility for decisions from the English Services Division to, in turn, the
Lxecutive t.ice President of the Corporation, the President, and the Board of Directors.

Figure 9-3 indicated a line of responsibility for decisions from the English Television

MTV to the LSD Assistant General Manager and the ESD Vice President god General
Manager. Although the lines of responsibility for decisions stretalTe from the
Planning Group to the Board, though long, would appear to be direct, the interlocking

media and, regional structure, depicted in figure 9.-4 on page 109, complicated the
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ti
structural arrangem.ait.

4

Studies of other forma institutions have revealed something which most people

familiar with the daily -unctioning of organizations could have predicted: the formal

46 structure never completely explains or predicts the behaviour of the members of the

system, even ill the most rigidly structured systems (Rogers & Rogers, p 80).

Observation over the case study period confirmed both the above point and something
that would appear probable simply on the basis of an analysis of Figure 9-4. Although

responsibility to make decisions was highly concentrated at the Planning Group level,
responsibility for those decisions was-somewhat distributed. Normally in organizations

downward communication flows are more frequent than upward flows (p 96). In that

respect it is not surprising that the environmental demands made on the CBC were

communicated relatively directly down through the or7anization to the Planning Group.
Objectives and priorities relating to English Television' were set at -the- Corporate

level. the Corporate submission to the CRTC, for instance, commented, "The English
division has been called upon to give priority, within a balanced schedule, to improTe

the quality of its drama programing, and to rejuvenate and upgrade the TV music and
variety department" .(CBC 1973c, p 6). Canadian content and commercial revenue
objectifies passed down the line to the Planning Group relatively directly'.:

objectives and priorities were set at the divisional level for English Teltvisipn; tuch
requirements (like their Corporate equivalents) tended to be `global in scope, but'

typically included priorities for network program development, regional program
development, and local program service. In addition, specific, commitments made by the

,Corporation as a whole were "inherited" by the Planning Group. The CBC's "host

broadcaster" undertai.ing for, the 1976 Summer Olympics affected English Television in

several ways. the capital equipment acquisition plans of the Corporation as a whole
became geared primarily to Olympics requirements early inthe case study period; the
.transfer of a large proportion of technical staff to Montreal for the duration of the
Games required extensive-pre-Olympics program 'inventory" production for telecast during
the period t.hen:regular production capacity would be significantly reduced; and special

advance arrangements were require regarding employees' annu4X leaves-

Tht first factor complicating the actual operation of the "responsibility for"

structure was the tension between network and local service which Chapter 12 argued was
a reflection.of essentially the same tension in the national context. And, as Figure

9-4. suggests, the formal . structure which connected the media manageMent and regional
structures did not provide ,for authoritarian resolution, of those tensions by the'

Planning. Group.

The second factor complicating the actual operation of the "responsibility, for"

structure was in part ftlated to communication patterns common to most organizations,

and. in part related to personnel promotion practices-typical to date of public
broadcasting institutions in North America. In most organizations, direct Communication

'with. one's boss's boss is discouraged; this'is one means by which formal organization
.structure restricts coMmunication flows to prevent information overload (Rogers &

Rogers, -p 92). But note that this discouragement of vertical bypassing applies
primarily to upward flow, prohibitions on downward bypassing, though present, are not as
strong: .communication in an organization, like watery tends to run downhill (p 96). In

. selecting .managers, public broladcasting organizations place a high premium on
broadcasting production experience. At the 1974 hearing, ESD reported as follows: "The
English Services- Division has now completed the process of re-organization and
management renewal. Of our regional Directors of Television, five have been promdted
from recent production experience either in our regions or outside'CBC. Six of our main
national program department heads left active production only recently" (CRTC 1974a, pp
149-50). In fact, atthat time production backgrounds extended up to the level of the

Executivevice President of the Corporation. The advantage was familiarity with the
operational problems of management at lower levels. The disadvantage was that several

different management levels each tended to engage in program management, with the result
that operational decision making by the Planning Group tended to besubject to
intervention from above: The reorganization of Current Affairs programming services in
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the summer of 19-3, noted in section 12(e) on page 254, was such an intervention.
'

zo make decisions was trighly concentrated a: the Piarning

;rcup Ze >e the group s responsib:e ftr such decisions :c'a cmp2em and somewhat
Iistri&-xted mAdaemenz sruct-ure, and decisicn making, was subject to

, ::ntemlenzicn from aix-,:;e.

The discussion of the creative environment in section 13(b) identified certain

sources of frustration for producers and production u.its. Somewhat complicating the
work of the Planning Group was the faCt that many of those problems stemmed either from

decisions outside the group's jurisdiction or from factors over which it had little

-control. The buildings and facilities problems followed directly from the capital, and

operational funding problems of the Corporation as a whole, these seemed compounded to
some extent b) the degree of capital control vested with the'Government, to some extent

by an apparent Corporate reluctance to be perceived as concentrating On "building

prog rams -in major centres" (CRTC 1974b, p 68), and to some extent -by attempts to

economize on non-program expenditures. ,The stretching of program budgets and the
resulting ,ontract salary levels followed directly from the programming demandhresource

imbalance. The allocations for training and personnel development were made at'the
'divisional level and appeared intended to direbt as high a proportion of resources as

possible to programming.
:

The overriding concern with efficiency and the decision to allocate as high a

proportion of total resources as possible to programming fed to "economy" measures in
areas outside of the group's jurisdiction which, though each somewhat understandable in

isolation for a corporation spending public funds, 'contributed indirectly to frustration
in the "creative" environment. As Figure 9-3 on page 108 indicated, "AdministratiOn"
was separated from program jmanagement- Intensive ,effoths had been made, to cut

iidmnistrative costs. there was the long-standing perception in some quarters outside
the Corporation, reflected in the Davey Committee comments about overhead costs (pages

143-144), that the Corporation was administratively inefficient; and there was the-,'
practical need to preserve resources for programming. This, led to a number of __;least

direct cost" approaches -- in contrast to.whaf systems engineering would. terenleast
effective cost." The distinction is that they systems approach includes consideration of
personnel time, effort, and convenience in the overall effective cost. ProcOrement of

office equipment, for instance, tended to follow the "lest direst cost" approach.

Included in PET4R G,Wh8KI'S BOOK ABOUT [the CBC Engl sh Radio program] THIS COUNTRY
IN THE MORNING is a reproduction of a short note f om Gordon Sinclair, veteran

newspaperman and radio commentator, and regular -pan list on the network television
.program FRONT PAGE CHALLENGE. Sinclair has capitalized on the Scottish Heritage Off

which he is proud to develop a comic's reputation within Canada for a concern with
money, the closest US equivalent of which would probably be that of the late ,Jack

Benney.. He wrote: "About a month ago I did a short stint on the program and signed a
cost sheet but my records show no. cheque. Could you look into. this? I think it would

be a small amount but every bit counts. Salaam; [signed] Gordon Sinclair (Growski, p
143). To those outside THIS COUNTRY and the CBC, the joke was on Sinclair. In fact, '6

to 12 week delays in paying performers were not uncommon. Several factors appeared to
contribute to these delays. The CBC annually contracted with over 30,000 indiVi4uals

for personal services, and its books and accounting procedures were audited (under
provisions of Section 46 of the Broadcasting Act) by the 'Auditor General of Canada;
there were both practical and formal needs to apply effective disbursement controls. In

addition, there has an apparent reluctance to invest heavily' in .a more responsive'

payroll system. But producers fended to be held revonsible by those whose services,,

they had requested for'ensuring that payment was male. The problem was not confined to
performers: one location manager-reported that a university student, employed as a

summer relief technical.operator, had completed his 3 month period of employment before
his first.regular payroll cheque arrived; two month delays in raining new employee's'

first _regular cheques, were not uncommon. Producers and department managers often
arranged for "advances" in the interim period, but the approach contrasted sharply witth,
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that in most private Industries where considerable pffprts are made to ensure that new
employees' first cheues are delivered at the end of the fir4t payroll- period worked as

,an indication- of interest in the uelfdre of,the'neu employee. All of this is raised

here because, although these were matters Outside Planning Group jurisdiction or

control, these small aggravations contributed to frustrations within the group's

relevantrcreative environment.
I

,

0 \ 4 i ett
:he structural arrangements placed certain areas outside of Planning Croup

j,;4xisdiction; in practice, problems in these areas contributed to frustration in the

creative environment for which the group was, in other respects, responsible.

Structurai Form

.'

..,

The formal structure of the Planning Group was outlined in- section 9(d), pages` 4,

108-111. This subsection adds-a few observations about that organizational structure
which have an importance in contributing to the "Analysis" section which follows. 1 '

- The Planning GrOup :functioned primarily as a hgroUp " Group meetings were

frequent, manydecisions were taken by the group as a whole, and'consensus
seemed to play an important, role in decision making.

- hithin the group, financial control was distrputed. The MDTV, the Directors of

Information and Entertainment Programs, and the Chief Financial Analyst

each had . direct program finance decision making or control

,
responsibilities; the National ReSources Manager and the Director- of TV Network

. - Scheduling also had financial responsibilities related to program finanCes, in some

cases very directly.
- Creative responsibilities, though primarily resting with the ,Directors of

Information and Entertainment Programs, were also somewhat distributed.

Final decisions on major creative undertakings were normally made by the group as a

-whore. k,t° i 1

- There was no single "Program. Directot." The' "Information" and "Entertaintent"

program areas were separated, and the , MDTV carried Physical and financial

resource, commercial sales, and scheduling ins, addition to program

responsibilities.* . .

- Although the group had responsibilities for both network and 'local operations,

these functions were not separated. US' commercial network structures typically'

establish separ4te network and owned and operated station divisions with separate

managements. Within.English Television, the essemtial participation of regional

centres in network prodUction was apparently considered inconsistent with such a

division. , , .

- The total size of the group and its su'port staff was small. This may have been

because the .existing size was considered optillum for decision making efficiency,

. .
,because-of a desire not to be seen to be establithing large management, groups,

and/or because of the relatiVe scarcity of financial resources. (After the close

. of the case study period, the size of the .group was enlaiged with the .

, addition of an Assistant Managing Director of Television.)
- The grdup, though located in the same building as ESD ,divisional, management, was
.physically separated by several blocks from the nearest production units.

1) ANALYSIS

Communication Overload

.
. ,.., 11

The picture of the structural form of,the Planning Group outlined in section- 9(d,)
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and extended above is, in general terms, that of a relatively small, highly integrated,'

physically concentrated and somewhat isolated decision making unit. Communication

within t group was frequent and open. This is not surpris.ing: horizontal flows in an

organizati are more frequent than vertical flows; individuals communicate more openly

and eft ively with their equals than with supbriors; peers share a common frame of

reference, the content of messages carried by horizontal- flows is mainly of a

coordinating nature, horizontal, flows are more likely to be informal, and informal

channels are generally more rapid and. facile (Rogers & Rogers, p 96).

The attention in most of the test of this section is.on communication between the

gropp and its relevant environments, and the following observations are of particular

relevance:

There is a common misconception about communication problems in organizations:
it is that the main problem is restricted flows, and that the solution is to unclog

. blocked communication channels. The discovery of the crucial role of communication -
led to an enthusiastic advocacy of increased information as the solution to mart},

org,inizational problems. But the problem, and hence the solution, is'often just
the opposite: the major communication problem is often information overload, to

?which the solution is obviously, less, not more, communication. (Based enOlogers &

\Rogers, p 70)

' The Planning Group operated under communication or information overload conditions.

The members of the Planning Group, sometimes collectively and sometimes

individually, were in communication regarding their decision making activities with

groups and individuals including:

Head Office management, committees, and special study groups,
- divisional management, committees, advisors, task forces, and special study groups,

- divisional departments -- Planning, Finance, Administration, Marketing,

Engineering, and Public Relations,
- Regional directors, regional Directors of Television, regional Program Directors,

regional Production Managers and Location Managers,

- the TV Sales 'department,
- the Program Purchasing department,
- foreign television networks and program producers,
- independent film and television program producers in Canada,
- the 14ead Office Station Relations department, the English Television Station

Re-lotions department, the TV affiliates' committee, and individual

-affiliated stations,
the French Services Division,

- the CBC Northern Service,
- netWork operations departments and committees,
- the Program Evaluation System,
- broadcasting and film industry associations,
- the press,
- individual members of the public, elected public representatives, and officials of

government agencies, ,

- internal unions and associations -- ACTRA, AFM, NABET, COPE, regional producers,

and Toronto producers,
CBC Research,

- the petwOrk program Area Heads,
- individual producers and program units, and
- the Planning Group support staff.

Observation tended to confirm the existence of communication and information

overloads. My access to members of the,g p, though greater tha for most people

external to it, was Principally outside normal working hours. On the one ccasion when

a member of the group borrowed a communication research hook, it was retur ed with the
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note: "I really see no'prospect of reading anything for a week, .so return this for

safekeeping."

Operational Focus fel. Decision Making

Tize decision making activities of the planning Group had a distinctly operational

focus.

A number of factors, some peculiar to CBC conditions, some not, appeared to

contribute to this operational focus:

Policies were established at levels above the Planning Group; objectives, and

priorities were communicated to, the group from Head Office and divisional

management.
- The group had been established as an operational management unit; the ranking

officer's title was "Managing" Director of Television.
The concentration of responsibility to make deci.iions implied a equirement for the

Planning Group to make a high volume of decisions.
- The group was responsible for the decisions it made to a complex and somewhat

distributed management control structure, and individual decisions were subject

to intervention frod above. In practice, both the exercise of control and

interventions had an operational focus. Op one occasion the Planning Group and a

regional Director of Television anxiously waited for divisional approval of a

program project while a member of divisional management read the shoOtipg%script
for the proposed program,

.

The group was responsible for resource allocation in a resource poor environment --

in which regional programming, .network program areas, and individual program

units were in ,contention for resources at a detailed level.
- Many of the demands made on the group were of an operational nature. ExpeetaUions

of greater network production decentralization, and of greater use of

Canadian feature films and of independently produced Canadian televisjon

programs, for instance, implied requirements for operational decision making --

for resource re-allocation.
- The conflicts between established objectives were such ,that the formulation of

general policies was difficult. Balancing public service objectives againk
commercial revenue considerations, for instance, was a complex' process which
sweeping general policies could not guide on a case by case basis.

- The attention to'operational matters was not exclusive to the Planning Group or the

CBC. The operational focus of assessment by the public, individual

politicians, Parliamentary commit /ees, and the regulatvy agency was noted in
section 12(c).
The CBC's mandate, though considerably more specific than that of most public

broadcasting organizations, was nevertheless relatively global in scope.

Public interpretations of the mandate varied widely, and for the Planning _Group,

recourse to the Broadcasti. Act was, not a practical means of deriving middle

range operational policy guidelines.
- The Planning Group, the CBC, and broadcasters everywhere faced (and still face) a

series of classic dilemmas which earlier sections have argued arise from the

nature of contemporary society and the fact that broadcasting exists. They are

difficult problems to face, and the approach of broadcasting institulOns has
typically been to resolve them through balancing processes' at the (Narrational

level.

The tendency for the English Television manag6ment ^group to concentrate on

operational matters was, I sugges greatly accentuated by the operational focus of

virtually all of the input to the g.oup -- from other parts of the CBC, from

individuals, eledents, and representative of the public, and from the regulatory agency\
which Iliad. expressed considerable conce that more attention be devoted to goals,
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o bjectives, nd policies. It seemed easier for many people to concentrate attention on

changes in tangible, operational activities that to attempt to consider objectives and
policieS7'

The Management .of Constrain

The we kly schedule in its basic atnner and winter forms is the matrix in

which the a piratione and constraints of the teAstision network are reconciled.
-
-

Engl

thi

other thi

'sh Television submission to the CRTC' (CBC 1973b, p 3) .

k that we may be blamed in a number of years.after we've disaz5peszrect, to

s perhaps, for having insisted too much on'Athe co straints instead of
facing the, country with the objectives, that it has given itself{, andas people -like
Dr. Spry have said; which it has repeatedly asserted over 45 ye s. Ahd it would
be ironic if some of us were blamed for having been too good managers of

constraints. o
- Pierre Juneau at the 1974 hearing (CRTC 1974a, p 1470),'

:11

Chapter 12 argued that there was a CBC reluctance, related to its institutional'

defensiveness and conservatism, to challenge the inevitability of it constraints. But

under the circumstances prevailing'during the case study period, I think th t at the

Planning )Croup level co tr ts were virtually inevitable. Given its pd on in the
Corporate framework, there seeme little effective opportunity for the gr to change

its basil carcumstances. ,It is difficult to assess'either the extent to which the group
perceived its situation as, under its power to contrql or the extent of efforts%to
challene either its existing circumstances or kemands for additional services. The

questions here are not about whether those circumstances were appropriate: that is what
Chapter 12 was supposed, to be about. The focus here is on how the Planning eroup dea)),

,,,p4ith them.

Various earlier sections reproduced excer
to the CRTC and detailed specific decision mak

s frod the English Television submission
ng approaches:.

.

The submission's comments on the approac to establishing balance and range were
included under "Balance, Range, and Opt mization in section 3(f), page 38:
The scheduling of news specials was considered under "Shared Program Experiences"
in section 11(a), page 139.
Excerpts from the submission's "General Program Statement" describing the network's
approach to schedule construction were included under "US Programming" in section,
11(a),,pages 149-150.
The role of the block program: schedule as the basis for decision
desCribed under "Content Balance" in section 11(d), pages 193-194.
The English Television resource allocation strategy was'examined. in detail under
"Level' of Resources" section 11(e), pages 206-211.

The submission comment that the block schedule Was the "matrix" in which

aspirations and constraints were reconciled wars a strikingly accurate portrayal of the

decision making processes observed. That matrix was the means by which the Planning
Group handled the problem of 'simultaneously establishing balance and range in content,

establishing balance and range,in audience orientation, decentralizing production, and
allocating resources 7-' of .reconciling conflicting objectives and priorities, and
dealing with 4hrdemand/resource imbalance.

-10

making. was*
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The paint that the decision making activities ofv.the Planning-. Group were highly

oriented towarus resources is relatively obvious Resource allocatson was one of-the
group's primary official functional soles. The overall CBC concern for '1..f.iciency and
the demandiresource imb'alance amplified the importance of this resource allOcation role.
while resource considerations did not enter into every decision made by the group, thy
were a factor in a %ery high proportion of all decisions. Resource decision making
within the context of the, block schedule "matrix" consumed.a high proportion of the
group's time and energy.

Systems Solutrons

One of the means by 4.ihich the group dealt with requirements for 'high volumes Of
decisions and with its communication or information overload was the use of decision
making "systems." Section 11(c) on "Recognition and Portrayal" argued both that there
were 'appropriate places for such systems and that there were limits to the ability
systems to shape program content at the detailed leve.l. One management syste

approach, common throughout the Corporation, was the '..management by objectives"
technique described in sectionr9(f), pages 114-115; another was the "re-direction" or
"re-allocation" approach noted in section 11(e), page, 219. Both approaches, though

having some potential pitfalls and requiring care in applicatibt, were in widespread use
in both government and business And ,were not the object of much internal or public
criticism during the case Study period.

The Planning System described in section 9(f) was, however, quite another matter.

The discussion of management decision making in section 11(b) on "Regional .Flow and
Exchange': noted some critical comments in the intervention filed by the regional

producers' association (page 172). Qther observations in that intervention included:

.[AT producer pbssesses memos saying that certain people'would pntact him to

further develop .[his] idea. do Contact was made. There are many examples of
program proposalS by regional producers that simply do not get serious treatment by
network personnel. (L'Association, p,1S)

A hinnipeg prOducer submitted jt4o] program proposals ... but received not
even a, one line acknowjedgement fro M the network officers involved. The time and
energy that producers go through to piepare proposals, with the many, complicated

and elaborate forms and' procedure the CBC Systems people have creargd,is of
concern to this Association because so
rewarded with serious cohsideratioh.

much of that time and energy is not even
(pp 17-8)

,

4

The-Additional Statement" by sole members of .the Toronto
'critical of the Planning System: f-

association was alspr

-Planning is a joke. roducerS spends hours in meetings trying to answer
impossible quettions abo t facilitylrequirements months, even a year in advance.
if a producer answers ho stly that he doesn't know what'he'll need that far off,
he runs the risk of getting nothing, as other playerS the,game blanket
everything. This vicicls sptral makes it impossible to seriously set up facilities
for-real program requirements.

The new program proposal system is so inefficient that it preVents quick'

production of public affairs programs. Two Years ago, .the time from proposal t6
air date.could be as Tittle as a Keck, now proposals are delayed indefinitely In

management. Some disappear, others return in gltered'form, still others are lost..

3 6i
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Producers Seldom are consulted during the decision-making process and it is

siemetimes difficult to find out"who actually' makes decisions. (ATPDT 1974b; pnts

29, 3.0) -

it seemed to me that the Planning System was the origin of three distinct sets of

,- problems. The more 'obvious ones were the demands made on producers for detailed
facilities requirement information many months prior to.production. The "Comments" on /
long range planning in section 11(e) suggested, that a more subtle problem was the
limiting of programming flexibility (page 221); the excerpts from the "Additional
Statement" above noted 'essentially the same effect. But perhaps th most significant
problem was that .there was heal} -reliance on the paperwork flows of t Planning System
to 4andle high, volUmes of,,producer,panagerient. communication aling with complex

4 :matters, both teclinfcal and creative. From a communication flow standpoint, the system
had, in fact, 'been designed to routinize the transmission of certain detailed
inforbation throughout English Television; and to mimimize requirements for
interpersonal communicatitn in the gathering of routine adlance planning information.

In practice, the system was relied.pn to handle or than "routine" communication. Two
factor's seemed resiponsible for,that. One was that the Planning System collected Program
Proposals over.a period of months, held them for batch decision making when the size of
the English Television planning allocation for the next annual funding period became
known, and then released for feasibility study at the same time all Proposals for
.prograps .to. be funded in the next' 12 month period. This annual cycle worked well for
the efficient planning of facilities utilization, but the afinual planning timetable and
the resulting delays in decision making were the source of frustration in the creative
environment. The system for handling "routine" matters once each year transpitted a

batch of messages to producers which were much less than routine: management's decisions.
on which preposed'programs were to be produced and, for those accepted, the proportions
of the budget and, facilities requests which would be honoured.

, The second factor which seemed to contribute to the use of the Planning System for-

more than ,routine communication was the fact that the Planning Group was, as argued
earlier, t,oiking under communication overload conditions. There was a tendency for any
communication which could be handled by the system to'be handled that way. The notes
accompanying the.Program Proposal forms stressed that documents were not intended to

take the place of full and free discussion of program ideas, and that such discussion
kas essential- (pages 113-114). The volume of discussion implied was high: 210 accepted
Program Proposals, each with program purpose and target audience bbjectives, a program
outline, and detailed Production requirement specifications were released for
feasibility' study in September 19'3. Some proposals (eg- for coverage of the opening of
Parliament) would have required much less discussion than others (eg- ACCESS, HOUSE OF
PRIDE, CANADIAN IILJ'NAXERS, and CHEZ CHARLEBOIS), but in practice there was rekarively
little discussion.

As noted an the Introduction, my work with English' Television had begint with a

p -oject to improve the Program Evaluation System,. but tha/ experience did not yield
suitable dissertation material. Several factors complicated the operation' of that
particular system. One was the uncertain role of audience research. Another was the
heavy reliance.on subjective assessment. But the major problem was that ,the. reports
which the system generated did not gete_IdIscussed. Again, the -12-1-anntirGroupls

cmpunication overload seemed to be the major causal fJctor. gain, the conseciene
Gas to, delegate consideration of the creative aspects of p am service to a system
whith'came to substitute for producer/management communication.

Ironically, the solutions to the'problem of information overload in an Organization
which restrict communication flows tend to cause problems in distortion and omission
(Rogers & Rogers, p 93). The problems with the English Televisiron management "systems,"
I suggest, were not so much related to the 'ature of the dividual systems themselves .

as to the fact that they caused communicatio distorti and omissions.

4
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Responsiveness
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Did the Planning System respond to demands, or simply ensure the efficient use of

facilities? I suggest that the system was responsie: though slow. The Planning Group

did seem io identify demands and respond to them, but the interval' between demand and

actual response implementation was typically quite lorig. There was a perception in some

quarters that the 1974 network licence renewal process quickly moved English Television
on to positive new 4ndeavoUrs.' There was some impact, but it was no't as great as that

suggested, by Robert Lewis:

k
The indirect benefitsof the CRTC's protective but critical regard for the CBC

was evident, even before the Commission heatings began in Ottawa last winter.

Perhaps it was coincidental, but as the hearings approached, and it became evident
that critics were taking aim at the corporation, an outsider was struck by the

amount of CBC, material churned out t& proclaim an impressive series of new
departures: a fresh senior management team for the English service in Toronto;....
anew head of dm-ma in john'Hirsch; plans for a first concerted effort to mount

Canadian drama And film. At times it sefemed to an outsider almost as if a member

of the CBC Kremlin had actually toted the various complaints on a balance sheet,

then produced a response for each. ,."+dmittedly, many of the plans for the new

season had been in the works fcr some time. But the smell of fresh breezes was

invigorating.

No women annoucers, came the volley at the CRTC hearings. There's Jan Tennant,

reading the national news. Low grade variety programmes and a lack of vibrations

from Quebec? Here's Robert Charlebois opening. a new season with a one-hour

special. No prestige offerings and little use of outside, 'independent talent?, Up

pop several "theme evening's," the first a smashing look at life in the Amtit with
Patrick Watson. (Lewis) p 16)

, .

or, .

Lewis' article appeared in the AuguSt 1974 issue'of SATURDAY NIGHT. The -search

which led to the appointment of John Hirsch had been launched on 7 March 1973. The

drama develOpment plan had been completed by 29 June 1973. Jan Tennant had become the

CBC's first woman staff- announcer in 1970, more women were being takeri ou) as news

reporters and announcers, and Ms: Tennant had been working the weekly network program,

NEWS PROFILE, prior to the hearing. The Robert Charlekois special, first,proposed to

the CBC in November l972, had gone into special production feasibility study on 7

September 1973. The themed evenings had .been proposed or 14 August 1973 and

incorporated into the planned 1974/73 schedule during the fall of 1973.

It would be an overstatement bto say that Entlish Television couldn't have responded
to the hearing input that fast if it had wanted to, but perhaps by not too much. The

Planning System's responsiveness was slowed by two factors. delays in processing input

(eg- holding Program Proposals for annual, decision -making), and the standard

4 implementation interval of 6' to 18 months from the start of feasibility' study to

telecast (page 117).

The operational decision making activities of the Planning Group were organized

.aroar,,d block program scheduling and were highly oriented towards resource constraints.
Liza o'nsequence of the attention, to the demand/resource imbalance was the limiting of

opp.3rtunities for dialogue with program area and production personnel; formal paperwork

*stems designed to facilitate pr promote discussibn, replaced interpersonal

co uniation between the Planning .3mup and program personnel; the.Planning System

re _onded to demards, but:vgry slowly, and thus contributed to 'creative environment

frustration. The extent to whidh the group felt able to or attempted to challenge its

oreratione .-,-,netraints was not., clear.
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The Management of PUblic Service ,
. , .

Service Orientation 4 I
_ . . . , .

. '
. . .. .

Sections 11(a), 11(c), and 11(d) ' noted :that the, provisi9n, of shared pt gram,

experiences, he recognition and', portrayal tlf cOturai grovpings, and audience

orientation .teemed i seldom dealt .pith 'iri isolkiion' or in Ostract 'terms. ;Those

observations can,_in fact, be extended to cover thePlanning'Groopts overall approach to

service pranning. The group was not unaware of the mots abstract questions; it

discussed those raised to the CRTC licenEe.inewel decision xi* ease ;and confidence.

But in terms of 5er:ice planning, public service tradiciontkt native iindkrstandingof

the public service, role, and. demands ,rot special public broadcasting iervices were
considered in combination t.igi other factors uithit the frame>iiark off' Zee block 'schedule:

matrix, often on a Program by program basis. Requirements to introduce new program

5er:ices uere handled on a demand by demand, basis.,' :frequently by displacement' of

existing programs from the schedule. - - ..

- . ..
, 4 L.

,

Section 11(d)lcommented on the absence, of: middle range oblectiq$, to connect
'individual ProArap objectives to 'tie quite general gOals.establishe4 at .the Corporate

and difisiona, leveis (page 190. 'It appeared, ill fact; that. there 'was cielative171

little attention to any such ."middle level" Ccincerris:chapterwili. *A47the,abse;ice

of research on the, reach of segments of the scheduli sda as -pirralt *fairalspryice qr .-

Canadian produced drama, ,A Progra1 Evaluation System had been esiabtished to measure
individual prOgram performance agaist objettives'but ihere,as no ecIfedule Avaluattor

system, and scrutiny of the output stream'seetned'hiOliiiiPormal, (.n that respect,,the

approaches of the Planning Group and of some of the'regival program managemepts were

rsimilar,)
. ..,,

.
.

4

*4... .
' . . ,

.

The CRTC licence renewal decision] raised the possibility 'of a more :predittive

approach to service planning andjeeommended 'seriods consideration of policies designed

to "search out and explain thelong range trends in various fields that affect the

future of society" (CRTC 1974b, p SI). In essence, the Commission was recommending

ser:iice planning on the basis of some form of social analysis and foreeastiig. 'I am, not

aware of an actual model .which the CBC might have considered. The suggestion would seem

to have some Ialde, but such an approach uas not consistent with the existing pattern of

Planning Group service planning. _Identification of new concerns seemed Accomplished' in

part by monitoring demand input, in part by consideration of program ideas advanced by

producers, and in part by intuition. ..:..
.

. . , ..

Publi:c ircadeasting service planning decisions, tended to be made on a program by

prcgrar: bas::a,, and to be balauced against other objectipes anorpriorities cithin the
franewt,rk of the block prograrn schedule f"marrizt." ,

oR

t

'.01

.

AudienCe Orientation.

The argument that audience orientation was considered on an operational rather than

abstract' basis was made in section 11(d), pages 190-201. Both mass and specialized

audience considerations entered. into the matrix balancing process. The argument that

commercial involvement tended to shift audienCe'oriertation towards mats audiences was

made in section 11(e), pages 214 -217. The low level of audience research utilization
was noted in section 11(d) and will be further considered in Chapter 14. It, seems pt

least possible -that the regular audience research report in use throUgh to the end of

the case study period may have contributed to the natural tendency for English

Television, tb "imprint" on the netwarkis major commercial colgpetitor, CTV, The weekly

'panel report provided percent vieuing arid "Index of Enjoyment" figures for-both CBC and'
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x,

CT\ neei.orK--erograms, and a compaifson table of CBC and CTV prime ,time program auditnce

sizes. .; (As indicated" in Figure 14-1 in the next chapter, competitive ,pr9gram

performance"has measured both in common areas served b7 MN and CBC ( owned of

affiliated) staLons, and in common areas served by CTV and CBC owned station's.):

hq-'1 nn:7ng 3roup's. ,r,4ience ;rienr-aricn U22 t,r) bcrh mass and specia:ized

audiences' :BC and affiliared at.err.:1 c6mmerci-z: revenue considerations, and Fossibi.?,

4 research reocrtino Okthniques, seemed so acoenouaoe :et;denicies :o focus on the "mosa"

,auth'ence orienoao--on.

The Management of Creativity
.

. .

.The,discUssiorl or "9,stems Solutions" earlier in this section noted limited

exchanges betheehmanapmeni andsro.ducerS about program ideas and objectives. Section

9(e), pages 112-114, provided an outline,of the theoretical' and actual patterns of

program development. That process has the object of curiosity on the part of the CRTC

*, at JR.6_,1,974 Nearing:
.

.

-. . .., ;

-MR. BOYLE. .... [A]ew doss a-program got off tfie'CBC television network?

-1 L. PICARD:. ,I ;sometimes 'ask-iyself that, question. (CRTC 1974a, p 226)

- Summing 4 hls re$ponseta the queitiom, Exe6utive Vies Pre4dent Lister. Sinclair
.

commentidi.., -'. , :

.
,

.
.

. .
,

. . i.
. .

. ,
,

. .

-. i The `short arol4er; it is. a, short answer,-dnd it is, a rather hazy one, but

_ nonetheless., the short answer 11. fundarbentallx the ideas originate at- the

productiori Level and I rail to.doubt at.higher levels: : (p 229) --

, . . .

.
,,

. . -
.

%Die "Systems §O'lutions" discussion _argued that' frustrations Iii the creative.

enviropment -4.ers in part, caused, and in, part accentuated by, the lack 6f dialogue

,bet6een agnagement and production units on program,ideaS'and creative matters. English

Televis4n's: "internal" communication problems becaree public problems in the 1974

licence renewal process. The COT intervention reported the comments of one veteran

producer:
4

. ., .
. .

tThe divisional Vice President] is never seen on a studit flo¢r. If he would.

even., from time to time, wander through Studio '.Fin Toronto] and murmur sagely,

"dram, colour camera, eh?" people would be enormously impressed and touched.

'1A11' CAC producers get more inforMation through the gossip columns of thel

Toror#o papers than from superiors. That is where_they get the news. (COT 1974:0

110) :
.

Thepoint r as raised at the hearing:

MRS. PEARCE.: .... Is this a priority, that there is this sort of "in-house"

ommunAcation between the creative people "and the adthinistration, so at least an

idea dorn't,pist languish, that somebody says something about it?
.

- ,-.

MA PICARD:- 4eS, we say,in French, aud,I suppose it's the same 'thing in
- ,

English, cOrdonnier - ml cliausse, how do you say that -- a man who makes shoes
- ,.

usually earsArery poor hoes?-:
. .-

MR. JN01.41R! A dOCtor'schildren are always sick. 4 s .

MR. PICARD: 16s, we have been very bad in internal ommunication.

3°-
4
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Let me try to look at one aspect of that which is important though. There is

a kind of structural Conflict,_in a creative Organization Land] by "structural" I

,ation't mean its due to people, it's due to structure 2>between administration and

(CRTS 19-4a, p 1404)

The discussion turned immediatell to "public" communication, and the "structural

conflict" uas not considered further. Sow amount of "we/they" administrative/creative

tension was argued earlqr to hate been aneVitable. But it seemed that such tension was

increased tne tendency to concentrate more on the solution of problems posed by the

external en.ironment than on internal ones, and by the physical separation of the

production and management groups. There was also, I think, a tendency for the Planning

Group to tare defensite stances towards program areas and producers regarding levels of

resources allocated.

Although appreciable attention was devoted, to resource problems, and although

pupil,. service and audience orientation considerations were handled in combination with

other ob)ectites and priorities in operational decision making processes, deliberate

attention to creative matters and to administrative/creative tension and factors

accentuating that qnsion was limited.

e) OVIP: Ibt

was there the.apparent Planning Group preoccupation with operational detail?

W1-,y ,the "dlstraction" from service planning and internal creative matters? as it

samethLng.peculiap to the,enV,ironment,.or structures, or process of the CBC or of the

Planning Croup? 'Certainly her were unique aspects to the group's situation, but the
fundamental "policy" questions which the group seemed to confront so infrequently. would

secm to be classic. dilemmas facing ill broadcasters:. 'Mks section, like itS equivalent
."in.Chapter 12, drabs from Anthony ,Smith's THE sliApow IN THE CAVE. Smith-riteg:

. .

One simple and perhaps 'obvious- prob4pm, bedevils all broadcasting.

broadcaster reaches' a last And Incoherent alit:lien& the entire audience which the 4

geography of the"-icavelength,permits. When he has' reaified It he has created a

source of power pr himself_ which no society can possibly allow him to wield
without superv.ision or control. If the instrument is fused for means of clear

personal expression, the,posi6o'n of the broadcaster is socially unacceptable. If

. it is used _merely to create the maximum audience the product becomes cu'iturally-and

,ultimately ,politically unacceptable. Under the weight of this,prOblem the

structure of the ethics which'is beileved-to= be skeletal to twentieth-centuill

culture -- that. of individual aria artistic freedom sitple disintegrates.

qrqadcasting therefore either takes place on a territory of enforced - neutrality
becomes-fnTellectUaliymeaning/ess or it-becomes a tyranDy. Wheg it finds',a

9f,taste'at which it can successfully,, aigregate- its audience it becomes

,cutturaIly valueless; when it 'occupPeshigher giound,in.,g spirit of dedicated

. inieectual exclusiveness it fails in its purpose of serving the entire 'society

These arb the horns of the broadcasting dilemmh. (Smithg1973; pp 15-6).
. .,' . .

.,
.

.
The rijdle of the passes/ the question of taking a lead, and the .problems of

. ensuring tredlm of sekpresion are all, '1 p*gest, matters ofi balance.' The use of

:balancing mechanisms .such as the' block schedble ,matrix. may >not, therefore;. 4c
. inaPkopriate. But there would seem to be reitiiiements to use such mechanisms very"

carefully, and'.not 6assume that they will automatically react to changing conditions
..in socretv, .

At
, ,

-- ,

. .

There would seem also to he a requirement forfstudied consideration bf program

service cbntent,' if Jonly..to. compensate for the fact, noted 6x"Philip Elliott, that

f'Altholigh the ,professional communicator has gradually emerged as a new-style

f.
I 1.

4

;

r
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intellectual in society, the tendency is for nim to be preoccupied with the form rather

thadthecontent of communication." Elliott added- "On the other hand, those who are

preoccupied with content are not laely to achieve access to the form" (page 22).

At the 0-4 hearing Dr. :red kainsberry suggested that the problems of i.eeping the

broadcasting organization in touch" with its society had been compounded in the case of

the CBC:

.... The difficulty, it seems to Me, has been that the CBC has not had

sufficient funds and opportunity to deepen its awareness of the social process and
contemporary attitudes among Canadians. There have been attempts in the pa.s.t to do

this, and I believe the conviction is thei0, but owing to the many pressures that

are upon, them to meet the filling of a schedule with the limited resources

available to them, they have not been able tokdo so. (CRTC 1974a, p 358)

293

The "requirement" to be intouch is, in fact, a respofisibility. The content of the

media Lonstitutes.a media definition of reality. Harold Innis suggested that the

fundamental form of social poker is_the poker to define what reality is (page 31). The

only responsible approach, for a public broadcasting organization is to make its media

defin7iion of reality as true a reflection of current social conditions and trends as

possible. _

fj CONENTS

Structural Implications

The specific "diiemma" facing the English Television Planning Group would seem to

have been as follows: the group was concentrating on the making of operational

decisions;., the demand/resource imbalance made that attention to "constraints"

understandable, but there was a resulting distraction from service and -- especially
creative matters, there was a special responSibility to pay close attention to and

carefully shall service content; there uasAa;practical requirement to tend to creative

matters, but the Planning Group was already,wericing under communication or information

- overload conditions.

:There have been changes in both the size a3td membership of the Planning Group since

, I974 so, at first glance, there would appear Fb be little purpose in considering

specific structural solutions. But I suggest t t,structural solutions alone would not

have solved the basic problems anyway.

- It may be that the existing arrangement Ovs optimum; any other appropriate

structural form would have required additionaLpeople at some level'and would have
, . -,

been more costly. i
- The communication overload might have been eased through a partial separation of

network and local station matters, possibly through adding to th<gaze of the
N ,

Planning Group or its upport staff. .

- Some further delega on of operational decision ma ng and/or resource allocation

responsibility y have been 15ossibl:e. That w ld seem to imply increasing

-the size of the' overall management structure, though not necessarily at

the Pla ing Group level. Note that con ete delegation of service,

treat , or resource decision making was not consistent with the group)
balancing role.

;
N,

..

- The structural. arrangement with audience research might have changed to give.

Research a greater role in service decision making, though the limited

Planning Group /Research communication seemed to result more from the group's

own communication overload-than from organizational separtion.

-3 0 7
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- The Planning Group might have been enlarged (had its information processing

capacity increased) so as to permit increased attention to service and creative

matters.
Silnce the problem was compounded by the/ demand/resource imbalance, beginning to

deal with that imbalance was one long term solution which I will argue be(ow

deserved serious consideration.
The other solution which I will argue held promise was tackling the 6ommunication

oferload problem itself -- to try to free some "think time" for service and

creative matters.

,

S ructural changes night have eased the communication overload, but I suggest that

change in public and internal communication were also required, at the. Planning Group

level nd above.

Publid Orientation

From the transcript of the final day of the 1974 hearing:

MRS. PEARCE: .... Have you in all these priorities and 'objectives and

strategy and tactics -- I've never, you know, been a general -- for instance, have
you put in there anywhere, in resources or environment, the problem of

communication? And I don't mean communication via programming, I mean

communication to Canada about.the CBC. (CRTC 1974a, p 1403)

Mfg. PICARD: There is a problem of communication. One of the things that

struck me in the past, and it was almost a philosophy in the Corporation that you
don't communicate .... you don't communicate externally about what the CBC is.

MRS. PEARCE: This is really what I was leading up to, which is from my point

of view, as a member of the'public, in some ways much more important than what you

do in-house.

Can we go to that external thing then, because it seeaed to me a' lot of the

thrust that we've been talking about this week had to do with the fact that a great

many people, for one reason or another, really didn't know what the CBC was doing.

(p 1405)

.... I am talking about the business otthe CBC letting people know what it

was about, and we've heard that. We have heard another brief presented here, by
saying, why not level with us, give us a chance, give the country a chance to, help. f

(p 1406)

'MR. PICARD: .... We ,have recognized this problem, both internally and

externally.... It's not only aproblem in this communication, it has almost been a

.,(Iesire not to communicate very often. And we are trying, to.workonAtfiat, both,'

internally and externally. think we had the proof yesterday by listening to sqme
of the producers, that our internal communications are not very *good. They are not

Very good externally either, and I am going to say something which will look like a
Larvard Business School graduate syndrome: we have hired a vice-president of public
relations. You know, I just walk close to the wall when'I am near producers and
they know that we have hired a vice-president of public relations.

But there was a feeling that if the program was, on the air, that's ._our job,'

and we've done a poor job of communication, internally, externally, in! every

direction.

MRS. PEARCE: This is interesting, because it's not only public relations, I

think it's just straight delivery, of being honest with the people who owl fhe
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thing. Tell them, these are the facts._ You4knou, we are not making excuses, but

this is just what happens. (pp 1407-8)

Perhaps a reitalized Public Relations department was required. The Corporation

had, for instance, as economy measures, ditcontlpued publication of first CBC TIMES, a
combined program guide and magazine/about the CBC, and then SELECT, which replaced CBC

TIMLS but provided program notes only. There was thus no possible regular direct print
communication between the CBC and interested members of the public. Advertising space

purchased in magazines was used to promote individual programs. This was in contrast to
the US situation where both CPB and PBS produced an inexpensive but professional weekly
newsletter outlining developments in their sectors of public broadcasting, and where

individual stations produced combined program guides and station magazines to encourage
subscription contributions. It seems possible that those members of the Canadian public
who so missed CBC TIMES might have been especially important to the long range financial
welfare of the Corporation. Clearly, it is not appropriate for a public institution to

spend vast amounts of money trying to convince the public that the Institution needs
more money, but the CBC was far from approaching that point. In discussing the public

relations of the CBC in 1951, the Massey. Commission had observed that "the inadequate
information service of the CBC is also at fault, and equally the indifference of

listeners who enjoy or resent their fare in silence. The reticence of the CBC matches

the passivity of its audience and results in widespread ignorance of an essential

national service" (Massey, p 41). cs,

During the early years of CBC television, the Corporation occasionally programmed

about itself. Typically, these programs were connected with further extension of
service; I recall, for instance, the special program in which CBC President Alphonse

Ouimet inaugurated the last link of the trans-Canada CBC microwave facilities. In 1973,

the Prime Minister officially opened Maison de Radio:Canada in Montreal. The ceremony
was carried live on the French network, but not on English Television; it was, in fact
not even reported in the network's news that day. That example illustrates the extent"
to which the Corporation's activities, its senior officers, and -- notably -- its Board"

of Directors, the public's representatiVes, had become invisible to the public. For all

practical purposes, Laurent Picard became a "public" figure during the 1974 licence
renewal hearing; he had become President of the CBC in 1972. (His successor broke a

"self imposed vow of silence" about ten months after taking office.)

[The following personal comments refer to the CBC as a whole; it teemed to me Shat
the English Television Planning Group was not in a position to initiate a change in the
general character of the relationship betweeif the CBC and the public on its own, though
the character 9f the existing relationship contributed very directly to the group's
basic problems]

I have argued that the Corporation as a whole was defensive and conservative;
have - tried to show that such , characteristics werunderspndable and not unique to
Canadlan public broadcasting. I have argued that day to day operations were inevitably

,,highly..visible to the public. And I think that Pat Pearce was right, and that one of -*-
the main things revealed by the 1974 hearing was that "a great many people, for one

reason or another, really didn't know what the CBC was doing." (The Corporation at
least 'realized that week that the CRTC wasn't partiCUlarly well informed.)

I personally don't believe that it is reasonable to expect 'Public Relations

departments to solve the CBC's basic problems. They can help, but it seems to me that
first a basic management reorientation to the .public is required. ' If the

"demand/resource imbalance" problem or the problem of commercial "constraints" is ever
.going to be resolved, it seems to me that the CBC as a Corporate entity ,,has little

choice but to become much more open with the Canadian people. As Pat Pearce said, "I'

think it's Just straight delivery, being honest with the people who own the thing. Tell

them,' these are the facts." Keeping the door open would seem to be the safest way to

live in a glass house.
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Fillet seemed required was not a minor adjustment but a fundamental. reorientation.

The invisibility of the CBC Board, troth to the public and to the Corporation's own
employees was striking. COmmissioner Shanski noted that Board member, 4 were not in

attendance at the public hearing (CRTC 1974a, pp 1457-8). The contrast to the US
situation is striking. meetings of the Board of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
are now open to the general public, a Presidential nomination to the CPB Board was
turned down in 1975 as a result of public opposition, and citizens' groups are

increasingly demanding and getting general public representation on the boards of
individual public television stations. Both CPB and individual station now have

citizens' athisory committees similar.to that proposed by NABET for the CBC (CRTC 1974b,
prt 2, p 30) .

Figure 13-1.

CBC SYMBOL, 1974

The thrust of these US eevefopments has been

to counter what has been termed the "transmitter
fixation" of broadcasting organizations. The

physical broadcasting of pi'ograns is a one way
process, but I suggest there is a pressing need for
feedback to public broadcasting institutions. In

1974 the CBC adopted a new logosign: "The new
symbol evolves from the initial letter 'C' for

Canada, expanding in every direction. The 'C'
represents the core of the broadcasting source,

emphasizing that our national service, owned by the
people of Canada, represents the primary element in
the Canadian broadcasting systeb. The symbol is
visually weighted to the center and lightens as it

radiates to the perimeter. In its full color
version the symbol is red (at the center) and moves
outward in radiations of dark orange, light orange,
and yellow" (CBC 1974e, p 5; emphasis added). The
new CBC symbol, reproduced in Figure 13-1, has
already been criticized quite enough, but it does
seem appropriate to observe that public
broadcasting should involve more than the outward
radiation of programming from a central4source. I

don't think the symbol need he changed, but its

conceptual limitations should be recognized.

The openness which I am advocating involves the CBC, first of all, in telling
Cagadians much more about itself -- in telling the truth and telling 4t early, and in
trdsting the intelligence of the people of the country. A periodic "report to the

shareholders" program, for instance, would not seem totally inappropriate. In addition,
the Corporation must both become perceived to be and actually be open to feedback. In

that connection, I think that informing .tlie public is both the CBC's on,,ly means of,

escape from its own defensiveness and conservatism and one of the mos4 promising means,
of strengthening its ovin_morale. And, like Smith, I believe that such openness 'is a

Broadcasting will inevitably remain in the hands of large and powerful bodies
,who. will continue to act as giant iMpressarios and considerable employers in the
future as in the past. Broadcasting, in all its main streams, :will stay in the

lands of the tiny unelected elite of professionals whose knowledge and
understanding of their mass clientele will be the mesh through which most of the
messages have to pass. There is no way of avoiding this. The real question.of
'access' therefore resolves itself into One of accest to the interest and- good.

judgement of the professioftls who mediate the entire process. It is the
broadcasters' minds that have to be opened up, their working practices, their own
personal outlOoks on life.

The chains of responsibility within broadcasting are the conveyor belts on

which the programmes and messages forimass dissemination are prepared. The open
society is one which is'able freely to feed its communication spare parts into that

.1
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assembly system. Broadcasters and producers need to become a breed who cease to

look inwards to their institutions and its cbdes, but take their own honest

sounding of their own social environments as a path towards repersonalizing the

mass audience whose features they have never truly examined. New rules and

regulations, new rights an privileges will only go a short distance along the

route to a free broadcasting system, the general consciousness and self-awareness

of those who occupy positions of responsibility within broadcasting is the real

area of contact between society-and mass communicator. (Smith 1973, pp 284-5)

Internal Orientation

Internal Communication

In 19'4 the CBC still occupied some facilities taken over in 1936 from the Canadian
Radio Broadcasting Commission, which had taken them over in 1932 from the Canadian

National Railways radio department. The CN radio department had been established in

1923 on the orders of the new company President, Sir Henry Thornton. "Sir Henry didn't

see radio primarily as a commercial medium. He had just taken over an agglomeration of
bankrupt railways and he hoped. strongly that the thousands of railyay employees ... now

working for a new company called Canadian National ... could begiven a sense of common
purpose through union and inspiration by means of radio (CBC 1969). The 1974 public

discussion of the CBC's internal communication and morale problems seemed, to me at

1 -east, a bit ironic.

Very early in my Toronto fieldwork period I made an attempt to fools the attention

of the Planning Group on what I termed "internal communication" problems. They were

problems which had struck me as significant during my two periods of work' in program

_units -- periods, Olen I felt I -knew alarmingly little about the CBC and how I was

supposed to fit in. I found the pattern of internal communication striking, not so much

because I was a communication research student, but rather because it contrasted so

sharply with the patterns I had observed within IBM and its. customer companies. While

at IBMCanada headquarters, one-of my primary responsibilities had been to help maintain

effective routine internal communication. We were involved in producing films Ind video
tapes and booklets and newsletters and in leaging lines so that senior management could

speak simultaneously .to all employees in all company offices across Canada. Soie.of
this internal communication was profesional; most of it was "fast and dirty.." There', was

.4 company magazine, an employee's handbook, and a series of progressively more
specialized newsletters -- some technical, some reporting on personnel changes, some on

innovative solutions to problems developed by branch employees. Spedial materials wee
sometimes prepared foruse in the rpgulax branclioffice meetings.. There were two baiic

objectives. to ensurethatrapleyees had the'routlne inform'etion,they_nee4ed,to do

jobs (so that- they were aware of new developments and potential problem and so that
they didn't have to spend excessive amounts of time !'tracking down" basic information),

and to give them some sense of what the 2ompany they woyked for waS all about. A "speak

up" program for, general complaints, a funded suggestion prograM, and an "open door"

management policy were part of the larger pattern. The aPproach,was essentially,that of
the "human relations" or "human resources" schools of management (Goldhaber, pp 49-90);

Within'thd CBC there was one general "house organ" for management, production,

technical, office, and support personnel, an engineering journal, and occasional notices
pf sehior, management ,appointments. There .was, for instance, no newsletter for

producers, either regular or irregular; general meetings'a all"empldrees in a given,

area were exceptional; and -- perhaps most striking -- no use of the Corporation's

extensive film, video_ tape, or live transmission facilities for internal communication.
(During 1975 the Corporation produced a 'film about itself for new employees.) Most

information came to producers from memos transmitted -down through the formal line
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management structure, from "the grapevine," or from the newspapers.

'I drafted some proposals for improving internal communication and passed them to a

friend for comment. They were returned with a note: "Bombs should be explosive, so

O.K. But not paragraph 4. Experience elsewhere is unpopular." Much later I came to

recognize the perceptiveness and truth of the comment. At the time I simply accepted

the advice, deleted the "paragraph 4" references to IBM, and submitted my proposals

without reference to "experience elsewhere." They were referred to the division's

Public Relations department. I dropped my personal crusade.

The press release announcing the intention of the Committee on Television to file

an intervention for the 1974 licence renewal hearing contained the charge that "the role

of the ,producer as a.creative individual has been seriously undermined within the CBC"
(COT 1973,-.p 1). Investigation of this particular charge was "farmed out" to an

Assistant Area Head, who concluded that "there is insufficient and faulty communication
between producers and all levels of management." The hearing discussion of the point

raised in. the COT intervention was reviewed earlier.

Both the decentralization of-production and /the scattering of facilities in

Toronto, In particular the physical separation of management from producers, created
special internal communications problems for English Television. But why was there

apparently no deliberate focus on internal communication?

It may be that the problem was not:-recognized. 4

If it was recognized, the perceptilr of the CBC as a unique organization may have

ruled approaches known to be in use elsewhere as inappropriate.

There may have been some concern for unfairly .raising the expectations of

employees.
- The possibility of adding to the communication overload may have been recognized.

More likely, the communication overload itself may have prevented spending much

time on the problem.
- Also likely, some direct cost expenditures wereino doubt recognized as required.
Most likely, the fact that solving the problem would take time, both initially and

on a continuing basis, was recognized.

Earlier I suggested several possibilities for dealing with the Planning Group

communication overload which I observed, and commented that some combination, rather
than a single change, seemed required. It seemed. to me that the group's overload was

caused in part by requirements ,to provide over and over on an individual basis

essentially the same information, and Viet, if that information could be systematitally
distributed on a routine basis, the-effort required would be less than that,required
under the existing circumstances, and thus justified. It seemed to me that the danger
of adding to the communication load was remote. But it also 'seemed that the

establishment of at least One regular channel of information flow from management to

producers would have begun to ease the "we/they" estrangement oficreative personnel from
management. Cost justifying such benefits is difficult, but I think they were

important. . .

Personnel Development

At the public hearing Commissioner Gordon Hughes asked about the development of the
CBC's human resources, and about creative renewal. Laurent Picard's response, in part,

was as follows:

:
We have to look at turnover, we have to look at the retiring perspective of

people, we have to look at the schedule of jobs or skilrs.... But there isn't an
infinite number of possibilities there. Basically, we have to retrain. (CRTC

1974a, p 182)

4
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The excitement about the first group of [French Services Division) producers

who went on sabbaticals is incredible. ,People have changed their careers, they are

seeing their jobs in a new light.... It is not necessarily financial at the start,

but in fact, finance of the Corporation was so pressed .... that a large amount of
money will have to be spent which has always been cut-every year.... In that, I am

talking about'a real large thing, four or five million dollars, just to renew

people to give them a chance to think.... (pp 183=4)

,-You don't solve the problem of human resources in a year or two. It's a long,

very tough process.... You know, creativity is a hell of a complex thing.... (p

185)

The human resource situation is one. of the weaker points'of the .Corporation.

(p 188)

Picard had stressed the same theme in an address to the ,European Broadcasting Uniort in

Brussels in 1972:

If television is going to survive during its fourth phase ... the power and

leadership structure must also change for the third time. Since what matters now
is the quality of the product and since differentiation will be based on the

product, leadership must be organized around the creative workers. It is th efore

essential ... to develop an internal strategy to enable producers, creativg ists

and program originators to- play an increasingly important part in shaping the
destinies of the Corporation. In other words, we'must develop new channels of of
communication and decision-making which will give a larger place to the role of
creators and producers and foster the development of producers so that they may

' participate in decision-making within,the new structure.

In the past, we'have not gone far enough in this direction. We must redefine

the role and career of producers.... The CBC will clearly have to develop new
procedures for training producers which have little reference to conventional
management structures. (CBC 1972b, p 15)

About a year later, the Corporation's Executive Vice President, also in a public

address, noted "the problem of promoting people in the artistic line, people in the
production line like myself." He continued:

I fortunately had been doing a lot of work in administration. But very often,
people.who are good producers are promoted to administrators and not given one

shred of training. So, there is,no sense of expectation of what is called for from
them, And so, we have4the famous curious sense of tension. There is within our
oorganization, as within siMilar rganizatiods a morake problem. The

administrators feel they don't understand producers. The producers fecif. they don't

understand^the admi.nstrators, and. these feelings are reciprocated in all 4irections
as far as the eye can see. My first perception is that eve right. (CBC

1973f, p 7). . . ,

I
Why play these 1972 and 1973 addresses back to the CRC? Becayse the analyses

seemed corre$t but, at least at the end of the case study perk:A in 1974the,problems
weren't being solved, and conditions seemed.more like those the Senate Committee had

found in the media in Canada in general in 1970, when it itted the industry's
astoundingly offhand approach to recruitment and personnel development,'" 4nd commented:

"The news business is above all a 'people' business. But if IBM had been as unconcerned

about the kind of people it attracts and the conditions under which they work, it would
still be making adding machines" (Davey 1970a, jail0).

In many ways the CBC. is a unique organization. The demands made on the

organization are uniquely Canadian and unique withih Canada. But it is an organization,
and, like all other organizations, it mustderive support from its environment and
strength from within, from it's people. It needS both, and in that respect it is far
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from unique. In 1974 its President agreed, ba noted an essential distinction between

creative and other organizations:

I have heard =CI). time since I have been in the Corporation that broadcasting

is different from anything else, but it substantially follows the pattern of any

kind of undertaking or organization.... (CTRC 1974a, pp 11-2)

.... A good teacher in mathematics Nm be a goOd teacher in first year

mathematics for the ,rest of his life. He might not be a very good teacher in a

feminar in mathematics, but he might be a good teacher for the rest of his life in /7"

(^first year of mathematics.
a

In broadcasting, it is very different and'Creativity,is a much more elusive

thing than a high skill in electronics and knowledge inelettronics or a good

teaching ability at the level of fitst year of college or second year of college.

It is much more elusive. (p 181)

Because the CBC as an organization,.it:Shares certairrcharacteristics with other

organizations. One is dependence on its people. Another is a need to maintain

appropriate internal communication flows: In those respects it would seem that

experience elsewhere may, well be. relevant -and helpful. ,Public broadcasting in the

United States, for instance., has had some experience with training programs _to improve

anagement skills in dealing with both common practical problems and with people (NAEB

). There seemed to be outstancling_requirements for Arch training( at virtually all

levels of the CBC. Other organizations have found means to ease communi,cation overload

problems, and such problems were clearly present within the GK..

Because the CBC is a creative organization, its people are of much.'greater

importance to it than' in any industridl organization. This seemed to be recognized

occasionally, but just that.
I

I think that constraints are fully. .a.pable of. following .Parkinsdn's" law and

codsumiqg all available time and energy, and thus leading,'in a vicious circle, to

flintier constraints. In esense, Chapter 12 argued that this had happened to the CBC at

the Corporate level, and when the political environment asked the CBC. to stretch-p, it

did. Above I argued that the only. real means of escape from that vicious circle was for

the Corporataon to become very open with the Canadian peoplei and tiat in the long run

the effort required would be justified. Changes in internal orientation also seemed

required at that, level; and at successive levels below. 'Unlike a change in external
orientation, however, it seemed to me that an internal reorientation could be initiated

at any level at the divisional level, at the Planning Group level;,or at the program

area level. ;he relevant skills could be acquired, the resources could be provided by

cutting back service vslightly if necessary, and the time could be freed by some

combination of delegation, structural change, and saying Vno" to additional demands. I

suspect that the lack of apparent concern for the internal ellbeing ofthe CBC derived
in part from external defensiveness and conservatism -- from attempting to satisfy more

demands that Mare practical under the cipcumstances, and in part from a trasfer of,

defensiveness to internal relationships and Of conservatism to.internaljnariagement.

The internal requirement was for a. commitmAnt to the 'CBC's _pest stretched

resources, its people, and to the consolidation of the mind and attitudes and feelings

of which Norman Campbell spoke soeloquently.. ,
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Chapter., 14

Commullication Research Utilization

As explained at the beginning of Chapter 2, it is convenient if not essential to

distinguish between research conducted within the mass medir:nd about them. This look
at research utilization is similarly divided: section 14A) deals in general terms with
the overall role of communication research, other than technological research, in
Canada; section 14(b) deals with the utilization of co ication research', principally
audience research, within CBC English Television. Both sections.contribute to the
development of the roles for, research suggested in se ion 14(c).

a) CO!,ZIUNICATION RESEARCH IN CANADA

Environmental Characteristics

Needs, Requirements, and Expectations
,

,

Chapter 12 argued that by the end of the case study piriod there existed a need for
a comprehensive review of public broadcasting politer-in Canada. Conditions in the
Canadian broadcasting emironment had changed (and were continuing to change) to such an
extent as to dictate a new role for the CBC. The government's 1973 Proposals for a
Communications Policy for Canada noted the impact of cable: "The traditional framework
of control of Canadian broadcasting has been distorted in recent years by the phenomenal
growth of the cable-television industry, and Canada is one of the most heavily cabled
countries per capita in the world" (Green Paper, p 19).' The CBC's scheduling practices
and policy on commercials were the subjects of debate in 1974, but the basic issue was
the, appropriate future role of.the national broadcasting service.

:here appeared to be a clear need for a wide range of communication research to

guide policy development and interpretation in the rapidly changing Canadian
broadcasting environment. ,

There appeared to be a need for organizational research: structural changes such as
dividing the CBC into two components were suggested, and the regulatory agency proposed
some structural mechanisms such as special development funds for CBC consideration.
Beyond that, as-argued in Chapter 712, there was a need for communication analysis of the
broadcasting ;support and control;. system itself -- to consider why; the policy
interpretation ,and development system had become deadlocked. There also appeared to be
a need for a wfde range of related audience,' program content, and further viewing

,pattern studies to determine the best strategy for strengthening-the overall Canadian
.broadcasting system and to guide interpretation of the CBC's programming role within
that system;

, : .

The articulated requikments for communication research were minimal, and the level
. of eipectation of significant research contkbutionp in broadcasting policy development

and interpretation was not high.
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At the beginning of the casestudy period, a study pqpared for the Davey Committee

nad noted the need for more than ratings research, and it described existing conditions:

Large sums are expended each year to find out what Canadians are watching and

listening to by such organizations as the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Nielsen

Rating ,p, the CSC Research Department, trade associations, and ad hoc audience

stlaies sponsored by advertising agencies and individual stations.

Quantitative measurement of broadcast audiences us been well-served, but

Canadian research into the qualitative aspect of pro ramming has been minimal. It

appears that very little money is being spent to determine why Canadians tune in to
. ,

a particular program or to study the sociollgical implications of programme

content.

The situation in the United States is sharp different. Most major American

universities have ongoing research programs' many financed by grants from the

national networks.

Studies of this nature have had a signi

Iparticulariy in the recent move to de-empha

in the United States was taken by academic's w

unsponsored basis. The 'networks subsequ

addition to providing funds for further rese
their own programming. The greater emphasi

attributed in part to appreciation
sociological and cou cations research. (Davey 1970b, p1446).-'mm

icant effect on program content,

ize Violence on television. The lead

o initiated original research on an

fitly saw the value of this work and in

rch, applied any of the findings to

A new& and infoTmavion programming is
f,television's potential as revealed by

;

The Davey Committee's own report called on the CRTG to "match'your technical

research with depth research into the social.implications of Broadcast programming," but

the comments it directed to universities,dealt only with the teaching of journalism and

television arts (Davey 1970a, pp 258-9). -

In 1971 the Department of Communications reported in INSTANT WORLD on suggestions

which had been made at its "Telecommission" seminars:

A recommendation that emerged from all the seminar discussions was that

consideration should be given to the establishment of some kind of Institute for

Communications Research; the Arts Seminar more specifically recommended .a Creative

Communications' Centre. Participants were wary of what was.callea the "almost

inevitable bureaucratization of any institute" and wanted it to be free from

,governmental. control, ,,perhaps in the form of a 'think-tank'. HOwever formed or

named, its function would be to conduct both pure and mission-oriented research,

into he the mmunications environment, and t criticize policies developed -by

government ind stry, while perhaps performing additional role as source of

trained-i0Apower. JDOC, p 38)

,such calls forian expansion of Canadian communication research activity were

relati pl 'isolated, and the, government's 1973 position paper on communication policy

made do ref ence to research.

Support

Financial support of communication research, other than ratings and technological

research, was minimal.

The 1970 study for, the !Milt), Committee commented on the level of research' activity,

and contrasted it to the US situation:

'
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The relatively small number of research papers available and the absence of

any industry sponsored'acti-.ities t.ould suggest that both industry and the academic

community have been less than aggressive in their approach to the question of

program content and its oc)ological implications....

According to John Twomey, director ,of cbmmunications at Ryerson

PoiFtechnicak Institute in Toronto and a former CBC staff member, Canadian
.academicians have not displayed a similar interest in communications research and

feu universities have adequate facilities for such studies. He points out

houever,.that Canadian broadcasters do not seem tom have made any strenuous effor

6 to encourage the academic coMmunity to undertake research in the field. No form 1

system of research grants is maintained by either private or public broadcast g

interests on an indiVidual or a collective basis. (Davey 1970b, pp 446-7)

During the 195'0-,1974 period there were increases in research activity. The

empoupred by the Broadcasting Act to "undertake, sponsor, promote or assist in re
relating to any aspect,of broadcasting" (Act, s 18.1), undertook and underwrote r
dealinguith the impact of mass communication on various sectors of the societ

children, ethnic groups, and consumers) and with the nature and functions of
pioduction and programming.-- principally to support the policy making and

activities
were

the Commission itself (CRTC 1974c, p 62). Only a small proporti
results uere published. Additional studies here conducted by and for the Depar

CommunicationS, and the number of provincial governments, universities,

policy.develOpment institutes undertaking communication studies continue

throughout /the period. The Canada Council expanded its list of regularl

doctoral r

r
earch areas to include communication studies, and the Institute

on Public policy announced a project to examine existing communication polic
Extensive, technological research programs were undertaken by the federal g
industry,, and in univiersities; both the latter were assisted by government

. p 104j, ;Houeker, in surveying communikation research in Canada as awhole
the case st'ud) teriod, there remained a notable absence of critical pot

arch

earch
(eg-

nadian
lanning

of the
ment of

nd public
to grow
supported

r Research

"levers."
ernment, by

rants (DOC,

at the end of
y research on

the'masS media, and there uas little indication of significantly greate/r support for

such work in'the future.
. -

Structural and Utilization Process Characteristics

Cornuicatic,n research activity was highly decentralized and, to some extent,

uncoordinated.

In 1971 DOC reported on the nature,of communication research activity in Canadian

universities:

Government-sponsored university research projects are sometimes initiated by
the department or agency making the grant. More often, however, the initiative
comes from a particular scientist or group of scientists working on problems that

may be special or general interest in relation to government policy. While grants
for, such projects undertaken by individual scientists"" seldom exceed $15,000,

assistance is also provided for larger projects [including technological research]
undertaken by groups of scientists, which may extend over many years and i.nvolve

grants up to as much as $1 million in all,

. In Canadian universities, several factors have tended to-militate against the

establishment of ,research teams for important long-term projects and their

economical operation. The relatively narrow interest of the pcademicsresearcher
may shift ,to another subject when he has attained some personal objective in a

research project, although its continuation might be extremely valuable'in the
public interest. Movement from one university to another, 'which is frequent among

younger scientists, may also entail a change in the direction of research. These

3.17.
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conditions do not apply to the same extent in research institutions or agencies

- that have no academic affiliation. But,'eltlgough student participation in research

is not always conduci.e tb economy in time or expenditure, its educational value is

. so important as to. justify pmsideration of means' to improve the extent and

continuity of go%ernmant-aided communications research in Canadian universities.

(DOC, pp 109-10)

The Department also-noted an existing lack of coordination and of information

sharing: .

An expressed majority view fin-Telapp9pissioh seminars) was that some form of,

communications information service should be Astablished. It is a cliche to say-

s°, but those involved in communications are conspicuously poor communicators.

Most of the 400 or so participants in the sedinaYs were strangers to each other,

and there was a consensus that'an information service would'link all those in the

field into a larger collectivity, in addition- to the obvious benefits of a

centralized store of information and the elimination of duplication/ an research.

(p 38)

From all the evidence, it appears that i2there is no easy way 'for a

communications researcher in one discipline to find out about related work going on
in lothers, and it is surprising that no more tha4.13 Tof.135rrespOndents [to a DOC

research needs questionnaire] proposed an obviously needed clearing -house for

information about current communications research, which might perhaps be

responsible for publishing some kind of'periodiaal or newsletter. p 104)
.

After the close of the case study period, DOC's Communications Research Centre

,undertook tO establish a timely information service to ahswer the obvious need for a

CAadian Communication Research clearinghouse. t

. Utilization of communication reeearChlin broadcasting policy development and

interpretatiOn was minimal.

Case study observations permit comment on research ,utilization in two settings:

within Efiglish Televisi6n, and in the 1974 CRTC licence renewal process!. Seetion414(b)

will note that utilization of communication research other than audience research within
English Television was extremely limited. Communication research input to the licence

renewal process was similarly limited. Mary Van Stblk's submission, .noted in Chapter

10, made the only specific references to communication research other than audience

research observed. during the case study period., The CBC presented some public opinion

survey results at the heaiing, but evelf'audience research (eg- viewing patterns

research), made little effective contribution to a better understanding,of the positions

taken by the CBC, the CRTC; or the intervenors. As noted in sections 11(a) and ,11(d),

there was disagreement about the importance of the "lead-in" effect in prograM,

scheduling, but no evidence was cited either to support or dispute its impOrtance.

Analysis

Given the changed and still changing Canadian broadcasting environment, "there s

an opportunity to conduct a wide range of communications research investigations d an

opportunity for such research to guide policy development and interpretation. ut only

a limited amount,ofresearch, mostly audience size measurement, was undertakA, and even

.that had a limited'impact_onthe public deliberations on the future ro 'of'fhe national

broadcastingbroadcasting seryic r
. . 47
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Section 13{c.) will argue that if that situation is to change, it will have to be

substantially on the basis of initiatives taken by researchers themselves.

Ca'4IUN3CATION RESEA.RCH C8C ENGLISH 'TELEvisro,vr

The Case StUdy Situation

The research which forms the basis for this look at the CBC and the public was not

originally undertaken as an institutional case study. Throughout the first six months
of the fieldwork period, attempts to/proceed with the originally proposed study of the

network Program Evaluation System ontinued. Those attempts Sere eventually abandoned
when it ` became clear that the prosp cts for changing thatsystem.-- for moving it, from

virtually total reliance on sub ective opinion towards more effectiie use of audience
research data and techniques -- w re not encouraging.

The second study which was
in attempting to launch the

extremely, simple. We had fou
year to describe the targe
that these producers receive,
the audiences reached by

contemplated had its origins in the problems experienced
aluation System research. Tlie research design has

that producers of network programs were being asked each
audiences fdr their programs in formal Program Proposals,

no audience composition (demographic) Arrformatkon about

their or other CBC programs, and that, although it was being

distributed neither to Oduction nor' to management personnel, detailed _audience
composition information/ was being compiled on a weekly,basis from data gathered by the
Research-department's Audience Panel system. We hypothesized that if we could "arrange

, to have this audience research information distributed in a readily understandable fbrm
to prodticers, it would influence their thinking about their audiences and potentiaj

audiences as reflected in the target audiences specified lin their Program,Proposals.
,Towards this end, and with the cooperation of the Research deplattment and the "Planning":'...-

Group, in April 1973 the "objectives" section of,.the_PrOiram proposal dbcuhent was
revised to ask'prOducers to provide more detailed descriptions of the composition o(tbe
target audiences for their programs. It was not passible to complete this second study ,

'for two reasons: only very limited attempts were made by management either td-encourage,
or require more critical thinking about target audiences and, at the .end of the

fieldwork_ period in September 19'4, the system for distributing'audienCe composition
data to producers still had not begun operation.

My awn personal frustrations about the level of.research'utiiization within the CBC
were, houeer, somewhat offset by my earlier experiences in public broadcasting:audience
research in the United States, by continuing contact wi,th a research colleague at PBS,

and by the reporting of of Halloran and his assOtiates,on,similar research
problems in Britain andiother countries.

f%

As explained in the Ihtroduction and in Chapter 2,- espeCially in,section 2(d), page.
28, research diffusion and utilization are problemS:in a wide ,range of institutions add

seem to be especially ,sevefe problems ihloubl,ic broadcasting organizations. The CBC
situation, though far from satisfactory or encouraging:from a communication researcher's ,

pocht of view, was at /east far from unique, er : '

. . .. .

It should be pointed out that.my perspective was that of an outsider. Although
-work on the Program Evaluation System, on the;reviews,of that system and of thf Audience
Panel sy6tem reporting format-, on revising ,the t4rget,audience section of the Program

dV

Proposal, and my own interests brought me 'Tito contact with the Toronto component of the
Research department, I was attached not t, it but to the,"English Television Planning .

Group, The, comments which JoIlow are, therefore,,base4 on,much less than full-time
. .,

obserVation. ; . ,.

It should also be noted thatlly,own rOl, ewasnat, 'that cif a neutral, observer. As

noted, above (and in detail in,sectib0,8(d),.pages.96;103), I was actively attempting to

{ 6
.

0 , . ,. .
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alter the research utilization patterns within the Program Evaluation System and within

the Planning Group.

Research Activit

`CBC Research operated two Audience Panel systems, one for English Television, one

for Hooch. English panel respondents, of whom some 2,500 provided information each

week, were selected on a probability sampling basis to be representative of all persons

in Canada with access to television, aged 12 and over, whose main language of

communication at home wag English. To minimize respondent conditioning, all contacts

uith respondents were made through an independent field company to avoid disclosing CBC

Involvement. Tht panel was systematically "rotated," With a proportion of the members

being retired and a new probability sub-sample substituted each week. Panel members

kept daily records of their CBC and CT\ viewing and answered other questions about

reactions to programs and program elements.

The main source of audience research information within English Television was the

weekly summary report based on the Audience Panel system data. This report provided two

commonly used indicators of prograh'performance: the program's rating (percent viewing),

and an "Index of Enjoyment." This index was calculated on the basis of responses to the

question, "How did you feel about this particular broadcast today?" The possible

responses, and their weighting factors, were: "I enjoyed it very much" (5); "I enjoyed

it quite a bit" (3); "It was all right, not bad" (2); "I didn't enjoy it too much" (1);

and "I didn't enjoy it at all" (0). It is important to note that the weekly reports did
not regularly contain audience composition data or a breakdown of the Index of Enjoyment

components.

Detailed audience composition information'and the components of the Index were

available in a computer generated '.Panel Analysis" report but, as noted earlier, these
detailed audience reports were not distributed either to producers or to managers. On

occasion this information formed the basis for comments in the narrative portion of the
weekly; report, but it should be noted that the comments were prepared at Head Office and

\not by the researchers stationed at ESD headquarters in Toronto. '

In their existing format, the detailed Panel Analysis reports would seem to have_

'been too detailed for unassisted analysis by producers; the volume of detailed data (on
a weekly, program by program basis) was undoubtedly excessive for effective anlaysis by

management. Figure 14-1 provides an outline of the content of these reports and is

intended to indicate the type and range of audienceiinformation yielded by the Audience

Panel system.

The viewing diaries used in the Audience Panel system regularly provided pages for

the inclusion of special sets of questions which might deal with reaction to various

elements of a program, with the manner of preseqtation, with aspects of viewing

patterns, or which might provide for viewers to enter their own comments. These pages

were used to gather information specifically reqUested in advance, pages over and above

those requir to gather such information were used by Research to investigate its OWn

I addition to serving producers and network management, the Research department,,

conducted a wide range of other studies -- from the cost efficiency of spot advertfg'ing/),'
on CBC owned English TeleVision stations to a comprehensive analysis of 4atterns oj'

,television viewing in Canada (CBC 1973a). Public opinion studies were conducted for

producers who wisked to incorporate such, information into their programs, and .the

department engaged in some more basic research including an investigation of

"dimensions" of audience response to television programs (CBC 19';'30. There uas strict

compliance with survey research technical standards and no evidence of interpretation
beyond that warranted by the available data. The department's reputation for technical

competence within the Corporatioh was high.
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In addition to carrying out its own studies, tile CBC participated in and had

available the reports of the nonprofit BBM Bureau of Measurement organization which

conducted oth national and individual market audience measurements four times per year.

(The sax-, e size in the CBC systea, though fully adequate for national measurement, was

notc ficiently large to yield dith on an individual station basis.)

In general, however, the focus has on research conducted internally. Research was

in contact with its counterpart departments in some of the US commercial networks but

not with US public broadcasting research.

Environmental Characteristics

Needs, Requirements, and Expectations

...----------
As noted in section 7(a), pages 71-74, the overall Canadian. broadcasting

environment was changing rapidly during the case study period. The audience

fragmentation produced by increasing cable penetration and the licensing of additional

Canadian, stafions and networks in effect dictated a change in the CBC's future role

within the Canadian broadcasting system. That change, the subject of the 'Imass

audience" debate reviewed in sections 11(a), 11(c), and Chapter 12, at least required

. careful reconsideration of CBC English Televisidn's audience, orientation. As

audience fragmentation increases, it becomes increasingly difficult to assess audience
performance on the basis of traditional overall rating and share audience data, and it

becomes more i ortant to address specific questions.

IP

...

,

There were major questions about what impact audience fragmentation might be having

on "traditional" viewing or program selectioDszatterns. Specifically, there Was the

Question of whether the "lead-in" effect continued to operate effectively when a 'very

wide range of viewing alternatives was available. What was most .remarkable about the

discussions of the lead-in effect,_both within the CBC,Aand With the CRTC, was that there

was not an intensive effort to discover "something aboUt it -- Whether it existed and, if

so, under what conditions and.to what extent- it operated. Clearly, *suCh'an undertaking

would have been a major effort requiring recourse to individual viewing records, the

establishment of new audience and program classification schemes, and the development of

new dnalysis techniques. Eyen so, the potential implication for the scheduling strategy

of the network, particularly in the,future, seemed important.

(
Although there was a great deal of Concern that English Television should have been,

more differentiated and distinctiliely Canadian, the service was clearly moving in that

direction -- though not fast enough to satisfy its critics. During the case study

period the network was, for instance, increasingly moving away from one traditional

scheduling practice, audience building, through the sustained scheduling of the same

program in the same weekly time period. "Alternating" series, in which programs such as

OMBUDSMAN and IN THE PRESENT, TENSE shareda scheduling position and each appeared every'

second week, became more common. So too did the schedbling of successive "mini-series,".

short series of programs follow4e in the same time period' by other series'also

consisting of a limited number of episodes. And tip frequency of the preemptive

scheduling of "specials" increased. Each of these trends would seem to have warranted

research investigation, if only to discover the most effective means of making potential
viewers aware of these irregular offerings.

There appeared to be a clear need for a wide range of audience research to guide

overall service planning, 'scheduling, individual program planning, and service and

program evaluation in thre:1-apidly changing Canadian broadcasting environment.
4
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Requests for research results and research undertakings came to .the epartment from

a variety of sources including {but not limited to) ESD divisional manage ent, regional

managements, the English Tele%ision Planning Group, English Radio, the mmercial.Sales

department, the Program Evaluation System, program units, and individual producers. The

nature of these requests varied widely. Some requests were explicit, some were vague,

and some were for data which might have been gathered if the requirements had been known

earlier, but weren't. There was a tendency for research requests from producers to have

a "diagnostic" as- opposed to ""evaluative" focus -- to seek ways to improve future

prOgrams in a series. In the case of entertainment programs featuring individual

performers or distinct segments, such'investigations, though not simple, could normally
be cdnducted within the context of the existing Audience Panel system if sufficient

advance notice were given. In other cases) producers asked for extensive investigation

of all aspects of programs whose structures were more complex.

Research requests frof,network and local managements, on the other hand, tended to

focus on performance measurement -- on audience size trends and competitive programming
effects. Mast of these requests could be handled through the direct extraction of data

from the various Audience Panel system reports or from the national or local BBM

reports. Research requests from Sales normally, asked for relatively accessible

information or secondary analysis of available data. Generally speaking, the most

complex requests came from producers.

The expressed requirements for audience research ranged from simple requests for

existing data to demands for extensive special studies requiring original design,

Special data collection, and complex analysis.

A distinction must be made between the expressed requirements and the general level.
of expectation of audience research contributions to programs and service planning. It

seems reasonable to assume that those who made requests had a genuine expectation that
research findings would be of yalue to them. But the pfoportion of producers, making

such requests was quite small. Some were aware that not all requests could be honqured:-

Many were not aware that such services were available at all. Some didn't want them.

And some who did complained that researchers seemed incapable of writing or speaking in

terms which they'could understand.,

.Lack of knowledge about research techniques, about their limitations and

potentials, is a universal. utilization problem. Few producers or managers seemed

comfortable dealing with research reports; ,almost none had any formal r informal

research training. This can lead to the development of a research mystique"--- of a

feeling of helplessness in confronting something believed to be impossibly complex.

There was some of that, too.

It is difficult to assess the impact of individual and group attitudes in

determining the expectations.of research within,English Television,--Hostility towards _

research was not common, but a limited number of produ9ers and managers did place a very ,

low premium orj communication research findings. In /me cases this was a reaction

against "the pumbersgame," the result of a concern that ratings had taken on too much
importance in program decision making. In some cases this resulted from a perception of
research as a tool used by management to justify deeisions, potentially unpopular with'

producers. In other cases, however, the ditinterest in research resulted from a belief
that the findings of "number crunching" social' science research had little if any

r'leyance to the creative. work of ilioadcastiqg. For the most part, however, the

attitudp towards, research was neutral.'" The limited expectations seemed to result

primarily from a lack of familiarity-with the potential contributions of research and

from pressure to deyote attention to immediate, operational problems.

! .

The expectations of audience research contributions to overall service planning;

scheduling, individual program planning, and service and program evaluation varied

widely. The general, level of expectation of innovative contributions was not high.
'

- I
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,Support

' Despite the fact that only a very Loan proportion of producers and managers made

demands on Research, requests exceedda the Toronto department's manpower and financial

resources. Operation of the Audience Panel system, though efficient, took a large

proportion of the total available Research resources. One economy measure was

suspension of the operation of the, Panel dtiring the Summer season. But, as noted in-

section 9(f), page 117, SuMmer was the period when the network scheduled a large number

of "on air pilots" of programs which might be incorporated into the f=ollowing year's

regular season schedule. Some indication of the department's resource level is provided

by the fact that a special effort was required in the spring of 1973 ti have the

Research budget augmented by funds from English Television so that the Palri!

operated for two weeks during the Summer season that year. Total cost: $6,000.,

The level of resources provided for Research was minimal, and provided for onlk-,q__

limited cmunt of research other than audience size and appreciation measurement.

Research requires more than just the gathering of data and statistical analysis.

There must also be time for dialogue with the users of research -- for comparative

an is, for interpretation, and discussi of the implications of _results. Because

.4

4, mandslrf m producers and from netw rk and regional managements -for \research

investigati s exceeded the Toronto depa ent's manpower and financial resources, it

was understandable that tfl0 primary e forts were directed to the "doing" of research

rather than to the improvement of utilization.

Prior to the start of my fieldwork-in Toronto, it had already been established that

the absence of precise program objectives was a major problem in both Research and

Evaluation. In short, how do you design'research to discover whether a program has been

successful if there is ,no statement of what is to be accomplished? AS-noted at the

beginning of this section, the Program Proposal was revised in th spring of 1973 so as

to request objectives sufficiently preci-se to form the basis for research planning. But

many, proposals with no program purpose or target audience specification were approved.

One, bearing seven sets 4f signatures or initials, read as follows:

Statement of Purpose: "To entertain and inform"

This program is intended to reach (choice): (x) A general mass audience
( ) A more specialized audience

Age Composition Priorities Up to 12;
'12-17: 1

/ 18-34: 1

1

35-49: 1

50+ : 1

I's this program aimed at viewers with
any specific level of education?: "No"

CBC Research "Index of Enjoyment" tavet: . "Between 0 and 100."

Such Proposals were exceptional, but so too were ones with objectives sufficiently

precise to be researchable. In many cases_Sla Proposal was an official ocument simply

confirming decisions made in conversation; the objectives, though generally 'agreed,

simply were not documented. In obtaining documented -and adequately precise statements

of objectives, Research required a concentrated effort on the part of imanagement to

explain that objectives were required for study d 'gn (if for no other purpose).

Management effort's to ensure the pro scion of precise pram objectives for'

research and evaluation were limited.

.324
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- The Research department which served English Television was located in the same

-Planning Group but .did' not report to the television

ish Services Division, but to Head Office. The CBC's
in Ottawa; the Toronto research operation was managed by

exclusively for ESD but did not.report to Division.

nt was reviewed as a part of a study of Head Office
uring'the latter part of the fieldwork period, but it was

nt unchanged. Although other considerations apparently

for purposes of improving research input' to operational

st certainly have been preferable to have more, closely
arch and management groups. The Supervisor of Wes-ear

tsiders" on the formal organization chart of

e unusual, given the opportunity, that no move was made to

into the English division management group so as to

ing relationships. One can speculate that the arrangement
d Office could conduct more basic research in cooperation

d in Toronto and Montreal. At the same time, however,

is would have been formally separated from a Head Office'

xisting ones were,from the operating divisions they served.

building in Toronto as the

management group or to the Eng
Director of Research was base
a Supervisor who worked almost
This organizational arrangem
organization which tookplace
decided to leave the arrangem
entered into that decision
decision making, it would al
integrated the audience res
Toronto and his staff were "o

Television and it seemed to
integrate a research componen

establish closer daily wor

was left unchanged So that He

with the departmerA locat

divisional research departure
department no more than the

:n organizational terms the Research department wag structurally separated from
the operating divisions.

A different type of st uctural separation existed between Research and producers.

In the scattered Toronto facilities, Research was housed in the same building as the

Planning Group, several bl cks away from the nearest prOduction,, offices. Members of

eithdr group were seldom i the other's building.

The Researc,departme t was physically separated from the producers.-

Although they were 1
Research department and

department provided quart,
performance and special b
of US programming for the
participation by kesear
group.

dated on adjacent floors of the same office building, the

the Planning Group were in limited contact, The Research

rly briefings for the Planning Group on the network's audience
iefings -- prior to the making of decisions on the procurement
next year, and on request. But there was little routine

11, in the daily decision making processes'of the management

Contact between Research and producers was generally limited, but varied from

producer to producer. Some producers relied heavily on research finding's: this was
especially, the case with those variety program producers who requested that specific

questions about the appeal of elements within their programs be included in the Audience
Panel surveys. Other t an as recipients of the weekly Audience Panel reports, many
producers did not come in ontact with the Research department at all.

Routine co unicationbetween Research and management was limited, though on the

average more common than between Research and producers.

One constant concorn in the utilization of research findings is deliberate misuse.

On occasion an individual would select the most favourable of the. BBM or CBC Audience
Panel audience size estimates to demonstrate the popularity of a given program, but this
was not a frequent or severe problem. In addition, the "Index of Enjoyment" had been

introduced as a means of deflecting attention from raw audience size figures, although
it gave rise to some Problems of its own. Under certain circumstances, the 'Index of
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Lnjoynent could be Useful. Its principal value was as.an indicator of the appreciation
of a program relattle to other similar programs: comparison of the "enjoyment" of news

with, say, drama programming was not intended. In addition, because it reported only

the reactions of actual viewers and thus interacted with audience size, the Index had to

be used with considerable caution. the larger the audience (the less specialized or

sCITC-tive the audience), the more difficult it was to achieve high Index levels, Among

botb producers and managers there was considerable confqsion about the Index. .Extremely
feu were aware,-of its derivation, and even fewer were aware of the precautions to be

/
exercised in its use. Consequently, the Index was frequently misused to "defend"

pfbgrams which had attracted small audiences but (not surprisingly) had .achieved

moderately high Index ratings.

Leiiie.pal.,e misuse ofresearch findings to "defend" programs was uncommon, though

t& re was SC7,-, unin"?)rmed use for such purposes.

Analysis

'he ie).i of audience research utilization in English television during the
ca.s4e study pri;d was low.

Contribut 1Q to that low level of utilization were:

- widely varying ut general ly not high expectations of research contributions,
- a lack of,auarentss of existing information such as audience composition data,

- isolated hostility and more widespread indifference to resear
limited opportunities for Research to assist in interpretation cd, discussion- of
results,
an organizational separationbetween Research and management,

- a phygical separation betweh Research and producers, and
an information or communication overload on the Planning Group.

A high i;roprtion of the research conducted and a higher proportion. of that used

was of a higniy conventional nature.

Contributing to the conventional nature of the research conducted and used were:

- general dissemination of only one weekly research report which concentrated on

program audience size and appreciation measurements,
- the.availability of only BBM audience size measurements for individual station

areas,
a lack of awareness of potential research contributions through secondary analysis

and special studies,
- limited resources for conducting research other than audience size, composition;

and appreciation measurement,
limited management efforts to obtain precise program objectives, and
the factors affecting utilization noted above.

I

Throughout/ the case study period the resarch reporting to management concentratpd

on overall addience size and enjoyment measurements -- on indipators invaluable to the
op rators of commercial mass audience broadcasting services ot, I suggest,

sufficient to guide the delicate balancing of either tie audienc dr content orientation_
of the national broadcasting service.

c.
-.

I
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The pattern developed thus far in this section was actually evident very early in
the fieldwork period. As months passed and more and more pieces were added, the
"pattern" seemed-to make less and less sense (or at least to be less satisfactory to a

teseatcher). The effect of the combination of the low level 0f utilization with the
conventional' nature of the research which management was requesting or being offered-was
to, maintain, by default, the existing approaches to service 'planning, scheduling,
program planning, and evaluation. Both within the Planning Group and within Research
these approaches.tiere recognized as being substantially intuitive.: And there was
recognition on the part of some members' of the Planning Group that the research
reporting to them tended\to be canfiriatory tb give the impression that "things were
going ;along not too badIC During one interview held in connection with the ieview of
the audience reporting system, the weekly Audience Panel report in use at that time was
termed a "soporific," and it was noted that the most prominent and frequently used part
of that report was a table ranking programs in order by audience size. For ,their 4part,
the researchers recognized the dangers of relying on overall audience size measurements.

One of them had commented that 'you can drown in a pool of Water that is an 'average'. of
six inches deep:" And they spoke informally of wishing to see audience +search
generally regarded as a. "diagnostic" tool. Much of the special work- which they
undertook for producers was of that nature, but it was directed towards individual
programs in isolation.

no research was being undertaken to guide future scheduling practices or to
systematically investigate the "lead-in" effect. Some available techniques for
assessing the range of audience already being reached were not in use. Notably absent
were both, "turnover" and "circulation" statistics. Turnover measurements, which,
indicate the extent to which a program's audience consists of the same individuals week
after week.or day after day, can be a useful indicators of audience "loyalty" or program.
sefies appreciation. Circulation measurements, which indicate how many different people
are reached atone time or another by segments of the overall schedule, can .be an
important check on the range of _audience served. Without such statistics, it is
impossible to tell, for instance, whether a set of current affairg programs such as IN
THE PRESENT TENSE, UP CANADA!, SOME HONOURABLE MEMBERS, and TAKE 60 were cumulatively
serving a substantial proportion of the viewing public or whether such a set of programs
each served substantially the same "hard core" of Current Affairs program viewers. And

information was available in the form shown in Figure 14-1. It didn't seem to me that

there was no r.egular input to management concerning audience composition, Although that
,F

either the Plafining Group or Research was actively "looking for" problems.

[Assessing research utilization in one's own field is difficult. Therd is perh s

a natural tendency for researchers in any field to regard their findings, their
approaches, and/or themselves as deserving more then the amount of attention they N....2.y/
actually command. In this case, I worked for some months deliberately trying to extend
the range and influence of audience research in connection with an early attempt to base
a dissertation on the effects af beginning to provide audience demographic data to
producers on a regular basis. And I spent some time sifting through demographic data in
search of evidence to support the contention of some producers and managers that English
Television had an "aging" audience. Therefore, I'm much less than a neutral observer:
Rather than phrase my feelings quite formally or reserve theM entirely, with this
caution of potential bais I pass them on below As personal opinion.]

I don't remember who first mentioned the phrase "aging audience" to me. There were
a number of,producerg and managers who suspected that older Viewers were accoyiting for
higher and higher proportions of .English Television's viewership. And the Research
department had noted the trend in the.B8M data and its own Panel Analysis reports. But
I couldn't detect any particularly special concern or, at least, any attempt to further
investigate, the trend, to consider its appropriatenbs, or to do anything to
deliberately alter the trend.-

So, as explained apter 8, towards the end of the fieldwork period, I did some
analysis of BBM de Atts c data in the Toronto market area reports for March'1970 and
March 1974. I wasn't surprised that there had been an increase in the average age of
English Television's viewers, but I was surprised at the rate of increase. And, because

3'27
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Figure 1472. 'AUDIENCE AGE PROFILES, TORONTO, MARCH 1974
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the shift in the 1970-1974 period,_had been produced by 4 drop in viewing by people in my
on age group, I ray have had a'Cause".for distributing my analysis to the Planning
Group. Figure 142, taken from that .report, prov4s some indication of the age

distribution of viewers of CBLT, the CBC English Television station in Toronto. The
report included the following observations:

It , . .
<

.,..

One way to express the variation in
,

the ratings basis CBLT audience age

profile is to say that CBLT draws 3.4 times'as many veiwers per capita populat'on

.K
.from the 65+ group as from the 18-24 groip,.and 2.2 timesas many per capita

...
, 50-64 as, from 25- 34....' -

,

The approximate
..o.

average age of ,the overall CBLT audience ,(2+) has ,inci4Sed
4.1 years in the 4-year period fromlMarch 1970 to March 1974. The approximate
average age of .clurAt adult audience t18+) increased-5,3 years during the sane

4-year period.
..

. .

There is a general upward dri lin the average age of th, o population as ,a

whole which, projections indicate koufd account for an.Acrease-of between 0.3 and
....-

0.8 years over the 4-year period....
.

Although these notes axe based on careful calculdtions, there are some data

limitations and technical assumptions which have not been spelled out here since
this is not intended as a technical'ibsearch paper. If you have questions, let's

talk..:.

There is no casual analysis here either: And, in fact, whether we have an

unusually Old audience for our programs because of a CBC ;'image" in the minds' of

potential viewers or whether the image resultS from the fact that our programs

attract unusually old audiences may'not be that important.... (McKay 1974,-pp
5 -16)

.

,It's impossible for me to comment objectively on the impact of the report. I was

disappointed that no one responded to my "lets talk" invitation. And when the Planning

Group did consider the age 'characteristics of its audience, as part of a general

discussion of 1975/76 schedule'planning, the group concluded: (1) that it should be
aware of the aging audience problem, hit that it should not change programs for that end

alone, and (2) that there was a major image problem which raised .questions about the.
effectiveness of network publIc relations.

.

I had attempted to antioipate the "image problem" explanation because it seemed to

me that the network's image was more.a function of its program,offerings thar( of*ts
promotion or public relations activities,' I can only speculate on possible reasons. 'for

the limited impact of the report: .

?

(....c

the analysis may have been faulty, though existence of the condition was

acknowledged and only de Csuggested implications were not accepte
--

- the format of the report may not have been consistent with a strong statement of

the centilTztorint,
.,

.

'1
esearch resources for further investigation orthe:probleM were limited,

- the research did not suggest alternative plans of action but merely raised the

possibility of a problem leaving the recipients to'consider the findings and, if,

40ffecessary, devise their own approaches,
.

.

the recipients of the research were already working under ,,,c.cimmunication overload

conditions, 9

- any attempt to deal with the suggested problem would have constituted an attempt to

adjust the audience balance of a schedule which the recipients were already

attempting to balance along many other offen conflicting dimengion;,,,,
the research was volunteered and was not in'cespodse to a request for assistance in

e

dealing with a recognized problem,
1

the source)f the work was external td the group which consideted it,
general attitudes towards research in general within the group of recipients were

mixed, -

gel
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,

the subject area may not have been considered to haye been a particqarly rele'vant

concern of the research recipients, an
wheras most research input to the group was either confirmll .oi' constituted

advice on future program procurement, this'study 1,:gs unusual i that it suggested

theexistence of.a general problem.

This study adds littleInedescriptionS and analyses of research: activity and

,research utilization reviewed in Chapter 2. It does, however, extend those observations

/tp carer one additional institutional context. The implications for researchers are
taken up in section 15(c).

COMMENTS

This study's description of the pattern of communication
in the CBC and in. Canada generally ought not to be
researchers, although perhaps some consolation is to be found
patterns have been noted elsewhere.

----A Role for Research About-Public Broadcasting

p .1

research utilization both

the source of much jorfor
in the fact that similar

There seems little peed hme to restate the outstanding requirements for research

about the mass media% Ho% rHatively little we know was outlined in Chapter 2. There

remains the presSing need for tiasi; research about the role of the, media in people's

lives, for firm foundations for audience and content and effects studies. lie are just

beginning to learn about the operation of media institutions. The CBC's cooperation in
this =work was a striking departure from the usual pattern, and I can but hope that the
results will be seen as beneficial both internally and externally -- that this study

will ease rather thah,aggravate the "access",problem. So far as "societal" studies are
concerned, the list 6f questions reported by Halloran on page 26 stands as an indication
of an outstanding agdndg which should keep us bUsy for many years.

On the other hand, we have already gained some useful insights but few of them are

getting through to policy makers and media operators. And much of what does get through

does 'tend to get shut away,in storage cabinets, "safe from the dangerous hustle-bustle
of making a living,"

This stud doesn't presale to' prescribe a.definitive role for research about public
media or to address settings other than the Canadian context. But, within those

constraints there are some 'points to be made. Section 14(a) revealed an outstanding
need'for Canadia
institutional, stu
studies, for a wide

'''NNuilization studies.

public ,broadCasting policy Analysis -- for both societal and
es.' 'Secpon 14(b) revealed a need for other types.of institutional
angp of audience content, and effects studies, and for research

/

'Conditions may.have changed, but:not much of that work was getting done during ,the--T-r

. .

case Study period. While working as an associate producerinWsnrouver;the-progra__________
.,. dni to which I was assigned was the subject of a Master's/level case study by one

stu ent at Simon Fraser Univ'krsity. Some of the prejiminary work leading to the CBC
Research report on "Dimensions of Audience Response to Television Programs",was carried
_out independently by a York University professor. And, from time to.time, universities
.hosted seminar and confbrence discussions about general media roles. But, apart from

.those specific exceptions, I was -aware of no inte -the nation's---,
,bniversities and its national broaticasting serytc' . is contrasted sharply wi.tfiTlyi own--

l

,
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experience at Stanford which had included a significant atiount of contact withand

research orl for.USA,public broadcasting. It also contrasted sharply with the extensive

cooperation I had observed between the faculty, staff, and students of other US

universities and. the various elements of the US public broadcasting system

Canadian universities and public policy deVelopment institutes are in a uniquely

privilegO, position to undertake mass media research, and they have clearly carried out
some interesting and important studies. Althoygh the universities and institutes may

have established effective workingrelationships with some elements of the Canadian

broadcasting system, I found the,lack,of interchange between them and the CBC during the

ease study period quite startling. I also found it particularly striking that amid the
305 in 1974 interventions filed with the CRTC in 1974 in connection with the CBC licence
renewals, there was no communication research input -- either at the policy or audience

research level -- from Canadian university communication departments.

I don't presume to suggest how the increased support and coordination which section
la(a) suggests were required can'best besecured,.but it does seen that.if the Canadian ,

broadcasting system really is "the central nervous system of Canadian at.i.onhotti we

need
4
to know a great deal more about it that we did in 1974.

.R A Role for Research hithin Public Broadcasting

',. k

The role,for research within public broadcasting which is suggested her is a

difficult one. It calls for a major change in the existing "client" relationship
between researchers and broadcasters, and it places the burden for taking initiatives

squarely on the shoulders of researchers. I hope it will be understood and accepted
that I am attempting to speak as a colleague. I've done some 'counting the house"

myself, and I've spent enough time in and around the Canadian and US public broadcasting

establishments to recognize an element of truth in George Hall's suggestion that public
broadcasters tend to engage in research more to demonstrate a modern faith in science

that to apply its results to their on undertakings. I've experienced the probles/and

I don't intend to forget them.

The first thing that is required by research within public broadcasting i',:s some

understanding of why support for` research and research utilization are at such low

levels. For most people involved in or with broadcasting, 'beginning to use research ,

amounts to adop ing an innovation. That adoption process is complex, and it faces many

natural barrier 7 : Space does not permit review of them here, but COMMUNICATION OF

III;NON,ATIONS (Rogers & Shoemaker) does provide valuable insights. Moreover, research'

utllazation within public broadcasting takes plate within institutional settings, and.

p4tterns of communication, in organizations profoundly affect the actual and potential

aPplication of research findings. In that connection, a new book, COMMUNICATION IN

ORGANIZATIONS (Rogers & Rogers), should be helpful. .

, , ..i

The detailed focus here is on audience research ,-7 both because that is the area in
which research contributions are most widely, expected and,because that area is the most

'

convenient starting point for an expansion of communication research influence.

kesearchersworking within and directly for public broadcasting a4o have a role to play
, in the expansion of research beyond audience research, but th4lir greatest immediate'

portunities would seem to lie within existing contexts."

,Thereis.obviously no waping'ihe fact that much of the work currently "required"

of public broadcasting research is of importance and will continue to be so. "Counting

the.house"' will and should haye a place in mass Media research, and the results of this

"rather involved bookkeeping" do have a.role as input to managements. Audience size

measurement should continue, but it should not be allowed to consume all of the

resources available to. researchers -: or all'energies. -.1.,
,
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. .- .Section 2(bJ noted Halloran's obseriration that thtst Who work within media .

# ,.

institutions "are usually obliged to take the problem as given,. and have little V

opportunity (and in many cases little inclination) tb probe at depth or 'question the

values of the institutions." There is a distinct danger'that, in responding do a.:request .

,by .request .basis, -research will find itSeif providing information which, taken as a

wholg., does, not meet the real,or -- especially "z---the changing information needs of the
, ..

media, (and 5ocieti.V-54, it 'seeks to serve. It' may find itself contributing to the'

reinforcement of Orders.which no lonAer prevail. .-. ,
.

,.......1...1.....h._

' 'There is a natural temptation fox communication researchers, no,e06Ye or, no less

than any other group, to perform just' those fu0141ons required. Ilpw"ever if there Is to

be any substantial itpfovezent in cammuniCation research mtflizationin Mass media

institutions, the temptation. to answer only thg ,Iliettions asked'must be -resisted, and ,

.

tne role which research evolves for itself must include a recognition of responsibility 4

for guiding the use made of its findings anA,for'tal;ing the initiative in proposing new

undertakings.

Researcft .2;1 have to take on responsibilities for research utilization. Certain

of. those. responsibilities relite to the actual output from research investigations which

bake beep carried out. , Findings must be expressed-,in a form that is intelligible 0 ,..

people unusc primary interests and abilities arm in creative or adMinistrative_areas

ratner than in res'earch L.:e.theidology. Where...the implications of. their findings are

clear, interpretation must accompany the releaseoCf,:data; in such'z:cates, 'and in

instances where results are liss conclusive, alternative iPterpretations,must be"noted,

And researca information and Insights must be disseminated to producers'and managers and

. those'persons outside isiStitutiani who can make use:Of them. ' .. 1 , I f,

/ Research.will also have to tale bn responsibilitiefor utilization that extend
,

N

beyond the dissemination. 'of potentially useful resulti.- it vi.-1,4 have to'take on'the

task of deOystifying the nature 'ofc its work: there Will have -to be educaeroinal

initiatives. . There, is no neqd. to train, producers or managefs to actually copduct

research, bat.there is a p4ising need to edimate them about 'research limitations and

potentials --. ro help them become confident, demanding; and critical cOnsumers'of

research. And research will have to assume responibilities iilletfie Consideratkon of the '
,.

output:from its investigations by otheri: it must be prepared to, assist. fh the '

interpretation ,process and, over and above that, ba preparid.to take the derIcrin4, ,

initiating diseuSsions of finding,..' ', _.-------- ' . .: ..:- ..

-,

s .,
. . 'A 9.) ' ,J

-ReS4aarch will,also have to take the initiative in using the data availa6leto,it inx
,
%ays'that reveal_pore than jUst 'average audience size. It must discover ,Whether -the

'averages it ...pib31des induce a False sense!of security withinorganizations. ip short,

,* it AluSt.look for prdjolems. It must look,",for instance, at the cumulative :reaCh of

seTvi6s as a whaleNand of components within those,Aervicds, at the demographic ,

composition of audiencesfor individual programs and grouyS'bf progfams,',and at audience

...

,liiyalty of turnovgr. It must also,ahalyze the-vieming dat avaiaable for' patterns of

audience flow do,,as to be able,,..,4p pfovide .assistancein e apiropriatp scheduling of :
..

programs: All this may, lead to reqUirements. fornew yesearch ',undertakings, and research

must take:the initiative in proposing and seeking, funding gor them, ,too. : '

c '
'

. Beyond audience research, the extent to which research within. public, broadcasting

can introduce other research findin s 'into the ---bYggnizatiens it serves depends;:-.1

suspect, partly on the reputation Wes ablishes.for itself in audience research but
,

largely on the extent to which it conSAders itself to have an activist role: The

possibilities for participation in progr m development alone seem virtually unlimited

though almot totally unexplored. .,

4 ..' ,

At thd,same time, there must be a wil ingnesson the part of, those prodUcers and
.,

managers and, polity makers to accip researchers, as colleagues, and' to work
,

cooperatively,towards, the provision of bet 4r services. Ahd,there must be a willingness ,

1
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to proil.Zde research resources anoIer.d above the minimums required for they weekly
.

enerSt.lon of ratings reports..;
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.
1 pm not suggesting that all Or any of this will be easy:, In some-cases, afttitudes

towards research will have to be-changed over tine. The undertakings wills have to be

coOperaiive. unsolicited research, in my experience, does'not necessarily command a

great deal of attention. Even so, if we bglieve that research has an important role to

play in putting and keeping public broadcasting producers and managers and policy makers
in.t6tich- with their pAblics, we must be prepared to make the first MIOVVS.
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Chapter 15

, .

Remarks .

'. _.1------27-.
,

, This -case study attempts to WI) ' great deal of territory in relatively,Jine
,detail., Although detail ieself may be of importance to some readeTs, tit does seem
appropriate here 15 summarize the maim features of the map,'and to examine the likely
consequences of following some of the options which it suggests are available., ,

.

ABOUT THIS STUDY

It. seems to me that, the basic goalg of public broadcasting are Widely $hared.
have tried to, show that, given a pdrticular set of environmental and structural
circumstances,-the operating characteristics of a public broadcasting institution are
really qUitt understandable. The most important outstanding questions, .therefore, are
matters of public policy; and that, I suggest, is-precisely What the public, through its
elected representatives, has actually intended be the case:

° ;.-

If this study is to make any positive contributions, it Is important for readers'to

e
remkdber its limitationsanditheyrecautiont to be exercised in its use.

The first Point to note concerns bias, and deals specifically with the use of
"public domain" and "confidential" documentation. The procedure for CBC clearance of
the use of internal materills,'eStabiished in response to point 14 in this Itsudy's
guidelines, did not lead' to any requests or demands for-deletions or change The
procedure did provide :for the correction.of a few' factual inaccuracies ane it did yield
some constructive suggestions; some of, those suggestions were accepted; others were net.
Though formalized im the "guidelines," .the basis for clearance as essentially one of
mutual trust: the CBC knew me 'Well enough to know I would be critical; for -my part, I

have attempted to, be fair._ Ilut the opinions expressed_ are iine,and I take full
responsbilityfor theMl.

- The use of publid domain documentation provides only some protection,against bias.
I; have attempted to provide'controls by detailing my pwm background, and by,indicating
where excerpts have been :used to illustrate ranges, of opinion rithOr than, consensus.
But responsibility for the selection of excerpts rests with me. .

_ ,

The second point to note alsa concerns biasand deals speclfiCally with the extent
to which I m have been. entrapped in broadcasting institution and nationalistic
defensiv ess. No doubt there are biases hereiwhich result from alternatively viewing
the,;c from inside its production and management units and from a thousand miles south
9f the forty.-ninth parallel. My internal, vantage point was Virtually ideal for for
participant.obSetvatiOn' of management deision,making: to fhp extent that.' was part of
the organization, t may be overly "iindertandfhg" ofthe CBC's problemS .though I
think not much: NW external Vantage pOint was'out 'of, range for all but the CBC's
shortwave services: '.te5 the extent that for many months television really has been that
which ABC, CBS, NBC, And -ROS"provided, I ,may, see the overall Canadian broadcasting
system as more important o Canadians than those .who have never been "deprived" of its
services 7-perhaps.as sig fic'antly more important. ,

Sonie control on de enSiveness was provided bye the 'academic, members of my
dissertytion reading commi ee. They were able to point out portions in early drafts
where I had become ca t Tin the institutional seige mentality whose origins and

o
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nature I was attempting to describe. Some additional control on defensiveness was

proVided by the fact that the 18 month writing period allowed me an opportunity,to
*!stand back" from the-operations I had observed at close range and to examine them in a

wider context. Over the period my thinking on some matters changed significantly;
emphasis shifted from a detailed examination of the activities of the English Television
Planning Group to more extensive consideration of the decision making environment; and

emphasis shifted away from consideration of communication research utilization to the

point where it is almost a specialized footnote to the study.

The final point concerns the use Which others make of this document. For the

benefit of those .ho start reading at the back of any book, let me explain that rey

concerns have been to avoid further development of the lconfrontation" approach lo

Canadian public broadcasting policy development and interpretation, of the "siege

mentality" withim broadcasti institutions, and of the "art versus science" debate

about. the relevance of c mmuTiication research to the control and operation of

broadcasting.

Some protection against contributing to witch hunting and polarization on specific

issues is provided by the fact that, much of

P

'hat is described here has, while I have

been writing, become historical. The principal players have all changed. There is a

new Minister of Communications, a new Chairman and two new Vice Chairmen at a

reorganized CRTC, and a new President and Executive Vice President at CBC Head Office.

A new ESD vice President was appointed in early 1974,.and there are other new people at
the divisional level. Within English Television,Ohere **is a new Director of

Entertainment Progreas, a new National Resources Manager, and an Assistant Managing

Director of TeleviSion has, been added. Since the beginning of 1974, 8 of the 10 program
department Area Heads,have changed, as hive about half of the Regional Directors and

regional Directors of Television and Program Directors. And there have been changes in

Research. The issues have changed too, at least in their immediate sense. And many of

the dilemmas which remain are not at all unique to the Canadian situation.

4::.
.

,, I have written at some length about atmospheres oficonfrottation and attitudes of

defensiveness, and I have tried to suggest that such conditions, though understandable,
are not productive and not inevitable. I realize, however, that the detail which this

,study assembles may be used selectively to "condemn," "justify," "attack," or "defend"
/any or all of the CBC, the CRTC, the Government, and the Parliament of Canada. If that

happens, we will all be "losers." ,I have tried, as they say in broadcasting, to achieve
."balance," but it seems important to stress" again that the attempt here has been to

,contribute to understanding.

b) ABOUT PUBLIC SROAKASTING INSTITUTIONS

Section 1(d) of theAtroduction, written many months ago, betrays a wish that this
study would help clear up some detailed misunderstandings,evident in the 19/4 licence.

renewal precess. The detailed analyses in Chapters 10-42 may, in fact, make some
contribution in that connection.. But, although my thinking about the handling of

specific operational issues has not changed much since 1974, I have come to see the
problems as more fundamental than I did while directly attached to- the CBC.

,4

,Relatively little has been written about the "theory" of public broadcasting -- .

about its theoretical' role on roles, or even about possible,alternative structural
forms. Though unfortunate, I think, this does not seem surprising. And I think that

Chapter 3's short review of some of what has been written reveals the reason: the
theoretical role of public broadcasting and the theoretically ideal relationships

between it and the public, audience, and markets components of its environment are

exceedingly complex. Thus, *theoretical analysis makes the emergence of certain specific

issues such as "mass versus specialized audience" more understandable
JP44, ,
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Organizational analysis also makes a contriOution; the general systems theory model
of "an organization in its environment" set out in Chapter S, and its application in the
early pyrts of Chapter 12, leads, 'I think quite -easily, to the identification of

defensiveness and conservatism as institutional characteristics of the organization

under stud).

''

The s analyses prOvided in the Overviews in Chapters 12 and 13 make' perhapshcietal anabI
/

the most- significant contribution: they provide a framework within which the

theoretical, operational, and organizational analyses can be reconciled; and they

suggest implications both for the public and for public broadcasting institutions.

The mode1 of an organization in an environment seems to be of great importance in

understanding the characteristid of broadcasting institutions. Organizational analysis
here suggests that defensiveness and -conservatism were induced in the CBC by its
environment. Smith observed a "serge mentality" in other national broadcasting

inst ;tutions and his analysis suggests its development is far from accidental. He noted
4 that we haze reached a point at which the various, broadcasting instifht* ns and legal

1 devices created' around the world are ceasing to satisfy the part. involved in their

creation. The Laney Committee noted that conte orary social v ems centred- on the

relationship between people and institutions, a d that th media, precisely because they
are institutions, are involved in the conflict1as participants.

/
/ The organisational analysis of the CBC and Smith's societal analysis also converge

in /the finding that the shape, conditions, and problems of a national broadcasting
system are a strikingly accurate relection o% tThe--f.bil.g, conditions,. and problems of the

nation it was created to serve. ',...The CBC had been de erately created as an instrument

of cultured nationalism and as` means of providinglfor an expression of a Canadian
identity./ It shared,with the count y as a whole the problems of Canadian self-

definition in relation to tie outsi world. The CBC had also been iSsigneda role in
cor4ributing to the flow and exchange of regional information and entertainment -- in

the unstated belief that such flow and exchange would contribute to inter-regional
understanding and an easement of regional tensions. And the CBC and the nation a so

vfaced together problems of bilingual, bicultural, and multicultural accommodation. E n

the debate about "mass" and "specialized.' audiences for the CB, though having its' '

----........

originrs in the nature of mass societies themselves, would seem to hive been augmented by
a spedifically Canadian concern for a.' style of life .differentiated from the "mass

market" emphasis in contemporary American society, and- -- imAurn -7 for a public
broadcgsting- service oriented less towards "the market" and more in tune with" "the
public" and/or'"the audience." ' ..

. ,
The various mO,h,s. of analysis also converge in identifying institutional problems

----.... which arise from the naturdia broadcasting itself. Organizational analysis found ap
ambivalent attitude towards the.CBC on the part dkf elected. representatives and elements.

of government. strong support in principle -for the "concept' of public broadcasting;,
in practi4, extensive criticism of operational performance, and limitea attention, to

public broadcasting policy development and interpretation, and to the resource

implications of thos policies which had been established. Smith'S societal analysis
suggests that an a bivalent relatioWship between public broadcasting.organizations and
their,respective,pali ical communities follows inevitably from the very existence of

broadcasting. As an institution, thebbroadcasting.organization lies outside the i'anga,
of both the politician's direct control and his familiar arenas; but politics 'within

,
mass society is inextricable from the technology which provides contact between the few
and.the many, and the politician is increasingly coming to depend on radio and

television for his' very existence. Public broadcasting institutions in turn rely on
elected representatives for institutional support, and, ultimately, survival. Smith

suggests that the relationship between public broadcasting organizations Mid other
elements of their active publics is also likely to be strained: a new source of''

independeq pressure has sprung up among the creative workers of broadcasti who have
become more conscious of themselves as a special interest within the debate tha er

before. One of the striking aspects of the 1974 licencesrenewal process was the
unprecedented degree of public intervention: both existing national organizations, atd

3 3%.3
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"specially 'organized groups of,creative workers in broadcasting entered the debate. And

there was the tendency,.suggested by Smith, for the politicians, element of government,

and pressure groups, as well as the broadcasters, all to speak in the p of "freedom,"

in one sense or another. .

i j
.

. f.
.

The relationship betweed public broddcasting organizations and their audiences is

also complicated by the nature of broadcasting itself, or -= perhaps moie:precisely -- -.
by the fact that the development of broadcasting and the development of twentieth

century mass societies have been inextricably interrelated and mutually dependent.
General concern about,t/ie '"mass" charagteristics- of contemporary society translate into

specifics concerns about the "mass" characteristics-of the broadcast media. And the
public broadcaster suddenly faces the problem of whether to give the public what it

seems to want, to give it what he feels is good for it, to strive for balance between
those two, or to attempt the high road -- "to make things popular and popular
things good."

One a proach to these various institutional di comas is simply to decentraliie

response lity, for 'contiol; It is interesting to ote, however, that despite regional

tension, he.public.demands on the CBC were ateast as much for 'decentralization of

central coordinated production operations-,as for decentralization of actual

progr ing control. This contraSts with the US sifhtion-where local control" is of

supres4 importance. The contrast may simply-teflect a relatively greater concern,over
centralized evernment and.centralized 'institutions in the U.S. Howevef, it seems to me

that the two national contexts are different in ways -1;,'h.l.cli,emake the differences in

degree.of centraliiation understandable. Public broadcasting in the US originated as an

alternat.lve to the existing commerlcial services, and its role has thus far been defined

priniarily in relation'to those services. The CBC's role has Veen-defined in terms more

directly related to national problems, notably cultuial, political, and sqcial problems.

It :seems to me that, at ledst in the Canadian context, contributing to theosolutiOn or

easement of,national unity and identity problems implies a requirement for effective,

national network operations. Buf-this raises the'"access" problem, and the problem of

hot., to deal with the feeling of powerlessness of individuals .in 'mass society -- the

feeling. that there no longer exists any part of the 4erpowering mechanism in which he

can intervene. Smith suggests.several possible approaches to "access" -- to the cause

of, pluralism in broadcasting. One i$ to split the\audience into tiny groups. This,,in

essence, is the argument which is made for insisting that cable' television system

operator's programa "community' channel., Another approach is for broadcasters to yield

control over certain parts of their transmitting time.' And it may well be possible to

extend ,public accountability for broadcasting .into an area in which groups'and
'individuals with an interest in the overall policils of broadcasting as a whole may be

able; in a practical way, to, participate in 4roadcasting management.' Each of these

approches may ease the accessproblem inevitable in a mass society.,

But Smith suggests, and I suspect that at least for the foresee le future he is

quite right, that broRdcasting will inevitably, remain in the hands' latge and powerful

bodres, in the haids of a tiny unelected elite of professio Is whose knowledge qpd

understanding will be the main' mesh through which most message have to pass., That

inev4442i1j.ty is difficult to argue, but I sense that it is,real. It may be connected

,,w.ith the economic logic of a relatively small number of ,b adcasting sources each, for

the most, part, serving Substantial audiences. It may be connected with a natural

individual attraction to experiences shared, on a wide basis. It may be connected to

`other characteristics of mass societies. Or there may well be minimum "critical mass"

sizes for vital creative institutions. But it does seem inevitable that, at least in' 4

the intermediate term in any given national context, there will be relatively few

broadcasting institutions of national scope. And what is most imp nt, and probably

post difficult, is the question of access to the'interest an d judgement of the

professionals who mediate the entire message passing process.

It is at this point that it would seem that legal devices and structural changes

and regulatory_ supervision will inevitably fail. 1f, as Smith suggests, and as I

believe, broadcasters and producers must cease to look inwards tp their ,institutions,
A. 0
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but take.their on honest sounding of their on social emironmentS, such a change will
come on the basis of broadcaster and producer initiative,_ and not as -the result_ of

legislation, regulation, or direct frontal attack.

For public broadcasters and public broadcasting institutions there. are basically

Mo. alternative external orientations. One is a defensive stance: It would be

understandable if such an external orientation_continued to'prevail. The tendency arises

from inherent characteristics of the relationshi0 between, publictvbroaacasting
organizations .and' their environments. But rem ining .defenike 'cpula be

institutionally fatal: The alternative is to be op n to the public, and if-it is dot,

it may well lose touch and, in so doing,+ hec e inflexible. S4cietiesand_nations
change. There Ls an argument that it is the role of the. meaia to prepare so ieties for

change. In any event, it is clear that a public bioadeasting institution which becomes
infrixible and not adaptable to changing conditions will experience problems maintaining
the public support which its existence requires. Neville argued that if the 03C

remained an undifferentiated, basically mass audience oriented, national broadcasting
service, it would eventually becdme redundant.. This study suggests that the need- for

differentiation has recegni:ed, but that the CBC was not. moving rapidly towards a more'
Clearly differentiated service, 1.401y because of the level and means of public

support. Externally, the situation called for.a review of public policy. But there

were also implications. for the CSC. It was engaged in a cooperative, national, creative
endew.our, it required the confidence and support-of the Canadian public; and the best

\approach to. securing that support seemed to lies in taking the initiative in the
'establishment of-a more open relationship with the .Canadian public. Thus, an open

irelationshp with the public can be argued Ss'essential to iong run institutional

But the actual "gOckl" of the entire culture must clearly come 'befOre' matters of

institutional survival. They need not be in conflict; in fact, broadcasters''

responsibilities for the definitionS of reality provided to their audienCii,s. constitute

the valid 'argument for more-. "open" broadcasting institutions. The requirement.is,

howeVet, foran openness "to" 4udience and general "(es!' ppposed tab "active ") public
.%

anput,. Such an approach would seem to hold the post promiseifor steering systems of
brohdcastitig in hays which relate to ,the ,newly identified needs and demands of society.

cJ ABOUT THE'CBC

Just as the CBC was,in many ways, a strikingly accurate reflection of the nation

it served, so, this study ac6iratelY--reflects'a*condition of.fheogorporation. This

document Concentrated cqerhbelmingly on the demands and expectations of the active

public. . 11.e.suggested that the CBC';ended;to concentrate more.on the publiO,s-demands
than on,audience concerns or on 'internal conditions. But--in addition.to the publit, and

the audience; the CBC t.:as also:attempting to meet the demands and expectatioris. of-the

market. And it seemed to me that simultaneously attempting to serve the public and the

audience and compete the mar et was the source of-basic problems fore the Corporation.

It seems to me that there was a role for pc 'initiativ,9 in securing a,clarification
if not a reconsideration of public pony on Corporate commercial' activity.-' I'vd
suggested, however, _that thF' Corporation was in a difficult position,to take Such
'initiatives its operational' dependence on the Government Vas, l ,think,
stiking -artd net totally appropriate., In Charter 13 I argued that an open relation-ship

with the public was the CF.C's only means of escape from Its .own defensiveness and

conservatism and, on the practical level, from its demand /resource imbalance and its

commercial constraints. Above, I argued than ap open relationship with the public as

audience was required for the provision otta responsiCle media definiteion'of reality.
In the Canadian situation there was an additional argument ,for an open 'relationship.

,between the CBC and the public; it stemmed from the provisions of the corpoption's
legislative mandate, If-the CB were to effectively discharge its national unity and
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Canadian identity obligations, the Corporation and its management a its producers

needed an opportunity to deepen their awareness of the social processes pd contemporary

attitudes among Canadians,

/
.

This study also mirrors the CEC in its -attention tcicitmuhadt, expectations-, .

structures, processes, p rams, 'resources, and issues : to just about everything but'. ,

people. I have, if only in,the selection of mai-el-io.1, for quotation, been severely

critical of what %is-- often termed management "style*." But I've tried to balance my

suggestion that more attention to people was *required with an organizational.

analysis which suggests that under prevailing conditions the actual'

approach Was almost inevitable. My critAcism, therefore, is of ,the situation;

responsibility for it-extendS, ultimately, to every Canadian. As I said -earlier, I,

think that Smith is right and that for the foreseeable future the contiol and operation,
of the major elements of.broadcasting systems will remain in relatively few .bands --

regardless. of structural or operational adjusdnts such as greater,decentralization or
'higher proportions of independent production. These broadcasters,,individually, are the

people who will mediate the-dominant message passing processes. It ,seems important,

therefore, that the organization should want and be able to4stablish significant

recruitment, training; and development programs, tailored to individual needs and

aspirations, to best develop the abilities required of these relatively few hands, and

to help'put them in touch .kith the mass audience whose. features are so .seldomly

examined. d

-3,

It is also at least possible to suggest that more open internal relationships and ,

greater attention to the individual may influence probabilities of success in creative

endeavours. 1.%believe that creative.climales are important and that creativity' is not

accidental,, but performing a cost/benefit analysis is impossible so, in the end; the

,choice of a management 'style" or the determination of the imprtance attached to the

individual in the organization must be left to the good judgement of the senior officers

\i of the Corporation: In Chapter 13 I'sPeculated that there may have been a transfer of
defensiveness and conservatism fronrexternal to internal relationships ;, the ,observation

is speculative, but worth considering. Also speculative is the suggestion that the'
Corporation's conservative external orientation may have translated into "cons'ervative''.

pib ramming. s .

As pointed out earlier, the conditions examined in this study' are now historical.'

There may have.been changes in_the external orientation of the CBC pince 1974, or-such
changes may be imminent. It seemed to me that in early 1974 the Corporation was bedbming
somewhat more open, but it also semed that the-CRTC's licence renewal decision :would

contribute to, ijc'reased defensiveness at least in the short run. There were, however,

indications that,the CBC Board would become more,active and visible, -and that there ,

would be regular consultation between the Corporation and the CRTC.

The last part of this chapter examiqes public broadcasting policy .options available
to th$ Canadian people, and it suggests public responsibilities In that, connection.

Those responsibilities and the challenge to improve the CBC were, I suggest, shared by

the CBC and the public. For its part, the Corporation had a

with
between either

remaining ,defensive -and conservative or becoming more open with its audience public

,about its problems and aspirations.. The seeds of a more. open. and',positive external

orientation were evident in early 1974. The transcript of,the 1974 licence renewal
hearing reflects the English Service Division Assistant General Manager's comments about

challenges,as follows: '1

MR. MUNRO: ..,. The Corporation's mandate has often.been stated as requiring

its ,television service to link all Canadians,'yet that requirement.must be seen.in
the context Of increasing television c oice:frommoie and more'competing stations.

To fulfill our mandate, we must; rogram so that Canadians want to be linked,

$Imuit stress thax we don't quarrel $4.ith the rights of a viewer to-have the maximum

Fhoice available. What I an pointing out is that this situation provides us with a
challenge jusas radio faced its challenge in the 1950's and '60's. ,-

.7
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1 ,

To meet that challenge, we must offer Canadians television ,Program service

hhich is different from that a the private stations, and of a quality and variety
that'Canadians wilt choose,io viatch.... (CRTC 1974a, pp 149-5Q)

For the rest of this decade, CBC television must cope with a situation quite

different from that which .faced us, four years ago: "In the face of increasing
viewer°choice, We must remain re'levant td,Canadians of all ages, interests and

tastes. We must do so.by offering a service which is distinctive in its amount of
Canadian and regional programming, distinctive in its balance, and distinctive in

its quality. We ,Fecognize, these as major challenges and we recognize that our
success in meeting them is important -- not just to the CBC or to the Canadian
broadcasting system, but to Canada.... We look forward confidently to the
'challenges and we we/come them. (pp 156-7)

Some 1,315 pages later the hearing transcript ends as follows:

MR. JUNEAU; Weil, Mr. Pitard, you said that.if,youpersist you'will-find that
Canadians are capable of doing the job.

That is one of the most hopeful phrases, not only because it expresses 'a

strong sehtiment, but because it appeais to,express determination, and I think
determination is,perhaps the thing, after hope and wisdom; that we need most.

I could like, however, 4o terminate not on any of my ideds, my phrases, or any
of your phrases, but from the'brief of ,the regional producers. They say in their

conclusions:'"It is now the time to admit to all the failures and then forget them.
It is now the time to look for new avenues to success. We'will Create "the programs

to this,.given the facilities and resources necessary. jtis essential to have
the CB=operation of the Canadian RadiO=TeeviSion' Commission, the Canadian
,government, and the Canadian Parliament." I would add only this: that j'ou can be
assured' of the co-operation of the CRTC, and I think-also you need the co-operation
of the people.

, I

MR. PICARD: That's whatI was going to say.' (Based on CRTC 1974a, pp 14707,2)

All that cooperation seemed like a good idea at the time. still,does. But

effectift cooperation seemed to require both a change in the external orientation of the
CBC andchanges in public policy.

4 .

d) ABOUT PUBLIC BROADCASTING IN CANADA

Television is a competitor. It Competes -,for our time with working, sleeping, and

other necessary and optional activities. When we watch it, we do so because we choose
to 7- because it has successfully coMpeted.for our time.,

Television is competitive. Broadcasting organizations compete with each other for

our viewing attention.' When wewatch one program rather than another, we do so because
we choose to -- beacuse it has successfully competed for our attention.

Canadian television programs compete with American televisioi programs. Except

where. alternatives are not yet available, when Cariadians watch Canadian programs they do
so because they choose to -- because they are more entertaining, more informaiive,/more
in tune with their own lives, and/or §imply because they are Canadian. /

Ultimately, regulation,cannot force Canadians to watch Canadian programs. f they

o ,want to get cable TV and watch it every night and watch only US programs", the will do

so. They$,have the power to elect a government which will permit them to do an or all
of those things.

340
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In. practice, few Canadians are willing to watch programs which are less

entertaining, less informative, and less in tune with their lives solely because they
are Canadian. Ultimately, Canadians will only watch Canadian programs if those programs

chave a quality and appeal sufficient to compote successfully not only with US television
programs but with all the other things which compete for their time.

- -
, .

. Television competed most successfully for the time of'Canadians during the evening.
At that time Canadian programs must compete with US programs in which ,the production
investment in 1973/74 was approximately $200,000 per hour) -- or $1 ,400,000 for one hour
of original production each week fot a year. The total 1973/74 CBC Epglish Television
budget was $54,338,000.' .

,
. .

In the United States, television has a fully developed film industry as' an
established source of programming. In Canada, the CBC'is expected,tp financially assist.

industry. -the development of such an y. ,

. ,
.

The Broadcasting Act established the CBC on behalf of the Canadian people as an
institution to contribute to national unity. It will make such a contribution only to'
the'extent .that it 18 watched. If only its US programs attract substantial. numbers of
viewers,, then the meditim is the message. If its Canadian programs attract substantial
numbers of viewers, they will share what the national broadcasting serit reflects of

their country to them, and there w 11 beta contribution to unity.

But Canadians share something else: they share the way the national broadcasting
service reflects on them as a people.: If they are proud of its Canadian services, if
they, think its Canadian programs lie worthy, the institution itself will stand as a

positive force contributing to unity. Even if they are not proud of it here will be
some contribution to unity -- through having a common institution to ital about and

react to and griticize and know as their own. But such a' ackwards aloproach to unity,
hasdisturbing implications for the cultural confidence which the nation has in itself.

It is interesting, in the light of a recent CBC budget cut and a more recent
_upwards adjUstment, to speculate on the nature of the relationship between the cultpral
and economic confidence of a nation. The,CBC budget cut had its ,origin in national

economic problems brought on by the combination' of similar problems in the United States
and the fact that it has largely been Americans who have invested in the economiF future
pf Canada. In much the same.way that social and political unity are finked, I suggest
there is a connection between a nation's cultural and economic confidence.

The problem for public broadcSsting is that investments in cultural'futures do not
pay off very quickly, It takes time to.develop talent and skills and ideas, and so it
is perhaps understandable that, successive- Canadian governments, each with its own
immediate problems and instincts for 'political survival, have not invested heavily in '

the develbpment of a strong and vital and distinctively Canadian national broadcasting
sertice. Unfortunately, the longer the hesitation the higheithe entry price. In 1970,

Professor Thomas McPhail of Loyola Uhiversity's,Department of Cbmmunication Arts, warned
the Davey ,Committee that "Canada has one decade remaining in which its members have to
make up their minds whether they.want to remain a distinct political, cultural, and
geographical national entity" (Davey 1970a, p 11). On the eve-ve Of the 1974 CBC licence
renewal hearing,' Pierre Juneau is quoted as having declared, "Look, we either, have a

country or we don't. Let's decide" (Lewis, p 12).

I'm not going to suggest that, if thei4 isn't an immediate change in public policy,
or a new external orientation in ther Corporation, the CBC will wither and die, and that
the nation will disintegrate shortly thereafter: Changes will come and I think their
natures and directions are almost inevitable; the uncertainty is as to their timing. It

seems to me. that the sooner the changes are begun, or at least- seriously contemplated,.
the easier the necessary adjustments will be.

The/first question facing"the Canadian public.,-therefore, is whether a:review of
public broadcasting polic'y is now in order. have tilied in Chapter 12 to aigue'that

341. I
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Is. I think% that the record orthe 1974 licence renewal process stands as sufficient
evidence of the fict that the structural arrangements for broadcasting in Canada require
re-examination. If there is no appraisal, and if general national conditions do not

change drastically, things will probably continue pfetty .much as they are in

broadcasting_ and in the CBC until a crisis, precipitates a crash,investigation. McPhail

and Juneau essentially argued that by the time such an obvious' crisis developed, it

would be too late to pregerve a distinctively Canadian system,of broadcasting. They may

well be right. In any event, it isclear that if policy review begins now,. it can tie.
more thorqugh, more contemplative, more public, and no doubt gore successful in steering
broadcasting,in ways which relate to the needs of the society, than irlit is left until .

- there' is a crisis in the Canadian broadcasting system, in the CBC, or in both. The

question of whether a review is in order prompts two others: how might it come' about,
and is it', likely to? Earlier, I suggested it was in the CBC!s interest to have a
review, ancethat some-initiative on its part would not have been inappropriate. At the

leas , it needs public clarification of the Government's policy on future CBC commercial
act vity.. The CRTC clearly needed a clarification of its role. The basic questions are
matt rg -ef public policy, sa there amid seem to be Parliamentary and Governmental
resp sibilities to attend to public broadcasting policy matters now. The other

possibility for initiative, and the most interesting one, would seem to lie ottside the
realm of the "offiIsaal" public. If the 305 intervenors in the-1974 licence renewal had
one thing in common, it_ was an interest in an effective review of Canadian public
broadcasting policy. Most.of them regarded the CRTC hearing as such a review. In the

/c/end,
it wasn't; moreove,, it didn't *lead to one, and it didn't result in polipy

larification. In the intelwal, there have been time changes of opinion. There are new .

directions within the CBC. Sortie members of 1974 Committee on Television group ,now

believe that the CBC has a resouroe problem. The Canadian Broadcasting League i
presumably as Cbmmitted-as ever to the concepts of a_ distinctively Canadian system f

broadcasting and an independent and innovative CBC. It seems likely that there could be

widesprwd "active:' public support fpr a comprehensive policy review. Whether there is
likely to be such a review depends, quite simply, on whether any one of the CBC, the

CRTC, 'Parliament, the Govetnment, the creative workers of broadcasting, or any of the
groups or individuals concerned with broadcasting in Canada who were so much int vidence

in 1974 takes the initiative. ' ,

,

If there is to be a policy.review, it must focUs first On the Canadian l oadcasting

system as a whole. I think the concept of a cqmb,ined,system is valid, but there ,b6e
been major, changes in the conditions of that system since ehe 1968 Act Was framed. In

Chapter-12 I argued Aat a comprehensive review must begin with a reconsideration Of

"Broadcasting Policy fbr Canada." I suspect that the princtres of that policy will be
reaffirmed, but such reaffirmation should. recognize and accept, the fact that ambitious
,objectives cannot be accomplished without the expenditure of energy and other resources.

f

It seems impor t, ,in all their Pliases, any future reviews reoognize that

broadcasting systems are a function of. their national settings and that the institute
may be as accurate,ifnot m e so, in reflectipg'national conditions and problems as

the program sfivices they pr ide: In Chapter 13 I.argued that tendencies to Consider'

beheading the messenger are ine able, given that broadcasting Mandates are written in

the expectation that the.electronic media will solve, or at least help solve, national
/

problems. Recognition that broadcasting's problems are encoded= versions of the

political issues which confront nations, and that institutional characteristics. result
/

/

from environmental influences, from policies, and fiom the nature of the structural
arrangements for broadcastingiS important. Out it imporeance,ii as background to, a

/

review. exhortations or Impassioned pleas for understanding will not op their own change

much.
,

. /

So far as the CBC is concerned, the'firsquestions musk be about its role. I s

mandate responsibilities mUst by reassessed in the Light of their resource dema d
implications. Its audience orientation must be reassessed in, light of 'conditions nd

treads both Pi the Canadian broadcasting environment and in the general Canadian social
climate. Scattered throughout the hearing,interventions and the 1974 licence renewal

document are indications that. some Canadians were having second thoughts about certain

'a
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aspeCts-of twentieth century mass societies. It would seem important to determine. the

exact nature and extent of those concerns. They may well constitute the' most-valid;

argument for a CBC "differentiated" from commercial services: There are no "two'lWay

.choice" policy options. here: the questions are about balance and .timing; The,

differentiation process had already begun before the end of the\case study period. ?he

"block schedule" was becoming fragmented, and by 1974 it was a potentially misleading

representation of actual English Television'service. The audience data used most in

this study, is from the BEM measureMent.peridd,closest to the public hearing, from 23

. January thrbugh 3 February 1974; during that period, "al% of all English Television

network service and 22% of all prime time service consisted of special programming not

reflected on block schedules -- principally "Publid broadcasting", coverage of the

Commonwealth Games -and extended coverage of the National Energy Conference. ,It seems to

me that further differentiation was reqUired, but not, through ceasing to be a "popular"

service. Consideration qf the degree and rate of differentiation appropriate for'public

broadcasting servicein Canada must be extremely careful; the various

processes involved ate complex and should be hell understood by those advocating change;

and there are resource implicat-Ons, considered below, which should aim) be taken into.

account. ;
.

% '.'
The second set of questions concerning tlfr CBC .deal wiIk the structural

arrangements, for public bioadcasting in Eanada. It seemed to ma tat thex*CBC was tied

much too directly, both in policy and in operatiOns, to the Government. I've suggested'

that the Corporat n's operational dependence on the Government led to institutional

conservatism and to nservatiye programming. There are two possible approaches to

establishi great institutional independence: . one is to change formal structural

arrangement -- rep ing lines, regujatory syG ems, funding mechanisms, and periods of

"funding; the other approach is for the b dcasting ,institution itself to develop A '

meaningful relationship with its audlente lic and, thereby, establish the basis for
\

its independe ce---1 suggest that effect ve-change will require the application of these,.

pproaches in combination, and that such thangi, if achieved, will.be evolutionary.

.
Structural change requires a policy review; institutional initiative does not, and,, if

taken in advance Of policy reassessment, may.establish abasis for earlier and more

effective structural change. . .

,
.

.

...

4

The finaL set of questions concerning the CBC deal with resources. 'These questions

must be taken up last because they must. be considered against a defined role and

specific objectives$ not against vague or global "expectations. l for instance,

quality regional program services-sere to be a prominent feature of 'Canadian public

broadcasting service, then Canad' ns are going to have to get SeriouS about the,costs.

And there are significant cost imp ations in opting for amore differentiated service.

National unity and Canadian identity bjectivas can be used to argue the case for quality

Canadian programming of popular appeal. If "making good things .popular and popular

things good" as an appropriate general goal' for the CBC, then the are major

outstanding requirement's for program and talent ,..and production and management

-development. And consideration. of resources will have to face :the', question of

commercial activity and the distribution system, implications of, any changes in that

activity. The question of commercial activity is exceedingly complex: A'multitude of

7arguments have been made both to support the elimination or reduction of commercial

/ activity and to justify continuation of current policies and practices. the revenue

which the CBC derives from selling 'advertising time Comes at a cost both to the

organization and the services it provides. The quattiOn is not whether commercial',

actiyity comes at a cost, but whether the costs to service are justified by the net gain

in funding. Making such a determination will be difficult because "costs. to service"

are primarily intangibles. But the poIicy'on commercial activity must be considered'

thoroughly because, although it is raised here within a third group of questions, it is

a major policy question in its own right. In can, in factbe seen as an encoded precis
of the problems of public broadcasting in Canada.

Atfhe practical level, the commercial activity quesffon is bound up with the

overall demand /resource, imbalance. In the early days Of CBC television, when the"

emphasis was on getting any service to as many Canadians as possible, deriviii revenue

from ,commercial advertising was one means of dealing with the CBC's 'mounting

requirements for money. And the incorporation of pri3ate commercial stations into the,
o

,
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;system as affiliates has an economical'means of extending coverage. But there have been

significant changes 'since CBC television wes.ponopoly television in Canada and., indeed,

since 1968. Commercial activity, thOUgh-at dne point. enabling Cinada to extend CBC

services across the land quickqy and at reduce6 public cost, may now or soon be

introducing more and greater problems thin it solves. 4n particular, it would seem to 1--=
seriously complicate the task of res.pondl.ng,apPi-opriately to the changes in the Canadian

broadcasting environment already produced b/ the rapid growth of cable and by the,

licensing of additional Canadian commercial stations and .networks. And technological

trends towards the provision of an e'en greater range of "programming" choices,in tbe
future would seep to hold the premise of thrOing the CBC's role and its commercial,

activities into even greater conflict. ' e. .

,
_..

By e sthe end of th case study periOd the'CBC was, on one hand, arguing the need to

_ "differentiate" 1.ts services' from thOse provided by'corMmercial broadcasters,
.

But, on

. the, other hand, it has also arguin that the nature of its distribution system justified

.or demanded the scheduling of popular US enterta'inment programming in peak. viewing' ,

periods -- to maintain,the " commercial viability" of its affiliates and its own revenue

position., In 'essence, the CBC was admitting that the distribution systeil was

.determining prdgram(senice content. Moreover, despite its attempts to deliver -.large

audiences to the.affhliates, the Corporation found itself unable to maintain `their

commercial viability and faced the pro'spect of .either subsidizing or taking over

operations .in financial trouble. If the pattern andjhe trends xontinue, as it seems
they inevitably $,111, the CBC will increasingly be paying for its distribution system at

t. both ends -- by'sbaping i.zs service schedules tossustain its commercial affiliates and,

to the extent tnat such approaches are insufficient to maintain their commercial

.iability in the changing Canadian broadcass.ing environment, by further subsidization Of
....._ ---j

their operations.; But it shouldbe recognized that the alternative will be -costly.

This study argues tha"t effective differentiation of program services required

substantially increased resources for programming, notably for 'program development.

Such a differentiatieh also -has major implications for ene distribution system, and a
clear differentiation will come a; the cost of either extending the public portion of

the distribution system or su,stanti:ally subsidizing the private portion of the system.

The commercial plicy question thus raises major resource leVel questions, as well

as,some less tangible ones. In,hi1974 submission to the CRTC, George Ferguson'took up

the relationship betweeii goals and resources; he observed:
-

What are we to make.of governments which, on the ,one hand, deClare their

determination to keerradioand television Canadian and then do nothing about the
product they-are charged'AO supervise? And what do you make of a government .which
,directs 1,zs instrument, the CBC, to do everything in its power to make ends meet --

an objective declared; it may be.added, without any parliamentary sanction. No

stapyte exists declarinithat the CBC must pay its way. ,Everybody knows that, if

the CBC has to do the job Parliament assigned it to, the CBC would cost money. 'It-'
may not have been clear thirty-odd years ago, but it is clear today. Yet nobody,

so far as I knoh5 has ever raised this central point. Yet it is clear that if the

exiting directives are maintained, and if 'the CB.C's first duty is to take more

money, the programming policy must include prime time for commercially sponsored
features, which, in turn, means that the only programs that fulfill the original

purposes of the pubi,icly owned system must be shown at other houiS of.the day or

night when commercial interests are Ot'at stake. This is putting the cart before

the -horse with a vengeance. tFerguson 1974, fp 6-7)

4,

Beyond the tangible resource problems, the commercial... activityt question also'

encodes a mare general aspect of public broadcasting policy development and

interpretation in.Canada. As Ferguson noted, the commercial policy is an 'operational

policy of the Government, not one established by Parliament, not -one determined by the
public. .Thus, the commercial policy question raises major structural questions as well.
I've argued that by 1974 the CBC had become alarmingly'close to becoming jiist another

- department of the Governbent. And'I've argued that it needed to become more open with .

the public as a means of securing and preserving independence. But a `Corporation so

heavily operationally dependent on the GOvernment was in an awkward position to.begin
.

asserting its own independence. The CRTt attemoted to intervene in this closed

A
I

I

. .

. 0
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relationship between the CAC and:the Government, and it failed. Just how closed that

relationship actually has become is illustrated by the fact that the Oasis for the 1974

public discussion between the CBC and the 'CRTC about the future of the public,

broadcasting service remains_e .cret Caoinet document. ,

' There is a suggestion of inevitability in Anthony Smith's contention that the

unresolved neuroses from which nations suffer can, be found encoded in the ways they

choose to organize broadcasting, and I don't accept that,. inevitability: I think

Canadians have enougn faith in their collective futute to justify an appropriate

investeent in their country's cultural future Ferguson commentedt

The makers of Canada a century ago kneh th'ey'were embarking on an expel-iment

that would be' difficult, risky and,costly. On these scores they had no illusions.

Within two ydars the financial terms of Confederation had to be changed so that the

poor partners would haze to be subsidized by those partners who could afford to put

more into the common pot. Those subsidies have continued to this day, despite the

protests of. the richer members of the union that they cannot afford to pay a nickel,

more. In every field you can mention, this same story has been repeated again and

again and again. he found he,needed new canals and nes; and bigger locks, and we

b,Jilt the he extended ourselves westward; and again millions and millions .ere

needed for new railways, and he built them. Neh ports? We built them. Nationally

speaking, he built ourselves. eff-subsidies, each occasion being made the subject -of

new protests that he could not affird the price. he hent on building dust the

same.

.... Increasingly. I have pondered why a crown corporation like the CBC has ndt

spent its resources on the interpretation-0T the different areas of Cinada, One,to

another. They do not know each other. They do not yet understand each other.

There are misunderstanding; and.ignorance on every hang. Yethow miserable are the-

reasons given for failure. It turns out that the CBC has not the money to do the
II .

job, and that the given reason for -that lack, is that the corporationmus.t

concentrate its energies and talents on making money; rather than concentrate. on '

the repair of the national framework.
,

This is a massiVe break with' the past. fn the old days, we gladly spent

hundreds of millions of dollars on providing' ourselves math the capital equipment

our economic growth required. But fie shrilik°,back when it comes to: the task of,

explaining to odrsel,ves why such equipment is needed, ivdeed why COssIda ttself.

should existand for what purposes. When ParliaMent turns to such a topic, . it ks

to hear complaints thatbroadcasring in Gaelic is being reduced. Otir'probleiiis are

., mountainops, and I honder what headway he are making with tpem. ' (Ferguson 1974,''pp

'4-11),
.

4: .::: .,'

.
. .

,` : ' ,,'

`It seemed to. me that in 1974 not much--headway,. was mad . '''The future of the

. ',national" broadEasting service seemed to. la): in the hands pf national inst}tutions --

the CBC itself, the'Coveinment, and -- to a :mUch1
.

esser e ten; -- the CRTC,.aitd,

' 1 Parliament. ;File Broadcasting Act, doesn't label, the C as: ,Canada's "'public"

broadedsting,service. Perhaps it should, ' only as a semantic remirOer to national

l' institutions that the most Important relationship in public b4oadcasting in ',Canada must

i. be between the CBC anethe public. "
-

..,

'

,

.

It seem% to"me vnevitable that the changes in the Canadian broadcasting environment,

...; ,
in the early 1970s,h1Lventually require a reassessment of the role of the CBC. I

suggest' that.-when that rekssessment, is made, a' need for vastly increased leVels of : .

public 'support, will be :identified. But-it seems unrealistic to ,Opect a sudden 'and'

massive .increale. at somegiven point in'the future. Because Gallaba's.publit resources.",

"ate not unlimited, 'it seems to me that the_ sensible 'apprdach 'is to make 'an tearlY

.0.. determination of the "target" role for the GBC, to assess the strUctural:and resource .-

,. ',implications of that role,'ans! ta'begin systematically to move towards it as ineon as

.:'possible.
.

, ,
,

,
,

, .

.

. . ,

Thisstudy doesrOt.contain great,long lists of specific recommendations. _Most of:

the 'issues- and questions conside?ed'are, ultimately, matte'rs'of public policy,, and.1

345
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don't presume hereto suggest in detail what public policy should be. But I do ptestime
to recommend that policy- be reconsidered.

. , .

1. The national broadcasting service is,, formally, a creature of ,parliarnent, `The
CbC's mandate has es.tablished by Parliament, the structural arrangements for
broadcasting here determined by Parliament, and it has ultimate control of. public
resources.' Parliament has ,first _responsibility for taking the initiative llt
bringing about a revieg of Canadian public broadcasting policy. . 4

.. ,.
2. Effectively, the government , is in cont, of of the c13.c. But c control' , implies

responsibility as well, so- parliament's 'responsibilitr to 'ensure that its
groadcasting pol icy ,,libr 'Canada is apprOpr late to current conditions -and that
resources are adequate epr the 'discharge of the 0andate it has given the
Corporation are, in a very special- sense...I:the responsibilities of"the:Goverrtnent aS
hell,' Moreover, givenw-hat would seen to be inevitable requirements for increased
levels of CBC resource ,SupPort 'in the future, . it would seem' to- . be in the
Government ' s

...9
own best interest to have a fully' public reconsideration of.

broadcasting policy at an early date. .

, .3 1 have characteri:ed the CRTs as a observer or ,the the current 'public
broa.izasting policy develoOtent and interpietatioo process -- a,procesf -which
tnioles primarily the Government and the CBC. The 1974 Licence renewal

'decision can be regarded as a disguised call for a' review of. public policy.
Whether the 19-4 disguise has appropriate does nOt..seem important now., It does
seem to me that the time -1;as come when 'theCRTC can, and should, call directly for
apubl ic clarification cif ' .the hroadcasting polictes it has been 'charged to
implement, - - c

.. ..
, r.. - :-.

4. I hate suggested that the sources of i.-.an'y, of the LBC's prohleths were external, and
that its effective .independence has extre6ely limiteci.,..Eyen so,. I suggest that the, ,
CSC, hes an -appropriate role- to Ilay.in-the planning of its own future, Given

. it 'recent preoccupaiion hith'effioiency, its perssfing'prob.las, and The pro'ipect
of increasing resourcerequaremeets 'in 'the future, it ,wbutd seem to he. ein th.e,..
Corporatronos ovn best irreerejst that] thete be a full public. review of %Canadian, . - ,i _ _.pb lic _broadcasting policy,.

'1. . ' , ., , e':
5. U tirnately; the future.. a broadcasting in.' Canada rests leilh the 6ublic:. v .. I'

P r I lament , the_ GoVernment`, --the RTC, 'and the CBC,'are.its instrilknts, but these.

f

stitutions have not recently 'consulted the pubtic about itS
boadcasting wished and convictions. Xmay ;.eli be that 'ptst-Jic pressure
to be brought .to- bear before- - there is 'a :'-corprehensive reasessment of the

.1 relationship bethven the CBC and the publi.t.,, it' was' created` to serve. One of the
imost .interesting aspectsof the- differentiation,protas'S set in' notion by cable and ,
audience fragmentatfOn 'is fhat .i-,t, provides an oppbrtiini,ty to convert the CBC-into a
more piibl lc', bioadmait ing seivicti. . I: ve'. suggested tiiat - the CBC itself has
responsibilities and an interest in 51.10. a develOpment, but it seems to me. that she,
COrporation will see those responsibilities -andand opportunities in a clearer,Jight- if

l there is ey ictence of public interest" and ''concern. \"- The ....national broadcasting ,
service as estai2lished 4s :a -result 'of pub-Lic initiative channeled through the
Canadian Broadcasting. League.. Given tile apparent inability of: the CBC, and-the* CRTC ,

0. ''to, alter the cotii-se of publ'it broadcasting, and the apparent 'reluo,;afice of
parliament and itheTfaaverninent-ib confrOnt the,issues, public, initiative seems once .
again Tequiied.:; I sense that. the "necess'ary, ConfY:dejace in the fliture exists', what
1S required is "ik eremonstration of that Cgnfideneeto the public' s'repr,esentatives-.., ,

.atillit institutioits. "If leadership does not come. frank ;Parliament, the G;nertimeilti
,,tge IfRTC, or 'tfte -CBC, it can and should corze ;from the pup' l,c . _43betjter it does'ko . . ..

'riut=aruy he a more.telling'Indlcator of the foiure of the-nation as a whole tqn ig 7 ) .
.), -- A . v t6 ,wideli; rqcogniited.-, -'' ., . , - ' .1

. ' '..,. '''i .. ' .,

The (BC t'a'geeri-a unique institution hand now offers. unique .'oppbrtunities foe',
Cdnadicaq 1.kt., develop a. distinctiVe, systeM ',of broadcasting_ _suited to the needs and '

COnditions of, Canadian iociety. The cost is ad,mittedly high. But if , the gac .:Ls not ';'
:re-tiefineil a n d diff.erentiatod, it..wil 1 decline, and tluiroplibituni ties' Wil I be lost. I / .

i
- think' ttia't the Costs aree -jtiStfietl; and that the time to begin to confrint theri s (low:- '

".* -..... ", .,,,.
... ' . .. ....

,
& , v .. - - i .. . ., -. ",, s

1
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ST'. ,CRIPT

.

In thp interval between:formal submisskon of this study tb Stanford University and
co9pletion pi. preparations for this printing, there were 'two significant developments of

.direct'relevance to this study., ' ' '
. . ' ', ''

.
. ,.

, Wrthin Engl,Lsh `television there was the announcement of significant changes in
,

the composition 'and,.srur4ure, of the Planning Group, and ,it would .appear that there will
4,e further and,"feated,changes over the next few months. With respect to this study,
these,. change out -date the" struotural. organi zation of the Planning Group presented in
'diapter.9, but they would'tnot appeat to affect laciSt of the analysis, of thanageMent
decision t.,aking in Chapter 1.5 -- which at gue51,1hat structural changes might have eased
the ccunicationoverload conditions under. whirch the English Television Planning Group.

`corked, but,hat,hanges were:also reccuired in the CRC's public and internal orientation,
at. the Planning Group level . ind aboye.

4 ; .

.
,... , .

isith resaect to the CBC As ';a" chore, then" was a press, report on planned Changes. in
both the. method' and level' of GBC funding. the Canadian Press reported: .

'23. June 1976
t

. .

The 'government has. 'agregd on a plan by which the CliC wi I l be aranteed."
shpri' of a parl lamentary upset --'an'amrual- increase in its progr ing and
equipment improvement 8udget fore, the next give years, authoritativ soiirces say.

. /
lihilethe forz.t?la -has: riot been announced in detail, it has been under

- discussion between-the corporatpri mid the government's treasury board officers for.
, ahoytt.three 7e4r9. The tip -mfg to, its approval came in a speech in Winnipet, on May

12 by Secretary of-State Hugh ,Faulkner on cultural development. ..,.. .
- , . . Q..

. . . . ..

,, , what the Cabinet has agreed sr.°, said sow:roes in Mr. Faulkter.'s office, is an
annual .i,ninium .increase'n CSC subsidies fro the treasury, plus a margin eZerd to
recognize the. annual, 'fate ok inflation. The' treasury board. has egreed that a
recognized park.'" of the annual subsidy increase should go to develOping teeth

4' prograth's;cin radio ad TV... :-." 1,
. ...

.: ...., .,! 'I, . . , . ..
, .

'4.'!
the . CBC: s ansival%grant's will st,ill besubjeci t6' approval ky Paraiament,.but

- 't.,:lie":c-ob3orAtion at leas.t .has the government is% Promise. that i't will propose stated .

. _
.. i - , :abOunts for. the next five years.....' (THE:LONDON PpEPRESS, 28.May 1976, -p '3). ,4

...., -r. : . ,,:, .-

4 -- ,,'
- ., , .ems Lie- ,CP,, 'report; a I.ScC1 Oa cated that there, would" be inorciental annual: increases; in

the CBC budibt '1,,ir,the nextfj, ,;ear..s, but that "the exact 'amount ,h..s not been .

...' .,orinounc-ed becauge hey are OpeOent .'On...arini.ta 1 apprortiat ions-- passea by Parliament.
'., ihere wi4 ..i,la i uttizet ion -Of..any, coiffetip.lated change. in 'commercial, polfty, With, respect

e .,.. . to this,4tAki, the rerrart _4'ear.:41.,/," tripiirAltn .the ,seriousness of the level of resources ..

ems,'' ' andannoal "basis of ftinding pi-or:aegis identified in 'chapter 11' Perhaps' more importantly;
,

-it al%o i11.ustfate5s the IiitOpt .te: -whilh the4Ct:C hai become 'involved 'in a closed
re,Cdtionship sgth the Catri.litg: and; tze TreastiO qcrIrci., The need for a comprehensive

.TevieF , o f the ctc 's stile,, itructgial '..Eqr..,ttigerrients , and, re soulIce . gequirement s suggested
,

in ,Chat"ar 12 remazns undimirii,'stipa,rif "not. augmentid. There .remains the need for
-review of the Golier-Are, nt/eBQ poiigy"..,.0".n-tOriaer'ci,a.r` activity. And the need for

. 4... strcngthering,,tiii relati onshm, birtheep""the CSC. ails' :the. Canadian public remains. , Perhaps
Pailiamentary; E011.sideration Of the'ims, '4Overnic4entYc'BC plan ,wif.1 provide an oppottlinity,

. .

- 0 to demand.a sompreliensive public reg14%.; 6t caqaclian public btaadcasing policy/,', Thfi
4

, '.. :recent- dpv-elopineht ,"though helpful, ,:.r.p the CM; ..woiitid. seem to 'fall far short of meet krig
i

....
^ 4." * 'the Corposati-brr:,s real ie4tii rements fol,..6per.it.i4a1 i ndependetice and for iesourc'es

. -.4, 4d4,i,pate for the sn Jo'r progrip 'ZIev9i3spilf,tif, un'iletcaking wffi,c,h this ,study argues to be...
, egsenti 41; in. he...ellorige,'4. anti -i'llafig*Ang "Collaian'bfbadcast'ing: env i ronment . 4 , ', .,-,

r , ..' - ':" .-. -;, '',", '...-' .17', s.;`-'";, .,. ''c - -

I ... Vir
4' , . -t;41e,

:
; ri

<
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Appendix

Excerpts from the Broadcasting. Act (1968)

Canada, Parliament, 1967-68, Chapter 25.
04awa: Ween's Printer for'Canada, 1970.

Part I: General

Bm'adcas:ing P:Ziel, fdr Canada

3.It is hereby declared that
, \.*

a) broadcasting Under 'akings n Canada Make use ofatadio frequencies that4are public
.

referredproperty and such, ndert ,sings constitute a ,single system, herein eferred to as

the Canadian br castin System, comprising public and private elements;

b) the Canadian br adcasting-system should be effectively'ohmed and controlled by

Canadains so ,as to safeguard enrich and strengthen .the cultural, political,.

social and ecornomic fabric of*Canada;

c) all peTons licensed to tarry on broadcasting undertakings have a. responsibility

for programs they broadcast but'the right of freedom of expressiOn and the right

-

,

of persons to receive programs, subject only todenerally applicable statutes and

regulations, is unquestioned;
d) the programming provided by the Canadian broa ealting system should be varied and

comprehensive and should provide reason le, balanced' opportunity for the

expression of, differing views on matters of public concern, and the programming

. provided should be of higir standard, using predominantly Canadian creative and

other resources;
.

,

e) all Canadians are entitled to broadcasting service in English and French as

public funds become av .
.

f) there should be pr ,ided, through a corporation_established by Parliament,for the

purpose, 'a nation I broadcasting -service.- that ,.is _predominantly Canadian in_

content and character; .

.

. the nationalbroaddastini service should -

o -i),be,a balanced service-of infcrmation, enlightenment' and entertainment for

. people of different ages, interestS,and tastes doverine the whole range,of

prograMMinvin fair proportion:,.
,Y

..

.4i) q extended to all parts of Canada, 'as.public.fUnds become available,.

...ill) be in ,EnglisbOn4 french, serving ttie,specitaneeds of geographic .regions

actiejycontributing to the flow and, exchange of''R cultdral and regional

.information and entertainment, and

1/

. .

.'. 1Yeantribute to the development of national'unity and provide for continuin

exgressionof Canadianidentity; .

4 ,

JO iNbeee anyconfliot arisesbetween'the objectives of the national broadcas ing

..service. and the .interests bf the priyite element oftheCanadiaii broadcasting

-.,
-system, it shall be reolved'in the publib:interest but Paramount consideration:

. .. 'Mall be given to the obyec.iivesof the national'broadcasting ser97ice,; '

, .

i) acilities *lould 'be proviaa within the Canadian broadcasting system for

. educational broadcasting; and . .
.

.
r

)) die.regulition and supervision cif, the Canadian broadcasting syste1 should be

e % flexible Tiii'zeadily adaptable to scientific.and technical advances; ' '

i' arid that the objectivep of...the broadcaqing policy for Canada enunciated in this

section can ,best be aChipvebi by providing fell' the regulation and supervision,of the

Caffadian broadtisting system by,, a-single indeperittent public authoyitY.

.. 21 ",*
, .

..
,, .

ti

'.
X
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Part II: Canadian Radio-Television Commission

Ok7ecta of r;he (.7.Ommi sion ..1:

---,_
i

-
.

IS. jectjo this Act and the Radio Act and any directions to the Commission issued

rom time to time by the,cofvernor in Council under.the.authority of this Act, the

Commission shall regulate ,nd sup4rvise all aspects of the Canadian broadcasting

system ,with a view to Implement;ng the broadcasting policy enunciated in section 3

orthis Act.

'rovers of the Co-nmissi.on
-t,e

16. (1) In furtherance of its.objects, the Commission, on the recdmmendation of the

Executive - Committee, may

a) prescribe classes of broadcasting licences;
b) make regulations&pplicable to all persons holding broadcasting licences, cr

to all persons holding broadcasting licences of one or more classes,

i) respecting standards of programs and the allocation of broadcasting

time for the purpose of giving effect to paragraph 3(d),
ii) respecting the character of advertising and the amount of time that may

be devoted to advertising,

.111) respecting the proportion. of time that may be devoted to the

broadcasting of programs, advertisements, or announcements of a

partisan political character and' the assignment of such time on an

equitable basis to political parties and candidates,

iv) respecting the use of dramatization in programs, advertisements or

announcements of a partisan political nature.
v) respecting the broadcasting times to be reserved for network programs

by any broadcasting station operated as part of a network,
vi) prescribing the conditions for the operation of broadcasting stations

as part of a network and the conditions for the broadcasting of. network

programs,
vii) with the approval of the'Treasury Board, fixing the schedules of fees

' to be paid by licensees and- roviding for the payment thereof,

viii)' requiring licensees to subm' , to the Commission such information

regarding their programs and fi cial affairs or otherwise relating to

the conduct and management of their affairs as the regulations may

specify, and
ix) respecting such other matters as it deems necessary for the furtherance

of its objects; and

. c) subject to this Part, revoke any broadcasting licence other than a

broadcasting licence issued to the corporation.

17. (1) In furtherance of 6d.objects of the Commission, the Executive Committee, after

, consultation with the part-time members in attendance at a meeting of the

Commission, may.
a) issue broadcasting licences for such terms, not exceeding five years and

subject to such conditions related to the circumstances of the licensee

i) as the .Executive Committee deems appropriate for the implementation of

the broadcasting policy enunciated in section 3, and

ii) in the case of, broadcasting licences issued to the Corporation, as the

Executive ,Committee deems consistent with the provision, through tie

Corporation, of the national broadcasting service contemplated by section

3;

b) upon application blr a licensee, amend any conditions of a broadcast'ng

licence issued to him;
c) issue renewals of 6roadcasting licences for such 'terms not exceeding five

years as the Executive Committee considers reasonable and sUbjlect to the

conditions to which the renewed licences were previously subject or to", such

other conditions as comply with,paragraph (a);
e

31
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4) subject to this Part, suspend any 'broadcasting licence other than a

broadcasting licence issued to the Corporation;

(2) The Executive Committee and the Corporation shall, at the request, of the

CorporatOon, consult with regard to any conditions that the Executive Committee,

proposes to attach to any licence issued or to be issued to the Corporation.

(3) If, notwithstanding the consultati9n provided for in subsection (2), the

Executivf Committee attaches any condition to a broadcasting licence described

in subsection (2) that the Corporation is satisfied would unreasonably impede

the provision, through the Corporation, of the national broadcasting service

contemplated by section 3, the Corpoiation may refer the condition to the

Minister for consideration and the Minister, after consultation with the

Commission and the Corporation, may give to the Executive Committee a written

directive with respect to the condition and the Executive Committee shall comply

with such directive...., .

18. (1) The Executive Committee may undertake5,4sponsor, promote or assist in research

relating to any aspect of broadcasting- and so doing it shall, wherever

appropriate, utilize technical, economic and statistical information and advice

from the Corporation or departments or agencies of the Government of Canada.

Hearings and Procedure

19. (1) A public hearing shall be held by the Commission
a) in connection with the issue of a broaddasting licence other than a licence

to carry on a temporary network operation; or
lb) where the Commission or the Executive Committee has under 'consideration' the

revocation or suspension of a broadcasting liCence.

(2) A public hearing shall.be.held by the Commission, if the Executive ommittee' is'

satisfied that it .would be in the public interest to hold such.a hearing, in

connection with
a) the amendment of 'a broadcasting licence;
b) the issue of a licence to carry on a temporary network operation; or

c) a complaint by a person with respect to any matter within the' powers of the

Commission.

(3) public hearing shall be held by the Commission in connection with the renewal

of a broadcasting licence unless the Commission is satisfied that such a hearing

is not required and, notwithstanding subsection (2), a public hearing may be

held by the Commission in connection with any.other matter in respect of which,

the Commission deems such a public hearing to be desirable....

21. The Commission may make rules respecting the procedure for making applications,

re resentations.. and complaints to the Commission and the,conduct of hearings under

se tion 19 and generally respecting the- conduct of business of the Commission in

rp ation thereto....

Part I I: Canadian-BrOadcasting Corporation

;

and PowersObject.

39. (1 The Corporation is, established for the purppse

broadcasting service contemplated by Section

conditions of any licence or Acences issued-tOit
to any applicable rfgulations, of the 'Commission,

'

`4.

of providing the ,national

3, in abcordhnce with the

by the Commission and subject
and ',o/-, that purpose the

Corporation has the power to .
.

, - . 0
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a) establish, equip, maintain and operate broadcasting undertakings;
b) make operating agreements wit licensees fpr the broadcasting, of programs;

c) originate programs, and secur pr ams from within or outside Canada by'.

;i.kel

rypurchase, e ange or otherw e, and make arrangements necessary for their

transmiss

,,,.
d) make contracts with any per n,Within or outside Canada, in connection with

the production or, pres tation of programs originated or 'secured by the

Corporation;
, .

e) make contracts with person, within or outside Canada, fprperformances-in
connection with the programs of the Corporation; . .

f) with the approval of the Minister, act as agent for or on behalf Of any

person, in providing bibadcasting service to any part of Canada not served by

.any other licensee;
0 publish; distribute and preserve, whether fora consideration or otherwise,

such audio-visual material, papers, periodicals and other literary material
as may seem conduciveto the purposes of the Corporation;, ,'

h) collect news relating to current events in any part of the
9
world and

establish and subscribe to news agencies; ,

i) acquire copyrights and trade marks; .

-.

j) acquire and use any patent, or patent rights, licences or concessions that

the Corporation considers useful for its pprposes;_
3c) make arrangements or agreements with any organization for the use of any

rights, Rrivileges of concessions that the Corporation considers useful for

its purposes;
1) acquire broadcasting undertakings either by lease or by purchase;

.. m) subject to the approval of the Governor in Council, acquire, hold and dispose
of shares of the capital stock of any company or corporation authorized to

carry on any business that is incidental or conducive to the attainment of

the objects of.the Corporation; and
n) do all such other things as the Corporation deems essential or conducive to

th, attainment of the purposes of the Corporation....

'Agent of Her qajeaty

40. (1) Except as provided in sdbsection 38(3), the Cdrporation is, for all purposes .0).

this Act, an agent of Her Majesty, sand its powers under this Act may be

exercised only as an agent of Her Majesty....
R

;41. The Corporation may purchase, lease or otherwise acquire :any reek or personal

property that the Corporation deems necessary or convenient for carrying out its

objects and.may sell, lease or otherwise dispose of all or any part of any 'property

acquired by it, except that the Corporation shall note without approval of ihe

Governor in Council, enter into any transaction for the acquisitipn of any ,real or

personal property, other than program material or rights therein, for a

consideration in excess of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, or enters intO' a

lease of other °agreement fbr the use or occupationof Teal property inyolving;an
exptudituie in excess of'two hun dred and fifty thousand dollars..

42. (1) The Corporation,may, with the approval of the Governor in -Counci4 take or

acquire lands without the consent of the owner for the purpose of carrying out

its ,oblects, and, except as otherwise provided' in this :section, the

Expropriation Act,s with such modifications as circumstances require, is

applytWe't and in respect of "the, exercise of the powers conferred by this

secti.on'and.the, lands so taken or acquired--

.
, 'Financial Proviei,ons .4,

, t

, 4 .
, , -

. 46,,T,he accounts ,mid'firiancial
r

transactions of 'the

.

Corporation Shall be audited annually.

'., by the AUditPr General of Catiadaand a report'Of the audit shall be made to the. '4
% V

6orpbravion and to 41e MiniSer....* : . , .

i .

.: , , ,
J

a

. ,
.

..
. ." . ..t 3:5 1r. ;
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References

FORMAT NOTES

1. All references (to books, periodicals, newspaper article`, government and agency

./ ,documents, and so on) appear here in one combined list.

2. Abbreviated forms of reference have been alphabetized he e in the same condensed
,

forms, j which they appear in the text. Full fo s are given in parentheses
fo.powin& the abbreviated forms or, in'the ca eof multiple references-to
the same source, in-an expanded entry in squa e parentheses immediately '

preceding the' first reference to that source.

3 "CRTC Hearing" 1-S" an abbreviated form of reference to thi Canadian Radio-Television

.
Commission Hearing on.Appiications by the Canadian BroadcastingCrrporation
for,Rental of Licences'for AM, FM, and TV Networks and 'Owned and Operated
Stat-tons, Ottawa, 18-22 April 1974.

4. "CP Story" is in abbr iated form of reference to Canadian Press service stories.-

7

S. "DNS" is an abbreviated form of -reference to "CBC 'Daily', News, Summary,'" the
secondary source of references,to certain newspaper stories apd articleS.
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